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Editor’s Column 

The explosion of knowledge at the global hut due to technological dynamics has 

certainly redefined the very concept of education. The prevailing scenario of education--

especially higher education--has become a matter of study and analysis for the scholars and 

practitioners who have a craving desire to face changes and challenges. It is because we, the 

human beings, are endowed with the faculty of choice and a free will.  

Unlike other species, we are not programmed. We can make choices and use our free 

will to act and achieve our objectives. Despite the dramatic progress in ICT in education 

achieved so far at the school and college levels, much remains to be done: each country, to 

varying degrees, continues to struggle with issues of children out of school and illiterate 

youths and adults. Inequities in educational opportunities, quality of educational services and 

level of learning achievement persist by gender, rural/urban locality, ethnic background, and 

socioeconomic status.  

The quality of learning and the capacity to define and monitor this quality is lacking 

in most developing countries. The means and scope of education continue to be narrow and 

confined to historical models of delivery, and the use of other channels continues to be ad hoc 

and marginal. The increase in quantitative and qualitative demand for education is not 

matched by an increase in resources. 

At this juncture, it is safe to state that the polarity of views on the possibility of 

change is amazing. We, the publishers of Journal of research, are very much excited to view 

some aspects of these changes through scholarly articles contributed by august scholars and 

colleagues. The present issue contains papers with critical insight and analysis as well as 

systematic discussion and deliberation on various themes of language, literature, information 

technology, commerce and so on. We hope this will certainly be useful for the people who 

aspire change. 

         Chief Editor  

                                 Dr. Dinesh R. Chavda 
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Abstract  

Girish Karnad was well known Indian actor film director and Kannada playwright famous for 

Yayati, Tughlaq, Nagamandala, Hayavadana, Odakalu Bimba and The Fire and the Rain. He 

achieves his dramatic transcendence meanwhile working on Indian mythology concern with 

humanitarian aspects. The Fire and the Rain is instance of Karnad’s best dramatic style which 

relates the thirst of humankind which never Quench. The play originally written in Kannada 

language as Agni Mattu Male then translated into English as Fire and the Rain.  The story of 

The Fire and the Rain relates the story of Indian myth Mahabharata. It narrates the relationship 

of brothers and also detached with the dual side of it. The play seems like retaliation and 

revulsion of characters which lead their desire to choose good or bad, remorse or indifference, 

love or revenge, life or death and Fire or Rain. In the drama characters were playing whimsical 

and feign role as a Humans. The play is about envy, jealousy, discrimination, rights, Art, 

competence, potentiality which terminates with the mournful end. 

Key words: Girish Karnad, Fire and the Rain, Indian mythology, Fire sacrifice for Rain, Thirst 

                   Of Humanity 

Introduction  

Girish Karnad is a well-known name in the history of Indian English literature. He was one of 

the finest writers of his era and not only limited to that but he was a successful actor, Film 

director, playwright, and a Jnanpith awardees. The time of the 1960s can be called as the time 

of Karnad as a playwright. Being an Indian he has used the Indian myths to shape his plays and 

he has used them in a way that makes all his plays stand out. He gives a modern-day touch to 

the famous Stories of myths and this makes the Stories interesting as well as the modern touch 

helps the readers to connect with the characters and it seems more relevant. Though the works 

of Karnad are available in English it was first written in his mother tongue Kannada and later 

on, he translated them into English. Hayavadana, Yayati, Agni Mattu Male (translation - The 

Fire and the Rain) are the best examples of Karnad’s love for the myths and how he gives a 
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 modern touch to them. He was highly influenced by C. Rajagopalachari’s version of the 

Mahabharata published in 1951. He stated in an interview that “I could hear the dialogues being 

spoken into my ears ... I was just the scribe”, meaning, sometime in the mid-1950s, one day he 

experienced a rush of dialogues by characters from the Mahabharata in Kannada. This shows 

why he has been influenced by the stories of myths and especially Mahabharata.  

Moving on, in this research researchers attempts a study for the thirst of humanity in the fire 

and the rain of Girish Karnad. The fire and the rain were originally written in Kannada by 

Girish Karnad and were translated into English by him as well. It is a story based on the myth 

of Yavakrita. It was extracted from chapters 135- 138 of the Vana Parva (the forest canto) of 

the Mahabharata. Girish Karnad shows various emotions of humans in this play using various 

characters that represents various thirst of humankind. Here thirst of humanity stands for the 

desires of humans which reflects with the characters of the play, let it be lust, anger, power, 

revenge all are present in the different characters of the Fire and the Rain. The story takes place 

in a small region of India which is suffering from a lack of rain for the past ten years. The king 

organizes a Yajana to please Lord Indra the god of rain in Indian mythology. The progression 

of the play introduces us to characters like Yavakri, Aravasu, Paravasu, Nittilai, Raibhaya, 

Vishakha, etc. The story was also adapted as a film with the name Agnivarsha. Some of the 

great actors like Jackie Shroff, Prabhudeva, Nagarjuna, Amitabh Bachchan, etc. played lead 

roles.  

Human Thirst 

As humans, every individual have some or other desires as it are a normal human trait. Some 

desires are good some might be bad but we all have something of it. Karnad being an excellent 

writer has used these desires in his favor to show us how human desires play a vital role in their 

life. Some lead to creations while others are responsible for the destruction. Having desires is a 

good thing but when a person loses his control over them, what he wants and tries to achieve 

something without thinking of the outcome and their desire becomes a thirst. So, in simple 

words, the title term thirst of humanity here means the desires and their role in ones’ life, how it 

leads humans to do things that could be selfish, cruel, destructive, sinful, hateful, shameful, and 

so on. India is the country which has a rich heritage backed with hundreds of literary works that 

are full of morals and teaching of living a life at fullest. The ideas like these great literary works 

we cannot forget two great epics of India, of Hinduism, that are the Ramayana and the 

Mahabharata. Though they are a part of Hinduism but they are not limited to Hinduism as it is 
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 not about preaching the religion but teaching a way of life. Being an Indian Girish Karnad was 

a huge admirer or to call it in a simple language a fan of Mahabharata. He claimed that The 

Mahabharata has a huge impact on him and his career; many of his works take inspiration and 

background from the stories of the myth. One such work is the Fire and the Rain. In Fire and 

the Rain, he takes reference and inspiration from the myth of Yavakri which is part of the 

Vana Parva (forest canto) of Mahabharata. He has modernized the myth with his writing to 

some extent to make it more interesting and he also showcases how these myths are relatable 

even in modern times too.  

All the Characters of the Fire and the Rain represent the thirst of Humanity and the outcomes 

of it. Here we see the ingenious writing of Karnad who uses the plot to give the reader an 

insight into various desires of humans and their possible outcomes. Characters like Paravasu, 

Aravasu, Raibhya, Nittilai, are blinded by the thirst of their desires that they do not care even a 

bit about their actions and the outcome. And Rakshasha, Paravasu, Raibhya, Yavakri are ready 

to kill others and their beloved one too for fulfill their thirst for revenge and they do everything 

through power to fulfill their desire without thinking about the cost or the harm they will going 

to make to others. Not only that but these characters try to give a lot of convincing reasoning 

behind their actions but if think about it with an open mind then it is not acceptable at the end 

of the day.  

Though the term thirst of humanity here stands for the desires which have also relevance with 

the story of the Fire in the Rain. The story is about a village that is suffering from no rain for 

the last ten years and as a result, the people of the village are in real suffering from the water 

problem they have very less supply of water or nearly no water to live a normal life. The king 

of that village has organized a Yagna which can bring the rain by worshipping Lord Indra the 

God of the rain as per the Indian mythology. So this thing can be taken as the thirst of 

Humanity. Now, moving on let’s talk about the thirst of humanity represented in the fire and 

the rain by Girish Karnad. 

At the beginning of the story, the idea comes to know about the situation in the village and how 

people are suffering without rain for the past ten years. King has organized a Yagna under the 

guidance of the Maha Purohit Paravasu. A highly intelligent person, a Brahmin, and master of 

Veda working for the king as a leading person of the Yajana are called the Maha Purohit. At 

first, we think about Paravasu as a person who has high moral values and a saint type of 

personality but as and when the story progresses output comes to understand that he is not 
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 different from any other human being driven by the desires of power revenge, and self-centered 

personality. 

The thirst of revenge has driven many characters crazy and to do the unspeakable acts in the 

story. Yavakri Who is the cousin brother of Aravasu and Paravasu comes back to the village 

after doing Tapasya for ten years to gain infinite knowledge. He goes to meet Vishakha who is 

his old love but now married to Paravasu. At first, Vishakha ignore him but soon the hidden 

desire inside her wakes up and they start talking and soon get intimate as the story progresses. 

Then Raibhaya the father of Paravasu comes to know about this intimate relationship of 

Vishakha and Yavakri and he is gone insane. Raibhaya is another character who is driven crazy 

by the desire for revenge and to prove he is better than others including his son. According to 

Raibhaya, he is suitable to be the Maha purohit but when Paravasu is chosen instead of him he 

feels jealous of his son. He calls himself a great person but he has also taken advantage of 

Vishakha being alone at the home by sexually harassing her while Paravasu was gone for the 

Yajana. He uses his powers and knowledge to give birth to a Brahmarakshas to kill Yavakri. 

When Brahmarakshas approaches Yavakri, Vishakha goes to warn him but here we come to 

know about the real intentions of Yavakri that he already knows about Brahma Rakshas and he 

has planned this all along. The intimate relationship with Vishakha is also a part of his plan of 

taking revenge on Raibhaya. He says that his father is superior and far more knowledgeable 

than Raibhaya his younger brother but because of his blindness, he never got the position and 

the respect he deserves. Thus he wants to serve justice by avenging the disrespect of his father. 

Soon things go wrong and Yavakri is killed by the Brahmarakshas sent by Raibhaya. When 

Vishakha goes back to the house Raibhaya tortures her and later that same night Paravasu 

arrives at home after knowing about the death of Yavakri and the relation of Yavakri and 

Vishakha. 

After all these things Paravasu get confused yet not completely angry but disappointed from 

Vishakha for the act she did. Soon Raibhaya starts cursing Vishakha and when Vishakha tells 

Paravasu how Raibhaya is talking about morals but on the other side when Paravasu was gone 

he has taken advantage of her. After understating all this things Paravasu has gone crazy. He 

wish a revenge and the desire of doing the right thing, to be the one to solve justice and to give 

his father what he deserves his thirst of revenge makes him kill his father. As soon as Raibhaya 

is dead Vishakha says that now Paravasu will never know if she was talking about the truth or 

was just manipulating Paravasu. After hearing this Paravasu is confused but he has to go back 
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 to the Yajana so he calls Aravasu and tell him that the father is killed by someone who 

misunderstood him for an animal because of the dark and tell him to do the cremation of his 

father's dead body. 

Aravasu is the only character who is not driven by any negative type of thirst or desires and is 

the most innocent character of the story the Fire and the Rain. All he wants is to get married to 

the love of his life Nittilai. Aravasu wants to be an actor and wish to performer it but being a 

good person and as Brahmin who respects his elder brother, he decides not to indulge in such 

activities when Paravasu told him that a Brahmin cannot do such things. To marry Nittilai 

Aravasu has to go to her village of her and have to prove himself in front of the elders of the 

village, worthy of being her husband but because of the actions of Yavakri, Raibhaya, and his 

brother Paravasu he fails to reach to Nittilai’s village on time. As a result of this delay, he loses 

her because Natalia’s father decides to get her married to another man to save his respect in 

front of the villagers. Yavakri is dead, Raibhaya is dead, Vishakha has left the house and 

Paravasu has gone back to the Yajana meanwhile Aravasu is left alone who has lost the love of 

his life, his brother, his father, and nearly everything he had. so after the cremation of his father 

he goes to the Yajana place but shockingly Paravasu blames him for the murder of their father 

and calls him a Rakshasha who has come to destroy the Yajana as the Yajana is in its last stage 

and it is common that the Preta and the Rakshasha often come to destroy the Yajana when it is 

about to end. It shows how the thirst of revenge made Paravasu kill his father and to save his 

image and the desire to be the Maha Purohit for the rest of his life makes him blame his brother 

who always obeyed him for the act he didn’t commit.  

Duplex: Fire and Rain 

Karnad tries to showcase that person who is being for their desires, self-centered personality 

and to fulfill their egoistic goals goes to any extent no matter what it costs. Sawing Fire and 

Rain the duplex of two different and important elements of human need, Karnad also saw the 

duplex of individual character and their desire. The thirst of humanity or the desire of revenge, 

lust, power, and position can lead to the destruction of not just a single person but a whole 

family or maybe a village or even of a nation. On the other side if a person tries to do the right 

thing leaving aside his ego and his thirst for proving himself or herself the right he or she can 

change a lot. Karnad showcases this by the character of Aravasu who respects his elders and 

tries to do the right thing even if it costs him a lot. In the climax, Paravasu has finally realized 

his mistakes by watching the drama presented by his own brother Aravasu and as a result of 
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 that, he redeems himself by killing himself, on the other hand, the brother and the husband of 

Nittilai kill her because she has run away with Aravasu. Losing his whole family and his love 

Aravasu become numb and has no idea or the power to do anything else. He’s crying, trying to 

wake up Nittilai but she goes into vain as she is already dead. Soon Devraj Indra appears in 

front of him and says that he is pleased with the play he presented and he can make his one 

wish come true and it can be anything that he desires. At first being in shock after losing 

Nittilai he asks for her revival but Indra says that the only way to make her alive again is by 

making the circle of time run backward when everyone else was alive as well. While this 

conversation is going on between Indra and Aravasu, the people of the village try to convince 

Aravasu to ask for the rain but he ignores them. The Brahmarakshas comes to him as well. The 

Brahmarakshas says that he is also a brother of Aravasu as Raibhaya gave him birth to kill 

Yavakri and now when Yavakri is dead and Raibhaya is dead; he cannot get the Moksha which 

was promised to him by Raibhaya. Aravasu must give Moksha to the Brahmarakshas and if 

Nittilai was alive she would have wanted the same. At first, Aravasu refuses but soon being the 

person who always wants to do the right; asks Indra to give Moksha to the Brahmarakshas, and 

this wish of Aravasu is fulfilled as Brahmarakshas gets the Moksha. Add as soon as Indra 

disappears the rain comes as well. Now the whole village is happy and the reason behind their 

happiness is Aravasu but he is not completely happy because he will never get to see Nittilai 

again. 

Conclusion 

Many writers started doing establishment of a cultural articulation with Indian myth and 

Literature sawing the belongingness. These things relate the relation of individual with the 

world of myth of particular culture and tradition. The art of sawing the different philosophy and 

ideologies extremely relate with the mythology. Veda, Purana Mahabharata, Ramayana are the 

best example of Indian tradition and its belongingness through mythology. In English literature 

Girish Karnad’s Fire and the Rain become an extraordinary drama based on myth of Yavakri 

taken from chapter 135-138 of Vana Parva (forest canto) of the Mahabharata. It expresses the 

idea of different kind of thirst and appetite of humankind. In general sense each individual has 

desire and wishes to live. In these sense the characters have different kinds of thirst in a form of 

their desire to do or be something. Like Aravasu has a thirst of being a part of Nittilai’s life, 

Paravasu has a thirst of being Chief priest instead of his father, Yavakri has thirst of revenge for 

his father’s image, Raibhya has thirst of revenge to Yavakri for his relation with his daughter-
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 in-law, Brahmarakshas has thirst to get Moksha. The story started with a thirst of water and 

then become the part of the characters. Fire and the Rain is an extreme example of Karnad’s 

writing in which Human Thirst like love, care, jealousy, dissatisfaction, Incompetence, anger, 

lust, etc become the reason to kill others and them self too as a oblation. Researcher also 

thankful to Mr. Mayur Karkar, formar student of the department of English, BKNM University, 

Junagadh to give his views for this research.          
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Abstract:  

Virginia Woolf was modernist writer and the pioneer of Stream of Consciousness. She has 

proved her excellences while working on ruined culture and the condition of females of her 

time. Woolf’s concern was not to objection of vision but to find out the understanding of the 

readers. In the text To the Lighthouse she talked about the representation of Inter subjectivity 

which saw the death of Utopia. To the Lighthouse consists of three parts concern to the accurate 

sense of Woolf. First part is ‘The Window’, second is ‘Time Passes’ and the third one is ‘The 

Lighthouse’. The house is the sacrificial of a time which witness of ruined life and hold the 

boundary of the Lighthouse as a portrait of the darkness. Ego and the Essentiality and sympathy 

of the characters symbolized the ruined state of mind, which lead the characters towards 

opposite of light. Woolf saw the duplex of diverse fundamentals in her text To the Lighthouse. 

Woolf surpasses her talent In the structural pattern of the lighthouse for showing opposite 

elements; hatred versus love, freedom versus bondage, passion against truth, fear versus 

bravery, husband against wife, life against death and dark against light.   

Key Words: Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse, Feminism, Dark and the Light, Feminist 
                     Approach 

Introduction 

 The structural outline of ‘To the Lighthouse’ centers on Ramsay’s family and their 

ruined life. The novel consists of three parts, part one: Window, part two: Time passes, part 

three: The Lighthouse. Virginia Woolf’s early life was in the St Ives, Cornawall, where she first 

time saw the Godrevy Lighthouse, which become significant influence in her novel To the 

Lighthouse (1927). The word Utopia is and imagined place of things in which everything is 

perfect. In the history first time the word used by Thomas More in his book Utopia.  

The accidental life of Virginia Woolf influence the novel, the way in which her mother left and 

soon followed by the death of her stepsister and surrogate mother Stella Duckworth which 

revolve in the mental collapse of her life. 
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 Woolf’s second influence to write in relevance to her own life is her father who encouraged her 

to write something. Virginia Woolf also known for her famous work ‘A Room of one’s own’ 

(1929) in which she quoted that female must have her money and her own room in which she 

can write or express through her writings.  

The novel consist of many characters but Mrs. Ramsay is one of the important character who is 

beautiful and dutiful loving woman who also believes to satisfy her male guest’s delicate ego 

and consummate their need, constant support and sympathy.   

The aversion of the characters and the negligence construct the reason to vanish the state of 

Utopia.  

To the Lighthouse somehow saw the collapse of many character’s desire and because of that all 

of them have to suffer a lot. The book auspice the death of major characters surrounded by their 

unwilling problems that’s why it’s become ‘The Book of the Dead’.    

Methodology 

 Researcher has done this research through systematic method for finding the theme of 

duality in Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse. Researcher has used the MLA 8th edition as a 

citation style for this research paper.  

Duality: Light versa Dark 

The simple concern of middleclass person is to get life oriented needs and fulfil their desire 

with piece of joy. Here the novel concentrates on same idealistic journey of Ramsay’s family 

and their visit to Isle of Skye in Scotland. The novel retain the childhood memories and 

experience and enlink the present it with present time. As the novel consist of three parts the 

first part strike up with home in the Hebrids, on the Isle of Skye. Mrs. Ramsay and her son 

James were talking and decide to visit the lighthouse but because of male dominance the whole 

plan was failed and refused by Mr. Ramsay. The story focuses on the marriage life of Mr. And 

Mrs. Ramsay. As the social norms are concern the marriage life explains the optional role of 

husband and wife. Mr Ramsay protected his family and friends to but somehow he can’t 

manage everything and he failed being as father and husband al well.   

In the very begging relations of both character Mr. Ramsay and Mrs. Ramsay saw the dual and 

opposite desire. Woolf has portrait both Husband and wife sawing the male dominance and 
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 Mrs. Ramsay who always try to fulfil the needs of her family but what about her dreams? With 

this question mark Woolf saw the death of Utopia in concern with the desire of main character 

of the novel.  

The Ramsay family consist of total eight children, one of them is painter named Lily Briscoe 

who did an effort to make a sketch of her mother and brother James. Woolf put one guest 

character who believes that female cannot paint or write anything. Here two different ideologies 

of characters saw the duality with reference to feminism. The first part ends up with a dinner 

party in which the nature of male characters simultaneously switches and urges the dominance 

and breakdown the state of Utopia. 

Looking towards the title of second part ‘Time Passes’ researcher get an idea of time passing in 

relevance with the present but it’s not only limited to it but it relate the sense of absence, dearth, 

aversion and death of the characters.  

The implicated relationship of Mr and Mrs. Ramsay saw their everyday life approaches with 

each other but not the real interactions. The third part entitled ‘The Lighthouse’ begins with Mr. 

Ramsay’s desire for a trip with his daughter Cam(illa) and son James but that was not happened 

well because of his immature children, this scene also refer the death of Utopia and reflect Mr 

Ramsay’s ruined state of mind. Also one other character Lily Briscoe recall her past life 

memory meanwhile she also remember that vision and the desire of her life is more important 

than leaving some sort of legacy in her work as painter. In the first two parts Lily Briscoe as a 

young painter begins a portrait of Mrs Ramsay but not finished till the end of the novel because 

of many troubles. Her desire of make a painting of Mrs Ramsay refers the perfect pleasure but 

that also can’t end well, this also saw the death of Utopia. She also faced frighten opinions from 

Charles Tensley like ‘women cannot paint’ (Woolf) which makes her confidence down.     

Conclusion 

To conclude this research, Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse represents the two major ideas- 

first is Ruined House and the second one is Death of Utopia in the text. In this research the 

researcher has mention the two major concepts of the text titled, To the Lighthouse with what 

the idea of ruined life and the death of Utopia concern. Virginia Woolf was always in a favour 

of feminist perspective. Another text by Woolf, A Room of Once Own (1929) also reflects the 

idea that women must have her own place to express her feelings and ideas. But with reference 
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 to the text The Lighthouse Woolf surpasses the idea of perfection in the life. The complexity of 

the characters in the text saw that anyone can transcend the immortality via physical world. 

Virginia Woolf express the idea about after death life that one can live after the death also, 

example is the influence of Mrs. Ramsay’s on the character Lily Briscoe. Through this research 

the Researcher has explore that in the text To the Lighthouse Woolf has mention the idea that 

we can transcend this physical world and continue to exist as a soul.      
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ABSTRACT 

Tax duty is an obligatory commitment to state income, imposed by the administration on 

labourers pay and business benefits, or added to the expense of certain merchandise, 

administrations, and exchanges. Tax is crucial to a country’s economy but if there is really 

high taxation it will lead to a recession as manufacturers ability to produce product decreases 

cause of the high cost of production and reduce in numbers of buyers which indirectly 

impacts the overall growth of the country. Goods and Services Tax is a value-added tax 

which was recently implemented in India. Hence it is necessary to understand its significant 

impact in Indian Economy. We have done this research to find out the impact of GST 

application on OTC products in the pharmaceutical sector. This study is done in order to have a 

better understanding of the impact of this taxation system. It is an indirect tax. It takes account 

of expenditure done through the sale, manufacture, and consumption of goods & services at a 

national level. It involves companies, industries and services. GST will decrease the 

manufacturing price which will result in a positive impact on the Indian Pharmaceutical 

Industries. National Pharmaceutical Price Authority has issued necessary instructions to fix 

drug prices for the vital medicines to make it affordable for everyone. 

Key words: GST, Pharma and Drug 

Introduction 

Goods & Services Tax Law in India is a complete, multistage, destination-based tax that is 

levied on every charge addition. Many indirect tax laws has been replaced that earlier existed 

in India by GST Law. The tax came into consequence from July 1st, 2017 during the 

implementation of 101st Amendment of the Constitution of India by the Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi. GST an meandering tax system which takes financial credit expenditure 

prepared through sale, manufacture, and consumption of goods & services at a national level 

which mainly involves companies, industries and services area. The main idea behind it is to 

eliminate the tax levied of state and central government. 

It involves three stages: 

03 
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 1) State GST (SGST) levied by state 

2) Central GST (CGST) levied by centre 

3) Integrated GST (IGST) levied by central government on inter-state supply of goods and 

service. 

Under the Essential Commodities Act, a Drug Price Control Order is issued to ensure that the 

costs of crucial medicines which are required in large amounts are set in such a way that they 

are reasonable for each person. The order has its roots in 1970 when the government realized 

the sick effects of the high profitability of medical drugs and the companies which made 

them. The GST Rates for medicines were decided by the GST Council in the meeting held on 

3rd June, 2017. GST is levied in 5 different rates, specifically NIL, 5%, 12%, 18% and 28% 

based on the HSN (Harmonized System of Nomenclature) code of the article. Medicines and 

pharmaceuticals are classified under 37th chapter of the HSN Code. The following types of 

medicines and pharmaceutical products are free from GST: 

lHuman Blood and its components lAll types of contraceptives Goods under the subsequent 

HSN categories are taxed 

at 5% GST rate: lAnimal or Human Blood Vaccines lDiagnostic kits for detection of all types 

of hepatitis lDesferrioxamine injection or deferiprone lCyclosporin lMedicaments (including 

veterinary medicaments) used in bio-chemic systems and not bearing a brand name. 

Twelve percent GST Rate The Subsequent Types of Medicines and Pharmaceutical 

Goods are Taxed at 12% GST Rate 

lOrgans for organo-therapeutic uses; lextracts of glands or other organs or of their secretions 

for organo-therapeutic uses; lheparin and its salts; other human or animal substances prepared 

for therapeutic or prophylactic uses, not  elsewhere specified or included lAnimal blood 

prepared for curative, prophylactic or diagnostic uses; lantisera and other blood fractions and 

customized immunological products, whether or not obtained by means of biotechnological 

processes; lToxins, cultures of microorganisms (not including yeasts) and similar products. 

lMedicaments consisting of two or more constituents, who have been mixed together for 

therapeutic or prophylactic uses, not put up in measured doses or in forms or packings for 

retail sale, including Ayurvaedic, Unani, Siddha, homoeopathic or Biochemic systems 

medicaments. lMedicaments consisting of mixed or unmixed products for curative or 

prophylactic uses, put up in measured doses (as well as those in the form of transdermal 
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 administration systems) or in forms or packings for retail sale, including Ayurvaedic, Unani, 

homoeopathic siddha or Biochemic systems medicaments, put up for retail sale. lWadding, 

gauze, bandages and similar goods (for example, dressings, adhesive plasters, poultices), 

impregnated or layered with pharmaceutical substances or put up in forms or packings for 

retail sale for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary purposes. 

Pharmaceutical goods such as Sterile surgical catgut, similar sterile suture materials (including 

sterile labsorbable surgical or dental yarns) and sterile tissue adhesives for surgical cut closure; 

sterile laminaria and lsterile laminaria tents; sterile absorbable surgical or dental haemostatics; 

sterile surgical or denatal ladhesion barriers, whether or not absorbable, etc., 

Review of Literature 

Ajit Kumar and Prof (Dr.) Jeevan Kumar Chaudhary (2019) studied, “GST and Its 

Impact on Pharmaceutical Industry.” Concluded that GST has both positive as well as 

negative effects on the pharmaceutical business, but the quantum of positive impact is more, 

and the government is still working towards the changes to reduce the negative effect and 

such activity is an ongoing process for further improvement. 

Sandip Kumar De (2016) studied, “GST and the Effects on Pharmaceutical Industry” in 

this paper, RSM explores at a broad level, the impact that GST has had on impact on the 

pharmaceutical industry. It was concluded that the inverted duty structure could result in a 

significant loss of input tax credit in the pharmaceutical industry. There is burnout as a result 

of the inability to reclaim input tax paid on capital goods. Furthermore, disbursements due to 

budgetary support are expected to be delayed, potentially leading to further working capital 

constraints. All of these impediments raise the cost of working capital and are likely to harm 

pharmaceutical product prices. 

Dr. Priyanka Jain (2017) studied, “Impact of GST in Various Indian Industries.” This 

paper explains the concept of GST with the pros and cons of implementing GST in India along 

with their impacts on various sectors. It also highlights comparative details between the 

proposed GST scenario and the current tax scenario. Concluded that there will be problems 

and challenges in implementing GST in India. Its pros for one industry can become the 

challenges of other industries. So it is very imperative to be proactive measures for the 

upcoming challenges. There should be all-around equal development. 
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 Bhawana Khanna and Pavneet Kaur (2017) studied, “A Research Paper on an Impact of 

Goods and Services Tax (GST) on Various Sectors of Economy.” The finding shows that 

tax rates have significantly impacted various sectors of the economy but still it has reduced the 

burden of tax on the final consumer by removing the cascading effect on consumers. The paper 

elaborates that no doubt the current GST system is a multistage, destination-based effect on 

goods and services but it will be a major source of revenue for Govt. as it shows a significant 

impact on each sector of the economy. 

Ranjana Upashi (2017) studied, “Study on Effect of Goods and Services Tax on 

Different Sectors in India.” Also discuss the concept and framework of GST, benefits of 

GST, the impact of GST on different sectors like Automobile, FMCG, Banking, Insurance, 

Financial Services, Pharmaceutical Sector, Agriculture, Real Estate, Oil and Gas, Cement, 

Telecom, Airlines and, Gold. Concluded that GST impact is neutral and positive on different 

sectors of the economy. 

Dr. R. Vasanthagopal (2011-April2nd)studied,“GST in India: A Big Leap in the Indirect 

Taxation System”. InternationalJournal of Trade, Economics and Finance, Vol. 2,and 

concluded that switching to smooth and continuous GST from current complicated indirect tax 

system in India will be a positive step in thriving Indian economy. Success of GST will lead to 

its acceptance by more than 130 countries in world and a new preferred form of indirect tax 

system in Asia also. 

GST on healthcare will make Medicare unaffordable: ASSOCHAM-TechSci 

studyWednesday, (January 25, 2017) concluded like, Under GST, the cascading effect of tax 

on goods and services would be reduced. Thus, making Indian healthcare market a seamless 

uniform market, demolishing fiscal barriers between the states. The inverted duty structure 

which is adversely affecting the domestic manufacturers would be reduced by GST, thereby 

resulting in reducing the cost of inputs, thus boosting the investments in healthcare sector. 

However, certain tax exemptions that reduce cost of services for customers might be 

overridden with introduction of GST. This would pose a negative impact on healthcare sector 

from consumer’s point of view. 

MarksmanHealthcare (june27-2017)“Impact of GST on Indian Healthcare sector” said 

the impact of GST on the healthcare segment is still indeterminate. Some industry specialists 

have confidence that post implementation of this bill, customers and industry players will be 
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 in a win-win situation. The healthcare industry would benefit from passing of the GST bill as 

it would reduce the complexities and various obstacles to the growth of business to a large 

extent. On the other hand, patients/consumers are going to be burdened with the increased 

medicine costs. 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY: 

· To know the Advantages and disadvantages of GST on service sectorwith respect 

to health care. 

· To know the opinion of patients or consumers towards the GST. 

· To know that whether the GST implementations in India towards the health care 

is having success or failure. 

IMPACT OF GST ON PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY 

GST levy on pharmaceutical products can range between different tax rates, i.e. Nil, 5%, 12% 

and 18%. GST on medicines has left the prices of the same unaffected when compared to the 

previous regime. This article covers the GST implications for pharmaceutical products and 

the sector in detail. 

(Goods and Services Tax) has grabbed the attention across all the industries in the country. It 

would benefit most of the sectors and make the taxation process easier as it will replace a 

number of different taxes and duties. The Indian Healthcare Industry is now among of the 

major sectors with respect to revenue and to employment. As the expenditure on the 

Healthcare increases, so do revenues from taxes. 

GST subsumes various taxes of the complex tax system in the country into one uniform tax 

system. GST would have a constructive effect on the Healthcare Industry particularly the 

Pharma sector. It would help the industries by streamlining the   taxation   structure since 

8 different types of taxes were imposed on the Pharmaceutical Industry previously. 

An amalgamation of all the taxes into one uniform tax will ease the way of doing business in 

the country, as well as minimising the cascading effects of manifold taxes that is applied to 

one product. Moreover, GST would also improve the operational efficiency by rationalising 

the supply chain that could alone add 2 percent to the country’s Pharmaceutical industry. GST 

would help the Pharmaceutical companies in rationalising their supply chain; the companies 

would need to review their strategy and distribution networks. 
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 Furthermore, GST implementation would also enable a flow of seamless tax credit, 

improvement   the   overall   compliance    create    an    equal    level    playing    field    for the 

Pharmaceutical companies in the country. The biggest advantage for the companies would be 

the reduction in the overall transaction costs with the withdrawal of CST (Central Sales Tax). 

GST may lower the manufacturing cost. 

One more benefit due to GST is the reduction in the overall cost of technology. Previously, the 

technical machinery and equipment which are imported into the country by the healthcare 

sector were very costly. Also, the duty which is levied is not allowed as a tax credit under the 

previous tax regulations. 

The passing of the GST (Goods and Services Tax) Bill has grabbed the attention across all the 

industries in the country. It would benefit most of the sectors and make the taxation process 

easier as it will replace a number of different taxes and duties. 

The Indian Healthcare Industry is now among of the major sectors with respect to revenue 

and to employment. As the expenditure on the Healthcare increases, so do revenues from 

taxes. Recently, the Government of India decided for the implementation of GST, which 

would subsume various taxes of the complex tax system in the country into one uniform tax 

system. 

It is expected that GST would have a constructive effect on the Healthcare Industry 

particularly the Pharma sector. It would help the industries by streamlining the taxation 

structure since 8 different types of taxes are imposed on the Pharmaceutical Industry today. 

An amalgamation of all the taxes into one uniform tax will ease the way of doing business in 

the country, as well as minimising the cascading effects of manifold taxes that is applied to 

one product. Moreover, GST would also improve the operational efficiency by rationalising 

the supply chain that could alone add 2 percent to the country’s Pharmaceutical industry. GST 

would help the Pharmaceutical companies in rationalising their supply chain; the companies 

would need to review their strategy and distribution networks. Furthermore, GST 

implementation would also enable a flow of seamless tax credit, improvement the overall 

compliance create an equal level playing field for the Pharmaceutical companies in the 

country. The biggest advantage for the companies would be the reduction in the overall 

transaction costs with the withdrawal of CST (Central Sales Tax). GST is also expected to 

lower the manufacturing cost. 
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 One more benefit likely to accrue due to GST is the reduction in the overall cost of 

technology. Currently, the technical machinery and equipment which are imported into the 

country by the healthcare sector are very costly. Also, the duty which is levied is not allowed 

as a tax credit under the present tax regulations. However, with GST this scenario might 

change. Under GST, duty charged on the import of such equipment and machinery would be 

allowed as a credit. 

There is an uncertainty if the life-saving drugs, Healthcare services, and medical devices 

would continue to be tax-free once GST comes into force. Till now, life-saving drugs are 

exempted from the Excise and Customs Duties. Some of the States charge 5 percent taxes on 

the medicines; it might change once GST comes to play. The Government must continue the 

duty and tax incentives which are in place already. As the Goods and Services Tax is 

applicable on all the stages of the supply chain, it is still unclear how this would influence the 

bonus schemes, free drug samples and the inter-state movement of the expired products or the 

stock transfers. 

One of the prime concerns for the healthcare sector is the inverted duty structure that adversely 

impacts the domestic manufacturers. The cost of inputs is much higher than output, i.e., the 

raw materials are more costly in terms of duty than the finished product itself hence 

depressing investments from the manufacturers. For addressing this issue, the GST structure 

proposes either to dispose of the inverted duty structure or bring in a refund of the accrued 

credit. If this is implemented, it would prove to be the biggest advantage for the healthcare 

sector and would act as a booster for the growth of healthcare industry. 

Positive Implications of GST on Pharma Industry 

Eliminates Cascading Effect on Medicines: 

GST on medicines eliminates the cascading effect of tax which involved multiple taxes which 

are applied on to a single product. The GST framework would create a common pharma 

market with equal opportunities towards growth across several states. 

Efficiency in Supply Chain: 

Due to the uniform tax structure provided by the GST framework, the traditional cost and 

distribution Model would be replaced by supply chain efficiencies and tax would become 
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 neutral. Pharmaceuticals companies would find freedom in exploring various strategic supply 

chain and distribution channel and bring overall logistics cost down. 

Refund in case of Inverted Tax structure: 

The cost of inputs is much higher than output, i.e., the raw materials are more costly in terms 

of duty than the finished product itself hence depressing investments from the manufacturers. 

For addressing this issue, the GST structure has a law in place for inverted duty structure and 

brings in a refund of the accrued credit. It proves to be the biggest advantage for the healthcare 

sector and would act as a booster for the growth of the healthcare industry. 

Lower Tax Rate for Life saving Drugs: 

Under the GST framework, the life-saving essential drugs such as Oral re- hydration salts, 

diagnostic kits for hepatitis and such other life-saving injections fall under the tax bracket of 

5 percent. 

Increase in Compliance: 

Now under GST, various distribution channels will now be required to obtain registration and 

file returns. Earlier they were not required to obtain registration since they were not involved 

in the payment of taxes and filing of returns. This will increase compliance and would curb 

practices of non-issuance of invoice. 

Negative Implications of GST on Pharma Industry: 

Increase in Manufacturing cost: 

Goods and Service Tax is having a constructive impact on the Indian Pharmaceutical 

Industries as it has increased the manufacturing cost. Most drugs mentioned in 5% tax bracket 

under GST were previously covered in 4% tax bracket under VAT. 

Destruction of Expired Medicine: 

Manufacturer is required to reverse the ITC availed on the return supply as per the provisions 

of Section 17(5) of the CGST Act, 2017if the time expired goods which have been returned 

by the retailer/wholesaler are destroyed by him. The ITC which is required to be reversed in 

such scenario is the ITC availed on the return supply and not the ITC that is attributable to the 

manufacture of such time expired goods. 
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 Ayurvedic Medicines: 

Under GST, Ayurvedic medicines could get costlier as they would be taxed at the rate of 12% 

which were earlier covered by 4% tax bracket under VAT regime. Because of this hike in the 

tax rates, MRP must be revised to absorb overall effect. 

Taxability of Free Supplies: 

Supply of goods between persons without consideration is deemed to be a ‘supply’. 

Accordingly, stock transfer of promotion materials/ free samples will be subject to GST. 

Subsequent supply of the said promotion materials to stockists / end customers will also attract 

GST. 

Conclusion 

Under the GST regime, seamless availability of input tax credit even on inter-state 

transactions makes it possible for many companies to employ a hub and spoke mode. The 

thrust that GST gives to supply chain coincides with the move that pharmaceutical companies 

are making to continuous manufacturing and industrial automation. Thus, the supply chain 

aspects should be looked at a serious cost optimisation exercise that would further enhance 

competitiveness of the businesses. 

One of the sectors expected to benefit from the same is the Indian Healthcare Industry 

regarding revenue and employment. It only makes sense for the government to help this 

industry with the assistance of the newly-enforced GST regime. As the expenditure on 

healthcare products and development in the field in question increases, so does the 

revenues from the taxes coming in from a budding industry like that. 

It is believed that GST will have a positive effect on Healthcare and Pharmaceutical 

industries. Analysts believe that it will help the industry reduce costs and carry out 

taxation practices more effectively and in a time-efficient manner as eight different forms 

of taxes that used to be levied onto the pharmaceutical industry have been subsumed into 

one for that very same purpose. 
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· પ્ર�ત�વન�  

 ભ�રત�ય સ�����તન� ��ર�ત�વ, સ�����ત, �શ�પ અન� �થ�પ�યન� �વક�સમ�� ��જર�ત��� પ્રદ�ન 

અન���� છ�. આપણ� � �તક�ળન� સ�ક્ષ� � �ર� આપત�� અન�ક પ્રમ�ણ� ��જર�ત ર��યમ��થ� ઠ�રઠ�ર પ્ર��ત 

થ�ય છ�. ઇ�તહ�સન� પ�ન� વ��ચત� જાણવ� મળ�  છ� ક�, હમ�શ� ય�ર�વ�ર ટ�ળ�ઓ અન� �નવ���સત�એ 

��જર�તન� પ�ત���� આશ્રય �થ�ન બન����� છ�. છ�ક પ્ર�ગ ઐ�તહ��સક ક�ળથ� અવ��ચ�ન ક�ળ ��ધ� આ 

પ્ર�કય� ચ��� રહ�વ� પ�મ� છ�, જેન� ક�રણ� ��જર�તમ�� એક અન�ખ� સ�����ત��� �નમ��ણ થય���� જ�વ� મળ�  

છ�. ત�મ�� ક�ટલ�ક સ�����તઓન� ��મ�ળ ��જર�ત ર��યમ�� થય�લ� છ�.ત�ન� પ�રણ�મ� ઈ�તહ�સ, � �ગ�ળ, 

ધમ�, ર�ત-�રવ�જ�ન� ઘ�ર� અસર ��જર�તન� પ્રજા પર જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. ભ�રત�ય સ�����તમ�� ��જર�તન� 

ર�ગ�ન લ�ક� ��ય�, કળ� સભર �નવ�સ�, સરસ અન� સ�લસ ર�ત� �રવ�જ�, હ�તકલ�ઓન� ��જર�તન� 

સ�����તન� �વક�સમ�� અન���� પ્રદ�ન છ�. દ�શન� અ�ય પ્રદ�શ�ન� જેમ ��જર�તમ�� પણ સ��ક�ર ધમ� સ�થ� 

ગ�ઢ ર�ત� સ�કળ�ય�લ છ�. સ��હ�ય, �થ�પ�ય, �ચત્રકલ� અન� સ�ગ�ત જેવ�� �વ�વધ સ������તક ક્ષ�ત્ર� 

આપણ� સ��ક�ર વ�રસ�ન� ધર�હર છ�. આમ ત� સમગ્ર ��જર�ત પ્ર�ચ�ન અન� અવ��ચ�ન બન્ન� ક્ષ�ત્ર� 

દ�શભરમ�� આગ��� �થ�ન ધર�વ� છ�. અમદ�વ�દ નજીક લ�થલ અન� ક�છન� વ�ગડ �વ�ત�રમ�� આવ��� 

ધ�ળ�વ�ર�ન� ૫૦૦૦ વષ� ��ન� હડ�પ�ય સ�����તએ ��જર�તન� �વશ્વભરમ�� �ય��ત અપ�વ� છ�. 

��જર�તન� ��ર�તન વ�રસમ�� સમ્ર�ટ અશ�કન� ત્ર�જી સદ�ન� �શલ�લ�ખ�, ક�છન� ખડ�ર �વ�ત�રમ��થ� 

મળત� ક્ષત્રપન� બ�જી ત્ર�જી સદ�ન� �શલ�લ�ખ� પણ મ�ય�, ���ત અન� ક્ષત્રપ વ�રસ�ન� ઝ��ખ� કર�વ� 

છ�. ત� ત�ર�ગ�, મ�ઢ�ર�, �� �ભ��રય�, �ગરન�ર અન� પ��લત�ણ�ન� જૈન મ��દર���� �શ�પ �થ�પ�ય આપણ� 

ભ�ય સ������તક વ�રસ���� �મરણ કર�વ� છ�. ��જર�તન� ����લમ �થ�પ�યન� વ�રસ� પણ ભ�રત�ય અન� 

આરબ કલ���� �મશ્રણ ધર�વત� ભ�ય ઇમ�રત�મ�� સચવ�ય� છ�. જ� ક� ��જર�ત��� �થ�પ�ય મ�ગલ 

�થ�પ�યથ� ���� � પડ� છ�. ��જર�તન� ઈમ�રત� �વશ�ળ નથ� પણ ત���� �શ�પ, ક�તરક�મન� ક�ર�ગર� 

ઉ�ચ કક્ષ�ન� છ�. આ ગરવ� ��જર�તન� આપણ� આ ધર�હર પ�ક� �� �ભ��રય�ન� જૈન દ�ર�સરન� 

�થ�પ�ય�મ�� સચવ�ય�લ� આપણ� સ��ક�ર વ�રસ�ન� ઝલક અહ� મ�ળવ����. 
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· ���ભ��રય�ન� પ�રચય  

અંબ�જીથ� બ� ત્રણ �ક.મ�. ન� અંતર� આવ�લ �� �ભ��રય� જૈન દ�ર�સરમ�� ભગવ�ન ન��મન�થ, 

ભગવ�ન મહ�વ�ર �વ�મ�, ભગવ�ન પ�શ્વન�થ, ભગવ�ન શ���તન�થ અન� ભગવ�ન સ�ભવન�થન� પ��ચ 

દ�ર�સર�ન� સ� �હ ધર�વત� મ��દર છ�. આ મ�ટ� એવ� દ�તકથ� છ� ક� ભ�મદ�વ સ�લ�ક�ન� સમયમ�� 

ચ�દ્ર�વત�ન� દ�ડન�યક જૈન વ�ણક �વમળશ�એ �વજય અન� સફળત� મ�ળ�ય� પછ� ત�ન� ય�દ ક�યમ� 

કરવ� સફ�દ આરસન� ���દર દ�ર�સર�ન� સ� �હ બ��ધવ�ન� �વચ�ર કય� અન� એ મ�ટ� મ�વ�ડન� ર�ણ� 

�� �ભ�જીએ આર���રમ�� મ�ત�જીન� મ��દર નજીક વસ�વ�લ �� �ભ��રય� ગ�મન� જ�ય� પસ�દ કર� હત�. 

આથ� આ �થળ �� �ભ��રય� તર�ક� જાણ�� �� બ���� હ� ��. �વમળશ�ન� પ�ન� ��મ�ગલ� અંબ�જી મ�ત�જીન� 

પરમ ભ�ત હ�ઈ આ ક�મમ�� મ�ત�જીન� ��પ� મ�ટ� ત�ઓએ પ્ર�થન� કર�. એક �દવસ મ�ત�જીએ 

�વ�નમ�� આવ� ક�� ક� ત�ર� બધ� ઈ�છ� � �ર� થશ�, ન�ણ�ન� ખ�ટ ન�હ પડ�. �વમળશ�એ સફ�દ 

આરસન� ���દર કલ� ���તવ�ળ� ૩૬૦ જૈન દ�ર�સર� બ�ધ��ય�. ક�મગ�ર� � �ણ� થત�� �વમળશ� હષ��વભ�ર 

બન� ગય� �ય�ર� બ��લક� �વરૂપ� મ�ત�જીએ ત�મન� પ�સ� જઈન� � �છ�� ક� ક�ન� ��પ�થ� મ��દર� બન��ય��? 

�વમળશ� મ�ત�જીન� ઓળખ� શક્ય� ન�હ અન� બ��ય� મ�ર� ધમ�����ન� પ્રત�પ�. મ�ત�જીએ ફર� ફર� 

� �છત�� આ જ જવ�બ મળત�� મ�ત�જી ક્ર��ધત થય� અન� �વમળશ�ન� ક��� �વમળ, તમ� અહ� ન� ર�ક�શ�, 

ન�સ� છુટ� �વમળશ�. એટલ� �વમળશ�એ ન�સ�ન� આ�� જત�� રહ્ય��. �ય�� ભય�નક આગ� દ�ખ� દ�ધ� અન� 

પ��ચ દ�ર�સર� �સવ�યન� બ�ક�ન� ન�ટ થઇ ગય� હત��.  

 �� �ભ�ર�ય�ન� � �ળ ન�યક ન��મન�થન� પ્ર�ત�ઠ� �વક્રમ સ�વત ૧૦૮૮મ�� �વમળશ� મ�ત્ર�એ કર� 

હત�. સ�વત ૧૩૫૬મ�� અ�લ�ઉદ્દ�ન ખ�લજીએ ��જર�ત પર ચડ�ઈ કર� �ય�ર� આ મ��દર�ન� પણ �ય�પક 

��કશ�ન ક��� હ� ��. આ પછ� ત�ન� જીણ�દ્ધ�ર અન� જૈન પ્રસ�દ�ન� પ્ર�ત�ઠ� �વજયસ�ન��ર�શ્વરજીએ 

મ�ગસર વદ ૪ �વક્રમ સ�વત ૧૬૭૫ન� કર� હત�. અહ�ન� જૈન પ્રસ�દ� મ�ટ� ��ર�ત�વ�વદ્દ 

�જન�વજયજીએ ભ�રતન� ��ર�ત�વ�ય સવ�ક્ષણ �વભ�ગન� એક મ�જણ�ન� હવ�લ� આપત�� ન����� છ� ત� 

��જબ �� �ભ��રય�ન� મ��દર�ન� �થ�પ�ય, બ��ધણ�, આક�ર વગ�ર� આ��, ન�ગદ� અન� ક�છન� ભદ્ર�શ્વરન� 

જૈન મ��દર� જે��� જ છ�. જ� ક� આ પ�ક� ક�છન� ભદ્ર�શ્વર મ��દર���� નવ�નમ��ણ થત�� ત���� �થ�પ�ય હવ� 

બદલ���� છ�. �� �ભ��રય�ન� મ��દર�ન� �ત�ભ�, દ્વ�ર� અન� છતમ�� કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ ક�તરક�મ આ��ન� 

દ�લવ�ડ�ન� �બલ��લ મળ��� આવ� છ�. આ મ��દર�ન� વ�ર�વ�ર જીણ�દ્ધ�ર થય� હ�વ�થ� �શ�પ� ���ટમ�� 

આવ�લ� તફ�વત ન�ધ� શક�ય છ�. મ��દરન� છત��� ક�મ એટ��� � ��મ અન� કલ� સ��ઠવથ� ભર���� છ� ક�, 
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ત���� બ�ર�ક �નર�ક્ષણ કરત�� કલ�ક� ન�કળ� જાય. કહ�વ�ય છ� અહ� મ��દર�ન� �વશ�ળ સ� �હ હત� જેન� 

ન�ધ અહ�ન� �શલ�લ�ખ�મ�� પણ જ�ઈ શક�ય છ�, પર�� � હવ� �� �ભ��રય�ન� કલ�મય પ્ર�સ�દ�મ�� ���ય�વ� 

પ��ચ મ��દર�ન� સમ�વ�શ થ�ય છ�. આ બધ� મ��દર�મ�� ભગવ�ન ન�મ�ન�થન� સ�ગ�મરમરન� પ્ર�સ�દ 

સ�થ� મ�ટ� છ�. ત�ન� � �વ� બ���  સફ�દ આરસપહ�ણ��� મહ�વ�ર �વ�મ���� મ��દર, ત�ન� સ�મ� પ�શ્વન�થ, 

શ���તન�થ અન� સ�ભવન�થન� દ�ર�સર આવ�લ� છ�.  

મ�ડપન� �ત�ભ�, ત�રણ�, ભ�ત�, ઝ��ખ� અન� ���મટ વગ�ર� ક�ડ�રવ�મ�� આવ�લ� ક�તરણ� 

જ�ન�રન� અ�ય�ત �વ�મયમ�� ન�ખ� દ� છ�. અહ�ન� પ્ર��ગણમ�� આવ�લ� �શલ�લ�ખ� આર�સર નગરન� 

પ્ર�ચ�નત� દશ��વ� છ�. ભ��ત ભ�વન�ન� સ�થ� �શ�પ �થ�પ�યન� સમ�વયથ� �વ�વધ પ��સ�ઓ �ય�ત 

કરત� સ�મ��જક લ�કજીવનન� પણ અહ� દશ�ન થ�ય છ� જે મ�નવત�ન� � ��ય��કન�મ�� અન�ર� ભ�વ 

જગ�ડ� છ�. અહ� ક�ડ�ર�ય�લ� �શ�પ�મ�� સ��હ�ય, સ�ગ�ત અન� કલ���� સ���� રસદશ�ન આપણન� થ�ય છ� 

અન�  ત� દ્વ�ર� ત�ક�લ�ન સમ�જન� ઉ�ચ આદશ�ન� પણ પ્રત��ત દશ�કન� થ�ય છ�. �� �ભ��રય�ન� પ્ર�સ�દ� 

અ��પમ અન� ર�ય અ�ભનવ �શ�પકળ� �ય�ત કરત�� કલ��નક�તન છ� એ��� કહ� શક�ય. ત� �શ�પ, 

�થ�પ�ય અન� ક�ર�ગર�ન� અ� �વ� સ�ય�જન ધર�વત� અ�દ્રત�ય બન� રહ્ય�� છ�. એક મ��યત� એવ� પણ 

છ� ક� �� �ભ�ક�  ઉપરથ� �� �ભ��રય� ન�મ� ધ�રણ કરન�ર ��ન� આર�સર નગરન� અવશ�ષરૂપ એવ� આ 

કલ�મ��દર� ત�ન� પ્ર�ચ�ન ઈ�તહ�સ અન� ગ�રવગ�થ� કહ�ત� અહ� ત���� �થ�ન સ�ચવ� રહ્ય�� છ�. 

· ���ભ��રય�ન� પ��ચ સ� �હ મ��દર�ન� પ�રચય 

૧) ન��મન�થ ભગવ�ન��� મ��દર 

 આ બધ�� મ��દર�મ�� સ�થ� મ�ટ� ન�મ�ન�થન� પ્ર�સ�દ છ�. ���યદ્વ�રથ� ર�ગમ�ડપમ�� જવ� મ�ટ� 

પગ�થય� બનવ�લ� છ�. આ મ��દરમ�� ���ય પ્ર�તમ� ન��મન�થન� છ�, જે સ�. ૧૬૭૫મ�� �વજયદ�વ���રએ 

પ્ર�ત�ઠ� કર� હ�વ�ન� ત�ન� ઉપર લ�ખ છ�. ઓસવ�ળ બ��ર�(બહ�ર�) ર��યપ�લ� ત� �બ�બ કર�વ�લ છ�, 

હ�ર�વજય� �ર�ન� પટ્ટધર આચ�ય� �વજયસ�ન� �ર�ન� �શ�ય �વજયદ�વ���ર પ�સ� ત�ન� પ્ર�ત�ઠ� કર�વ� 

હત�, એમ ત�મ�� ન����� છ�. ધમ�સ�ગરન� તપ�ગ�છપટ્ટ�વ�લ�મ�� જણ��ય� પ્રમ�ણ� વ��દદ�વસ� ��રએ 

�વ.સ�.૧૧૭૪-૧૨૨૬મ�� આર�સણમ�� ન��મન�થન� સ� પ્રથમ કર� હત�. આ પ્ર�ચ�ન � ��ત� ખ��ડત થવ�થ� 

બહ�ર� ર��યપ�લ� નવ�ન �બ�બ બન�વ� ��ન��થ����� હ�વ���� આથ� સમજાય છ�. ઉપદ�શ સ�ત�તમ�� 

પ�સલ શ્ર��ઠ�એ આ મ��દર બ�ધ��ય�ન� �વ�� �ત હક�કત આપ�લ� છ�. આ મ��દરમ�� ક�ટલ�ક પ્ર�ચ�ન 
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પ્ર�તમ�ઓ, ક�ઉસ�ગ�ય�, ઇ�દ્ર� અન� પ�રકર� ખ��ડત-અખ��ડત ��ક�લ� છ�. ૧૭૦ �જનન�એક ���દર પટ 

�ય�� � �ક�લ� છ�. જેન� પર �વ.સ�. ૧૩૧૦ ન� લ�ખ છ�. નવ ચ�ક�ન� બદલ� અહ� બ� લ�ઈન�મ�� થઇ ��લ દસ 

ચ�ક�ઓ બન�વવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. �ય�� ડ�બ� બ���  એક ગ�ખલ�મ�� ન�દ�શ્વરદ�પન� રચન� છ�. જેન� પર 

�વ.સ�. ૧૩૨૩ ન� લ�ખ ક�તરવ�મ�� આવ�લ� છ�. જમણ� હ�થ તરફન� એક દહ�ર�મ�� અં�બક�ન� મ�ટ� 

પ્ર�તમ� બ�સ�ડ�લ� છ�. દ�વ��હમ�� એક દ�વ���લક�, ��ઢમ�ડપ અન� પ્ર�તશ�લ�(પરસ�લ) આવ�લ�� છ�. ત���� 

�શખર ત�ર�ગ�ન� જૈન મ��દર જે��� બન����� હ�ઈ આમલસ�ર�ન� ન�ચ� ચ�ર�બ���  મ�ઢ�� બન�વ�લ છ�. આ 

મ��દરમ�� ���ય મ�ડપન� �ત�ભ� આ�� ઉપર આવ�લ �વમલવસહ� જેવ� �શ�પકલ� �ય�ત કર� છ�. જય�ર� 

દ�વ���લક�ઓ અન� પરસ�ળન� �ત�ભ� સદ� બન�વ�લ� છ�. આ પ�ક� એક �ત�ભ શ્ર��ઠ� આસપ�લ� સ�. 

૧૩૧૦મ�� બ�ધ��ય�ન� લ�ખ છ�.મ�ડપન� �ત�ભ� ઉપર મકર��ખ� જ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ�. એક �થળ�  ���દર 

ત�રણ મકર��ખથ� શરૂ કર� બન�વ���� છ�, આથ� ર�ગમ�ડપન� બધ� �ત�ભ� ઉપર મકરત�રણ� પહ�લ� 

બન�વવ�મ�� આ�ય� હશ� એમ ચ�ક્કસ લ�ગ� છ�. 

 � �ળ ગભ�ર�, મ�ટ� ��ઢમ�ડપ, દસચ�ક�, સભ�મ�ડપ, ���ગ�રચ�ક� બ�ન�બ���  બ� મ�ટ� ગભ�ર�, 

અન� ૨૪ દહ�ર�ઓ આ મ��દરમ�� આવ�લ છ�. � �ળ ગભ���હન� પ�છળ ભ�તમ�� ���દર ક�તરક�મ કર���� છ�. 

મ��દરન� પ�છળ ભમત�મ�� અન�ક ખ��ડત-અખ��ડત � ��ત�ઓ છ�. �ય�� �ત�ભ� સ�હત એક ���દર ત�રણ પણ 

� �ક�લ છ�, જે મ��દરન� ક�ઈ ભ�ગ ઉપરથ� ક�ઢ� ન����� હ���� જ�ઈએ. આ �સવ�ય �ય�� �જન મ�� �પટ્ટ�, 

ચ�વ�શ�ન� પટ્ટ� પણ છ�, જે પ�ક� એક ઉપર સ�. ૧૨૦૪ન� �શલ�લ�ખ ક�તરવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�. ત�મ�� 

આર�સણન� અ�ર�ટન��મ ચ��યન� ઉ�લ�ખ હ�વ�થ� આ મ��દર ત� અગ�ઉ બ�ધ���� હશ� એમ લ�ગ� છ�. આ 

મ��દરમ�� વ�� �ય�ન ખ�ચ� ત�વ� પટ્ટ સમળ� �વહ�રન� છ�. જ� ક� ત� અરધ�જ અહ� દ�ખ�ય છ�, પર�� � ત� 

સ�� �ણ� અન� ��શ��ભત બન�વવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત� એમ ત�ન� �શલ�લ�ખન� આધ�ર� કહ� શક�ય ત�મ છ�. ત� 

લ�ખમ�� જણ��ય� પ્રમ�ણ� આ પટ્ટ આર�સણન� રહ�વ�સ� પ�રવ�ડ ગ�ન�ન� વ�શમ�� થય�લ� ��લ�હ�ર� 

આસપ�લ�-આ�સણ� વગ�ર� �વ�� �ત ���� �બ સ�હત શ્ર����નસવ�તએ �વ��મ�બ�બ અન� અશ્વ�વબ�ધસમલ�ક� 

�વહ�રન� પટ્ટ કર��ય�, ત�મજ યશ�ધર� ��ર સ�ત�ન�ય શ્ર�વધ�મ�ન���ર પ�સ� �વક્રમ સ�. ૧૩૩૮ન� જેઠ 

��દ� ચ�દશ ��ક્રવ�ર� શ્ર� ન��મન�થ ભગવ�નન� મ��દરમ�� ત�ન� પ્ર�ત�ઠ� કર�વ�. આ પટ્ટન� અધ� ભ�ગ 

ભમત�મ�� બ�જા અવશ�ષ� પ�સ� � �કવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�. 

 આ પટ્ટમ�� લ�ક�ન� ર�જા, ત�મન� ખ�ળ�મ�� ર�જ��મ�ર�, ભ�ટ ધરત� જૈન ��હ�થ� અન� અશ્વ વગ�ર� 

આરસમ�� આબ���બ ક�તર�લ� છ�. બ�ક�ન� ભ�ગ જે દ�ર� પ�સ� � �ક્ય�, ત�મ�� સ��દ્ર, નમ�દ� નદ�, ઝ�ડ�, 
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સમળ�, પ�રધ�, જૈન સ���મહ�ર�જ અન� વહ�ણ ક�તર�લ� દ�ખ�ય છ�. આ મ��દરમ�� ૯૪ �ત�ભ� છ�, ત� પ�ક� 

૨૨ રૂપક�મ ક�તરણ�વ�ળ� છ�, જેમ�� દ�વદ�વ�ઓ, �વદ્ય�ધર�ઓન� ર�ખ��કન� ઉપસ�વ�લ� બત�વ�લ છ�. 

ર�ગમ�ડપમ�� ઉ�સવ� પ્રસ�ગ� સ્ત્ર�ઓન� બ�સવ� મ�ટ� ઝરૂખ� બન��ય�� છ�. મ��દરન� બ��ધણ� �શ�પન� �નયમ� 

અ���તમ બન�વ�લ� બન�વ�લ� હ�ઈ, બહ�રથ� પણ ભગવ�નન� દશ�ન થઇ શક� ત�વ�  પ્રબ�ધ કર�લ છ�. 

મ��દરન� બહ�રન� ભ�તમ�� �શ�પન� �નયમ� ગ�થર, નરથર અન� ઝઘ�મ�� દ�વદ�વ�ઓ, દ�કપ�ળ� અન� 

ય�� અન� ય�ક્ષણ�ઓન� �શ�પ� ક�ડ�ર�લ� છ�. ક�ઈક �થળ�થ� ભ�ગ�સનન� �શ�પ� પણ મળ�  છ�. 

આ મ��દરમ�� સ�કડ� �શલ�લ�ખ� પ�રકર�, � ��ત�ઓ, �ત�ભ� અન� પટ્ટ� ઉપરથ� મળ�  છ�, જે બ�રમ��-

ત�રમ�� સ�ક�ન� ક�ટલ�ક અન�ય  હક�કત� આપ� જાય છ�. સ�. ૧૩૩૮ન� એક લ�ખમ�� શ્ર��ઠ� બ�હડન� 

આખ� વ�શ�વલ� ર��  કરત��, ત�ન� પ��ચ પ�ઢ�ન� ����ષ� અન� સ્ત્ર�ઓન�� ન�મ આપ�લ છ�. ત�ટ��� જ ન�હ 

પણ ત�  લ�ક�એ બ�ધ�વ�લ મ��દર�, પ્ર�તમ�ઓ, અન� દ�વ���લક�ઓન� પણ ન�ધ ત�મ��થ� મળ�  છ�. આ 

વ�શ�વલ� ઉપરથ� જૈન�મ�� ર�વણ, બ્રહ્મદ�વ, શરણદ�વ, વગ�ર�ન�મ� ત� ક�ળ�  ����ષ�ન� ર�ખવ�મ�� આવત�� 

હત��. ત�વ� જ ર�ત� સ્ત્ર�ઓન� ��ષ�મણ�, અભય�સ�ર, ક�મલ, ��ણ�, ન�ગઉરદ�વ� વગ�ર� ન�મ� સમ�જમ�� 

પ્રચલ�ત બન�લ�. આવ� જ એક લ�ખ સ�. ૧૩૪૪ન� ભ�તમ�� ક�તર�લ છ�, જેમ�� �સધરન� ��ત્ર ચ��ગદ�વ� 

�વસલ�પ્રય ૧૨૦ દ્ર�મ ન��મન�થ ભગવ�નન� � �જા મ�ટ� આપ�લ� જેન� �ય�જમ��થ� ત્રણ દ્ર�મ દર મ�સ� 

� �જા મ�ટ� ચઢ�વ�ત�. ચ���ક્યક�લ�ન ક�ઈ �સક્ક� આજે પ્ર��ત થત� નથ� પર�� � ત� સમય� ચ�લત� 

�સક્ક�ન�� ન�મ� મળ�  છ�. આ લ�ખમ��થ� ‘�વસલ�પ્રય’ દ્ર�મન� ન�ધ મળ�  સ� જેન� આધ�ર� �વસલ���રય� 

ચ��દ�ન� �સક્ક�ઓ ત� વખત� ચ�લત� હત�. 

૨) મહ�વ�ર �વ�મ���� મ��દર  

 ન��મન�થ ભગવ�નન� મ��દરન� � �વ� બ���  મહ�વ�ર�વ�મ���� મ��દર છ�. ત�મ�� � �ળ ન�યક તર�ક� 

���ય ગભ���હમ�� મહ�વ�ર�વ�મ�ન� પ્ર�તમ� બ�સ�ડ�લ� છ�. ત�ન� એક બ���  યક્ષ અન� બ�જી તરફ 

અં�બક�ન� પ્ર�તમ� છ�. ���ય પ્ર�તમ� ઉપર સ�. ૧૬૭૫ન� લ�ખ છ�. જેન� ઉપરથ� ત� પ્ર�તમ� �વજયદ�વ 

� �ર�એ આર�સણ નગરન� આ મ��દરમ�� પ્ર�ત�ઠ� કર� હ�વ���� � �ચવ� છ�. આ પ્ર�તમ�ન� ગ�દ� ન�ચ� 

સ�.૧૧૨૨૦ન� પ્ર�ચ�ન લ�પ�મ�� લખ�ય�લ બ�જ� એક લ�ખ છ�, જેન� આધ�ર� આર�સણ નગરન� 

પ્ર�ચ�નત� ન�વમ��-દસમ�� સ�ક� ��ધ� લઇ જઈ શક�ય ત�મ છ�. ત�વ� જ ર�ત� �ય�ન� મ��દર�ન� પ્ર�ચ�નત� 

પણ બ�રમ�� સ�ક� જેટલ� હ�વ���� ત� લ�ખ� કહ� છ�. આ મ��દરન� ક�ર�ગ�ર� ઉત્તમ પ્રક�રન� છ�. એન� 

���મટમ�� અદ્દ� �ત ક�તરણ� કર�લ� હ�ઈ, ત�મ�� લટકત� ઝુ�મર� અન� બ�જા ર�ખ��કન� દશ�કન� �વ�મય 
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પમ�ડ� ત�વ� છ�. ��ઢમ�ડપ, છ ચ�ક�, સભ�મ�ડપ, � �મટ, ��ઢમ�ડપન� ���ય દરવ�જ�, સભ�મ�ડપન� 

�ત�ભ� અન� એક ત�રણમ�� કલ�મય નકસ� ત�ન� �વદ્વ�ન �થપ�તએ પ્રદ�શત કર� છ�. આ��ન� 

�વમળવસ�હ અન� વ�� �પ�ળન� મ��દર� જેવ� જ ક�તરણ� આ મ��દરમ��થ� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. આ મ��દરન� 

છતમ�� ૧૪ ખ�ડ�ન� અંદર એટ��� ક�તરક�મ ઠ��સ�ઠ��સ�ન� ભ��� છ� ક� જ�ન�રન� ત�મ��થ� વ��વ�ય� �ણ� 

અન�ક�વધ હક�કત� પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ�. આ��ન� મ�ફક ત�ન� પ��ચ ખ�ડ�મ��ત� જૈનકથ�ઓ ર��  કરત� ભ�વ� 

અ�ભનવકલ� �શ�પમ�� �ય�ત કર�લ છ�. તદ્દઉપર��ત ��જર�તન� સ�મ��જક ઈ�તહ�સ મ�ટ� આમ��થ� 

અન�ક�વધ સ��હ�ય પ્ર��ત થઇ શક� છ�. �વ.��ર�ત�વ�વદ ર�નમણ�ર�વભ�ઈન� સ�દ�મ�� કહ�એ ત� 

‘�� �ભ��રય� અન� આ�� ઉપર આવ�લ વ�� �પ�લન� મ��દર�ન� છત�મ�� ક�તર�લ એક�એક કલ� �શ�પ�ન� 

�ચત્ર���� આ�બમ બન�વવ�મ�� આવ� ત� આજથ� એકહજાર વષ� પહ�લ��ન� ��જર�તન� સ�મ��જક 

પ�ર��થ�તન� સ�ર� �ય�લ આવ� શક� ત�મ છ�.’ આ છત�મ�� દર�ક ભ�વ�નદશ�ન કરત� �વગત� દશ�ક�ન� 

સમજી શક�ય ત� મ�ટ� ક�ટલ�ક �થળ�ન�મ� ક�તર�લ છ�. ભ��તભ�વન� સ�થ� �શ�પકલ�ન� �વ�વધ પ�સ�ઓ 

�ય�ત કરત�� સ�મ��જક લ�કજીવનન� દ્ર�ય� મ�નવત�ન� � ��ય��કન�મ��અન�ર� ભ�વ જગ�ડ� છ�. �શ�પ 

અન� �થ�પ�યમ�� સ�ગ્રહ�ય�લ સ��હ�ય, સ�ગ�ત અન� કલ�ન� રસદશ�ન� ત��ક�લ�ન સમ�જમ�� ત�ન� ક�ટલ� 

ઉંચ� આદશ� હત�, ત�ન� અ�ભ�ય��ત જગ�વ� છ�. આ મ��દરમ�� પણ ૨૪ દ�ર�ઓ-દ�વ���લક�ઓ ત�ન� ફરત� 

બન�વ� છ�, ત� પ�ક� એકમ�� પ�રકર નથ�, ત્રણ અ� �ર� છ�. બ�ક�ન� બધ�મ�� પ�ચત�થ�ન� આખ� પ�રકર� 

ચ�ડ�લ� છ�. આ બધ� પ�રકર� ઉપર સ�.  ૧૧૪૦ થ� ૧૧૪૫ ��ધ�ન� લ�ખ� ક�તર�લ� હ�વ���� જણ�ય છ�. 

મ��દરન� દ�ક્ષણ દરવ�જા પ�સ� ડ�બ� બ���  ચ��દ્વ�રવ�ળ� એક દ�ર�મ�� મકર�ણ� આરસમ�� ક�ડ�ર�લ 

ત્રણગઢ અન� પષ�દ� બન�વ��� ���દર છત્ર સ�હત સમ�વસરણ છ�. આ મ��દરન� � �વ�દ્વ�ર પ�સ� જે પ્ર�ચ�ન 

પરઘર � �ક���� છ�, ત�ન� ક�તરણ� આજન� જમ�ન�મ�� થવ� અશક્ય છ�. ત�ટ��� ત� ન�હ પણ ત���� �ચત્ર 

ક�ગળ ઉપર ઉત�રવ���� પણ ���ક�લ છ�. ત�ન� ઉપર સ�. ૧૨૨૩ન� લ�ખ છ�. આ ઉપરથ� આ મ��દરન� 

�શ�પ અન� કલ��વધ�નન� આછ� ઘ�ર� પ�રચય થઇ શક� ત�મ છ�. 

૩) ભગવ�ન શ્ર�પ્ર�શ્વ�ન�થ��� મ��દર 

 મહ�વ�ર�વ�મ�ન� � �વ�દ્વ�રથ� ન�કળત��પ�ઢ�ન� ચ�કમ�� થઇ આગળ જત�� સ�મ� ભગવ�ન 

પ્ર�શ્વ�ન�થ��� મ��દર છ�. આ મ��દરન� ગભ���હમ�� ભગવ�ન પ્ર�શ્વ�ન�થન� મન�હર પ્ર�તમ� બ�સ�ડ�લ� છ�, 

જેન� ઉપર શ્ર� �વજયદ�વ� ��રએ ત� સ�. ૧૬૭૫મ�� પ્ર�ત�ઠ� કય��ન� લ�ખ છ�. પર�� � આ મ��દરન� 

��ઢમ�ડપમ��, પ્ર�શ્વ�ન�થ ભગવ�નન� ક�ઉસ�ગ�ય� ઉપર સ�. ૧૧૭૬ન� લ�ખ� છ�, જે આ મ��દર બ�રમ�� 
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સ�ક�મ�� બ���� હ�વ���� � �ચવ� છ�. અહ� ગભ��ગ�રન� ફરત� ૨૪ દ�વ���લક�ઓ બન�વ� છ�, અન� �ય�� એક 

ગ�ખલ�મ�� આ��� પ�રકર, �ત�ભ� સ�હત ત�રણ�થ� અલ���ત અન�ય ક�તરણ�વ�ળુ� બન�વ�લ છ�. મ��દરન� 

�ત�ભ�, મ�ડપન� ચ�ર �ત�ભ�, એક ત�રણ, ���મટ� અન� �શખર�મ�� સ���� એ��� ક�તરક�મ કર���� છ�. 

ઉત્તરદ્વ�ર પ�સ� જમણ� બ���  મકર�ણ�ન� ન�સ�દ�ર બ� �ત�ભ� ઉપર �શ�પશ�સ્ત્રન� �નયમ� કલ�મય 

ત�રણ બન�વ���� છ�. ત� �ત�ભ� પ�ક� એક �ત�ભ ઉપર સ�. ૧૧૮૧ન� લ�ખ છ�. આ મ��દરન� દ�વ���લક�ઓ 

ઉપર ત�રમ� શત��દ�ન� લ�ખ� ક�તરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�, જે પ�ક� સ�. ૧૨૫૯ન� લ�ખમ�� “””’આર�સણન� 

મ��ડ�લક પ�રમ�ર ધર�વષ�દ�વ��� �વજય� ર��ય’ લખ�લ છ�. આ મ��દર��� �થ�પ�ય, બ��ધણ�, અન� 

ગ�ઠવણ �શ�પશ�સ્ત્રન� �નયમ� બન�વ�લ હ�ઈ, આ દ�વ પ્ર�સ�દ �વ�છ શ્વ�ત આરસ��� ર�ય કલ��નક�તન 

છ�. એમ કહ�વ�મ�� જર�ય� અ�તશય���ત ન�હ ગણ�ય. 

૪) ભગવ�ન શ���તન�થ��� મ��દર 

 ���ય ગભ���હમ�� ભગવ�ન શ���તન�થન�પ�રકર ર�હત પ્ર�તમ� �થ�પન કર�લ� છ�.��ઢ મ�ડપમ�� 

પર�કર�ન� ૪ ક�ઉસ�ગ�ય�, 2 ઇ�દ્ર� અન� એક શ્ર�વકન� � ��ત� નમ�ક�ર કરત� છૂટ� ��ક�લ છ�.મ��દરમ�� 

��લ ૧૬ દહ�ર�ઓ અન� ૧૦ ગ�ખલ�ઓ બન�વ�લ� છ�. છ ચ�ક�ઓમ�� ��ઢમ�ડપન� ���ય દરવ�જાન� બન્ન� 

બ���  બ� ���દર ક�તરણ�વ�ળ� ગ�ખલ� છ�. છ ચ�ક�, સભ�મ�ડપન� ���મટ�, અન� ���ભ�મ��, આ�� ઉપર 

આવ�લ� દ�લવ�ડ�ન� મ��દર� જે��� જ રૂપક�મ કર�લ છ�. આ પ�ક� ૬ �ત�ભ� અન� ત�રણમ�� કર�લ ઉ����ઠ 

કલ��વ�ય�સ સ�થ� વ�� �ય�ન ખ�ચ� છ�. ૬ ચ�ક� અન� સભ�મ�ડપન� બન્ન� બ���ન� છત�ન� ૧૨ ખ�ડ�મ�� 

દ�લવ�ડ�ન� મ��દર� જેવ� ��દ� ��દ� જૈન કથ�ઓ �ય�ત કરત� ભ�વદશ�ન� આલ�ખ�લ છ�. અ�ત પ�રશ્રમ 

અન� ભ�ર� ચ�વટ� �વ�ક ક�ડ�ર�લ, આ બધ��કલ�દશ�ન� ઉપર અ��ન� �યવ�થ�પક� � �ન� છ�ટ��ય� 

હ�વ�થ�, ત�મ��થ� સ�ચ� કલ� સ� ��દ્ધન�ન� પ્ર�છન્ન બન�વ� દ�ધ� છ�. આ દહ�ર�ઓ પ�ક� ક�ટલ�કમ�� 

પબ�સણ�, પ�રકર�, અન� પબ�સણન� ગ�દ�ઓ ખ��ડત-અખ��ડત �વરૂપમ�� �છન્ન�ભન્ન �વરૂપ� �ય�� પડ�લ� 

છ�. આમ��થ� ક�ટલ�કમ�� સ�. ૧૧૩૮ન� એટલ� �વક્રમન� બ�રમ� સદ�ન� લ�ખ� ક�તર�લ� મ�ય� છ�. આ 

હક�કત શ���તન�થ��� મ��દર બ�રમ�� સ�ક�મ�� �વદ્યમ�ન હ�વ���� � �ચવ� છ�. મ��દરન� ડ�બ� બ���  એક 

� �ણ�મ�� ચ��દ્વ�રવ�ળ� ���લક�મ�� સમ�વસરણન� આક�રમ�� ���દર ક�તરણ�વ�ળ� પબ�સણ ઉપર તથ� 

ન�ચ� બ� ખ�ડમ�� ચ�ર� �દશ�મ�� ત્રણ ત્રણ �જન � ��ત�ઓ ક�તર�લ� છ�. ત�ન� ઉપર એક જ પ�થરમ��થ� 

બન�વ�લ ત્રણ ગઢવ�ળુ� ચ�����ખ �બ�બ સ�હત સમ�વસરણ � �ક�લ છ�. આ સમ�વસરણ બ�જેથ� લ�વ� 

અહ� ����� હ�ય ત�મ જણ�ય છ�. આ મ��દર��� �થ�પ�ય મહ�વ�ર�વ��મન� મ��દર જે��� બન�વત� બન્ન� 
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બ���  ચ�ર ગ�ખલ� બન�વવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. આ ગ�ખલ�ઓમ�� સ�. ૧૧૩૮-૧૧૪૬ન� લ�ખ� છ�, જે 

ગ�ખલ�ઓ મ��દરન� સર્જનક�ળ�  બન��ય�ન� હક�કત ર��  કર� છ�. મ�ડપન� આઠ� �ત�ભ� અ�ટક�ણ����તન� 

બન�વત�, ત�ન� ઉપર ચ�ર� બ���  ચ�ર અ��પમ ત�રણ�ન� રચન� કર� હત� એમ સમજાય છ�. આ 

બધ��ત�રણ� આજે �વદ્યમ�ન નથ�, ફ�ત પ્ર��મ��� એક જ બચવ� પ����� છ�. 

 શ���તન�થ��� મ��દર અન� જૈન ધમ�શ�ળ� વ�ચ� એક �પપળ� છ�, ત�ન� ન�ચ� ��રહ�ન�બ� પ�ષ�ણ 

શ�લ�ઓ ઊભ� કર�લ છ�. ત�મ�� સ�. ૧૩૧૨ અન� ૧૩૩૨ન� લ�ખ� છ�, જેમ�� આ નગરન� મ��દર�ન� � �જા 

મ�ટ� લ�ક� ઉપર, ત�મ જ �ય�પ�રન� વ�� �ઓ ઉપર લ�વ�ત� કરન� ન�ધ છ�. આ �યવ�થ� ઉપરથ� એટ��� 

ટ� �પ�ટ જાન� શક�ય છ� ક�, � �વ�ક�ળમ�� આ એક સ� �દ્ધ નગર હશ�, �ય��ન� ન�ગ�રક� સ�મ��જક ક�ય� 

અન� ધ��મ�ક બ�બત�મ�� � �ણ� શ્રદ્ધ�, ભ��ત સ�વત� હ�વ� જ�ઈએ. વ��મ�� અહ� �ય�પ�ર પણ મ�ટ� 

પ્રમ�ણમ�� ચ�લત� હત� એમ જાણ� શક�એ છ�એ. 

૫) સ�ભવન�થ ભગવ�ન��� �જન�લય 

 ઉપર જણ�વ�લ જૈન મ��દર�થ� આશર� બસ� વ�ર ��ર પ��ચ��� સ�ભવન�થ��� મ��દર આવ�લ છ�. 

મ��દરમ�� � �ળ ન�યક સ�ભવન�થન� પ્ર�તમ� �થ��પત કર�લ� આજે જ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ�, પર�� � � ��ત� ઉપર 

�સ�હ��� લ��છન હ�વ�થ� ત� મહ�વ�ર�વ��મન� પણ પ્ર�તમ� હ�ય એમ ક�ટલ�ક��� મ�ન��� છ�, ��ઢમ�ડપન� 

દર�ક ગ�ખલ�મ��, � ��ત� �શવ�યન� ખ�લ� ૧૦ પ�રકર� ��ક�લ� દ�ખ�ય છ�, આ �શવ�યએક �જન ભ�ત 

શ્ર�વક, અન� શ્રવ�ક�ન� ��ગલ પ્ર�તમ� પણ � �ક�લ� છ�. ગભ���હ, ��ઢમ�ડપ, સભ�મ�ડપ, ���ગ�રચ�ક� અન� 

ફરત� ક�ટ બન�વત� મ��દર��� �થ�પ�ય શ�સ્ત્ર�ય ર�ત� બન�વ�લ છ�. જ� ક� બ�જા મ��દર� કરત� કદમ�� ત� 

ન���� અન� દ�વ���લક�ઓ �વન���� છ�, છત�� દ્વ�ર� અન� �શખરમ�� ક�ટ��ક ક�તરક�મ કર���� છ�. આ બધ�� 

મ��દર�મ�� ખ��ડત-અખ��ડત સ��ય�બ�ધ પ�રકર�, ક�ઉસ�ગ�ય�, ઇ�દ્ર� અન� જૈન પટ્ટ� છૂટ�છૂટ� પડ�� છ�, 

જેન� ઉપરથ� એવ� તક�  કરવ�ન� અવક�શ છ� ક�, આ મ��દર�ન� �વન�શ ક�ઈ �બન �હ���  �ય��તએ કર�લ� 

અન� ત�ન� પ્ર�તમ�ઓ તથ� પ�રકર� વગ�ર�ન� ત�ડ�ફ�ડ� ��કસ�ન કર����. આથ� ત� ભ�ન�વશ�ષ� મ��દર�ન� 

અંદર આજે પણ જ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ�. જાન� મ��દર� �શવ�ય �ય�� એક ટ�કર� ઉપર પ્ર�ચ�ન �શવ�લય પણ 

આવ��� છ�. આમ �� �ભ��રય�ન� મ��દર� સ�મ��ય મ��દર� નથ�, પર�� � આ�� ઉપર આવ�લ દ�લવ�ડ�ન� 

ભ�રત �વ�ય�ત દ�વ પ્ર�સ�દ� જેવ�, અન�ય કલ�સ� ��દ્ધન� ભ�ડ�ર� જેવ� અ��પમ અન� ર�ય અ�ભનવ 

�શ�પકલ� �ય�ત કરત� ન�ગરજા�તન� અ�દ્રત�ય કલ��નક�તન� છ�. એમ�� શક ન�હ. જ�ક� ત�ન� 

દ�લવ�ડ�ન� મ��દર� જેવ� પ્ર�ત�ઠ� પ્ર��ત કર� નથ�, છત�� ત���� કલ��વધ�ન દ�લવ�ડ�ન� મ��દર� કરત�� 
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જર�એ ઊતરત�ક��ટ��� મ�ન� શક�ય ત�મ નથ�. આર�સણ નગરન� ન�શ થય� બ�દ આ મ��દર� �નર્જન 

અર�યમ��, એક��ત જ�ય� ઉપર આવ�લ હ�વ�ન� ક�રણ� ત� મ��દર�, ત�મ જ ત�ન� ભ�ય �શ�પકલ�, 

કલ�વ�વ�ચક�થ� અજાણ જ રહ�. � �ળ, વરસ�દ અન� �વ�ળ���ખ� જેવ� ભય�કર ઝ�ઝવ�ત�થ� મ��દર�ન� 

કલ�મ�� ક�ટલ�ક �વ���તઓ આવ�. પક્ષ�ઓન� મ�ળ�ઓ અન� � �ન�ન� લ�પડ�થ� ત�મ��ન� �����ચ� �ણ� ���દર 

ર�ખ��કન� સમજવ� પણ અશક્ય બ�ય��, અન� વ���થ� મ��દર�ન� �શખર� ત�મજ છત�મ�� �ચર�ડ� પડ� 

પ�ણ� ગળવ� મ��ડ���, અન� જે અ��પમ કલ�વ�ભવ ત�મ�� ક�ડ�ય� હત�, ત�ન� ઉપર લ�લ, જાળ�ઝ��ખર� 

અન� � �ળન� �મશ્રણથ� ક�ળ�શ આવ�. આમ અન�ક�વધ ક�રણ�, અન� �વ��ત�ઓન� ક�રણ� મ�યક�ળમ�� 

આ મ��દર� જનત�ન� હ્રદયમ��થ� �વસર�ય� ત�થ� આ��ન� મ��દર� જેવ� કલ�સ� ��દ્ધ ધરવત��છત�� આ 

મ��દર� વ�� પ્ર�સ�દ્ધ મ�ળવ� શક્ય� ન�હ. શ્રદ્ધ�ય જૈનસમ�જન� �ય�લમ�� આ હક�કત આવ�. �ય�ર� 

મ��દર�ન� �યવ�થ� હ�થ ધરત� ત� ભ�ય પ્ર�સ�દ�મ�� રહ�લ કલ�વ�ભવન� દશ�ન થય�, જેન� �વદ્વ�ન અન� 

કલ�ન� ર�સક મહ���ભ�વ�એ અંજ�લ અપ�ત� ત�ન� ���તક�ઠ� યશ�ગ�ન ગય� છ�.  

· સમ�પન 

આમ સ�લ�ક�-વ�ઘ�લ� સમયમ�� બન�લ �� �ભ��રય� જૈન મ��દર� આ��ન� દ�લવ�ડ�ન� જૈન મ��દર� 

જેટલ� �વ�ય�ત ન� બન� શક્ય� પર�� � ત�ન�થ� પ્રમ�ણમ�� ઓછ� ઊતર� એમ પણ નથ�. આ�� અન� 

અંબ�જીન� ��લ�ક�ત� જન�ર� પ્રવ�સ�ઓ અન� ર�સકજન� આ �� �ભ��રય�ન� મ��દર�ન� પણ અ� �ક 

��લ�ક�ત લ� છ�. અંબ�જીથ� �� �ભ��રય�ન� પ્ર�સ�દ�ન� ��લ�ક�ત� જઈ શક�ય છ�.  

અંબ�જી, આ��ર�ડ અન� આ��મ�� આવ�સ તથ� ભ�જનન� �યવ�થ� ��દ� ��દ� પ્રક�રન� દર�ક 

પ્રવ�સ�ઓન� પરવડ� શક� ત�વ� ઉત્તમ ���વધ�ઓ મળ� રહ� છ�. �� �ભ��રય�ન� નજીક��� ર��વ� મથક 

આ��ર�ડ છ� જે અહ�થ� ૨૩ �કલ�મ�ટર છ�. જય�ર� પ�લન��ર ૬૪ �કલ�મ�ટર છ�. �� �ભ��રય� જવ� 

અંબ�જીથ� એસ ટ� બસ મળ� રહ� છ� ત�મજ ખ�નગ� બસ સ�વ� અન� ભ�ડ�ન� વ�હન� પણ મળ� રહ� છ�. 

�� �ભ��રય� અમદ�વ�દથ� ૧૯૮, મહ�સ�ણ�થ� ૧૨૮ �કલ�મ�ટર છ�. 

આમ, આ�� અંબ�જીન� ��લ�ક�ત� જવ���� થ�ય �ય�ર� ���ભ��રય�ન� પણ અ� �ક ��લ�ક�ત લ�વ� 

જેવ� છ�. 
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૭) શ�સ્ત્ર� હર�પ્રસ�દ અન� પર�ખ પ્ર�વણચ�દ્ર. “��જર�તન� ર�જક�ય અન� સ������તક ઈ�તહ�સ. ગ્ર�થ -૪ 

સ�લ�ક� ક�ળ”, ભ�.જે. અ�યયન �વધ�ભવન, અમદ�વ�દ. ૨૦૦૫ 
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1991ન� આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� અંગ�ન� મહ��વન� ક�રણ� : એક આ�થ�ક અ�ય�સ 

Goswami Paresh Jagdishgiri 
PhD scholar, 

Department of Economics, 
Saurashtra University, Rajkot 

1) સ�ર��શ 

          ભ�રત સરક�ર દ્વ�ર� અપન�વ�ય�લ આ�થ�ક ��ધ�રણ� ક�ય�ક્રમન� આર�ભ ��લ�ઈ 1991થ� થય�લ 

છ�. ભ�રત મ�ટ� આ�થ�ક કટ�કટ�ન� ઘટન� આમ ત� નવ� નથ�, પર�� � 1980ન� દસક�ન� અંતમ�� અન� 

1990ન� દસક�ન� આર�ભન� વષ�મ�� જે �તવ્ર કટ�કટ� પ�દ� થઈ હત� ત� કદ�ચ અ� �ત��વ� કહ� શક�ય 

ત�વ� હત�. 1990-91 ન� સમયગ�ળ�મ�� લ�ણદ�ણન� ��લ�ન� �વકટ પ�ર��થ�ત ઉદભવ�લ�. ખ�ડ� ��દ્ધન� 

ક�રણ� પ����લયમ પ�દ�શ�ન� ભ�વ�મ�� વધ�ર� થત� આય�ત�બલમ�� જ �ગ� વધ�ર� થત� હત�. �ય�ર� 

બ�જી તરફ �નક�સ� ��દ્ધમ�� ન�હવત ��ધ�ર�ન� ક�રણ� વ�પ�ર� �લ�ન� ખ�ધ સતત વધત� રહ�. ભ�રત 

સરક�ર��� �વદ�શ�મ��થ� ઊંચ� �ય�જન� દર� મ�ળવ�લ ધ�ર�ણ પર��� વધ��� જ��� પર�વલ�બન તથ� 

�બન�નવ�સ� ભ�રત�ય� તરફથ� આવત� પરવ�નગ�ઓન� પ્રવ�હમ�� આવ�લ� ઓટન� ક�રણ� સમ�ય� 

વ�� �વકટ બનવ� પ�મ� હત�. વધત� જત� વ�પ�ર ખ�ધન� ક�રણ� ક�ટલ�ક ક્ર��ડટ ર��ટ�ગ એજ�સ�ઓ દ્વ�ર� 

ભ�રતન� ઋણ ��કવવ�ન� ક્ષમત� મ�ટ� અપ�ત� ર��ટ�ગ આંકમ�� ઘટ�ડ� કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. આમ, 

ભ�રત� આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� અપન�વવ� પ�છળ ન� ઘણ� ક�રણ� હત� જેન� �વગતવ�ર ચચ�� કરવ�મ�� આવ� 

છ�. 

2) ચ�વ�રૂપ શ�દ� : �વદ�શ� અન�મત�, સરક�ર��� દ����, ફુગ�વ�, ખચ� 

3) પ્ર�ત�વન�  

         1947 થ� 1990 ન� ગ�ળ�મ�� ભ�રત� અપન�વ�લ આય��જત �વક�સન� �� �હરચન� અન� અથ�ત�ત્ર 

પર ર��યન� વધ�ર� પડત� અં��શ�ન� લ�ધ� આપણ�� આ�થ�ક �ય�ય�ન� પ્ર��ત કરવ�મ�� ���ક�લ� પડ� ત�મ 

ઘણ� આ�થ�ક �ન�ણ�ત� દ્વ�ર� જાણવ� મ���� હ� ��. ભ�રતન� વ�પ�રન� ��લ�મ�� ઊંચ� ખ�ધ રહ� એટલ� ક� 

આય�તન� સરખ�મણ�મ�� �નક�સ� ન�ચ� રહ�ત�� �વદ�શ� ����ડય�મણન� કમ�ણ�મ�� ખ�ધ વરત�ઈ અન� 

ભ�રત� �વદ�શ� સ��થ�ઓ પ�સ� મદદ લ�વ� પડત� હત�. �� �નય�ન� �વક�સત દ�શ� તથ� આંતરર����ય 

ન�ણ� સ��થ�ઓએ પણ ભ�રતન� ન�ણ�ક�ય સહ�ય આપવ� મ�ટ� � �વ� શરત � �ક� ક� ભ�રત પ�ત�ન� 

05 
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આ�થ�કન��તઓમ�� પ�રવત�ન કર� અન� અથ�ત�ત્રન� ર��યન� અં��શ�મ��થ� ���ત કર� . મ�ટ� ભ�રત� 

આ�થ�કન��તઓમ�� પ�રવત�ન ક��� તથ� ત� મ�ટ� જરૂર� સ��થ�ગત અન� ક�યદ�ક�ય ફ�રફ�ર� કય�� હત�. 

પર�� � આ ફ�રફ�ર ક� પ�રવત�ન� કરવ� અંગ�ન� ક�રણ� ક્ય�� ક્ય�� હ�ય શક� ત�ન� અહ� �વગતવ�ર ચચ�� 

કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

4) સ��હ�ય સવ�ક્ષણ  

Fiscal defit and it's Trends in india ( 2016 ) Prof. kalpana singh 

             ર�જક�ષ�ય ખ�ધ એ વધત� જત� રકમન� મ�પ� છ� જે સરક�ર�એ ત�મન� બજેટન� ખ�મ�ઓન� 

ન�ણ� આપવ� મ�ટ� ઉધ�ર લ�વ�ન� જરૂર છ�.  ત�જેતરન� સમયમ�� IMF દ્વ�ર� કડક �નય�ત્રણ� લ�દવ�મ�� 

આવત� અન� ર�જક�ષ�ય ખ�ધન� �તર પર દ�ખર�ખ ર�ખવ�થ� આ �ય�લન� મહ�વ મ���� છ� ક� જ� ત�ઓ 

IMF પ�સ�થ� સમથ�નન� �વન�ત� કરવ� જઈ રહ્ય� હ�ય ત� અથ�ત�ત્ર� ચ�લ� શક� છ�. ભ�રત� પણ 1991 ન� 

��કવણ� સ�� �લન કટ�કટ�ન� ઉક�લ લ�વવ� મ�ટ� IMF પ�સ�થ� ટ�ક� મ�ળવવ� પડ�� હત� ત� પછ� 

ર�જક�ષ�ય ખ�ધ પર દ�ખર�ખ ર�ખવ���� શરૂ ક���. આ અ�ય�સ 1980-81 થ� ભ�રતન� ન�ણ�ક�ય 

ન��તમ�� 1991ન� � �કવણ�ન� સ�� �લન કટ�કટ� દ્વ�ર� મ�ટ� ફ�રફ�ર�ન� ક���દ્રત કર� છ�. આ�થ�ક ઉદ�ર�કરણ 

પછ� ઉ�ચ � ��દ્ધન� સમયગ�ળ� 2003મ�� FRBM એ�ટન� ર��આત થઈ હત�. 2008ન� વ��શ્વક ન�ણ�ક�ય 

કટ�કટ� અન� ત�જેતરન� કટ�કટ� પછ�ન� ફ�રફ�ર� ર�જક�ષ�ય એકત્ર�કરણન� મ�ગ� પર પ�છ� ફરવ� 

મ�ટ��� � સમ�ય�જન અંગ�ન� અ�ય�સમ�� જાણવ� મ���� છ� ક� 1980-81 પછ�  2002-03 કટ�કટ�ન� 

સમયગ�ળ� ખ�ધન� ટક�ઉ �તર� વધવ� તરફ દ�ર� ગય� અન� ખ�ધ વ�� વ�જબ� �તર� રહ� ત� પ્રય�સ 

કરવ� મ�ટ� સરક�રન� આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� અપન�વવ� જરૂર� બ�ય�.  જ� ક� 2003-04 થ� સરક�ર આ બ�બત� 

વ�� સ�ક્રય રહ� છ� અન� વ�� ��થ�ત�થ�પક અથ�ત�ત્ર તરફ દ�ર�ન� જીડ�પ�ન� ટક�વ�ર� તર�ક� 

ર�જક�ષ�ય ખ�ધમ�� સતત ઘટ�ડ� કરવ� અંગ�ન� પ્રય�ન� કરત� રહ� છ�. આ મ�ટ� ર�જક�ષ�ય ન��ત મ�� 

પણ ��ધ�ર�ઓ જ�વ� મ�ય� હત�. 

LPG policy of india and its effects ( 2010 ) Dr. Pervez wahab 

           1990ન� દ�યક�ન� શરૂઆતમ�� ભ�રતન� અથ��યવ�થ�મ�� ન�ધપ�ત્ર ન��ત પ�રવત�ન થ��� હ� ��. 

આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર�ન� આ નવ� મ�ડલન� સ�મ��ય ર�ત� LPG અથવ� ઉદ�ર�કરણ, ખ�નગ�કરણ અન� 

વ��શ્વક�કરણ મ�ડલ તર�ક� ઓળખવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.  આ મ�ડલન� પ્ર�થ�મક ઉદ્દ��ય ભ�રતન� 

અથ��યવ�થ�ન� �વશ્વન� સ�થ� ઝડપ� �વક�સશ�લ અથ��યવ�થ� બન�વવ�ન� હત� જે ત�ન� �વશ્વન� સ�થ� 
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મ�ટ� અથ��યવ�થ�ઓ સ�થ� બ�ધ બ�સ� ત�વ� પ્રય�ન� કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.  ઉદ�ર�કરણ, વ��શ્વક�કરણ અન� 

ખ�નગ�કરણન� �વભ�વન�ઓ વ��તવમ�� એકબ�જા સ�થ� ગ�ઢ ર�ત� સ�કળ�ય�લ� છ�. ભ�રત�ય 

અથ��યવ�થ�મ�� આ LPGન� ઘટન� સ�પ્રથમ 1990 મ�� શરૂ કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત� �ય�ર� ભ�રત�ય 

અથ��યવ�થ�એ ગ�ભ�ર કટ�કટ�ન� અ��ભવ કય� હત�. ત� સમય� સરક�ર� ભ�રત�ય અથ�ત�ત્રન� ઉદ�ર 

બન�વવ���� શરૂ કરવ� મ�ટ� 1991 મ�� નવ� ઔદ્ય��ગક ન��ત (NIP) લ�વવ���� નક્ક� ક��� હ� ��. દ�શન� 

અથ��યવ�થ�ન� વ�� �ન��ણ �તર� લઈ જવ� મ�ટ� લ�ક્ષત �યવસ�ય, ઉ�પ�દન અન� ન�ણ�ક�ય 

સ�વ�ઓન� સ�દભ�મ�� થય�લ� ��ધ�ર�ઓન� બ�બત� પણ મહ�વન� રહ� છ�. આ આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર�ઓએ 

દ�શન� એક�દર આ�થ�ક � ��દ્ધ કરવ� અંગ�ન� પ્રય�સ� કરવ� અંગ�ન� બ�બત�ન� સ��બત� આપ� હત�.  

વ��શ્વક હર�ફ�ઈમ�� ભ�રતન� ��થત� ( 2016 ) પ્ર�. એમ. સ�. પટ�લ  

             ભ�રતમ�� વ�પ�ર અન� �વક�સમ�� ���ય અવર�ધક પ�રબળ�મ�� ભ્ર�ટ�ચ�ર ���ય પ�રબળ છ�. 

આ ઉપર��ત ર�જક�ય અ��થરત� ફુગ�વ�ન� ઉંચ� દર , ન�ણ�ન� અગવડત�, અ� �રત� મ�ળખ�ક�ય 

���વધ�ઓ , જ�ટલ કર મ�ળ��� અન� વહ�વટ� મ�ળખ�ન� �બનક�ય�ક્ષમત� ���ય છ�. આ ઉપર��ત 

ભ�રતન� ��થ�તન� વ�� મજ��ત બન�વવ� �વરૂ�ધન� દલ�લ�ન� હક�ર�મક બન�વવ� જ�ઇએ ત�જ 

આપણ� Making India સ�ચ� અથ�મ�� બન�વ� શક����. 

ભ�રતમ�� આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� ( 2021 ) yuva pablication અજય પટ�લ,al etc. 

         24 ��લ�ઈ 1991થ� ભ�રત� ઊંચ� ર�જક�ષ�ય ખ�દ્ય અન� ��કવણ� સમ��લ�ન�� સ�કટન� પ્ર�ત�ક્રય� 

રૂપ� આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર�ઓન� પ્ર�ક્રય�ન� પ્ર�ર�ભ કય� હત�. 7મ� પ�ચવષ�ય ય�જન� ( 1985 થ� 1990 )મ�� 

�નક�સન� પ્ર��સ�હન આપવ�મ�� આ����. જેન� મ�ટ� �વદ�શ�મ��થ� � �બ વ�� ઋણ લ�વ�મ�� આ���� . જેણ� 

1991 ન�� � �કવણ� સમ��લ� સ�કટમ�� ���ય � ��મક� ભજવ�. આ સ�કટ પછ� તરત જ ખ�ડ� ��દ્ધ� ( Gulf 

Wars ) થય�. જેન� ક�રણ� ભ�રત�ય �વ�નમય દર પર બ� દ�ઘ�ક�લ�ન નક�ર��મક પ્રભ�વ પડય� હત�. 

પ્રથમ ��દ્ધન�� ક�રણ� ત�લન� �ક�મત�મ�� � �બ � ��દ્ધ થઈ જેન� ક�રણ� ભ�રત� ઓછ� સમયમ�� પ�ત�ન� 

�વદ�શ� ����ડય�મણન� વ�� ખચ� કરવ� પડય�. બ��� � ખ�ડ�ક્ષ�ત્ર�મ�� ક�ય�રત ભ�રત�ય�એ �ય��થ� 

આપ�તક�લ�ન ��થ�તમ�� પ�છુ આવ��� પડ���. જેન� પ�રણ�મરૂપ� �વદ�શ� ઋણ વ���� , ર�જક�ષ�ય ખ�ધ 

GDP ન�� 8 % બર�બર થઈ ગઈ અન� ફુગ�વ� વધ� ગય�. અથ��ત હ�ઈપર ઈ�ફલ�શન ( � �બ વ�� 

ફુગ�વ� ) ન� ��થ�ત સજા�ઈ હત�. ક�ઈ પણ ર��� ભ�રતન� ઋણ આપવ� ત�ય�ર ન હ� � અન� સ��વય�ત 
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���નયન પણ �વઘ�ટત થઈ � �ક��� હ� ��. ત�ક�લ�ન ન�ણ�મ�ત્ર� ડ�.મનમ�હન �સ�ઘ� આંતરર����ય 

��દ્ર�ક�ષ ( IMF ) સ�થ� વ�તચ�ત કર� ( SAP- Structural Adjustment Programme) હ�ઠળ ભ�રતન� 

100 �બ�લયન ડ�લરન� લ�ન મળ� અન� બદલ�મ�� ભ�રત� પ�ત�ન� આ�થ�ક ન��તમ�� પ�રવત�ન કર� 

LPG ( ઉદ�ર�કરણ , ખ�નગ�કરણ , વ��શ્વક�કરણ ) મ�ડ�લ અપન����� હ� ��. 1991થ� આ�થ�ક ન��તન� 

પ�રવત�નથ� ભ�રત�ય અથ�ત�ત્ર આજે પણ સક્ષમ છ�. 

5) સ�શ�ધનન� હ�� �ઓ  

1. આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� મ�ટ�ન� ક�રણ� જાણવ�. 

2. આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� લ�વવ� અંગ�ન� �ન�ફળત� છત� કરવ�. 

3. આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� મ�ટ�ન� ક�રણ� અંગ�ન� આંકડ�ક�ય મ��હત�ન� ર��આત કરવ�. 

6) સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત 

       પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન પત્રમ�� વણ�ન��મક સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત અન� ગ�ણ મ�હત�ન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� 

આ�ય� છ�.  

7) 1991ન� આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� અંગ�ન� મહ��વન� ક�રણ� 

1. ફુગ�વ���� દબ�ણ 

           1950 થ� 1990 ��ધ� ફુગ�વ�ન� દર�મ�� વધ�ર� થય� હત�. ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��ય ર�ત� ફુગ�વ�ન� 

દર 2 - 6 ટક�ન� દર જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. જે 1950 થ� 1990 ��ધ�ન� વષ�મ�� 6 ટક� કરત�� પણ વ�� જ�વ� 

મ�ય� છ�. જે ન�ચ� ��જબ છ� 

Year's Inflation Rate 
1961 to 1970 6.3 
1971 to 1980 10.3 
1981 to 1990 7.2 
1990 to 1991 7.9 

Source: world bank, 2001 

અથ�ઘટન 
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           ઉપર��ત ક��ટકમ�� જ�ઈ શક�ય છ� ક� 1961 થ� 1970 મ�� ફુગ�વ�ન� દર 6.3 હત� જે સમય જત�� 

1990 થ� 1991મ� વધ�ન� 7.9 ટક� ન� વધત� જ�વ� મળ�  છ� આં ર�ત� આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� મ�ટ� આ પણ એક 

ક�રણ છ� ક� વ�� �ન� ભ�વ� સતત વધત� જત� હત�.  

2.  પ્ર�ત��ળ લ�ણદ�ણન� ��લ� 

      આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� મ�ટ�ન� ક�રણન� બ�બતમ�� આપણ� દ�શન� લ�ણદ�ણન� ��લ� પણ એક જવ�બદ�ર 

ક�રણ કહ� શક�ય છ�. જેન� સ��બત� ન�ચ�ન� મ��હત� દ્વ�ર� મળ� રહ� છ�. 

 

Year's Export Import 
1970 3.5 4.2 
1980 6.2 9.5 
1990 7.3 10.0 

 Source: world bank, 2001 

અથ�ઘટન  

           લ�ણદ�ણન� ��લ�મ�� પ્ર�ત��ળત� પણ આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� મ�ટ��� � ક�રણ ગણવ�મ�� આવ� છ� ક�રણ ક� 

1970 થ� 1990 ��ધ�મ�� આપણ� �નક�સ કમ�ણ� કરત� આપણ� આય�ત � �કવણ� વ�� રહ� છ� ત�થ� 

આવક કરત� ખચ� વ�� થ�ય ત�વ� સ�જ�ગ� જ�વ� મ�ય� હત�. જેન� સમ��ત� ન�ચ� ��જબ આપ� શક�ય. 
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Year's Exports Imports 
1950 - 51 606 crore 608 crore 
1960 - 61 642 crore 1,122 crore 
1970 - 71 1,535 crore 1,634 crore 
1980 - 81 6,711 crore 12,549 crore 
1990 - 91 32,553 crore 43,198 crore 

Source : Economic survey, 2020 - 21 

અથ�ઘટન  

           ઉપર��ત ક��ટકમ�� આપણ� �નક�સ કમ�ણ� અન� આય�ત � �કવણ� દશ��વવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�. આ 

મ��હત� ઉપરથ� જ�ય શક�ય છ� ક� આપણ� �નક�સ કમ�ણ� જે 1950 - 51  મ�� 606 કર�ડ હત� ત�ન� સ�મ� 

આય�ત � �કવણ� 608 કર�ડ જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. ત�વ� જ ર�ત� 1990 - 91 મ�� આપણ� �નક�સ કમ�ણ� 32,553 

કર�ડ હત� ત�ન� સ�મ� આય�ત � �કવણ� 43,198 કર�ડન� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. આમ, લ�ણદ�ણન� ��લ�ન� 

અસમ��લ� પણ આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� મ�ટ��� � એક મહ�વ��� ક�રણ ગણવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

3. �વદ�શ� અન�મત�મ�� ઘટ�ડ�       

     આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� મ�ટ��� � એક ક�રણ આપણ� �વદ�શ� અન�મત�મ�� સતત ઘટ�ડ� જ�વ� મ�ય� હત� ત� 

પણ છ�. 1980 થ� 1990 ��ધ�ન� સમગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન આપણ� �વદ�શ� અન�મતમ�� સતત ઘટ�ડ� જ�વ� 

મ�ય� હત�. જે ન�ચ� ��જબ જ�ય શક�ય છ�. 

Year's USD million 
1980 - 81 6,823 
1981 - 82 4,390 
1982 - 83 4,896 
1983 - 84 5,649 
1984 - 85 5,952 
1985 - 86 6,520 
1986 - 87 6,574 
1987 - 88 6,223 
1988 - 89 4,802 
1989 - 90 3,962 
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 Source : (CIER) , Economic Survey 2013-14 - Table 6.1(B) 

અથ�ઘટન  

            ઉપર��ત ક��ટક પરથ� કહ� શક�ય ક� આપણ� �વદ�શ� અન�મતમ�� 1980 થ� 1990 દર�મય�ન 

સતત ઘટ�ડ� જ�વ� મ�ય� હત� જેમક� 1980 - 1981 મ� જે �વદ�શ� અન�મત� 6,823 USD હત� ત� ઘટ�ન� 

1989 - 90મ�� 3,962 USD જ�વ� મ���� હ� ��. કહ�વ�ય છ� ક� મ�ત્ર 13 �દવસ મ�ટ��� � જ �વદ�શ� ����ડય�મણ 

ભ�રત પ�સ� હ� ��. જે આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� અપન�વવ� મ�ટ��� � ક�રણ ગણવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

4. સરક�ર��� વધ��� જ��� દ���� 

         સરક�ર��� વધ��� જ��� દ���� પણ આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� મ�ટ��� � એક ક�રણ છ�. સરક�રન� તમ�મ એકમ� 

ખ�ટ કરત� હત� અન� � �ડ�ર�ક�ણન� પ્રમ�ણ જેટલ� આવક પ્ર��ત થત� ન હત� અન� દ�વન� બ�જ� સતત 

વધત� હત�. જેન� સ��બત� ન�ચ� ��જબ મળ� રહ� છ�. 

Year's Government dept 
as % of GDP 

Annual 
change 

1970 $ 8,425,121,119 10.73 % 
1975 $ 13,865,614,019 09.20 % 
1980 $ 20,723,360,696 13.92 % 
1985 $ 38,934,813,159 18.83 % 
1990 $ 83,471,522,909 13.23 % 

Source : macro Trends, 1970 – 1990 
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અથ�ઘટન  

         ઉપર��ત ક��ટક પરથ� કહ� શક�ય ક� ભ�રત��� દ���� ક� 1970 મ�� 8,425,121,119 ડ�લર હત� જે 

1990મ�� વધ�ન� 83,471,522,909 ડ�લર થ��� હ� ��. જે પણ આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� મ�ટ��� � ક�રણ બ���� હ� ��. 

5. સરક�રન� વધત� જત� ખચ�  

           સરક�રન� વધત� જત� ખચ� પણ આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� મ�ટ��� � ક�રણ મ�નવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. એક બ���  

સરક�રન� ખચ�મ�� વધ�ર� અન� બ�જી બ���  સરક�રન� દ���� પણ વધવ���� વલણ ર�ખ� �� હ� ��. જે ન�ચ� 

પ્રમ�ણ� જ�ય શક�ય છ�. 

Year's Government costs 
1947 - 48 ₹ 197 crore 
1950 - 51 ₹ 504 crore 
1960 - 61 ₹ 1,806 crore 
1970 - 71 ₹ 5,557 crore 
1980 - 81 ₹ 22,768 crore 
1990 - 91 ₹ 1,05,298 crore 

Source : RBI , 1947 to 1991 

અથ�ઘટન 

        ઉપર��ત 1947 થ� 1991 ��ધ�ન� સમગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન સરક�રન� ખચ�મ�� સતત વધ�ર� જ�વ� 

મળ�  છ�. અન� દ�વ�ન� બ�જ� પણ વધત� જત� હત� આથ� સરક�ર� ફર�જય�તપણ� IMF પ�સ�થ� �ધર�ણ 

લ�વ�ન� જરૂર પડ� હત�.  
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8) ત�રણ� 

1. પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન પરથ� કહ� શક�ય ક� અથ�ત�ત્રન� ���ય  ક્ષ�ત્ર�ન� �હ�સ�મ�� પ�રવત�ન થવ� છત�� 

ક�ઇ આ�થ�ક લ�ભ થત� નથ�. 

2. પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� આ�થ�ક પ�રવત�ન� સ�થ� ફુગ�વ�ન� દર વધવ���� વલણ ર�ખ� છ�. 

3. પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� � �ડ�ર�કણ અંગ�ન� વલણ� દશ��વ� છ� ક� જેટલ� પ્રમ�ણમ�� � �ડ�ર�ક�ણ થ��� છ� 

ત�ટલ� પ્રમ�ણમ�� આવક પ્ર��ત થત� ન હત� અન� દ�વ�ન� બ�જ� સતત વધત� હત�. 

4. પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� દ�શન� �નક�સ કમ�ણ� કરત� આય�તન� ��કવણ� વ�� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. ત�વ� 

બ�બત �પ�ટપ થ�ય છ�. 

9) ઉપસ�હ�ર  

           આમ, આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� અપન�વવ� અંગ�ન� ક�રણ�ન� �વગત વ�ર ચચ�� કરત� જણ�ય છ� ક� 

ભ�રતમ�� ફુગ�વ�ન� દબ�ણ�, �વદ�શ� ����ડય�મણન� કટ�કટ�, �વદ�શ� દ�વ�ન� બ�જ�, આય�ત - �નક�સમ�� 

અસમ��લ� વગ�ર� જવ�બદ�ર ક�રણ� હત�. ત�થ� ભ�રત� આ�થ�ક ��ધ�ર� અપન�વવ� પ�છળ ભ�રત�ય 

અથ�ત�ત્રન� ��દઢ �વક�સ કરવ�ન� અન� આ�થ�ક સમ�ય�ન� હળવ� કરવ� અંગ�ન� એક પ્રય�સ કય� છ� 

ત�મ કહ� શક�ય. 
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  DISEASE TRANSMISSION OF XANTHOMONAS CAMPESTRIS 

PV. CUCURBITAE IN SPONGE GOURD IN RAJASTHAN 
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ABSTRACT – This study aims to know the disease symptoms, incidence & transmission of 

the seed-borne bacterium Xanthomonas campestris pv. cucurbitae in sponge gourd (Luffa 

cylindrica L.) of family cucurbitaceae. Total 68 seeds and 50 fruit samples were collected by a 

major and minor survey from various districts of Rajasthan (India) to know diseases incidence 

of sponge gourd. The seed tests were categorized in asymptomatic, moderately and heavily 

discoloured in dry seed examination. The pathogen was reported in 61, 53 and 63  seed samples 

out of  68 samples of sponge gourd seeds in untreated, pretreated on standard blotter method 

and on YDC  (agar medium) with incidence (10-78%), (8-68%) and (10-100%)  respectively. 

The bacterium was identified based on morphological, physiological, LOPAT, molecular, and 

pathogenicity tests find to be Xanthomonas campestris pv. cucurbitae. These bacterial colonies 

were identified off-white to yellowish in colour, smooth, irregular having undulated margins 

with raised elevation. As the disease progress, the whole leaf collapses due to the reduction of 

photosynthesis capacity reduced the yield of a crop by bacterial leaf spot and fruit rot infection.  

KEYWORDS: sponge gourd (Luffa cylindrica L.), Xanthomonas campestris pv. cucurbitae, 

disease transmission, bacterial leaf spot, fruit rot 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sponge gourd (Luffa cylindrica Linn.) belongs to family cucurbitaceae (Susithra et al, 2010). 

The fruit has a network of fibers which contain a great number of flat blackish seeds. Sponge 

gourd is a specific crop known in Canada as Chinese Okra (Oboh and Aluyor, 2009). Sponge 

gourd too is believed to be originated from India like cucumber (Stephens, 2003; 2018). The 

plant is grown in many places across the globe. In the world where luffa is found in China, 

Korea, India, Japan and Central America (Bal et al., 2004). Sponge gourd is a rich source of 

carbohydrates, vitamin C, and several minerals (Mg, Ca, Na, K, Fe, Cu, Zn, and Mn) Phytic 

acid, tannin, oxalate, and phytin phosphorus (Azeez, 2013; Dairo, 2007). It has antiviral, 

antitumor, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and immune modulatory properties (Tannin et al., 

2007; Felix et al., 2018). The fruits are used as carminative, purified, moisturising, expectorant, 
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 anthelmenthic, laxative useful in case of fever, syphilis, bronchitis and leprosy. Seed kernel is 

used in dysentery. Seed oil is used for leprosy and skin disorders (Muthumani et al., 2010; Kou 

et al., 2001; Kang et al., 1993). 

The total area under pumpkin, squash and gourds cultivation in India is reported to be around 

1714 MT in 78 ha area in 2017-18, whereas 2030 MT production in 55 ha area in 2018-19. In 

India, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Bihar, Jharkhand, Gujarat Rajasthan, Haryana and Delhi are high 

production states (Anonymous, 2019). In Rajasthan, sponge gourd is grown in Jaipur, Udaipur, 

Sikar, Jodhpur, Ajmer, Nagaur, Tonk, Bundi, Hanumangarh, Alwar, Dausa and Rajasamand. 

The annual production of sponge gourd during 2016-17 and 2017-18 was 4525 and 5893 MT 

cultivated on 1161 and 1219 ha/area respectively (Anonymous, 2017).  

A new bacterial pathogen was isolated and identified from China that also resemble for leaf 

spot on Luffa cylinderica. Li et al., (2011) detected bacterial leaf spot on sponge gourd [Luffa 

cylindrica (L. aegyptiaca)]. Approax 20-30% of luffa plants were affected, resulting in 

significant economic loss. Water-soaked, irregularly formed, black lesions on the surface and 

margins of cotyledons were the only symptoms seen on seedlings. This disease was first 

identified as bacterial leaf spot on squash 'Hubbard' in 1926, New York (Bryan, 1930). 

Subsequently, it have been reported on cucumber, pumpkin, squash, and watermelon in 

cucurbit-growing region Asia, Australia, Europe, North America and New Zealand (Babadoost 

et al., 2012;  Babadoost and Zitter, 2009; Babadoost and Ravanlou, 2012). 

Host range 

Almost all cucurbits, including cucumber, watermelon, pumpkin, squash, and bottle gourd, 

have been shown to be susceptible to the bacteria (Robbs et al., 1972; Taketani et al., 1976; 

Takikawa and Tsuyumu, 1987; Sinha, 1989; El Hendawy, 1999; Pruvost et al., 2008; and 

Babadoost and Zitter, 2009; Jarial et al., 2011; Babadoost et al., 2012). According to Babadoost 

(2013), symptoms and pathogen isolation were achieved by artificially inoculating a variety of 

cucurbits, including acorn squash (Cucurbita pepo), burcucumber (Sicyos angulatus), butternut 

squash (Cucurbita moschata), cantaloupe (Cucumis melo), carving pumpkin (Cucurbita 

maxima), cucumber (Cucumis sativus), gourd (Lagenaria siceraria ) pumpkin (Cucurbita 

pepo). Until now, the disease has been known to be limited to the family cucurbitaceae 

(Babadoost, 2013). Numerous workers have found that a bacterial solution containing 105 to 

108 cfu/ml may elicit a pathogenic response in a variety of cucurbit hosts (Pruvost et al., 2009; 
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 Jarial et al., 2011; Babadoost and Ravanlou, 2012; Dutta et al. 2013; Trueman et al., 2014). 

Jarial et al. (2011) reported an incubation time of 3–5 days on infected leaves and 5–8 days on 

inoculated fruits of bottle gourd, cucumber, pumpkin, and squash plants, whereas Trueman et 

al. (2014) reported an incubation period of 10 days on inoculated leaves of pumpkin plants. On 

fruits, symptoms have been observed to emerge two days later than on leaves (Jarial et al., 

2011). 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS  

2.1 Incidence of Pathogen  

All 68 seeds, 50 fruits samples, and various infected plant parts of sponge gourd collected from 

market and farmers field of 15 districts of Rajasthan, brought to the laboratory to know the 

disease symptoms on various plant parts. The seed samples and other plant parts were surface-

sterilized incubated on the Petri plate and Nutrient Agar medium under aseptic conditions to 

isolate the pathogen. All the seed samples of sponge gourd were exposed to dry seed 

examination and incubated on moist blotting papers (ISTA 1985) to isolate the pathogen. The 

pure bacterial provinces were incubated at 30°C for 48 hours, were used for different tests viz. 

KOH solubility test, gram’s staining, LOPAT (Kovacs 1956; Hildebrand and Schroth 1972;) 

and pathogenicity test (Bryan, 1926) for the recognition of bacterial species. The bacterial 

separates distinguished by different strategies were exposed to pathogen testing on host plants 

and another plant species. The disease fruit and other plant parts are subjected to incubate on 

NA and moistened blotter papers to know the characterization of pathogen (Lamichhane et al., 

2010). 

2.2 Disease Transmission 

Two seed samples of sponge gourd ac. nos. Lc-1628 and Lc-1634 carrying 88 and 92% 

infection naturally infected with X. campetris pv. cucurbitae respectively were taken for disease 

transmission studies. The 100 seeds for each category per sample were planted on moistened 

blotting paper (10 seeds per plate) and water agar medium 1% in test tubes (1 seed for every 

test tube) placed at 25±20C for 12/12 hours rotating patterns of light and dark up to 7 & 14 

days, individually. 100 seeds for each category per sample were planted in a pot (2 seeds per 

pot) and data for indications per cent seed germination and mortality were recorded. The 

pathogen was isolated from the contaminated plant part at various phases of plant development. 
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 2.3 Pathogenicity Test  

Artificial inoculation of bacterium was done by using methods like smothering of seeds, stab 

inoculation of the seedlings at 3-4 leaf phase and other plant parts. The pathogenicity was tested 

on the host and other plants like cucumber, ridge gourd and bottle gourd. 

Susceptible seeds of sponge gourd to XCC were planted into plastic pots loaded up with 

sanitized soil and place them in standard development chamber at 22°C in dark and 25°C in 

light, with brightening for the 16 hours from sodium lanterns (Olczak-Woltman 2008). The 

bacterial inoculum yielded for 24 hrs on YDC medium at 28ºC was used. The aqueous 

suspension in sterile distilled water, adjusted of concentration 1·107 colony-forming unit (CFU) 

ml, evaluated by plate count method (Klement et al. 1990) to be equivalent to an optical density 

(OD 600) of 0·050. 

3-4 leaf stage of sponge gourd plant was inoculated the lower leaf (Klement et al. 1990). The 

plants inoculated in triplicate were kept in obscurity above 90% relative humidity for 6 days in 

the chamber. The leaves expressed symptoms and severity of the disease after 7 days. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Identification  

Grams and KOH solubility tests reveal that the bacterium is gram-negative. Colonies on 

nutrient medium are smooth, circular and butyrous or viscoid usually yellow, but a few non-

pigmented strains occur (Fig. 2). The yellow pigment xanthomonadins is produced. They are 

catalase positive, Kovac’s oxidase negative or weak, don’t denitrify or reduce nitrate (Bryan, 

1926; Lamichhane et al., 2010). 

3.2 Incidence of Pathogen:  

The pathogen was reported in 61, 53 and 63  seed samples out of  68 samples of sponge gourd 

seeds in untreated, pretreated on standard blotter method and on YDC (agar medium) with 

incidence (10-78%), (8-68%) and (10-100%)  respectively. In the seed samples of Ajmer, 

Alwar, Barmer, Bundi, Chittorgarh, Dausa, Hanumangarh, Jodhpur, Kota, Sikar and Tonk 

(Table 1; Fig. 1).The seed samples of Chittorgarh, Hanumangarh, Jodhpur, Kota, Sikar and 

Tonk showed more than 80% disease incidence. The incidence of Xanthomonas campestris pv. 

cucurbitae was highest in Barmer (30-100%), Chittorgarh (20-100%), Kota (40-100%) and 
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 Tonk (30-100%) districts. Seeds of sponge gourd and other cucurbits have also been found to 

have same negative effects (Shila et al., 2013; Mortenson and Fatmi, 2019). 

3.3 Disease Transmission 

1. Petri Plate Method 

Radicle emergence started after 24 hrs of sowing. The maximum seed germination on 7th day 

of incubation was 92% in asymptomatic, 58 in moderately discoloured and 48 in heavily 

infected seeds in sample ac. nos. Lc-1628 (Fig. 3 A). 

The ungerminated seeds showed browning and oozing on and around the seeds. In sample ac 

no. Lc-1628, ungerminated seeds were 8, 25 and 38% for the three seed categories. 

Symptomatic seeds showed browning and shriveling. The symptoms initiated as water-soaked 

brown to black patches oozing on cotyledons and hypocotyls parts which followed to rot (Fig. 3 

B). The symptomatic seedlings were 5, 46 and 88% in ac no. Lc-1628 in three categories. The 

shriveled seedlings showed mortality 39% in moderately discoloured seeds and 4% in non-

infected seed samples of ac no. Lc-1628. The total loss due to pathogen was 1, 35 and 75% in 

the three seed categories. 

2. Test Tube Seedling Symptoms Test  

On water agar, the radicle emergence began after 36 hrs of incubation on the 15th day, the seed 

germination was 86, 64 and 18% in ac. no. Lc-1628 on 15th day. 

The heavily infected seed couldn’t germinate due to dense growth of the pathogen on and 

around the seeds. The percentage of ungerminated seeds with pathogen was 8, 15 and 39% in 

ac. no. Lc-1628 of three categories of seeds (Fig. 3 C, D). 

3. Pot Experiment  

The radicle emergence started on 4th day of sowing and continued up to 20 days. After 25 days 

the germination was 97, 80 and 56% in ac. no. Lc-1628 in the three categories of sponge gourd 

seeds (Fig. 3 E, F). Observations were taken regularly and data were recorded up to 30 days of 

sowing.  

Initially symptoms were seen as brown, small irregular necrotic spots on upper surface of 

leaves. The spots on leaves collapsed and showed burning like appearance. Inwardly rolling of 

leaves and wilting symptoms were observed in leaves on high severity of disease (Fig. 3). 

Similar results observed by Pruvost et al., 2009; Goldberg (2012) and Salamanca (2014) in 

pumpkin. Symptoms of bacterial spot in pumpkin may develop on both the foliage and the fruit. 

Findings of present study correlate with the findings of Jarial et al., 2011, the  symptoms found 
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 on almost every part of the bottle gourd plant due to Xanthomonas campestris pv. cucurbitae. 

The symptoms appear on leaves as small marginal chlorotic patches that grow in size as they 

approach the leaf's core. Later, necrotic patches emerge in the chlorotic zone, which grow in 

size.  The necrotic lesions penetrate deeply into the leaf lamina. 

Babadoost and Ravanlou (2012) have detailed the symptoms of pumpkin. On pumpkin leaves, 

the symptoms show as small (1-2 mm) black lesions.  Lesions on the leaf edges may combine 

to create bigger necrotic regions. Bacterial penetration into the flesh of the fruit may cause 

severe fruit rot in the field or later in storage. 
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Table 1: District Wise Per Cent Range of Various Seed Categories in Seed Samples of 

Sponge Gourd in Dry Seed Examination 

S.No. Districts 
No. of 
samples 
studied 

Seed categories (400 seeds/category) 

Asymptomatic  
seeds 

Moderately 
Discolored  
(shrivilled) 

Heavily  
Discolored 

Cracked 
and  
shining 
appearance  
seeds 

1 AJMER 6 6(42.75-73.75) 6(13.75-29.25) 6(11.25-26.25) 0 
2 ALWAR 6 6(33.0-46.25) 6(27.75-37.25) 6(22.0-24.75) 0 
3 BARAN 4 4(23.50-50.75) 4(24.75-50.0) 4(16.25-22.75) 0 
4 BARMER 2 2(24.50,50.75) 2(23.50,44.0) 2(20.0,30.5) 0 
5 BHARATPUR 3 3(27.0-73.25) 3(13.5-40.75) 3(11.25-29.75) 2(1.0, 2.25) 
6 BUNDI 2 2(19.25, 58.50) 2(20.75, 45.75) 2(15.75, 37.75) 2(1.25, 2.00) 
7 CHITTORGARH 2 2(20.75, 67.5) 2(16.0, 33.5) 2(13.5, 30.75) 2(3.0, 4.25) 
8 DAUSA 8 8(23.0-84.25) 8(10.75-50) 8(4.25–32.25) 2(2,5) 
9 HANUMANGARH 7 7(29.0-82.25) 7(10.25–42.50) 7(8.5–35.75) 2(1.5, 2.25) 
10 JAIPUR 8 8(22.75–80.25) 8(10.75–38.5) 8(5.25–21.75) 2(1.5, 3.0) 
11 JODHPUR 4 4(23.25-75.25) 4(12.75– 43.75) 4(9.5- 34.25) 2(2.5, 5.75) 
12 KOTA 2 2(37.25, 66) 2(22, 59.25) 2(17.5, 36.75) 0 
13 NAGAUR 2 2(28.75, 63.75) 2(22.75, 59.25) 2(8.5, 35.75) 2(2.5, 3.25) 
14 SIKAR 7 7(25.75-78.25) 7(15.75–61.25) 7(10.5–39.25) 2(1.75, 4.0) 
15 TONK 5 5(23.0–64.25) 5(17.25–54.0) 5(18.25–50.25) 2(1.5, 6) 

  TOTAL 68 68(27.75–84.25) 68(10.25–59.25) 68(2–50.25) 
18(1.25–
5.75) 

*The figures in parenthesis are the percentage incidence range. 
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Fig. 1: Dry seed examination of sponge gourd showing various discolourations 

A,  B. Seeds of cucumber are categorized into asymptomatic, moderately discoloured and 

heavily discoloured. 

C.  General seed lots of sponge gourd: asymatomatic seeds (upper row), moderately 

discoloured (middle row), heavily discoloured (lower row) seeds on incubation yielded 

the growth of Xanthomonas campestris pv. cucurbitae. 

D, E. Seedlings of sponge gourd sample (ac. no. Lc-1628) showing rotting and browning in 

SBM as compared to check (E).  

A B 

C D 

E F G
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 F. Mucoid colonies of bacteria around the sponge gourd seeds on NA medium. Note the 

characteristics pattern of growth, entire margin and flat colonies. 

G. Streaked yellow mucoid colonies on YDC medium. 

  

    

  

     

  Fig. 2 Phytopathological effects and disease transmission of natural seed-borne infection 

of Xanthomonas campestris pv. cucurbitae in sponge gourd. 

A. Symptoms on seedlings in Petri plate method. 

B. Seedlings showing disease symptoms. Note the neecrosis, browning at hypocotyls and 

mortality of seedling. 

C. Ungerminated seeds and seedlings showing oozing, puffing and blighting of cotyledons 

in TTSST.  

D. Healthy seedling in TTSST. 

E, F. Sponge gourd plantlets infected plant showing burning of apical shoot and chlorosis. 

Note the symptoms of wilting of leaf apex as compared to healthy plant (extreme right). 

C B A 

D E F 
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Fig. 3 Effect of Xanthomonas campestris pv. cucurbitae on natural seed infection by (A) petri 

plate method, (B) water agar test tube seedling test and (C) Pot Experiment. 
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Abstract:  

Due to ongoing pandemic, the E-learning method use and application in the teaching and 

learning process is adopted. Practicum is core part of B.Ed. Now days as teaching learning is 

shifted to online mode, so B.Ed. teachers are facing some technical problems in practicum 

orientation and demonstration to the students . The study developed is qualitative nature. The 

study was conducted on B.Ed. College of Nashik city of Maharashtra. Five colleges were 

selected on random basis for data. Data was collected with the help of semi structured interview 

and focus group discussions with B.Ed. College teachers. The teachers discussed about 

problems that they faced while virtual practicum orientation and demonstration. 

Key words: Practicum, B. Ed, Virtual, Orientation and Demonstration 

Introduction 

Especially for the preparation of teachers’ clinicians, Practicum a course of study is designed. It 

is an essential strategy for preparing would-be teachers to be competent teachers. It is a pre-

service teacher education program in which a student teacher learns about teaching and about 

how to teach. The aim of teacher- education is to develop student teacher to a qualified teacher. 

An opportunity for the student teachers to apply the important concepts, principles and 

educational theories in real teaching situations at school is provided by Practicum. This helps 

student teacher to acquire the required educational competencies. But in today’s scenario, 

teachers are finding it hard to give practicum orientation and demonstration to student teachers 

online. In this virtual world, teacher are facing technical problems, limitations on use of 

teaching aids etc, while practicum orientation and demonstration. 

Objective of study: 

· To study about the problems faced by teachers of English medium B.Ed. colleges of 

Nasik city for Virtual practicum orientation and demonstration. 
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 · To find the solution on the problem.  

Methodology: 

It is a qualitative research method. The data was collected through semi structured interview 

and group discussion with the B.Ed. colleges of Nashik City of Maharashtra. 

The Sample: 

The study was conducted in the English medium B.Ed colleges of Nashik City of Maharashtra. 

All the B.Ed. teachers of the same college served the sample of the study. 

Tools of the study: 

Data was collected with the help of semi structured interview schedule and group discussion 

with the B.Ed College’s teachers.  

Data Collection: 

For data collection interview model was chosen. This enabled and facilitated asking questions, 

elicit answers, uncover perspectives and notions, and give the subjects the opportunity in which 

to give meaning to their respective roles. 

Need and Significance of the Study:  

Teacher education is an integral part of education as the quality of education depends on the 

quality of education of teachers.  In order to develop the quality in various dimensions of 

teacher, teacher training is very much necessary. Particularly, secondary level teachers training 

(In service and Pre service) play a vital role in India. The bachelor of Education (B.Ed.) 

programme prepares quality teachers who in turn improve the quality of school education and 

also enhance the learning level of children. It means quality of teacher depends on B.Ed. 

programme. So suggestions from teachers of different B.Ed college of Nashik are taken into 

consideration for implementing the various recommendations.  

The significance of this study emerges from the importance of practicum experience 

itself, its role in teacher preparation programs which aims to develop the educational 

competencies of student-teachers, and its ability to diagnose the challenges faced by teachers 

during Virtual practicum orientation and demonstration. The study would be helpful for the 

improvement of B.Ed. Practicum among the teachers of Nashik district. Different B.Ed. 
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 Colleges of Nashik would get the idea of the effective Virtual practicum orientation and 

demonstration. Thus, the study about the problems faced by teachers of B.Ed. colleges of 

Nashik city for Virtual practicum orientation and demonstration helps to unravel the problem 

which renders the implementation of proper methods of practicum orientation and 

demonstration in different B.Ed. Colleges. 

Limitations: 

The study was restricted to the teachers in B.Ed. colleges   

The investigation was delimited to only to B.Ed Colleges of Nashik City. 

Analysis and Discussion:  

After conducting interviews and taking field notes, a number of issues emerged during virtual 

orientation was lighten. Amongst them the prominent one is that the plan and strategy as may 

be observed at the grassroots level are deficient and considerably erratic. All the teachers said 

that Students find it difficult to adapt to an online execution environment immediately after 

traditional classroom learning and executing lessons. Due to the sudden change, they are not 

able to adapt to the computer based execution their lesson plan. Students who have been always 

giving execution in the traditional classroom mindset are not able to focus on online platforms. 

It becomes difficult for teachers to adjust to a new platform for Orientation and demonstration 

of practicum online. It becomes difficult to engage students for longer periods of time. They are 

gets distracted and lose concentration during live sessions.  

Teacher of one of the school admitted that they faced network/ internet issues in teaching 

learning process. Some time he was disconnected automatically from lecture which makes 

distraction in his teaching. Students too face his problem which creates very bad impact on their 

learning.  

Out of 5 college teachers 3 teachers told that the virtual teaching of orientation is very 

challenging as compare to offline teaching. Other 2 college teachers enjoyed online mode of 

teaching. All the B.Ed. teachers from this 5 schools pointed that online mode of teaching is 

time consuming mode. While teaching demonstration skill and models of teaching they are 

unable to manage time period of lecture and this affect on effectiveness of teaching learning 

process. Students couldn’t understand whole practicum as teacher uses PPT more and as 
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 teaching aids less to explain the whole lesson. For orientation of geometry lessons they used 

digital board mobile apps. The teachers confessed that virtual teaching makes student a passive 

learner.  

Sometimes teachers are not given enough time for the preparation of content for their students.  

Online teaching is like communicating without body language, so students might 

misunderstand and can result in their poor performance.   

According to teachers, the incident opportunities that happen face to face communication fail in 

online learning. One teacher raises a very important point that the course content was designed 

earlier with respect to traditional classrooms. But with the shift to online learning, it requires 

redesigning of course which can take a considerable amount of time and energy. It would have 

been successful when it started well in advance for better learning outcomes. Most of the cases, 

these courses work well in traditional classrooms but go flat in online learning. It happens when 

there are no content-related activities, assignments or projects that can be done online.  

Recommendations and Suggestions:  

Based on the previous results, researcher advises the following to those in charge of practicum 

program of B.Ed College at Nashik:  

· Preparing before the online orientation 

During offline orientations, students gain a lot from their environment on campus. Such 

connections are unlikely to happen in a hybrid or virtual campus. So plan for every possibility 

to give best experience to students. An online orientation can be daunting for students. Allow 

them to access everything they need — registration forms, login information, video meeting 

links, timing etc. Sending regular and personalized notifications can improve student 

engagement significantly. 

· Convey the agenda before hand 

Let students know what they can expect at the orientation. Invite student responses to the 

agenda. Use it as an opportunity to identify common concerns and address them in the virtual 

program. Simple pointers like joining 15 minutes before the meeting, renaming with roll 

numbers, keeping mics switched off etc. can ensure that the whole program goes smoothly. 
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 Identify a process with rules suitable to your university and communicate them to students 

clearly. 

· Holding training Workshop 

Workshop for teachers of B.Ed College must be arranged to enhance their abilities in good 

planning and practicing modern teaching method. Also the study of these challenges should be 

discussed with technical experts from order to be more comprehensive. 

· Test the tools before the actual program 

By conducting a trial run avoid both technical and practical issues like faulty mics, 

incompatible systems, low lighting, background noise etc. During this, review the program 

from the point of view of the student such as can students see the speakers clearly, are the slides 

legible etc. 

· Strengthen the online community 

Form the student community to jot down the problem or quarries of students, if any, related to 

orientation. Coordination with various parties participating and involved in practicum training 

process 

· Take questions and address concerns 

Address the students concerns and doubts related to subject. Interact with students in on gong 

session and also ask and clear their doubts. 

· Make the program available for later use 

Keep the recording of session as it may not possible for all students to join the orientation live. 

Make presentations, contact lists, documentation etc. available for download. 

· After a successful orientation collect feedback 

A good feedback mechanism helps both you and your students. By asking them about their 

experience at the orientation, you can hear what worked and what didn’t, helping you make 

your next sessions better. Students, on the other hand, feel heard and included, which plays a 

key role in making them feel like they belong. Set up a quick survey or an online form to 

collect quantitative feedback. Also invite students to email their concerns and suggestions.  
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 Conclusion: 

What emerges from meetings and discussions with B.Ed. teachers of colleges is that there are 

lots of challenges for practicum orientation and execution on online mode from teachers as well 

as students sides but we also have solution on these problems. Teachers need to implement 

these recommendation and solutions in teaching virtually the practicum subject. It will help to 

reform the practicum program virtually. 
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Abstract: 

Economic crises not only affect the level of economic activities but can also causes 

financial panic, which lowers monetary policy efficiency with more damaging effects 

on the economy. Every country has its ups and downs, unfortunately, countries having 

to deal which tend to causes a tremendous effect on the nation as a whole. Financial 

crisis plays a hug role in countries going into a recession, and being unable to meet the 

demand for money. Sadly, developing countries are facing financial crisis the hardest, 

for example, countries such as Asian crisis, USA, India are just some of the countries 

who have trouble with financial issues for decades. Bruno Gurtner simply states, “the 

crisis was transmitted primarily by trade and financial flows forcing millions back into 

poverty”(Gurtner,2008). The present paper tries to present the economic crisis is 

developmental obstacle for global level. In the second part, definition of economic 

crisis, causes, types, effect of people and remedies are presented in this paper.  

Key Words:- Economic crisis, developmental countries, obstacle, causes, types, effect 

and remedies. 

INTRODUCTION: 

Economic crisis is a situation in which the economy of a country experiences a sudden 

downturn brought on by a financial crisis. An economy facing an economic crisis will 

most likely experience a falling GDP, a drying up of liquidity and rising/falling prices 

due to inflation/deflation. An economic can take the form of a recession or a depression.  

a crisis is an unforeseen event that causes restlessness among the people of an 

organization. Different types of crisis can happen to an organization, all of which 

require adept management to keep the company working toward its goals. A crisis is a 

sudden and unplanned event that results in the instability of an organization and can be 

caused by internal or external factors. To prevent serious damage to your company, it is 

important to address the factors that instigated the crisis and prevent further escalation. 

Furthermore, developing countries are more than likely to face financial crisis due to not 
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 making enough trades, which depends on the amount of income that comes in and out 

countries. Today, financial crisis has gotten worse in many developing countries. Due to 

developing countries not being able to make any trades, countries then being to see a 

dramatic change in the economy. The article “the Financial and Economic Crisis and 

Developing Countries” by Bruno Gurtner, explained the main Causes of why 

developing countries are still going through the financial crisis phase. Gurtner 

discovered, sincee the financial crisis has been hitting developing countries hard, it 

being to cause a regression in economic growth in those poor countries. Gurtner found 

that “Marco-economically the crisis manifested…in trade and payment balance, 

dwindling currency reserves, currency devaluations, increasing rates of inflation, higher 

indebtedness and soaring public budget deficits”(Gurtner,2008). 

What is crisis: 

A crisis is any event or period that will lead, or may lead, to an unstable and dangerous 

situation affecting an individual, group, or all of society. Crisis are negative changes in 

the human or environmental affairs, especially when they occurs abruptly, with little or 

no warning. More loosely, a crisis is a testing time for an emergency. 

The Term ‘financial crisis’ can describe a variety of situation associated in general with 

a limited supply of money/financial resource, compared with the demand for money/ 

financial resources, while liquidity becomes a problem for all the actors in the market. 

Types of crisis: 

1) Financial crisis: 

A financial crisis can be describe as a specific situation in which a company, business or 

production firm lose the value of its asserts rapidly and enormously leading to low cost 

of the assets. In additional, during a financial crisis the value of financial institutions 

also becomes relatively low in such a way that they cannot efficiently carry out their 

financial roles within an economy. “stijn Claessens and Ayhan Kose have different 

beliefs about financial crisis. claessens and Kose simply explain ”financial crisis is often 

associated…substantial changes in credit volume and asset prices; severe disruptions in 

financial intermediation financing to various actors in the financial crisis. Nobaly, when 

a financial crisis emerges, the liquidity rate for money reduces to a level where saving 
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 cannot help in salvaging the already worsened money situation. For instance, one of the 

most prevalent financial crises took place in 2008 when the global money market went 

through a massive recession period thus creating a huge economic fuss across the globe. 

In any situation of financial crisis, companies and businesses are often faced by the 

problem of ethical dilemma on how to react to the financial crisis at hand. In financial 

crisis are included @Banking crisis @currency crisis @speculative bubbles and crashes 

@International Financial crisis @Wider economic crisis etc… 

2) Personal crisis:  

Personal crisis means an unexpected event or series of events in an eligible youth’s 

life that prevent or impedes participation in scheduled services or activities.  

3) Technological Crisis: 

Technological crisis arises as a result of failure in technology. Problems in overall 

systems lead to technological crisis. Breakdown of machine, corrupted software and 

so on give rise to technological crisis.  

4) Organizational crisis: 

Crisis of organizational misdeeds arise when management takes certain decisions knowing 

the harmful consequences of the same towards the stakeholders and external parties. In such 

cases, superiors ignore the after effects of strategies and implement the same for quick 

results.  

5) Natural crisis: 

Disturbances in the environment and nature lead to natural crisis. such events are 

generally beyond Drought the control of human beings. Tornadoes, Earthquakes, 

hurricanes, Landslides, Tsunamis, flood, all result in natural disaster.  

6) Confrontational crisis: 

Confrontation crisis arise when employees fight amongst themselves. Individuals do not 

agree to each other and eventually depend on non-productive acts like boycotts, strikes for 

indefinite periods and so on. In such type of crisis, employees disobey superiors; give them 
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 ultimatums and force them to accept their demands. Internal disputes, ineffective 

communication and lack of coordination give rise to confrontation crisis. 

Causes of the crisis: 

· Cause of the current crisis Today’s economic and financial crisis originated in 

the rich world particularly in the USA. It has called a financial meltdown, storm 

or credit crunch. Credit crunch is an economic condition in which investment 

capital is difficult to obtain. It means that there was hardly any credit available 

for investors.  Of course this condition is a chronic problem in poor countries 

and this is why when we speak about the current global financial crisis. For the 

rich countries, it created panic and was seen as the worst in recent years and was 

compared to the 1930 great depression. In other words it was a big crash or a 

bust. 

· For starters, the global economic crisis carries a distinct “Made in the USA” 

tag which means that the origins of the crisis are to found in the reckless 

leading and risky banking practices of wall street. 

· The next aspect is the fact that Americans and much of the rest of the world 

were deeply in debt(personal, corporate and governmental) which was 

unsustainable 

· The forth aspect of the crisis is that growth cannot proceed and infinitum in a 

world of finite resource. 

· To sum up, there was a convergence of different forces (economic, social and 

political) Which resulted in a “perfect storm” of economic and social calamity. 

Hopefully, the crisis should serve as a warning to policymakers to promote 

sustainable business practices and for individuals and families to not live beyond 

their means. The bottom line for any debt based economic system is that one can 

only postpone the day of reckoning but go on forever in the expectation that the 

debts would not come cue. 

Biggest Financial Crisis in the world:- 

The credit crisis of 1772, Boston Tea party:  
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 The Boston tea party, which involved the willful destruction of 342 crates of British tea, 

proved a significant development on the path to the American Revolution. The Boston 

tea party, which occurred on December 16, 1773 and was known to contemporaries as 

the Destruction of the Tea, was a direct response to British taxation policies in the North 

American colonies. After the conclusion of the Seven Years’ War in 1763, the British 

Empire was in financial Distress. Though the British had won the war, they has spent 

vast amounts of blood and treasure in the process.   

Effect: Intolerable Acts also implemented the Massachusetts Government act, the 

administration of justice act, the quartering act, and the Quebec Act.  

The Great Depression of 1929-39 (The Great Breadline): 

Four factors played roles of varying importance. (1) The stock market crash of 1929 

shattered confidence in the American economy, resulting in sharp reductions in 

spending and investment. (2) Banking panics in the early 1930s caused many banks 

to fail, decreasing the pool of money available for loans. (3) The gold standard 

required foreign central banks to raise interest rates to counteract trade imbalances 

with the United States, depressing spending and investment in those countries. (4) The 

Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act (1930) imposed steep tariffs on many industrial and 

agricultural goods, inviting retaliatory measures that ultimately reduced output and 

caused global trade to contract. 

Effect: In the United States, where the Depression was generally worst, industrial 

production between 1929 and 1933 fell by nearly 47 percent, gross domestic product 

(GDP) declined by 30 percent, and unemployment reached more than 20 percent.The 

Great Depression had devastating effects in both rich and poor countries. Personal 

income, tax revenue, profits and prices dropped, while international trade fell by more 

than 50%. Unemployment in the U.S. rose to 23% and in some countries rose as high as 

33. 

The OPEC Oil price shock of 1973: 

The OPEC oil embargo (1973) was precipitated by the yom kippur war. The United 

State was the first country to be sanctioned by Saudi Arabia, Libya and other Arab 

countries on October19, 1973 for its political and military support for Israel 

(Particularly through the delivery of military equipment and arms, which played a key 
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 role in Israel’s was against neighboring countries). The 1973 Oil Embargo put a strain 

on a United States economy that has become increasingly reliant on foreign oil. 12 

OPEC members agreed to the embargo on October 19, 1973. Oil prices tripled in the 

next six months. Even when embargo expired in March 1974, prices remained higher. 

The 1973-1975 recession was generally attributed to the oil embargo. The 1973-74 oil 

crisis, in the eyes of Federal Reserve Policymakers, tended to significantly complicate 

the macroeconomic situation, notably in term of inflation.  

Effect: The 1970s were a decade of pessimism for many people. In 1970, it began with 

a recession and the bitter end of the Vietnam War. Because of memories of the Great 

Depression, policymakers were hesitant to deploy restrictive monetary and fiscal 

policies to control inflation, fearing that the resulting increase in unemployment would 

be unacceptably high. Any other effect on unemployment rate, inflation, food and 

energy prices, trends in labor unit costs etc…  

The Asian Crisis of 1997: 

The 19971998 Asian financial crisis is considered the third international financial crisis 

in modern history (Gard, et al.,1999). According to Ardiansyah (2002), the first sign of 

the financial crisis was the declaration made by the Thai real estate developer 

Somprasong Land on February 5, 1997, that it had defaulted on a 3.1 dollar million 

interest payment for a 80 dollar   billion Euro- convertible bond. In his book The Asian 

financial Crisis, Lee (1998) argues that the Asian financial crisis of 1997-1998 was 

caused by a combination of equally important factors, and cannot be adequately 

explained by a single, unequivocal cause.  

Effect: The origin of the Asian financial crisis were identifying its major causes as 

crony capitalism, fixed exchange rates, moral hazard and the contagion effect. The 

developing countries in Asian have many lessons to learn from the 1997-1998 financial 

crisis, and should be harness this knowledge to better position themselves in the 21st 

century world economy.  

The financial crisis of 2007-08: 

Usually, a crisis is anticipated by the existence of a speculative bubble in one sector or 

several connected sector of the economy, generated usually by the hard behavior or 
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 investors. The climax of the crisis is perceived when the negative effects of the lack of 

liquidity generated the collapse of financial institution and a general mistrust in the 

financial system (until 2007-2008 now at national or regional levels). The financial 

crisis of 2007-2008-due to its extent and the way it was transmitted, revealing the 

complex and hidden connections between the financial institutions at the whole level- 

brought the mistrust in the financial system at global level. 

Effect: The 2007-2009 financial crisis began years earlier with cheap credit and lax 

leading standards that fueled a housing bubble. When the bubble burst, financial 

institutions were left holding trillions of dollars worth of near worthless investments in 

subprime mortgages.  

Current financial Crisis in India:  

The economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in India has been largely disruptive. 

India’s growth in the forth quarter of the fiscal year 2020 went down to according to the 

ministry of statistics. The world bank and rating agencies had initially revised India’s 

growth for FY2021 with the lowest figure India has seen in three decades since India’s 

economic liberalization in the 1990s. The Indian economy was expected to lose over 

32,000 crore every day during the first 21 days of complete lockdown, which was 

declared following the coronavirus outbreak. Major companies in India such as Larsen 

& Toubro, Bharat forge, Ultra Tech Cement, Grasim Industries, Aditya Birla Group, 

BHEL and Tata Motors temporarily suspended or significantly reduced operation. Some 

Indian states are in debt like Punjab, West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, 

Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh. Other like Jammu and Kashmir, Chhattisgarh, Madhya 

Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh had relatively fiscal deficits in 2021-2022. While 

elevated debt levels have played a huge role in precipitating the SRI LANKAN 

Economic crisis, it is important to keep in mind the nature of this debt: foreign. Sri 

Lanka’s foreign debt at the end of 2021 was 50.7 billion dollar. According to Soumya 

kanti Ghosh, State Bank of  India’s group chief economic adviser, the freebies offered 

were “ECONOMICALLY UNSUSTAINABLE” and some states are “Living beyond 

their means”.     

Effect: Largest GDP contraction ever in Q2 (April-June) FY2020-2021 at -24%, sharp 

rise in unemployment, stress on supply chains, decreases in government income, 
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 collapse of the hospitality industry, reduced consumer activity, plunge in fuel 

consumption. Rise in LPG sales, trade tensions with china,  

Effect of the Economical Crisis on the People: 

· People in a crisis tend to have more unexplained physical symptoms. Stress 

caused by a crisis situation will give some people physical symptoms, such as 

headaches, muscle aches, stomach upsets, and low-grade fevers. 

· Increased unemployment, loss of income and increased vulnerability have been 

among the dominant social impact of the crisis. 

· While an economic downturn is quantifiable, it is not an easy task with mental 

health. 

· The cognitive, social and emotional deficits to children growing up in extreme 

poverty are crucial in child psychiatry and resonate in behavioral disorders. 

· The increases in psychological disorders during an economic crisis is manifold. 

· One of the most contentious points is the causality between economic insecurity 

and suicide rates. 

Recommendation: 

· World Economic Outlook Reports: The IMF releases this report usually twice a 

year and its analyzes and predicts global economic developments during the near 

and medium term. 

· Some high frequency economic indicators in the report are showing robust signs 

of economic growth of India while the others are bringing out implicit risks to 

growth from the second wave of the pandemic. 

· India’s economic growth: As per the report findings, India economic is expected 

to growth by 12.5% in 2021 and 6.9% in 2022. 

· Global Economic Growth: The IMF predicted stronger recovery in 2021 and 

2022 with growth projected to be 6% in 2021 and 4.4% in 2022. In 2020, the 

global economic contracted by 3.3. 

· The modern financial sectors of the type found in the Untied State (and in other 

developed countries) in no longer seen as a general model to be copied by other 

countries. 
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 · Developing countries need more policy space for macroeconomic policy-

making, for monetary as well as fiscal and exchange rate policy. Their 

macroeconomic and development strategies need be better tailored to their 

specific needs, and should go beyond simply ensuring price stability and 

budgetary discipline as advocated by the Washington Consensus. 

· Many countries have adopted narrow, constantly tight macroeconomic policies, 

along with liberalization of trade and privatization programmers, which have 

tended of growth and employment creation. 

Conclusion: 

In conclusion, this paper provided a detailed description of the factors that caused the 

global economic crisis and subsequent articles would look at the various causal factors, 

types of crises, biggest economic crisis in the global world, effect on the people along 

with recommendations how to resolve the crisis. we can see that crisis had an enormous 

impact from various angles such as economic, political, social, psychological, and 

impact on the relationship between two countries. Government policymakers are also 

seen to have succeeded in helping the government overcome this problem by 

establishing several new acts.  
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Abstract 

Let’s imagine that a foreigner has arrived to our native and we meet the person accidently. The 

foreigner isn’t aware of any local languages, still we manage to communicate with him in 

English. The global acceptance of this language helps us to communicate with the foreigner. 

The beauty of the language is its usage with different kinds of sounds and pronunciation all 

over the world. Though, we use standard English all over, the way of expression changes with 

different countries due to the reason that the mode of teaching differs with easiness of the 

language. It matters about how oneis taught and how one’s accessibility to the language is. 

English is one of the most widely used languages all across the globe for different purposes 

such as English is vital in the technical fields such as business, a virtual mode of 

communication, the methodology of teaching, improvement of science and technology, 

systematic method of organization and the mode of command. In India we also call English as 

British language. The reason behind this may be that the English was introduced in India after 

Britishers had conquered India. Since then, English has become one of the better modes of 

propagation in India for different kinds of purposes that serve in different fields.  

The main objective of the paper is to know about how English as a language plays a vital role 

in the communication for new generation. The article mainly focuses on the importance of 

English, meaning of communication, the succession of the language and English as a bridge to 

the world of communication. 

Key Words: English Language, Succession, World of Communication. 

Introduction 

English is one of the well-known languages having a history of thousand years. We know so 

many poets, literates, script writers etc. who enriched the beauty of the language through their 

work. Among them, shakesphere, one of the oldest English playwrights, poets and actors, is the 

one who has inspired the world with his famous plays such as Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet, 

Tempest, The Merchant of Venice and so on. The mention of shakesphere brings out to the 
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 context that English has been glorified since ages and the language and it is continuously being 

updated and upgraded. Moreover the language is found to be easier to glorify the content and 

the characters which have provided the scope to English which is also a part of consideration. 

There is a large contribution on whole to the field of English literature marking the language as 

more successful in recent times. 

Importance of English 

Certainly when someone asks what’s the importance of English? We definitely would say that 

its one of the most used languages across the globe. But we don't speak about the language on 

whole neither its history nor the reason behind. This is because it has been just taught as a 

language regardless of its importance or its benefits in future. The main reason is that we focus 

on teaching and completing the syllabus. We should see that it shall be taught based on its 

importance. 

Teaching English should not be only of knowledge but it should be from whole to part (i.e. in 

action) making people learn through action which has following benefits: 

· Builds up the personality. 

· The way of communication can be implemented at an young age. 

· Cultivation of gestures during conversation can be developed. 

· The accent can be improved. 

· The command of language can help people to be more approachable towards oneself. 

What is the success of the language? 

The real world we are living in is the best example of success of the language. It is a question of 

how it began. It is the earliest poets and playwrights who made this possible. They enquoted 

their thoughts through writing small poems, sonnets, plays etc. This made a remarkable change. 

As the technology began to improve all over the world, the poems, sonnets and article started to 

cross the country border and people started to read these overseas. Then began the era of new 

world to the communicaton. Though in the initial stage the analization was quite difficult but 

the introduction of dictionaries made it possible. 
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 The success of the language can be explained as follows: 

ü It is one of the most widely used languages and quoted as "Global Language". 

ü Provides the scope of attraction towards idea in easier way. 

ü Helps people to understand the basic things in a helpful way. 

ü Builds up a strong base towards the communication in establishing projects. 

ü Helped people who travel across to know a common language to communicate. 

ü Now-a-days area of interest is the Robotics communication that is making a huge 

difference in the field in the linguistics.  

English as a bridge to the world of communication 

English enables a very important role in today’s generation. It has increased the efficiency of 

changing technology by several times. 

It could be said by the following reasons that: 

§ Access of the language as given a wider opportunity in the space of technology and 

science. 

§ It is the standard language used in the hiring process. 

§ Helps to put up your thoughts in front of the world. 

§ It is a better way to express emotions, ideas, communicate and bring about a change. 

§ Improvement in the space of the international communication that brings up different 

nations together to build up strong business community. 

§ Inter and Intra billing of import and export of goods is made possible. 

§ Establishing the relationships between countries is more enjoyable.  

Conclusion 

It finds very difficult to glue up the subject since, language is never ending part of the life style 

of people and the speeding up the usage of language in different fields has been increasing. The 

findings could be: 

Ø The task to boost up communication in English should be made effective. 

Ø Special training to the local people who aren't aware of the language should be given a 

special preference about teaching a language. 
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 Ø It provides a scope for the  development of a nation by educating people. 

Ø Provides people with basic turn up on the language and this might also lead to even new 

start ups. 

Ø Supports aid systems in a company to motivate workers with a new approach towards 

learning standard pronunciation and speeding up the vocabulary. 
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સ�ર��શ  

 પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ�મ��થ� � ��ય� �ન�પન્ન કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. ઉપકરણ 

તર�ક� ક�ય�પત્રકન� રચન� કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. અ�ય�સ��� �ય�પ�વશ્વ ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ� હ� �� અન� 

આ નવલકથ�ન�� તમ�મ પ્રકરણ� ન� �ન� તર�ક� લ�ધ�લ� છ�. સ�શ�ધન ક્ષ�ત્ર તર�ક� ‘�શક્ષણ��� ત�વ��ન’ 

અન� ‘� ��ય�શક્ષણ’ હ� ��. સ�શ�ધનન� પ્રક�ર ��ણ��મક સ�શ�ધન હત� ત�મજ સ�શ�ધન પ�ધ�ત તર�ક� 

વણ�ન��મક સ�શ�ધનન� પ�ટ� પ્રક�ર તર�ક� �વષયવ�� � � �થક્કરણ પ્ર����ત ત�મજ ��ણ��મક સ�શ�ધન 

પ�ધ�તન� ઉપય�ગ થય� હત�. ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ�ન� 24 પ્રકરણમ��થ� ક�ય�પત્રક� ત�ય�ર કર� 

ત���ન� ��લ�ક�ત લ�ધ� હત�. તજ��ય અ�ભપ્ર�ય દ્વ�ર� � �ચવ�લ� � �ચન� પ્રમ�ણ� જરૂર� ��ધ�ર� કય�� 

હત� અન� �વષયવ�� � એકમ મ�ટ� સ�દભ� સ��હ�ય દ્વ�ર� મ��હત� મ�ળવવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. ‘અતર�પ�’ 

નવલકથ� મ��થ� �ન�પન્ન થત�� � ��ય���� વગ�કરણન� અંત� આ�ય���મક � ��ય, ન��તક � ��ય, સ�મ��જક 

� ��ય, �ય��તગત � ��ય, ર����ય � ��ય જેવ� પ��ચ � ��ય� �ન�પન્ન થય� હત�.  

૧.૦ પ્ર�ત�વન�  

  �શક્ષણ ક� જે સ�વ��ત્રક, સહજ અન� પ�ત�ન� અ��ભવ�મ��થ�  પ્ર��ત થત� પ્ર�ક્રય� છ�. �વશ�ળત� 

ત�ન� એક ��ણધમ� છ�. “સ�ટ� વ�ગ� ચમ-ચમ �વદ્ય� આવ� ધમ-ધમ” આ સ�ટ�ન� પ�રણ�મ� ઘણ� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓ પ્ર�તભ�શ��ળ બ�ય� છ�. જેમ લ�દ���� �શ�ત ફર�જય�ત હ�ય છ�, ત�મ આ સ�ટ� વ�ળુ� ભણતર 

પણ આગ્રહ� �વ�ક��� હ�ય ત���� લ�ગ� છ�. ત�ન�થ� તદ્દન અલગ એ��� અ��ભવ���� �શક્ષણ છ�. �વશ્વન� કણ-

કણ મ� ��ન રહ���� છ�. કઇંક જા�ય� પછ� પણ કઇંક જાણવ���� રહ� જાય છ�. એટલ�ક� બ�� ભ���� કરવ� 

છત�� પણ કઇંક છૂટ� જ જાય છ�. “અતર�પ�” નવલકથ� ક� જેમ�� ���યવ��થત ઢબ��� �શક્ષણ અન� ત�ન� 

સ�મ� ર�જ-બર�જન� અ��ભવ�થ� મ�ળવ�લ� �શક્ષણન� આદશ� �ય�લ ર�� કય� છ�. 

  એ��� કહ� શક�ય ક� બ�ળકન� જ� સમ�જ��� અ�ભન્ન અંગ બન�વ��� હ�ય ત� ત�ન� સમ�જન� જ સ�પ� 

દ����. સમ�જ જ ત�ન� ઉછ�ર કરશ�. આપણ� સ��ધ���તક  ર�ત� �યવહ�રલક્ષ� �શક્ષણન� � �લવ�એ છ�ય�, પર�� � 

જ� ત�ન� વ��ત�વક �થ�ન મળ�  ત� ખર� અથ�મ�� �શક્ષણ દ્વ�ર� �ય��ત �શ�ક્ષત થ�ય. �શક્ષણ એ��� ક� જે 
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�વદ્ય�થ�ન� ���ત થત�� શ�ખવ�. પ્ર���ત જ પ્ર�ય�કન� � �ળમ�� છ�. મ�ટ� ��ન શ�ધવ� ન જત�� ત�ન� અ��� ��ત 

થ�ય ત�જ સ���� ��ન�પ�ર્જન છ�.   

૨.૦ અ�ય�સન� હ�� �ઓ  

 પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન અ�ય�સ પ�છળન� હ�� �ઓ આ પ્રમ��ણ� હત�.  

૧. ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ�મ��થ� �ન�પન્ન થત�� � ��ય� જાણવ�  

૩.૦ શ�દ�ન� �યવહ��� �ય��ય�  

 આ સ�શ�ધનમ�� જે ચલ� ક� પદ�ન� સમ��વ�શ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�, ત�ન� �ય�વહ��રક 

�ય��ય�ઓ આ ��જબ છ�. 

· � ��ય. � ��ય એટલ� �ક�મત, ઉપય�ગ�, મહ�વ���, ક� ��ણવત્ત�. અહ� �ક�મત શ�દ આ�થ�ક �ક�મતન� 

સ�દભ�મ�� નથ�. 

· અતર�પ�.  અતર�પ� એ લ�ખક ��વભ��  દ્વ�ર� લખ�ય�લ� નવલકથ� છ�. જેન� પ્રથમ આ���ત 

2001 મ�� થય�લ�. ‘અતર�પ�’ શ�દન� અથ� અજા���� ક� બહ�ર��� એવ� થ�ય છ�.  

૪.૦ ઉપકરણ  

 પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� ઉપકરણ તર�ક� ક�ય�પત્રકન� રચન� કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. ક�ય�પત્રકમ�� 

સમ��વ�ટ ��દ્દ�ઓ આ પ્રમ�ણ� હત�.  

1. ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ�ન� પ્રકરણન� ક્રમ��ક  

2. આધ�રવકય�  

3. અથ�ઘટન  

4. � ��ય� 

5. ન�ધ  

૫.૦ �ય�પ�વશ્વ અન� ન� �ન�  
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  ક�ઈપણ સ�શ�ધન મ��હત�ન� આધ�ર� થ�ય છ�. ત�ન� મ�ટ� જીણવટ ભર� મ��હત� મ�ળવવ�મ�� 

આવ� છ�. ન� �ન� ક�ટલ� લ�વ� ત� મ�ટ� �ય�પ�વશ્વ જાણ��� આવ�યક છ�. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સ��� �ય�પ�વશ્વ 

‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ� છ�. આ નવલકથ�ન�� તમ�મ પ્રકરણ� ન� �ન� તર�ક� લ�ધ�લ� હત�. 

૬.૦ સ�શ�ધન��� ક્ષ�ત્ર  

  પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન��� ક્ષ�ત્ર ���ય �નદ�શ ક�ય��� �  હ�વ�થ� પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન ક્ષ�ત્ર ‘�શક્ષણ��� 

ત�વ��ન’ અન� ‘� ��ય�શક્ષણ’ હ� ��.   

૭.૦ સ�શ�ધનન� પ્રક�ર  

  પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનન� પ્રક�ર ��ણ��મક સ�શ�ધન હત�. ક�રણ ક� અહ� સ�શ�ધક� ‘અતર�પ�’ 

નવલકથ�મ��થ� �ન�પન્ન થત�� � ��ય�ન� ત�રવણ� કર�લ છ�. જે �શક્ષકન� અ�ય�પનક�ય� દર�ય�ન 

શ�ક્ષ�ણક સ�દભ� તર�ક� ઉપય�ગ� થશ�.  

૮.૦ સ�શ�ધન પ�ધ�ત  

  પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્રય�જકન� હ�� � ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ� મ��થ�  �ન�પન્ન થત�� � ��ય�ન� 

ત�રવણ� કરવ�ન� હત�. આથ� અ�ય�સન� હ�� � અન� �ય�પન� સ�દભ�મ�� સ�શ�ધન પ�ધ�ત તર�ક� 

વણ�ન��મક સ�શ�ધનન� પ�ટ� પ્રક�ર તર�ક� �વષયવ�� � � �થક્કરણ પ્ર����ત ત�મજ ��ણ��મક સ�શ�ધન 

પ�ધ�તન� ઉપય�ગ થય� હત�.   

૯.૦ મ��હત���� એકત્ર�કરણ  

 પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� સ�શ�ધક� ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ�ન� અ�ય�સ કય� હત�. ‘અતર�પ�’ 

નવલકથ�ન� 24 પ્રકરણમ��થ� ક�ય�પત્રક� ત�ય�ર કર� ત���ન� ��લ�ક�ત લ�ધ� હત�. તજ��ય 

અ�ભપ્ર�ય દ્વ�ર� � �ચવ�લ� � �ચન� પ્રમ�ણ� જરૂર� ��ધ�ર� કય�� હત� અન� �વષયવ�� � એકમ મ�ટ� સ�દભ� 

સ��હ�ય દ્વ�ર� મ��હત� મ�ળવવ�મ�� આવ� હત�.  

૧૦.૦ મ��હત���� � �થક્કરણ  

 પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્ર��ત મ��હત� આધ�ર �વરૂપ� હત�. આ આધ�ર વકય�મ�� �વષયવ�� � 

� �થક્કરણ કરવ� મ�ટ� મ��હત���� � �થક્કરણ આ પ્રમ�ણ�ન� તબક્ક�મ�� કરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��.  
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1. સ� પ્રથમ નવલકથ���� વ��ચન કરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��.  

2. ઉપકરણ તર�ક� ક�ય�પત્રકન� રચન�.  

3. પ્રકરણ�મ��થ�  આધ�રવ�ક્ય�ન� ત�રવણ� અન� અ�ય�સ કય�.  

4. ક�ય�પત્રકમ�� સમ��વ�ટ આધ�ર વ�ક્ય�, વકય�ન� અથ�ઘટન દ્વ�ર� વ�ક્ય�મ��થ�  � ��ય�ન� 

ત�રવણ� કર� ત� અંગ� ત��� પ�સ�થ� અ�ભપ્ર�ય� મ�ળ�ય�.  

5. ��ણ��મક સ�શ�ધનન� �વષયવ�� � � �થક્કરણ પ�ધ�તન� ઉપય�ગ કર� મ��હત���� �વ�લ��ણ 

કરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��. 

૧૧.૦ અથ�ઘટન  

  � ��ય �નદ�શ હ�ય ત�વ� પસ�દ�ત આધ�ર વ�ક્ય� સ�રણ�મ�� ર�� કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�.  

સ�રણ� - 1 

પ્રકરણ 

ક્રમ 
આધ�રવ�ક્ય� � ��ય� પ�ટ� � ��ય 

૧ ��� ત� ર�જ કઇંક��� કઇંક ન��� શ���� જ છુ�. ન��તક � ��ય �નખ�લસત�  

૨ બહ�ર આવ�� � મ���� �વશ્વ પથર�ય���� હશ� ત�ન� ત�ન� ક�પન� પણ 

ન�હ હ�ય. 

આ�ય���મક � ��ય  પ્ર���ત �ચત્રણ  

 એટલ� જા�ય� પછ� પણ કઇંક જાણવ���� ત� બ�ક�જ ર�હ� �� હ�ય 

છ�. ક���� મજા���! 

આ�ય���મક � ��ય  આન�દ  

૪ પ્રશ્ન ત� �ચત્તમ�� થવ� જ�ઈએ, જાગવ� જ�ઈએ, મનમ�� ઉઠવ� 

જ�ઈએ, પ્રશ્ન ત� ઠ�ક જવ�બ� પણ વ��ચવ� ક� ન વ��ચવ�, 

ક�ઠ�થ કરવ� ક� ન કરવ� ત� ક�ઈન� પણ મ�ટ� �ય�ર�જ મહ�વ�� 

બન� �ય�ર� ત�ન� પ્રશ્ન થ�ય.   

આ�ય���મક � ��ય  આ�ય���મક 

ડ�હપણ  

 ક�ઈન� બન��� ક� ક�ઈન� હ���� ત� જીવન� પ�ત�ન� �નણ�યથ� જ 

હ�ય છ�. બ�જાન� �નણ�ય�થ� ન�હ.  

ન��તક � ��ય  ન��તક �હ�મત  

૫ નદ� ત� સતત વહ�ત� હ�ય. નદ� અહ� છ�. એટ�� કહ�એ ત� �ય�� 

નદ� ચ�લ� ગઈ હ�ય. આજન� નદ� ક�લ દ�રય� બન� ગઈ 

હ�ય પછ� વ�દળ... 

આ�ય���મક � ��ય  પ્ર���ત �ચત્રણ 

 

 જ� નદ� છ�. ત���� મ���� ત� ��� ન��વક છુ�. આ ન�વ છ� અન� ત�ન� 

ચલ��ય� કરવ� ત� મ�ર� ધમ� છ�.   

�ય��તગત � ��ય  શ્રમ��� ગ�રવ  
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  જ� નદ� નથ� ત� �વ�ક���� ત� ��� ન��વક પણ નથ� અન� ન�વ 

પણ નથ�. ત���� મ�ર� �વ�ક�ર��� જ�ઈએ અન� કઇં ન હ�વ� છત�� 

ન�વ ચલ��ય� કરવ� મ�ર� ધમ� છ�. 

ન��તક � ��ય  ન��તમય 

�યવહ�ર  

 જેન� નદ� કહ�વ�ય ત� ખર�ખર ��� છ�? ત� ઘડ�થ� આ ન�વ નથ�, 

��� ન��વક નથ�, ��� ��સ�ફર નથ�. આ બ�� ��� છ�? ત� મ�ર� શ�ધ��� 

છ�.  

આ�ય���મક � ��ય  તપશ્ચય�� 

૭ ��� ધમ� �વશ� મ�ણસ�ન� ર�ત જાણત� નથ�.  ન��તક � ��ય  �નખ�લસત�  

૮ આ અર�ય �સવ�ય��� જગત પણ છ�. ત� હજી ગ� ��ડય�ન� ખબર 

નથ�.  

આ�ય���મક � ��ય  પ્ર���ત �ચત્રણ  

 ગ�ડરમ�� વ�� પડત� �ય�ર�ત� રણચ�ડ� 

બન� જત�.  

�ય��તગત � ��ય  ���સ�  

 એમ કર��� મન� જરૂર� નથ� લ�ગ���.  �ય��તગત � ��ય  �ય��ત સ�મ�ન  

 તમ�મ જીવ� જ�મથ� ���ત જ હ�ય છ�.  આ�ય���મક � ��ય  આ�ય���મક 

ડ�હપણ 

૯ મ�ણસ� �વશ� ક્ય�ર�ય � �વ�ધ�રણ� ન બ��ધવ�. �ય��તગત � ��ય  �ય��ત સ�મ�ન  

 �વ ��� ���ધ �વરૂપ ત� જ ત� પરમત�વ છ�.  આ�ય���મક � ��ય  બ્ર�હ�ન�ઠ�  

૧૦ પ�ત� �ય�� રહ�ત� હ�ય �ય�� કઈ ખ���� ક�મ ન થ�ય ત���� �ય�ન 

ર�ખવ���� ત� ��તર�ન�� �વભ�વમ�� છ�. અન� ત� જ ��� અ�ય�ર� કર� 

રહ્ય� છુ�.   

ન��તક � ��ય  પ્રમ��ણકત�  

૧૧ તળ�વન� પ�ળ� � �ટ� એમ છ� જ� ખ�તરમ�� પ�ણ� ભર�ઈ જશ� ત� 

બ�� જીવ� મર� જશ�. 

સ�મ��જક � ��ય  લ�કસ�વ�  

૧૨ હ�ર� જ��� એ ચપળ અન� બહ���ર સરમ��ન�� �વભ�વમ�� ન હ� ��. �ય��તગત � ��ય  ���સ�  

 સ�સ�ર છ�ડવ���� એન� ક�હવ�ય જે સ�સ�રમ�� હ�ય આન� ��� ��� 

ક�હવ�ન�? એ��� મન કશ�યમ�� નથ�.   

આ�ય���મક � ��ય  આ�ય���મક 

ડ�હપણ 

૧૩ બધ� ગ� ��ડય�ન� ત�ન� � �બ� અન� ખ�મ�ઓથ� પર જઈન� 

એકસરખ� પ્ર�મ કર.   

સ�મ��જક � ��ય  ક��ણ�  

 �વચ�ર ભ�ષ� ક� બ�લ� રૂપ� પ્રગટ� ત� પ�હલ� ત� ત�ન� ઉદ્દગમન�� આ�ય���મક � ��ય  આ�ય���મક 
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પ્રદ�શ�મ��થ� વહ�ન� સ�ધ� જ પ્ર���તન� પહ�ચ� જત� હ�ય છ�.  ડ�હપણ 

 આ�હ જે �મલકત છ�. ત�મ�� ���લ� જમ�ન �સવ�યન� ભ�ગમ�� 

ક�ઈ ફ�રફ�ર ન કરવ�ન� શરત જેન� મ��ય હ�ય ત�ન� આ 

�મલકત મળ� . આપમ�ળ�  ન ��ક�ય �ય�� ��ધ� અહ���� ક�ઈ � �ક્ષ 

ક�પ��� ન�હ ત� શરત જેન� મ��ય હ�ય ત�ન� આ �મલકત મળ� .  

ર����ય � ��ય  પય��વરણન� 

જાળવણ�  

૧૪ ઘણ� આવજ�મ��થ�  જે સ��ભળવ� ય��ય લ����� ત� મ� સ��ભ��� 

છ� ��� હ�મ�શ� જે કહ�વ� ઇ�છત� હત� ત� જ બ��ય� છુ�. દ્ર��ટ સ�મ� 

આવ���� તમ�મ મ� �ય�ન� �વ�ક જ���� છ�. અન� મ� જા���� છ� ક� ��� 

જાણત� નથ�.    

ન��તક � ��ય  �નખ�લસત�  

 ક�ઈ શ�ખવ�ડ� �� ન હ�ય �ય�ર� પણ આપણ� �શખત� હ�ઇએ 

છ�ય�.  

આ�ય���મક � ��ય  આ�ય���મક 

ડ�હપણ 

૧૬ ��� હડક�ય� થ� અન� તન� હડકવ� થ�ય ત� બ�ન� ��દ� જ વ�ત છ�. 

પણ આ��� સમજ��� મ�ણસ� મ�ટ� અઘ��� ગણ�ય.  

સ�મ��જક � ��ય  ક��ણ�  

 ��� ઈ�છુ� ક� તન� હડકવ� થ�ય ત� પણ આ વણ�ન જે�� ક��� જ 

તન� ન થ�ઓ.  

ન��તક � ��ય  અંતગત� ���ધત�  

૧૭ ક�ઈપણ દ�ત� એ આપ�લ� ચ�જ પર આપણ� ક�ઈ અ�ધક�ર 

નથ�. શ� ર�ત� આપ��� ત� નક્ક� કરવ� જેટલ� પણ ન�હ. આપણ� 

ત� મ�ત્ર સ�ધન બન�ન� કરવ���� રહ� ત� શ્ર��ઠ ર�ત ગણ�ય.  

ન��તક � ��ય  પ્ર�મ��ણકત�  

૧૮ ક�ઈ પણ છ�ડવ� ક� ન��� કરવ� મ�ટ� અ�યન� આ�� શ� મ�ટ� 

લ�વ� પડ� ? 

�ય��તગત � ��ય  �વશ��ત  

૨૦ જીવવ� મ�ટ� જરૂર� હ�ય ત�થ� વ�� કઈ પણ મ�ર� ન ખપ�  �ય��તગત � ��ય  ઇ��દ્રય� પર ક�� �  

 પ્ર���તએ આપણન� અલગ અલગ અ��ત�વ  આપ�ન� મ�ક�ય� 

છ�. સમ�ન ર�ત� વત���� આપણ�� મ�ટ� શક્ય ક�મ કર� બન� ? 

આ�ય���મક � ��ય  આ�ય���મક 

ડ�હપણ  

૨૧ પટ્ટ� વગર ર�હવ� મ�ટ� પટ્ટ� �ય�ગવ� જરૂર� નથ�.   આ�ય���મક � ��ય  આ�ય���મક 

ડ�હપણ  

૨૩ ��� ત� હ�મ�શ� ચ�ર પગ� જ ચ��ય� છુ�. � ��મન� સમ��તર. વળ� ��� 

સમ�ય� છુ� ક� � ��વ�થ� થ�ડ� ઊંચ� જત�� જ ઊ�વ� ક� અધ: જે�� 

ક��� હ�� �� નથ�. બ�� સ�મ� રહ� છ�.  

આ�ય���મક � ��ય  આ�ય���મક 

ડ�હપણ  
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૧૨.૦ ત�રણ�  

 પ્ર��ત પ�રણ�મ�ન� સ�મક્ષ� ���ય�વ� ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ� મ��થ�  પ્ર��ત � ��યન� સ�દભ�મ��થ�  

કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ� મ��થ�  �ન�પન્ન થત�� � ��ય���� 

વગ�કરણ કર� ક�વ� પ્રક�રન� � ��ય���� પ્રમ�ણ વધ�ર� છ� અન� ક�વ� � ��ય� ઓછ� પ્રમ�ણમ�� જ�વ� મળ�  છ� 

ત� જાણવ� મ���� હ� ��. ���ય ત�રણ� આ પ્રમ�ણ� હત�.  

1. ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ� મ��થ� �ન�પન્ન થત�� � ��ય���� વગ�કરણન� અંત� આ�ય���મક � ��ય, 

ન��તક � ��ય, સ�મ��જક � ��ય, �ય��તગત � ��ય, ર����ય � ��ય જેવ� પ��ચ � ��ય� �ન�પન્ન થય� 

હત�.  

2. ‘અતર�પ�’ નવલકથ� મ��થ� �ન�પન્ન થત�� � ��ય� અન� ત�ન� � ��ય�ન� પ�ટ� � ��ય� પણ 

ત�રવવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. જેમ�� �ય��તગત � ��યન� 7 , સ�મ��જક � ��યન� 3, ર����ય � ��યન� 

1, ન��તક � ��યન� 8, આ�ય���મક � ��યન� 14 પ�ટ� � ��ય� પ્ર��ત થય� હત�.   

૧૩.૦ શ�ક્ષ�ણક ફ�લત�થ�  

1. �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અ��ભવ� દ્વ�ર� �શક્ષણ � ���� પ�ડ���.   

2. �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ �વ-�શક્ષણ મ�ળવ� શક� ત���� વ�ત�વરણ આપ���.  

3. બળજબર� � �વ�ક��� �શક્ષણ ��ન ��મ�વ� �� નથ� એ મ�ત્ર મ��હત�પ્ર���ત ��ધ� સ��મત રહ� છ�. 

મ�ટ� ��ન પ્ર��ત કરવ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� ��નન� ઉપ�સક બન�વવ�.  

4. ‘�વ થ� સવ�’ ��ધ�ન� ય�ત્ર� કરવ� મ�ટ� સમભ�વન�, સવ��વ����ત અન� સમસ�વ�દન� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓમ�� �વકસ�વવ�.  

5. આ�ય���મકત� �ય��તન� આચરણમ�� હ�વ� જ�ઈએ એ બ�બતથ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અવગત 

કર�વવ�.  

6.  પ્ર�ય�ક જીવ પ�ત�ન� આગવ� �વશ�ષત� લઈન� જ��ય� છ�. મ�ટ� ત�ન� પ્ર�તભ� �ખલ�વવ� મ�ટ� 

�દશ��નદ�શક બન� ર�હ���.   

સ�દભ� � ��ચ  
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Abstract 

Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE) refers to a system of school-based 

assessment of students that covers all features of student development. In present study, the 

researcher studied the opinions of secondary school teachers regarding Continuous and 

Comprehensive Evaluation. For present study, the researcher constructed an opinionnaire for 

secondary school teachers towards Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation. In this opinionnaire, 

the researcher constructed 30 items. The researcher selected a sample of 73 secondary school 

teachers from east and west area of Ahmedabad city. The researcher constructed three 

hypotheses as mentioned above. These hypotheses were checked using t-tests. The research 

revealed that the secondary school teachers of east area have more positive opinions towards 

CCE than teachers of west area. The research also revealed that there was no effect of gender 

and experience on opinions. 

Introduction 

When we started the modern education system, we created different types of education 

commissions every year to develop it. Our teachers tried to create a good education system. A 

new wave of revolution is spreading in school level education and it is on the education system 

to achieve a good educational goal. 

Learners is not able to develop himself with all his strength due to reframing, copy etc.The 

plants need ploughing, fertilizer and water at proper time and in proper quantity for better 

growth. In the same way, a new educational system is needed change with new generation. 

Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE) is modern evaluation system. This CCE 

creates mental development, physical development, economic development, vocational 

development, and environment development in child of secondary school. Teachers, principals 

and educators takes the challenge for creative children of 21st century.CCE system is created for 

total development of child. 

In present study, the researcher studied the opinions of secondary school teachers regarding 

Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE).  

11 
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 Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation 

The purpose of education is to enable children to be responsible, productive and useful 

members of society. Knowledge skills and attitudes are created through learning experiences 

and opportunities created for learners in school. Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation 

(CCE) is an assessment process mandated by the Right to Education Act of India in 2009. This 

approach to assessment was introduced by the state governments in India as well as by the 

Central Board of Secondary Education in India. Sixth to tenth standard and twelfth standard 

students in some schools. This will allow younger class students to practice board exams at an 

early age. The CCE method was claimed to bring major changes from the traditional chalk and 

teaching talk method, although it was implemented accurately. 

As part of this system, students' marks were replaced by grades that were assessed by a range of 

academic and extracurricular assessments. The aim was to reduce the workload on the student 

through continuous assessment by taking a number of small tests throughout the year instead of 

a single test at the end of the academic program. Students were graded only on the basis of 

work experience skills, dexterity, innovation, consistency, teamwork, speaking in public, 

behavior, etc. to evaluate and present the overall measure of student ability. This helps students 

who are not good at pedagogy to show their talents in other fields like arts, humanities, sports, 

music, athletics and also helps to encourage students who are thirsty for knowledge. 

Objectives of the Study 

Objectives of present study are as follow. 

1. To study the opinions of secondary school teacher regarding CCE programme. 

2. To study the opinions of secondary school teacher regarding CCE programme in 

the context of area. 

3. To study the opinions of secondary school teacher regarding CCE programme in 

the context of gender. 

4. To study the opinions of secondary school teacher regarding CCE programme in 

the context of experience. 

Hypotheses 

H01 There is no significant difference between mean scores of opinionnaire obtained by 

secondary school teachers of east and west area. 
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 H02 There is no significant difference between mean scores of opinionnaire obtained by 

male and female secondary school teachers. 

H03 There is no significant difference between mean scores of opinionnaire obtained by 

secondary school teachers having experience up to 10 years and more than 10 years. 

Research Method 

Research methods are strategies, processes or techniques that are used in the collection of 

information or evidence for analysis to uncover new information or to create a better 

understanding of the subject. There are different types of research methods that use different 

tools for data collection. In present study, the researcher used descriptive survey method. 

Research Tool 

For present study, the researcher constructed an opinionnaire for secondary school teachers 

towards Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation. In this opinionnaire, the researcher constructed 

30 items. Each item has three responses: 1) Agree, 2) Neutral and 3) Disagree.  

Sample of the Study 

The researcher selected a sample of 73 secondary school teachers from east and west area of 

Ahmedabad city. Researcher used snow ball technique in selection of sample. The final sample 

of study was as follow. 

Table 1.0 Sample of the Study 

Area East West 
Total Gender/ 

Experience 
Male Female Male Female 

Up to 10 years 7 9 8 5 29 

More than 10 
years 

9 12 10 13 44 

Total 
16 21 18 18 

73 
37 36 

Data Collection 

The researcher constructed an opinionnaire for secondary school teachers towards opinions 

regarding continuous and comprehensive evaluation system. The researcher created google 

forms and gave link to secondary school teacher of Ahmedabad city. In this process researcher 

used snow ball technique in data collection. In this technique, the researcher gave link of 
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 google form to some secondary school teachers, these teachers spread google link to another 

teachers and thus whole data collection was obtained in the form of excel sheet. 

Data Analysis 

The researcher constructed three hypotheses as mentioned above. These hypotheses were 

checked using t-tests. The results of t-tests are obtained as mentioned in below tables. 

H01 There is no significant difference between mean scores of opinionnaire obtained by 

secondary school teachers of east and west area. 

Table 2.0 Result of t-test between mean scores of by teachers of east and west area 

Area N M SD SED t Significance 
East 37 69.64 5.20 

1.25 7.30 0.01 
West 36 60.54 5.46 
df 0.05 0.01     
71 1.99 2.65     

According to table 2.0, calculated t-value is 7.30, table t-values for df=71 are 1.99 at 0.05 level 

and 2.65 at 0.01 level. Calculated t-value is more than table t-values at both levels. Therefore, 

hypothesis is rejected and there is a significant difference between mean scores of opinionnaire 

obtained by secondary school teachers of east and west area. Moreover, mean score of teachers 

of east area is more than mean score of teachers of west area. Thus, it is revealed that the 

secondary school teachers of east area have more positive opinions towards CCE than teachers 

of west area. 

H02 There is no significant difference between mean scores of opinionnaire obtained by 

male and female secondary school teachers. 

Table 3.0 Result of t-test between mean scores of by male and female teachers 

Gender N M SD SED t Significance 
Male 34 64.26 5.41 

1.25 1.32 NS 
Female 39 65.92 5.24 
       
df 0.05 0.01     
71 1.99 2.65     

According to table 3.0, calculated t-value is 1.32, table t-values for df=71 are 1.99 at 0.05 level 

and 2.65 at 0.01 level. Calculated t-value is less than table t-values at both levels. Therefore, 

hypothesis is not rejected and there is no significant difference between mean scores of 
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 opinionnaire obtained by male and female secondary school teachers. Thus, it is revealed that 

the opinions towards CCE of male and female secondary school teachers are similar. 

H03 There is no significant difference between mean scores of opinionnaire obtained by 

secondary school teachers having experience up to 10 years and more than 10 years. 

Table 4.0 Result of t-test between mean scores of by teachers having experience up to 10 

years and more than 10 years 

Experience N M SD SED t Significance 
Up to 10 years 29 65.28 5.39 

1.28 0.29 NS 
More than 10 years 44 64.91 5.26 
       
df 0.05 0.01     
71 1.99 2.65     

According to table 3.0, calculated t-value is 0.29, table t-values for df=71 are 1.99 at 0.05 level 

and 2.65 at 0.01 level. Calculated t-value is less than table t-values at both levels. Therefore, 

hypothesis is not rejected and there is no significant difference between mean scores of 

opinionnaire obtained by secondary school teachers having experience up to 10 years and more 

than 10 years. Thus, it is revealed that the opinions towards CCE of secondary school teachers 

having experience up to 10 years and more than 10 years are similar. 

Findings 

Major findings of this study are obtained as mentioned below. 

1. The secondary school teachers of east area have more positive opinions towards CCE than 

teachers of west area. 

2. The opinions towards CCE of male and female secondary school teachers are similar. 

3. The opinions towards CCE of secondary school teachers having experience up to 10 years 

and more than 10 years are similar. 

Conclusion 

In present study the researcher studied the opinions of secondary school teachers of 

Ahmedabad city towards Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation system. The researcher 

constructed an opinionnaire for secondary school teachers. The research revealed that the 

secondary school teachers of east area have more positive opinions towards CCE than teachers 
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 of west area. The research also revealed that there was no effect of gender and experience on 

opinions. 
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મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ઓન� �વ��થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ 

ક����ટર આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� અસરન� અ�ય�સ 

૧ડ�. મન�જ સ�. શ�સ્ત્ર� અન� ૨ગ�યત્ર�બ�ન બ�. સ��� 
૧મ�ગ�દશ�ક અન� ૨પ�એચ.ડ�. �ક�લર, �શક્ષણ શ�સ્ત્ર ભવન, ��જર�ત ���નવસ�ટ�, અમદ�વ�દ. 

પ્ર�ત�વન� 

અ�ય�પન-અ�યયન પ્ર�ક્રય� એ � �બ જ�ટલ પ્ર�ક્રય� છ�. જે દ્વ���વ� પ્ર�ક્રય� છ�. ત�ન� એક ��વ �શક્ષક અન� 

બ�જ� ��વ �વદ્ય�થ� હ�ય છ�. જ� આ બ�ન� ��વ� વ�ચ� ય��ય પ્ર�ય�યન ન થ�ય ત� અ�ય�પન-

અ�યયનન� પ્ર�ક્રય� પણ ય��ય ર�ત� થઇ શ��ત નથ�. સ�મ��ય ર�ત� જય�ર� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� રૂ�ઢગત 

�ય��ય�ન પદ્ધ�તથ� શ�ખવવ�મ�� આવ� �ય�ર� અ�ય�પન-અ�યયનન� પ્ર�ક્રય� એક તરફ� બન� જા�ત 

હ�ય છ�.  

હ�� �ઓ  

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનન� હ�� �ઓ ન�ચ� ��જબ છ�. 

1. મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ઓન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ ક����ટર 

આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� અસરન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�. 

2. મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ઓન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ ક����ટર 

આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� અસરન� ત�મન� ��થન� સ�દભ�મ�� અ�ય�સ કરવ�. 

3. મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ઓન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ ક����ટર 

આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� અસરન� ત�મન� જા�તન� સ�દભ�મ�� અ�ય�સ કરવ�. 

4. મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ઓન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ ક����ટર 

આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� અસરન� ત�મન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક �સ�દ્ધન� સ�દભ�મ�� અ�ય�સ 

કરવ�. 

ઉ�ક�પન�ઓ 

 પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનન� � ��ય ઉ�ક�પન�ઓ ન�ચ� પ્રમ�ણ� છ�. 

H01 પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થ અન� �નય��ત્રત ��થન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� 

સર�સર� વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત ન�હ હ�ય.  
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H02 પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર� 

વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત ન�હ હ�ય.  

H03 પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર� 

વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત ન�હ હ�ય.  

અ�ય�સન� ચલ�  

  પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનન� અ�ય�સન� ચલ� ન�ચ� ��જબ છ�: 

1. �વત�ત્ર ચલ 

1. �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ��� ��થ 

- પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થ 

- �નય��ત્રત ��થ 

2. જા�ત  

- છ�કર�ઓ 

- છ�કર�ઓ 

3. શ�ક્ષ�ણક �સ�દ્ધ 

- ઉ�ચ �સ�દ્ધ 

- �ન�ન �સ�દ્ધ 

2. પરત�ત્ર ચલ 

� �વ� કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક� એ પરત�ત્ર ચલ છ�. 

અ�ય�સન� મય��દ�ઓ  

 પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનન� મય��દ�ઓ ન�ચ� ��જબ છ�: 

1. પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન અમદ�વ�દ શહ�રન� ��જર�ત� મ��યમન� એક શ�ળ� � �રત� મ�ય���દત 

છ�. 

2. પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન મ�ટ� સ�શ�ધક� ક����ટર આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર� અન� ઉત્તર 

કસ�ટ�ન� રચન� કર� હ�વ�થ� ત�મન� તમ�મ મય��દ�ઓ એ પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનન� મય��દ� 

બનશ�. 

સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત  

 સ�શ�ધકન� ���ય હ�� � ક����ટર આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� ધ�રણ-9ન� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� �સ�દ્ધ પર અસરક�રકત� તપ�સવ�ન� હત�. જેન� મ�ટ� 
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સ�શ�ધક� ધ�રણ-9ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ પર ક����ટર આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� રૂ�ઢગત પદ્ધ�ત 

સ�થ� સરખ�મણ� કર� હત�. આ મ�ટ� પ્ર�ય��ગક પદ્ધ�તન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. 

પ્ર�ય��ગક ય�જન�ન� પસ�દગ� 

 સ�શ�ધક� સ�ચ� પ્ર�ય��ગક ય�જન�ઓ પ�ક� મ�ત્ર ઉત્તર કસ�ટ� સમકક્ષ ��થ ય�જન�ન� 

પસ�દગ� કર� હત�. જેન� રૂપર�ખ� ન�ચ� પ્રમ�ણ� હત�. 

 
Fig 1.0: પ્ર�ય��ગક ય�જન�   

સ�શ�ધન ઉપકરણ 

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� સ�શ�ધક� બ� પ્રક�રન� ઉપકરણન� રચન� કર� હત�. 

1. ક����ટર આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�  

2. ઉત્તર કસ�ટ� 

સ�શ�ધનન� ન� �ન� 

 પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન મ�ટ� ન�ચ� ��જબન� ન� �ન� પસ�દ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. 

સ�રણ� 1.0 સ�શ�ધનન� ન� �ન� 

��થ પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થ �નય��ત્રત ��થ 
��લ 

જા�ત/�સ�દ્ધ છ�કર�ઓ છ�કર�ઓ છ�કર�ઓ છ�કર�ઓ 

ઉ�ચ 8 7 9 8 32 

�ન�ન 12 13 11 12 48 

��લ 20 20 20 20 
80 

40 40 

80 �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સમકક્ષ ��થમ�� વહ�ચવ� મ�ટ� સ�શ�ધક� જ�ડક�� પદ્ધ�તન� ઉપય�ગ કય� હત�. તથ� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� �સ�દ્ધ કક્ષ� નક્ક� કરવ� મ�ટ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓએ શ�ળ�ન� અગ�ઉન� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� 

પર�ક્ષ�ન� ��ણન� મ�ય�થ શ�ધ� મ�ય�થ કરત�� વ�� ��ણ ધર�વત�� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� ઉ�ચ �સ�દ્ધ કક્ષ�મ�� 

અન� મ�ય�થ કરત�� ઓછ� ��ણ ધર�વત�� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� �ન�ન �સ�દ્ધ કક્ષ�મ�� �વભ�જીત ક�ય� હત�. 
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પ્રય�ગ��� આય�જન 

સ�શ�ધક દ્વ�ર� અમદ�વ�દ શહ�રન� પ�લડ� ખ�ત� આવ�લ� અં��ર મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ન� પ્રય�ગન� શ�ળ� 

તર�ક� નક્ક� કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. સ�શ�ધક� આ શ�ળ�ન� 80 �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� ન��ન� તર�ક� પસ�દ ક�ય� 

હત�. જેમ�� 40 �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થમ�� અન� 40 �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� �નય��ત્રત ��થમ�� � �કવ�મ�� આ�ય� 

હત�. સ�શ�ધક� ધ�રણ-9ન� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� એકમ “આપ�ત્ત �યવ�થ�પન” પર ક����ટર આધ��રત 

અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� રચન� કર� પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�થ� અન� �નય��ત્રત 

��થન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� રૂ�ઢગત પ્રણ�લ�થ� અ�ય�પન કરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��. આ પ્રમ�ણ� બ�ન� ��થમ�� 7 

�દવસ ��ધ� 45 મ�ન�ટન� 7-7 ત�સ અ�ય�પન ક�ય� કરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��. �ય�રબ�દ બ�ન� ��થન� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� એક જ �દવસ� અન� એક જ સમય� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ� લ�વ�મ�� આવ� હત�. 30 ��ણન� ઉત્તર 

કસ�ટ� મ�ટ� 1 કલ�કન� સમય ફ�ળવવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. 

મ��હત���� �વ�લ�ષણ 

ઉ�ક�પન�ન� ચક�સણ� મ�ટ� સ�શ�ધક� ક્ર���તક ��ણ�ત્તર (t-���ય) શ��ય� હત�. ઉ�ક�પન�ન� ચક�સણ�થ� 

મળ�લ� પ�રણ�મ� ન�ચ�ન� સ�રણ�મ�� દશ���ય� છ�. 

H01 પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થ અન� �નય��ત્રત ��થન� �વ��થ�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર� 

વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત ન�હ હ�ય.  

સ�રણ� 2.0 પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થ અન� �નય��ત્રત ��થન� �વ��થ�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર� 

વ�ચ� t-પર�ક્ષણ 

��થ સ��ય� સર�સર� પ્ર.�વ. પ્ર.�વ. � �લ  t સ�થ�કત� 

પ્ર�ય��ગક 40 33.05 4.19 
0.96 4.08 0.01 

�નય��ત્રત 40 29.15 4.37 

       
df 0.05 0.01     
78 1.99 2.64     

ઉપર��ત સ�રણ� પરથ� જ�ઈ શક�ય છ� t ન� ગણ�લ� �ક�મત 4.08 છ�, જય�ર� df=78 મ�ટ�, t ન� 

સ�રણ�યન �ક�મત 0.05 કક્ષ�એ 1.99 અન� 0.01 કક્ષ�એ 2.64 છ�. આમ, t ન� ગણ�લ� �ક�મત સ�રણ�યન 

�ક�મત કરત�� બ�ન� કક્ષ�એ વ�� હ�વ�થ� ઉ�ક�પન�ન� અ�વ�ક�ર થ�ય છ� અન� પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થ અન� 

�નય��ત્રત ��થ �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર� વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

વળ�, પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સર�સર� �નય��ત્રત ��થન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ કરત�� વ�� હ�વ�થ� કહ� 
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શક�ય ક� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ પર ક����ટર આધ��રત અ�ય�પન 

સ�મગ્ર�ન� હક�ર��મક અસર જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

H02 પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર� વ�ચ� 

સ�થ�ક તફ�વત ન�હ હ�ય.  

સ�રણ� 3.0 પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર� વ�ચ� 

t-પર�ક્ષણ 

જા�ત સ��ય� સર�સર� પ્ર.�વ. પ્ર.�વ. � �લ  t સ�થ�કત� 

છ�કર�ઓ 40 31.11 4.20 
0.96 0.03 NS 

છ�કર�ઓ 40 31.08 4.35 

       
df 0.05 0.01     
78 1.99 2.64     

ઉપર��ત સ�રણ� પરથ� જ�ઈ શક�ય છ� t ન� ગણ�લ� �ક�મત 0.03 છ�, જય�ર� df=78 મ�ટ�, t ન� 

સ�રણ�યન �ક�મત 0.05 કક્ષ�એ 1.99 અન� 0.01 કક્ષ�એ 2.64 છ�. આમ, t ન� ગણ�લ� �ક�મત સ�રણ�યન 

�ક�મત કરત�� બ�ન� કક્ષ�એ ઓછ� હ�વ�થ� ઉ�ક�પન�ન� �વ�ક�ર થ�ય છ� અન� પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� 

છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર� વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત જ�વ� મળત� 

નથ�. છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓ બ�ન�ન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ પર ક����ટર આધ��રત 

અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� સમ�ન અસર જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

H03 પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� ઉ�ચ અન� �ન�ન �સ�દ્ધ ધર�વત�� �વ��થ�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� 

સર�સર� વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત ન�હ હ�ય.  

સ�રણ� 4.0 પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� ઉ�ચ અન� �ન�ન �સ�દ્ધ �વ��થ�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� 

સર�સર� વ�ચ� t-પર�ક્ષણ 

�સ�દ્ધ સ��ય� સર�સર� પ્ર.�વ. પ્ર.�વ. � �લ  t સ�થ�કત� 

ઉ�ચ 32 37.02 4.15 
0.97 12.20 0.01 

�ન�ન 48 25.17 4.41 

       
df 0.05 0.01     
78 1.99 2.64     
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ઉપર��ત સ�રણ� પરથ� જ�ઈ શક�ય છ� t ન� ગણ�લ� �ક�મત 12.20 છ�, જય�ર� df=78 મ�ટ�, t ન� 

સ�રણ�યન �ક�મત 0.05 કક્ષ�એ 1.99 અન� 0.01 કક્ષ�એ 2.64 છ�. આમ, t ન� ગણ�લ� �ક�મત સ�રણ�યન 

�ક�મત કરત�� બ�ન� કક્ષ�એ વ�� હ�વ�થ� ઉ�ક�પન�ન� અ�વ�ક�ર થ�ય છ� અન� પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થ ઉ�ચ અન� 

�ન�ન �સ�દ્ધ ધર�વત�� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� ઉત્તર કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર� વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત જ�વ� 

મળ�  છ�. વળ�, પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� ઉ�ચ �સ�દ્ધ ધર�વત�� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સર�સર� �ન�ન �સ�દ્ધ ધર�વત�� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓ કરત�� વ�� હ�વ�થ� કહ� શક�ય ક� ઉ�ચ �સ�દ્ધ ધર�વત�� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન 

�વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ પર ક����ટર આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� હક�ર��મક અસર જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

સ�શ�ધનન� ત�રણ�  

પ્ર�� �ત સશ�ધનન� આધ�ર� ન�ચ� ��જબન� ત�રણ� મ�ય�. 

1. �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ પર ક����ટર આધ��રત અ�ય�પન 

સ�મગ્ર�ન� હક�ર��મક અસર જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

2. છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓ બ�ન�ન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ પર ક����ટર 

આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� સમ�ન અસર જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

3. ઉ�ચ �સ�દ્ધ ધર�વત�� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ પર ક����ટર 

આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� હક�ર��મક અસર જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

ઉપસ�હ�ર 

સ�શ�ધક� પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� ધ�રણ-9ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ મ�ટ� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયમ�� ક����ટર 

આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� રચન� કર� ત�ન� અજમ�યશ કર�. સ�શ�ધક� ન��ન� તર�ક� 

અમદ�વ�દન� પ�લડ� �વ�ત�રન� અં��ર હ�ઇ���લન� 80 �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� પસ�દગ� કર� હત�. આ 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� બ� ��થમ�� વહ�ચ� સ�શ�ધક� એક ��થન� પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થ અન� બ�જા ��થન� �નય��ત્રત ��થ 

તર�ક� પસ�દ ક��� હ� ��. પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� ક����ટર આધ��રત અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� મ�વજત આપવ�મ�� 

આવ� હત� જય�ર� �નય��ત્રત ��થન� રૂ�ઢગત પ�ધ�તન� મ�વજત આપવ�મ�� આઈએ હત�. સ�શ�ધનન� 

આધ�ર� જાણવ� મ���� ક�, �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષયન� �સ�દ્ધ પર ક����ટર આધ��રત 

અ�ય�પન સ�મગ્ર�ન� હક�ર��મક અસર જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 
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Abstract: 

As we know history is full of surprises and interesting in its own ways. It is indeed that Iran and 

India have a rich language, culture and civilization. Both the countries have played significant 

role in the formation and shaping of the world history. They cooperated each other through the 

centuries. India was engaged with many rulers and invaders and the court language changing in 

every time-to-time basis. Their language made so many impacts on the then existing languages 

too.  

It was during the Sultanate Dynasty (1320A.D-1585A.D) that the introduction of Persian 

language and its literature in India occurred. With the passage of time it became the court 

language and later on the emerging trends within the state. The procedure continued till the 

British Raj in India i.e., till the 19th Century.   

As India is celebrating ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’, it is high time to take an initiative to 

celebrate and commemorate 75 years of progressive and Independent India along with its 

Persian roots. It is high time to glorify the Persian as the emerging trends during the medieval 

India and the article helped the learners in some way. 

Keywords: Persian, Language, Literature, Civilization, Heritage, Medieval 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The relationship between India and Persian world has a long history. Persian language is the 

official language in Iran and it was the court language during Mughal era in India. The 

relationship between India and Iran has been well-founded since immemorial. India and Iran 

are the two eminent civilizations of Asia. The Indian and Persian civilization shared a lot 

throughout the history. The close relationship between Indian subcontinent and the Iranian 

world (Persian language speaking zone) is very ancient and its roots have penetrated in history. 

According to established history write ups the Persian relation starts from 2000 BC. In ancient 

periods, the Indus valley civilization shared a lot with Mesopotamian civilization, which is 

extended to Persian Gulf. 

13 
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 Persian Language introduced in India during Delhi Sultanate and it occupied an important place 

during the course of time in the socio-cultural life of India and reached its zenith under the 

Mughal rule when all forms of arts and literature contributed to further development. 

Introduction of Persian language in India was the outcome of the long lasting contact of the 

Muslims with this country. This language introduced in this region for the first time by 

Mohammad Ibn Bakhteyar in 1206 A.D. 

The famous historian Mohsin Shajokhani says that; ‘India and Iran have shared brotherly 

relations since as far as back history can recall. They shared a common racial origin and being 

part of the same geographical territory. Their people share many common and similar features. 

Similarity can be noted in their language, trees, food, art, and customs as well as in the basic 

human nature of these warm and hospitable peoples. Both these countries have influenced and 

enriched each other to such an extent that it is impossible to study the history of either without 

reference to each other’.  

The political relation between India and Iran was another important aspect. Almost every 

dynasty of Iran and India contacted each other, and there happened large flow of immigrants to 

both lands especially towards India. The Achaemenian dynasty, Parthian, Sassanid dynasty, and 

Safavid dynasty are closely related with pre Islamic rulers and Delhi sultanate and Mughal 

dynasty. 

By the sixteenth century, Timurids of central Asia came to India. They conquered the India and 

established a dynasty known as Mughal Empire. Mughal Empire which is established by 

Timurid prince Zahir-ud-din Muhammed Babar (1526) was the main promoter of Persian 

culture in India. In the courts of Mughal Empire and their administrative offices Persian culture 

was ultimately dominated in the terms of language and personalities. The counter parts of 

Mughals in Iran, Safavids were allies of Mughals. Thus they came to give refuge to Mughal 

ruler Humayun, when he was dethroned by Sher-shah. And he was helped by them to regain his 

empire as soon as possible. 

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

v How was the initial civilization relation between Persia and India? 

v How the Mughals became the ambassadors of Persian civilization in India? 

v How was the growth of Persian literature in Indian subcontinent? 

v To what extent the cultural influence of Persian in Indian court culture? 
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 v Who were the Sufi legends and literati of Persia? 

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

v To explore the initial civilization relations between India and Persia. 

v To study about the courtly influence of Persia on India. 

v To analyse the role of Mughals in popularizing and patronizing the Persian culture. 

v To describe the growth and spread of Persian language and literature. 

v To mention the Sufi legends and literary figures of Persian in India. 

4. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Indo-Iranian thought: a world heritage, the collection of papers of seminar on Indo-Persian 

contacts, conducted by Iran cultural house in 1995A.D., edited by M. B. Karimian. This book is 

also an authentic source of Indo-Persian contacts. The religious exchanges especially the Sufi 

exchanges are the main part of the book. The authors relatively depend upon real sources of 

Persian literature for depicting the Indo-Iranian thoughts. Thus, the medieval period was the 

major time for promoting of Persian language and literature in India. The role of so many 

Indian writers and poets who known Persian in the Persian literature cannot be ignored by any 

historians. 

5. METHODOLOGY OF STUDY 

During the early medieval period, the Persian scholars wrote detailed and reliable chronicles 

concerning political, social and cultural history of India. These Persian chronicles provide 

dependable and valuable sources of history. Persian chronicles on political and social history of 

medieval India are many and most of them are indispensable for the study of the history of the 

region. There are so many Persian chronicles that throw light on the socio-cultural condition of 

medieval age in India.  

6. PERSIAN AND MEDIEVAL INDIA 

The relationship between India and Iran has been well-founded since immemorial. Both the 

nations are the ancient cultures, which exchanged each other its culture, personnel and 

everything. They worked cooperated each other through the centuries. India has attracted so 

many rulers towards itself just because of its lavishness in lots of things such as ores, silver, 

golds, natural resources etc. It has always been rich in cultural diversity with different religions, 

languages and festivals. So it is believed that just because of these reasons many invaders ruled 
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 in India like Mughals during the medieval era and then by the Britishers. These rulers brought 

their culture and civilization and tried to incorporate it into Indian civilization. Therefore, the 

diversity among the Indian civilization naturally increased.  

The medieval period in India started by the Mughals rule which was taken around two centuries 

ie from 1526A.D till 1761 A.D., but in the starting, they tried to control the whole power from 

the administrative powers to the masses language and even tried to convert their religion and 

made them to conversation each other into the Mughal’s native language ie Turk or Persian. 

Hence the Persian language was brought to India by the Mughal empire and was made an 

important section of the Indian learning curriculum. With the passage of time a lot of literate 

Indians were able to read, write & speak in Persian language. Persian is also known as Farsi 

and originally belongs to South-Western part of Iran. It has grammatical similarities with the 

European Languages. Persian was appointed as the language of administrative by Zahir-ud-din 

Babur in 1526 A.D. As we know that Sanskrit was the main and official language of the Indian 

even before the Mughals rule. But Persian was commercially among the most used language 

and it surpassed the use of Sanskrit. Its words even got incorporated into a few Indian 

languages such as Kashmiri, Punjabi, Urdu, Bengali, Marathi, Gujarati etc. sukhandan-i-Fars 

discovered that the roots of Sanskrit and Persian were related.  

However, the Persian language prospered most under the Mughals. It kept on getting 

consolation during the Turk-Afghan times moreover. The Turk-Afghan rulers supported the 

Persian writers, journalists, researchers and rationalists to deliver stupendous works towards the 

Persian language and its literature in India. 

During the Arachiac time frame, Hindus and Muslims, whose primary language was not 

Persian, competed with one another to realize this language of civilization, and India made 

Persian writing in the entirety of its branches, which contrasted well with the writing of Persian. 

7.  PERSIAN LITERATURE IN MEDIEVAL INDIA 

One of the earliest Persian writers and researchers in Medieval India was Abu-Abdullah-Jaffar-

ibn-Mohammad. He inhabited the court of Samanid Amir Nasr-ibn-Ahmed. He wrote in a basic 

and direct style and gave articulations to earnest sentiments. He is said to have made six idylls 

and versified Kalila wa Dimna of Abdullah Ibn Almugaffa. He also composed three verifiable 

sentiments, of which the famous is the Wamak and Azra. One more popular writer during that 
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 time was Daqiqi, who represented the support of Persian in court. Daqiqi began composing 

Shahnama, yet it couldn’t be finished on account of his initial homicide but later on Fardousi by 

including his verses complete it. 

Babarnama, which was a translation of Tuzuk-e-Babari, was penned by Abdul Rahim Khan-i-

Khanan in Persian language. Abdul Fazl has composed Akbarnama ie the History of Akber and 

also Ain-e-Akbari ie Administrative Book. Many books that were earlier written in Sanskrit got 

translated into Persina as well. Here are some of the famous books: 

i. The Mahabharata was translated under the supervision of Abul Faizi the sibling of Abdul 

Fazal during the court of Akber, the Great.  

ii. Dara Shikoh deciphered the Bhagavad Gita and Upanishads into the Persian language and 

called it Sir-e Akbari. His most famour works is Majma-ul-Bahrain. 

iii. During the Akber, Hindi writers were appended to the Mughal court. The most compelling 

Hindi writer was Tulsidas,,who composed the Hindi adaptation of the Ramayana, the 

Ramcharitmanas. 

iv. Abdul Qadir Badauni was a severe Pundit of Akbar. He made an interpretation of 

Mahabhrata into Persian as Razamnamah. 

v. Jaganath Pandithraya, the court writer of Shahjahan, has composed two Sanskrit books ie 

Ganga Lahari and Rasagangadhara. 

vi. Shahnama-e-Hind was another work by Abdul Malik Isaami. It is also known as Futuh-ul-

Salateen. A.J.Arberty quoted that: ‘Futuh-ul-Salateen can be considered as the best work in 

Persian writing and both quantitatively and subjectively for sure one can say that it’s one of 

the world’s artistic show-stoppers.’ 

8. CONCLUSION 

The painful of history in India and the suffering of the Indians because of invasion and foreign 

rulers is undeniable. But on the other hands, these rulers came from a different culture, 

language and civilization that enriched the Indian civilizations.  

The mixture of language and literature gave so many amazing scholars to this country with so 

many literary trends. This love of literature brought lots of writers and scholars of several 

religions, speaking different languages into one single roof which giving out lots of gems in 

return.  
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 In short we can say that the Indian and Persian intermingling of cultures have far reaching 

effects in the history of India especially the Indian Muslims. The Sufi interventions of Iranian 

land have the greatest impact on the lifestyle of Indian Muslims especially the north Indians. 

These unremitting and constant relations have impacted to making the cordial relation between 

Persian world and Indian Muslims. Though the mainstream and established histories have 

neglected the Muslim elements in the cultural fusion any one cannot deny the living marks of 

Indo Persian contributions. 
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Abstract (સ�ર)   

૨૧ મ� સદ�મ�� તકન�ક� શ�ધખ�ળ� (Technological Innovation) એ વ��શ્વક�કરણ (Globalisation) મ�� 

� �બ જ મ�ટ� ફ�ળ� આ�ય� છ�.જેન�   ક�રણ� સમગ્ર મ�નવજીવન,�વચ�ર� તથ� જીવનશ�લ� ઉપર ગહન 

અસર થત� જ�વ� મળ�  છ� .જેમક� ક���� �બક,ન��તક,આ�ય���મક,સ������તક ક� ભ�વન�ક � ��ય�મ�� આવ���� 

પર�વત�ન.પર�� � આ પર�વત�ન � ��ય�ન� પ�છળ છ�ડ� ગ���.ઉદ�.શહ�ર� �વ�ત�રમ�� �વભકત �����બન� 

ક���� �બક � ��ય�મ�� જ�વ� મળત� ઘટ�ડ�.આ બધ� � ��ય�ન� સ�ભ�ળ� ર�ખવ���� જ� ક�ઈ સ�સ�ધન હ�ય ત� 

ત� છ� “બ�ળક”.સમ�જમ�� જ� બ�ળક �શક્ષણ ��ર� આ � ��ય�ન� અપન�વ� નથ� શકત� ત� ત�વ� �શક્ષણન� 

ક�ઈ જ અથ� નથ�.મ�નવજીવનન� સમ�ય�ઓન� ઓછ� નહ� પર�� � વધ�ર� કર� ત�વ� �શક્ષણ ન� ��� અથ� ? 

એમ કહ� શક�ય ક� બ�ળ સ�સ�ધનન� ઉપય�ગ ખ�ટ� �દશ�મ�� થઈ ર�� છ�.�ય�� ��ધ� આ�ય���મક અન� 

ન��તક � ��ય� પ્ર��ત ન થ�ય �ય�� ��ધ� બ�ળક��� �શક્ષણ પ�ર� �ણ� થ��� નથ�.આ પ�પરમ�� �વ�મ� 

�વવ�ક�ન�દન� �વચ�ર� અન� �� ��ટક�ણન� �શક્ષણ તથ� � ��યન� સ�દભ�મ�� દશ��વવ�મ�� આ���� છ�.ફ�ત 

�પધ��,બળ ક� અ�ય ક�ઈ પણ ર�ત� બ�ળકન� મગજમ�� મ��હત� દ�ખલ કરવ� આ �શક્ષણન� અથ� 

નથ�.�વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દન� શ�દ�મ�� �શક્ષણ એટલ�, 

Education is the Manifestation of the perfection already in man. 

· Aim (ઉ���ય)  

�શક્ષણ દ્ર�ર� સમ�જમ��થ� સ�મ��જક અન� વ��શ્વક ��ષણ�ન� ��ર કર� મ���યન� ઉ�થ�ન �વશ� અ�ય�સ 

કરવ�.�શક્ષણન� એવ� પ�સ�ઓન� અ�ય�સ કરવ� જે � �ણ�ત�ન� અ�ભ�ય��ત તરફ દ�ર� જાય છ�.�વ�મ� 

�વવ�ક�ન�દન� ‘મ�નવ �નમ��ણ (Man Manking)’ મ�ટ�ન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક ય�જન�ન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�. 

૧.�શક્ષણ પર �વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દન� �� ��ટક�ણ��� �વ�લ�ષણ કર���. 

૨.મ�નવ સ�સ�ધનન� �વક�સ મ�ટ� ત�મન� �શક્ષણ પદ્ધ�તન� જાણવ�. 

Ø પ્ર�� 

૧.આજ��� �શક્ષણ ક���� ?  

૨.�શક્ષણ અંગ� �વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દન� �� ��ટક�ણ ��� છ� ? 

14 
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૩.�વ�મ�જીન� �શક્ષણ પદ્ધ�ત મ�નવ સ�સ�ધન �વક�સ મ�ટ� ક�વ� ર�ત� ��સ�ગત છ� ? 

· આજ��� �શક્ષણ  

�વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દન� કહ�વ� પ્રમ�ણ� આજે આપણ� જે �શક્ષણ લઈએ છ�એ ત�મ�� ક�ટલ�ક સ�ર� ����ઓ છ� 

પર�� � ત�ન� કરત�� ખ�મ�ઓ વધ�ર� છ�.આ���નક �શક્ષણ વધ�ર� પડ��� ક�ર�કદ�લક્ષ� છ�.ક�ર�કદ� મ�ટ� ક�ઈ 

પણ કર���,ન��તક � ��ય�ન� ભ�ગ આપ�ન� પણ લ�ય પ્ર��ત કરવ�ન� � �ખ લ�ક�મ�� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�,આમ 

આ���નક �શક્ષણ ચ��ર�ય �નમ��ણ ક�મ��� કર���,આ�મ�નય�ત્રણ ક�મ��� કર���,�મત્ર�, પ�ડ�શ�ઓ,સહકમ�ઓ 

સ�થ� સ�વ��દત� ક�મન� ર�ખવ� ત� શ�ખવ��� નથ�.સ�ય,પ્રમ��ણકત�,પ્ર�મ,ક��ણ� વગ�ર� જેવ� � ��ય� ક� જે 

શ્ર��ઠ સમ�જન� આધ�ર�ત�ભ છ� આવ� � ��ય� �વષ� ક�ઈ ��ન આપ���  નથ�.જીવનમ�� તણ�વ ક�વ� ર�ત� 

ઓછ� કરવ� ?, ���ક�લ પ�ર��થ�તઓમ�� શ��ત ક�મ��� રહ���� ?, મન ન� અંદરન� તરફ ક�મ��� વ�ળ��� ?, 

પરમ આન�દન� અ��ભવ ક�મન� કરવ� ? આ��� ક�ઈ જ આજન� �શક્ષણમ�� જ�વ� મળ��� નથ�.આજન� 

�વ��થ� જ� �ન�ફળ થ�ય ત� આ�મહ�ય� કર� છ�,ત�ન� ગમ��� ન� થ�ય ત� �હ�સ� કરવ�મ�� સ�મ�લ થ�ય છ� 

આ જ �પ�ટ પણ� દશ��વ� છ� ક� આજન� �વ��થ� નક�ર��મક લ�ગણ�ઓન� ક�� �મ�� ર�ખવ� ત�ય�ર 

નથ�.આજન� �શક્ષણ ન� ����પય�ગ ક્ય�ર�ક �ય��તન� નબળ�ઇ અન� ખ�ટ� ક�ય�ન� છૂપ�વવ�મ�� તથ� 

� �વ�ધ�રણ�ઓ ન� મજ� �ત બન�વ�ન� �હ�સ� કરત�  જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.ત��પર��ત આ���નક  �શક્ષણ જે 

નક�ર��મક �વભ�વ��� લ�ગ� છ� ક� જે �શક્ષક,મ�હલ�ઓ,વડ�લ�ન� આદર પ્ર�ય� ભ�ર ન આપ��� 

નથ�.ગર�બ,પ��ડત,અ��ન� અન� સમ�જન� નબળ� વગ� પ્ર�ય� �શ�ક્ષત �ય��તન� લ�ગણ� જ�ઈન� લ�ગ� 

છ� ક� આજ��� �શક્ષણ આવ� મ���ય ન� મદદ કર� �� નથ�.મ�ણસન� આ�મઅ��� ��ત મ�ટ� જરૂર� એવ� ��ણ� 

જેવ� ક� ક����ય, ���દ્ધશ�ળ�, �નભ�ય, આ�મ�વશ્વ�સ, ન��તકત�,પ્રમ��ણકત� જીવનમ�� ક�મન� લ�વવ�? 

ત�ન� પ્રય�ન અન� ય��ય ત�લ�મ પર�પર�ગત �શક્ષણ પ્રણ�લ�મ�� હત�.એવ� ઉ�ચ હ��� ન� ઉપય�ગ ��� 

જ� �શક્ષક,ડ��ટર,એ��જ�નયર ત�મન� મ�ત�-�પત�ન� છ�ડ� દ� ? � �દ્ધ�શ્રમ,સ્ત્ર�,નબળ� લ�ક� પર �હ�સ� 

દશ��વ� છ� ક� આજન� �શ�ક્ષત વગ� ન� સમ�જન� વ��ચત વગ� મ�ટ� લ�ગણ� નથ�.ભ�રતમ�� 

ગર�બ�,અ��નત�,ડર જેવ� સ�મ��જક ��ષણ� ��� પ્રમ�ણ સતત વધ� રહ��� છ�.શ�ર��રક નબળ�ઈ,જા�ત 

અ�� ��યત�,�વ�થ� � ��ત, નબળ���� શ�ષણ,પ�ત�ન� પર �વશ્વ�સ ન� અભ�વ, �નરક્ષરત�,ધમ�ન� 

�વ���ત,ભ્ર�ટ�ચ�ર,અપ્ર�મ��ણકત� વગ�ર� આ���નક �ન�ફળત� �સવ�ય ક��� જ નથ�.ર���ન� �વક�સ મ�ટ� 

અખ��ડતત�, �વત�ત્રત�, સમ�નત�, બ����વ અન� લ�કશ�હ� �નમ��ણ કર� ત�વ� �શક્ષણન� મ��ગ છ�.આથ� 

�વવ�ક�ન�દન� લ����� ક� એક સ�� �ણ� �શક્ષણ પ્રણ�લ�ન� જરૂર છ� �ય�� સ�મ��જક ��ષણ�ન� ��ર કર� મ���યન� 

��નજ��વત કર� ન� ર���ન� �વક�સ સ�ધવ�ન� ઘટક� પર ભ�ર આપ�. 
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· �વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દ ન� �શક્ષણ પર �વચ�ર� 

�વવ�ક�ન�દ �નદ�શ કર� છ� ક� વત�મ�ન સમયન� �શક્ષણન� ખ�મ� એ છ� ક� ત�ન� ક�ઈ ચ�ક્કસ �ય�ય 

નથ�.એક �શ�પક�રન� ત� આરસન� �લ�કમ��થ� ��� આક�ર આપવ� મ��ગ� છ� ત� �વશ� �પ�ટ �ય�લ ધર�વ� 

છ�; ત�વ� જ ર�ત�, એક �ચત્રક�ર જાણ� છ� ક� ત� ��� પ�ઇ�ટ કરવ� જઈ ર�� છ�.પર�� � �વ�મ�જી કહ� છ� ક� એક 

�શક્ષકન�,ત�ન� �શક્ષણન� �ય�ય �વશ� ક�ઈ �પ�ટ �ય�લ નથ�. �વ�મ�જી ત�મન� શ�દ� અન� ક�ય� ��ર� એ 

�થ��પત કરવ�ન� પ્રય�સ કર� છ� ક� તમ�મ પ્રક�રન� �શક્ષણ અન� ત�લ�મ ન� અંત મ�ણસ��� �નમ��ણ 

(Man making) કરવ����  છ�.સમગ્ર વ�દ��ત દશ�નન� પ્રક�શમ�� મ�ણસન� �શ�ક્ષત કરવ�ન� ય�જન� છ�. 

ત�મણ� ક��� ક� "મ�ણસમ�� પહ�લ�થ� જ � �ણ�ત� રહ�લ� છ� અન� �શક્ષણ દ્ર�ર� ત�ન� અ�ભ�ય�ત કરવ�ન� 

છ�".�શક્ષણન� ઉ���ય આપણ� જીવનમ�� � �ણ�ત�ન� પ્રગટ કરવ�ન� છ�,જે આપણ� આંત�રક �વભ�વ 

છ�.આ � �ણ�ત� એ અન�ત શ��તન� અ��� ��ત છ� જે દર�ક વ�� �મ�� અન� દર�ક જ�ય�એ અ��ત�વ ધર�વ� 

છ�.આ � �ણ�ત�ન� આવ�યક �વરૂપન� સમ�ય� પછ�, આપણ� ત�ન� આપણ� આંત�રક �વ સ�થ� ઓળખ��� 

જ�ઈએ.આ હ��સલ કરવ� મ�ટ� �ય��તએ અહ�ક�ર, અ��ન અન� અ�ય તમ�મ ખ�ટ� ઓળખ જે મ�ગ�મ�� 

અવર�ધરૂપ છ� ત�ન� ��ર કર��� પડશ�.ન��તક ��દ્ધત� અન� સ�ય પ્ર�ય�ન� ���સ� શર�ર,ઇ��દ્રય�,અહ�ક�ર અન� 

અ�ય તમ�મ �બનજરૂર� ત��વ� જે ન�શવ�ત છ� ત�  છ�ડવ�મ�� મદદ કર� છ�. 

�વવ�ક�ન�દ શ�ર��રક �વ���ય પર � �બ ભ�ર � �ક� છ� ક�રણ ક� એક �વ�થ મન એક �વ�થ શર�રમ�� રહ� 

છ�.ત�મન� મત� �વ��થ�ઓન� મનન� �ય�ન,એક�ગ્રત� અન� ન��તક ��દ્ધત�ન� અ�ય�સ ��ર� �નય��ત્રત 

અન� પ્ર�શ�ક્ષત કરવ�ન� જરૂર છ�.ક�ઈ પણ ક�ય�મ�� સફળત� એક�ગ્રત�ન� શ��ત��� પ�રણ�મ છ�, જે 

અ�નવ�ય�પણ� અ�ય વ�� �ઓથ� અલગત� � �ચવ� છ�,ત� બ્રહ્મચય�ન� એક ભ�ગ છ�.આથ� ત�મન� 

ય�જન�ન� એક ભ�ગ છ� ત� એ�લ� ક� �શક્ષણ.�વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દન� મત� �શક્ષણ એ છ� ક� જે ����ત આપ� છ�  

(સ� �વ�� ય� �વ���તય�).ત� �ય��તન� નક�ર��મક વલણ�થ� ���ત કર� છ�.��બ�લન� જેમ, ત�મણ� 

મ�નવન� સવ��ગ�  �વક�સ પર ભ�ર � �ક્ય� ક� જેન�થ� મ�નવ સ�વ��દત� અન� શ���ત��� જીવન જીવ� શક� 

છ�.�વ�મ�જી કહ� છ�  આપણ� મ�ન�સક ર�ત� ��મ�ળભ��� જીવન જીવ� શક�એ ત�વ�  મ�ણસ� બનવ���� 

છ�.ર�વ�દ્રન�થ ટ�ગ�ર પણ કહ� છ� ક�, સવ��ચ �શક્ષણ એ છ� ક� જે આપણન� મ�ત્ર મ��હત� જ નથ� 

આપ���,પર�� � આપણ� જીવનન� અંદરન� તરફ જ�ત�� શ�ખવ�ડ� છ� અન� જે સમગ્ર �વશ્વન� બધ� અ��ત�વ 

સ�થ� ��મ�ળત� ધર�વ� છ�.  

Ø �વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દન� �શક્ષણ�વચ�ર ન�  ત����વક  આધ�ર  
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�વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દન� �શક્ષણ�વચ�ર ન� ત����વક રૂપ�  આદશ�વ�દ (Idealism), પ્ર���તવ�દ (Naturalism) 

અન� �યવહ�રવ�દ (Pragmatism) એમ ત્રણ ભ�ગ�મ�� વહ�ચ� શક�ય.  

પ્ર���તવ�દ� દ્ર��ટક�ણમ��, વ��ત�વક �શક્ષ� પર ભ�ર આ�ય� છ� અન� ક��� ક� ત� પ્ર���ત અન� પ્ર����તક 

�નયમ� ન� મ��યમથ� જ સ�ભવ છ�. 

આદશ�વ�દ� દ્ર��ટક�ણમ��, ક��� ક� �શક્ષણન� ઉ���ય બ�ળકન� ન��તક અન� આ�ય���મક રૂપથ� �વક�સત 

કરવ�ન� છ�. અન�  

�યવહ�રવ�દ� દ્ર��ટક�ણમ��, પ�શ્ચમ� �વચ�ર� પર ભ�ર ��ક્ય� ક� �ય�� ઔધ��ગક�,વ�પ�ર અન� �વ��નન� 

�શક્ષ� ��ર� ભ��તક સ� ��દ્ધ પ્ર��ત કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.  

· �શક્ષણન� ઉ���ય� 

�શક્ષણન� ���ય ઉ���ય � �ણ�ત� પ્ર��ત કરવ�ન� છ�. જે પહ�લ�થ� જ મ�ણસમ�� રહ�લ� છ�. �વ�મ�જીએ 

અ�ભપ્ર�ય આ�ય� ક� તમ�મ ભ��તક અન� આ�ય���મકત�ન� પડદ�થ� ��ક�ય�લ મ�ણસમ�� ��ન પહ�લ�થ� 

જ હ�જર છ�.પર�� � અ��નત� ક�રણ� આપણ� જ�ઈ શકત� નથ�.આથ� �શક્ષણ� આ પડદ� ફ�ડ� ન�ખવ� 

જ�ઈએ જેથ� કર�ન� આપણ� અંદર ��નન�  પ્રક�શ પ્રગટ�. �વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દ કહ� છ� ક� બધ� જ પ્રક�રન� 

�શક્ષણન� ઉ���ય એક જ હ���� જ�ઈએ ત� એટલ� ક� મ�નવ �નમ��ણ. �શક્ષણન� હ�� � �ય��તન� સવ��ગ� 

�વક�સ કરવ�ન� છ�.�વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દ� �શક�ગ� ખ�ત� 1893 મ�� ય�જાય�લ� ધમ� પ�રષદમ�� ક��� હ� �� ક� 

�વશ્વન� જરૂર છ� સ�વ��દત� અન� શ���ત ન�.અન� ત� �શક્ષણથ� જ પ્ર��ત થઈ શકશ�. ત�થ� �શક્ષણથ� 

મ�ણસમ�� આ ��ણ�ન� �વક�સ થ�ય ત�વ� પ્રય�ન થવ� જ�ઈએ.�વ�મ�જીએ ક���, “��� ક�ઈ ર�જક�રણ� 

નથ� ક� ��� ક�ઈ સમ�જ ��ધ�રક નથ�, મ�નવ �નમ��ણ એ મ�ર� જીવન��� �ય�ય છ�.”�વવ�ક�ન�દન� ���� શ્ર� 

ર�મ���ણ કહ�ત� હત� ક� આપણ� "મ���ય" બનવ�ન� જરૂર છ�.મ���ય એટલ� ક� “જેન� આ�ય���મક 

ચ�તન� જાગ્રત રહ� છ� ત�. ત�મન� ����ન� અ��સર�ન� ત�મણ� ભ�ર � �ક્ય� ક� તમ�મ �શક્ષણ, તમ�મ 

ત�લ�મન� આદશ� આ મ�ણસ બન�વવ�ન� હ�વ� જ�ઈએ. 

Ø આ�મ�વશ્વ�સ અન� આ�મ-અ��� ��ત���  �નમ��ણ 

�શક્ષણ એ આ�મ��ન પ્રદ�ન કર��� જ�ઈએ,જે ભ��તક સ� ��દ્ધ અન� �� �યવ� અ��ત�વન� બ�ધનમ��થ� 

���ત કર� છ�.એક મ�ણસ આ�મ�વ�લ�ષણ અન� આ�મદ્ર��ટ ��ર� � �ણ�ત� પ્ર��ત કર� શક� છ�.�વ�મ�જી  

કહ� છ� ક� , આ મહ�નત���� રહ�ય છ� ક� ”આપણ� �વમ�� �વશ્વ�સ અન� ભગવ�નમ�� �વશ્વ�સ.  
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Ø �નભ�યત� 

�વ�મ�જી કહ� છ� ક� ડર એ તમ�મ સ�મ��જક અન� �ય��તગત સમ�ય� મ�ટ� ���ય ક�રણ છ�.ત� �શક્ષણ 

દ્ર�ર� ��ર થવ� જ�ઈએ અન� ન�ગ�રક�ન� જીવનન� પડક�ર� સ�મ� �હ�મતવ�ન અન� બહ��� ર બન�વવ� 

જ�ઈએ. 

Ø મ�નવજાતન� સ�વ�  

�વ�મ�જી કહ� છ�, "જ� તમ�ર� ભગવ�નન� શ�ધવ� હ�ય ત� મ�ણસન� સ�વ� કર�".ત�ઓ મ�ન� છ� ક� જે 

ભગવ�નન� આપણ� પ્રત�ક� અન� છબ�ઓમ�� તથ� મ��દર�મ�� શ�ધ�એ છ�એ અન� � �જા કર�એ છ�એ પણ 

�ય�� ભગવ�ન નથ�.�શક્ષણ� �વ��થ�ઓન� ત� શ�ખવ��� જ�ઈએ ક� મ�નવ સ�વ� એ ભગવ�નન� સ�વ� છ�. 

Ø સ�વ��ત્રક ભ�ઇચ�ર�ન� �વચ�ર  

ત�મણ� ક��� ક� �શક્ષણ ��ર�, આપણ� ધ�મ� ધ�મ� સ�વ��ત્રક ભ�ઇચ�ર�ન� �વચ�ર પ્ર��ત કરવ�  જ�ઈએ. 

ત�થ� ત�ઓ હ�મ�શ� સ� સ�થ� ��મ�ળ અન� સ�ર� સ�બ�ધથ� જીવન જીવ� શક�.  

Ø �વ�વધત�મ�� એકત� 

�શક્ષણન� સ�ચ� હ�� � �વ�વધત�મ�� એકત� શ�ધવ�ન� છ�.ત�મણ� ક��� ક� આ�ય���મક અન� ભ��તક જગત 

એક છ� પર�� � ત�મન� વ�ચ� જે ભ�દ દ�ખ�ય ત� ભ્રમ છ�. ત�થ� �શક્ષણએ મ�ણસન� �વ�વધત�મ�� એકત� 

શ�ધવ� સક્ષમ બન�વવ� જ�ઈએ. 

Ø સ�� ��હક �શક્ષણ (Mass Education)  

�વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દ� જનત�ન� ��થ�ત ��ધ�રવ� પર ભ�ર � �ક્ય� હત� અન� ત�મણ� સ�� ��હક �શક્ષણન� 

�હમ�યત કર�.�ય��તગત �વક�સ આપણ� સ�� �ણ� ર���ન� સ�� �ણ� �વક�સ કર� �� નથ�.ત�થ� ત� મ�ટ� સમ�જ 

ક� સ�મ��ય લ�ક�ન� �શક્ષણ આપવ�ન� જરૂર છ�.ત�ઓ ત�મન� સ�� ��હક �શક્ષણન� એક સ�ધન તર�ક� લ� 

છ�.ત�મણ� અવલ�કન ક���, “જ� આપણ� ફર�થ� ઉદય પ�મ��� હ�ય,ત� ત� આપણ� અંદર કર��� પડશ� એ જ 

ર�ત�, ત� લ�ક�મ�� �શક્ષણન� ફ�લ�વ� કર�ન� કરવ���� છ�." ત�થ� ત�મણ� સ�� ��હક �શક્ષણન� � �બ મહ�વ 

આ����.ત�મન� વ�ત�ય ��ર� સ�� ��હક �શક્ષણ��� મહ�વ પણ વણ�વવ�મ�� આ���� છ�.“મ� �વચ���� ક� મહ�ન 

ર����ય પ�પ જનત�ન� ઉપ�ક્ષ� છ�,અન� ત� આપણ� પતન��� એક ક�રણ છ�,�ય�� ��ધ� ભ�રતન� જનત� 
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વ�� સ�ર� ર�ત� �શ�ક્ષત થ�ય નહ� �ય�� ��ધ� ર�જક�રણન� ક�ઈ ફ�યદ� થશ� નહ�.’’ ત�મણ� સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણ 

ત�મજ સ� �હ �શક્ષણન� પણ મહ�વ આ���� હ� ��. 

Ø શ�ર��રક અન� મ�ન�સક � ��દ્ધ 

�શક્ષણન� એક મહ�વ� �ણ� ઉ���ય છ� બ�ળકન� શ�ર��રક અન� મ�ન�સક �વક�સ કરવ�ન�.જેથ� કર�ન� 

બ�ળક ત���� �શક્ષણ � �ણ� કય�� પછ� ર����ય �વક�સન� પ્ર��સ�હન આપવ� સક્ષમ બન� શક� અન� �નભ�ક 

તથ� શ�ર��રક ર�ત� ���વક�સત ન�ગ�રક બન� પ્રગ�ત શ��ધ શક�.અ�ય પર આ�શ્રત રહ�વ�ન� બદલ� 

બ�ળક આ�થ�ક ર�ત� સક્ષમ બન� પ�ત�ન� પગ પર ઊ��� રહ�. 

Ø ધ��મ�ક �વક�સ 

�વ�મ�જીન� મત� ધ��મ�ક �વક�સ એ આવ�યક ઉ���ય છ�.દર�ક �ય��ત ત� શ�ધવ� મ�ટ� સક્ષમ હ�વ�  

જ�ઈએ.અન� �શક્ષણ દ્ર�ર� ત�ન�મ�� અં�કત ધ��મ�ક બ�જન� �વક�સ કરવ� જ�ઈએ.અન� આ પ્રક�ર��� 

�શક્ષણ �ય��તન� સ�� �ણ� સ�ય અથવ� વ��ત�વકત� શ�ધવ�મ�� મદદ કરશ�.આથ� ત�મણ� ધમ� પ્ર�ય�ન�  

લ�ગણ�ઓ અન� લ�ગણ�ઓન� ત�લ�મન� વક�લ�ત કર� હત� ક� જેથ� સમગ્ર જીવન ��દ્ધ થ�ય.પછ� 

આ��પ�લનન� ક્ષમત�, સ�મ��જક સ�વ�, અન� મહ�ન ન� ઉપદ�શ� તથ� અ�ય �વ�વધ સ�ર� ��ણ�ન� 

�વક�સ થશ�.�ય��તગત �શક્ષણ� �વ��થ�ઓમ�� આ �વક�સન� પ્ર��સ�હન આપ��� જ�ઈએ.  

Ø �વ�મ�જીએ �શક્ષણન� ક�ટલ�ક અ�ય ઉ���ય�ન� પણ ઉ�લ�ખ કય� છ� જેમ ક� ચ��ર�ય �નમ��ણ, 

ભ��તક �વક�સ, મ�નવત�ન� સ�વ�, �ય�ગન� ભ�વન�, ધ��મ�ક �વક�સ, �ય�વસ��યક 

ક�ય�ક્ષમત�,આ�ય���મક �વક�સ,બ��દ્ધક �વક�સ વગ�ર�. 

· અ�ય�પનન� પદ્ધ�તઓ  :  

�વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દ ��ર� દશ��વ�લ �શક્ષણન� પદ્ધ�તઓ સ�� �ણ�પણ� ભ�રત�ય પર�પર� પર આધ��રત છ� 

પર�� � ત���� ઘ��� � ��ય છ�. �વ�મ�જી ન� મત� “Knowledge is inherent in every man’s self ; what 

man knows is only what he discovers by taking the cover off his own soul”. �વવ�ક�ન�દ ��ર� 

વણ�વ�લ �શક્ષણન� પદ્ધ�તઓ ન�ચ� ��જબ છ�. 

 1. ય�ગ��ય�સ.  

2. એક�ગ્રત� અન� ઊંડ� �ય�ન ��ર� મનન� �વક�સ કરવ�. 
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3. �ય��ય�ન, ચચ��, �વ-અ��ભવ અન� સર્જન��મક પ્ર� ��ત્તઓ. 

4. �વ-�શક્ષણ.  

5. પ્રવ�સ. 

6. રચન��મક અ�ભગમ. 

· �ન�કષ�  

�વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દ કહ� છ� ક� �શક્ષણ ��ર� જ જનત�ન� ઉ�કષ� શક્ય છ�. �શક્ષણ ત�ન� રચન��મક, �યવહ��� 

અન� �ય��તગત પ�ત્રન� ઉજાગર કર� છ�. ત� ભ�ર� �વ�ક જણ�વ� છ� ક� જ� સમ�જન� ��ધ�રવ� હ�ય, ત� 

�શક્ષણન� સમ�જન� દર�ક �ય��ત ��ધ� પહ�ચ��� પડશ�, ક�રણ ક� �ય��તઓ જ સમ�જન� ઘટક છ�. �ય�ર� 

મ�ણસ પ�ત�ન� આંત�રક ભ�વન�થ� સભ�ન બન� છ� �ય�ર� ત�ન�મ�� ગ�રવન� ભ�વન� વધ� છ�, અન� ત� જ 

�શક્ષણન� ���ય હ�� � છ�. ત�ઓ ભ�રતન� પર�પર�ગત � ��ય�ન� �વ��ન અન� ટ�કન�લ�જીન� પ્રગ�ત ��ર� 

લ�વવ�મ�� આવ�લ� નવ� � ��ય� સ�થ� ��મ�ળ સ�ધવ�ન� પ્રય�ન કર� છ�. ન��તક અન� આ�ય���મક �શક્ષણ 

��ર� મ�ણસન� પ�રવત�નમ�� જ ત� તમ�મ સ�મ��જક ��ષણ�ન� ઉક�લ શ�ધ� છ�. આપણ� ત��વ��ન અન� 

સ�����તન� મક્કમ આધ�ર પર જ �શક્ષણન� �થ�પન� કરવ���� કહ� છ�.  

અંત� ત� �ન�કષ� પર આવ� છ� ક�,  મ�નવન� �વક�સમ�� �વ�મ� �વવ�ક�ન�દન� �વચ�ર� અન� � ��ય�ન� મ�ટ� 

� ��મક� છ�. ત�મન� �શક્ષણન� ઉ���ય�, �શક્ષણન� પદ્ધ�તઓ, સ�� ��હક �શક્ષણ, સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણ,મ�નવ �નમ��ણ 

�શક્ષણ, � ��ય �શક્ષણ સ�� �ણ� મ�નવન� પ્ર�ક્રય�ન� �દશ� આપ� છ�.�વ�મ� �વવ�કન�દન� �વચ�ર� અન� 

ત�મ��� જીવન વત�મ�ન જીવનન� સમ�ય� અન� ભ�રતન� � �તક�ળ વ�ચ� એક પ્રક�રન� સ�� � હત�. ત�મ��� 

�મશન હ� �� �શક્ષણ દ્ર�ર� સમ�જ સ�વ�, સ�� ��હક �શક્ષણ, ધ��મ�ક ��ન���થ�ન અન� સ�મ��જક જા���ત ��ર� 

મ�નવજાતન� સ�વ�.  

· સ�દભ�ગ્ર�થ 
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મ��ય�મક �તર� �વ��ન �વષયમ�� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર�ન� અસરક�રકત� 

Badi Shakilahamad Hajibhai 
Phd Student, (Education) Saurashtra University Rajkot. 

સ�ર��શ 

આજે ટ�કન�લ�જીકલક્ર���તએ �શક્ષણ��� �વરૂપ બદલ� ન����� છ�. �શક્ષણમ�� અદ્યતન  પ્ર�ય�યનન� 

મ��યમ� વ�ય� છ�, નવ�વચ�ર સતત વધત� જત� ��ન અન� જાણક�ર�ન� અપન�વવ���� ��ન જરૂર� 

બ���� છ�. �વ��ન-ટ�કન�લ�જીન� �વષયમ�� પણ �શક્ષણ-પ્ર�ક્રય�મ�� ન��� �વરૂપ પ્રદ�ન ક��� છ�. આજે 

અ�યયન-અ�ય�પન પ�રવત�ન પ�મ�ન�  SELF-LEARNING બ���� છ� ક� જે ક�ઈપણ સમય�, ક�ઈપણ 

�થળ�   અન� �વદ્ય�થ� ક�ઈપણ પ્રક�રન� ગ�ત એ �શક્ષણ મ�ળવ� શક� છ�. મ��ય�મક કક્ષ�એ �વ��ન 

ટ�કન�લ�જી �વષયમ�� ���દ્રત �વ-અ�યયન સ��હ�યન� રચન� કર� ત�ન� અસરક�રકત� ચક�સવ�ન� એક 

નમ્ર પ્રય�સ છ�. જેમ�� સ�ર��� �વ�ત�રમ�� મ�રબ� જી�લ�ન� વ��ક�ન�રન� મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ન� ��મ�ર અન� 

ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� પર�પર�ગત �શક્ષણ પ�ધ�ત કરત� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયનન� ઉંચ� 

�સ�દ્ધ મળ� છ�. �વ��ન �વષયમ�� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� ��મ�ર અન� ક�ય� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ન�ઓન� �સ�દ્ધ વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત નથ� આથ� ત�ન� અસર સમ�ન છ�. �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� 

દ્વ�ર� �શક્ષણ અંગ� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ન અ�ભપ્ર�ય ધર�વ� છ�.  

�વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� �શક્ષણન� અસરક�રકત� પર�પર�ગત �શક્ષણ પ�ધ�ત કરત� વ�� 

છ�. દર�ક �વદ્ય�થ�ઓમ�� શ�ખવ�ન� � �ળ� �ત શ�કતઓ હ�ય જ છ�, આ શ��તઓ ઓળખ�ન� 

અ�યયનક્ષમત���� સ�વધ�ન કર� શક�ય છ�. જેન� મ�ટ� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� શ્ર��ઠ છ�.  

૧. પ્ર�ત�વન�  

પ્રવત�મ�ન સમયમ�� �વદ્ય�થ�ન� શ�ખત� કરવ� એ જરૂર� છ�. �વદ્ય�થ� કઈંક શ�ખ� ત� મ�ટ� �વ-

અ�યયનન� મ��યમ� � �બજ મદદરૂપ બનત� હ�ય છ�. �વ-અ�યયનન� મ��યમથ� �વદ્ય�થ� જાત� �ક્રય� 

કર� �વપ્રય�ન� શ�ખત� હ�ય છ�, જેમ�� �વદ્ય�થ� ક��દ્રમ�� હ�ય છ�. �વદ્ય�થ�ન� પ�ત�ન� જાત� ભણ��� ગમ��� 

હ�ય છ�. ત�ન� મ�ટ� ઘણ�વ�ર અ����ળ પણ છ� સ�થ� આન�દદ�યક પણ છ�, ત�થ� જ મ��ય�મક �તર�થ� જ 

ખર� �શક્ષક �વ-અ�યયનન� �વ�વધ સ�મગ્ર� ત�ય�ર કર�ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ન� શ�ખવ� મ�ટ� આપત�� હ�ય છ�. 

�વ��ન �વષય �શક્ષક પણ આય�જન કરત� વખત� આવ� ક�ટલ��ક એકમ�ન� અ��રૂપ સ�દભ� ���તક�, 

સ�મ�યક�, પ્રય�ગપ�થ� ક� અ�ય સહ�યક સ�મગ્ર���� અ�યયન કર� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� ત�ય�ર કર�, 

15 
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જેથ� વગ�મ�� ત�ન� ઉપય�ગ કર� શક� છ�. પ્રવત�મ�ન અ�યયન-અ�ય�પનન� ����ત-પ્ર����તન� ક��દ્રમ�� 

લઈ મ��ય�મક �તર� �વ��ન �વષયમ�� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર�ન� અસરક�રકત� જાણવ� જરૂર� છ�. 

આજન� નવ���ગમ�� ટ�કન�લ�જીકલક્ર���તએ �શક્ષણ��� �વરૂપ બદલ� ન����� છ�. �શક્ષણમ�� 

અદ્યતન  પ્ર�ય�યનન� મ��યમ� વ�ય� છ�, નવ�વચ�ર સતત વધત� જત� ��ન અન� જાણક�ર�ન� 

અપન�વવ���� ��ન જરૂર� બ���� છ�. �વ��ન-ટ�કન�લ�જીન� �વષયમ�� પણ �શક્ષણ-પ્ર�ક્રય�મ�� ન��� �વરૂપ 

પ્રદ�ન ક��� છ�. આજે અ�યયન-અ�ય�પન પ�રવત�ન પ�મ�ન� E-LEARNING, SELF-LEARNING 

બ���� છ� ક� જે ક�ઈપણ સમય�, ક�ઈપણ �થળ�   અન� �વદ્ય�થ� ક�ઈપણ પ્રક�રન� ગ�ત એ �શક્ષણ મ�ળવ� 

શક� છ�. આ���નક �શક્ષણન� સ�ક�પન�એ ”�વદ્ય�થ�ન� શ�ખવ��� એન� કરત� ત�ન� શ�ખત� કરવ�” એ છ�. 

આથ� જ પર�પર�ગત �શક્ષણ ક�ય�ન� �તલ��જ�લ આપ�, વગ� �શક્ષણન� જીવ�ત અન� અથ�� �ણ� બન�વ� 

શક�ય ત� મ�ટ� મ��ય�મક કક્ષ�એ �શક્ષણ પ્ર�ક્રય�મ�� �વ��ન ટ�કન�લ�જીન� સમ�વય કર� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� 

પ્ર��રત કર� એવ� �વ-અ�યયનન� સ�મગ્ર� ત�ય�ર કર� �શક્ષણન� અસરક�રક બન�વ� શક�ય. �વ-

અ�યયનન� સ�મગ્ર�એ એ ક�ઈપણ અ�ય�સક્રમમ�� ક�ઈ પણ �વષયન� ક�ઈ પણ એકમ મ�ટ� રચ� 

શક�ય અન� ત�ન� અ�યયન મ�ટ� ઉપય�ગ કર� શક�ય, ક�રણ અંત� ત� અ�ય�ત�ક���દ્રત �શક્ષણન� બધ� 

જ પ�સ�ઓન� �ય�ય આપવ�ન� હ�ય છ�. મ��ય�મક �તરન� વયકક્ષ�ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� �વત�ત્ર ર�ત� 

અ�યયન કરવ�ન� ટ�વ �વકસ�વવ� �વ-અ�યયનન� સ�મગ્ર� મદદરૂપ બન� ત�વ� હ�� �થ� મ��ય�મક 

કક્ષ�એ �વ��ન ટ�કન�લ�જી �વષયમ�� ���દ્રત �વ-અ�યયન સ��હ�યન� રચન� કર� ત�ન� અસરક�રકત� 

ચક�સવ�ન� એક નમ્ર પ્રય�સ કય� છ�.  

૨. સમ�ય� કથન  

મ��ય�મક �તર� �વ��ન �વષયમ�� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર�ન� અસરક�રકત� 

૩. સ�શ�ધનન� હ�� �ઓ 

(1)  પ્ર�ય�ક પ�ટ� એકમ મ�ટ� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર�ન� રચન� કરવ�. 

(2) �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� અંગ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય� મ�ળવ� અથ�ઘટન કર���. 

(3) �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� અન� પર�પર�ગત �શક્ષણ પ�ધ�ત દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન 

કરત� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન�ન� �સ�દ્ધન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર�ઓન� ��લન� કરવ�. 

(4) �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� ��મ�ર �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અન� ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ન�ઓન� 

�સ�દ્ધન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર�ઓન� ��લન� કરવ�. 
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(5)  �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય� પ્ર��ત કરવ� અન� 

અથ�ઘટન કર���. 

(6) �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� પ્ર�ય� ��મ�ર �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન અન� ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ન�ઓન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય�ન� 

��લન� કરવ�.  

૪. સ�શ�ધનન� ઉ�ક�પન�ઓ 

H01  �વ��ન �વષયમ�� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� અન� પર�પર�ગત �શક્ષણ 

પ�ધ�ત દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� વ��ક�ન�રન� મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ન� ��મ�ર �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� �સ�દ્ધન� 

પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� ��ધ�ર�લ� સર�સર�ઓ વ�ચ� ક�ઈ અથ�� �ચક તફ�વત ન�હ હ�ય. 

 H02 �વ��ન �વષયમ�� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� અન� પર�પર�ગત �શક્ષણ 

પ�ધ�ત દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� વ��ક�ન�રન� મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ન� ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ન�ઓન� �સ�દ્ધન� 

પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� ��ધ�ર�લ� સર�સર�ઓ વ�ચ� ક�ઈ અથ�� �ચક તફ�વત ન�હ હ�ય. 

 H03 �વ��ન �વષયમ�� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� વ��ક�ન�રન� મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ન� 

��મ�ર �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અન� ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ન�ઓન� �સ�દ્ધન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� ��ધ�ર�લ� સર�સર�ઓ 

વ�ચ� ક�ઈ અથ�� �ચક તફ�વત ન�હ હ�ય 

H04 �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય�મ�� ક�ઈ 

અથ�� �ચક તફ�વત જ�વ� મળશ� ન�હ. 

૫. સ�શ�ધન��� મહ�વ 

“�વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� જાત� શ�ખત� કરવ�” એ આજન� �શક્ષણન� હ�� � છ�. આથ� શ�ળ�ન� �શક્ષક� અન� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓ મ�ટ� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� ઘણ� જ ઉપય�ગ� થઇ શક�. મ��ય�મક કક્ષ�એ અ�ય�સ કરત� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� રસ, ���ચ જળવ�ઈ રહ� ત�મજ �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ ઊ�ચ �શક્ષણ મ�ળવવ� મ�ટ� �વ-અ�યયન 

ક�ય� મ�ટ� સક્ષમ બન�, અન� �વ-અ�યયન તરફ વળ�  એ મ�ટ� સતત પ્રય�નશ�લ કરવ� �દશ���ચક 

પગ��� બન� શક�. 

૬. �ય�પ �વશ્વ અન� ન��ન� પસ�દગ�  
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 પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનન� �ય�પ�વશ્વમ�� સ�ર���ન� મ�રબ� �વ�ત�રન� મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ઓમ�� 

અ�ય�સ કરત� �વ��ન �વષયન� ��જર�ત� મ��યમન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સમ��વ�ટ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. 

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� ય���છ�ક ન��ન�ન� લ�ટર� પ�ધ�તથ� �ચ�� ઉપ�ડ�ન� સ�ર��� �વ�ત�રન� મ�રબ� 

જી�લ�ન� પસ�દગ� કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. આ જી�લ�મ��થ� મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ન� પસ�દ� સહ�� �ક હ�થવગ� 

ન��ન�ન� પ�ધ�ત થ� કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. ��લ પ્રય�ગ પ�ત્ર�ન� સ��ય� 120 હત�. જેમ�� પ્ર�ય��ગક 

��થમ�� 60 અન� �નય��ત્રત ��થમ�� 60 હત�. છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સ��ય� અ��ક્રમ� 60 અન� 60 

હત�.  

૭. ઉપકરણ�  

પ્ર�ય��ગક ક�ય� મ�ટ� ���દ્રત �વ-અ�યયન સ��હ�ય અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર�ન� સ�રચન� કરવ�મ�� 

આવ� હત�. મ��હત� એકત્ર�કરણ મ�ટ� સ�શ�ધક ર�ચત ઉપકરણમ�� પ્ર�ય�ક પ�ટ� એકમ મ�ટ�ન� લ�ય 

કસ�ટ�ઓ અન� એક ���ય લ�ય કસ�ટ�, અભ�પ્ર�ય�વ�લ તથ� �વદ્ય�થ� ડ�યર�ન� રચન� કર� ઉપય�ગ 

કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. લ�ય કસ�ટ� અન� અભ�પ્ર�ય�વ�લ��� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ કસ�ટ� અધ��વ�છ�દન પદ્ધ�ત 

દ્વ�ર� કરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��. 

૮. સ�શ�ધન ય�જન� અન� મ��હત� એકત્ર�કરણ  

પ્ર�� �ત પ્ર�ય��ગક સ�શ�ધનમ�� “મ�ત્ર ઉત્તર કસ�ટ� �નય��ત્રત ��થ ય�જન�” પસ�દ કરવ�મ�� 

આવ� હત�. પ્ર�ય��ગક ય�જન� અ��સ�ર ���ય પ્રય�ગ�વ�ધ હ�થ ધર�, બ�ન� ��થન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� લ�ય 

કસ�ટ�ઓ દ્વ�ર� અન� પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અભ�પ્ર�ય�વ�લ દ્વ�ર� મ��હત���� એકત્ર�કરણ 

કરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��.  

૯.  મ��હત� � ��થકરણન� ર�ત  

ઉ�ક�પન�ઓન� સ�દભ�મ�� અંક શ�સ્ત્ર�ય � ��થકરણ મ�ટ� SPSS ન� ઉપય�ગ દ્વ�ર� ટ� � ��ય તથ� સમ�ન� 

સ�ભવન� ર�ત�, આસ�ગ સ�રણ� દ્વ�ર� ક�ઈવગ� કસ�ટ�, ટક�વ�ર� અન� ક્રમ��કનન� ઉપ�ય�ગ કરવ�મ�� 

આ�ય� હત�. 
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સ�રણ� 1: ��મ�ર �વ��થ�ઓન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક �સ�દ્ધન� પ્ર�ત��ક���� � �થક્કરણ અન� અથ�ઘટન 

��થ   પત્ર�ન� સ��ય��  સર�સર� પ્ર.�વચલન  t–� ��ય   સ�થ�કત�ન� કક્ષ�  

પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થ   30  20.80  3.13  3.35 0.01 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક 

�નય��ત્રત ��થ   30  18.23  2.75 

 ��મ�ર �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� બ�ન� ��થન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક �સ�દ્ધન� પ્ર�ત��ક�ન� સરસર� વ�ચ�ન� તફ�વતન� 

સ�થ�કત� મ�ટ��� � t–� ��ય 3.35 એ 0.01 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક છ�. આથ� H01 ન� અ�વ�ક�ર થ�ય છ�.  

સ�રણ� 2: ક�ય� �વ��થ�ઓન�  શ�ક્ષ�ણક �સ�દ્ધન� પ્ર�ત��ક���� � �થક્કરણ અન� અથ�ઘટન 

��થ   પત્ર�ન� સ��ય��  સર�સર� પ્ર.�વચલન  t – � ��ય  સ�થ�કત�ન� કક્ષ�  

પ્ર�ય��ગક ��થ  30  20.40  3.08  3.31  0.01 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક 

�નય��ત્રત ��થ   30  17.86  2.43 

 ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� બ�ન� ��થન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક �સ�દ્ધન� પ્ર�ત��ક�ન� સરસર� વ�ચ�ન� તફ�વતન� 

સ�થ�કત� મ�ટ��� � t–� ��ય 3.31 એ 0.01 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક છ�. આથ� H02 ન� અ�વ�ક�ર થ�ય છ�.  

સ�રણ� 3:  પ્ર�ય��ગક��થન� �વ��થ�ઓન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક �સ�દ્ધન� પ્ર�ત��ક���� � �થક્કરણ અન� અથ�ઘટન  

��થ  પત્ર�ન� સ��ય��  સર�સર� પ્ર.�વચલન  t – � ��ય  સ�થ�કત�ન� કક્ષ�  

��મ�ર  30  20.80  3.13  0.89 0.01 કક્ષ�એ અસ�થ�ક 

ક�ય�  30  21.37  1.45  

પ્ર�ય��ગક��થન� ��મ�ર અન� ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક �સ�દ્ધન� પ્ર�ત��ક�ન� સરસર� 

વ�ચ�ન� તફ�વતન� સ�થ�કત� મ�ટ��� � t–� ��ય 0.89 એ 0.01 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક નથ�. આથ� H03 ન� �વ�ક�ર 

થ�ય છ�. �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય���� 

ક�ઈવગ� � ��ય 0.01 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક નથ�. આથ� H04 ન� �વ�ક�ર થ�ય છ�. 

૧૦. સ�શ�ધનન� ત�રણ� 

(1) સ�ર��� �વ�ત�રમ�� મ�રબ� જી�લ�ન� વ��ક�ન�રન� મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ન� ��મ�ર �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� 

પર�પર�ગત �શક્ષણ પ�ધ�ત કરત� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયનન� ઉંચ� �સ�દ્ધ મળ� છ�. 

અથ��ત ��મ�ર �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� �વ��ન �વષયન� એકમ� મ�ટ� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� વ�� અસરક�રક 

છ�. 
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(2) સ�ર��� �વ�ત�રમ�� મ�રબ� જી�લ�ન� વ��ક�ન�રન� મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ન� ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ન�ઓન� 

પર�પર�ગત �શક્ષણ પ�ધ�ત કરત� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયનન� ઉંચ� �સ�દ્ધ મળ� છ�. 

અથ��ત ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ન�ઓન� �વ��ન �વષયન� એકમ� મ�ટ� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� સમગ્ર વ�� 

અસરક�રક છ�. 

(3) �વ��ન �વષયમ�� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન કરત� વ��ક�ન�રન� મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ન� 

��મ�ર �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અન� ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ન�ઓન� �સ�દ્ધ વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત નથ� આથ� ત�ન� 

અસર સમ�ન છ�. અથ��ત ��મ�ર �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અન� ક�ય� �વદ્ય�થ�ન�ઓન� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� 

દ્વ�ર� અ�યયનન� અસર સમ�ન છ�. 

(4) �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન અંગ�ન� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય� વ�ચ� ક�ઈ 

સ�થ�ક તફ�વત નથ�. અથ��ત �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� �શક્ષણ અંગ� છ�કર�ઓ અન� 

છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ન અ�ભપ્ર�ય ધર�વ� છ�.  

૧૧. શ�ક્ષ�ણક ફ�લત�થ�  

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� મળ�લ� ત�રણ� પરથ� ફ�લત થ�ય છ� ક� �વ-અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� દ્વ�ર� �શક્ષણન� 

અસરક�રકત� પર�પર�ગત �શક્ષણ પ�ધ�ત કરત� વ�� છ�. દર�ક �વદ્ય�થ�ઓમ�� શ�ખવ�ન� � �ળ� �ત 

શ�કતઓ હ�ય જ છ�, આ શ��તઓ ઓળખ�ન� અ�યયનક્ષમત���� સ�વધ�ન કર� શક�ય છ�. જેન� મ�ટ� �વ-

અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� શ્ર��ઠ છ�.  
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Abstract 

 Work stress and work performance has long been a topic of argument among the 

corporates. As Human Resource Management gains much importance in this global corporate 

world these elements need continuous discussion and arguments to find a better solution to 

eliminate the stressors and improve the efficiency of employees all over the world. The 

pay/incentive systems in any organization are counted as an important additive motivator for 

better performance and reduced stress of work among the employees. Hence this study has been 

conducted to see the relation between the incentive system, work stress and in turn the work 

performance. The study has been conducted among the NRIs working in the private sector 

companies of United Arab Emirates which is a prominent source of foreign exchange for India. 

The selected sample of employees are analyzed using the statistical tools of ANOVA and Post 

hoc Analysis. The study would enhance further studies in Human Resource Management.  

Introduction 

 Work stress is a global problem faced by people all over the world on which discussions 

and arguments are enduring. It has a direct bearing on work performance and individual 

efficiency and hence it assumes much importance in the corporate world as well as individual 

output. Work stress may be defined as the corporeal and cognitive response to acute 

circumstances(Usman Ali et al., 2014). The subject of work stress is a significant area of 

discussion of business organizations as it has a lot to deal with the overall performance. Stress 

could make an individual go to depression and could severely affect his health and attitude 

towards work. Many factors contribute to work stress including work place atmosphere, 

employer employee relationships, reduced role of employees in participative management and 

excessive workloads. Work stress has a strong bearing on managerial interference in work and 

hence the type of management is an important factor influencing the degree of work stress and 

work performance. In contrast to public sector which is guided mainly by maintaining a socio-

economic balance of society, Private sector organizations are motivated by profit maximization 

16 
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 and growth of market share and hence put high demands on employee performance and 

resourcefulness(Macklin et al., 2006). Hence the study would like to look into the work stress 

related issues of employees in the private sector employees.  

 Incentives play a vital role in work stress as well as work performance. The pay and 

incentive systems in an organization has a lot to do with the overall performance of employees 

in any organization. Work performance has a direct bearing on work stress which in turn has a 

bearing on reward system. One of the fundamental criteria of aversive motivation is pain and 

pleasure (Esch & Stefano, 2010). Hence reward system in any organization has a role in 

generating pleasure and thus would lead to motivation which reduce stress and improve 

performance. 

According to the Migrant Stock 2020, as released by the Population Division of the UN 

Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DESA), UAE has an ethnic community of 3.5 

million Indians constituting 30% of the country’s population. The UAE private sector is 

capable of creating tens of thousands of jobs every year. The UAE uses its rich oil resources to 

accelerate its economic development by importing specialized financial and social services as 

well as setting up well defined trading networks. Country uses imported services to the extent 

of 80% of its total population(Satisf, n.d.). Hence the study focuses on the private sector NRI 

employees in UAE who are a major contributor of wealth of our nation.  

Literature Review and Research Gap 

 There are endless studies and ongoing discussions in the area of work stress and a few 

of them are reviewed and the major findings are discussed here. According to a study by K 

Bhui and S Dinos there are a number of factors contributing to work stress including high 

demand on productivity and low control situations, imbalance in effort and rewards, 

management style and the type of job. One of the most significant and persisting stressor is 

management practices followed in the business organization. It is also highly prominent in 

private as well as public sectors(Bhui et al., 2016) 

In a study on teachers in European countries it was held that the educators experience 

emotional exhaustion rather highly. It is held that the educators are satisfied with their job but 

were not satisfied with their salary they receive. In the public sector it could be seen that the 

employees were satisfied with their job but were not comfortable with the management, 

whereas in the private sector the reverse happens. It was revealed that the nature of work and 
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 management style contributed significantly to the emotional exhaustion of employees in the 

public sector(Tsigilis et al., 2006). In a review paper on the causes and effect of employee 

turnover in the private sector organizations in Malaysia some crucial factors in job turnover 

have been identified which could seriously affect the work stress of employees. They include 

influence of management, poor managerial understanding of employees, pay related issues, 

disparity in job and qualification, poor opportunities in career growth, lack of fringe benefits 

and influence of co-workers(Arokiasamy, 2013). 

 In a comparative study on employees’ stress management in private and public sector 

banks in Nagapattinam District, Tamilnadu, the author analyzes the impact of various socio-

demographic factors on stress levels of bank employees and is revealed to have a direct impact 

on employees’ stress levels. The author put forth a number of factors related to work, 

organization, personal, health environment, psychological, and emotional as impacting stress 

levels (Xavior Selvakumar & Advisor, 2015) 

Work stress in the Private sector of the UAE 

 As UAE private sector is a major contributor of our national income and tens of 

thousands of Indians are working in the private sector organizations of the United Arab 

Emirates, we could see lots of unending discussions and written articles and studies in the said 

area. A few of them are reviewed here. According to a study held in UAE it is put forth that job 

stress contributes to lower levels of job satisfaction. In the study five different factors are being 

identified as stressors; they are, work related stressors, work-role stressors, pay and growth 

stressors, status of job and work-family conflict. Out of these pay and growth related factors as 

well as work related factors are considered to be highly significant and the pressure on these 

factors alone amounted to decreased job satisfaction of academic staff of UAE(Jawabri et al., 

2019). 

 In a study to identify the elements of job stress and productivity in UAE based 

organizations it is found that the most prominent variables are work load, role ambiguity, 

gender discrimination and low interpersonal relationships. The factors responsible for 

productivity are identified as job schedules, efficiency of the supervisor, remuneration, systems 

and procedures, group dynamics, absenteeism and presentism(T & Gupta, 2018). Though there 

are a vast number of studies held in the area of work stress and productivity or work 
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 performance across the world, only few literatures are found in the work stress related 

performance of NRIs in UAE. 

Statement of the Problem 

 There are concrete evidences on the negative impact of work stress on the performance 

of employees. Varied factors account for the work stress including workload, working hours, 

management styles, inter personal relationships, pay related and career related issues. The 

United Arab Emirates (UAE) is a foreign country where around more than 3 million Indians are 

employed especially in the private sector. India is a country depending much on the remittances 

of the NRIs. Hence the study here is aiming at the Human Relations aspect of the UAE private 

sector organizations. It analyzes the work stress implications on the performance of NRIs in the 

private sector business organizations in UAE. Absence of monetary or non-monetary schemes 

of incentives are also one of the factors leading to work stress and hence the impact of the 

incentive system should be evaluated to check whether these have an impact on reducing or 

increasing the work stress of employees. According management theories a good incentive 

system could reduce the workload stress to some extent and therefore employees’ perception of 

the effect of incentive system should be analyzed.  

Objectives of the Study 

1. To analyze the work stress of private sector employees of UAE 

2. To evaluate the relationship between work stress and work performance 

3. To evaluate the effectiveness of incentive system on work stress of employees 

Significance of the Study 

 India has long been one of the top most country in receiving remittances from foreign 

countries especially middle east. Around 3.5 billion expatriate Indians are employed in the oil 

rich Gulf countries of Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates 

(UAE). The remittances from these NRIs have always been a permanent and consistent source 

of strength and support to India’s balance of payments in more than 5 decades (Pattanaik, 

2007). Out of the total population of NRIs in middle east countries, more than 2.5 million are 

from Kerala. In UAE alone 7,73,624 Keralites are permanently resident. Out of these except a 

minority are employed in the private sector organizations in construction, financial services, 

trading etc. Reviewed literature shows that employees in Gulf countries face considerable work 
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 stress from varied factors which are irresistible. In a study held among the employees in the Al-

Ain Municipality public sector work force, work stress was evident and was caused by a 

number of heterogeneous reasons including even the economic rather financial tensions in the 

country’s economy(Jenaibi, 2010). As the work stress has a considerable effect on work 

performance and productivity the work stress studies are taken up seriously by many 

organizations in a move to improve their overall performance. There are a number of studies in 

the area of work performance, but only limited sources to view in the area of work stress and 

work performance relativity. Hence it assumes much importance in the context. 

Research Design 

 The study titled ‘Analyzing the work stress and work performance of NRI employees in 

the private sector undertakings in UAE’ aims at the relationship between work stress and work 

performance. The population of the study is the Non-resident Indians working in the private 

sector business organizations in the United Arab Emirates. A sample size of 98 respondents 

were selected using convenience (non-random) sampling method. Data has been collected using 

structured questionnaire in electronic form. Statistical analysis tools of Chi-square (c2-test), 

Likert Scale (5 point) analysis, ANOVA and Correlation have been used to analyze the data. 

Analysis and Findings 

1. Age and Gender 

Most of the respondents belong to the age group of 30 -40 years and 93% of them were 

male employees. As gulf countries are explored for employment mostly by men there was a 

considerable difference in gender in sample. Analysis of Variance Test has been conducted to 

see whether there is any significant relation between age and Work stress. 

ANOVA 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Stress Score 

Between 
Groups 

.180 2 .090 .088 
.915 

Within Groups 96.820 95 1.019  
Total 97.000 97   

Incentive 
Score 

Between 
Groups 

4.799 2 2.399 2.472 
.090 

Within Groups 92.201 95 .971  
Total 97.000 97   
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 Since the p values are greater than 0.05, it can be inferred that the age of the respondents has no 

significant influence on stress and incentive system for 5% level of significance. 

2. Monthly Income 

Majority of the respondents have an income level of between Rs. 50,000- Rs. 1,00,000 

p.m. The income levels were tested for a relation with stress levels and with incentive 

system. 

ANOVA 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Stress Score 

Between 
Groups 

7.350 3 2.450 2.569 
.059 

Within Groups 89.650 94 .954  
Total 97.000 97   

Incentive 
Score 

Between 
Groups 

6.133 3 2.044 2.115 
.104 

Within Groups 90.867 94 .967  
Total 97.000 97   

Since the p values are greater than 0.05, it can be inferred that the monthly income of the 

respondents has no significant influence on stress and incentive system for 5% level of 

significance. 

3. Work experience of employees in Gulf countries 

50% of the respondents have been working in Gulf countries since last 10 years. Only 28% 

accounted for a period ranging from 5 to 10 years.  

ANOVA 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Stress Score 

Between 
Groups 

2.808 3 .936 .934 
.428 

Within Groups 94.192 94 1.002  
Total 97.000 97   

Incentive 
Score 

Between 
Groups 

9.795 3 3.265 3.519 
.018 

Within Groups 87.205 94 .928  
Total 97.000 97   

Since the p value corresponding to stress value is greater than 0.05, we can conclude that the 

work experience of the respondents has no significant influence on stress for 5% level of 

significance. But, since the p value corresponding to incentive score value is less than 0.05, we 

can conclude that the work experience of the respondents has significant influence on the 
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 incentive system for 5% level of significance. In order to find the significantly different 

category post hoc test is performed and the results are given below. 

Post hoc test  

Multiple Comparisons 

Dependent 
Variable 

(I) Your 
work 
experience 
in Gulf 
countries 

(J) Your 
work 
experience 
in Gulf 
countries 

Mean 
Difference 
(I-J) 

Std. 
Error 

Sig. 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Incentive 
Score 

> 10 Years 
< 1 Year -0.05737 0.36728 0.876 -0.7866 0.6719 

  1 - 5 Years -.63617* 0.30049 0.037 -1.2328 -0.0395 
  5-10 Years -.65365* 0.22818 0.005 -1.1067 -0.2006 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
From the table it is clear that the incentive systems of the respondents who have 1- 5 years and 

5 – 10 years of experience in gulf countries are significantly different from that of the 

respondents who have more than 10 years of experience. Also, the respondents belonging to 

other groups are not significantly different each other with respect to incentive system. 

4. Family status of NRIs 

Respondents counting around 68% were not having their family staying with them. As 

this variable is considered to be a stress reliever the following test has been made. 

ANOVA 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Stress Score 

Between 
Groups 

.985 2 .493 
.487 .616 

Within Groups 96.015 95 1.011 
Total 97.000 97  

Incentive 
Score 

Between 
Groups 

.350 2 .175 
.172 .842 

Within Groups 96.650 95 1.017 
Total 97.000 97  

Since the p values are greater than 0.05, it can be inferred that the presence of the family 

members with the respondents has no significant influence on stress and incentive system for 

5% level of significance. 
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 5. Frequency of visit to home land 

ANOVA 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Stress Score 

Between 
Groups 

10.043 3 3.348 
3.619 .016 Within Groups 86.957 94 .925 

Total 97.000 97  

Incentive 
Score 

Between 
Groups 

6.225 3 2.075 
2.149 .099 Within Groups 90.775 94 .966 

Total 97.000 97  

Since the p value corresponding to incentive score is greater than 0.05, we can conclude that the 

frequency of visiting home lands of the respondents has no significant influence on the 

incentive system for 5% level of significance. But, since the p value corresponding to stress 

score is less than 0.05, we can conclude that the frequency of visiting home lands of the 

respondents has significant influence on stress for 5% level of significance. In order to find the 

significantly different category post hoc test is performed and the results are given below. 

Post hoc test  

Multiple Comparisons 

Dependent Variable 

Mean 
Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig. 

95% Confidence 
Interval 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Stress 
Score 

2-3 
times in 
a year 

Once in 
a year 

.74212* .26725 .007 .2115 1.2727 

Once in 
two 
years 

.25902 .43586 .554 -.6064 1.1244 

Rarely -.00136 .43586 .998 -.8668 .8640 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 

From the table it is clear that the stress of the respondents who visits their homeland 2-3 times 

in a year is significantly different from that of the respondents who visits their homeland less 

than 2 times in a year. Also, the respondents belonging to other groups are not significantly 

different each other with respect to stress score. 
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 6. Opinion about work efficiency 

Opinion about work 
efficiency N Mean 

Std. 
Deviation 

Std. 
Error 
Mean Sig. 

Stress 
Score 

Excellent 75 .0692 .99516 .11491 
0.225 Average 23 -.2257 1.00418 .20939 

Incentive 
Score 

Excellent 75 .0356 1.05715 .12207 
0.528 Average 23 -.1160 .79475 .16572 

Since the p values are greater than 0.05, it can be inferred that the stress levels of respondents 

has no significant influence on work performance for 5% level of significance. 

7. Correlation between stress and incentive system 

Pearson Correlation coefficient -.220* 
P value .029 
Sample size 98 

The correlation coefficient between stress and incentive system is -0.220. This indicates that the 

correlation between stress and incentive system is negative but significantly low. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

A number of variables including demographic factors, years of work experience in 

UAE, the family visa status of NRI employees in UAE, work performance, incentive system 

etc. have been analyzed for studying the relationship between work performance and work 

stress of employees in private sector organizations in UAE. From the results it could be referred 

that the variables age gender, or family status bear no significant relation on the stress levels of 

employees as well as the incentives provided by these organizations. Whereas work experience 

and frequency of visit to home land has a significant influence on work stress as well the work 

performance of employees. It is scientifically proved that employees visiting their hole places 

lesser than twice in a year has a considerably higher levels of stress compared to those visiting 

their home lands at least twice in a year. Likewise, years of work experience in gulf countries 

has a considerable effect on reduced work stress as well as the benefits associated with their 

works. This shows that the performance of employees has an indirect bearing on their reduced 

stress levels due to frequency of visits to their home places and as their work experience rises 

their work stress are also reduced as well as incentive systems could boost their work 

performance. Further studies should be conducted to compare private sector as well pubic 
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 sector employees to see whether these management factor has an influence on work stress and 

work performance. 
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ABSTRACT 

Automobile Sector is one of the biggest, developing and dynamic segments in the 

Indian economy. To accentuate its importance in the Indian economy, during 2015-16 for 

which information is accessible, the auto segment represented 7.1% of nation's GDP and is 

targeted to 29% by 2025. Major worldwide vehicle producers presently have their assembling 

workshops in India. The auto segment, including the vehicle manufacturing & service, is spread 

over various States in India making it an extremely critical supporter of exchequer in practically 

every one of the States. The auto segment contains Automobile Manufacturers (OEMs) who 

manufacture or assembling Motor Vehicles, Auto Ancillaries providing parts to other OEMs, 

the Dealers of OEMs and suppliers of related administrations for vehicles. This article expects 

to analyze on the GST suggestions according to the OEM point of view.  

KEY WORDS: Automobile, Development, Manufacturing, GST, GDP 

INTRODUCTION 

The Automobile producing comprehensively has for sections - traveler vehicles 

including utility vehicles, business vehicles - for products and traveler application, three 

wheelers (again for merchandise and traveler application) and bikes. Just to give a thought 

regarding the numbers, the Gross Turnover of the Automobile Manufacturers in India during 

FY 2019-20 as far as USD was 83,876 Million which expanded to 87,724 Million in FY 2020-

21. While the information on Gross Turnover for FY 2021-22 isn't accessible, during FY 2021-

22, the segment delivered 49.19 Million vehicles, higher than any of the previous years. This 

makes it perhaps the biggest player among other segments. The auto segment likewise has solid 

presence in exports and 6.24 Million vehicles were exported from India in 2020-21. As far as 

number of vehicles, bikes are by a long shot the most well known type of vehicles sold in India, 

representing 81% of Domestic Sales and 80% of the vehicles created in FY 2019-20. (Source 

siamindia.com Statistics) 

Auto segment's activities are to some degree complex from charge point. Under the pre-

GST arrangements, the area overall had convoluted charge structure concerning different 

17 
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 assessments with assorted arrangements, variety of orders and rates, flowing impacts, issues on 

set off of expenses endured at before stage, valuation issues and so forth, other than being 

exposed to genuinely high pace of tax collection, by and large changing somewhere close to 

28% and 56% of cost. The area has consistently welcome and upheld the idea of significant 

worth added tax collection around which GST is worked, regardless of difficulties in carrying 

out such a significant change, fully expecting having straightforward and sane expense 

structure under GST and furthermore objective paces of tax collection on its items. On audit of 

genuine year one working under GST, the effects thereof on OEMs are viewed as both positive 

and negative; however the degree of such effect would fluctuate between the fragments alluded 

to above relying upon their current business cycles and duty structure and issues. The GST 

suggestions according to OEM point of view and assumptions from GST, both positive and 

negative, and a portion of the forthcoming issues that need consideration are managed beneath 

under various Headings/areas of conceivable effect and in doing as such, the progressions 

achieved through the ensuing Notifications have additionally been thought of. 

1. Tax towards end customer: 

(a) Subsuming number of duties into two expenses - CGST and SGST, with consistency of 

lawful arrangements across States, normal duty base for the two charges trying not to 

outpouring of expense on charge, as well as getting rid of valuation strategies like Rule 10A 

and MRP based valuation for spare parts, are significant up-sides. On the negative side, State 

level Vehicle Tax/Road Tax isn't subsumed in GST in spite areas of strength for of from car 

industry and will keep on being additional expense for the end client. In addition, this duty 

would stay in State space and States might be enticed to climb something very similar for 

income contemplations. 

(b) The multiplicities of characterizations and the chance of ensuing questions is diminished. 

Nonetheless, due to cess demand and adaptability accessible to the Government in obsession of 

its rates, different rates actually win which should be limited to least, preferably to two rates 

(other than concessional rates explicitly gave). 

(c) Under the previous expense system, Central Excise Duty and CST were not payable on 

transportation cost of vehicles straightforwardly sold from OEM production line to seller, 

which was a typical dispersion practice for vehicles and bikes. Because of idea of composite 

stock, post GST, such transportation cost (which is a sizable sum) endures charge at same rate 
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 as material for the vehicle. Additionally, under GST, the last cost to the client is exposed to full 

assessment rate against Central Excise Duty which was not appropriate on exchanging edges. 

These two changes expand the duty base. 

(d) High pace of expense on Passenger Cars, other than those which merit characterization as 

little vehicle, has been one of the complaints of the auto segment. In the assessment rates at first 

advised under GST, taking perception of this, the pace of expense on very good quality 

Passenger Cars and Utility Vehicles was essentially lower contrasted with existing rates and 

some advantage was likewise presented in pace of duty on fair size vehicles contrasted with 

before rates. In any case, by Notification No. 5/2017 - Compensation Cess (Rate) dated 

11.09.2017, the Cess on these Cars was expanded, considerably invalidating the above benefit. 

A table appearance consolidated pace of reexamined charge under GST versus pre-GST rate on 

significant classifications of vehicles is joined as Annexure A. The GST rates would apply on a 

more extensive base worth, as referenced in (c) above. It will be seen that the adjustment of 

rates is negligible assuming we think about the expansion in base worth. Subsequently, the 

issue of higher paces of assessment on vehicles remains generally neglected. 

(e) The concessional pace of duty for Hybrid Cars (other than those gathering little vehicle 

measures) in prior charge system has been removed in GST and they are exposed to burden 

@43%, which is a significant slowed down to the impending section. 

(f) As respects post deal fixes and overhauling, there is uncertainty on its duty treatment 

because of composite inventory idea. Government necessities to affirm its acknowledgment on 

the ongoing business practice of treating spare parts/material utilized as supply of products and 

work as supply of administration as opposed to regarding the action as composite inventory 

which would be exceptionally emotional and debate inclined. 

(g) Though this isn't auto segment explicit, restricting the worth and pace of duty pertinent on 

provisions of old and pre-owned cars is a welcome advance as the equivalent would confine the 

twofold 

charge occurrence on same products (Reference Notification No. 8/2018 - Central Tax (Rate), 

Notification No.9/2018 - Integrated Tax (Rate) and Notification No. 1/2018 - Compensation 

Cess (Rate), all dated 25.01.2018). 
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 POST GST CHANGE IN PER CENTAGE OF TAX APPLICABLE ON MAJOR 
CATEGORIES OF MOTOR VEHICLES 

Sr. 
No. 

Type of Vehicle 

HS
N 
Co
de 

Pre GST Duties & Taxes Post 
GST 
(CGST 
+ SGST 
inc. 
Cesses) 

Post GST 
Difference 
in % 

Central 
Excise 
inc. 
Cesses 
% 

VAT + 
CST % 

Total 
% 

1 Passenger Car UVs included 
(a) Small Car - Petrol 

870
3 

14.63 18.07 32.70 29 -3.70 
(b) Small Car - Diesel 16.13 18.31 34.44 31 -3.44 
(c) Mid. Segment Car 29.13 20.37 49.50 45 -4.50 
(d) Large Car 32.13 20.83 52.96 48 -4.96 
(e) Sports / Utility Vehicle 35.13 21.30 56.43 50 -6.43 
(f) Hybrid Car 13.63 17.91 31.54 43 11.46 
(g) Electric Car 7.13 8.70 15.83 12 -3.83 
2 Fully Built Commercial Vehicles 

(a) 
Goods Truck, Bus – 
Diesel > 13  

870
4 & 
870
2 

12.63 15.20 27.83 28 0.17 

(b) 
Tractors & Farm 
Equipments 

870
1 

12.63 15.20 27.83 28 0.17 

(c) Special Purpose Vehicle 
870
5 

12.63 15.20 27.83 28 0.17 

3 
Chassis – for goods 
truck - Diesel 870

6 
13.13 15.27 28.40 28 -0.40 

(a) - for Diesel bus > 13 14.13 15.40 29.53 28 -1.53 
4 Petrol – Two Wheelers  
(a) Bike > 350 cc 

871
1 

13.63 17.91 31.54 31 -0.54 

(b) 
Motor Cycles, Mopeds, 
Scooters 

13.63 17.91 31.54 28 -3.54 

5 
Three Wheelers (Non 
Ele.) 

870
3 & 
870
4 

12.63 17.75 30.38 28 -2.38 

2. Impact on cost of production and distribution: 

(a) Major positive is decrease in costs (however a portion of these advantages must be given to 

clients as far as hostile to exploitative arrangements), for the most part by virtue of the 

accompanying: 
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Categor
y 

Production Trends Domestic Sales Trends Export Trends 

2018-19 2019-20 
Chang
e% 

2018-19 2019-20 
Chang
e% 

2018-
19 

2019-
20 

Chan
ge % 

Passeng
er 
Vehicles 

41,04,8
90 

43,00,1
77 

+4.76 
33,87,9
25 

35,25,1
85 

+4.05 
8,32,2
34 

7,95,2
87 

-4.44 

Commer
cial 
Vehicles 

8,17,12
2 

9,08,21
4 

+11.1
5 

7,68,91
4 

8,76,45
2 

+13.9
9 

1,12,4
35 

1,18,5
87 

+.05 

Three 
Wheeler
s 

12,38,9
67 

14,97,1
19 

+20.8
4 

7,56,26
9 

9,52,68
7 

+25.9
7 

5,13,9
61 

7,96,1
15 

+54.
90 

Two 
Wheeler
s 

2,87,25,
318 

3,14,90,
679 

+9.63 
2,19,43,
761 

2,43,76,
119 

+11.0
8 

33,54,
512 

38,12,
864 

+13.
66 

Total 
3,48,86,
297 

3,81,96,
189 

+9.49 
2,68,56,
869 

2,97,30,
443 

+10.7
0 

48,13,
142 

55,22,
853 

+14.
75 

Source : siamindia.com Statistics - Performance of Auto Industry during 2019-20 

1. Saving of 2% CST on bury - state acquirement. 

2. Saving money on VAT give up where deals to clients in different states are steered through 

stops - primarily business vehicles - as well as on moves of semi-completed merchandise to 

different plants in various states - 4% or considerably a greater amount of comparing buys 

inside State. 

3. Saving in Octroi/LBT/Entry Taxes without credit on acquirement. 

4. Input Tax Credit on outward transportation - net advantage for business vehicles sold 

through warehouses. 

5. Merchant cost decreases for relating benefits in production network. 

6. More extensive Input Tax Credit accessibility for example guarantee parts, administrations 

connected with exchanging exercises, things like furniture prior out of credit chain. 

7. Saving in cost of non-decrease of Central Excise Duty on post deal motivating forces. 

8. Realignment of dispersion chain for example number of terminals confined as warehouse in 

a State can now take special care of clients in adjoining states without additional duty 

suggestion. 
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 9. Benefits in transportation cost because of decrease in transportation time with cancelation of 

actually take a look at posts. 

(b) Further capability of saving in process of things working out because of expense 

impartiality, for example, through defense of obtainment choices on work, level of gatherings 

and re-appropriating, determination of sellers with area no bar, realignment of creation 

processes even where units are in various States, possible legitimization at merchant end also - 

as this multitude of choices can be made simply founded on working effectiveness alone. 

(c) While the extent of Input Tax Credit is extended, a significant negative is impressively 

expanded consistence exertion with credit matching idea and compromise issues. Besides, the 

issue of concern is that while coordinating of credit with the assessment really paid is being 

demanded, since no proper instrument has yet been given by the Government to coordinating 

and affirmation of credit, the credit profited stays temporary. This issue might go on for some 

additional time till GSTN return processes are patched up. With enormous sums in question and 

with huge seller base, the auto segment is truly uneasy of this present circumstance as 

regardless of whether not many merchants are in the end found deviant, cost suggestions can be 

exceptionally high. Keeping in view the troubles, the Government actually needs to relook at its 

stand on this matching commitment on beneficiary essentially for the underlying time of 

coordinated and half years or so till the GSTN processes on return matching are redone and 

balanced out. 

(d) Another significant negative is that without exchanges at concessional rate like C Form or F 

Form exchanges as allowed under the pre-GST regulations, the necessity for working capital on 

stock at all stages - in plant, at stations, in travel, at showrooms has gone up with obstructing 

more subsidizes in charges. Credit collection issues at station areas are another issue. 

(e) In auto segment, it has been normal practice for OEMs to give passes on, shape and so on as 

well as a feature of the material expected by seller (who obtains rest of the material for his own 

and as such doesn't fit the bill to be work laborer) for supply of parts to the OEM. There is 

vagueness on how such things ought to be esteemed while they are shipped off the seller as 

well as while the merchant supplies the parts and various practices are being followed with 

arrangements deciphered in an unexpected way. Since gigantic qualities and enormous number 

of exchanges are involved, to stay away from prosecutions at later date, Government needs to 

emerge with a revision/Notification explaining that the worth of such supplies ought to be 
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 figured as NIL, keeping in thought the guideline of significant worth added tax collection and 

the way that these are just go-between exchanges and the worth of such passes on, molds and so 

forth and material is as of now viewed as in vehicle evaluating and in the end exposed to 

burden. 

(f) The issue of spot of supply in the event of tooling cost recuperation where part provider and 

the client are in various states is likewise a bone of conflict. Segment 10 (1) (c ) of IGST Act 

gives that where the inventory doesn't include development of merchandise, whether by the 

provider or the beneficiary, the spot of supply will be the area of such products at the hour of 

the conveyance to the beneficiary. Thus, in the event that the provider of part creates device in a 

state and the client is situated in another State, charging CGST: SGST which wouldn't be 

accessible as credits to the client situated in various state bringing about inflated cost is 

required. 

(g) in the event of worldwide tooling exchange additionally, the expense is recuperated from 

the unfamiliar client yet without development of hardware from India to outside India, it 

neglects to fulfill the state of product of merchandise. The provider needs to charge GST 

bringing about inflated cost and influencing global seriousness of Indian auto segment. 

(h) The Input Tax Credit on provisions acquired to give incidental advantages to representatives 

with regards to business arrangement/conditions, is by and large denied in GST likewise as 

under the prior charge system. While there is no avocation for the actual denial in the 

arrangement of significant worth added tax assessment, the curious valuation arrangements 

additionally expect expense to be paid on such incidental advantages on their open market 

esteem. This is making vagueness and various practices are being followed. Indeed, even the 

Government reactions are fairly clashing. Since auto segment utilizes huge number of workers 

and it has been an exchange practice of giving them a few incidental advantages, it is worried 

about the issue. Almost certainly, the Government won't digress from its strategy of not 

permitting Input Tax Credit on provisions implied for giving advantages to representatives. In 

any case, to stay away from ambiguities around here, Government needs to tell that the worth 

of any provisions to workers concerning business understanding/conditions will be taken as Nil 

as no Input tax break is permitted on the relating supplies utilized for something similar. 

(I) In request to get supplies from merchants in different states without a moment to spare 

according to creation necessities, one of the practices followed is seller dispatching a similar 
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 minimal in front of conveyance plans and the provisions being held at carrier distribution center 

at OEM area and provided according to OEM prerequisite. With E way bill techniques, there is 

misgiving that under such game plan view might be taken that these are neighborhood supplies 

expecting merchant to take enrollment at carrier distribution centers, treat supplies as inside 

moves, assume praise and pay charge as nearby supplies on genuine stock to OEM from the 

distribution center. This will confuse the current practice. 

(j) Variation in the cost of parts is a typical practice in the business. The impact of such cost 

variety must be given by issuance of credit note/charge note. Considering the necessity to 

specify the reference of unique receipt on the credit note/charge note, the part provider is 

expected to issue 

3. Influence on the State Incentives/Subsidies and on Area based Central Excise exclusion: 

(a) The State Governments have either not emerged with strategy on how they would manage 

the issue in changed charge structure under GST or have confined the quantum helpful for 

SGST, in this manner denying benefit on entomb State supplies. This is a significant negative 

ramification for organizations that made significant interests in unambiguous states 

remembering a specific degree of motivator/sponsorship they would get. State Governments 

need to resolve this issue and safeguard the quantum of motivating forces. 

(b) Number of OEMs and their auxiliary merchants were drawn to Uttarakhand, principally 

considering the Central Excise Duty exclusion plot. While some of them have finished the time 

of exception benefit before presentation of GST, some were/are still inside benefit period. The 

exception which essentially involved benefit equivalent to 100 percent of Excise Duty on 

esteem expansion stands removed with presentation of GST. The pay given by the Central 

Government in lieu thereof as monetary help extensively works out to sum equivalent to 

entirety of 58% of CGST paid through charge in real money record and 29% of IGST paid 

through charge in real money record (in the two cases after usage of Input Tax Credit of Central 

Tax and Integrated Tax) - again an adverse consequence for auto segment. 

4. Consistence exertion: 

(a) The auto segment has patched up its inner expense work in accordance with necessities 

under the GST system and set forth broad amounts of energy in setting up new interior cycles, 

new bookkeeping and IT framework to conform to GST prerequisite after investigation of GST 
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 regulation and specifically a few new ideas in that. Broad exertion has additionally been set up 

in re-working of item valuing and cost suggestions at merchant end as well as on preparing - 

both interior as well concerning sellers and vendors. 

(b) Easier compliances in certain issues like uniform legitimate arrangements across states, 

lesser order issues, no structures assortment, no GAQ calculation on stock exchanges, no 

Section 4A/Rule 10A valuation, no issue of pre-decided deal and so forth diminish the 

consistence exertion. 

(c) However, the experience is that the general consistence exertion has expanded because of 

prerequisite of matching information tax reduction to burden installment by seller as well as 

because of necessity of settling full expense and benefiting credit at relating area on all inside 

moves of labor and products and have to reinforce the duty work at areas like warehouses, 

branches and so on to deal with this angle. Consistence of hostile to exploitative arrangements 

is one more new region for consistence. 

(d) In auto segment, it is normal practice to gather installments against provisions ahead of time 

and taking into account the working confusions, consistence of necessity to treat point of 

receipt of advance as season of supply included part of endeavors. Vide Notification No. 

66/2017 - Central Tax dated 15.11.2017 the expressed necessity concerning propels got has 

been shed for products which is a positive improvement for auto segment. 

(e) On the acquisition side, the review value corrections are regular. The work on during the 

pre-GST period was to give joined charge/credit note for the equivalent for example one report 

covering number of prior provisions. Prerequisite of one charge note/credit note per relating 

unique receipt brings about sizable expansion in managerial exertion in representing such 

exchanges. 

(f) Number of organizations in auto segment had taken enrollment under LTU and Centralized 

Service Tax Registration for the most part to work with unified organization. Nonappearance of 

such courses of action has prompted totally decentralized charge organization at enrollments in 

separate States, under various specialists, Central or State, with plausibility of various 

perspectives being taken by the experts on similar issues. This involves worry for auto segment 

as most organizations have enrollments in a few States. 
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 Conclusion: 

After just about one year of working, the ramifications of GST on auto segment have 

been both positive and negative (leaving to the side the early stage struggles), as examined 

prior. Additionally, as expressed prior, they shift from one section to another and even inside 

sub-fragments. An examination of execution of Auto Industry during FY 2017-18 as far as 

numbers versus FY2016-17 is given in Table connected as Annexure B. While it shows great 

generally speaking development in numbers under the chose standards, one needs to 

comprehend that such changes are impression of various more significant factors, for example, 

monetary circumstances, changes in economic situations, contrasts in conditions and explicit 

issues in years being thought about and tax collection is only one of the elements having 

bearing. Other than the examination is in numbers and the generally speaking decent 

development number is arrived at through somewhat better execution in bike and three wheeler 

fragments. Nonetheless, in light of these figures, inside impediments of what has been 

referenced of such examinations, one can reason that the general effect of GST on auto segment 

in it's absolute first year has not been negative and the area in spite of the underlying issues has 

moved to the new expense framework with the broad endeavors put in for something very 

similar. There have been negative ramifications and areas of worries on which auto segment has 

been addressing to the Government and positive reaction consequently will help development 

of the area and fortify its situation and commitment to the economy. 
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Abstract: 

 A strategic climate litigation study focuses mainly on litigation filed against individual litigants 

or the state for violations of environmental law, tort law, human rights law, or public law. Less 

has been written on corporate and securities cases against companies and directors in general, 

and Asia in particular, than in any other region. These omissions are addressed in this report. 

Using three major common-law countries in Asia as a case study, this essay investigates 

whether corporation law and securities law enforcement may be utilized to mitigate climate-

related risks. In particular, the emphasis is on whether or not this is feasible and how it may be 

accomplished. To address climate risk, this paper argues that public enforcement of securities 

law and listing requirements is better options than private enforcement since both public and 

private enforcement of corporate law have their drawbacks.  

Keywords: litigation; human rights; securities law; climate risk; corporate law 

Introduction: 

There has been researching on climate litigation as a strategic tool to halt environmental 

degradation and address climate-related transgressions. This article investigates whether and 

how corporate law and securities enforcement might be utilized to solve climate challenges in 

different countries. The primary defense is that the constraints of corporate law make public 

enforcement of securities law a more effective tool for combating climate problems. 

Objectives of the study: 

1) To analyze the significance of corporate disclosure under securities law for creating climate 

change-related risks and then examine how corporate disclosure obligations can be enforced. 

2) To identify the overall trend in prosecuting climate-related crimes across Asian jurisdictions. 

3) To highlight divergences and trends, if any, concerning each jurisdiction. 

4)To identify gaps that may affect enforcement and prosecution efforts. 

18 
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 5) To find out the ongoing debate regarding whether the publication of corporate climate-

related risk information is required by securities laws and regulations in East Asia. 

6) To study how firms and countries can deal with increasing disclosures of climate-related 

risks. 

7) To find out how climate change can affect the financial performance of firms. 

Research methodology:  

This paper is a comparative study of the role of the law in China, India, and South Korea in 

inducing companies to disclose climate-related risks and opportunities. Several pieces of 

information are collected from the media and databases on how relevant laws are used to 

protect investors and regulate listed companies. The case studies and textual analysis of the 

listed companies' annual reports in these three Asian countries show that, for the most part, 

there is no incentive provided by relevant laws in these three countries to elicit climate-related 

information from companies. It is a descriptive research and aims to provide an overview of the 

role of the law in inducing companies to disclose climate-related risks and opportunities.  

(i) Corporate Law and Its Application: 

In this series installment, the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 

looks at whether or not directors in Singapore, Hong Kong, and India are obliged by law to 

consider risks related to climate change. Certain schools of thought contend that some nations' 

business laws impose this responsibility on directors. It requires substantial complexity and 

unpredictability at every stage of implementation.  

(a) The virtue of sincerity: 

Directors of Indian corporations are required to advance the goals of the company. They 

wouldn't violate their commitments if they thought they had behaved in the company's best 

interests, even if their primary goal was to enhance their personal interests. "Good faith" in 

Indian law refers to making a decision based on personal judgment while following a set of 

rules. The courts will use a subjective threshold to determine whether someone acted in good 

faith. 

Under Indian law, the need to behave in a person's or a party's best interests is not expressly 

stated. Judges in Singapore base their judgments on both subjective and objective criteria. It is 
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 critical to consider how courts in India(Ramachandran, 2018), Hong Kong, and Singapore have 

construed the "best interest requirement" and "reasonable criteria."  

(b) Organizational interests: 

Section 166(2) of the Indian Penal Code states that directors are in charge of preserving the 

environment. Climate change-related heatwaves will shorten workdays by 5.8%, particularly in 

the construction and agriculture industries. According to reports, Typhoon Hato cost Hong 

Kong's economy $8 billion in losses. In these three nations, authorities and policymakers worry 

that climate change might cost the economy and business sector money.  

(c) Applying the best interest obligation to the climate: 

Directors have to act in the company's best interests, and they should carry out their 

responsibilities accordingly(SFC Reminds Listed Companies of Duties on Corporate 

Acquisitions and Disposals, 2019). For instance, moving to renewable energy sources or 

updating outdated equipment might result in enormous business costs. Consider a situation 

where the board of directors believes that lowering these risks would help the business achieve 

its long-term goals while limiting the value provided to shareholders in the near term. 

Despite their subjective view that their actions (or inactions) would be in the best interests of 

shareholders, stakeholders, or the corporate entity, directors are likely to violate the best-

interest duty if they fail to take climate-related risks into account when making decisions. 

Courts may declare judgments invalid if it can be shown that an important aspect was ignored 

throughout the decision-making process(Lim, Ernest, 2022). Finally, if directors do not 

consider these risks while making decisions, they will breach their duty to act in good faith.  

(d) Obligation to use reasonable care, skill, and diligence: 

The need to perform with a certain level of competence, care, and attention has been codified in 

legislation in each of the three Asian nations. The legal systems of Singapore and Hong Kong 

stipulate that this responsibility must satisfy several objective standards and is not entirely up to 

interpretation. A minimal variable level of care depends on the director's specific duties, the 

size and type of the firm, and the industry the business works in. When assessing the degree of 

care expected of directors of financial institutions, it is likely to consider to what extent the 

moral laws and policies on risks connected to the climate have been implemented. Look at the 

recommendations the HKMA has made for financial firms regarding environmental risk 
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 management(Lim, Ernest, 2022). The risk management framework should include climate 

scenario analysis, which should also include stress testing. The board of directors may be held 

accountable for failing to fulfill their obligations with reasonable skill, care, and attention. 

Depending on why such disclosure was not provided, it would be decided whether or not to 

hold directors responsible for a company's disregard for the suggestions. Market conventions, 

stakeholder expectations, and shareholder expectations will affect the director's capacity to 

delegate responsibilities if the disclosure has not yet been made.  

(ii) Enforcement: 

Whether the state will apply corporate law to enforce obligations under corporate law remains 

in great dispute. The main problem in all three nations is that private litigants encounter 

enormous obstacles when attempting to execute corporate law legislation. Effective 

mechanisms for carrying out these commitments are necessary but insufficient. Directors 

should consider climate-related issues even if corporate law does not require them(Cyril Shroff, 

2021). 

(a)Private policing: 

Derivative actions and actions claiming unfair discrimination or oppression are the two main 

types of private enforcement proceedings. Disgruntled minority shareholders acting on behalf 

of the company are often the plaintiffs in a derivative action. Instead of seeking compensation 

for damages done to the company, minority shareholders often bring lawsuits claiming 

injustice, prejudice, or oppression(Dr.Das, 2020). A corporation's injuries may be seen as an 

insult to its shareholders. 

The activity of derivation: 

Under the common law derivative action doctrine, an unhappy shareholder may sue a 

corporation without a judge's consent. According to Singaporean law, the complainant who 

wants to initiate a statutory derivative action must get permission from the court to do so in 

both Singapore and Hong Kong. There is a need for good faith, which states that her interests 

must be aligned with both the complainant and the corporation's interests. 

A company member does not have to hold a certain number of shares or to have been a 

business member for a specific amount of time under Singapore or Hong Kong regulations. 

When considered in light of the threat posed by climate change, these ideological 
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 inconsistencies become more relevant. Consider a scenario where a non-governmental 

organization (NGO) purchases share of a company to bring a derivative action against the 

company's board of directors for failing to monitor or manage risks associated with climate 

change. 

The fact that the court will award compensation to the company rather than to the shareholders 

themselves is, across all three jurisdictions, the most significant disincentive for minority 

shareholders to bring a common law or statutory derivative action. This is the case because the 

compensation will go to the company. This, in conjunction with the ban on contingent fee 

agreements and the laws that stipulate the loser is responsible for all costs, often discourages 

people from bringing derivative proceedings(Chauhan & Kumar, 2018). It should be no 

surprise that derivative proceedings are rare in private corporations and almost nonexistent in 

publicly traded companies across all three jurisdictions. 

Intolerance, discrimination, and the use of private law enforcement: 

On discrimination, prejudice, or bad management, shareholders may bring direct claims against 

a company. The claimant must satisfy a two-part test based on Singaporean law to get an 

oppression action and demonstrate that they are not misusing the system. It is assumed that a 

derivative action is appropriate if the necessary remedy is a resting order in the corporation's 

favour. However, the accepted movement was undoubtedly strong if buying out the investors 

was the wisest course of action. Commercial injustice results when a written agreement, such as 

a company's bylaws or shareholder agreement, is broken. In quasi-partnerships, concerns about 

commercial injustice often surface (small, private businesses). A Singaporean court found it 

difficult to establish commercial unfairness in publicly traded or widely owned companies. 

Indian law allows shareholders to sue if they feel they have suffered from unfair management, 

oppression, or discrimination. It is claimed that directors neglected to take climate-related risks 

into account. However, it is uncertain whether or not this issue will be taken 

seriously(Apfelroth et al., 2019). An alternative method of preserving director accountability is 

by public enforcement of their duties. Before bringing oppression, discrimination, or nasty 

management charges against an organization, a claimant must satisfy several precondition 

conditions. It seems unlikely that a climate-related disaster would worsen, forcing an 

organization to close. 

(b)Public policing: 
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 Hong Kong and India both have legal systems that allow for the public enforcement of 

corporate law. The Securities and Futures Commission is permitted to file a lawsuit against a 

company under Hong Kong law. The government may pursue legal action if it believes that an 

Indian company is managing its operations in a manner that is harmful to the interests of the 

general public under the regulations that apply to Indian firms.  

(iii) Security legislation and its application: 

The court in Ramirez v. ExxonMobil, a case held in Texas, decided not to dismiss the plaintiff's 

lawsuit against the multinational oil company. Due to advances in Singapore, Hong Kong, and 

India, climate risk disclosures have expanded and become more standardized. Many 

governments throughout the world are thinking about requiring businesses to reveal issues with 

the environment. 

(a)The "Material" Risk of Climate Change Financial Information: 

Despite the impartiality of the materiality test, there are several areas of concern where climate 

risk may be seen as dependent or speculative. Climate risk is pertinent financial data that firms 

must disclose under applicable financial reporting rules. Since what is required is currently 

available knowledge on the effects of climate change in the future, climate change information 

does not have forward-looking nature(Calvello, 2009).The implications of climate change on 

businesses and their operations can now be quantified. Nevertheless, these effects will also 

influence the environment. The circumstances under which firms are obligated to publicize 

information are described in Chapter 13 of the Consolidated Mainboard Listing Rules of the 

HKEX in Hong Kong. The framework in the three Asian countries is currently being examined 

in this section due to the importance of climate disclosures to investors' financial risk.The 

hazards associated with the economic transition to the next zero-emissions regime could 

include "events" or "activities." This is due to the possibility that changes in law or policy 

intended to lower hazards related to climate change could have an impact on the risks 

associated with economic growth(Bolland, 2012). A few examples are a carbon tax, emission 

limits, and technological advancements in renewable energy, electric vehicles, and battery 

storage. 

According to the Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements, 2015, listed companies are 

required to disclose any events or information that, in the board's opinion, is of material nature. 

The LODR Regulations categorize disclosure responsibilities into two groups. The first issue 
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 relates to incidents important enough to merit reporting, as the law requires. The second is that 

information may only be relevant if it satisfies the "materiality" criteria before sharing it.More 

specific reporting requirements on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) concerns, with 

an emphasis on climate change, have recently been established in Hong Kong, India, and 

Singapore. If an issuer fails to evaluate climate-related risks, the disclosures given by the issuer 

may be seen as misleading. This might include actions like "risk management," "under-

provisioning for bad debts," "overvaluation of its assets," or "false disclosure”(Armour et al., 

2009). 

(b)Reporting on Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change: 

Businesses must report on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) concerns on two levels 

under the Listing Rules of the HKEX in Hong Kong. Specific mandatory disclosure 

requirements make up the first level, while different "comply-or-explain" standards make up 

the second. By addressing environmental problems for their own sake, even if unrelated to 

financial success, disclosure of knowledge concerning climate change "applies more 

universally."The top 100 companies by market capitalization were required by SEBI in 2012 to 

publish a business responsibility report (BRR) as part of their annual reports. In connection 

with the release of the LODR Regulations in 2015, the BRR requirements were expanded to 

encompass the top 500 listed enterprises. These patterns are also evident in Singapore. SGX is 

considering the potential implementation of mandated climate-related disclosures under the 

suggestions of TCFD(Wan et al., 2019). 

(c)Disclosure Commitments: Legal Remedies for Noncompliance: 

The failure to report the approved exchange of information that must be disclosed under the 

listing requirements is prohibited for listed firms in Singapore. The Singapore Monetary 

Authority may start taking civil enforcement action. Anyone who violates the securities laws is 

pursued by Hong Kong's Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) (Gillis, 2012). The SFC 

also has the power to bring legal action against criminal enforcement. 

In Hong Kong, the HKEX has the power to publicly criticize or publicly condemn a director or 

senior management member and admonish them privately. It can also be declared that a person 

cannot hold their post. The Singapore Exchange has the authority to impose administrative 

fines and submit proposals for composition. In India, investor protection claims, especially 
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 those addressing violations of securities disclosure regulations, are often pursued in open 

enforcement actions. 

(iv) Governmental And Non - governmental enforcement for climate risk: 

Climate risk is given considerable weight by the rules regulating businesses and securities in 

the three Asian nations that were the subject of this study. Although Hong Kong, India, and 

Singapore have access to these tools, their use concerning the danger presented by climate 

change is either negligible or nonexistent. In the context of climate change, it is crucial to 

consider the potential of conducting a comparative study of private and governmental 

enforcement methods. 

(a)Theoretical Considerations Regarding the Comparison of Public and Private 

Enforcement: 

One could conclude that corporate law is often implemented by private means before the courts 

in a given nation after studying corporate and securities law. In contrast, it is more probable that 

administrative or specialized regulatory entities will be in charge of securities legislation. It 

would be reckless to choose "a priori winner," according to Jackson and Roe, who assert that 

each method of enforcement has benefits. Coffee observes that the United States may be an 

anomaly in creating a system that prioritizes strict private enforcement. This is due mainly to 

the lack of an entrepreneurial framework in most other countries (also known as a plaintiff bar). 

Findings by Armour and his co-authors show that private enforcement has far less impact on 

the viability of the stock markets than was previously thought. Public authorities often focus on 

businesses, the directors of such enterprises, or the intermediaries between the two when it 

comes to deterrence(Hu, 2017). However, harmed investors could be compensated for their 

losses due to regulatory proceedings or settlements. This paper examines the employment of 

enforcement mechanisms in Hong Kong, India, and Singapore and is concerned about the risk 

that firms face from climate change. 

(b)Public Enforcement vs. Private Enforcement in Asia's Common Law: 

Evidence on the effectiveness and outcomes of enforcement procedures under corporate and 

securities law in Hong Kong, Singapore, and India shows that they are consistent with the 

theoretical paradigm. The private enforcement sector has not considerably aided the expansion 

of the nation's financial markets in India. Investor compensation for potential losses is not 
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 something that SEBI is permitted to undertake(Calvello, 2009). The underlying corporate law 

in Hong Kong, Singapore, and India on directors' responsibilities to manage climate risk is 

strong, but the enforcement methods are not entirely aligned. In any case, the lack of economic 

incentives that would encourage a robust enforcement mechanism renders the legal systems in 

the three Asian nations unsuitable for private litigation. This is the situation even if personal 

litigation is motivated by the legal environment (Emma Nan, Jessica, 2019). 

Singapore's public enforcement of security laws is conducted substantially differently from 

other nations. The regulatory body's capacity to provide enough resources is a prerequisite for 

successfully concluding enforcement proceedings. To address ESG problems, most notably 

climate risk, they would need to improve their resource pool with sufficient numbers of skilled 

professionals(Astaka Holdings Limited Independent Fact-Finding Report, 2020). 

Conclusion: 

This paper presents five different lines of thought. First, under the laws of the three Asian 

jurisdictions, directors must consider climate risks as part of their duty to act in good faith in 

the company's best interests and exercise reasonable care, skill, and diligence. If they fail, they 

may violate these duties, which could place them in legal jeopardy. Taking into account climate 

risks is also a best practice that should be required of directors. Second, the private enforcement 

of directors' obligations for climate change is fraught with significant doctrinal and practical 

challenges, notably for derivative actions and, to a lesser degree, oppressive measures. This is 

especially true for derivative proceedings. Third, although these challenges do not arise in the 

public enforcement of corporate law, a mechanism available in Hong Kong and India, it is 

questionable whether public enforcement will be significantly more effective in addressing 

climate risks than private enforcement. This is because, based on previous cases, public 

enforcement is only used in the circumstances involving insolvent companies, directorial 

disqualification, or severe impact on the community; failure to take into account climate-rising 

risks. Fourth, companies are required to disclose climate risks as part of their disclosure 

obligations under securities law, listing rules, and reporting obligations; failure to do so may 

render companies and directors in breach of these regulations, which are enforceable by the 

securities regulators and stock exchanges. Disclosure of climate risks should also be required as 

part of companies' disclosure obligations under securities law. Fifth, because public 

enforcement of corporate law is rarely used in the three Asian jurisdictions, private enforcement 

of corporate law in listed companies is almost nonexistent there. As a result, public 
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 enforcement of securities law and listing rules regarding the disclosure of climate-related risks 

is a more promising route, provided that the state and regulators have sufficient resources, they 

are competent and independent, and effective sanctions and remedies are issued where they are 

warranted. 
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Abstract                                                                                                 
The main objective of this research paper is to acquire an understanding of Corporate 

Social Responsibility. This concept has acquired significance when the organizations are to 

integrate social and environmental concerns in business operations. Furthermore, their 

communication with the stakeholders takes place on voluntary basis. Every organization is 

required to put into operation the policy, which is concerned with Corporate Social 

Responsibility. It produces a report on an annual basis, which is annually detailing all the 

corporate activities. Another concept that has been taken into account is community 

development. Community development is regarded as one of the indispensable areas that are 

necessary in order to lead to effective growth and development of the individuals and nation 

as a whole. It is necessary to identify the areas, which need to be improved and initiate 

measures to bring about improvements. Corporate Social Responsibility has rendered a 

significant contribution in bringing about community development. The main areas that have 

been taken into account in this research paper include, the principles of CSR, theories of CSR, 

meaning and significance of community development, and roles of CSR in community 

development. 

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility, Community Development, Individuals, 

Organization, Principles,Theories. 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is the concept that has gained prominence in 

business reporting. Every corporation has the policy concerning CSR, which produces a 

report, annually, detailing its activities. Every corporation is able to recognize the corporate 

activity, which is socially responsible and the activities, which are not socially responsible. 

There are two interesting points regarding this. Firstly, one do not necessarily agree with each 

other in terms of what is socially responsible. Although one claims to recognise what it is or is 

not, when one is asked to define it, then normally, it is difficult. The comprehensive definition 

of social responsibility is concerned with what is or should be the relationship between global 

corporations, governments of countries and individual citizens. More locally, the definition is 

concerned with the relationship between the corporation and the local society in which it 
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 resides or operates. Another definition is concerned with the relationship between a 

corporation and its stakeholders (Crowther, & Aras, 2008). 

CSR is a concept, whereby the organizations integrate social and environmental 

concerns in their business operations and their interaction with the stakeholders on a voluntary 

basis. An increasing number of researchers and writers have recognized that the activities of 

the organization have an impact upon the external environmental conditions and have 

suggested that one of the roles of accounting should report upon the influence of the 

organization in this respect. There is not any reason to think that shareholders are willing to 

tolerate an amount of corporate non-profit activity, which appreciably causes a reduction 

either in the dividends or the market performance of the stock. Every large corporation should 

be thought of as a social enterprise that is an entity, whose existence and decisions can be 

justified as long as they serve public and social purposes (Crowther, & Aras, 2008). 

The Principles of CSR 

Due to the uncertainty surrounding the nature of CSR activity, it is difficult to define 

CSR and to be certain in terms of any such activity. It is therefore, imperative to be able to 

identify such activity. The view of three main principles of CSR are to be taken into 

consideration to comprise all of the CSR activity (Crowther, & Aras, 2008). 

Sustainability 

Sustainability is concerned with the effect in terms of which action is taken into 

consideration in the present, which has an impact upon the options that are available in the 

future. If resources are utilized in the present, then they are no longer useful in future. This 

point is of particular concern, if the resources are finite in quantity. Therefore, the raw 

materials of an extractive nature, such as, coal, iron or oil are finite in quantity and once they 

are used will not be available for future use. In the future, therefore, alternatives will be 

needed to implement the functions that are provided by these resources. In production and 

manufacturing organizations, these resources are made use of. This may be at some point in 

the relatively distance future but of more immediate concern is the fact that as resources get 

depleted, then the cost price of the remaining resources tend to increase. Therefore, in this 

manner, the operational costs of the organizations tend to increase. 

Accountability 
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 Accountability is concerned with an organization recognising that its actions affect the 

external environment and therefore assuming responsibility for the effects of its actions. This 

concept therefore implies a quantification of the effects of actions taken, both internal and 

external to the organization. More specifically, the concept implies a reporting of those 

quantifications to all parties affected by those actions. This implies a reporting to external 

stakeholders of the effects of actions that are put into operation by the organizations and how 

they influence the functions of the stakeholders. This concept therefore, implies a recognition 

that the organization is a part of the wider societal network and has responsibilities to all of 

that network rather than just to the owners of the organization. Alongside this acceptance of 

responsibility, there must be a recognition that those external stakeholders have the power and 

authority to affect the ways in which those actions of the organization are taken and role is 

played in making decisions. 

Accountability therefore, necessitates the development of appropriate measures of the 

environmental performance and reporting of the actions of the organizations. This 

necessitates costs on the part of the organization in developing, recording and reporting such 

performance. Benefits must be determined by the usefulness of the measures selected to the 

decision-making processes and by the ways in which they facilitate the allocation of 

resources. It takes place both within the organization and between it and other stakeholders. 

Such reporting has to be based upon various characteristics. These are, understanding of all 

parties concerned, relevance to the users of the information provided, reliability in terms of 

accuracy of measurement, representation of impact and freedom from prejudice, and 

comparability, which implies consistency, both over time and between different 

organizations. However, such reporting will involve qualitative facts and judgements as well 

as quantifications. This qualitative aspect will inhabit comparability over time and will tend to 

mean that such impacts are assessed differently by various users of the information, reflecting 

their identical values and priorities. 

Transparency 

CSR is a comprehensive subject area, which leads to a variety of opinions and can be 

considered in number of different ways. When the stakeholders within as well as outside the 

organization are engaged in the decision making processes or they are formulating measures 

and laws concerning goodwill and welfare of the organization and its members, they need to 

ensure that these must be clear to the members. When these aspects will be clear to the 
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 members, they will be able to adequately abide by them. Transparency needs to be depicted in 

the implementation of tasks and activities as well. The reason being, when the members of the 

organization will not be clear and feel perplexed, then they would be unable to carry out their 

job duties in a well-organized manner and achieve the desired outcomes. Therefore, it is vital 

to ensure that laws, measures, procedures, rules, tasks and activities all should be in 

accordance to the goals and objectives of the organization and transparency should be their 

main quality. 

Theories of CSR 

The theories of CSR have been stated as follows: (Ismail, 2009). 

The Utilitarian Theory 

In the utilitarian theory, the corporation serves as part of the economic system in 

which the function is mechanical. It is traditionally known in profit maximization. CSR ideas 

emerge after the realization that there is a need for the economics of responsibility, embedded 

in the business ethics of the corporation. The utilitarian theory could also be taken 

synonymously with the instrumental theories. In the case of these theories, the organization is 

viewed as an entity for the creation of wealth. The social activities are regarded as one of the 

means for achieving appropriate economic outcomes. Utilitarian theories are also based upon 

the idea in terms of the investment in the local community in which it has been stated that 

investment will be in the long term make provision of adequate resources, amenities and 

facilities that would enable the individuals to live their lives in an enhanced manner. 

The utilitarian theories are related to the strategies for competitive advantages. The 

proponents of these theories are the ones, who viewed these theories as the bases for the 

formulation of strategies and approaches in the dynamic utilization of the natural resources of 

the corporation for competitive advantages. The strategies also include the altruistic activities 

that are recognized as the social instruments for marketing. Altruistic activities are the selfless 

activities that are carried out for the welfare of the community. The utilitarian theory suggests 

that the corporation needs to accept social duties and rights to participate in the activities of 

social co-operation. Within it, the functionalist theory, specifically advocates that the 

corporation is viewed as an integral part of the economic system of which one of the important 

goals is profit-making. The organization is viewed as an investment and investment should be 

productive and profitable to the investors and stakeholders. From the perspective of the internal 
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 aspect of the organization, CSR was regarded as the defence strategy of the industrial system 

against the external attacks. The reason being, there should be a balance between profit 

making and social objectives of the economic system’s equilibrium. 

The Managerial Theory 

The managerial theory is primarily concerned with the management of the 

organization. The managerial theory puts emphasis upon the corporate management in which 

the CSR is approached by the corporation internally. This is regarded as the main point of 

difference between the utilitarian and managerial perspective of CSR. This suggests that all 

the factors that are external to the corporation are taken into account. The managerial theories 

have been divided into three sub-groups, these are, corporate social performance, social 

responsibility, auditing and reporting (SAAR) and social responsibility for multinationals. 

CSR for multinationals grows as a result of global competitions and challenges they 

experienced. This aspect of managerial theory comes into being as a result of the 

responsibility that the managers have experienced. This is facilitated by defining useful tools 

about the CSR for the multinational companies to survive in foreign countries. The members 

of the organization are required to make moral and wise decisions, which are aimed at 

maximization of profit. 

Managerial theories are also strongly related to political theories based on conceptualization. 

They put emphasis upon the social responsibilities of organizations that arise from the power 

and authority that is vested among individuals, especially the ones, who are in leadership 

positions. Organization is understood like being a citizen with certain involvement in the 

community. The origin of the political power of the CSR is based on the Davis (1960) idea, 

who proposed that business is the social institution and it should make use of power and 

authority in a responsible manner. It is also noted that causes that generate the social power are 

from inside and outside of the corporation. Managerial theories are also covered under the 

integrative theories of Gargia and Mele (2004), namely, the entities of public responsibility and 

corporate social performance. Public responsibility puts emphasis upon law and public policy 

processes that are taken as a reference for social performance. Whereas, corporate social 

performance conducts search in terms of social legitimacy pertinent to social issues. 

The Relational Theory 
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 Relational theory has an origin from the complex firm environment relationships. As a 

term, it implies that the interrelationships between the two are focused on the analysis of CSR. 

Relational theory is divided into four sub-groups of theories. These include, business and 

society, stakeholder approach, corporate citizenship and social contract. Business and society 

is proposed to mean business in society in which CSR emerges as the matter of interaction 

between two entities. One of the measures of CSR is the development of economic values in a 

society. Another person is the obligation to consider the effects the decisions and actions on 

the whole social system. Stated in the form of a general relationship, social responsibilities of 

the businesses need to reflect upon the social power they have. The stakeholder approach has 

been developed as one of the strategies in improving the management of the organization. It is 

also stated as a way of acquiring an efficient understanding of the reality in order to manage 

the socially responsible behaviour of the organization. 

The stakeholder approach has been developed as one of the strategies in making 

improvements in the management of the organization. It is also stated as the way of 

understanding reality in order to manage the socially responsible behaviour of the 

organization. The stakeholder approach further considers an organization as the interconnected 

web of different interests, where self-creation and community creation take place 

independently. Corporate citizenship of the relational theory strongly depends on the type of 

community to which it is referred. It is the approach that the organization has to adopt to 

implement the tasks and activities in a responsible manner. Fundamentally, it is about the 

relationship that an organization develops with its stakeholders, and therefore, the former has 

to continuously implement the traits of commitment and dedication. In other words, it can be 

stated that within the organization, it is vital for the members to form effective terms and 

relationships with each other. In this manner, they will be able to incur profitability. 

Meaning and Significance of Community Development 

When understanding the role of CSR in community development, it is crucial to 

understand the meaning of community. Community is generally defined as the group of 

individuals sharing the common purpose. These individuals need to work in collaboration 

with each other for the fulfilment of desired goals and objectives. The community members 

are respectful and considerate in terms of other members. There are presence of community 

leaders as well. The community leaders are vested with the authority to direct and supervise 

the tasks and activities. The community leaders are the individuals, who strive to influence 
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 others to take responsibility for the actions, achievements and community welfare (Ismail, 

2009). 

Community development (CD) refers to initiatives undertaken by the community with 

partnership with external organizations or corporations to empower the individuals and groups 

of individuals by making provision of competencies and abilities. Knowledge, competencies 

and abilities are required to bring about changes in the organization. The knowledge and 

competencies are often focused upon making use of local resources and building political 

power through the formation of large social groups, and participating in tasks and activities 

that are focused upon promoting community welfare. The individuals working for the well-

being of the community are required to understand both how to work with others and how to 

affect the position of the communities within the framework of larger social institutions 

(Ismail, 2009). 

Community development is the process of developing active and sustainable 

communities, based on mutual respect and social justice. It is primarily concerned with 

influencing the power structures to remove the impediments that prevent the individuals from 

participating in the issues that affect their lives. Community workers facilitate the participation 

of the individuals in this process. They enable the connections to be made between the 

communities and with the development of comprehensive rules, policies and programs. CD 

expresses the value of fairness, equality, accountability, opportunity, choice, participation, 

mutuality, reciprocity and continuous learning. Education and empowerment opportunities are 

the key instruments in bringing about community development. CD is referred to as the 

combined processes, programs, strategies and activities that make the community sustainable 

as compared to economic development (Ismail, 2009). 

The comprehensively used meaning of CD is the one given by the United Nations in 

which the CD is regarded as an organized effort of the individuals in a community conducted 

in such a manner to help provide solutions to the problems with the minimum help and 

assistance from the external organizations. Another aspect that is related to CD is about the 

active involvement of the individuals in the issues and concerns, which form their experience. 

It is a developmental process that is both a collective and individual experience. It is based on a 

commitment to equal participation between all those involved to facilitate the sharing of skills, 

knowledge and experience. It takes place both in the neighbourhoods and communities of 

interest. Whenever, individuals come together to identify the relevant factors and act in terms 
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 of the issues of common concern. Therefore, it can be stated that it is vital for the members of 

the community to identify the areas within the community, which need to be improved on a 

regular basis (Ismail, 2009). 

Roles of CSR in Community Development 

The roles of CSR in CD have been identified in the following areas: (Ismail, 2009). 

To Share the Negative Consequences as a result of Industrialization – Industrialization 

has had a profound effect upon not only India, but many nations throughout the world 

(Negatives of the Industrial Revolution, 2019). With the advent of industrialization, there have 

been number of transformations taking place in the marketplaces. Within these 

Closer Linkages between the Corporations and Communities – Through CSR the 

existence of corporations in the social system is felt beyond the perception from merely 

regarding corporation as the place, where the individuals are able to find employment 

opportunities. In various types of organizations, the individuals are engaged in the production 

of goods and services. When the corporations are focused upon bringing about improvements 

in productivity and profitability, it is vital to conduct an analysis of the demands of the 

consumers. Therefore, based on consumer demands, measures and approaches are formulated 

based on pioneering methods. Therefore, it can be stated that there is need to create closer 

linkages between the corporations and communities. 

Helping to Acquire Talents – Organizations with the reputation for CSR can take 

advantage of their status and reinforce their appeal as an attractive employer by making their 

commitment part of their value proposition for potential candidates. It is also found that when 

the organizations view their commitment towards the organization to socially responsible 

behaviour in a more unfavourable manner. They also tend to have more positive attitudes in 

terms of various areas that correlate with better performance. They have formed the viewpoint 

that organizations are required to reward and recognise great customer service, act in a rapid 

manner to address and resolve the concerns of the customers and are led by the individuals in 

the case of senior management, who have the main objective of meeting the needs and 

requirements of the customers. tasks and functions. These include, clerical work, 

administrative work, technical work, production and manufacturing, research and so forth. 

Paying adequate attention and getting engaged in thorough practice are some of the ways to 

augment ones understanding in terms of usage of various types of technologies. 
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 CSR Contributes in the Protection of the Environment – Some of the world’s largest 

organizations have made a visible commitment to the CSR. The initiatives and measures are 

implemented that have the primary objective of causing a reduction in problems and barriers 

that lead to destruction and exploitation of natural resources. It is of utmost significance to 

keep the environment clean and green. It is vital to implement measures that would lead to 

protection of the environment. The individuals, particularly belonging to rural and tribal 

communities need to be aware of the ways that would need to be implemented to keep the 

environment clean and green. Preservation of the environment would render a significant 

contribution in leading to well-being of the individuals and communities. 

CSR is for Human Right Corporate Sustainability – The United Nations have launched 

the global compact. It is an initiative to convince international organizations to commit 

themselves to universal principles in relation to the protection of human rights. Being the 

world’s largest corporate responsibility initiative, the UN global compact is also seen as a 

strategic policy for the businesses that are committed to through the alignment of their 

operations and strategies within the areas of human rights, labour and the environment. The 

organization is regarded as the primary agent stimulating modernization and globalization. It 

can contribute effectively in ensuring that markets, commerce, technologies and financial 

resources are indispensable ways that would contribute in promoting corporate sustainability. 

The understanding of the global compact stands as the largest corporate citizenship and 

sustainability initiative in the world with more than 4700 corporate participants and 

stakeholders from more than 130 countries. 

Interdependence between Corporation and Community – The corporations that 

primarily focus upon implementing tasks and functions that are dedicated towards promoting 

well-being of the community have to create an interdependence with the community. In order 

to be successful in the implementation of tasks and activities, it is necessary to conduct an 

analysis of the needs and requirements of the members of the community. When the members 

of the corporation form the viewpoint that community members are in need of certain goods 

or services, then they aim to carry out their tasks and activities in a well-organized manner. 

When the corporations are able to effectively implement the tasks and activities to promote 

community well-being, they are also able to render a significant contribution in alleviating 

the societal problems of poverty, illiteracy, homelessness and unemployment. Therefore, it 
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 can be stated that interdependence is regarded as an essential aspect in corporation and 

community. 

A CSR Program is anAid in the Alleviation of Poverty – Poverty is regarded as the 

major barrier within the course of sustenance of living conditions in a well-organized manner. 

In India, the individuals primarily belonging to rural communities and residing in urban slums 

are the ones, who are struggling to make ends meet. The prevalence of the conditions of 

poverty are regarded as major factors. In order to lead to effective growth and development of 

the individuals, communities and nation as a whole, it is essential to alleviate the conditions of 

poverty. In order to achieve this purpose, there are certain factors that need to be taken into 

consideration. These include, implementing programs and schemes for promoting health and 

well-being, diet and nutrition, skills development, employment opportunities and so forth. 

These programs and schemes have primarily been beneficial to the individuals, belonging to 

deprived, marginalized and socio-economically backward sections of the society. 

A CSR Program helps in Collection of Data – When a corporation has to carry out a 

task or a function, or work on a research project, it is of utmost significance to collect data 

and information. There are two ways of collecting data, i.e. qualitative and quantitative. 

Qualitative data is the data that is collected through interviews of the respondents. Whereas, 

quantitative data is the data that is collected through getting the survey questionnaires filled 

out from the respondents. For the purpose of collection of data, it is vital to implement 

measures and schemes appropriately. The first and foremost step is to identify the area of 

research. On the basis of the research area, it is essential to identify the population of the 

respondents to collect data. It is apparent that usage of technologies is regarded as 

indispensable for the purpose of collection of data. Therefore, it can be stated that CSR 

program renders a significant contribution in the collection of data. 

Promoting Social Equity – Social equity is one of the essential areas, which enables 

the individuals to socialize with each other in an operative manner. Inequalities are regarded 

as major impediments to sustainable development. Therefore, to bring about effective growth 

and development of the community and nation, it is essential to promote social equity. 

Inclusive sustainable development requires dealing with the structural causes of inequalities 

in accordance to the human rights principles of universality, indivisibility, equality, non- 

discrimination, participation and accountability. Promoting social equity and dealing with 
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 social exclusion and discrimination are vital aspects that need to be emphasised within the 

corporation and the external environmental conditions. Incentives need to be provided to the 

policymakers that are necessary to formulate programs and procedures to promote social 

equity and well-being of the individuals and community. Furthermore, it is necessary to 

prioritize the disadvantaged groups through setting of targets and disaggregating data on the 

basis of factors such as, caste, race, gender, age, income, occupation, location, and socio- 

economic background (Promoting Equality, 2014). 

Promoting Gender Balance – Research has indicated that within the country, women 

have experienced discriminatory treatment and are regarded as inferior as compared to males. 

In some cases, they have not even been given equal pay for the same work performed as their 

male counterparts. As a consequence they had to quit their jobs and source of income. Hence, 

it can be stated that discriminatory treatment is regarded as one of the major impediments 

within the course of attainment of empowerment opportunities and enhancing one’s 

livelihoods. In promoting gender balance, it is vital for the individuals, particularly in 

Conclusion 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is the concept that has acquired eminence in 

particularly business organizations. Every corporation has the policy that puts emphasis upon 

CSR, which produces a report, annually, detailing its activities. Every corporation is able to 

identify the corporate activity, which is publically accountable and the activities, which are 

not publically accountable. The three main principles of CSR are to be taken into 

consideration to comprise all of the CSR activities, these are, sustainability, accountability 

and transparency. The theories of CSR are, utilitarian theory, managerial theory and relational 

theory. In understanding the concept of CSR, it is vital to understand, how it renders a 

significant contribution in promoting effective growth and development of the communities. 

Within communities, there are number of aspects that need to be taken into consideration, 

these are, changes, well-being, alleviation of societal problems and so forth. 

The individuals need to make effective use of knowledge and competencies to promote well- 

being and development of the community. 

The roles of CSR in CD have been identified in the areas, which are, to share the 

negative consequences as a result of industrialization, closer linkages between the 

corporations and communities, helping to acquire talents, role in transfer of technology, CSR 
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 contributes in the protection of the environment, CSR is for human right corporate 

sustainability, interdependence between corporation and community, a CSR program is an aid 

in the alleviation of poverty, a CSR program helps in collection of data, for achievement of 

corporate sustainability goals, promoting social equity and promoting gender balance. The 

CSR has been rendering a significant contribution in leading to well-being and progression, 

taking into account the above stated areas. Finally, it can be stated that corporate social 

responsibility is primarily concerned with the relationship between corporation and the local 

society. The tasks and functions of the corporation have to be put into operation in such a 

manner that would lead to well-being and progression of the individuals and society. 
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Abstract 

The objective of the present study was aimed at the extractive values of leaves of some 

medicinal plants from Gujarat, India. The plant sample collection is from two different cities 

in Gujarat. They were evaluated by performing extractive values parameters. Analytical 

results showed that the extractive values of vadodara city’s Murraya koenigii, Trigonella 

foenum-graecum with petroleum ether, and ethyl acetate solvent found the highest extractive 

values compare to anand city.  However, anand city’s Citrullus lanatus with methanol solvent 

found the highest extractive values compare to vadodara city. Therefore, the current study has 

presented helpful information on the quality of these herbal materials to verify their 

authenticity, safety, and efficacy before incorporation into pharmaceutical formulations. 

Keywords: Citrullus lanatus, Trigonella foenum-graecum, Murraya koenigii, Extractive value 

1.0 Introduction 

The traditional system of medicine is known as Ayurveda. In Ayurveda, drugs are obtained 

from plants, animals, and mineral origin. These sources of drugs can be divided into 

poisonous and nonpoisonous classes. The crude drugs obtained from these sources are 

generally possessed unwanted impurities and toxic substances, which can lead to harmful 

effects on the human body [1]. Indian  traditional  systems  of medicinal  mainly comprises  

of Ayurveda,  Sidda  and Unani  Ayurveda  is  the  oldest  holistic  management  system  with 

meticulously  documented medicines and being practiced by a large population in India and 

abroad the development of this traditional system of medicines with perspectives of safety 

efficacy and quality will help not only to preserve the traditional heritage but also to 

rationalize the use of natural product in health care [2]. World Health Organization (WHO) 

has prescribed a number of quality control tests that medicinal plant materials should 

undergo. Quality control is determined on the basis of identity, purity, content, and other 

chemical, physical and/or biological properties, as well as by the manufacturing process [3]. 
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The plant possesses valuable medicinal properties but most of the advantages are still 

confined to tribal areas because of raw knowledge and the absence of proper scientific 

standardization. For the useful application of the plant parts in modern medicine, Physico-

chemical and phytochemical standardization are very important [4]. Toxic plants need to be 

purified by various methods. In Ayurveda, this process is known as Shodhana. Extractive 

parameters are a useful method for it. 

In the Gujarat region Citrullus lanatus,Trigonella foenum-graecum, Murraya koenigii plants 

are usually found, these plant species are been proverbial for their therapeutic importance[5]. 

A literature survey indicates a lack of research on these plant leaves. Therefore, an 

investigation of these three plants would be desirable. The present study aimed to carry out 

extractive values of the plant to assure the quality, safety, and efficacy of this formulation. 

2.0 Material and methods 

2.1 Collection and Processing of plant material 

The fresh and healthy leaves of Citrullus lanatus, Trigonella foenum-graecum, and Murraya 

koenigii were collected from vadodara and anand, Gujarat. The collected sample was washed 

well to remove sand and dust and leaves were separated. The separated leaves were shade 

dried and made into a fine powder using a mixer grinder and powder used for further 

analysis. 

2.2 Determination of Extractive values  

Preparation of leaf extract five grams of fine powder of Citrullus lanatus, Trigonella foenum-

graecum, and Murraya koenigii samples were extracted with methanol, ethyl acetate, and 

petroleum ether respectively. The drug material is ground into a fine powder and then placed 

inside a clean container. Allowing the material to remain suspended in the solvent over time. 

The container is then closed and kept for at least three days. The content is stirred 

periodically. At the end of extraction, the micelle is separated from the marc by filtration. 

Evaporate the filtrate to dryness in a dish and dried and weighed. The percentage of soluble 

extractive was calculated concerning the shade-dried plant powder [6][7]. 

2.3 Statistical analysis 
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The values were represented as mean ±SD (standard deviation) and the data obtained from 

this study were subjected to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and significance was 

determined at P<0.05 [8]. 

3.0 Results and discussion 

The extractive values mainly evaluate the quality of the drug.  More the quality will be the 

therapeutic effect. Citrullus lanatus, Trigonella foenum-graecum, Murraya koenigii are 

exudate materials obtained from the plant leaves. Extractive value parameters were estimated 

based on the methods recommended by World Health Organization (WHO). 

 

Fig 1: Extractive values of Murraya koenigii, Citrullus lanatus, Trigonella foenum-graecum 

respectively. All the values are expressed as Mean ± SD (Standard Deviation) (n=3), 

significantly different at p<0.05,  

Measurement of extractive value is the most important step for the evaluation of crude drugs 

[9]. The present study was carried out to identify these parameters for Murraya koenigii, 

Trigonella foenum gracecum , Citrullus lanatus in two different cities anand and vadodara, 

Gujarat, India. 

Chemical substances found in plant species can be isolated and quantified using solvents with 

higher extractive values, while solvents with lower extractive values should be avoided. The 

extractive values are useful for evaluating the chemical constituents present in the crude drug 

and for estimating which constituents are soluble in a specific solvent. The variation in an 
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extractable matter in different solvents suggests that the bioactive principle of medicinal 

plants is influenced by a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. 

The extractive values are valuable to estimate the chemical constituents present in the crude 

drug and assist in the evaluation of definite constituents soluble in a particular solvent. Less 

extractive value indicates the addition of exhausted material, adulteration, or incorrect 

processing during drying or storage [10]. Here, Murraya koenigii with petroleum ether 

solvent the of Vadodara city is higher than anand city. Citrullus lanatus with methanol 

solvent the of anand city is higher than vadodara city. Trigonella foenum-graecum with ethyl 

acetate solvent the Vadodara city is higher than anand city. That means Murraya koenigii 

and Trigonella foenum-graecum of Vadodara city have a higher amount of active constituents 

present. Similarly, Citrullus lanatus of anand city have a higher amount of active constituents 

present. On average all three plants, both cities with respective solvent Citrullus lanatus have 

higher extractive values and Trigonella foenum-graecum has lower extractive values. This 

method was used to determine the number of active constituents present in the plant material, 

which are soluble in a given solvent. Extraction of any crude drug with a particular solvent 

yielded a solution containing different phytoconstituents soluble in that solvent. 

4.0 Conclusion 

We found that Murraya koenigii with petroleum ether solvent the of vadodara city is higher 

than anand city. Citrullus lanatus with methanol solvent the of anand city is higher than 

vadodara city. Trigonella foenum-graecum with ethyl acetate solvent the Vadodara city is 

higher than anand city. Therefore, the current study has presented helpful information on the 

quality of these herbal materials to verify the authenticity, safety, and efficacy before 

incorporation into pharmaceutical formulations. 
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�શક્ષણ �વશ� ડ�. આંબ�ડકર��� �વચ�રદશ�ન 

જાદવ �દ�ય�બ�ન પ�. 

પ�એચ.ડ�. �વદ્ય�થ�ન�, હ�મ.ઉ.��.���નવ�સ�ટ�, પ�ટણ 

આપણ� જીવ�ત� જીવનમ�� ક્ય�ર�ક એવ� ક�મ� બ�� સરળત� ક� સહજત�થ� થઈ જત� હ�ય છ�. 

પછ� ત�ન� �વચ�ર વષ�ન� �હ�ણ�� વ�ય�� પછ� કર�એ ત� એ વ�ત� પછ� અ��ગત� લ�ગ� છ� ન� મન 

�વચ�ર કરવ� લ�ગ� છ� ક� કદ�ચ આવ�� ક�મ� કરવ� એ આપણ�� ગજા બહ�રન� વ�ત છ�. એ ત� ક�ઈ 

ક�ળબળ�  જ આપણ� પ�સ� કર����� હશ�. આ��� જ ક�ઈક બન� ગ���. સ�મ��જક ક્ર���તન� �ય��ત�ધર ડ�. 

બ�બ�સ�હ�બ આંબ�ડકરન� જીવનચ�રત્ર �વશ�, ત�મન� જીવનચ�રત્ર �વશ� �વચ�ર કર�એ ન� ત�મન� 

આંબ�ડકર�ય �વચ�ર�ન� �નહ�ળ�એ ત� ત� આપણન� આક�શ ����મવત લ�ગ� છ�. પણ એ ક�ઈ ક�ળન� 

આધ�ર� નહ� પણ ડ�. બ�બ�સ�હ�બન� અથ�ગ પ�રશ્રમન� પરત�પ��� પ�રણ�મ સ�મ��જક ક્ર���ત��� 

પ્ર�રકબળ બ���� છ�. ત� વળ� સમય�–સમય� રચ�� �� દ�લત સ��હ�ય જે આંબ�ડકર�ય �વચ�રધ�ર�ન� 

આ�વ�ક�રરૂપ� રચ�ય�લ હ�વ�થ� એ તરફ લ�ક���� �ય�ન �વશ�ષ ખ�ચ���� છ�. સ��હ�યન� ક��દ્રમ��થ� ��ર 

ન�કળ� ગય�લ� મ�ણસન� દ�લતરૂપ� આ આંબ�ડકર�ય સ��હ�ય ફર� પ�છ� પ્ર�થ��પત કર� છ� ન� ફર� 

એક વ�ર ત� સમગ્ર સ��હ�યમ�� હલચલ મચ� છ�. આંબ�ડકર�ય સ��હ�ય એ દ�લત જીવન��� સ��હ�ય 

અન� સ�મ��જક જીવનપ્રવ�હન� વહ�વ� મળ�  ત� એક નવ�જ આય�મ કહ� શક�ય ત�મ છ�. એટલ�જ ત� 

દ�લતરૂપ� આ આંબ�ડકર�ય સ��હ�ય � �બજ ચચ��� ��, �વલસ��� અન� �વકસ��� ર��� છ�. આજે આ 

દ�લતરૂપ� આંબ�ડકર�ય સ��હ�ય ક�વત�, નવલકથ�, ન�ટક, આ�મકથ�, �નબ�ધ� ન� ર�ખ��ચત્ર� જેવ� 

�વ�વધ �વરૂપ�મ�� પગરવ મ��ડ�� છ�. પ્ર�ર�ભન� તબક્ક�મ�� ��જર�ત� આંબ�ડકર�ય સ��હ�યમ�� દ�લત 

સ��હ�યક�ર� દ્વ�ર� દ�લત� પર થત�� દમન, પ�ડ�, � �ટન, અપમ�ન, અવહ�લન� વગ�ર�ન� ત�મન� ત�મન� 

સ��હ�યમ�� આક્ર�શ� �વ�ક ર�� કય�� છ�. આવ� �વરૂપ� અમ�નવ�ય �યવહ�ર�ન� �ધક્ક�ર� છ�. 

અસમ�નત�ન� વખ�ડ� છ�. છૂત-અછૂતન� પડક�ર� છ� અન� એ દ્વ�ર� વ�ચ��રક હલચલ ઊભ� કર� છ�. 

એટ���જ નહ� પણ એ દ�લત સમ�જન� સ�ગ�ઠત બન� આવ� અ�ય�ય� સ�મ� ��લ�દ અવ�જ કરવ� 

પ્ર��રત કર� છ�. જેમ ડ�. બ�બ�સ�હ�બ આંબ�ડકર દ�લત�ન� આધ�ર�ત�ભ બન�ન� લડ�� હત�. આજે એ 

આંબ�ડકર�ય �વચ�રધ�ર�રૂપ� ચ�ર�બ���  ફ�લ�ઈન� ત�મન� �વચ�ર�ન� પ્રગટ�વ�ન� લ�ક�ન� ત� તરફ 

અવ�જ ઉઠ�વવ� પ્ર�રણ� પ્રદ�ન કર� છ�.  

�શક્ષણ એવ� જરૂ�રય�ત છ� ક� તમ�મ �ય��તઓ ��ધ� પહ�ચ��� જ�ઈએ. �શક્ષણ સ�ત�મ�� સ�� �� 

હ���� જ�ઈએ. જેથ� ગર�બમ�� ગર�બ �ય��ત ત�ન� પ્ર��ત કર� શક�. ક�ઈન� બળ આપ��� સરળ છ� પર�� � 

21 
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��ન આપ��� કપ��� છ�. આપણ� એ ક�ય�થ� �સદ્ધ કર� દ���� જ�ઈએ. અમ�ર� પ�સ� ફ�ત શ��ત જ નહ�, 

પર�� � ���દ્ધમત� પણ છ� જેન�થ� સવ� લ�ક�ન� એવ� મ�ગ� ઉપર લઈ જઈએ ક� જેથ� એકત� તરફ 

જવ�ય. 

�શક્ષણ એક પ્ર�ય�ક �ય��તન� જ�મ�સદ્ધ અ�ધક�ર છ�. આથ� �શક્ષણન� દ્વ�ર પ્ર�ય�ક ન�ગ�રક 

મ�ટ� ���લ� હ�વ� જ�ઈએ. ગર�બ� ક� અ�ય બ�જી ક�ઈ બ�બત �શક્ષણન� મ�ગ�મ�� કદ�પ� બ�ધક 

બનવ� જ�ઈએ ન�હ.  

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓ આપ��� કત��ય, જવ�બદ�ર�ઓ ક�વ� ર�ત� પ�ર પ�ડશ� ત�ન� ઉપરજ સમગ્ર 

સમ�જન� ભ�વ�યન� આધ�ર રહ�લ� છ�.  

બ�ળક�ન� �શક્ષણ આપ� ત�મન�મ�� મહ�વ�ક��ક્ષ� પ�દ� કર�. ત�મન� મગજમ�� એ વ�ત ઠસ�વ� ક� 

“ત�ઓ મહ�ન થવ� મ�ટ� જ જ��ય� છ�” ત�મન�મ�� ઘર કર� ગય�લ� હ�ન ભ�વન�ઓ ��ર કર�. જ� તમ� 

આટ��� કરશ� ત� પ�ત�ન� મ�ટ� પણ ગ�રવ અન� સ�મ�ન પ્ર��ત કર� શકશ�. પછ�ત વગ� દ�લત�ન� 

�શક્ષણન� મહ�વ�� લ�ખ�વત� ડ�. આંબ�ડકર� કહ��� ક�............. 

“દ�લત વગ� હવ� એમ સમજવ� લ��ય� છ� ક� અમ� સ�થ� ઉ�ચ�શક્ષણન� લ�ભ � �ર�� �ર� 

પ્રમ�ણમ�� મ�ળવવ�ન� અમ�ર� અ�ધક�ર અન� તકન� જત� કર� શક�એ નહ�, દ�લત વગ�ન� હવ� ખબર 

પડ� છ� ક� �શક્ષણ �વન� ત�મ��� અ��ત�વ સલ�મત નથ�.”  

દ�લત�, અ�����ચત જા�તઓ, અ��� ��ચત જનજા�તઓ, �ગ�રજન�, વનવ�સ�ઓ તથ� અ�ય 

પછ�ત વગ�ન� �શ�ક્ષત કરવ�ન� ભ�ર� �વ�ક ર��આત કરત�� બ�બ�સ�હ�બ� કહ��� ક�; 

 “ત્ર�જ� વગ� એ છ� ક� જેમન� પછ�ત વગ� (OBC) કહ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ�, જેમ�� દ�લત� (ST) 

�ગ�રજન�, વનવ�સ�ઓ (SC) અન� અ�ય પછ�ત જા�તઓન� સમ�વ�શ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. એક ચ�થ� 

વગ� છ� ક� જેમ�� ����લમ�ન� પણ આવર� લ�વ�ય� છ�. આ �વભ�ગ�ન� લ�યમ�� ર�ખ�ન� જ�ઈએ ત� 

�શક્ષણન� બ�બતમ�� આ ��દ� ��દ� ક�મ�ન� ��લન��મક પ્રગ�તમ�� ભ�ર� અસમ�નત� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.” 

ભ�રત�ય સ��વધ�નમ�� ડ�. આંબ�ડકર� કર�લ� શ�ક્ષ�ણક જ�ગવ�ઈઓ : 

કલમ (૧૫) (૧) : ક�ઈ પણ ન�ગ�રકન� સ�મ� ફ�ત ધમ�, જા�ત, ���ત, �લ�ગ, જ�મ�થ�ન 

અથવ� એમ�ન� ક�ઈ ક�રણ� ર��ય ભ�દભ�વ કર� શક�શ� ન�હ. 
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કલમ (૧૭) : “અ�� ��યત�” ન�� �દ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ� અન� ક�ઈપણ રૂપમ�� એન� આચરણન� 

મન� કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. “અ�� ��યત�” મ��થ� ઉ��  ભવત� ક�ઈ �નય��યત� લ��� પ�ડવ� ત� 

ક�યદ���સ�ર �શક્ષ�પ�ત્ર ��ન� ગણ�શ�.  

કલમ (૨૯) (૨) : ર��ય વડ� �નભ�વત� ક� ર��યન� ન�ણ��મ��થ� સહ�ય મ�ળવત� ક�ઈ �શક્ષણ 

સ��થ�મ�� ફ�ત ધમ�, જા�ત – ���ત ભ�ષ� અથવ� એમન� ક�ઈ ક�રણ� ક�ઈ ન�ગ�રકન� પ્રવ�શન� ઈ�ક�ર 

કર� શક�શ� ન�હ. 

કલમ (૪૫) : આ સ��વધ�નમ�� આર�ભથ� દસ વષ�ન� ��દતન� અંદર, તમ�મ બ�ળક�ન� 

ચ�દવષ�ન� વય � �ર� થ�ય થ�ય �ય�� ��ધ� મફત અન� ફર�જય�ત �શક્ષણ આપવ�ન� જ�ગવ�ઈ 

કરવ�ન� ર��ય� પ્રય�ન કરશ�.  

કલમ (૪૬) : લ�ક�ન� નબળ� વગ�ન� અન� ખ�સ કર�ન� અ��� ��ચત જા�તઓ અન� અ��� ��ચત 

જનજા�તઓન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક અન� આ�થ�ક �હત�ન� અ�ભ� ��દ્ધ ર��ય �વશ�ષ ક�ળજીથ� કરશ� અન� 

સ�મ��જક �ય�ય અન� તમ�મ પ્રક�રન� શ�ષણ સ�મ� ત�મ��� રક્ષણ કરશ�.  

ડ�. આંબ�ડકર સમ�જન� પછ�તવગ�, દ�લતવગ�, આ�દવ�સ�ઓ અન� ��રૂ, �નષ�દ તથ� 

અ�ય�જ જેવ� ૮૦% વસત���� પ્રમ�ણ ધર�વત� ત�મજ લ��મ�તઓ મ�ટ� પણ સવ���લભ �શક્ષણન� 

જ�ગવ�ઈ કર� છ�. 

:: સ�દભ�ગ્ર�થ� :: 

(૧) ડ�.બ�બ�સ�હ�બ આંબ�ડકર જીવનચ�રત્ર :- ડ�. પ�.જી. �ય��ત�કર  

(૨) ડ�.આંબ�ડકર��� જીવન અન� ક�ય�: � �ળલ�ખક : ડ�. ધન�જય ક�ર  

અ��વ�દક� : દ�વ��દ્રન�થ ક�ણ�ક, � �ળજીભ�ઈ વ�. ��મ�ણ  

(૩) અન�ય (આંબ�ડકરવ�દ� સ��હ�ય): સ�પ�દન હર�શ મ�ગલમ, મ��ક��ત ક��પત  અર�વ�દ 

વ�ગડ�  

(૪) ડ�.આંબ�ડકર ક� સમ�જદશ�ન : ડ�. ડ�.આર જાદવ  

(૫) ‘ભ�મર�વ આંબ�ડકર’ – �વર��દ્ર ગ્ર�વર   
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Abstract 

 આ���નક ટ��ન�લ�જીન� ઉપય�ગથ� �શક્ષણ � �બ ઝડપથ� પ�રવત�નશ�લ બ���� છ�. આ 

ટ��ન�લ�જી એ અ�યયન-અ�ય�પનમ�� ઘણ� સગવડ� ઉભ� કર� આપ� છ�. જેમન� પ્રભ�વ બ�ળકન� 

જીવનમ�� ગભ�વ�થ�થ� જ થત� હ�ય એમ આ���ન�ન ટ��ન�લ�જીન� ��નન� સ�થ� જ જ�મ� છ�. ઇ-

લ�ન�ગ એ પ�ત� એક � �બ ઉ�સ�હપ્ર�રક, શ��તદ�ત�, �વ�તરણ કર� �� અન� ઉત્તમ�ત્તમ �શક્ષણ છ�. ત� 

અ�ય�ત�ન� અ�યયન મ�ટ�ન� મ��યમન� પસ�દગ� મ�ટ� તક આપ� છ�. જે સમગ્ર �શક્ષણ-પ્ર�ક્રય�ન� �વ-

અ�યયન તરફ દ�ર� જાય છ�. �શક્ષણમ�� આ� �લ પર�વત�ન કરવ�ન� � �ર� ક્ષમત� સ�થ� આ���નક 

ટ��ન�લ�જી પ્રવ�શ� છ�, �ય�ર� �શક્ષણ��� ����� મ�ળ���, ભ�મ� �ત કર�, �વ��ન અન� ટ��ન�લ�જી એ 

�વ�ફ�ટક��� ક�મ ક��� છ�. ઓનલ�ઇન એ���ક�શન ક� ઇ-લ�ન�ગ �શક્ષણમ�� દ�ખલ થ��� છ� સ�થ�-સ�થ� 

ત�મ�� પણ સતત પર�વત�ન લ�વવ���� શરૂ કર� દ���� છ�. ઇ-લ�ન�ગ અ�યયનલક્ષ� છ�, ત���� ર�જ-ર�જ 

નવસર્જન થ��� રહ� છ� અન� ત� અ�ય પદ�થ�ન� જેમ ખર�દ-વ�ચ�ણ થ�ય છ�. આ ��નપ્ર���તન� 

��નન� �ય�પ�ર સ�મ� પણ અડ�ખમ ઊ�� રહ���� પડશ�. �વશ્વમ�� ક�ઇ પણ � �ણ�મ��થ� ક�ઇપણ �ય��ત 

��ન સર્જન કર�ન� અન� �વશ્વમ�� તર��� � �ક� શક� છ�, આ એક ઉત્તમ �યવ�થ� છ�. આ �યવ�થ� જેટ��� 

સબળ બનશ�, એટલ� જ ટ��ન�લ�જીન� ઉપય�ગ �ય�પક અન� સ� �દ્ધ બનશ�.  

1) પ્ર�ત�વન� : 

  પ્રવત�મ�ન સમયમ�� �વ��ન અન� ટ��ન�લ�જી એ હરણફ�ળ ભર� છ�. �ય�ર� શ�ળ�, 

�શક્ષક� અન� �વ�ય�થ�ઓ આ���નક ટ��ન�લ�જીન� ફળ���તન� ભર� �ર ઉપય�ગ કરત�� થય�� છ�. 

આ���નક ટ��ન�લ�જીન� ઉપય�ગથ� �શક્ષણ � �બ ઝડપથ� પ�રવત�નશ�લ બ���� છ�. આ ટ��ન�લ�જી એ 

અ�યયન-અ�ય�પનમ�� ઘણ� સગવડ� ઉભ� કર� આપ� છ�. જેમન� પ્રભ�વ બ�ળકન� જીવનમ�� 

ગભ�વ�થ�થ� જ થત� હ�ય એમ આ���ન�ન ટ��ન�લ�જીન� ��નન� સ�થ� જ જ�મ� છ� અન� આ 

ટ��ન�લ�જી��� વડગણ, ત�ન� ઉપય�ગન� નશ� ક�ઈ ક�ફ� દ્રવયન� સ�વનથ� પણ વ�� ખતરન�ક હ�ય 

છ�. જે ટ��ન�લ�જી બ�ળકન� �વકસ�વ� છ�, ત� જ ટ��ન�લ�જીન� અ�તર�ક ઉપય�ગ એન� �વક�સમ�� 

અડચણરૂપ પણ બન� છ�. આ���ન�ન ટ��ન�લ�જીમ�� ઈ-લ�ન�ગન� પ્રભ�વ વ�� છ�. ઈ-લ�ન�ગ એ 

22 
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�ડ�ટ�સ એ���ક�શન��� એક �વરૂપ છ�. �ય�� �શક્ષક ��ર બ�સ� છ�, પછ� ત� જ�ય� ઘરન� હ�ય ક� ઘરન� 

બહ�ર, ત�ઓ ત�મન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� �શક્ષણ આપ� શક� છ�. �શક્ષક� અન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ ત�મન� �વચ�ર�ન� 

આપ-લ� કર� છ�, જે �શક્ષણન� સમજવ�ન� એક સ�ર� મ�ગ� ઑનલ�ઇન �શક્ષણ છ�. આજે, ઓનલ�ઈન 

�શક્ષણમ�� વપર�ત� �શક્ષણ-સ�બ��ધત સ�મગ્ર�ન� એક જ�ય�એથ� બ�જી જ�ય�એ ટ�કન�લ�જી દ્વ�ર� 

ઓનલ�ઈન મ�કલ� શક�ય છ�. ઉપય�ગમ�� લઈ શક�ય છ� મ�ટ� આ���ન�ન ટ��ન�લ�જીન� પ્રભ�વન� 

અ�યયન-અ�ય�પન ઉપર �વશ�ષ અસર થત� હ�ય છ�. 

(૨) ઇ-લ�ન�ગ :  

  'ઇ-લ�ન�ગ એક એવ� સ�મ��ય પ��રભ��ષક શ�દ છ� ક�, જે ક����ટરન� મદદથ� 

મળત� બધ� જ પ્રક�રન� ત�લ�મ સ�થ� સ�બ��ધત છ�. ક����ટર, �મ�ટ�ફ�નમ�� ઇ�ટરન�ટ��� જ�ડ�ણ 

અ�નવ�ય� છ�. ક����ટર, �મ�ટ�ફ�ન, લ�પટ�પ, ટ�બલ�ટ વગ�ર� જેવ� સ�ધન�થ� ઇ-મ�ઇલ, �લ��સ, 

વ�બસ�ઇટ, પ�ડક���સ જેવ� મ��યમ� દ્વ�ર� તથ� ફ�ક� �ક, ��ગલ, વ��સઅપ, �� �વટર, ટ��લગ્ર�મ, 

ઇ��ટ�ગ્ર�મ વગ�ર� જેવ� સ��શયલ મ��ડય� એ�સ દ્વ�ર� ઇ�ટરન�ટ પર વ�બપ�જ ખ��ય� બ�દ ત�મ�� chit-

chat (વ�ત�ચત) શક્ય બ���� છ�. ઇ�ટરન�ટન� ઉપય�ગથ� આ �વશ�ળ પ્ર�ક્રય� ઝડપ� અન� સરળ બન� 

છ�. આ બધ� જ મ��ડય� એ�સ દ્વ�ર� ઇ-લ�ન�ગ શક્ય બ���� છ�.  

  અ�યયન અન� અ�ય�પનમ�� અદ્યતન �વચ�ર� સમ�વત� લ�ખ�, �ચત્ર� અન� ક�ટલ�ક 

��લપન� મદદથ� ન�ન�-ન�ન� �વડ�ય� બન��ય� પછ� ત�ન� વ�બસ�ઇટ ક� �લ�ગ પર � �ક� શક�ય છ�, 

અન� અ�ય�ત� પ�ત�ન� અ����ળત� ��જબ વ�બસ�ઇટ ખ�લ�ન� જાત� જ અ�યયન કરત� હ�ય છ�. હવ� 

��ટ��બ જેવ� �વડ�ય� હ��ટરન� મ��યમ દ્વ�ર� અ�ય�પક અ�યયન-સ�મગ્ર� અપલ�ડ કરત�� હ�ય છ�, 

અન� એ સ�મગ્ર���� સગવડત� ��જબ અ�યયન થ�ય છ�. આમ ઇલ�કટ��નક સ�ધન� અન� મ�યમ�ન� 

મદદથ� થ��� �વ-અ�યયન એ ઇ-લ�ન�ગ છ�, જે સમગ્ર �શક્ષણ-પ્ર�ક્રય�ન� �વ-અ�યયન તરફ દ�ર� 

જાય છ�. 

(3) ઇ-લ�ન�ગન� મ��યમ� (આ���નક ટ��ન�લ�જીન� મ��યમ�):  

  ઇ-લ�ન�ગ એ પ�ત� એક � �બ ઉ�સ�હપ્ર�રક, શ��તદ�ત�, �વ�તરણ કર� �� અન� 

ઉત્તમ�ત્તમ �શક્ષણ છ�. ત� અ�ય�ત�ન� અ�યયન મ�ટ�ન� મ��યમન� પસ�દગ� મ�ટ� તક આપ� છ�.  

ઇ-લ�ન�ગન� સ�ધન�:- ડ��કટ�પ, લ�પટ�પ, �મ�ટ�ફ�ન, ટ�બલ�ટ વગ�ર� 
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ઇ-લ�ન�ગન� મ��યમ�:- ઇ-મ�ઇલ, �લ��સ, વ�બસ�ઇટ, પ�ડક���સ વગ�ર�  

સ��શયલ મ��ડય� એ�સ:- ફ�ક� �ક, ��ગલ, વ��સઅપ, �� �વટર, ટ��લગ્ર�મ, ઇ��ટ�ગ્ર�મ વગ�ર�  

�વડ�ય� ક��ફર�સ:- ��ગલ�મટ, ઝૂમ, વ�બ�ક્ષ, �ક�ઇપ, �લ�ક, લ�ઇફસ�ઇઝ વગ�ર�  

વ�બબ્ર�ઉઝર:- ઓપ�ર�, ��ગલક્ર�મ, ફ�યરફ��સ, વ�બક�ટ, ન�ઇટલ�ઝ, ઇ�ટરન�ટ એ�સ�લ�રર, 

સફ�ર�, �લન�સ વગ�ર�  

  ઇ-લ�ન�ગ સતત પ્ર�� �ત રહ� છ�, ત�મ�� updating થ��� રહ� છ�, સ�મગ્ર�મ�� ક�ઇ ખ���� 

જણ�ય ત� રદ કર� શક�ય છ� અન� � �બ ઝડપથ� નવ� મ��હત� ક� મ�દ્દ� ઉમ�ર� શક�ય છ�. ક�ઇ પણ 

દ�શન� ક�� �ન� જ�ગવ�ઇઓન� ભ�ગ ન થ�ય ત� અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર�, મ��હત� ક� �વગત� ત�ય�ર કરત� 

વખત� �ય�નમ�� ર�ખવ� પડ� છ�.  

(4) ઓનલ�ઈન એ���ક�શન :  

  અ�ય�ત� ક�ઇપણ અ�યયન સ�મગ્ર� મ�ટ� ઊંડ�ણ� �વ�ક અ�ય�સ કર� શક� ત� મ�ટ�ન� 

�વય� સ�ચ��લત સ�મગ્ર���� �યવ�થ�પન હ�ય છ�. ઓનલ�ઇન અ�યયન એટલ� �શક્ષણ પ�રક્ષણન� 

જરૂર� લ��ત્તમ �વ�ધઓ અન� શરત� સ�થ���� ઇ�ટરન�ટ સ�થ���� ઇ�ટરન�ટ દ્વ�ર� અ�યયન. 

(5) આ���નક ટ��ન�લ�જીમ�� પ�રવત�ન� :  

  �શક્ષણક્ષ�ત્ર� આ���નક ટ��ન�લ�જીન� �વ�ક�રથ� ઘણ� પ�રવત�ન� આ�ય�� છ�. આવ�� 

પ�રવત�ન� ર�જ થત�� રહ� છ�, જેન� �વ�ક�ર કર�ન� જ શ�ક્ષ�ણક �વક�સન� વ�� આગળ ધપ�વ� શક�ય 

છ�. આ પર�વત�ન �વક�સન� નવ� ક�ડ� રચ� છ�.  

i) જીવન �વ�ડય���� પ્રસ�રણ(લ�ઈવ)  (Live Broad Cast): �વ�વધ તજ�� દ્વ�ર� વ��ચકન� રસ 

પડ� ત� ��જબ ચ�ક્કસ �વષય��ગન� �વડ�ય� બન�વ�, �નયત �લ�ગ પર ક� વ�બસ�ઇટ પર 

� �કવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. �વડ�ય� જ�ત�� સ�થ� ક� પછ� પ્રશ્ન� � �છ� વ�ત� કર� શક�ય, ઘરબ�ઠ�� 

વગ��શક્ષણ અન� ��થ અ�યયન કર� શક�ય છ�.  

ii) ન�લ�જ પ�ટ��સ (Knowledge Portals): અ�યયન મ�ટ�ન� સ�મગ્ર� એકઠ� કરવ�મ�� � �બ 

સમય બચ�વ� આપ� છ�. ક����ટરમ�� સ��ટવ�ર દ્વ�ર� �વષય��ગ� પરથ� મ��હત� ક� �વડ�ય� 

��લક કરત�� જ ઉપલ�ધ છ�, ત� ન�લ�જ પ�ટ�લ છ�. ક�ઇ એક �વષય��ગ સ�બ��ધત મ��હત� અન� 

�વડ�ય� એક જ �વ�ડ� પરથ� મળ�  ત�વ� �યવ�થ�ન� ન�લ�જ પ�ટ�લ કહ� છ�.  
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iii)  ઇ���ન�ટન� રચન� (Intranet): ક�ઇપણ સ��થ�ન� અંદર�અંદરન� �યવહ�ર� મ�ટ� ��દ��-��દ�� 

�થળ� પર આવ�લ� ક����ટર���� આંત�રક જાળુન� ઇ���ન�ટથ� ઓળખવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. આમ 

સ��થ�ન� પ�ત�ન� ક����ટર� વ�ચ���� આંત�રક જાળુ� એટલ� ઇ���ન�ટ છ�. દ�.ત. ર��વ��� � 

ઇ���ન�ટ, મ�ટ� સ��થ�ઓ, ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ��� ઇ���ન�ટ  

iv)  વ�ઇ-ફ�ઇ (Wi-Fi): ઇ-લ�ન�ગ ક� ઓનલ�ઇન એ���ક�શનમ�� વ�ઇ-ફ�ઇ મ���� પ�રવત�ન 

ગણ�ય છ�. ઇ�ટરન�ટ અન� ન�ટવક�ન� જ�ડ�ણ� મ�ટ� ર��ડય�ન�� મ�જાન� ઉપય�ગ કર� વ�યર 

વગરન� � �બ ઝડપ� સ�દ�શ�ઓ મ�કલત� ટ��ન�લ�જી એ વ�ઇ-ફ�ઇ છ�.  

v)  આભ�સ� વગ�ખ�ડ� (Virtual Class-rooms): ઇ�ટરન�ટન� મદદથ� અ�ય�ત�ન� ક����ટર ક� 

�મ�ટ�ફ�નન� �ક�ન પર આભ�સ ઊભ� કર� �શક્ષણ આપવ�ન� એક �યવ�થ� છ�. આ એક 

�ડ�જટલ ટ��ન�લ�જી ઉમ�રવ���� શરૂ થ��� છ�. �ડ�જટલ અન� ન�ન�-સ��સર મળ�ન� બ�� જ ઓછ� 

કદવ�ળ� સ�ધન થક� �વશ�ળ મ��હત� ર�� કર� શક�ય અન� અ�ય�ત� મ�ટ� મ��હત� પ્ર�� �ત 

બન� છ�. આ બ�� મ���� પર�વત�ન છ�.  

vi)  ઇ�ટરન�ટ ઓફ ન�ન� �થ��સ (IONT): ઇ-લ�ન�ગમ�� �ડ�જટલ ટ��ન�લ�જી ઉપર��ત સ��સરન� 

ટ��ન�લ�જી ઉમ�રવ���� શરૂ થ��� છ�. �ડ�જટલ અન� ન�ન�-સ��સર મળ�ન� બ�� જ ઓછ� કદવ�ળ� 

સ�ધન થક� �વશ�ળ મ��હત� ર�� કર� શક�ય અન� અ�ય�ત� મ�ટ� મ��હત� પ્ર�� �ત બન� છ�. આ 

બ�� મ���� પર�વત�ન છ�.  

(6) આ���નક ટ��ન�લ�જીન� ઉપય�ગન� સ�મક્ષ�  

�શક્ષણમ�� આ� �લ પર�વત�ન કરવ�ન� � �ર� ક્ષમત� સ�થ� આ���નક ટ��ન�લ�જી પ્રવ�શ� છ�, �ય�ર� 

�શક્ષણ��� ����� મ�ળ���, ભ�મ� �ત કર�, �વ��ન અન� ટ��ન�લ�જી એ �વ�ફ�ટક��� ક�મ ક��� છ�. 

ટ��ન�લ�જીકલ પર�વત�ન આવશ� અન� � �ર� ક્ષમત� સ�થ� ત�ન� �વ�ક�ર જરૂર� બનશ�  

-ઓનલ�ઇન એ���ક�શન ક� ઇ-લ�ન�ગ �શક્ષણમ�� દ�ખલ થ��� છ� સ�થ�-સ�થ� ત�મ�� પણ સતત 

પર�વત�ન લ�વવ���� શરૂ કર� દ���� છ�. આ પર�વત�ન મ�ટ� હ�મ�શ� સ�જ બન��� પડશ�. 

-ઇ-લ�ન�ગ અ�યયનલક્ષ� છ�, ત���� ર�જ-ર�જ નવસર્જન થ��� રહ� છ� અન� ત� અ�ય પદ�થ�ન� જેમ 

ખર�દ-વ�ચ�ણ થ�ય છ�. અહ� ��નન� પ્ર���તન� ��નન� �ય�પ�રન� પણ શરૂઆત થઇ છ�. આ 

��નપ્ર���તન� ��નન� �ય�પ�ર સ�મ� પણ અડ�ખમ ઊ�� રહ���� પડશ�.  
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-�વશ્વમ�� ક�ઇ પણ � �ણ�મ��થ� ક�ઇપણ �ય��ત ��ન સર્જન કર�ન� અન� �વશ્વમ�� તર��� � �ક� શક� છ�, આ 

એક ઉત્તમ �યવ�થ� છ�. આ �યવ�થ� જેટ��� સબળ બનશ�, એટલ� જ ટ��ન�લ�જીન� ઉપય�ગ �ય�પક 

અન� સ� �દ્ધ બનશ�.  

(7) ઉપસ�હ�ર  

  અ�યયન અન� અ�ય�પનમ�� આ���નક ટ��ન�લ�જી��� આગમન જ શ�ક્ષ�ણકક્ષ�ત્ર� 

��ધ�ર�ન� એક ક���ત સજ� છ�. અન�ક ક�મટ� એ �શક્ષણમ�� ટ��ન�લ�જીન� અન�ક ભલ�મણ� કર�, જેમ��� 

અમલ�કરણ પણ થ��� અન� આજે ક����ટર ક� �મ�ટ�ફ�ન આધ��રત ઇ�ટરન�ટ અન� ત� સ�બ��ધત 

વ��તવમ�� ટ��ન�લ�જી આધ��રત અ�યયન અન� અ�ય�પન થઇ ર��� છ�. આ આ���નક ટ��ન�લ�જીન� 

ઉપય�ગથ�  ઓનલ�ઇન એ���ક�શન ક� ઇ-લ�ન�ગન� �વર�ટ �વરૂપ આપણ� સમક્ષ ત�દ�ય� છ�.  

Reference: 

· Pandiya, S. R. (2010) Learning and Teaching Stule. New Delhi: APH Publication 
Corporation. 

· Ram, S. (1998). Teching Method.  Surat: Gavendra Prakashan. New Delhi: Sarup 
and sons Publication. 

· Siddiavi, M. H. (2009). Techniques of Teaching. New Delhi: A.P.H. Publication 
Corporation. 
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ભ�રતમ�� "મ�નવત�ન�" ક�યદ�ન� ઊભરત� વલણ� 
Dr. Parvez M. Bloch 

In charge Principal, Assistant Professor, Law college – Junagadh 

સ�ર��શ ; ભ�રતન� ���પ્રમ ક�ટ�  અન� �વ�વધ હ�ઇક�ટ�  ��ર� વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� "મ�નવ�ય � ��ય�"ન� 

રક્ષક તર�ક���� ક�ય� ક��� છ�. મ�નવ�ન� �જ�દગ� જીવવ�ન� અ�ધક�ર અંગ� બ�ધ�રણન� અ���છ�દ - ૨૧ 

મ�� પણ �પ�ટ ઉ�લ�ખ કર� "મ�નવત�" ન� � ��ય�ન� બ�ધ�રણન� ઘડવ�ય�ઓએ ઉજાગર કય�� છ�. 

"મ�નવત�" અંગ�ન� �ય�લ બ�જા �વશ્વ ���ધ પછ�થ� મ�નવજાત સ�મ� આ�ય� હત�. ઈ.સ. ૧૨૧૫ 

મ�� વ��શ્વક �તર� થય�લ મ��ન�ક�ટ�� કર�ર, ��ચ ડ��લર�શન ઓફ ર�ઇ�સ ઓફ મ�ન એ�ડ ઓફ સ�ટ�ઝ�સ 

(૧૭૮૯) ��.એસ.�બ�સ ઓફ ર�ઇ�સ (૧૭૯૧) જેવ� �વ�વધ લ��ખત દ�ત�વ�જ�મ�� પણ �વ�વધ 

�ય��તગત (મ�નવત�) ન� અ�ધક�ર� પર ભ�ર � �કવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. ૧૯૪૫ મ�� અ��ત�વમ�� આવ�લ 

સ����ત ર��� સ�ઘ ��ર� પણ મ�નવ અ�ધક�ર�ન� સ�વ��ત્રક ઘ�ષણ� કર� "મ�નવત�" અંગ�ન� �ય�લન� 

મજ� �ત કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. ભ�રત�ય અદલત� ��ર� પણ વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� �વ�વધ � �ક�દ�ઓ 

આપ�ન� "મ�નવત�" સવ�પર� છ� ત�ન� સ��બત� આપ� છ�. ���પ્રમ ક�ટ� �વ�વધ � �કડ�ઓમ�� ગર�બ� 

��ર કરવ�, મ�નવ�ન� આર��ય અંગ� સ�મ�ન સ�થ� જીવન જીવવ�, ભ�ષ� અન� અ�ભ�ય��તન� 

�વત�ત્રત� સ�હતન� ����ઓમ�� "મ�નવત�" અંગ�ન� �પ�ટ વલણન� ઉજાગર કય� છ�. 

મ�નવત� અન� ક�યદ� :- 

 ભ�રતન� બ�ધ�રણમ�� "મ�નવત�" ન� પ્ર�વધ�ન અંગ� �વ�શ�ટ અ���છ�દ�ન� ઉમ�ર� કર� 

ન�ગ�રક�ન� રક્ષણ આપવ�મ�� આ���� છ�. ભ�રત�ય બ�ધ�રણન� ભ�ગ - 3 થ� ન�ગ�રક�ન� "� �ળ� �ત 

અ�ધક�ર�" આપવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ� જેમ�� વ��શ્વક �તર� કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ ઘ�ષણ�ઓન� પણ સમ�વ�શ 

કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�.  

 ર�જન��તન� મ�ગ�દશ�ક �સ�ધ��ત� ��ર� "સ�ઘ અન� ર��ય સરક�ર�ન�" આદ�શ આપવ�મ�� 

આ�ય� છ� ક�, ન�ગ�રક�ન� જરૂર� � �ળ� �ત પ�ય�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત� ક�ઈપણ સ�જ�ગ�મ�� � �ણ� કરવ� ઉપર��ત 

�વ�વધ ક�યદ� છ�ડ�ન� "મ�નવત�" ન� �ય�લન� ઉજાગર કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ� . જેમ�� તરછ�ડ�ય�લ� 

પ�ન�ન� ભરણપ�ષણ આપવ� અંગ�ન� �વ�વધ ક�યદ�ઓ, જાહ�ર �વતરણ �યવ�થ�(�નય�ત્રણ) ઓડ�ર - 

૨૦૧૧, સ�વ�જ�નક સ�વ� અ�ધ�નયમ - ૧૯૯૯, બ�ળ ��રક્ષ� અ�ધ�નયમ - ૨૦૦૫, મ�ત��પત� અન� 

વ�ર�ઠ ન�ગ�રક�ન� જાળવણ� અન� ક�ય�ણ અ�ધ�નયમ - ૨૦૦૭ સ�હત �વ�વધ ક�યદ�ઓ ધડ� 

મ�નવત�ન� �સ�ધ��તન� સ�થ�ક બન��ય� છ�. 

23 
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મ�નવત�ન� લગત� શકવત� ��ક�દ�ઓ :  

ભ�રત�ય ય�ગ લ�યસ� એસ��સએશન �વ ક�રળ ર��ય*1 (શબર�મ�લ� ક�સ)ન� ક�સમ�� ���પ્રમ ક�ટ� 

જણ���� હ� �� ક�, ક�રળ �હ���  �લ�સ�સ ઓફ પ��લક વશ�પ (પ્રવ�શન� અ�ધ��તત�) �નયમ�, 1965 ન� 

જ�ગવ�ઈઓએ 10 થ� 50 વષ�ન� વયન� મ�હલ�ઓન� મ��દરમ�� જવ� પર પ્ર�તબ�ધ � �ક્ય� 

ગ�ર�ય�જબ� છ�. ૫ જજ�ન� બ��ચ� ૪;૧ થ� મ��દરમ�� જવ�ન� પ્ર�તબ�ધન� ��ર કર� મ�નવત�ન� 

સવ�પર� દશ��વ� હત�. 

 દ�વ�લ�લ �વ. મ�યપ્રદ�શ ર��યન�*2 ક�સમ��  અદ�લત� �વચ���� હ� �� ક�, ��વ�ન�ઇલ જ��ટસ 

એ�ટ હ�ઠળન� લ�ભન� ક�ટલ� હદ ��ધ� વધ�ર� શક�ય છ� �ય�� ��ન�ગ�રન� ઉંમર 16 વષ�થ� વ�� 

અન� ��ન� કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� ત� �દવસ� 18 વષ�થ� ઓછ� હત�. ક�ટ� જણ����� હ� �� ક� આવ� 

�ક�સ�મ��, જ� આર�પ�ઓ દ��ષત હ�ય ત� પણ, મ�મલ� અ�ધક�રક્ષ�ત્ર ��વ�ન�ઇલ જ��ટસ બ�ડ�ન� 

મ�કલવ� જ�ઈએ. 

 ��પ્ર�મ ક�ટ� મ�હ�મદ સલ����લ� �વ. ���નયન ઓફ ઈ��ડય�*3ન� ક�સમ�� જણ����� હ� �� ક�, 

ર��હ��ય� શરણ�થ�ઓન� દ�શ�નક�લ કરવ�ન� �નણ�યન� પડક�રત� ક�સન� ��ન�વણ� કરત� વખત�, 

�ય�ર� આ�ટ�કલ 14 અન� 21 હ�ઠળ � �ળ� �ત અ�ધક�ર� તમ�મ �ય��તઓ મ�ટ� ઉપલ�ધ છ�, પછ� 

ભલ� ત� ન�ગ�રક હ�ય ક� ન હ�ય, 'દ�શ�નક�લ ન કરવ�ન� અ�ધક�ર' સહ�યક છ� અથવ� અ�ધક�ર 

સ�થ� ��સ�ગત છ�. કલમ 19(1)(e) હ�ઠળ બ��યધર� આપવ�મ�� આવ�લ અન� ત� મ�ત્ર ન�ગ�રક� મ�ટ� 

જ ઉપલ�ધ છ�. 

 ��પ્ર�મ ક�ટ�  �વક�સ ��મ�ર �વ ���નયન પ��લક સ�વ�સ ક�મશનન�*4 ક�સમ�� સમ�નત� 

�ય�યશ�સ્ત્રન� આગળ વધ�રત� ���ય ��ક�દ�ઓ જાર� કય��. ક�ટ� જણ����� હ� �� ક� �વકલ��ગ 

�ય��તઓ મ�ટ� વ�જબ� આવ�સ નક્ક� કરવ� મ�ટ� ક�સ ��ર� ક�સ આક�રણ� જરૂર� છ�. મ�હલ�ઓ 

પર દ�ખ�ત� ર�ત� તટ�થ ન��તઓન� અસમ�ન અસરન� ઓળખ�ન�, ક�ટ� ભ�ર� �વ�ક જણ����� હ� �� ક� 

અસમ�નત�ન� સરભર કરવ� મ�ટ� એક સ�મ��ય રમત��� ક્ષ�ત્ર � �ર� �� નથ� અન� ત� ન��તઓએ 

વ��ત�વક અથ�મ�� સમ�નત�ન� ���ન�શ્ચત કરવ� જ�ઈએ. 40 ટક�થ� વ�� �� ��ટ/શ્રવણન� ક્ષ�ત 

ધર�વત� �ય��તઓન� �ય��યક સ�વ�મ��થ� બ�ક�ત ર�ખવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. ક�ટ� ��ક�દ� આ�ય� 

હત� ક� ���ર�લ�જીકલ ��થ�ત, લ�ખકન� ખ�ચ�ણથ� પ��ડત �ય��ત �સ�વલ સ�વ�સન� પર�ક્ષ� 

લખવ� મ�ટ� ��ક્ર�ટ ર�ખવ� મ�ટ� હકદ�ર છ�. ક�ટ� એમ પણ જણ����� હ� �� ક� વ� ��ર��દ્ર મ�હન �વ. 
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ત�મલન��� ર��ય*5 મ�� અગ�ઉન� ��ક�દ� જેમ�� �સ�વલ જજ તર�ક� �નમ� �ક મ�ટ� 40 ટક� 

અપ�ગત�ન� ટ�ચમય��દ� જાળવ� ર�ખવ�મ�� આવ� હત�, ત� હવ� સ�ર� ક�યદ� નથ�. મહ��વન� 

વ�ત એ છ� ક�, ક�ટ� એમ પણ ક��� હ� �� ક� એ�ટમ�� �ય��ય��યત કર�ય�લ 'બ��ચમ�ક�  �ડસ��બ�લટ�' 

એ ��ક્ર�ટ મ�ળવવ� મ�ટ�ન� � �વ�શરત નથ�. આ ઉપર��ત પણ ક�ટ� ��ર� મ�નવત�ન� લગત� 

અન�ક ��ક�દ�ઓ આપ� મ�નવ અ�ધક�ર�ન� સવ��ચ �થ�ન� ર��ય� છ�॰ 

�ન�કષ� :- 

ભ�રતમ�� મ�નવત� અન� ક�યદ�ન� લગત� �વ�વધ ભ�રત�ય ક�યદ�ઓ, ભ�રત�ય બ�ધ�રણમ�� 

ન�ગ�રક અ�ધક�ર� ત�મજ ���પ્રમ ક�ટ�  અન� હ�ઇક�ટ� આપ�લ � �ક�દ�ઓન� અ�ય�સ પરથ� એ��� 

કહ� શક�ય ક�,ભ�રત��� ક�યદ�ક�ય મ�ળખમ�� મ�નવત� સવ�પર� છ�. 

સ�દભ� :- 
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સ�ર��શ :  

સ�શ�ધન એ દર�ક ર�ત� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� અ�ય�સ મ�ટ� ��દરત� �વ��ન જેટ��� જ જરૂર� અન� 

મદદરૂપ છ�. ક�ઈપણ �વદ્ય�શ�ખ� ક� જે આપ��� બ��દ્ધક �ય�ન ખ�ચ� ત�ન� ક્ષમત� અન� સ�મ�ય���� 

પ્રદશ�ન કર� છ�, ત�મ�� સ�શ�ધન કરવ�મ�� આવ� ત�  જ ત� �વકસ� છ� અન� અસરક�રક ત�મજ હ�� �� �ણ� 

બનશ�. સ�શ�ધન �વન� નવ� ત�ય�ન� શ�ધ દ્વ�ર� અથવ� નવ� શ�ધ, નવ� અ�ભગમ�, નવ� પદ્ધ�ત 

અન� અ��ભવન� પ્રક�શમ�� હ�લન� જાણ�ત� ત�ય�ન� નવ� અથ�ઘટન દ્વ�ર� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� 

ઊંડ�ઈમ�� વધ�ર� થશ� નહ�. સ�મ��જક સ�શ�ધનમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� અન� વત�� �ક�ય 

�વ��નમ�� પણ કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ� વ����નક તપ�સન� સમ�વ�શ થ�ય છ�. સ�મ��જક સ�શ�ધન એ � �બ 

�ય�પક શ્ર�ણ� છ� જેમ�� ઘણ� પ�ટ� વગ� છ�. સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� બ� �વપર�ત વલણ� 

પ્રચ�લત છ�. એક, સ�મ��જક સમ�ય�ઓન� સ�દભ�મ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��નમ�� સ�શ�ધનન� મ��ગ ઝડપથ� 

વધ� રહ� છ�. સ�થ� સ�થ� સ�મ��જક સમ�ય�ઓન� નવ� પ�સ�ઓ પણ ઉભર� રહ્ય� છ�. બ��� �, સ�મ��જક 

�વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� �ક�લ અ� �રત� છ� અન� ત� ��ણવત્ત� અન� અવક�શન� મ�પદ�ડ�ન� � �ણ� કરવ�મ�� 

અસમથ� છ�. પ��મ� સમ�જ�ન� �ય�પ�ર� � ��ય� સ�થ� ઇ�ટરફ�સ, �વશ્વન� ઉભરત� સમ�જ� ઇ��વટ� 

અન� � ��દ્ધ વ�ચ�ન� સ�ઘષ�, લ�ક�ન� �હત વ�ચ�ન� સ�ઘષ� અન� સ��થ�ઓન� તટ�થત� સ�હતન� 

સમ�ય�ઓન� સ�મન� કર� રહ્ય� છ�. 

���ય શ�દ�: સ�મ��જક �વ��ન, સ�શ�ધન, સ�મ��જક સમ�ય�ઓ, તપ�સ, ��ણવત્ત� 

ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��નમ�� સ�શ�ધનન� વલણ� 

પ�રચય:  

ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ�જીક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન�  ઇ�તહ�સ �વ�વધ ર�ગ� રહ્ય� છ�. દ�શમ�� આ ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� 

સ�શ�ધન��� સ�થ� વ�� પ્રમ�ણ છ�, અન� ત�  અ�ય દ�શ� કરત�� ન�ધપ�ત્ર ર�ત� આગળ છ�,  જ�થ� અન� 

��ણવત્ત�ન� દ્ર��ટએ સમગ્ર દ�શમ�� સ�શ�ધન પ્ર� ��ત્ત અન� આઉટ��ટમ�� �ય�પક અસમ�નત� છ�, �ય�ર� 

24 
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���ય શહ�ર�મ�� ��થત ����ભર પ્ર��મયમ ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ શ�ક્ષ�ણક સ�શ�ધન સ�����તઓન� પ્ર��સ�હન 

આપ� છ� જેમ�� �શ�ત અથવ� આંતરશ�ખ�ક�ય ક�ય�, પ�અર સમ�ક્ષ� અન� આંત�રક અન� બ�હ્ય બ��દ્ધક 

ન�ટવક�  અન� �વદ્વ�ન સમ�જ� સ�થ� જ�ડ�ણ પર �ય�ન ક���દ્રત કર�ન� �વશ�ષ પ્રક�રન� �ન�ણ�ત ��ન�  

અન� ��ન ઉ�પ�દનન� સમ�વ�શ થ�ય છ�. મ�ટ�ભ�ગન� સ��થ�ઓમ�� સ�શ�ધનન� ��ણવત્ત� ન ત� 

આંતરર����ય શ�ક્ષ�ણક ધ�રણ�ન� અ��રૂપ છ� ક� ન ત� ત�ઓ દ�શમ�� સ�દ્ધ���તક અથવ� લ��� અન� ન��ત-

લક્ષ�, સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� ન�ધપ�ત્ર ય�ગદ�ન આપવ� સક્ષમ છ�.  

પ�.વ�., ય�ગન� મત�, સ�મ��જક સ�શ�ધન એ "નવ� ત�ય� શ�ધવ�ન� અથવ� ��ન� ત�ય�, ત�મન� 

અ��ક્રમ�, આંતરસ�બ�ધ�ન� આક��મક ��લ�સ�ઓ અન� ત�મન� સ�ચ��લત કરત� ��દરત� ક�યદ�ઓ 

ચક�સવ�ન� પદ્ધ�તસરન� પદ્ધ�ત છ�". સ�મ��જક સ�શ�ધનમ�� સ�મ��જક જીવનન� સમજણ, અ�ય�સ 

અન� � ��થકરણ મ�ટ� પ્રવત�મ�ન ��નન� �સ�ટમ તર�ક� સ�શ��ધત કરવ�, ��ધ�રવ� અથવ� ચક�સવ� 

મ�ટ� વ����નક પદ્ધ�તન� ઉપય�ગ સ�મ�લ છ�. શ�ધન એ � �ળ� �ત ર�ત� �યવ��થત ર�ત� હ�થ ધર�ય���� 

સર્જન��મક ક�ય� છ� જે ��નન� ભ�ડ�રમ�� વધ�ર� કર� છ� અન� સમ�જન� વ�� સ���� �થ�ન બન�વત� નવ� 

એ��લક�શન� ત�ય�ર કરવ�મ�� મદદ કર� છ�. 

અ�ય�સન� ઉ���ય�:  

1. ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� ��થ�ત��� �વ�લ�ષણ કર���. 

2. ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� વલણ� પર ક�ટલ�ક �નદ�શક� સમજાવવ�. 

3. સમજવ� મ�ટ� ક� ��� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન ર�જગ�ર મ�ટ� વ��ટ બન� શક� છ�? ક�ટલ�ક 

પ્ર�ત�બ�બ 

ડ�ટ� અન� પદ્ધ�ત:  

આ પ�પર સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� ડ�ટ���� વણ�ન કરવ�ન� હ�� �થ� બન�વવ�મ�� આ���� છ�. પ્ર�� �ત  

અ�ય�સ ���ય�વ� ગ�ણ ડ�ટ� પર આધ��રત છ� જેમ�� ���તક�, પ્રક�શન�, વ��ષ�ક અહ�વ�લ�, 

વ�બસ�ઇ�સ વગ�ર�ન� સમ�વ�શ થ�ય છ�. 

ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન:  
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ભ�રત �વશ્વન� સ�થ� ��ન� સ�����તમ��ન� એક છ� અન� સ�શ�ધન અન� લ�ખનન� સ�થ� લ��બ� પર�પર� 

ધર�વ� છ�. મ�� દ્વ�ર� લખ�ય�લ ધમ�શ�સ્ત્રન� ભ�રત�ય સમ�જન� �ય�પક અ�ય�સ તર�ક� ગણવ�મ�� 

આવ� છ� ક�રણ ક� ત� સમય� ત� અ��ત�વમ�� હ� ��, ત�મ છત�� ત� સ�મ��જક અન� આ�થ�ક �ક્રય�ન� ન��તક 

અન� આદ�શ�ક પ�સ�ઓ પર વ�� ભ�ર � �ક� છ�. 

ભ�રત�ય આ�થ�ક �ચ�તન પરન� પ્ર�ર��ભક લખ�ણ� ���ય�વ� ક��ટ�યન� અથ�શ�સ્ત્રમ��થ� આવ� છ�,  જે 

ઘણ�  વષ�  પહ�લ�� લખ�ય�લ એક ત�જ�વ� ગ્ર�થ છ�, ત�  એક ઉત્તમ �વઝન � ���� પડ� છ�. જે ગ્ર�થ ન�ણ��, 

ન�ણ�� અન� સ�સ�ધન �યવ�થ�પનન� ત�વ્ર સમજન� સમ�વ� છ�. ક��ટ�યન� �વશ�ળ લખ�ણ પર ર�જર 

બ�શ�ન� ઉ����ટ ક�મ���� આ���નક ભ�રત�ય �� �હ��મક �વચ�રસરણ� મ�ટ� જરૂર� વ��ત�વક દલ�લ� 

� �ર� પડ� છ� અન� ર�જક�રણ તથ�  અથ�શ�સ્ત્ર વ�ચ�ન� સ�બ�ધન� આપણ�  સમજ પણ �વકસ�વ� છ�.  

ભ�રત  સદ�ઓથ� એ�શયન અન� પ��મ� �વદ્વ�ન� મ�ટ� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� �વષય પણ 

ર��� છ�. ચ�દ્ર���ત મ�ય�ન� સમય દર�મય�ન ભ�રત�ય સમ�જન� રચન� અન� ભ�રત�ય�ન� �રવ�જ���� 

�વગતવ�ર વણ�ન, 324 BC - 300 BC, ગ્ર�ક ર�જ��ત મ�ઘ��થ��નસ દ્વ�ર� લખવ�મ�� આ���� છ�. 1030 

એડ�મ�� ભ�રતન� ��લ�ક�ત� આવ�લ� પ�સ�યન �વદ્વ�ન અલ-�બ��ન�એ ભ�રત�ય સ�મ��જક અન� 

સ������તક જીવન, �હ���ઓન� ર�ત�રવ�જ� અન� ર�તભ�ત��� વણ�ન કર� �� ���તક લ���� હ� ��. ��ચ પ્રવ�સ� 

બ��નયર દ્વ�ર� વ����નક તપ�સ કરત�� વ�� �ય��તગત અવલ�કન� પર આધ��રત અ�ય રસપ્રદ 

લખ�ણ� ��ઘલ ર�જાઓ શ�હજહ�� અન� ઔર�ગઝ�બ દર�મય�ન 17મ� સદ�ન� ભ�રત�ય સમ�જ �વશ� 

રસપ્રદ મ��હત� પ્રદ�ન કર� છ�. 

19મ� સદ�મ�� �બ્ર�ટશ વસ�હત�કરણ પછ� ભ�રતમ�� મ�ડ�મ સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� �વક�સ થવ� લ��ય�. 

એ�શય��ટક સ�સ�યટ� ઓફ બ�ગ�ળ (1784), એક�ડ��મક એસ��સએશન (1828), બ����ન સ�સ�યટ� 

(1851), બન�રસ ઇ���ટટ� �ટ (1861) અન� બ�ગ�ળ સ��શયલ સ�ય�સ એસ��સએશન (1867-1878) ન� 

�થ�પન�એ ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� પ્ર��સ�હન આ����.  

આઝ�દ�ન� શરૂઆતન� વષ� અન� પછ� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન પ��મ� �વચ�ર�થ� પ્રભ��વત 

અ�ય�સ પર આધ��રત હ� ��. પ�છળથ� આય��જત સ�મ��જક-આ�થ�ક �વક�સ તપ�સ અન� સ�શ�ધનન� 

જબરદ�ત અવક�શ પ્રદ�ન કર� છ� ત� હક�કતન� ક�રણ� �થ��નક ��દ્દ�ઓ પર આધ��રત અ�ય�સ 

કરવ�ન� મ��ગ કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. દ�દ�ભ�ઈ ન�ર�જી, જી.ક�.,ગ�ખલ�, આર.સ�. દત્ત વગ�ર� જેવ� 
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મહ�ન આ�થ�ક અન� ર�જક�ય �વચ�રક� દ્વ�ર� હ�થ ધરવ�મ�� આવ�લ� સ�શ�ધનન� મદદથ� મ�ડ�મ 

ભ�રત�ય સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� �વક�સન� મ�ગ� મ�કળ� થય�. 

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન ���ય�વ� બ� દળ� દ્વ�ર� ચલ�વવ�મ�� આવ� છ� (i) સમ�જન� �વ�વધ 

સ�મ��જક, સ������તક અન� આ�થ�ક પ�સ�ઓમ�� અન� ત�ન� આક�ર આપત� પ�રબળ�મ�� અન� (ii) 

�વશ્વસન�ય મ��હત� અન� �ય�વસ��યક �વ�લ�ષણ મ�ટ� સરક�ર, ન�ગ�રક સમ�જ અન� ખ�નગ� ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� 

ન��ત �નમ��ત�ઓ અન� સ�ચ�લક�ન� �યવહ��રક જરૂ�રય�ત�મ�� .  

� �વ�-�વત�ત્ર સમયગ�ળ�મ��, આ બ�ન�ન� �ક�લ અન� અવક�શ તદ્દન મય���દત હત�. ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ 

અન� અ�ય શ�ક્ષ�ણક સ��થ�ઓ,જેવ�  �વદ્વત�� �ણ� સ�શ�ધનન� ���ય ક��દ્ર� ત� સમય� પ્રમ�ણમ�� ઓછ� 

હત�. આ ���ય�વ� �ક�લન� ક�રણ� છ� અન� સ�શ�ધનન� અવક�શ મય���દત હત� ક�રણ ક� મ��હત�ન� 

જરૂ�રય�ત� અન� સરક�ર મ�ટ� �વ�લ�ષણ પણ � �બ મય���દત હ� ��. આઝ�દ� પછ�ન� પ્રથમ 15 વષ� 

દર�મય�ન પણ આ વલણ ચ��� ર���, �ય�� બ��બ� ���લ ઓફ ઈક�ન��મ�સ અન� મદ્ર�સ ���નવ�સ�ટ� 

�ડપ�ટ�મ��ટ ઓફ ઈક�ન��મ�સ ખ�સ કર�ન� સ�ક્રય હત�. 

જ� ક�, સરક�ર દ્વ�ર� આય��જત સ�મ��જક-આ�થ�ક �વક�સ અન� પ�રવત�ન અન� ત� જ સમય� ઔદ્ય��ગક 

અન� વ��ણ��યક સ�હસ�મ�� ઝડપ� � ��દ્ધ થવ�ન� ક�રણ� સ�શ�ધનન� �ક�લ અન� અવક�શ �વ�તય�. આ 

�વક�સન� ક�રણ� ભ�રતન� સ�બ��ધત �વક�સલક્ષ� ��દ્દ�ઓ પર મ��હત� અન� સ�શ�ધન બ�ન�ન� મ��ગમ�� 

ઝડપ� વધ�ર� થય�. 1950 અન� 1960 ન� દ�યક�મ�� ભ�રત�ય આંકડ�ક�ય પ્રણ�લ�ન� �વ�તરણ અન� 

��ન�રચન� અન� સ�શ�ધનન� પ્ર��સ�હન આપવ�ન� પ્રય�સ� પણ જ�વ� મ�ય�. ન�ડલ આંકડ�ક�ય 

એજ�સ�ઓ �સવ�ય, ખ�સ કર�ન� CSO અન� NSSO, �યવહ�ર�ક ર�ત� ક��દ્ર સરક�રન� તમ�મ 

�વભ�ગ�એ ન��ત પર દ�ખર�ખ ર�ખવ� અન� સલ�હ આપવ� મ�ટ� ડ�ટ� સ�ક�લત કરવ� મ�ટ� 

એકમ�/�નદ�શક� શરૂ કય��. 

ત� સમયગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન �થપ�ય�લ� સ�થ� મહ�વ� �ણ� સ��થ�ઓમ�� ગ�ખલ� ઇ���ટટ� �ટ ઑફ 

પ��લ�ટ�સ એ�ડ ઇક�ન��મ�સ, � �ણ�, ટ�ટ� ઇ���ટટ� �ટ ઑફ સ��શયલ સ�ય�સ, ���બઈ, �લ��ન�ગ 

ક�મશન, નવ� �દ�હ�, �દ�હ� ���લ ઑફ ઇક�ન��મ�સ, �દ�હ�, ઇ��ડયન ઇ���ટટ� �ટ ઑફ પ��લક 

એડ�મ�ન���શન, નવ� �દ�હ� વગ�ર�ન� સમ�વ�શ થ�ય છ�. આ સમયગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન અથ�શ�સ્ત્ર અન� 

આંકડ�ક�ય �નય�મકન� કચ�ર�, નવ� �દ�હ� દ્વ�ર� ���ષ આ�થ�ક સ�શ�ધન સ��થ�ઓન� �થ�પન� પણ 
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જ�વ� મળ� હત� અન� �વ�વધ સરક�ર� �વભ�ગ�એ પણ �વશ�ષ સ��થ�ઓન� �થ�પન� અથવ� 

�વ�તરણ કરવ�મ�� રસ દ�ખવવ���� શરૂ ક��� હ� ��. 

 આય�જન પ�ચ અન� અ�ય સરક�ર� �વભ�ગ�એ ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓમ�� સ�શ�ધન પ્ર�જે�ટન� પ્ર�ય��જત 

કરવ���� શરૂ ક��� અન� ચ�ક્કસ �વષય�મ�� સ�શ�ધન કરવ� મ�ટ� હ�લન� ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ અન� 

સ��થ�ઓમ�� ભ�ડ�ળ � ���� પ�ડ���. જેથ� �ય�� ક�ટલ�ક �વ�શ�ટ સ��થ�ઓ અ��ત�વમ�� હત�, પર�� � મ�ટ� 

ભ�ગન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓમ�� હ�થ ધરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. જ� ક�, ભ�રતન� 

આઝ�દ�ન� પ્રથમ તબક્ક� દર�મય�ન અન� મ�ટ� પ્રમ�ણમ�� સ�શ�ધન �વક�સન� આ�થ�ક પ�સ�ઓ પર 

અપ્રમ�ણસર ર�ત� ક���દ્રત હ� ��. સ�ય� ��ત� (1984) અ��સ�ર, આ સમયગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન અથ�શ�સ્ત્ર 

"સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� ર�ણ�" હ� ��. જ� ક�, 1960 ન� અંતમ�� સમ�જશ�સ્ત્રથ� શરૂ કર�ન� સ�મ��જક 

�વ��નન� અ�ય ક્ષ�ત્ર�મ�� સ�શ�ધન પર �ય�ન ક���દ્રત કર�ન� આ �વસ�ગતત�ન� ��ધ�ર�. 

1950 અન� 1960 ન� દ�યક�ન� સમયગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન મ�ત્ર ક�ટલ�ક 

સ��થ�ઓ અન� ���નવ�સ�ટ� �વભ�ગ� ��ધ� મય���દત હ� ��, જેઓ �થ��નક ��દ્દ�ઓ પર �ય�ન ક���દ્રત 

કરવ�ન� બદલ� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� �ય�પક ક્ષ�ત્ર� પર ક�મ કરત� હત�. વ��મ��, ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ ક� 

જેઓ સ�શ�ધન��� ���ય ક��દ્ર હત�, ત�ઓએ સ�શ�ધનન� બદલ� �શક્ષણ પર વ�� �ય�ન ક���દ્રત ક���. 

આન�થ� ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� અસ�ધ�રણ � ��દ્ધ થઈ. સ�મ��જક �વ��ન 

સ�શ�ધનન� વ�� વ�ગ આપવ� મ�ટ�, 1960 ન� દ�યક�ન� અંતમ�� ક�ઉ��સલ ફ�ર સ�ય��ટ�ફક એ�ડ 

ઇ�ડ���યલ �રસચ� (CSIR) ન� ર�ખ�ઓ જેવ� જ ક�ઉ��સલન� �થ�પન� કરવ�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત 

અ��ભવ�ઈ, જેન� ક�રણ� ભ�રત�ય સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન પ�રષદન� �થ�પન� થઈ. વષ� 

1969મ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� તમ�મ પ�સ�ઓન� તપ�સ કરવ� મ�ટ� એક �વ�યત્ત સ��થ� 

તર�ક� ICSSRન� �થ�પન� પછ� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� વળ��ક આ�ય�. �ય�રથ� આ ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� 

���નવ�સ�ટ� �વભ�ગ� અન� સ�શ�ધન સ��થ�ઓન� સ��ય� અન�કગણ� વધ� છ�. સ�મ��જક �વ��ન��� 

�શક્ષણ અન� સ�શ�ધન મ�ત્ર ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓમ�� જ હ�થ ધરવ�મ�� આ���� નથ�, �ય�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન 

�વભ�ગ� અ��ત�વમ�� છ� �ય�� સમ�જન� ચ�ક્કસ સ�દભ� સ�થ� ���ષ અન� ગ્ર�મ�ણ �વક�સન� લગત� 

સ�શ�ધન હ�થ ધરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. એ જ ર�ત�, ઈ��ડયન ઈ���ટટ� �ટ ઑફ ટ��ન�લ�જી, ન�શનલ 

ઈ���ટટ� �ટ ઑફ ટ��ન�લ�જી, ઈ��ડયન ઈ���ટટ� �ટ ઑફ મ�ન�જમ��ટ પણ સ�મ��જક �વ��નમ�� �શક્ષણ 

અન� સ�શ�ધન મ�ટ� મ�નવત� અન� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� �વભ�ગ� ગ�ઠવ� છ�. ICSSR પ�ત� હ�લમ�� 27 
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સ�શ�ધન સ��થ�ઓ ત�ન� ભ્રમણકક્ષ� હ�ઠળ છ� જે સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� �વ�વધ પ�સ�ઓ પર સ�શ�ધન 

કર� છ�. 

સ�મ��જક-આ�થ�ક સ�શ�ધન મ�ટ� જાહ�ર ભ�ડ�ળન� ઉપલ�ધત�એ �ન�શ�કપણ� સરક�રન� બહ�ર 

સ�શ�ધનન� પ્ર��સ�હન અન� ���વધ� આપ� છ�. ત�ણ� સ�શ�ધનન� મહ�વન� ક્ષ�ત્ર� (જેમ ક� જા�ત અ�ય�સ, 

પય��વરણ, દ�લત� અન� વ��ચત વગ�) ખ�લ�ન�, જાહ�ર ક�ય�� ��ચ પર નવ� ��દ્દ�ઓ લ�વ� અન� 

સ�મ��જક અન� �વક�સ ન��ત પરન� ચચ��ન� જીવ�ત બન�વ�ન� મહ�વ� �ણ� ય�ગદ�ન આ���� છ�. 

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન વત�મ�ન ��થ�ત :  

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� ર�ક�ય�લ� સ��થ�ઓન� સ��ય�, ત�મન� ક�ય�ન� �વષય� અન� ભ�ડ�ળન� 

સ્ત્ર�ત અન� સ�શ�ધન આઉટ��ટ �વશ� મ��હત� મ�ળવવ� � �બ જ ���ક�લ છ�. જ� ક�, ICSSR દ્વ�ર� વષ� 

2007મ�� �થપ�ય�લ� ચ�થ� સમ�ક્ષ� સ�મ�તએ સરક�ર દ્વ�ર� સ�ધ� ભ�ડ�ળ � ���� પ�ડવ�મ�� આવત� 

આવ� સ��થ�ઓ અન� ત�મ��થ� ન�ધપ�ત્ર અન� �નય�મત ન�ણ�ક�ય સહ�ય મ�ળવત� સ��થ�ઓ પ�સ�થ� 

ડ�ટ� એકત્ર કરવ�ન� અન� સ�કલન કરવ�ન� પ્રય�સ કય� છ�. 

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન કરત� સ��થ�ઓન� ન�ચ� જણ�વ�લ છ શ્ર�ણ�ઓમ�� વગ���ત કર� શક�ય છ�. 

1. ��જીસ� હ�ઠળ ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ અન� અ���ન�તક ક�લ�જ�મ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વભ�ગ� 

2. �વ�શ�ટ ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ - ���ષ ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ અન� ટ�કન�લ�જી, મ�ન�જમ��ટ વગ�ર� સ��થ�ઓ. 

3. ICSSR સમ�થ�ત સ�શ�ધન સ��થ�ઓ 

4. સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� �વ�શ�ટ �વ�યત્ત સ�શ�ધન સ��થ�ઓ 

5. સરક�ર સમ�થ�ત સ�શ�ધન એકમ�; 

6. ખ�નગ� ક�સ�ટ�સ� ફ�સ�. 

આમ��થ� પ્રથમ ચ�ર ક�ટ�ગર�મ�� સ�થ� વ�� સ�ક્રય ક�મગ�ર� થ�ય છ�. 

CSSR ન� રચન� એ અ��� ��ત પર આધ��રત હત� ક� ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� 

ર����ય સ��થ�ન� અભ�વ છ� જે ત�ન� �નય�ત્રણ હ�ઠળ ન રહ�ત� સરક�ર તરફથ� સમથ�ન અન� 

��નગ�ઠન મ�ળવવ� �સવ�ય ત�ન� �વ�તરણ અન� પ્રમ�શન મ�ટ� સ�ક્રય ર�ત� ક�ય� કર� શક�. ત�થ�, 

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન અન� ન��ત ઘડતરન� ત�રણ� વ�ચ� મજ� �ત જ�ડ�ણ �વકસ�વવ�ન� 
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પ્રય�સ કરત� વખત�, ICSSR ન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� �વ�� �ત કરવ� અન� ત�ન� ��ણવત્ત� 

��ધ�રવ� મ�ટ� એક �વ�યત્ત સ��થ� તર�ક� ક�પન� કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. જે સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન 

અન� ત�ન� ઉપય�ગન� પ્ર��સ�હન આપવ� મ�ટ� સમય��તર� જરૂર� હ�ય ત�વ� પગલ�� લ� છ�.  

ભ�રતમ�� ઉ�ચ �શક્ષણન� સ�મ��ય ર�ત� �વ��ન અન� કળ�ન� બ� �ય�પક પ્રવ�હ�મ�� વહ�ચવ�મ�� આવ� 

છ�. સ�મ��જક �વ��નમ�� આવ� ક�ઈ �ડગ્ર� નથ� અન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન અન� મ�નવશ�સ્ત્રન� આટ�  

���મ હ�ઠળ ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓમ�� એકસ�થ� ��થબદ્ધ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

સ�મ��જક �વ��નમ�� �વ�વધ શ�ખ�ઓન� સમ�વ�શ થ�ય છ�. ���નવ��સ�ટ� દ્વ�ર� સ�મ��જક �વ��નમ�� 

અ�ય�પન અન� સ�શ�ધન હ�થ ધરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. જે સમ�જશ�સ્ત્ર, અથ�શ�સ્ત્ર, ઇ�તહ�સ, મ�નવશસ્ત્ર, 

� �ગ�ળ, મન��વ��ન, જાહ�ર વહ�વટ અન� ર�જક�ય �વ��ન જેવ� પર�પર�ગત શ�ખ�ન� ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� 

આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. જે ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓમ�� આ���સ �ટ�મ હ�ઠળ ભણ�વવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.  

ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન� �વશ�ષ �વ�ય�શ�ખ�ઑ દ્વ�ર� પ્ર���વ ધર�વ� છ�. જેમ�� અથ�શ�સ્ત્ર� 

પર�પર�ગત ર�ત� અ�ય કરત�� વ�� ભ�ડ�ળ આક����� છ�. �ય�ર� અ���ન�તક અન� સ�શ�ધન 

�વ�ય�થ�ઓમ�� સમ�જશ�સ્ત્ર��� વ�� આકષ�ણ જણ�ય છ�. દ�ખ�ત� ર�ત� NGO ક્ષ�ત્રન� ઝડપ� �વક�સન� 

ક�રણ� ઇ�તહ�સ અન� ર�જક�ય �વ��ન જેવ� �વષય�મ�� ઉ�ચ �શક્ષણન� મ��ગ ઘટ� રહ� હ�વ���� જણ�ય 

છ�. ક�ર�કદ�ન� મય���દત તક� છત� ઇ�તહ�સ ભ�રતભરમ�� સ�થ� ��ન� અન� સ�થ� વ�� શ�ખવવ�મ�� 

આવત� �વ�ય� શ�ખ� છ�.  

ઇ��ડયન ક�ઉ��સલ ફ�ર સ��શયલ સ�ય�સ �રસચ� (ICSSR 2007) ન� ચ�થ� સમ�ક્ષ� સ�મ�ત 

અહ�વ�લ ��જબ સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન બ� પ�રબળ� દ્વ�ર� ચલ�વવ�મ�� આવ� છ�: 1. સમ�જન� 

�વ�વધ સ�મ��જક, સ������તક, ર�જક�ય અન� આ�થ�ક પ�સ�ઓમ�� અન� ત�મન� પ્રભ��વત કરત� ચલ�ન� 

સમજવ�મ�� સમ�જન� ક�મગ�ર�મ�� રસ, અન� 2. �વશ્વસન�ય ડ�ટ� અન� �ય�વસ��યક �વ�લ�ષણ મ�ટ� 

સરક�ર, ન�ગ�રક સમ�જ અન� ખ�નગ� ક્ષ�ત્રન� ન��ત-�નમ��ત�ઓ અન� સ�ચ�લક�ન� �યવહ��રક 

જરૂ�રય�ત�. 

છ��લ� બ� દ�યક�ઓમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન પર�પર�ગત �શ�તન� સ�મ�ઓથ� આગળ વધ�ન� 

એવ� ક્ષ�ત્ર�મ�� �વક���� છ� જે દ�શન� વત�મ�ન સ�મ��જક -આ�થ�ક અન� ર�જક�ય સ�દભ�ન� અ��રૂપ છ�. 

વ��શ્વક�કરણ અન� �વક�સ ��ખ� ક્ષ�ત્ર� તર�ક� ઊભર� આ�ય� છ�. �વ�વધ સ��થ�ઓમ�� �શક્ષણ અન� 
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આર��ય પર સ�શ�ધન કરવ�મ�� આવ� ર��� છ�. ઇ��ટ�ટ��ટ ઓફ ઇક�ન��મક ગ્ર�થ, સ��ટર ફ�ર 

ડ�વલ�પ�ગ સ�સ�યટ�, મદ્ર�સ ઇ��ટ�ટ��ટ ઓફ ડ�વલ�પ�ગ સ�સ�યટ�ઝ અન� સ��ટર ફ�ર પ��લસ� 

�રસચ� જેવ� સ��ય�બ�ધ સ�શ�ધન સ��થ�ઓએ સ�બ��ધત ક્ષ�ત્ર�મ�� �વ�વધ સ�શ�ધન પ્ર�જેકટ હ�થ ધય�� 

છ�. સમ�ન અન� ટક�ઉ �વક�સ, ગર�બ� અ�ય�સ અન� શહ�ર�કરણ પણ સ�શ�ધન મ�ટ�ન� ���ય ક્ષ�ત્ર� 

તર�ક� ઉભર� આ�ય� છ�. ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ, સ�શ�ધન સ��થ�ઓ અન� એન.જી.ઓ. દ્વ�ર� કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ� 

સ�શ�ધનમ�� ન��રવ�દ� અ�ય�સ� અન� જા�ત અભય�સ�મ�� નવ� �દશ�ઓ જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.  

�વક�સશ�લ ર���ન� સ�દભ�મ�� અ�ય સ�મ��જક �વ��નથ� �વપર�ત, એક �શ�ત તર�ક� અથ�શ�સ્ત્રન� 

ઘણ� વખત વ�� ઉપય��ગત�વ�દ� ક�ય� તર�ક� ઓળખવ�મ�� આવ� છ� અન� ત� ર��યન� �વક�સમ�� 

સ�ધ� ફ�ળ� આપ� છ�. પ�છલ� દ�યક�ઓમ�� લ��� પ્રય�ગ� �લક સ�શ�ધન પર વ�� �ય�ન ક���દ્રત 

કરવ�મ�� આ���� છ�, જે ઘણ� વખત સરક�ર સ�હત �વ�વધ �હ�સ�દ�ર� દ્વ�ર� સ�પવ�મ�� આવ� છ�, 

સ�દ્ધ���તક અથ�શ�સ્ત્રન� બદલ� જે અ�ય સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� આગળ ધપ�વ� છ� અન� �શ�તન� દ�શ��નક 

આધ�રથ� લઈન� સ�����તન� પ્રશ્ન ��ધ�ન� �વષય�ન� �વશ�ળ શ્ર�ણ�ન� સ�બ��ધત કર� છ�. જેમક�  �લ�ગ 

અથવ� વ��શ્વકરણ��� ર�જક�રણ. 

ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� સ�શ�ધનમ�� ���ત હ�મ�શ� એક ક��દ્ર�ય શ્ર�ણ� રહ� છ� અન� ત�ન� આ�થ�ક, 

ર�જક�ય અન� સ�મ��જક અસર� પર ક�મ��� એક ન�ધપ�ત્ર અન� વધ��� જ��� ��થ છ�. ક��દ્ર અન� ર��ય 

�તર� ઉ�ચ શ�ક્ષ�ણક સ��થ�ઓ અન� સરક�ર� ન�કર�ઓમ�� વ��ચત જા�ત ��થ� મ�ટ� અન�મતન� ��દ્દ� 

ક�ટલ�ક સમયથ� અન�મત તરફ� અન� �વર�ધ� ચળવળ� વ�ચ� મ�ટ� ઉથલપ�થલ અન� અશ���ત 

તરફ દ�ર� ગય� છ�.  

સ������તક અ�ય�સન� ઉદભવ સ�થ�, ખ�સ કર�ન� ભ�રત�ય શ�ળ�, સબ�ટન� અ�ય�સ તર�ક� 

ઓળખ�ય છ�, ત� પણ �વક�સત થ��� છ�. પ��ટ-ક�લ��નયલ અન� સ�મ��જક ઈ�તહ�સક�ર� દ્વ�ર� ર�� 

કર�ય�લ�, સબ�ટન� અ�ય�સ�એ આ���નક ભ�રત�યન� લખ�ણન� દશ��વત� મજ� �ત ��ન�દ� 

� �વ�ગ્રહન� �વર�ધ કય� છ�.  

ખ�નગ� સ�શ�ધન ક�પન�ઓ ઘણ� ક�રણ�સર ઉભર� આવ� છ� અન� ન�ધપ�ત્ર �વ�વધત� ધર�વ� છ�. 

બ��પક્ષ�ય દ�ત�ઓ, ખ�નગ� ક�પ�ર�ટ સ��થ�ઓ અન� અ��ક સમય� સરક�ર દ્વ�ર� શરૂ કર�ય�લ 

પ્રય�ગ� �લક/મ�જણ� આધ��રત સ�શ�ધન. ક�પન�ઓ સ�મ��ય ર�ત� ���ક� ગ�ળ�ન� કર�ર પર ક�મ કર� 

છ� અન� સ�શ�ધનમ�� લ��બ� ગ�ળ�ન� ���ચ ધર�વત� નથ�. સ�દ્ધ���તક મ�ળ���, પદ્ધ�તસરન� �સદ્ધ��ત�, 
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સ્ત્ર�ત� અન� ડ�ટ�ન� ��ણવત્ત� અન� આ ક�પન�ઓ દ્વ�ર� ઉપય�ગમ�� લ�વ�મ�� આવત� અ��મ�નન� 

પદ્ધ�તઓ ઘણ�વ�ર જાહ�ર ચક�સણ� અન� ચચ��ન� આ�ધન નથ� અન� ભ��ય� જ ર�� કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.  

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� બ� �વપર�ત વલણ� પ્રચ�લત છ�. એક, સ�મ��જક સમ�ય�ઓન� 

સ�દભ�મ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� મ��ગ ઝડપથ� વધ� રહ� છ�. સ�મ��જક સમ�ય�ઓન� નવ� 

પ�સ�ઓ ઉભર� રહ્ય� છ�. બ��� �, સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� �ક�લ અ� �રત� છ� અન� ત� ��ણવત્ત� 

અન� અવક�શન� મ�પદ�ડ�ન� � �ણ� કરવ�મ�� અસમથ� છ�. 

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� વત�મ�ન પ્રવ�હ���� � ��થકરણ કર��� અન� સ�શ�ધન પ્ર�ક્રય�ન� ટક�ઉ 

ર�ત� વ�ગ આપવ� મ�ટ� ન��તઓ અન� સ��થ�ઓન� ત�ય�ર કરવ�ન�� પગલ�� � �ચવ� છ�.  

 સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� વલણ� તર�ક� ક�ટલ�ક �નદ�શક� છ�: 

1.  સમ�જન� �વ�વધ ઘટક� એટલ� ક� ર�જન��ત, અથ�ત�ત્ર, શ�સન, સ�મ��જક ઘડતર, સ������તક 

ફ��બ્રક, મન��વ��ન વગ�ર�ન� પર�પર જ�ડ�ણ હ�વ� છત��, સ�મ��જક �વ��નમ�� સ�શ�ધન 

ક�ય�ક્રમ �ય��તગત ઘટકન� આધ�ર�, એક અલગ ર�ત�, �ય��તવ�દ� ર�ત� હ�થ ધરવ�મ�� 

આવ� છ�. પ�રણ�મ� આપણ� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� સ�શ�ધન�મ��થ� જે સ�ય ��ધ� પહ�ચ�એ 

છ�એ ત� અ� ���� છ�. અડ��� સ�ય હ�મ�શ� અસ�ય કરત�� ખતરન�ક હ�ય છ�.  

2.  સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� �સદ્ધ��ત અન� અ��ભવવ�દ વ�ચ�ન� મ�ળ ખ�ત� નથ�. બ�જા 

શ�દ�મ�� કહ�એ ત�, અ��ક �વષય�મ��, સ�દ્ધ���તક ��મન� વધત� ઉપય�ગ જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

ક�ટલ�ક �વષય�મ�� અ��ભવવ�દ��� પ્રમ�ણ વધ��� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. આ બ�ન� વલણ� બ��યધર� 

આપત� નથ�. �ય�પક પ�રણ�મ� અન� ત�ય� મ�ટ� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� �સદ્ધ��ત 

અન� પ્રય�ગ� �લક અ�ભગમ બ�ન��� � �ય�ય� �ણ� �મશ્રણ જાળવ� ર�ખવ�ન� જરૂર છ�. 

3.  સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� ઘણ� બધ� નકલ�/����લક�શન �પ�ટ છ�. ઉદ�હરણ તર�ક� 

ગ્ર�મ�ણ �વક�સન� ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� સ�શ�ધન. �ય��તવ�દ� આધ�ર પર સ�શ�ધન કરવ�ન� બદલ�, 

સમ�ન સમ�ય�ન� �વ�વધ �વદ્ય�શ�ખ�ન� �વ�વધ � �ણ�ઓથ� અ�ય�સ કરવ� વ�� સ���� છ�, 

જેથ� નજીકન� સ�� �ણ� સ�યન� પ્ર��ત કર� શક�ય.  
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બજાર ��સ�ગતત� �વ��દ્ધ સ�મ��જક ��સ�ગતત�: 

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન એ મ�ત્ર શ�ક્ષ�ણક �વષય� નથ�. ત�ઓ મ�ત્ર ���તક� અન� જન��સન� �વરૂપ� નથ�. 

ત�ઓ મ�ત્ર દ�ત�વ�જી ��ર�વ� નથ�. ત� પ્ર�ક્રય�ઓ છ� પર�� � અલગ પ્ર�ક્રય�ઓ નથ�. ત�ઓ સ�મ��જક 

પ�રવત�નન� મ�ટ� પ્ર�ક્રય�ઓન� ભ�ગ છ�. આ �� ��ટક�ણથ� જ�વ�મ�� આવ� ત�, સ�મ��જક �વ��ન અન� 

ત�મન� વત�મ�ન ��થ�ત અન� ભ�વ�યન� �દશ� એ સ�મ��જક પ�રવત�નન� પ્ર�ત�બ�બ છ�.   

પ��મ� સમ�જ�ન� �ય�પ�ર� � ��ય� સ�થ� ઇ�ટરફ�સ, �વશ્વન� ઉભરત� સમ�જ� ઇ��વટ� અન� � ��દ્ધ 

વ�ચ�ન� સ�ઘષ�, લ�ક�ન� �હત વ�ચ�ન� સ�ઘષ� અન� સ��થ�ઓન� તટ�થત� સ�હતન� સમ�ય�ઓન� 

સ�મન� કર� રહ્ય� છ�. આમ, સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� સમ�જમ�� �ન�હત �હત�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત�ન� અ��રૂપ ર�ત� 

��ન�પ્રગટ  કરવ�ન� અપ�ક્ષ� છ�. 

1. શ�ક્ષ�ણક �શ�ત તર�ક� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� �વક�સ પર જનત�ન� બદલ�ત� � ��ય પ્રણ�લ�ન� 

અસર. 

2. જ�બ મ�ક�ટમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� અસરક�રકત�. 

3. �વ��ન �વષય�ન� પસ�દગ�ન� સરખ�મણ�મ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષય� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ મ�ટ� નબળ� 

પસ�દગ� ક�મ બન�. 

4. ��� ત� બજારન� ��સ�ગતત� છ� ક� સ�મ��જક ��સ�ગતત�? સ�મ��જક �વ��ન મ�ટ� ક��� સ�થ� મહ�વ��� 

છ�? 

સ�મ��જક ��સ�ગતત�ન� �� ��ટક�ણથ�, સ�મ��જક �વ��ન �વષય� � �બ જ ��સ�ગત છ�. બજારન� 

��સ�ગતત�ન� �� ��ટક�ણથ�, સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�થ� ઓછુ� ��સ�ગત બ���� છ�. �વદ્વ�ન� દ્વ�ર� વ�ર�વ�ર 

પ્રશ્ન� ઉઠ�વવ�મ�� આવ� છ� ક� ��� મ���� સ�શ�ધન મન� ન�કર� આપશ�? મ�ર� સ�શ�ધન પ્રય�સન� 

��ણવત્ત� અન� ��સ�ગતત� બ�ન� ���ન��ત કરવ� મ�ટ� મ�ર� સ�શ�ધન ક�ય� પર 10 થ� 15 વષ� પણ 

ખચ�વ�મ�� મન� ક�ઈ વ��ધ� નથ� પર�� � ત� સમયગ�ળ� પછ� મન� ન�કર� મળશ�? સદનસ�બ� ત� પ્રશ્ન� 

સરક�રન� નહ� પર�� � પર�પક�ર� સ�શ�ધન �નર�ક્ષક� અન� પ્ર�ફ�સર�ન� � �છવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. પ્ર�ફ�સર� 

ત�મન� પ્રશ્ન મ�ટ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ તરફ ��મત કર� છ�, ત�મ��� ��મત ત�મન� આન�દ��� નહ� પણ ત�મન� 

લ�ચ�ર���� પ્રત�ક છ�. કમનસ�બ� ��નન� સ�મગ્ર� કરત�� ��નન� �વરૂપન� સવ��ચ અગ્રત� આપવ�મ�� 

આવ� છ�. ડ�ય�ટ ક�લ�જમ��થ� પ્રમ�ણપત્ર ધર�વત� મ�યવત� �વદ્ય�થ�ન� � �ણ� થય� પછ� તરત જ 
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ન�કર� મળશ� પર�� � પ�એચડ� �ક�લરન� પ�એચડ� � �ણ� કય�� પછ� ન�કર� મળશ� નહ� ક�રણ ક� ત� 

વત�મ�ન સમયન� જરૂ�રય�ત� મ�ટ� અ�ન�છન�ય છ�. 

આથ�, એ��� � �ચન કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ� ક� અમ�ર� પ�એચડ� �વદ્વ�ન� ત�મન� સ�શ�ધન પ્રય�સ�મ��થ� વ�� 

સ�ર� ક�ર�કદ� બન�વ� શક� ત� ���ન��ત કરવ� મ�ટ� જ�બ પ્ર�ફ�ઇ�સ ન�લ�જ પ્ર�ફ�ઇલ સ�થ� સ�� �ણ� 

પત્ર�યવહ�રન� ર�ત� સ�મ�લ હ�વ� જ�ઈએ. 

આથ�, ત�ન� �વક�સન� ન��તઓ, �� �હરચન� અન� ક�ય�ક્રમ� �ય�પક હ�વ� જ�ઈએ અન� ત� મ�હલ�ઓ 

સ�હત તમ�મ હ���સય�મ�� ધક�લ�ઈ ગય�લ� વગ�ન� સમ�વ�શ� �વક�સન� લ�યમ�� ર�ખ�ન� ઘડવ�મ�� 

આવ� છ�. સ�મ��જક �વ��ન ભ�રતમ�� ત�ન� સ�બ��ધત સ�શ�ધન ઇન���સન� રૂપમ�� સવ�સમ�વ�શક 

� ��દ્ધન� ���ન��ત કરવ�મ�� મહ�વ� �ણ� � ��મક� ભજવ� છ�. 

1.ર�જક�ય �વ��નન� વ����નક�એ ત�મન� સ�શ�ધન પર �ય�ન ક���દ્રત કર��� જ�ઈએ ક� ક�વ� ર�ત� 

�ય�ય� (સમ�ન નહ�) ર�જક�ય સત્ત� �વતરણન� ખ�તર� કરવ�. 

2.અથ�શ�સ્ત્ર�એ ઇ��વટ� સ�થ� � ��દ્ધ ક�વ� ર�ત� ���ન��ત કરવ� ત�ન� પર �ય�ન ક���દ્રત કર��� જ�ઈએ. 

3. પ��લક એડ�મ�ન���શનન� વ����નક�એ લ�ક�ન� �વ-શ�સન મ�ટ� સક્ષમ બન�વવ� મ�ટ� ત�મન� 

સ�શ�ધન પ્રય�સ� પર �ય�ન ક���દ્રત કર��� જ�ઈએ. 

4.સમ�જશ�સ્ત્ર�એ ત�મન� સ�શ�ધન પર �ય�ન ક���દ્રત કર��� જ�ઈએ ક� ક�વ� ર�ત� સ�મ��જક ર�ત� 

બ�ક�ત ર�ખવ�મ�� આવ�લ� લ�ક�ન� સમ�વ� શક�ય ત�મન� ���ય પ્રવ�હમ�� લ�વવ�ન� પ્રય�સ કરવ� 

જ�ઈએ. 

5. આમ, સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� ભ��તક અન� જીવન �વ��નન� જેમ સમ�ન ર�ત� મહ�વ� �ણ� તર�ક� 

ઓળખવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

સમ�ય�ઓ મ�ટ� ભ�ગ� મ�ળખ�ક�ય છ�. � �ળ� �ત ખ�મ�ઓમ��ન� એક ય��ય સ��થ�ક�ય સહ�ય અન� 

ભ�ડ�ળન� અભ�વ છ�. ���નવ�સ�ટ� �સ�ટમ સ�શ�ધન કરત�� �શક્ષણ પર ભ�ર � �ક� છ�. સ��ય�બ�ધ 

ભ�રત�ય સ�મ��જક વ����નક�એ આંતરર����ય સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ��દ�યમ�� પ્ર�ત�ઠ� હ��સલ કર� 

હ�વ� છત��, ચ�ક્કસ સ��થ�ઓએ હ��  આંતરર����ય શ�ક્ષ�ણક સ��દ�યમ�� પ�ત�ન� છ�પ ઊભ� 

કરવ�ન� બ�ક� છ�. સ�શ�ધન સ��થ�ઓ ���નવ�સ�ટ� �ન�તક�ન� ભરત� કર� છ�, પર�� � વ�� સ�શ�ધન 
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ક્ષમત� �નમ��ણ અન� ત�લ�મમ�� ર�ક�ણ કરત� નથ�. ક�સ��ટ�ગ ફ�સ� ઘણ�વ�ર આકષ�ક ક�ર�કદ� 

�વક�પ� હ�ય છ� પર�� � ન��ત �વષયક પ�પસ� અથવ� �બ્ર�સ બન�વવ���� પ્ર�ધ��ય છ� પર�� � ર�ફર�ડ 

જન�લમ�� શ�ક્ષ�ણક લ�ખ� પ્રક��શત કરવ� મ�ટ� ક�ઈ પ્ર��સ�હન� �વન�. 

�ય�ર� મ�ટ�ભ�ગ��� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ અન� જાહ�ર ભ�ડ�ળવ�ળ� સ�શ�ધન 

સ��થ�ઓમ�� હ�થ ધરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�, �ય�ર� ���નવ�સ�ટ� વહ�વટ સ�શ�ધન મ�ટ� અ����ળ નથ� અન� �ય�� 

ક�ઈ પ્ર��સ�હન નથ�. �શક્ષક�ન� સ�શ�ધન હ�થ ધરવ� પ્ર��સ��હત કરવ� - મ�ળખ�ક�ય અથવ� 

�ય�વસ��યક -. પ્ર�દ��શક ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓમ�� ડ��ટરલ થ�સ�સન� બ��મત� ત�મન� નબળ� ��ણવત્ત�ન� 

ક�રણ� પ્રક��શત કર� શક�ત� નથ�. 433 મ��થ� મ�ત્ર 15-20% ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓએ �શક્ષણ અન� 

સ�શ�ધનમ�� આંતરર����ય ધ�રણ હ��સલ ક��� છ�. સમગ્ર દ�શમ�� સ��થ�ક�ય પ્ર���ત, મહ�વ�ક��ક્ષ� અન� 

સ�સ�ધન� ત�મજ �ય��તગત સ�શ�ધન લ�ડર ઓ�રએ�ટ�શન અન� ક્ષમત�મ�� �ય�પક �ભન્નત� છ�. 

ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન હ�થ ધરત� �વ�વધ સ��થ�ઓ વ�ચ� � �બ જ ઓછુ� સ�કલન છ� જે 

સ�શ�ધનન� ન�ધપ�ત્ર ર�ત� ઓવરલ�પ અન� ����લક�શન તરફ દ�ર� જાય છ�. સમથ�નન� �વ�વધ 

પ્રવ�હ�ન� જ�ત��, GOI ભ�રતમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન પર ખચ� છ� ત� ભ�ડ�ળન� ચ�ક્કસ રકમન� 

અંદ�જ ક�ઢવ� ���ક�લ છ� પર�� � સ�મ��ય ર�ત� ભ�ડ�ળ ઓછુ� છ�. 

સ�શ�ધન સ�����ત �વકસ�વવ� અન� ઉ�ચ ��ણવત્ત�વ�ળ� સ�શ�ધન હ�થ ધરવ� મ�ટ� સ�શ�ધક�ન� 

ક્ષમત� �વકસ�વવ�. સ�શ�ધન સ��થ�ઓ અન� ���નવ�સ�ટ� �વભ�ગ� વ�ચ� સ�ક્રય કડ�ઓ બન�વવ�ન� 

નક્કર પ્રય�સ કરવ�, મ�ત્ર એટ��� જ નહ�, ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓમ�� �શક્ષક�ન� ચ�ક્કસ સ��થ�ઓન� સ�શ�ધન 

ક�ય�ક્રમ�મ�� ભ�ગ લ�વ� સક્ષમ બન�વશ� પર�� � સ��થ�ઓમ�� સ�શ�ધક�ન� ઉ�ચ ��ણવત્ત�વ�ળ� શ�ક્ષ�ણક 

સ�શ�ધન સ�થ� જ�ડ�વ� મ�ટ� તક� આપશ�. 

સ�શ�ધન અન� સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�તન� ત�લ�મ. 

સ�મ��જક �વ��નમ�� સ�શ�ધન અન� �વભ�વન�ઓન� �યવ��થત બન�વવ�ન� જરૂર છ�. સ�મ��જક 

વ����નકન� આવ�યક સ�શ�ધન કરવ� શ�ખવ��� જ�ઈએ. શ�ળ� �તરથ� ���નવ�સ�ટ� �તર� સ�શ�ધન 

અન� સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�તન� અ�ય�સક્રમ� હ�વ� જ�ઈએ. �વદ્ય�થ�ઓએ સ�શ�ધન ઇ�ટર���, પ્ર�થ�મક 

ન� �ન� લ�વ�ન� પ્ર�ક્રય�, સરળ આંકડ�ક�ય જેવ� � �ળ� �ત સ�શ�ધન તકન�ક�થ� પ�ર�ચત થ��� જ�ઈએ. 

પદ્ધ�તઓ, પ્રશ્ન�વલ���� �નમ��ણ અન� દ�ત�વ�જી સ�મગ્ર�ન� � �ર� પ�ડવ�મ�� આવ�લ સમયપત્રકન� 
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ઉપય�ગ. ખ�સ કર�ન� સ�મ�જીક વ����નક� દ્વ�ર� સ�શ�ધનન� �શક્ષણમ�� �ય�ન ર�ખ��� જ�ઈએ ક� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� ર�લ મ�ડલ અ�ય�સ� તર�ક� રહ�વ� જ�ઈએ અન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક સ�શ�ધક નહ�. 

સ�શ�ધન ત�લ�મ ક�ટલ�ક �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�શ�ધન તરફ આક�ષ�ત કર� શક� છ�. �ય�ર� સ�શ�ધન 

અ�ય�સક્રમ� અન� અ��ભવ �વક�સ સ�થ� સ�બ��ધત છ� 

સ�મ��જક વ����નક વલણ, અન� આન� મજ� �ત બન�વ��� જ�ઈએ, ખ�સ કર�ન� પદ્ધ�તઓન� 

અ�ય�સક્રમ. ઉ�લ�ખન�ય છ� ક� ���તક�લય �વ��ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત ત�મજ મ��હત� 

��ન�પ્ર���તમ�� ત�લ�મ આપવ���� ક�ય� પ�ત�ન� પર લ���� છ�. ભ�રતમ�� પહ�લ�વ�ર એ��� બ���� છ� ક� 

���નવ�સ�ટ�ન� અ�ય�સક્રમ�મ�� સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત અન� ��નન� બ્રહ્મ��ડમ�� �વ�વધ �વષય�મ�� સ��હ�યન� 

પ્રવ�હ�ન� અ�ય�સ કરવ� મ�ટ� પ�પર �નધ���રત કરવ�મ�� આ���� છ� �ય�� મ��હત� ��ન�પ્ર���તન� 

અદ્યતન તકન�ક� મ�ટ� ત�લ�મ પણ આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ� - ��નન� બ્રહ્મ��ડમ�� �વ�વધ શ�ખ�ઓમ�� 

સ�શ�ધનન� પ્ર��સ�હન આપ��� જરૂર� છ�. વ��તવમ�� ઘણ� હદ ��ધ� લ�ઇબ્ર�ર� સ�ય�સ પ�ત� જ 

સ�મ��જક અસર� સ�થ� એક �શ�ત ગણ� શક�ય. 

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� પ્ર��સ�હન આપવ� મ�ટ�ન� � �ચન� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનન� 

હ�લન� ��થ�ત તદ્દન સ�ત�ષક�રક નથ�. ત� પય���ત પ્રય�ગશ�ળ� અન� ���તક�લય ���વધ�ઓ, 

દ�ત�વ�જીકરણ સ�વ�ઓ, અ� �ત� અન� અ��ક્રમ�ણક� સ�વ�ઓ અન� અ��વ�દ સ�વ�ઓન� અભ�વન� 

ક�રણ� છ�. �વષયમ�� સ�શ�ધનન� પ્ર��સ�હન આપવ� મ�ટ� ન�ચ�ન� � �ચન� કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ� 

1. �ય�� પણ સ�શ�ધન ક�ય�કત��ઓન� ત�લ�મ આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ� �ય�� ���નવ�સ�ટ� શ�ટ�  �થ�પન�; 

2. સ��દ�ય, ઉદ્ય�ગ અન� સ��થ�ઓન� સહય�ગથ� સ�શ�ધન ક�ય� લ��� કરવ�ન� જરૂર છ�. સ��દ�યન� 

ર�જગ�ર મળ�  છ� અન� સ�મ��જક �ચ�ત�ઓ વધ� છ�, ઉદ્ય�ગન� ઉ�પ�દન મળ�  છ� અન� �વદ્ય�થ�ન� �ડગ્ર� 

મળ�  છ�. ત� ર����ય સ�સ�ધન�ન� શ્ર��ઠ ઉપય�ગન� ક�સ હ�વ� જ�ઈએ. 

3. સ�શ�ધન કમ�ચ�ર�ઓન� �વ�નમયન� જ�ગવ�ઈ. 

4..પ્ર�ત��ઠત સ�શ�ધક� હ�ઠળ એપ્ર���ટસશ�પ. 

5..એક સક્ષમ ઉદ્ય�ગસ�હ�સક તર�ક� સ�ત�ષક�રક �લ�સમ��ટ અન� સ�શ�ધન ક�ય�ન� ખ�તર� કરવ�. 
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6.. નવ� �વચ�ર�ન� �વ�ક�રવ�, આ�મસ�ત કરવ�, સમ�ય��જત કરવ� જે ��ન અથ�ત�ત્રમ�� નવ� 

�ય�લ�, �સદ્ધ��ત� અન� ત�ન� જેવ� જરૂર� ઉ�પ�દન તરફ દ�ર� શક� છ�. 

�ન�કષ�:  

આપણ� દ�શમ�� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન એક નવ� ��ગમ�� પ્રવ�શ� ર��� છ�. ત�ન� પ્ર� ��ત્ત અન� રસ, 

સ�શ�ધનમ�� દ�યક� ક� ત�થ� વ�� સમયગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન દસ ગણ� વ�ય� છ�. આ ��થ�ત વ�� �ય�પક 

બનવ� જ�ઈએ �ય�� ��ધ� દર�ક સક્ષમ સ�મ�જીક વ����નક ત�ન� ભ�ગન� અસરક�રક ર�ત�, ઉદ્દ��ય� �વ�ક 

અન� સમપ�ણન� ભ�વન� સ�થ� કરવ� મ�ટ� સભ�ન ન બન� �ય�� ��ધ� સ�મ��જક �વ��નન� આ ��ગમ�� 

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ��થ�એ મહ�વન� ભ�ગ ભજવવ� જ�ઈએ. સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન પરન� 

�વ�વધ ત�ય� અન� આંકડ�ઓ��� સ�કલન દશ��વ� છ� ક�, ભ�રત �વશ્વન� સ�થ� ��ન� સ�����તમ��ન� એક છ� 

અન� સ�શ�ધન અન� લખ�ણ�ન� સ�થ� લ��બ� પર�પર�ઓમ��ન� એક છ�. આ સ�દભ�મ��, ત્ર�જી સદ�ન� મ�� 

દ્વ�ર� ધમ�શ�સ્ત્ર અન� 2,400 વષ� પહ�લ�� લખ�ય�લ� ક��ટ�યન� અથ�શ�સ્ત્રન� સ�દભ� આપવ�મ�� આ�ય� 

છ�. ભ�રતમ�� આ���નક સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધન �બ્ર�ટશ વસ�હત�કરણ પછ� શરૂ થ��� અન� 

સ�શ�ધન અ��ક ���નવ�સ�ટ�ઓ � �ર� �� મય���દત હ� ��. ભ�રતન� આઝ�દ� પછ�, 1950 અન� 1960 ન� 

દ�યક�મ�� ભ�રત�ય આંકડ�ક�ય પ્રણ�લ�ન� મ�ટ� �વ�તરણ અન� ��ન�રચન� અન� સ�શ�ધનન� � ��દ્ધ 

જ�વ� મળ�. ન�ડલ આંકડ�ક�ય એજ�સ�ઓ �સવ�ય, ખ�સ કર�ન� CSO અન� NSSO, �યવહ�ર�ક ર�ત� 

ક��દ્ર સરક�રન� તમ�મ �વભ�ગ�એ ન��ત પર દ�ખર�ખ ર�ખવ� અન� સલ�હ આપવ� મ�ટ� ડ�ટ� સ�ક�લત 

કરવ� મ�ટ� એકમ�/�નદ�શક� શરૂ કય��.  

ત� સમયગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન �થપ�ય�લ� સ�થ� મહ�વ� �ણ� સ��થ�ઓમ�� ગ�ખલ� ઇ���ટટ� �ટ ઑફ 

પ��લ�ટ�સ એ�ડ ઇક�ન��મ�સ, � �ણ�, ટ�ટ� ઇ���ટટ� �ટ ઑફ સ��શયલ સ�ય�સ, ���બઈ, �લ��ન�ગ 

ક�મશન, નવ� �દ�હ�, �દ�હ� ���લ ઑફ ઇક�ન��મ�સ, �દ�હ�, ઇ��ડયન ઇ���ટટ� �ટ ઑફ પ��લક 

એડ�મ�ન���શન, નવ� �દ�હ� વગ�ર�ન� સમ�વ�શ થ�ય છ�. 1969 દર�મય�ન ICSSR ન� �થ�પન� પછ� 

સ�મ��જક �વ��ન સ�શ�ધનમ�� વળ��ક આ�ય�. બદલ�મ�� ક�ઉ��સલ� �વ�વધ સ�શ�ધન કરવ� મ�ટ� 

સમગ્ર દ�શમ�� 27 સ�શ�ધન સ��થ�ઓન� �થ�પન� કર�. એ��� જ�વ�મ�� આ���� છ� ક� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન 

�સવ�યન� અ�ય �વષય�મ�� વ�� તક છ� અન� જ� આપણ� સ�મ��જક �વ��ન પર �ય�ન ક���દ્રત કર�એ 

ત� ભ�રતમ�� વ�� તક� નથ� પર�� � ભ�રત સરક�ર દ્વ�ર� ફ�ળવવ�મ�� આવ�લ� બજેટન� ય��ય 

અમલ�કરણ સ�થ� ICSSR જેવ� �વ�વધ સ��થ�ન� ભ�ડ�ળન� સહ�યથ�, UGC અન� અ�ય ખ�નગ� 
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ભ�ડ�ળ એજ�સ�ઓ ત�મ�� સ�ર� ર�ત� ક�મ કર� રહ� છ� જેથ� ભ�રતન� સ�શ�ધક ખ�સ કર�ન� સ�મ��જક 

�વ��ન જેવ� �વષયમ�� સ�શ�ધનમ�� ત�ન� ક�ર�કદ� બન�વ� શક�. 
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Abstract 

As we all know, electronics and communication has become a part and parcel of our daily 

life. In the past decades, we were seen various applications of electronics in communication 

devices such as Phones, Computers, Xerox, Tabs, etc, which make communication with one 

another faster and effective, from anywhere in the world. Advanced technologies like high-

performance computing–servers, supercomputers, and artificial intelligence greatly rely on 

such processor designs. In Electronics, High Tech Radars, Satellites communication, etc. are 

found as the important applications in Defence Research and Development projects. 

Physics is the fundamental block in the semiconductor industry which leads the design and 

development of electronic gadgets like Phones, Computers, GPRS navigation systems and 

hospital gadgets viz., ECG machines, automated blood pressure apparatus and accelerators 

which are the power back up for various electronic devices. Development of ‘chips’ requires 

concepts of semiconductors, transistors and thermodynamics. In recent decades, 

nanotechnology has been employed in the devices, as they have very compact size, consume 

less energy, reduce weight of the device and are capable of managing large data and storing 

large amount of information. In all of these technologies one of the most important factors is 

that the concept of Physics used in it. We could not approach any given problem statement 

related to electronics and communication without applying the concepts of Physics. 

The main objective of this article is to throw light on the role of Physics in the field of 

Electronics and Communication. The paper highlights some laws and phenomena of Physics 

in the development of advanced technology in defence, medical sectors etc. 

Key words: Physics, Electronics and Communication, defence, radar, nanotechnology. 

INTRODUCTION 

Understanding laws of Physics is a fundamental part of one's life and it attempts to explain 

everything that goes into it. Since many generations, physics has been an integral part of the 

electronics industry. Physics is used in almost all day-to-day devices like the Alarm Clock, 

25 
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that works on the concept of Quantum Mechanics, The Camera lens works on the principle of 

Optics, LASERs based on stimulated emission of radiation, Total internal reflection used in 

the construction of optical guides, amplification of signals by transistors, coding and de 

coding the signals on the logic gates, and many more. The fundamentals of physics in 

electronics came into hand with the invention of Telephone by Alexander Graham Bell in 

1876, in which the theory propagation and electromagnetism were used.  

In this article we would see how the electronics and communication field has not only used 

the concepts and theory of physics, but has also physics been used to innovate and design 

new ideas for a better living. 

IMPACT OF PHYSICS IN ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION 

1.DEFENCE RADAR SYSTEMS 

In defence, primarily we need to hit the target at ‘first hit’ chance without enemy personnel’s 

knowledge. If the object (target) and defence vehicle-DV (source) are relatively at rest, then it 

was found to hit at first sight. But if the target and DV are relatively approaching or receding 

i.e not stationary, it was not so easy as we think off. This kind of versatile difficulties could 

be overcome by the applications of doppler effect in sound. Radar is one such example works 

on the principle of Doppler effect in physics. RADAR stands for Radio Detection and 

Ranging. Radars are electromagnetic detection systems that work by radiating 

electromagnetic waves and then analysing back scattered waves. Radars are primarily used to 

detect targets as it has the capability to communicate effectively over a long distance in real-

time.  

Doppler Radars are special type of Radars that work on the principle of Doppler's effect in 

physics. If the target or source or both is/are relatively not stationary, then there would be a 

change in the apparent frequency of the signal that is radiated from the Radar and hence, it 

records data regarding the velocity of a target at a particular distance and it would be helpful 

in setting the enemy target accurately. These Radars applications also found in detection and 

location of objects like aircraft, space vehicles, ships, etc. Electronics and Radar 

Development Establishment (LRDE), is a premier DRDO Laboratory, which is responsible 

for development of different kinds of Radars used in the Defence. Few examples are the 

INDRA-I and INDRA-II, Rajendra Radar, AEROSTAT Radar.  
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2.RADIO SYSTEMS 

Radio communication is a type of communication that helps to transmit signals and picture 

information and data over long distances. A radio communication station consists of one or 

more receivers and a transmitter that is imperative at one location for carrying the necessary 

radio signals. These radio signals are produced by making electrons vibrate in an antenna. 

The radio signals received by the device is converted into mechanical vibration in the speaker 

that produces the sound wave. The radio waves received by the device are in the form of 

electromagnetic waves that are converted into electric current called the Audio Frequency 

(AF). In radio communication, there is another type of wave propagation of signals known as 

the Sky wave propagation in which the waves are reflected back from the ionosphere to the 

Base station on Earth and hence, is used for very long-range communication or for inter-

continental communication. Shortwave frequency bands are used for such communication. 
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Source:  

3.RADIO ASTRONOMY 

Radio Astronomy deals with the study and research of Celestial bodies with the     help of 

radio frequencies. The very first Radio wave was detected in the year 1933 at the Bell 

Telephone Laboratories, this Radio wave radiation was found to be coming from a Celestial 

body present in the Milky-Way. 

Radio Telescope and Radio Antenna are main components involved in the Radio Astronomy. 

The Radio Telescope is used for measuring broad bandwidth continuum radiation and narrow 

bandwidth Radio waves found in the spectrum of the Celestial object. The Telescope consists 

of a Concave Metal Reflector, the waves directed by the astronomical object is collected on 

the dish and is reflected to the receiver, where the Radio waves can be analysed.  

Radio Interferometry is a set of separate telescopes or radio antennas that work as a big single 

telescope or antenna for providing better and higher resolution of images of the Celestial 

bodies like the Stars, the Galaxies, the Nebula etc. The modern Radio Interferometer's have 

largely separated telescopes and antenna observing the Astronomical bodies that are coupled 

together using optical fibres, coaxial cables, or other types of transmitting cables, this helps to 

increase the total radio signals being collected. The main principle on which Radio 
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Interferometer is based is on superimposition of the waves, the waves having same phase 

coincides with each other and adds up. 

 

Source:  

4.QUANTUM MECHANICS 

Quantum Mechanics is used in construction of almost all the electronic equipment’s for 

example global positioning system (GPS), lasers, magnetic resonance images (MRI), sensors 

like etc. Quantum Mechanics deals with the properties of subatomic and atomic particle 

related to the radiation, light, and particle nature of the matter. Many laws, theories and 

concepts like the quantum tunnelling, band theory, discrete energy level, particle principle etc 

are used heavily in electronics devices. Computers and Mobile Phones are the biggest 

revolution in the field of electronics and computing, Quantum Mechanics has played a vital 

role in the development of this. A mobile phone has many small semiconductors Integrated 

Circuits, transistors, chips etc, Quantum Mechanics has helped to design it into silicon-based 

materials such that it produces higher output while having a compact size. All the cameras 

consist of Charged Coupled Device (CCD), these sensors work on the principle of 

photoelectric effect, quanta of light and photon, given by Albert Einstein. Global Positioning 

System (GPS) involves the use of Quantum Tunnelling which is another such concept of the 

Quantum Mechanics which states that the conducting material consist of small tiny balls 

which acts as a wall to the electric current supplied, as the tiny balls are deformed or 

squashed by a finger's pressure the charge passing or tunnelling through it increases, and thus 

there is even increase in the flow of current through it as the pressure on the screen by your 

finger slightly increases. In the Medical field, MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) also deals 
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with Quantum Mechanics. The phenomenon of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance works on the 

concept of spin-up and spin-down and transition in the energy level of the atomic particle due 

to which there can be emission or absorption of the electromagnetic radiation which can 

penetrate through the human skin and helps the MRI machine to scan the patient's body.  

 

 

Source:  

5.NANOTECHNOLOGY 

Nanotechnology refers to the atoms, matters etc. of the size 1-100nm range in at least one 

dimension, which can be used in almost every field of science. The concept of 

nanotechnology was first coined by Richard Feynman in the year 1959. He gave the concept 

of manipulation of matter in the atomic level. Nanotechnology was first used by a Japanese 

scientist, Norio Taniguchi in the year 1974 to give recount about the semiconductor processes 

that occur in nanometre scale. Nanoparticles like graphene, carbon nano tubes, nanometal 

ions etc., has attracted increasing attention recently because of its fascinating physical and 

electrochemical properties. 

These nanoparticles used in nanotechnology have played a very important role in the 

development of electronics and computing devices. In modern world, nanotechnologies are 

used in the devices, as it has very compact size, consumes less energy, reduces weight of the 

device and are capable of managing large data and storing large amount information. 
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Transistors are the prime example for nanotechnology. In early years transistors were large, 

about 130-250 nanometres in size. In recent years, multinational companies like IBM and 

Intel have developed too thinner and smaller, and much efficient transistors that are 7 

nanometre and 14 nanometre in size. Lawrence Berkeley National Lab has even created a 

transistor of 1 nanometre in size. Dielectric materials like ZrO2, Al2O3, NiO, PANI, CuO etc 

have high value of dielectric window. As the nanoparticles have the wavelength shift 

property and the Stokes shift, they are used in various photosensitive UV light detectors and 

ZnS:Mn, Cu-Cy, CdTe are few nanoparticles which have capability for high energy particle 

detection. Nanoparticles have also been widely used in the Medical science, Aerospace 

application, Environmental sciences, etc. 

 MAJOR MILESTONES 

Ø Nicholas Callan invented the transformer in 1836. 

Ø Johann Philipp Reis invented the Microphone in 1860. 

Ø Alexander Graham Bell invented the first intelligble voice transmission over electric 

wire in 1876. 

Ø Heinrich Rudolf Hertz invented the first the generation and experimental proof of 

electromagnetic waves in 1886-1888. 

Ø Edouard Branly discovered the Radioconduction in 1890. 

Ø Jagdish Chandra Bose invented the semiconductor junction for detection of radio 

waves in 1894. 

Ø Paul Langevin and constantin Chilowsky invented the Sonar in 1915. 

Ø Edwin Howard Armstrong invented the standard AM radio receiver in 1919.  

Ø Kenjiro Takayangi developed the first fully electronic television receiver in 1926.  

Ø C.V Raman and Kariamanickam Srinivasa Krishnan discovered the Raman Scattering 

in 1928.  

Ø Akira Nakashima, Claude Shannon and Viktor Shetakov developed the concept of 

Switching Circuit Theory in 1934. 

Ø Robert Watson-Watt developed the concept of Radar in 1936. 

Ø Edwin Armstrong also invented the FM radio receiver in 1939. 

Ø John Bardeen and Walter Houser Brattain and William Shockley developed the 

Transistor in 1947. 

Ø Narendra Singh Kapany invented the Optical Fibre in 1954. 

Ø Junichi Nishizawa invented the Semiconductor Laser in 1957. 
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Ø Jack kilby developed the Integrated Circuit in 1958. 

Ø Mohamed Attalla and Dawon Kahng at the Bell Lab developed the MOS transistor 

(MOSFET) in 1959. 

Ø Phillip Emeawali created the first pseudo time application to supercomputing in 1989. 

 

In all the above listed milestones, laws and phenomenon of physics like doppler 

effect, photoelectric effect, reflection and refraction of signals, laws of conservation 

of energy, momentum, & spin, principle of superposition of waves, etc were 

employed.   

CONCLUSION 

Physics is the fundamental building block of all advancement in the field of electronics and 

communication. Application of concepts of physics has led to development of technologies 

today which have not only touched our lives in a positive manner, they have made technology 

more affordable and effective. Over the decades, electronics and communication has taken 

quantum leaps in terms of capacity, capabilities and possibilities. Seamless integration of 

technology into our lives has made every field of our day to day life more predictable, more 

optimally manageable and created a bridge for more advancement in the future. 
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Abstract   

Education is the powerful tool to reduce the unemployment problem by converting the human 

resources to human capital. India is one of the largest higher education systems in the world 

from traditional to new education practices. On the platform of commerce and industry 

especially professional education, employability is a vital word in consideration. The 

expectation of the industry is mismatching with the output of the system. It has witnessed 

skill gaps into the students wish to join industry or to any work. In this context the present 

study had intended to make an attempt to articulate the views of employability skills, 

employer’s perspectives on employability skills, employability skills gap and the relationship 

among employability and place of education. The paper may also reveal few hypotheses to 

researchers wish to work in this area. 

Keywords: Employability, Employment Generation, Value of Education, Literacy, 

Employability Skill Gap, Employer. 

Introduction 

The concern for employability is growing more day to day with the advancement in 

educational sector on the magnitude of new reforms. When it comes to quantitative 

dimensions of education, Questions are raised on employability. Different issues like 

employability skills, employment related questions, success and failure in work, 

understanding the skills needed by management qualified employees entering in the 

workforce and their relation to education and the like, remained in the discussion. 

There are many reasons which reveals why education is important, this report focuses on its 

contribution to economic growth and outcomes. Education ‘can be defined as the stock of 

skills, competencies, and other productivity-enhancing characteristics’ (WEF 2016). And the 

poor infrastructure which institutes and universities provide leads for further challenges 

before employability. In Indian institutes and universities standards also detracted, more than 

60% of institutes and 90% of universities in India are of poor standard. Therefore, the quality 

and employability of aspirants is low, making them less employable, Cause of the out-dated 
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syllabus, less interaction between industry and institutes resulting wide gap in academia, 

industry and students’ employability whereas Indian higher education is in need of radical 

reforms. A focus on enforcing higher standards of transparency, strengthening of the 

vocational and doctoral education pipeline, and professionalization of the sector through 

stronger institutional responsibility would help in reprioritizing efforts and working around 

the complexities. In present era the rise of IT sector and engineering education in India has 

boxed students into linear path without giving them a chance to explore and discover their 

passions. Concerted and collaborative efforts are needed in broaden student choices through 

liberal arts education. 

Literature Review 

Employability is a vital word in consideration on the platform of commerce and industry and 

higher education especially professional education Sarang S (2013). Education is a leading 

determinant of economic growth, employment, and earnings. Ignoring the economic 

dimension of education would endanger the prosperity of future generations, with widespread 

repercussions for poverty, social exclusion, and sustainability of social security systems 

(Woessman 2015).  Human capital has long been considered the most distinctive feature of 

the economic system and further work has proven the impact of education on productivity 

growth empirically Catherine Grant (2017). The role of national and international policy 

was very significant in structuring the consequences of student employment for academic 

performance. The students’ performance more poorly than do full-time students on 

standardized achievement tests whereas national and international contexts help to explain 

the gap in the academic performance between working and non-working graduates. Soo-

Yong- Byun (2015).  Use of investment controlling has an impact into better business 

performance and Valuation based on investment controlling is only one of several ways of 

approaching valuation, where it shows approach has its benefits Martina Merkova (2015). 

There is a need of plans require to find out the solutions that combined employers, youths 

needs of expectations from various stake holders i.e., students, Educational Institutions, 

NGO’s, parents and Government. Gouri Manik Manas (2020).  Implementation of 

employability skills in the instructional process is to integrate them into the classroom for all 

subjects. The Employers employability skills needed in the career field and the way to 

integrate it into the instructional process Nuryake Fajaryati (2020).    
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Objectives  

1. To know the Significance of Employment Generation and Value of Education. 

2. To study the Different approaches of Rural and Urban Students in availing of Education. 

3. To assess the association Results between Employability and the Place of Education. 

Hypotheses 

H0: There is no relationship among employability and place of Education.   

H1: There is a relationship among employability and place of Education. 

Methodology 

The study has been conducted on the basis of both primary and secondary sources. Primary 

data has been collected with the help of telephonic interview and the same has administered 

to 50 respondents of urban and rural part graduate and post graduate holders of Davangere 

District. Secondary data has been collected through various sources such as Journals, Books 

and from official Websites. 

Both Descriptive and Analytical method has been used for data analysis. Different statistical 

tools like Percentage and Ratios have been used and also tool such as chi-square test has been 

applied for testing the hypothesis of the study. 

Employability: 

“Employability skills as including personal image, interpersonal skills, and good habits and 

attitudes.”(Lankard; 1990) "Employability is the capability to move self-sufficiently within 

the labour market to realise potential through sustainable employment." ( Hillage J., 1998)  

Employability Skills Gap 

The employability skill scarcity has its origins in the education system, cause of high rate of 

drop-out at primary and secondary school level and deprived admission levels in higher 

education lead to a thin educated workforce. 

Challenges faced by the Indian Higher Education System:  

ü Very low rural enrolment in higher education. 

ü Poor infrastructure is another challenge to the higher education system of India, in 

particularly the institutes run by the public sector suffers from poor physical facilities and 

infrastructure. 

ü Large numbers of NET/Ph.D. candidates are unemployed even though there are a lot of 

vacancies in higher education.  
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ü The inability of the state to fund the expanding higher education system has resulted in 

the rapid growth of private higher education in Urban rather than Rural.  

ü At present, there is no mechanism for ensuring the accountability and performance of 

professors in universities and colleges. 

Management of the Indian education system has seen various challenges of over 

centralisation, bureaucratic structures and lack of accountability, transparency, and 

professionalism. (Kumar, 2015). 

Creation of job is a fundamental aspect of any economic recovery program. Many activities 

are having rubric of job creation, including immediate short-term opportunities that yield 

quick impact, or the development of more enduring livelihoods in the civil service or private 

sector. It is important to distinguish between these different activities, recognizing that 

sustainability and long-term impact should be duly considered in implementing any 

employment generation program which promotes Economic Development. Furnishing jobs is 

vital on many levels. Politically, employment opportunities give the population a stake in the 

peace process by providing young workers with alternatives to violence whereas 

economically, employment provides income to poor families, revives domestic demand 

for goods and services, and stimulates overall growth. Socially, employment can 

also promote social healing, encourage the return of displaced persons, and improve 

social welfare in the long run. 

Employability reduces Poverty: 

ü Relationship between unemployment and poverty: If employment opportunities are 

generated, then more people will be employed which leads to increase in income level. 

Thus, it reduces the level of poverty. 

ü Availability of basic facilities: Due to an increase in the employment opportunities, there 

will be a rise in income and poor people will be able to access education, basic health 

facilities, sanitation, etc. 

ü Assets creation: Employment generates schemes which aim to create assets such as 

irrigation facilities, water harvesting, construction of dams etc.  These assets help to 

develop socio-economic conditions of the rural poor and thus, eradicate poverty.  
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Relationship among Employability and Economic Development 
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Significance of Education 

Next to the United States and China, India's higher education system is the third 

largest in the world. The main governing body at the tertiary level is the University Grants 

Commission, which has been enforces its standards, advises the government, and helps 

coordinate between the centre and the state. Here Accreditation for higher learning is 

overseen by 15 autonomous institutions established by the University Grants Commission 

(UGC). As per the latest 2011 Census, about 8.15% (68 million) of Indians are graduates, 

with Union Territories of Chandigarh and Delhi topping the list with 24.65% and 22.56% of 

their population being graduates respectively. 

Education increases knowledge. Furthermore, it makes people independent. Strengthens 

the mind, and forms character. Moreover, education enables people to put their potentials to 

optimum use of their Knowledge and Education is also a type of reform for the human mind. 

Without education, the training of the human mind would always remain incomplete. 

Education makes a person an efficient decision-maker and a right thinker where this is 

possible only with the help of education. A person that receives education shall have more 

ability for the life of his choice. Ultimately an educated person will be able to make decisions in 

the best possible manner. This is why at present era there is such a high demand for educated 

people over uneducated people for the purpose of employment. 

Negative Impact of Lack of Education 

Without education, a person would feel trapped. Education enables a person to access 

the open world. Furthermore, a person without education is unable to read and write, 

consequently a person without education would remain closed to all the knowledge and wisdom 

an educated person can gain from books and other mediums.  

Can Achieve Economic Development 

 

Increases Nation’s GDP 
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The literacy rate of India stands at around 60% in comparison to more than 80% literacy 

rate of the rest of the world. The female literacy rate is 54.16% in accordance with the 2001 

population census. These figures certainly highlight the massive problem of lack of education in 

India. The result of 2011 census reveals that there has been an increase in literacy in the country. 

The literacy rate in the country is 74.04 per cent, 82.14 for males and 65.46 for females. The 

progression ratio has been increased about 9.21 percentage points among that significantly the 

female literacy level saw a significant jump as compared to males. But this progression not that 

considerable compared to developed countries.  Here to promote education, the government of 

India takes it as a national policy. The intention of the government is to target the very cause of 

illiteracy. As such, the government intendant to eradicate illiteracy, which in turn would lead to 

the eradication of poverty.  

Education in Urban and Rural Areas 

Very significantly several educational researchers across the globe have examined the 

contrast between rural and urban life scenarios. They have revealed that urban students often 

secure better grades than those students from rural regions. The factors that affect 

performance among rural students are lack of resources and limited opportunities available to 

them. On the other hand, the outstanding performance of urban students can be associated 

with better academic infrastructure and access to a wider range of information available 

across digital platforms. Several challenges such as poor road connectivity, power shortage, 

poor internet connectivity, etc. in rural areas of India have amounted to students lagging 

behind, and are left with limited exposure from the world outside, hurting their knowledge on 

current affairs as well. 

The Differences which were affect adversely on Employability in particularly Rural 

Education.  

· Lack of Communication Skill. 

· Hesitation to work with other cultural diversity. 

· Lack of IT skill information literacy.  

· Lacking in internships volunteer networking.  

· Lacking in analytical research skills. 

· Lacking in attitude and adaptability and out-dated syllabus.  

· Lacking in the ability of applied knowledge and skills to real-world setting.  
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Association between Employability and Place of Education 

The research consisted from qualitative – nominal variables, their relationship cannot 

adequately describes the correlation analysis, so the association between variables we 

examined with contingency, researchers applied Non-Parametric tool chi-squared test, which 

is commonly used for testing the independence between two categorical variables mainly 

Employability and Place of education.  

Association 
Employment Status 
Full time Employed Part time employed Unemployed Total 

Place of 
Education 

Rural area 12 05 09 26 
Urban area 17 02 05 24 
Total 29 07 14 50 

To know and assess all these circumstances and more overly to identify the Association between 

Employability and Rural urban Education the Non- Parametric test Chi-square test has taken 

through 50 respondents in both the Rural and Urban areas of Davangere Taluk.  

Urban (Davangere) Rural (Davangere) 
Chi-
Square 

Full Time 
Employed 

Part time 
Employed 

Unemployed 
Full Time 
Employed 

Part time 
Employed 

Unemployed 
0.01 

17 02 05 12 05 09 
24 26 

  

Association 
Employment status 

Full Time Employed 
Part Time 
Employed 

Unemployed Totals 

Place of 
Education 

Rural 24% 10% 18% 52% 
Urban 34% 4% 10% 48% 
Totals 58% 14% 28% 100% 

The test statistic value or calculated value is 0.01 at a (alpha) level of significance, and the 

table value or critical value is 5.99 where at 2 degrees of freedom at 5% level of Significance.  

Here Calval < Tabval   = 0< 5.99 

So fail to reject H0.  

Hence there is no any relationship among Employability and the place of Education. The 

place of Education whether Rural or Urban, it does not made any effect on employability. 

Results 

Ø Employability plays very significant role in Economic Development of a country. 
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Ø Out of 50 respondents 12 were employed full timely, 5 were employed part timely and 9 

were found as unemployed, totally 26 Respondents in Rural Davangere. 

Ø Out of 50 respondents 17 were employed full timely, 02 were employed part timely and 05 

were found as unemployed, totally 24 Respondents in Urban Davangere. 

Ø Out of 50 respondents, 29 were employed fill timely from both Rural and Urban Davangere. 

Ø Out of 50 Respondents, 7 were employed part timely from both Rural and Urban Davangere. 

Ø Out of 50 respondents, 14 were found as unemployed from both Rural and Urban 

Davangere. 

Ø The ratios of fulltime employed were high in Urban Davangere Compared to Rural 

Davangere. And the ratios of unemployed were high in Rural Davangere compared to Urban 

Davangere. It reveals that the Employability is more effective in Urban Davangere than 

Rural. 

Ø 58% were full timely employed from both Rural and Urban Davangere, 14% were part 

timely employed from both Rural and Urban Davangere, 28% were found unemployed from 

both Rural and Urban Davangere.  

Suggestions 

ü In higher education level there is a need to implement the innovative and transformational 

approaches in Both Rural and Urban areas simultaneously. 

ü There is need to improve the quality and reputation in higher education level in Both 

Rural and Urban areas.  

ü Government must promote collaboration between Indian higher education institutes with 

top most International institutions. 

ü There is need of Universities and colleges in both public and private must and should 

away from the political affiliations. 

ü Favouritism, money making process should be out of education system where it leads to 

improve simultaneous progression in both Rural and Urban areas. 

Conclusion 

Finally looking at after all these relations, consequences, situations and results we could 

conclude that achieving employability does not get disturbed by any externalities. We could say 

so many external things may effects on achieving employability, such as majorly rural education 

and urban education, Communication skill, and so on beyond that achieving employability is 

that related to a person’s personal soft skills which enhance to achieve employability. But some 
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more Extend Government Policy on soft skill development on particularly rural education 

System is much needed. 
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ABSTRACT 

A retail investor is an individual who invest small amounts in the different investment options 

that too unprofessionally and also with the influence of the others in order to get sustainable 

return by taking moderate or low risk. Investment behaviour is guided by various underlying 

factors and it may be demographic, economic, psychological factors. Awareness and 

investment may not be perfectly positively correlated but yes awareness and investment are 

somewhere positively related, as an individual who is aware of some investment avenues has 

more chances of investing in it to a person who is not even aware of. In view of .above, this 

paper studies the behaviour of the retail investors and how they choose the different 

investment options with respect to their income level. For this purpose the data has been 

collected through the 73 retail investors and data has been collected through the structured 

questionnaire. For checking the reliability of the data reliability test is also applied and the 

value of the Cronbach's Alpha shows that the data is reliable. The objective of the study is to 

know the association between income and different investment options and through the 

analysis of data with the help of chi-square test we can conclude that there is sufficient 

evidence that there is association between income and various investment options.  

Key words: Retail investors, Trading behavior, Income of retail investors, investment 

avenues, Demographic profile.  

INTRODUCTION:  

Stock markets are the important part of any economic scenario across the borders and the 

growth of any countries is estimated through the stock market and Indian market is extending 

markets all over the world. In India there are two main exchanges which provide the 

electronic terminal for the trading and size of the NSE is $3.55 trillion. NSE established in 

1992 while BSE established in 1875. Retail engagement in Indian stock market has got up in 

a very remarkable way. Retail investors, small investors or Individual investors, recall from 

any name, it simply mean that an individual who invest their money with the help of the 

27 
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trading of securities and the major purpose behind the investment in stock market is to earn 

the higher rate of return than any other means of investment and this attraction towards the 

investment in stock market is due to the overwhelming growth of the stock market.   

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:  

· (Rai D, 2020) Has conducted a research on “A study on the retail investors awareness 

of the various investment avenues and the factors affecting their investment 

behaviour.” Here in this study researcher tried to find the relationship between 

demographic factors and investments awareness and for that purpose researcher has 

conducted exploratory and descriptive research and questionnaire has been used to 

collect the data from 140 samples. For the analysis of the data percentage analysis has 

been used to draw the conclusion and he has concluded that some demographic factors 

affect awareness and investments of individuals.   

· ( (Kamaruniza, 2020)) Made a research on “Awareness level of retail investors on 

stock market in Chennai City.” Here the researcher study the awareness of investors 

on stock market and data has been collected through the structured questionnaire and 

data has been collected from the 100 retail investors. Researcher has concluded that 

post graduates, professionals, high income level investors are aware of investment 

patterns and they are also aware about fundamental and technical analysis.   

· (Hawaldar I, 2019) Has made study on “Investors perception towards stock market: 

An exploratory approach.” This research is undertaken to understand that what were 

the factors that affect the investment decision and different investment categories. For 

the purpose of data analysis researcher has used chi-square test to understand the 

association between variables. Researcher has concluded that most of the investors 

invest in stock market through their own decision whereas some may influenced by 

workshops, seminars etc.  

· (Sakthi R, 2017) Conducted a research on “A Study on investors’ awareness of stock 

market.” The main objective of the research is to study the impact of the investors 

awareness in the stock market. Primary data has been collected through the structured 

questionnaire from 120 respondents. For the purpose of data analysis researcher has 

used T-test and one way ANOVA.   

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:  
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The following are the objectives of the research:  

1] To check the association between level of income and various investment avenues.  

2] To measure the association between savings and various investment avenues.   

3] To examine the demographic variables of the investors.  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:  

Research Type:  This study is exploratory in nature.  

Sampling Technique:  Non –probability sampling technique has been used in this research. 

Sampling Type: Convenience sampling has been used to collect the data from the 

respondents   

Sampling Unit: Retail individual investors are the respondents of the study.  

Sample Size: Data has been collected from the 70 retail investors.  

Data Used: This study is based on the primary data which is collected through the well-

designed questionnaire.   

Area under Study: Here the geographical area covered by the researcher is Rajkot city.  

Figure 1: Demographic Profile of the Investors 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION: 

As the data is primary in nature, the researcher, for authenticity of questions conducted the 

reliability test before going into further analysis. The results of the reliability tests are as 

below.  

Reliability analysis with respect to income and savings of the investors.   

 

  

up to 10,000 10,000-20,000 20,000-30,000 30,000-40,000 more than 40,000 
income 21 15 13 9 12 
savings 17 22 11 12 19 
Column1 

21 

15 
13 

9 
12 

17 
22 

11 12 

19 

Income and Savings of the Investors 

income savings Column1 
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Table 1: Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items  

.795  2  

· The above table shows that data of income and savings of the investors is reliable as 

the value of Cronbach’s alpha is 0.795 which shows that data is reliable.  

The following table shows reliability test of the different investment options:  

        Table 2: Reliability Statistics  

Cronbach's Alpha  N of Items  

.626  10  

 The above table shows that data of the different investment options is reliable as the value is 

0.626 which is acceptable level for the reliability test.   

Figure 2: Various Investments of the Investors in Their Portfolio: 

 

Interpretations: 

From the above chart we can see the portfolio of the investors and researcher can conclude 

that most of investors invest in Fixed deposits with highest percentage that is 50% of the 

investors invest in fixed deposits followed by investment in shares that is 45%  of the 

investment consist of the investment in shares. 42% of the investment consist of the 

investment in mutual funds while only 22% investment consist of the investment in real 

estate.  

Hypothesis of the Study:  

Hypothesis 1  
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H0: There is no significant association between level of income and investment in shares.  

H1: There is significant association between level of income and investment in shares.   

Table: 3 Chi-Square Test 

Chi-Square Tests 
 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 80.606a 10 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 20.288 10 .027 
N of Valid Cases 73   

Interpretations: 

Here the value of the Chi-Square test is less than the P value so the null hypothesis is rejected 

and we can conclude that there is significant association between level of income and 

investment in shares.   

Hypothesis 2  

H0: There is no significant association between level of income and investment in debenture 

or debt security.  

H1: There is significant association between level of income and investment in debenture or 

debt security.  

Table: 4 Chi-Square Test 

Chi-Square Tests 
 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 80.566a 10 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 17.910 10 .057 
N of Valid Cases 73   

Interpretations: 

From the above calculated table, we can conclude that there is significant association between 

level of income of the retail investors and their investment in debt securities as the 

significance value is less than 0.05 so null hypothesis is rejected.  

Hypothesis 3  

H0: There is no significant association between level of income and investment in Mutual 

Funds.  
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H1: There is significant association between level of income and investment in Mutual 

Funds. 

Table: 5 Chi-Square Test 

 
Chi-Square Tests 
 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 82.105a 10 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 22.719 10 .012 
N of Valid Cases 73   

Interpretations: 

From the above chi-square table we can conclude that there is significant association between 

level of income of the retail investors and their investment in mutual funds as the significance 

value is less than 0.05 so alternate hypothesis is accepted.  

Hypothesis 4 

H0: There is no significant association between level of income and investment in National 

saving certificate/ public provident fund. 

H1: There is no significant association between level of income and investment in National 

saving certificate/ public provident fund. 

Table: 6 Chi-Square Test 

Chi-Square Tests 
 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 78.190a 10 .000 
Likelihood Ratio 15.764 10 .107 
N of Valid Cases 73   

Interpretations: 

From the above chi square test researcher can concluded that there is significant association 

between level of income and investment in National saving certificate as the chi-square value 

is less than 0.05 so null hypothesis is rejected and alternate hypothesis is accepted.  

Hypothesis 5 

H0: There is no significant association between level of income and investment in fixed 

deposits. 
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H1: There is significant association between level of income and investment in fixed deposits. 

Table: 7 Chi-Square Test 

Chi-Square Tests 
 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 75.913a 10 .000 

Likelihood Ratio 13.691 10 .188 
N of Valid Cases 73   

Interpretations: 

From the above chi square calculation researcher can conclude that there is significant 

association between level of income of the investors and their investment in fixed deposits as 

the significance value is less than 0.05 so there is significant evidence that null hypothesis is 

rejected and alternate hypothesis is accepted.  

CONCLUSION:  

Here we have tried to find out the association between level of income of the retail investors 

with different investment options and from the chi-square table we can conclude that there is 

evidence which support this statement that there is significant association between level of 

income and the different investment options like investment in shares, debentures, mutual 

funds, gold, fixed deposits, insurance policies etc. so we can say that retail investors choose 

to investment in the different avenues as per their income so the income is the significant 

determinant for the different investment options.   
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ABSTRACT 

Digital divide refers to the gap between those with regular, effective access to digital and 

information technology, and those without this access. This paper focus on encompasses both 

physical access to technology hardware and, more broadly, skills and resources which allow 

for its use. Factors like gender, physical disability, physical access, age, access to the 

contents, and lack of ICT skills contribute to the digital divide. Digital libraries can address 

the issue of bridging the knowledge divide in developing nations, attempt is made to 

highlight some initiatives taken in India by building digital libraries and bridge this gap. 

KEY WORD: Digital Diversity, Digital Divide, digital era, Digital divide and library  

1. INTRODUCTION: 

The Digital Divide represents the gap between those who have access to 

digital technology and those who do not. The term assumes that such access gaps lead to 

social disparities due to the different interests of users and non-users. The term is drawing 

attention as most countries around the world are beginning to see this inequality as 

a hindrance to overall economic development. The widening inequality caused by this 

phenomenon has attracted the attention of both planners and critics around the world. 

According to the National Telecommunications and Information Administration 

(NTIA), the digital divide is the divide between a person who does not have access to a 

computer and the Internet and a person who has access to a computer. 

In the process, the concept of the digital divide and the logical implications of being able to 

address social issues by providing computers and internet accounts seemed to become more 

and more problematic (http://www.ntia.docgovernment/). 

Differences are not necessarily determined by access to the Internet, but by access to ICT 

(Information and Communication Technology) and media available at various 

levels of society. Access is only one aspect of the Internet. Other factors such 

28 
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as connection quality and related services need to be considered. The most discussed topic is 

the availability of access at an affordable cost. 

The library has a computer connected to the internet and is open to the public for free. In 

addition, the valuable resources provided by the library, the librarians who help visitors find 

their way, provide technology in a friendly and convenient way. I want to be able to access 

the Internet as soon as possible at home or at work. Through trade unions, working people 

can work together to make the community better for everyone. Access to the Internet allows 

workers to connect and collaborate with government officials, nonprofits, and 

the general public they serve to improve the quality of public services and health care in their 

communities. The library has what many working families need to realize this vision of 

access that leads to community behavior and improvement. 

2. DEFINITION: 

According to [OECD, 2001] the term digital divide refers to the gap between individuals, 

households, businesses and geographic areas at the different socio-economic levels with 

regard to their opportunities to access information and communication technologies (ICTs) 

and their use of Internet. It reflects differences among and within countries.  

This definition is exclusively focused at national and international level. Digital divide is 

defined as by [Cullen, 2003] as the metaphor use to describe the perceived disadvantage of 

those who either are unable or do not choose to make use of ICT in their daily life.  

From the above definitions, world can be divided into two sets of people who have and who 

do not have access to ICT (information and communication technology) or ability to use 

technologies, Internet, and other modern artifacts, such as telephone, television. Such 

differences are more prominent among rural and urban population, poor and rich people, and 

among developing and developed countries across the globe. Besides, digital divide exists 

based on race, gender, geography, economic status and physical ability; in skills, knowledge 

and ability to use information and other technologies. In broader sense, the digital divide 

exists in global, regional, national, and state level. 

(I) Global digital segregation: "The concept of 'global digital segregation' 

focuses on the inequality of computer and internet access in all countries, 

especially the differences between developed and developing countries" 

(Singh.et al: 2013). 
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(II) Regional digital divide: This refers to the differences between countries 

within a region. For example, there is a wide range of access to information 

and communication technology within Asia. Countries like South Korea, 

China surpass India and Pakistan in internet usage. 

(III) National digital segregation: At the national level, there are often urban and 

rural divisions. There are also differences between the provinces in access to 

and use of information technology within India (Rao: 2005, Furuholt and 

Kristiansen: 2007). 

3. OBJECTIVES: 

1. Identify the responsible features of digital separation in the Library. 

2. Identify the responsible factor of digital divide. 

4. REVIEW OF RELATED BOOKS: 

Singh, S. (2010) .The following article focuses on India and aims to study the issue of digital 

segregation, particularly in rural and urban areas. Income inequality between rural and urban 

areas is referred to in this article as the number of subscribers, the availability of mobile 

phones and internet access. That "computer hole" idea has received a lot of attention lately, 

and it has started a lot of discussion and speculation about its financial, social, and political 

implications. According to existing experiments, the improved hole develops segregation, 

jeopardizes social closure, and hinders financial development. At the national level, there are 

various divisions: within countries, for example, there are gender divisions, young and old, 

economic segments, and, most importantly, rural and urban. His term "fragmentation" refers 

to the gap between rural and municipal areas regarding the overcrowding of myths, the 

availability of cell phones and the availability of the internet. According to the report, 

requirements such as ignorance, lack of skills, structure, interest in the regions of the country 

should be addressed in the event that India closes regional divisions. On the parliamentary 

side, an effort must be made to do this: merging, changing content, limiting development, and 

establishing and exploiting high-level segments, reducing costs, technological improvements, 

localization, and responsibility to the poor and oppressed can all help by closing the age gap. 

Bansode, S. Y., & Patil, S. K. (2011). The issue of closing the gap between information in 

less developed countries can be addressed through digital libraries. An effort is being made to 
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highlight the approaches of India to close this gap by building digital libraries. A simple 

questionnaire method used to analyze data. Among the factors that lead to this difference are: 

Men have limited access to the Internet at a lower rate (38%) than women (41%). This 

difference may be due in part to the assumption that IT is an active topic left to men, and 

several women avoid it as a result. Blind and blind people are now unable to make full use of 

computers due to technological advances like the Jaws, one of the few screen readers. Many 

people in disadvantaged groups are unable to use ICT due to a lack of computer and 

technology skills, as well as, most importantly, learning skills. Working people can benefit 

from the help of library staff and other library professionals to get acquainted with computers 

and use the Internet. In addition to providing a variety of customer terminals to clients, many 

libraries and libraries also provide training to users so that they can access information 

online. Many libraries have created digital and institutional archives so that users can access 

books for free. 

McDonald, J. D., & Levine-Clark, M. (Eds.). (2017). Individuals, communities, and 

countries with an unequal share of data and web resources, and online information are called 

"digital segregation." Originally intended to address concerns about physical access, such as 

whether someone had or did not have an online or online account at home, the survey was 

expanded to include other topics. The term is increasingly used to refer to challenges such as 

whether people have the necessary technology and knowledge to use the media and digital 

information effectively. To address the digital divide, a number of local and international 

projects have been established. During the 1990's, governments and corporations around the 

world were concerned about unequal access to new technologies, whether among citizens or 

between provinces. To illustrate the difference in accessibility, the term "digital divide" was 

coined. In this view, it is not just a single digital divide, but a lot of you, and overcoming it 

will require concerted efforts on several fronts. 

Soomro, Kamal A., Kale, Ugur, Curtis, Reagan, Akcaoglu, Mete, & Bernstein, Malayan 

(2020). This research focuses on personal access, motivation, skills, and direct use of digital 

knowledge, among other aspects of Computing. The lucrative and ever-changing work of 

emerging technology in education is no longer a hidden concept. IResearchers researchers 

look at how Pakistani higher education teachers use ICT in terms of motivation, physical 

ability, skills, and effective use in this research. 322 public and private university professors 

who completed a variety of courses completed the study. The study found that not all 

intelligent members have access to ICT, reflecting the existence of digital diversity based on 
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personal and professional factors such as age, gender, and education. The internet between 

public and private university intelligence was shown to be particularly prominent at the level 

of skills in terms of age and type of institution, body level in relation to university type, and 

level of use in relation to age and gender. The findings and information collected from this 

experiment have significant significance for plans of action in Pakistani higher education for 

faculty professional development and other ICT initiatives. The results of this study will help 

other researchers gain a better grasp of the demographic features that predict the development 

gaps among academic staff. 

5. RESEARCH METHOD: 

The current study adopted the descriptive method used. This method describes and interprets 

what currently exists. It is mainly concerned with existing relationships or situations, existing 

habits, beliefs, existing ideas or attitudes, ongoing processes, failures or growing trends. The 

books were collected through documentary sources and various web sites were searched 

online. 

6. DISTRIBUTION OF DIGITAL AND BIBLE LIBRARY: 

Digital segregation can be divided into three levels: 

(a) Globalization, 

(b) Social divisions and 

(c) democratic diversity. 

The main focus of digital diversity is on access to computers and the internet. Absence from 

these discussions has been what information and activities are available online- "where" 

online. Recent reports on the state of digital diversity, while optimistic, still show that strong 

growth in new technologies has not occurred equally across geographical boundaries, race, 

socioeconomic status, level of education, disability, gender, age, technological capabilities. it 

is already important for stable, high-paying jobs. As the information economy continues to 

evolve, the opportunity to develop skills in advanced technology will be a key component of 

what is needed to ensure that all sections of society participate fully in the Digital Age. 

Making the transition to the Digital Age and the technology of information technology 

requires new policies to ensure that people who are not well served currently have the 

necessary skills in the information sector. Key questions are as follows: - 
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1. How does technology affect human rights, public participation and social inclusion? 

2. How does technology affect development? 

3. What is in the social and political context of access to technology? 

Implementation of ICTs is possible; in a situation where cultural and institutional barriers are 

not properly addressed. A common perception is that if one buys just a few computers and 

modems, the post-industrial society can have an amazing effect. ICTs were generally 

regarded as a basic tool for survival in the next century. ICTs have been shown to improve 

efficiency in the workplace. There was a strong belief in the ability of ICT to increase the 

ease and speed of social media and at the same time prevent the problem of transportation. It 

helps to solve socio-economic problems. The most relevant technologies are seen as those 

that have enabled communities and organizations to communicate effectively. ICTs promote 

primary education at all levels; rapid availability of data on ICTs; the future of education 

depends heavily on ICT; Access to the Internet helps to produce, innovate and thrive 

businesses; ICTs are useful for job search for young people; and ICTs are important in the 

information age. The variety of factors identified as hindering the use of new ICTs is the high 

cost of ICTs leading to the denial of access to new technologies; lack of repeal of laws and 

government legislation that gives a few information technology companies independence; 

poverty and poor economic conditions; infrastructure problems such as lack of telephone 

wiring and disconnection of access to the Internet; a commitment to health and social well-

being that makes it difficult to focus on ICTs; lack of basic education and computer skills; 

and a political culture that does not encourage the sharing of information freely. In every 

country and region we have found that the growth and development of ICT is driven by 

private companies with government support. Public library A non-profit public library for the 

public library, and any library (schools, institutions, community organizations, individual 

communities, etc.) is designed to provide free public access to learning materials, with a view 

to volunteering. of educational enlightenment and better human welfare. Many libraries work 

with the technology of a particular subject or focus (legal libraries, science libraries, etc.). A 

public library as a rescue for unborn children who experience the impact of digital 

segregation on their well-being. The rules and efforts of public libraries to close the digital 

gap are not well known. 

7. DISTRIBUTION OF THE DIGITAL ON THE TABLE AND THE INTERNET 
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As the library computer is popular with sponsors and libraries the primary purpose of 

investing in libraries was to help “bridge” computers not enough to bridge the digital divide, 

skills and knowledge to effectively use information technology are equally important. One 

should have an interest in learning so that the library site meets these needs with their 

heritage as community learning centers and most importantly through the experts themselves. 

One-on-one informal assistance from libraries has the added benefit of teaching basic 

computer skills in the context of client search. Research into literacy and user behavior has 

shown that technical skills are better learned when considered in a problem-solving 

environment. An insecure library sponsor who wishes to integrate online resources presents a 

great opportunity for training where library staff contribute to digital segregation. 

(Www.pewinternet.org), (www.ntia.doc.gov, 22 dec, 2003). 

8.  CHALLENGES AND OBSTACLES TO DEALING WITH DIVISION  

SEPARATION 

An important need to reduce the digital divide in countries is to prioritize the development of 

their telecommunications infrastructure and to provide accessible and accessible information 

to individuals in all parts of the country. There are a number of barriers to digital 

diversification. Although neglected communities in India gain access to computers and the 

internet its benefits are limited due to the following factors. 

Ø Infrastructure barriers 

Despite the dramatic growth of the internet since the early 1990s, India still lacks strong 

telecommunications infrastructure with sufficient reliable bandwidth of internet connection. 

Due to the high cost the necessary development of hardware and software is difficult; 

therefore, despite the rapid spread of the internet the gap is widening as the level of 

technology grows even more. Fast networks, state-of-the-art equipment, sophisticated 

software and more skilled technicians are needed, but in many countries, including India, 

funding is not available to support these developments. 

Libraries and information centers, with their commitment to freedom of access to information 

and the promotion of lifelong learning in India, still need to have strong infrastructure. Public 

libraries that can provide access to the Internet do not have computers and internet access. 

Although cyber-cafes have been on the rise, poor people have no access because of the high 

cost. 
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Ø Barriers to literacy and skills 

Literacy and literacy will play an important role in keeping the community fragmented and 

informed. From the perspective of digital segregation, IT literacy is critical to allow access to 

digital information. In a country like India where about 50 percent of the people lack literacy 

skills working in everyday life, IT literacy is out of the question. Typically, online content 

and information are designed for intermediate or advanced reading students and those with 

the optional resources to use it. 

Literacy education will play an important role in keeping society afloat into a mass of what 

you have and what you do not have. Lack of computer skills and communication technology 

also prevents people from accessing digital information. 

Ø Economic barriers 

Lack of access to computer and communication technology also leads to digital 

fragmentation. In India the ability to buy or rent a digital access device is limited among the 

masses. The low-income group has no choice but to use it at cyber-cafes or to access their 

own internet connection to access digital information. 

Ø Content barriers 

The Internet allows ideas and information to be shared freely from citizen to citizen around 

the world. In many ways the power of the Internet is the work of a number of people and 

organizations that create quality content. Since there is no Internet-enabled business, anyone 

with access to the Internet has the power to provide information. Therefore, in order to 

resolve the digital divide, steps must be taken by the government to ensure that all citizens 

have access to a variety of content related to their lives and to the production of their content 

for their communities and across the Internet. 

Ø Language barriers 

India is a land of many cultures and languages. Today most of the online information is 

written in English, which is a barrier to people whose main language is not English. 

9. DISTRIBUTION OF DIGITAL: Libraries AND INSULTS 

In this age of information, it is recognized that knowledge is at the heart of all development 

activities where libraries play a vital role in the overall collection, storage, and dissemination 
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of information. But libraries do not receive the attention and attention they need when 

deploying digital segmentation applications. Many educational institutions now run an in-

house training program for their library professionals. The efforts of the education network 

and the special network play a positive role in this regard and many rural libraries are now 

available at the scene. They face a technical staff crisis and a lack of funding. Some of their 

main obstacles are 

1. The problem of finding enough baggage 

2. Staff development problem 

3. The problem of running a staff-training program - improving performance 

4. Problem finding soft furniture for housekeeping 

No digital access to resources leads to a lack of appropriate information services. 

Government and local authorities must therefore pay close attention to these areas. An app 

should be developed to improve local libraries. In the past public libraries provided 

government leaflets and other documents. But when the emphasis is shifted from textbooks to 

digital libraries and especially public libraries there are many barriers to changing the status 

quo by retrieving and disseminating digital information. This has created a digital divide 

between libraries and library staff working in different areas of the organization as public 

libraries have a very close connection with the rural community. 

10 CONCLUSION: 

Equal access to information and communication technology has led to digital diversification 

not only in developing countries but also globally. Although India has made encouraging 

efforts to close this gap by launching a number of projects and programs in rural and remote 

areas, much remains to be done to put people in the information community. What is needed 

is a strong commitment among the people, good policymakers and political support to 

prevent digital divisions. Libraries and libraries play a special role in providing information 

to all people to reduce the gap between them. 
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ABSTRACT 

Human trafficking is a worldwide problem. All ages and backgrounds of the people can 

become victims of this crime. It is a growing phenomenon in the world, which affects rich 

and poor people and also countries. Over the last decade, the volume of human trafficking 

has increased. Almost all countries were affected by human trafficking. Human trafficking 

has become a serious global issue of unforeseen proportions of the twenty-first century.  It is 

an illegal trade and international smuggling and it is one of the most criminal trades, next to 

drugs and smuggling. It was undertaken by highly organized criminals. Women and Girl 

children are considered most vulnerable to human trafficking. 71 percent of all trafficking 

victims, 99 percent for sexual exploitation. The trafficked women and children using for 

prostitution, marriage, domestic work begging, adoption, child pornography and organ 

transplant, etc. Annually, about 600,000 to 800,000 people are trafficked It is a serious 

violation of human rights, that needs to be fought, the complex and widespread operations of 

human trafficking make prosecution and punishment of traffickers. Trafficking involves 

thousands of men, women, and children falling into the hands of traffickers every year. 

Women and Girls are kidnapped, forced, and sold for the purposes of sexual or commercial 

sex work exploitation, laboring, etc,. The women and children are often raped and abused by 

their recruiters and then sent to brothels or underground prostitution rings where they are 

sometimes literally held under lock and key. These women are usually tightly controlled by 

the head of the brothels. Traffickers recruit or buy women from destitute areas, promising 

them to take a new country to find work as domestic servants. Apart from these, traffickers 

are often using violence and fake promises of education and job opportunities to trick and 

coerce their victims. Human trafficking is a crime in India, although illegal under Indian law. 

People are frequently illegally trafficked through India for the purposes of commercial sexual 

exploitation and forced/bonded labor. So far, available literatures on human trafficking are 

largely focused on sex trafficking or sex work. It is considered the second-largest organized 

crime in India. The government, civil society, and law and order agencies must take concrete 

steps the prevention of women and girls' child trafficking in India. Despite various 

enactments general penal codes for preventing and combating trafficking in human beings in 

29 
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India. Southeast Asia is the largest international human trafficking hub in the world. It is also 

a widespread and serious problem in India. North East India emerged to be a hot spot zone of 

trafficking in women and girl children in India. The India, 90 percent of trafficking occurs 

domestically (intra-state or inter-state), and only 10 percent occurs across national borders 

(Inter-National). Though the exact trafficking numbers are not known; About 225,000 

women and Girl children are trafficked every year. Health officials insist that the trafficking 

of women and girl children for the purpose of prostitution causes significant health risks to 

the general public, especially in terms of sexually transmitted diseases. Government data 

showed almost in 2016, 20,000 women and children were victims of human trafficking in 

India. According to the UNO Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC), South Asia, with India 

at its center, is the fastest-growing region for human trafficking. Millions of persons are 

trafficked domestically and internationally in India every year. According to NCRB Report in 

the year, 2020 total of 59262 children were missed. Compared to the year 2013 rate of 

children missing was hiked. (Vijaya Karnataka Kannada daily 29.may 2022page 8) 

Key works- Human trafficking global problem, women and girl child trafficking, illegal 

criminal national and international trade, Govt. Measures, UNODC 

INTRODUCTION: 

Human trafficking is a worldwide problem. All ages and backgrounds of the people can 

become victims of this crime. It is a growing phenomenon in the world, which affects rich 

and poor people and also countries. Over the last decade, the volume of human trafficking 

has increased. Almost all countries were affected by human trafficking. Human trafficking 

has become a serious global issue of unforeseen proportions in the twenty-first century.  It is 

an illegal trade and international smuggling and it is one of the most criminal trades, next to 

drugs and smuggling. It was undertaken by highly organized criminals. Women and Girl 

children are considered most vulnerable to human trafficking. Children from extremely poor 

and marginalized communities are exposed to the risk of human trade. It is a serious violation 

of human rights, that needs to be fought, the complex and widespread operations of human 

trafficking make prosecution and punishment of traffickers. Trafficking involves thousands 

of men, women, and children falling into the hands of traffickers every year. Women and 

Girls are kidnapped, forced, and sold for the purposes of sexual or commercial sex work 

exploitation, laboring, etc,. The women and children are often raped and abused by their 

recruiters and then sent to brothels or underground prostitution rings where they are 
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sometimes literally held under lock and key. These women are usually tightly controlled by 

the head of the brothels. Traffickers recruit or buy women from destitute areas, promising 

them to take a new country to find work as domestic servants. Apart from these, traffickers 

are often using violence and fake promises of education and job opportunities to trick and 

coerce their victims. Human trafficking is a crime in India, although illegal under Indian law. 

People are frequently illegally trafficked through India for the purposes of commercial sexual 

exploitation and forced/bonded labor. So far, available literature on human trafficking is 

largely focused on sex trafficking or sex work. It is considered the second largest organized 

crime in India. The government, civil society, and law, and order agencies must take concrete 

steps the prevention of women and girl child trafficking in India. Despite various enactments 

general penal codes for preventing and combating trafficking in human beings in India. 

Southeast Asia is the largest international human trafficking hub in the world. It is also a 

widespread and serious problem in India. North East India emerged to be a hot spot zone of 

trafficking in women and girl children in India. The India, 90 percent of trafficking occurs 

domestically (intra-state or inter-state), and only 10 percent occurs across the national borders 

(Inter-National). 

Though the exact trafficking numbers are not known; Annually about 600,000 to 

800,000 people are trafficked. About 225,000 women and Girl children are trafficked every 

year. Health officials insist that the trafficking of women and girl children for the purpose of 

prostitution causes significant health risks to the general public, especially in terms of 

sexually transmitted diseases. Government data showed almost in 2016, 20,000 women and 

children were victims of human trafficking in India. According to the UNO Office of Drugs 

and Crime (UNODC), South Asia, with India at its center, is the fastest-growing region for 

human trafficking. Millions of persons are trafficked domestically and internationally in India 

every year. 

According to NCRB Report in the year, 2020 total of 59262 children were missed. Compared 

to the year 2013 rate of missing was hiked. (Vijaya Karnataka Kannada daily 29.may 

2022page 8) 

 Concept of human trafficking: 

  The concept of human trafficking refers to the criminal practice of exploiting human 

beings by treating them as commodities for profit. Even after being trafficked victims are 

subjected to long-term exploitation. The crime of trafficking shows, that trafficking a person 
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is a serious crime and a grave violation of human rights. (Source www. India times). It is 

known as modern slavery, which involves the use of force, fraud, or coercion by giving or 

receiving payments or benefits. Moreover, for the purpose of exploitation, recruits, transports, 

harbors, and transfers, a person or persons, by using threats, force, abduction, practicing 

fraud, etc include. The exploitation shall include any act of physical or sexual exploitation. 

Slavery or practices similar to slavery, or servitude. Govt. of India, 2013). According to the 

UNODC (United Nation organization declaration), Human Trafficking is the recruitment, 

transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of people through force, fraud, or deception, 

with the aim of exploiting them for profit. According to The Punjab Prevention of Human 

Smuggling Act, 2012 human smuggling" shall mean and include illegally exporting, sending 

or transporting persons out of India or any type of facilitation there to by receiving money 

from them or their parents, relatives or any other person interested in their welfare, by 

inducing, alluring or deceiving or cheating; etc 

Girl and Women Trafficking in India: 

 The present study mainly focused on the trafficking of women and girl children. Women and 

girl children are the most common victims of trafficking. There are various factors for 

women and child trafficking in India.  

A) Girl Child Trafficking: 

Girl child Trafficking is all-pervading. About 60,000 children are trafficked in India 

every year. The National Crime Record Bureau (NCRB) has reported children have 

disappeared, one every eight minutes.  According to UNICEF child trafficking means, any 

person under 18 years of age is recruited, transported, transferred, harbored or received for 

the purpose of exploitation, either within or outside a country. Girl children are trafficked for 

marriage, sex work, criminal activity, begging, adoption and organ trade.  

B) Women Trafficking: 

Traffickers target Indian women and girls, but also fraudulently recruit significant 

numbers of Nepali and Bangladeshi women and girls to India for sex trafficking. According 

to a recent survey in India, Trafficked women in India were sold to other countries from 

different parts of India. These girls and women are sourced from Dindigul, Madurai, 

Tiruchirapalli, and Chengalpattu of Tamil Nadu state. Gaya, Kishanganj, Patna, Katihar, 

Purnea, Araria, and Madhubani from Bihar state., Murshidabad, and 24 Parganas in West 
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Bengal state, Maharajgunj from UP, Dholpur, Alwar, Tonk from Rajasthan, Mangalore, and 

Gulbarga and Raichur from Karnataka state. These women and girls were supplied to 

Thailand, Kenya, South Africa, and Middle East countries like Bahrain, Dubai, Oman, 

Britain, South Korea, and the Philippines. They are forced to work as sex workers undergoing 

severe exploitation and abuse. 

Objectives of the Study 

1. To know the meaning causes and impact of the human trafficking   

2. To mainly focus on Girl child and women trafficking in India 

3. To focus on Government effort, Legal and constitutional provisions to combat the women 

and Girl child trafficking in India. 

Historical Background:  

The earliest type of global trafficking began with African Slave Trade. It was the first known 

international flow of human trafficking. The term traffic was first used to refer to the so-

called 'white slave trade' in women around 1900. The Trade of white women from Europe to 

Arab and Eastern states as concubines/prostitutes was a concern for men, women, and 

governments of European countries. At this time, traffic meant the movement of women for 

an immoral purpose i.e., prostitution. Initially, this definition required the crossing of country 

borders, but by 1910 it changed to traffic in women within national boundaries. Traffic in 

women was seen as related to slavery, but also closely linked to prostitution. The problem of 

trafficking can also be traced back to the time of Greek City-states. Its history is full of 

attempts on the part of the States to regulate, control, and limit certain sections of the society 

and certain kind of activities like prostitution. (Source Wikipedia) 

Profile of the Trafficking Women and Children- Facts  

Traffickers are trained to identify vulnerability and use expert manipulation tactics to 

persuade and control their victims. People who are vulnerable to trafficking include those 

experiencing economic hardship, lack of social security, unemployment, and natural 

disasters. It makes vulnerable to them. Over the past five years, human traffickers exploit 

domestic and foreign victims in India. Traffickers exploit victims from India abroad. Internal 

forced labor constitutes India’s largest trafficking problem. Traffickers exploit millions of 

people in commercial sex within India. Scheduled caste females were sometimes exploited 

through the traditional Jogithi system. in which Dalit women and girls are ceremoniously 
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married to a local temple deity but in practice are used as sex slaves for higher caste villagers. 

Traffickers target Indian women and girls for sex trafficking. In addition to this trafficked 

women are using traditional red light areas, dance bars, spas, and massage parlors. Women 

and children are used for sex trafficking in small hotels, vehicles, huts, and private 

residences.  Nowadays commercial sex increasingly took place through the internet and 

social media platforms. In addition, traffickers utilize digital payment applications. 

Traffickers exploit women and girl children in sex trafficking in religious pilgrimage centers 

and in tourist destinations. Some traffickers kidnap children from public places, including 

railway stations, entice girls with drugs, and force girls as young as 5 years old in sex 

trafficking to take hormone injections to appear older. Some traffickers force women and 

girls to conceive and deliver babies for sale. Some law enforcement officers protect suspected 

traffickers and brothel owners from law enforcement efforts and take bribes from sex 

trafficking establishments and sexual services from victims. But still not up to the mark.  

Human Trafficking in Karnataka:  

Karnataka's capital Bangalore is the main hub of women and child trafficking in Karnataka. 

In addition, these traffickers supply women and children from Mangalore, Gulbarga, and 

Raichur to other countries viz, Thailand, Kenya, Bahrain, Dubai, Oman, Britain, South 

Korea, and the Philippines. Over the last five years, 854 cases detected in Karnataka. But no 

one gets punished because of a lack of evidence. 

Size of Human Trafficking in India: 

Human trafficking is a worldwide problem. Regardless of their financial and social status 

have to get trafficked. It is an illegal trade between countries to countries. Trafficking is 

everywhere but the lack of evidence very difficult to trace. very difficult to assess the 

trafficked number, But NCRB and other official reports attempt to made explain the size of 

human trafficking in India. According to Legal Services in India, every hour, four girls in 

India enter into prostitution, three of them against their will. The Ministry of Women and 

Child Development told the parliament that 19,223 women and children were trafficked in 

the year -2014, and 15,448 in the yea- 2015. The highest number of victims was recorded in 

West Bengal. Rajasthan. The second-highest number of trafficked children and women in 

2016. National Crime Record Bureau (NCRB) report shows that West Bengal is the hub of 

human trafficking in India, followed by Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, and 

Maharashtra with Delhi as the transit point. According to this report, in 2015, a total of 3490 
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girl children trafficking cases were registered. According to the National Human Rights 

Commission of India (NHRC), 40,000 children are abducted every year, leaving 11,000 

untraced. (Source: Crime in India Report). According to a report by Free, a Girl Foundation 

Nagpur, (NGO) around 700-800 children are stuck in the red light area of Nagpur, (India). 

According to Reuters study estimated 20 million commercial prostitutes in India, and 16 

million women and girls are victims of sex trafficking.  

Human Trafficking Cases  

         Cases Reported Cases (Year-From 2018 to 2020) and victims trafficked in- 2020 

 
Sr. 
no 

 
State or Union 
Territory 

    Total Cases Reported year 
wise 

     Victims Trafficked year-2020 

2018 2019 2020 Trafficked 
Below 18 Years 

Trafficked 
Above 18 Years 

1 Maharashtra 311 282 184 49 463 
2 Andrapradesh 240 245 171 23 212 
3 Assam 308 201 124 84 93 
4 Telangana 242 137 184 32 407 
5 west Bengal 172 120   59  53 18 
6 Jharkhand 140 177 140 114 187 
7 Rajasthan   86 141 128 815   03 
8 Bihar 127 106   75 123  56 
9 Kerala 105 180 166 184  35 
10 Karnataka   27   32   13    2  39 
11 Delhi (UT)  98  93   53 202  22 

(Source: Crime in India-2020, National Crime Record Bureau Report 2020, Ministry 

of Home Affair, Govt of India, Vol.III, Page 986 and 987) 

The above table shows that, during- 2018 and 2019, Maharashtra state had the highest 

number of Trafficking cases. In 2020 Maharashtra and Telangana states are more cases 

reported. (Source: Wikipedia). 

Conditions for Vulnerability of Women and Girl Children for Trafficking in India: 

Human trafficking is the fastest-growing criminal industry in the world. The majority 

of the trafficking victims are poor rural women and children. They are lured to the towns and 

cities each year by traffickers who promise good jobs. But they sell them into modern 

slavery. Some trafficked were pushed into prostitution, brothels begging, smuggling, 

domestic work, and small industries like textiles, workshops, and farming. Women and girl 

children are more vulnerable to trafficking because, of a lack of education, gender disparities, 

and lack of social safety nets. Women engaged low earning work and violence against 
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women. Women who are unaware of their legal rights. Traditional and religious practices 

(Jogathi, Devadasi). Patriarchal system, Lack of strong political will and weak law 

enforcement mechanisms, and impoverished parents selling off their daughters to get the 

economic benefit. The main causes of trafficking are,.. 

1. Poverty:  A widow or single mother living in poverty, who struggles to provide basic 

needs of her children. A trafficker might offer her a job to feed her children. She may accept 

and be willing to do whatever the trafficker asks of her. 

2. Unemployment: Traffickers targets unemployed individuals peruse them to leave home 

and take a job in another city or country. Traffickers may assure to pay for transportation, 

shelter, clothing, food, etc so people easily accept their offer. 

3.Displacement: War, political instability, and natural disasters can displace individuals or 

entire families. When people experience financial hardship, homelessness, and the loss of 

their parents, traffickers target and provide protection to them. 

4. Social causes: Familial causes, violence, desertion, marriage, marriage disputes, 

innocence, ignorance, illiteracy, frustrations, etc factors are the immediate causes for pushing 

them into the trafficker's hands.  

5. Broken Families: Individuals who are cast out of their homes, and abandoned are highly 

vulnerable to human trafficking. Runaways, experiencing homelessness, and living in 

isolation are the main factors. Some traffickers offer love and acceptance. 

6. Cultural Practices: In traditional cultures where arranged marriages are common, girls are 

sometimes forced into child marriage. Religious practices like Jogathi and the Devadasi 

system push women to trafficking. 

7. Regional imbalance: Some regions of the country are very backward. It leads to 

trafficking 

8. Economic disparities: Economic situation on the contrary is very poor, there is a high 

level of poverty and unemployment. It encourages trafficking. 

9. Desire for material benefits: The main cause of the trafficking in women's desire for 

money and material benefits.  
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10. Influence of the peer group: Peers are easily influenced by their age group for making 

money. So falling to traffickers.  

11. Lack of Knowledge or Experience: A teenager may accept a trafficker offer an 

attractive job, easy money-making, etc easily. A trafficker will quickly take advantage of 

these types of situations. 

Effects of Human Trafficking on Society and Individuals: 

Human trafficking is a multi-dimensional threat. It deprives human rights and 

freedom of the people and it fuels the growth of organized crime. Human trafficking has a 

devastating impact on, those who suffer physical and emotional abuse like rape, threats 

against self and family, passport theft, and even death. But the impact of human trafficking 

goes beyond individual victims; it undermines the safety and security of all nations it touches. 

Trafficking is understood to have medical, social, legal, and economic effects on victims. 

Affected persons are reportedly traumatized by their experiences. Suicidal thoughts are 

common.  Besides, they are stigmatized, face moral and legal isolation, vulnerable to 

HIV/AIDS infections, drug addiction, high-risk abortions, and teenage pregnancies, It may 

affect their reproductive health. Many traffickers also experience trauma because of what 

they see and do to others, and many traffickers have been victimized at some point in their 

lives. The Vienna Forum will explore the impact of human trafficking on the lives of 

individuals and their communities. Participants will share experiences and focus on the 

consequences of human trafficking to victims, including the violence they experience and the 

risk of re-victimization.  

Main Effects of Human Trafficking on the Victims: 

1. Mental illness or Trauma: Victims of human trafficking can experience devastating 

psychological effects during and after their trafficking experience. Many survivors may end 

up experiencing post-traumatic stress, difficulty in relationships, depression, memory loss, 

anxiety, fear, guilt, shame, and other severe forms of mental trauma. 

2 Physical injuries: Many victims also experience physical injuries. Those who have been 

sexually exploited and abused by their traffickers and customers. They may be raped, beaten, 

and parcel-like goods some are lost their lives before reaching the destination. High risk of 

getting sexually transmitted diseases, infections, diabetes, cancer, and other illnesses. A lack 

of proper medical care often affects an individual’s health permanently. 
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3. Social Consequences: They are usually not respected by society. Difficult to girl get 

married, affects children's status and marriage. Children may never have a school education. 

They are shame to share trafficking events with others, which affects Their family status. 

A. Exclusion from the Community: Individuals who are being trafficked can quickly 

become isolated from friends, family, and other social circles. Victims become isolated and 

withdrawn from contact with relatives and society. 

B. Social stigma: Due to a stigma, who returned home or escape a trafficking situation may 

even be excluded from their family and friends, and social groups. 

C. Impact on Child Socialization: Socialization is a learning process. Child victims who a 

trafficked at a young age are unable to attend school or college. They may not know how to 

behave, what are the social values, individual roles, etc, Victims become dependent.  

Legal and Constitutional Safeguards: 

To combat this social menace, India does not lag behind. It has taken various steps to 

eradicate this problem. There are a number of enactments that refer to the protection of 

women and girl children from traffickers and exploitation. 

Legal Measures: Protection of women and Children from Trafficking: 

There are a few legal measures to prohibit human trafficking. These are 

1. The Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956 (ITPA):  It is the premier legislation for the 

prevention of exploitation of trafficking commercial sex workers. This act criminalized 

various offenses relating to commercial sexual exploitation.  

2. Bonded Labour Abolition Act, 1976: The main focus of this act is, the abolishment of 

bonded labor and the freedom of every laborer. Extinguishes liability to repay a bonded debt. 

Frees all property of bonded laborers from the mortgage. These prescribed penalties of three 

to five years imprisonment. 

3. The Karnataka Devadasi’s (Prohibition Of Dedication) Act, 1982: To prevent the 

dedication of women as Devadasi’s in the State of Karnataka, as the practice is leading to 

prostitution and exploitation.   
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4. Transplantation of Human Organs Act, 1994: Punishment for commercial dealings in 

human organs offers to supply any human organ for payment; Penalties: The act specifies 

various penalties. All offenses are cognizable i.e. police officers can arrest without a warrant 

and are non-billable.  Note that if a person is found guilty under the act and also under any 

other law, the punishment which is higher will apply. 

5. The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015 

child" means a person who has not completed eighteen years of age; Whoever, having control 

over a child, assaults, abandons, abuses, exposes or willfully neglects the child or causes or 

procures the child to be assaulted, abandoned, abused, exposed or neglected in a manner 

likely to cause such child unnecessary mental or physical suffering, shall be punishable with 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years or with fine of one lakh rupees or 

with both. 

5. Protection of Children from Sexual offenses (POCSO) Act- 2012: which has come into 

effect on 14th November 2012 is a special law to protect children from sexual abuse and 

exploitation below 18 years of age (Both Boy /Girl). It provides precise definitions for 

different forms of sexual abuse, including penetrative and non-penetrative sexual assault, and 

sexual harassment. 

6. The Punjab Prevention of Human Smuggling Act, 2012 

According to this act, human smuggling penalties are. - (1) Whoever, uses the device for 

human smuggling, shall be punished with imprisonment for a period not less than three years, 

which may extend to seven years, and with a fine which may extend to five lakhs rupees.  

7. Supreme court order:  Supreme court issued directions, that all State Governments must 

direct their law enforcement authorities to take appropriate speedy steps against the evil and 

directed to set up advisory committees with experts from all fields to make suggestions 

regarding measures for eradicating girl child prostitution, for care and rehabilitation of 

rescued girls, for setting up of rehabilitative homes,  

8. The Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection, and Rehabilitation) Bill, 2018 

Trafficking person’s bill-2018 create a law for the investigation of all types of trafficking, 

and rescue, protection, and rehabilitation of trafficked victims. These include trafficking for 
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forced labour, bearing children for sale, begging, or inducing early sexual maturity.  

Aggravated trafficking attracts a higher punishment. 

Indian constitution:  

The Indian Constitution provides many provisions for the improve the conditions of 

women and girls' children in India. 

Article -15(3) of the constitution the state is empowered to make special provisions for 

women and children. Article- 23 of the constitution, prohibits trafficking in human beings 

and forced labor. It states that trafficking of human beings for begging and other similar 

forms of forced labour are prohibited. Article -51A(e) of the constitution, states imposes a 

duty on every citizen of India. It is mandatory for renounce practices derogatory to the 

dignity of women. The IPC sections: Under the Indian pineal code of 1860 punishing who 

trafficking women and children as, IPC Sec- 366-A – states procreation of minor girls, Sec- 

366-B importation of girls from a foreign country, Sec-372 selling of girls for prostitution, 

Sec-373 buying of girls for prostitution, IPC Sec- 370 & 370A-Human Trafficking 

The Government Social Security Measures in India:  

With a view to tackling the menace of human trafficking, the Ministry of Home 

Affairs, Government of India has undertaken a number of measures, such as: 

1. Anti Trafficking Cell (ATC): Anti-Trafficking Nodal Cell was set up in the Ministry of 

Home Affairs (MHA) CS Division in 2006 to act as a focal point for communicating various 

decisions and following up on action taken by the State Governments to combat the crime of 

Human Trafficking.  

2. Ministry of Home Affairs' Scheme: Ministry of Home Affairs under a Comprehensive 

Scheme Strengthening law enforcement response in India against Trafficking in Persons 

through training and capacity building, has released funds for the establishment of Anti 

Human Trafficking Units for 270 districts of the country.  

A. Strengthening the capacity building: To enhance the capacity building of law 

enforcement agencies, create awareness from various Training of the Trainers (TOT), 

workshops for Police officers, and for Prosecutors at the Regional level, State level, and 

District levels were held throughout the country. 
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B. Judicial Colloquium: In order to train and sensitize the trial court judicial officers, a 

judicial colloquium on human trafficking is held at the High court level. The aim is to 

sensitize the judicial officers about the various issues concerning human trafficking. 

3. India implemented International Conventions (UNO) to combat Trafficking: 

         India has ratified the United Nations Convention on Transnational Organized Crime 

(UNCTOC) which has as one of its Protocols Prevention, Suppression, and Punishment of 

Trafficking in Persons, particularly Women and Girl children.  

4. SAARC Convention: India has ratified the SAARC Convention on preventing and 

combating trafficking in women and children for prostitution. A Regional Task Force was 

constituted to implement the SAARC Convention. In India, the Anti Human Trafficking 

Units (AHTUs) established in various districts of the country.  

5. Bi-lateral Mechanism (MOU) June 2015: For dealing with cross-border trafficking and 

to address the various issues relating to the prevention of trafficking, victim identification, 

and repatriation, and make the process speedy and victim-friendly between India and 

Bangladesh, a Task Force of India and Bangladesh was constituted. A Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU) between India and Bangladesh on Bi-lateral Cooperation signed in 

June 2015. 

6. The Vienna Forum for Fight Human Trafficking Feb 2018: The Vienna Forum was 

held from 13 to 15 February 2008 to fight against human trafficking. The Forum is a unique 

opportunity to bring together representatives from member states. The aims of the forum are 

to raise awareness of all forms of trafficking.  

Conclusion:  

Human trafficking is a global problem. Women and girl children are more vulnerable 

to trafficking. Traffickers target Indian women and girls for sex trafficking. Trafficked 

women are using traditional red light areas, dance bars, spas, and massage parlors and using 

for sex trafficking in small hotels, vehicles, huts, and private residences. Now a day’s 

commercial sex increasingly took place through the internet and social media platforms. In 

addition, traffickers utilize digital payment applications. Traffickers exploit women and girl 

children in sex trafficking in religious pilgrimage centers and in tourist destinations, Force 

women to conceive and deliver babies for sale (BadigeThayi). Law enforcement officers fail 

to protect trafficking women and children. Human trafficking consistently results in the 
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denial of fundamental human rights acknowledged in international treaties and customs, 

states have an obligation to address these vulnerabilities. 
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Abstract: 

The Khadi and Gramodyog is heritage of the nation.  A clothe of Khadi is not just produced 

by the spinning wheel but connected with spirit of Gandhiji. Today, in this research paper 

research scholar wants to explore on consumer behavior towards the various products of 

Khadi and Gramodyog with Selected Regions of Gujarat like- North, South and Central 

Regions of Gujarat State. 

Key Words: Consumer Behaviour, Khadi and Gramodyog, North, South and Central Regions 

of Gujarat State. 

1. INTRODUCTION TO KHADI AND GRAMODYOG AND CONSUMER 

BEHAVOIR: 

“Consumer is the king of the market”- said by the Shri Vinoba Bhave. Market is totally 

depending on the Consumer. Recently, analyzed by the marketers during COVID- 19 and its 

post effects are in market. To sustain in the market seller must know the consumer behavior 

well. Behaviour is reaction towards the situation, it is totally based on perception of 

individual which change by time to time. For sustaining in cut - throat competition the Khadi 

and Gramodyog know the consumer behavior first.   

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

 Ansuya, D.B.(2016), researcher only focus on Coimbatore District with Sample size 200 

as result of Chi-Square consumer is  delighted with  the Products of Khadi and 

Gramodyog of Coimbatore district of Tamil Nadu State. 

 Nair, S.(2010), her book focus on consumer behavior with Indian prospective. Cover each 

segment of Consumer Behaviour. 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

3.1 Title of the Study: 

30 
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“An Exploratory Research on Consumer Behaviour towards the Various Product of Khadi 

And Gramodyog of Selected Regions of Guajart State.” 

3.2 Objectives of Study: 

 To know the Level of awareness of consumer towards the various products of Khadi And 

Gramodyog of Selected Regions of Gujarat state. 

 To identify the perception of consumer towards the various products of Khadi And 

Gramodyog of Selected Regions of Gujarat State. 

 To know the level of satisfaction. 

       3.3 Hypothesis of study 

Null Hypothesis: 

H0:  There is no significant association between level of awareness and occupation of 

consumer towards the various products of Khadi and Gramodyog of Selected Regions of 

Gujarat State. 

H0: There is no significant association between level of perception and educational 

qualification of consumer towards the various products of Khadi and Gramodyog of Selected 

Regions of Gujarat State. 

H0: There is no significant association between level of satisfaction and age of consumer 

towards the various products of Khadi and Gramodyog of Selected Regions of Gujarat State. 

 Alternative Hypothesis: 

H1: There is a significant association between level of awareness and   occupation of 

consumer towards the various products of Khadi and Gramodyog of Selected Regions of 

Gujarat State. 

H1:  There is a significant association between level of perception and educational 

qualification of consumer towards the various products of Khadi and Gramodyog of Selected 

Regions of Gujarat State. 

H1: There is a significant association between level of satisfaction and age of consumer 

towards the various products of Khadi and Gramodyog of Selected Regions of Gujarat State. 

3.4 Population of Study and Sample size: 
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For the above research work, research scholar chooses the Selected Regions of Gujarat. This 

includes North Region, South Region and Central Region of Gujarat State. The size of 

sample is 50.  

3.5 Tools and Techniques used for Study: 

The source of data is primary. The data is collected through the structural questionnaire with 

convince sample method and snow- ball sampling method.  For data coding and simple 

calculations researcher used the Microsoft Excel 2007. Appling the ANOVA test and for 

advance statistics researcher used the SPSS also. 

4. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION: 

Total sample size of recent research work is 50 samples. 

4.1 Data analysis and interpretation based on Demographic Profile: 

Demographic  Variables No. of 
Respondents 

Respondents 
in % 

Analysis and Interpritation 
of Data 

Age:   Up to 35 Years 
Beween 35 - 60 Years 

Above 60 Years 

22 
16 
12 

44.00% 
32.00% 
24.00% 

As from the research 44 % of 
consumers of Khadi and 

Gramodyog is Youth. 
Educational Qualification: 

Up to S.S.C / H.S.C 
Graduate 

Post- Graduate 
Above Post- Graduate 

 
24 
21 
04 
01 

 
48.00% 
42.00% 
08.00% 
02.00% 

 
Consumption and  level of 

lilteracy are not co- relateed. 
Consumption  depends on the 

level of comfort zone. 

Monthly Family Income: 
Up to Rs.35,000 

Between  Rs.35,001- 75,000 
Above  Rs.75,001 

 
15 
19 
16 

 
30.00% 
38.00% 
32.00% 

Consumer with Income  More 
than 35,000 are consumed with 

high percentage of 38% and 32%. 
Beacuase products are costly  

with premium quality. 

Occupation:   Student 
Salaried 

 
House -wife 

Business 
Other 

15 
13 
 

05 
17 
00 

30.00% 
26.00% 

 
10.00% 
34.00% 
00.00% 

Now, a days  Khadi also become 
the code of professionalisem too 

with 34%.  Students are 
consumed  with 30% due to 

awarness of eco- friendliness of 
products. Salaried are next to 

them with 26%. Least consumed 
by house wife and others. 

Regions:  North Gujarat 
Cenral Gujarat 
South Gujarat 

18 
16 
16 

36.00% 
32.00% 
32.00% 

The products of Khadi and 
Gramodyog  is generally highly 
consumed by North Regions due 
to near to Kutch- Bhuj as  one of 

the hub center with 36% 
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4.2 Data Analysis and Interpretation Based on the Subjective Profile:  

Null Hypothesis  (H0) 
 

Alternative Hypothesis 
(H1) 

Result of 
ANOVA 

Data Analysis and 
Interpritation 

H0: There is no significant 

association between level of 

Awarness and occupation  of 

consumer towards the varios 

products of Khadi and 

Gramodyog of Selected 

Regions  of Gujarat State. 

H1: There is a 

signifiacant association 

between level of  

Awarness and occupation 

of consumer  towards the 

various products of Khadi 

and Gramodyog of 

Selected Regions of 

Guajrat state. 

Sig. 

0.945 

 

H0 

Accepted 

There is no significant 

association between 

level of awarness and 

occupation, beacuase 

today behaviour of 

consumer is not just 

depends on awarness but 

also on the satisfaction 

level . 

H0: There is no significant 

association between the  

level of perception and 

educational qualification of 

consumer towards  the 

various products of Khadi 

and Gramodyog of Selected 

Regions of Gujarat State. 

H1: There is a  significant 

association between the 

level of perception and 

educational qulification 

of consumer towards the 

various products of Khadi 

and Gramodyog of 

Selected Regions of 

Gujarat State. 

Sig. 

0.383 

 

H0 

Accepted 

Perception is not always 

based on educational 

qualification.  Ethic , 

Moral values, status of 

individual and habits 

also played the powerful 

role. And perception is 

change by experinces 

too. It change from time 

to time and from place to 

place. 

H0: There is no significant 

association between  the 

level of satisfaction and age 

of  consumer towards the 

various products of Khadi 

and Gramodyog of  Selected 

Regions of Gujarat State. 

H0: There is a significant 

association between the 

level of satisfaction and 

age of consumer  towards 

the various products of 

Khadi and Gramodyog of 

Selected Regions of 

Gujarat State. 

Sig. 

0.044 

 

H1 

Accepted 

99% of consumer 

behaviour is depends on 

the satisfaction. The 

level of satisfaction  and 

age are dependend. At 

some age consumer like 

some products 

before/after the age they 

may dislike same 

product which they like 

before/ after. 
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5. FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND LIMITATIONS FROM THE STUDY: 

Findings: 

Awareness, occupation, perception, educational qualification is somehow not associated with 

consumer behavior while satisfaction and age of consumer directly associated with consumer 

behavior. 

Recommendations: 

KVIC must produce that type of products which consumer which preferred to KVIC to cover 

the specific market or segment. KVIC also use niche- marketing to cover their royal 

consumers. 

Limitations of the study: 

Study is based on the primary source; consumers may have biased. 

Convince sampling and Snow-ball Sampling method. 

Only cover the Selected Regions of Gujarat State- North Gujarat, Central Gujarat and South 

Gujarat with sample size of 50. 
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Abstract:  

Corporate governance is the system by which companies are controlled and directed. 

Distributed ledger technology, also known as the blockchain, is gaining traction globally. 

Block chain offers a revolutionary application of cryptography and information technology to 

old financial record keeping issues while forging great hopes with regard to lower cost, 

greater liquidity, transparency of ownership, and more accurate record keeping. Corporates 

started showing heavy reliance on use of block chain technology in their activities. 

Blockchain offers a secure validation mechanism and decentralized mass collaboration. 

Cryptocurrencies make use of this technology as a new asset class for investors worldwide. 

Cryptocurrencies are being used by companies to raise capital via initial coin offerings 

(ICOs). The substantial inflow of unregulated capital into a transactional and transnational 

industry has aroused interest from not just investors, but also national securities and monetary 

regulatory agencies. The same time an expanded use of new technology may introduce new 

risks and far-reaching changes in corporate governance. Thinking about the challenge of 

impacting corporate law and corporate governance, it is useful to consider the different ways 

by which a blockchain regime might impair shareholders rights and managers behaviour like 

they are currently defended by corporate law and developed by corporate governance 

recommendations. This study aims to provide a detailed review report on Corporate 

Governance in use of blockchain technology and decentralized governance and Complex 

Crypto Currencies in India and across the Globe. 

Keywords: blockchain; disruptive technology; corporate governance; corporate voting; 

tokenisation; smart contracts blockchain-related topics. 

Introduction 

In this paper, we present a comprehensive study to understand the decentralized autonomous 

governance framework and link traditional corporate governance theories to blockchain 

adoption in Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) or Complex Crypto currencies. The aim of this 

paper is to provide broad level information to all stakeholders on the interplay between 

blockchain applications and Corporate Governance. Its contents should, in no way, be treated 

as the official view of any regulators/country/region. The examples or possible situations 

31 
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related to compliance/governance issues discussed in the paper are purely hypothetical in 

nature. Any case relating to the blockchain will be assessed on the merits thereof This paper 

is merely an intellectual exercise and not a regulatory or investigative guidance. Readers 

should take appropriate legal and other professional advice, wherever necessary.  

 

1. BASIC CONCEPTS ABOUT BLOCK CHAIN TECHNOLOGY 

BLOCKCHAIN is essentially a decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) network of transaction 

confirmations and ownership transfers, without a central authority or intermediary. 

Computers on the network (“the nodes”) use cryptographic algorithms and smart contracts to 

confirm the transactions that are then written into blocks, and chains of such blocks form a 

ledger. When transactions occur, records of ownership (assets and their values) are 

permanently entered in ledgers and there are as many identical ledgers as the number of 

related nodes. In theory, there is no need for an authorized intermediary to confirm the 

transactions and hence there is no need for a central database or repository of transactions and 

records. This mechanism results in a decentralized / distributed database of ledgers with a 

continually growing record of transactions. As illustrated in Figure, this is in sharp contrast to 

a traditional centralized network, where all transactions are verified, and ownership records 

kept by a central authority. (In what follows, the term “blockchain” is used synonymously 

with “distributed ledger.”) (Referannexure.1). 

Decentralized networks may be customized for any degree of decentralization with respect to 

user access and usage rights. A blockchain network can be in one of two formats: 

 

Public (“permission-less”) blockchain: There is no one owner / operator and anyone is able 

to enter and exit freely. Everyone on a ledger has access to the same copy of the ledger and 

hence there are as many identical copies of a ledger as the number users. (Bitcoin is a typical 

example of a public blockchain.) 

Private (“permissioned”) blockchain: There are one or multiple owners / operators, who 

supply access interface to permissioned users. Only permissioned users hold a copy of a 

given ledger. Financial institutions seem to prefer this type of setup (two examples are 

RippleNet and NASDAQ LINQ). 

Cryptocurrencies: - are powerful applications of the blockchain and their use has revealed 

much about the current and potential weaknesses and strengths of the technology. Bitcoin is 

in fact the first real applied example of a blockchain although a similar idea was first 

envisaged in a paper by Haber and Stornetta (1991). In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto introduced 
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Bitcoin that was the first proposed cryptocurrency introducing the blockchain as a distributed 

infrastructural technology. It allowed users to transfer securely crypto currencies, known as 

“bitcoins ”, without a centralized regulator. 

Bitcoin is a decentralized digital currency, without a central bank or single administrator, that 

can be sent from user to user on the peer-to-peer bitcoin network without the need for 

intermediaries. (source-Wikipedia).It is coin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” 

(https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf). The main purpose of the Bitcoin is to settle a global database 

permitting the exchange of a new digital currency called “the Bitcoin”. 

Smart Contracts  are self-executing contractual clauses that are stored on the blockchain. 

These allow transactions between parties based on predefined rules, without the inefficiency 

or risk of intervention created by an intermediary counter-party agent. A smart contract can 

be implemented for several accounts of different types, and an exchange of assets takes place 

as soon as an event triggers the application with these terms. For example, a smart contract 

can provide for automated payment of dividend and interest, and collateral payments on the 

occurrence of certain events. These events can be the receiving of a margin call based on an 

agreement clause related to such payments. 

Cryptographye: The transaction sent to a blockchain network is cryptographically 

encrypted, so that the content remains confidential and can only be decrypted by the 

recipient. For any transaction, the sender will have a randomly generated private key, as well 

as a corresponding public key. The sender can now use his private key to encrypt or digitally 

sign the message, and send his public key to the recipient, and the recipient with his own 

private key can duly decrypt and read the message. 

 

2. HOW A TRANSACTION TAKES PLACE IN A BLOCKCHAIN? 
A transaction is requested and authenticated 
 
A block representing that transaction is created 
 
The Block is sent to every node (i.e participant) in the network. 
 
Nodes Validate the Transaction. 
 
Nodes receive a reward for Proof of work, typically in cryptocurrency 
 
The Block is added to existing block chain. 
 
The update is distributed across the network. 
 
The truncation is completed. 
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Authentication: The original blockchain was designed to operate without a central authority 

(i.e. with no bank or regulator controlling who transacts), but transactions still have to be 

authenticated. This is done using cryptographic keys, a string of data (like a password) that 

identifies a user and gives access to their “account” or “wallet” of value on the system. Each 

user has their own private key and a public key that everyone can see. Using them both 

creates a secure digital identity to authenticate the user via digital signatures and to ‘unlock’ 

the transaction they want to perform.  

Authorisation: Once the transaction is agreed between the users, it needs to be approved, or 

authorised, before it is added to a block in the chain. For a public blockchain, the decision to 

add a transaction to the chain is made by consensus. This means that the majority of “nodes” 

(or computers in the network) must agree that the transaction is valid. The people who own 

the computers in the network are incentivised to verify transactions through rewards. This 

process is known as ‘proof of work’. 

Proof of Work: Proof of Work requires the people who own the computers in the network to 

solve a complex mathematical problem to be able to add a block to the chain. Solving the 

problem is known as mining, and ‘miners’ are usually rewarded for their work in 

cryptocurrency. But mining isn’t easy. The mathematical problem can only be solved by trial 

and error and the odds of solving the problem are about 1 in 5.9 trillion. It requires substantial 

computing power which uses considerable amounts of energy. This means the rewards for 

undertaking the mining must outweigh the cost of the computers and the electricity cost of 

running them, as one computer alone would take years to find a solution to the mathematical 

problem. 

The Power of Mining: The Cambridge Bitcoin Electricity Consumption Index estimates the 

bitcoin mining network consumes almost 70 terawatt-hours (TWh) of electricity per year, 

ranking it the 40th largest consumer of electricity by ‘country’. By way of comparison, 

Ireland (ranked 68th) uses just over a third of Bitcoin’s consumption, or 25 TWh, and Austria 

at number 42 consumes 64.6 TWh of electricity per year, according to 2016 data compiled by 

the CIA. 

The Problem with Proof of Work: To create economies of scale, miners often pool their 

resources together through companies that aggregate a large group of miners. These miners 

then share the rewards and fees offered by the blockchain network. As a blockchain grows, 

more computers join to try and solve the problem, the problem gets harder and the network 

gets larger, theoretically distributing the chain further and making it ever more difficult to 

sabotage or hack. In practice though, mining power has become concentrated in the hands of 
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a few mining pools. These large organisations have the vast computing and electrical power 

now needed to maintain and grow a blockchain network based around Proof of Work 

validation. 

Proof of Stake: Later blockchain networks have adopted “Proof of Stake” validation 

consensus protocols, where participants must have a stake in the blockchain - usually by 

owning some of the cryptocurrency - to be in with a chance of selecting, verifying & 

validating transactions. This saves substantial computing power resources because no mining 

is required. In addition, blockchain technologies have evolved to include “Smart Contracts” 

which automatically execute transactions when certain conditions have been met. 

ICO- Initial coin offering: Initial coin offering (ICO) is a new model of public offering, 

where the initial offer price is either in a cryptocurrency (mostly) or a traditional currency and 

where investors do not acquire any shareholder rights. (As a case of regulatory blackhole, 

Telegram corporation filed a Form D disclosure with the U.S. SEC stating that the funds 

raised were "purchase agreements for cryptocurrency." Telegram has raised about $1.7b 

through its ICO this year.) Again, based on data from www.coindesk.com and 

www.coinschedule.com, cumulative ICO funding has grown from nothing in 2014 to $5b in 

2017, $8b to date, and it is expected to close the year by about $12b. These figures are to be 

compared with about only $1b of blockchain equity funding in 2017, via IPO’s or private 

equity. Venture capital in blockchain development companies has reached a cumulative level 

of about $2.5b in 2017. Due to lack of regulation in most countries, ICO business seems to 

move in the few countries like Estonia where regulation is more supportive, and rules of 

compliance are easier.  

3.FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS EVALUATING BLOCKCHAIN 

Applications of distributed ledger technology, artificial intelligence/machine learning, big 

data analytics or cloud computing have significant potential to alter the lifecycle of bonds, 

from issuance, trading to settlement, and impact the functioning of financial markets. The 

recent steps taken by financial market participants across the globe is detailed here to provide 

a non-exhaustive overview of selected practical examples in fixed income primary, 

secondary, repo and collateral markets. The information and content provided herein have 

been obtained from public sources.  

PRIMARY MARKETS 

15 February 2022 – FQX and SIX Digital Exchange to collaborate on Blockchain-based 

short-term debt instruments-Switzerland’s SIX Digital Exchange (SDX), the world’s first 

fully FMI licensed digital asset exchange, and FQX, a SIX Fintech Ventures portfolio 
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company, have agreed to collaborate to enable the use of FQX’s blockchain-based short-term 

debt instruments, eNotes™, on SDX. Today’s short-term financing markets are vast with an 

estimated $65tn+ in annual transaction volumes globally. Due to legacy systems and a lack of 

global standardization, these markets are widely fragmented and inefficient, causing liquidity 

silos. FQX’s infrastructure for a standardized, digital debt instrument, the eNoteTM, in 

combination with SDX’s digital financial market infrastructure, work hand in hand to break 

these silos. Thus, locked up liquidity is released while trust and transparency are enhanced. 

(An eNote™ is an unconditional promise to pay a specific sum to another party at a specific 

future date and can be modularly structured to fit any financing purpose. The eNote™ is 

based on blockchain technology and can be easily transferred to any third party (i.e. an 

investor). When compared to other financing tools, eNotes™ excel through their modularity 

and global transferability, based on a standardized legal framework. Single eNotes are stored 

as NFTs on a blockchain. By issuing multiple eNotes, an issuer can obtain financing in a way 

comparable to commercial papers.) source: https://www.sdx.com/news/fqx-and-six-digital-

exchange-collaborate-blockchain-based-short-term-debt-instruments 

SECONDARY MARKETS 

9 February 2022 - Charles River and LedgerEdge announced collaboration to provide DLT-

enabled corporate bond liquidity and trading services-Charles River Development, a State 

Street Company, announced a collaboration with LedgerEdge to provide investment firms 

with access to corporate bond liquidity from the LedgerEdge ecosystem via the Charles River 

Inventory Hub and Order and Execution Management System (OEMS). LedgerEdge 

leverages distributed ledger technology (DLT) to modernize institutional-grade trading 

services and protocols in the $41 trillion global corporate bond market. Clients exercise full 

control of their data while gaining greater clarity into available liquidity, counterparties and 

execution quality. Charles River’s Inventory Hub delivers an aggregated, venue and dealer 

agnostic view of liquidity that helps firms reduce execution costs and facilitate price 

discovery. Traders can view inventory in the OEMS, receive updated indications of interest 

and quotes, and place orders for a full range of products. source: 

https://www.crd.com/news/press-releases/2022/charles-river-and-ledgeredge-announce-

collaboration,https://ledgeredge.com/news/charles-river-and-ledgeredge-announce-

collaboration-to-provide-dlt-enabled-corporate-bond-liquidity-and-trading-services/ 

REPO AND COLLATERAL MARKETS 

13 September 2021 - Securities finance trade of a digital bond issued on a public blockchain 

initiated by Societe Generale and SG-Forge-Societe Generale and its subsidiary Societe 
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Generale-Forge have realized a security finance transaction on a digital bond issued on a 

public blockchain, in cooperation with a German asset manager. Initially, the European 

Investment Bank (EIB) issued in April 2021 its first ever digital bond on the public 

blockchain Ethereum, in collaboration with Societe Generale and its regulated subsidiary 

Societe Generale-Forge. Societe Generale placed some of the digital bonds to a top tier 

German-based Asset Manager. Following the placing transaction, Societe Generale offered 

the client to enter into a collateral upgrade trade to optimize the holding of the EIB digital 

bond. This is the first time that a Digital Bond was borrowed via the blockchain and 

collateralized on a triparty agent on the back of a traditional contractual setup.In the coming 

months, issuances of bonds on a public blockchain are expected to increase sharply. With this 

new transaction, Societe Generale Group, thanks to its structuring and engineering capability 

within its capital markets departments and Societe Generale-Forge, has built experience down 

the value chain in borrowing back a digital bond issued and distributed a few months ago. 

SOURCE:https://www.sgforge.com/securities-finance-trade-digital-bond-on-public-

blockchain/ 

CROSS-CUTTINGS 

31 January 2022 - LuxSE admits first financial instrument registered on DLT on LuxSE 

SOL.The Luxembourg Stock Exchange (LuxSE) and Societe Generale marked the admission 

of the very first financial instruments registered on a public Distributed Ledger Technology 

(DLT) on LuxSE’s Securities Official List (LuxSE SOL). The three series of security tokens 

admitted on LuxSE SOL are digital covered bonds (OFH Tokens) and structured products 

that have been issued and deployed by Societe Generale’s digital assets arm, Societe 

Generale - FORGE (SG - FORGE), natively on the Ethereum and Tezos public blockchains 

respectively. They are characterized as financial instruments and debt securities under French 

law and are compliant with the CAST open-source interoperability and securitization 

framework.The admission takes place within a larger context marked by the acceleration of 

market digitalisation using blockchain technology, notably through the imminent adoption of 

the EU Pilot Regime, which is expected to enter into force in 2022, and which will permit the 

processing of security tokens through market infrastructures in compatibility with applicable 

EU regulations within a transitional period. Native security tokens issued on DLT allow for a 

fully digital issuance process and lifecycle. Due to their innovative characteristics, native 

security tokens have the potential to significantly improve efficiency and transparency in 

financial markets and make transactions safer and more resilient – all while offering benefits 

similar to those of financial instruments issued in a conventional way. To clarify the 
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eligibility criteria and guide issuers of security tokens through the admission process, LuxSE 

published Guidelines for the registration of DLT financial instruments onto SOL. To be 

considered for admission on LuxSE SOL, security tokens will need to respect these 

guidelines as well as the LuxSE SOL Rulebook. source: https://www.bourse.lu/pr-luxse-

admits-security-tokens-by-societe-generale & 

https://www.societegenerale.com/en/news/press-release/luxse-admits-security-tokens-issued-

societe-generale 

26 January 2022 – ADB to develop a prototype for cross-border securities transaction system 

using blockchain-The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has launched a project to make cross-

border securities transactions in Asia and the Pacific more efficient and secure through the 

use of blockchain technology. Working with leading blockchain companies, ADB will seek 

to develop ways to directly connect central banks and securities depositories in the 

ASEAN+3 region within a blockchain network. The region consists of the Association of 

Southeast Asian Nations plus Japan, the People’s Republic of China, and the Republic of 

Korea. Directly connecting the institutions within a blockchain network could reduce both 

transaction costs and settlement risks—the possibility that securities are not exchanged within 

an agreed time frame. Cross-border securities transactions in the ASEAN+3 region are 

currently processed through a global network of custodians and correspondent banks, which 

go through global centres in either the United States or Europe. As a result, intraregional 

transaction settlements in ASEAN+3 take at least 2 days, due to time differences as well as 

varying operating hours for markets within the same time zone. The project will be carried 

out in 2 phases: a designing phase, to be completed by the end of March 2022, and a 

prototyping phase, scheduled for the second quarter of 2022. The results will be discussed 

with ASEAN+3 government officials and members of the Cross-Border Settlement 

Infrastructure Forum of the Asian Bond Markets Initiative, made up of central banks and 

securities depositories from across the region. Source: https://www.adb.org/news/adb-

develop-prototype-cross-border-securities-transaction-system-using-blockchain 

3 November 2021 - Goldman Sachs Taps Digital Asset to Build Open Platform for Tokenized 

Assets-Digital Asset, a leading software and services provider helping enterprises build 

economic value through interconnected networks, announced that Goldman Sachs will use 

Daml, Digital Asset’s core technology, to develop its end-to-end tokenized asset 

infrastructure supporting the end-to-end digital life cycle across multiple asset classes on 

permissioned and public blockchains. Daml is a platform for building multi-party 

applications that run seamlessly across new technologies and legacy infrastructure. It is the 
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first system to fulfill the key requirements of a network-of-networks for global commerce. 

Daml solutions have been selected for production rollout at several of the world’s top 

exchanges, as well as powering the daily processing of around $35B in repo transactions. 

 Source: 

https://hub.digitalasset.com/hubfs/DA%20Goldman%20Sachs%20Press%20Release%2011.1

_V8.docx.pdf 

4.GLOBAL CRYPTOCURRENCY REGULATORY LANDSCAPE 

In this note, we have discussed three categories of countries based on their approach to 

regulating cryptocurrency- 

(a) countries that have legalized cryptocurrency by regulating it;  

(b) countries that have proposed to regulate it, and  

(c) countries that have banned cryptocurrency. 

A detailed presentation is annexed in annexure -2 

Indian perspective: India may derive economic benefits from the use of blockchain 

technology. Research and development on blockchains, including their different applications, 

their scaling up and future development are already underway. Theoretically, it is expected 

that once blockchain applications cross the pilot and proof of concept stage, they will 

compete with other systems/technologies providing similar services that may not be based on 

blockchain technology. This is already being experienced to some extent in the financial 

services sector where blockchain technology was first applied. An example could be the 

market for providing cross-border payments where traditional banks may have to compete 

with solutions such as Ripple79, which is a blockchain concept-based tool that enables users 

to make cross-border payments in various currencies. Ripple may put competitive pressure on 

the traditional banking system given that it is faster, cheaper and transparent. Blockchain 

technology is an important innovation that can promote competition across different sectors 

of the Indian economy. Given the nascent stage of its development, removal of regulatory 

uncertainties and addressing policies that put blockchain applications at a competitive 

disadvantage may help in fostering the growth of this technology. 

5.The need for regulation- Cryptocurrencies or Virtual Currencies ("VCs") 

VCs have so many benefits, and the question is why are the Governments sceptical of 

considering them as legal tender?. The short answer is privacy. VCs are based on blockchain 

technology, which is highly secure. A wallet is linked to a private key rather than an 

individual person. Therefore, the Governments find it challenging to trace the origin of a 
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transaction. Because VCs use pseudonyms to carry out transactions, it has the potential of 

being used for illegal activities. 

Another concern is that since VCs are not backed by Government or any commodity and 

therefore can lose their values if the promoter of the VCs stops trading activity. The latest 

example is Squid Game Crypto Scam, where it is estimated that the promoters scammed an 

estimated $ 3.38 million, by drawing in buyers and thereafter stop trading, leaving the buyers 

with tokens which have no financial value. 

History of VCs in India:  

· 2016- NSE (India) - Starting early September 2016, NSE has been conducting a 

blockchain trial involving the country’s leading banks — IDFC, Kotak Mahindra, 

ICICI, IndusInd, and RBL, as well as HDFC Securities. The blockchain trial was 

related to know-your-customer (KYC) data, enabled by blockchain start-up 

Elemental.  

· In 2017, India’s National Stock Exchange (NSE) conducted a blockchain trial of a 

KYC (know-your customer) data protocol involving many of the country’s leading 

banks. NSE is also a member of the consortium working on digital identity in India. 

· 2018- Cryptocurrency exchange regulations in India have grown increasingly strict. In 

2018 the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) banned banks and any regulated financial 

institutions from “dealing with or settling virtual currencies.” The sweeping 

regulation prohibited the trade of cryptocurrencies on domestic exchanges and forced 

existing exchanges to wind down. This contribution deals with the problem of 

interoperability of blockchain technologies. 

· 2018- RBI Circular DBR.No.BP.BC.104/08.13.102/2017-18 -In India, the Reserve 

Bank of India ("RBI") over the years has voiced concerns regarding VCs and the lack 

of safeguards and issued RBI Circular DBR.No.BP.BC.104/08.13.102/2017-18  on 

April 6, 2018 ("2018 Circular") prohibiting all entities regulated by the RBI from 

rendering services in connection with VCs including maintaining accounts, 

registering, trading, settling, clearing, giving loans against virtual tokens, accepting 

them as collateral, opening accounts of exchanges dealing with them and 

transfer/receipt of money in accounts relating to purchase/sale of VCs. This circular 

was later set aside by the Supreme Court in March 2024 in the case of Internet and 

Mobile Association of India V. Reserve Bank of India. 
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· 2019-It is also relevant to note that the SC Garg Committee ("Committee") in 2019, 

led the charge to ban VCs, the Committee put forth its concerns regarding the 

ballooning of VCs in its report and stated that nearly all VCs are issued abroad with 

huge numbers of people in India investing in them. The report stated that, "All these 

cryptocurrencies have been created by non-sovereigns and are in this sense entirely 

private enterprises and there is no underlying intrinsic value of these private 

cryptocurrencies due to which they lack all the attributes of a currency." According to 

the Committee's report, VCs will not be able to act as a currency since VCs are not 

consistent with the essential features of currency, it further recommended that the 

government keep an open mind regarding an official digital currency. The Committee 

as well as the RBI are of the view that VCs stand the risk of being misused for the 

purposes of money laundering and have long been regarded as volatile and unsafe 

investments by the RBI. 

· 2021-Following the judgement of the Supreme Court, the RBI issued a follow up 

circular dated May 31, 2021, wherein it stated that considering the Supreme Court's 

decision, the 2018 Circular was no longer valid and directed entities regulated by it 

not to rely on the 2018 Circular. 

· RBI Circular DBR.No.BP.BC.104/08.13.102/2017-18,  

· WP No.528 of 2018 

· RBI Circular DOR. AML.REC 18 /14.01.001/2021-22 

· Report of the Committee to propose specific actions to be taken in relation to 

Virtual Currencies February 28, 2019 

· 13 August 2021 – SEBI announces ‘Security and Covenant Monitoring’ using Distributed 

Ledger Technology: The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) released its 

circular on ‘Security and Covenant Monitoring’ using Distributed Ledger Technology. To 

strengthen the process of security creation, monitoring of security created, monitoring of 

asset cover and covenants of the non-convertible securities, a working group comprising 

of officials from SEBI, Depositories, Stock Exchanges and Trustees Association of India 

(TAI) was constituted by SEBI.  Based on the recommendations of the working group, a 

platform for ‘Security and Covenant Monitoring System’ (‘system’) hosted by 

Depositories shall be developed. The system shall be used for recording and monitoring of 

the security created and monitoring of covenants of non-convertible securities. The system 

shall inter alia capture the process of creation of security (viz. due diligence, charge 
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creation etc.), continuous monitoring of covenants by Debenture Trustees (as applicable), 

credit rating of the non-convertible securities by the Credit Rating Agencies (CRAs) etc. 

Depositories shall create, host, maintain and disseminate the system for security and 

covenant monitoring using distributed ledger technology. The system shall come into 

effect from April 01, 2022. However, testing of the system shall start from January 01, 

2022, and therefore, Issuers, Debenture Trustees and Credit Rating Agencies etc. are 

thereby advised to carry out necessary changes, if any, in order to be ready to execute such 

functions as required for the proposed platform. Source: 

https://www.sebi.gov.in/legal/circulars/aug-2021/-security-and-covenant-monitoring-

using-distributed-ledger-technology_51855.html 

The way forward: In India, the Crypto trading platforms are witnessing a substantial jump in 

volumes. As per a recent report- WazirX, India's biggest Cryptocurrency exchange registered 

an annual trade of over $43 billion. If properly regulated, the Government can tax the revenue 

generated, which can be a win-win situation for both the Government as well as investors. 

6.Review of effectiveness of Corporate Governance in traditional centralised modal and 

new block chain model are: 

COMPARISON Block Chain environment based on de 

centralised -decentralized trust or 

trust-by-computation 

Traditional Corporate 

Governance model based on 

centralised-trusting people 

Need of a 

trusted third 

party- greater 

transparency of 

ownership 

 

The electronic transactions can be 

automatically verified and recorded by 

the nodes of the network through 

cryptographic algorithms, without 

human intervention, central authority, 

point of control or third party (e.g. 

governments, banks, financial 

institutions or other organizations) 

Requires bookkeeping, 

recording and finalisation 

and audit of books of 

account by professional and 

financial reporting -post 

transaction process   

Realtime 

technology-

based 

rectification, 

prevention and 

human 

Even if some nodes are unreliable, 

dishonest or malicious, the network is 

able to correctly verify the transactions 

and protect the ledger from tampering 

through a mathematical mechanism 

called proof-of-work2 , which makes 

Traditional methods, 

unreliable, dishonest, or 

malicious will be found out 

only after the transactions 

took place, tracing audit 

trail, rectification and 
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intervention or 

controlling 

authority  

human intervention or controlling 

authority unnecessary. 

recovery of damage is 

remote. 

Audit Trail It consists of a permanent, distributed, 

digital ledger, resistant to tampering 

and carried out collectively by all the 

nodes of the system. As all entries are 

written on the ledger, falsification of 

such record to conceal activity is 

practically impossible.  

Double entry accounting 

system and Audit trail 

subject to tampering and 

falsification of financial 

record practically possible. 

Transaction 

cost and 

approval 

process human 

intervention or 

controlling 

authority 

The electronic transactions can be 

automatically verified and recorded by 

the nodes of the network through 

cryptographic algorithms, without 

human intervention, central authority, 

point of control or third party (e.g. 

governments, banks, financial 

institutions or other organizations) 

Required central authority 

intervention for approval 

and process 

Blockchain-

based 

governance: 

 

They have been mostly developed for 

the purpose of reaching consensus and 

coordination between heterogeneous 

or distant groups of people, facilitating 

their mutual interactions. 

Centralized organizations 

and the problem of scale- 

Throughout history, 

centralized political 

organizations like State, 

bureaucracy and 

representative democracy 

have been a solution to a 

scaling problem. 

State as a 

single Point of 

Authority 

Decentralization aims to reduce or 

prevent such concentration of power 

and it is a fundamental condition for 

citizens to achieve political efficacy, 

equality, transparency, and freedom. 

They are based on coercion, 

and they may lack flexibility 

and capacity to evolve, 

providing inadequate 

responsiveness to challenges 

and to the growing societal 
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demands.  

Borderless, 

globalized 

government 

services. 

Through the blockchain, governance 

services can also become global and 

border-less 

Centralized vertical 

authority has become the 

main organizational model 

in society, simply because 

there has not been a better 

alternative so far. 

Indian 

competition 

law and 

blockchain. 

 

 

Non enforceability/compliance with 

respect to -Participation in a 

blockchain and agreements- any anti-

competitive conduct emerging from 

participation in a blockchain 

application may be construed as a 

contravention of the Act. 

"agreement” as defined in 

the Competition Act, 2002 

(‘Act’) and its compliance-

traditionally enforceable. 

Blockchain as 

an “enterprise” 

Unlike traditional enterprises, 

blockchain applications are 

decentralised, i.e., there is no single 

entity that takes decisions. Rather 

multiple entities are involved in 

decision-making. This raises the 

question if a blockchain application 

can be viewed as a dominant 

enterprise.  

 

traditional enterprises 

centralised concept, 

compliance and 

enforceability assured. 

enforcement & 

jurisdiction 

blockchain applications can exist 

across geographies. This could raise 

the jurisdictional issue for competition 

authorities around the world when 

nodes/market participants of a 

blockchain application are located 

across different countries.  

traditional enterprises 

centralised concept, 

compliance and 

enforceability as well 

jurisdiction was definite. 

blockchains 

and anti-

within the purview of the existing law 

its need to be took forward for 

traditional enterprises 

centralised concept, 
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competitive 

agreements 

necessary enforceability compliance and 

enforceability as well 

jurisdiction were definite. 

 

7.Corporate Governance of Firms Traded on Blockchains - Key advantages & 

Challenges 

Issuing and trading corporate securities on blockchains would create numerous benefits and 

also certain costs related to greater transparency of ownership and faster, cheaper trade 

execution and settlement. Better transparency would significantly impact the profit 

opportunities available to managers, institutional investors, and shareholder activists, among 

others, because the incentives to acquire ownership and to liquidate it could change markedly 

if their transactions were observable in real time. Improvements in trading technology would 

also affect the incentives to acquire and liquidate ownership for these groups. Important side 

effects might spill over into the real economy, since the changing incentives for informed 

investors to trade might lead to more reliable signals about the value of individual firms. In 

the presence of these changes, over time suppliers of capital might design securities 

differently, reconsidering the need for certain restrictive covenants and taking advantage of 

blockchains’ ability to execute “smart contracts” autonomously. Firms may recruit board 

members and outside consultants with different skill sets to deal with these changes, and 

important topics like management incentives would likely evolve to take account of the 

changing nature of corporate securities. 

8. Block Chain adoption- unique advantages in comparison with traditional methods. 

Non-Reversibility: Any transaction recorded in blockchain cannot be directly modified in 

case of any change in contractual parameters, or any exception thrown on validation. The 

only way to correct the transaction is to pass another entry of the opposing type. This 

inability to subsequently edit the historical information in the blockchain database is a critical 

element of its value proposition but might be a hurdle for trade validation.  

Trade matching and exception management: The current blockchain technology does not 

have the ability of matching in place, and how any mismatch and exception processing will 

be handled is still a question. Furthermore, any modification or correction to existing data 

cannot be done due to the non-reversibility of blockchain. 

Netting of Positions: As of now, Bitcoin transactions using blockchain allow settlement only 

on payment basis, i.e., on a gross basis and not net. This would lead to higher collateral and 
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capital requirements, unless netting is fully implemented in blockchain. Resolution of this 

area is still under discussion.  

Cash leg of a transaction: Although blockchain allows a security transaction to be settled in 

almost real time, the biggest hurdle is how to handle the cash leg of it. Digital currency does 

not have the support of all global central banks, and the high volatility of its value can create 

a major distrust among parties of a transaction. Cryptocurrency has witnessed a huge growth 

in the digital market, but the question is whether it would get widespread acceptance like that 

of fiat money. The second problem is on how to ensure that the value of such 

cryptocurrencies does not swing wildly and requires the central banks to have some control 

over the issue of its volatility.  

Operational Challenges: Operational risks come into play through the adoption of new 

technologies. It remains to be seen how, and to what extent, the blockchain can be used to 

modernize existing models and legacy systems. There is also an apprehension that privacy of 

parties and sensitive transaction information might get compromised, as multiple copies of 

transaction are kept across all the nodes in a network.  

Scalability: The technology must have enough scalability to deal with high transaction 

volumes, before it can be implemented on a mass scale. Currently, Bitcoin transactions using 

blockchain are used with a limited transaction volume, resulting in high processing speed. It 

still needs to be seen if the blockchain can maintain the high speed of processing, when it 

deals with high transaction volumes.  

Privacy: The privacy aspect is the most important factor when one deals with public 

(permissionless) blockchain networks, and the open source community is working 

aggressively on it, to limit access to private information and transactions. This is despite the 

fact that blockchain networks, by the nature of its architecture, provide better security 

compared to a traditional centralized model, as it does not allow tampering with data in the 

distributed ledger once a transaction is recorded. 

Regulatory Impact: New regulations are expected where blockchain technologies become 

an integral part of the market infrastructure. There are significant regulatory considerations, 

particularly around privacy protections for personal identification information. A 

considerable number of laws need to be reinterpreted to deal with the new way of processing 

trades.  

Collateral Management: This can be embedded into blockchain in the form of smart 

contracts, which will contain rules to automate triggering of margin calls, and so on. As both 

the sender and receiver are on the same blockchain network, the movement of digital 
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recording of assets through tokens substitute sensitive data with a non-sensitive equivalent 

with the ability to track asset movement, and proper design and rules allow exchange of 

assets for collateral purposes. This can also be extended to the distributed ledger technology. 

Regulatory Reporting: As all the participants will be maintaining one version of the truth, 

there will be no need for costly reconciliation. Regulators will have visibility of transaction in 

real time and have monitoring efficiency on the activities of transacting parties. Further, the 

current use of disparate systems, both externally and internally, provides many bottlenecks 

when doing Know Your Customer (KYC) and Anti Money Laundering (AML) checks. 

Verification of information and repetitive information exchange between parties during client 

onboarding consumes much time. This is likely to be eliminated when there will one version 

of the truth maintained among all the participants in the blockchain. 

 

Faster Settlement: In theory, the blockchain technology could reduce processes involved in 

clearing and settlement, because once a transaction is confirmed and committed to the ledger, 

the associated token (digital representation of an asset or any sensitive data element) is 

simultaneously settled in the digital wallet of the beneficial owner. The faster settlement is 

likely to reduce costs, and lower settlement risks 

Reconciliation: The main benefit expected from using blockchain technology in the capital 

market is the reduction of intermediaries involved in processing of trades, thereby reducing 

costs and effort that goes in reconciling information kept at isolated legacy systems. 

Trade Validation: Blockchain supports smart contracts, where rules of the contract are 

embedded into a code or deployed on the blockchain. The introduction of the smart contract 

technology could validate contractual data by entering the distributed ledger, which should 

make processing simpler and reduce exception correction time. The nodes in the network can 

monitor and detect contracts for changes of ownership and contract rules. This would 

enhance trade validation in terms of efficiency. The trade validation on blockchain is 

applicable mainly for contract-based asset trades, basic cash equities and fixed income, 

repurchase agreements, and swap transactions across all asset classes. As any record written 

to the distributed ledger is immutable, any modifications, cancellations and corrections can 

only be done by “reverse” transaction 

Reference Data: Reference data consists of asset or security information, calendar days, 

ticker symbols, client data, and so on, and is essential for processing a trade to its final 

settlement. Companies across the industry store reference data in their own legacy systems, 

resulting in highly time-consuming reconciliations with data of other participants involved in 
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the trade. In addition, data reconciliation is necessary between internal systems within an 

enterprise. The common reference data can be implemented on blockchain, with its 

standardized validation rules among the participants in the network and auditable change 

history. This would allow regulators and other participants to view how the data record is 

being created in the ledger in real time, and which nodes validate the data creation. 

Netting and clearing in blockchain:  the question is whether it will settle trades either on a 

gross or net basis. Some advocate that blockchain can allow delay in trades, so these can be 

netted at the blockchain level, thereby reducing risk and liquidity requirements. Further, 

clearing to reduce settlement failure (in addition to multilateral netting) using central L&T 

Infotech Proprietary 15 / 18 counterparty for each trade could also be deployed in blockchain, 

through appropriate rules. To this end, several solutions are now under development. 

 

9. Decentralizing Government Services Through the Blockchain:  Issues and Concerns 

· Business Case and Cost of Integration 

· Legal & Regulatory Requirements 

· Scalability & Capabilities of Technology itself 

· Data Privacy & Security 

· Undoubtedly, the blockchain has remarkable properties as a distributed ledger, such 

as efficiency, cost-effectiveness, irreversibility, transparency, auditability and 

censorship resistance. Yet, the proposal to decentralize government services through 

an open, unpermissioned blockchain entails a whole set of unknowns, which may 

overweight the benefits. Although the blockchain is frequently described as a 

“universal, permanent, continuous ledger” (Swan 2015, p. 46), these claims are 

somehow overstated, since they do not take enough account of the several 

performance risks at stake. 

· Security problems and technical weakness of current distributed blockchains. 

· The first problematic aspect is that current public, un permissioned distributed ledgers 

as Bitcoin have a highly speculative nature, with an inherent trade-off between 

dimension of the network and decentralization. Scalability leads to a natural process 

of centralization of the computing power in the network, due to the decrease of the 

number of miners able to perform the mathematical verification required by the 

protocol, which has growing costs. 

· data recorded in the blockchain are entirely reliant on connectivity. 
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· Bitcoin and its many clones are based on a still immature and highly vulnerable 

technology. 

· With the advent of blockchain and smart contracts, the inefficiencies and costs in 

derivatives trading due to multiple handoffs and complex processes were supposed to 

decrease. However, before banks and industry participants can rely on any distributed 

ledger as the new holy grail or “single source of truth,” better standardization is 

required. Most participants today use a complex set of processes, data structures, and 

reporting formats to track trade life cycles in order to satisfy internal and external 

regulatory and compliance norms. Thus, without a common language or format it may 

not make sense to adopt a common ledger. 

· This Decentralised nature of Block Chain technique coupled with speed , security and 

transparency make this necessitated to those participating corporate governance. 

 

10. Conclusions: Blockchain technology offers a novel method for trading and tracking the 

ownership of financial assets. It appears to be a leap forward in financial record-keeping not 

seen since the introduction of double-entry bookkeeping centuries ago. Stock exchanges 

around the world have begun to experiment with blockchains as a method for companies to 

list, trade, and vote their shares, and stockholders may benefit from lower costs of trading, 

faster transfers of ownership, more accurate records, and greater transparency of the entire 

process. Corporate governance could change in many ways under a blockchain regime. 

Institutional investors, raiders, and activists could benefit from being able to purchase shares 

at lower cost and to sell them into a market with greater liquidity, but they would have a 

much more difficult time disguising their trades. Managers who obtain incentives from stock-

based compensation would likely lose profit opportunities from legal insider trading, due to 

the greater visibility of their transactions. Blockchains would also deny managers 

opportunities to backdate compensation awards or covertly pledge shares for derivative 

transactions. Shareholder voting would become much more reliable and less costly. 

Companies might also use blockchains for real-time accounting, reducing the role of auditing 

firms, and for the execution of smart contracts, which would reduce the expected costs of 

financial distress and reduce the need for litigation. Together these changes could profoundly 

alter the relative power of managers, shareholders, lenders, regulators, and third-party experts 

who interact in the corporate governance arena. 
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Abstract: Keeping in mind the need of conserving the renewable sources of energy, 

exploring new techniques and devices for energy harvesting and energy storage has become a 

need of the hour. In this regard supercapacitors play a very important role in the aspect of 

energy storage. Unlike conventional capacitors, supercapacitors are different due to its unique 

properties such as high specific power, fast charge/discharge cycles, wide temperature range 

and considerable cyclic stability. Its increased cyclic stability is due to the fact that the charge 

storage mechanism of supercapacitors does not involve any chemical reaction that in turn 

makes it more reliable to opt over conventional capacitors. In particular, Graphene is 

attracting the researchers to be used as an electrode material for supercapacitors due to its 

reliable physical, structural and electrochemical properties. Since Graphene alone cannot 

meet the requirements of good supercapacitor, it is being used with other materials such as 

conducting polymers, ferrites, metal oxides, etc., to improve its performance.  In this review, 

an attempt is made to focus on some Reduced Graphene Oxide Rare Earth Metal Oxide Nano 

composites used as electrode materials for supercapacitor applications. 

Introduction 

 Supercapacitors have become promising energy storage devices with their efficient 

charge/discharge mechanism. Based on their charge storage mechanism, they are classified 

into three types: 1. Electric Double Layer Capacitors (EDLC)-where the energy is based on 

the electrostatic storage of charges at the interface between the electrode and the electrolyte. 

2. Pseudocapacitors-where the charge storage occurs not only on the surface of the redox-

active material but also throughout the material. 3. Hybrid supercapacitors-are the type of 

supercapacitors that occur when the electrical double layer capacitor and pseudo capacitor are 

used together [1].  

32 
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Fig: Classification of different supercapacitors [2] 

The important factors that affect the performance of supercapacitors are crystal structure, 

crystallinity, morphology, pore structure and specific surface area, thickness of the electrode 

and physio-chemical factors [3]. Graphene is one-atom thick two-dimensional planar sheet of 

sp2 hybridised atoms that act as a building block for all the carbon allotropic dimensionalities. 

[4-6, 7, 8] An essential characteristic of an electrode material, particularly important in 

energy   production and storage, is surface area. The theoretical surface area of graphene is 

reported to be 2630 m2 g-1, surpassing that of both SWCNTs and graphite which are reported 

to be ~1315 m2 g-1 and   �10 m2 g-1 respectively [9]. Since Graphene alone cannot meet the 

requirements of good supercapacitor, it is being used with other materials such as conducting 

polymers, ferrites, metal oxides, etc., to improve its performance. To improve the specific 

capacitance and the energy density, rare earth metal oxides are being investigated as the 

alternative materials for supercapacitor electrodes. 

RGO/Rare Earth Metal Oxide Nanocomposites 

 Because of their unique optical, catalytic, and electrochemical properties, that arise 

from the accessibility of the shielded 4f levels, rare earth metal oxides are grabbing the 

attention of researchers to decorate with reduced Graphene Oxide in the form of 

nanocomposites that can be used as an effective electrode material for the supercapacitors.  
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Reduced Graphene Oxide (RGO)/CeO2 nanocomposites 

Zhenyuan Ji et all [10] designed and synthesized reduced graphene oxide (RGO)/CeO2 

nanocomposites with enhanced capacitive performance by a facile two-step approach with a 

self-assembly method followed by thermal treatment. CeO2 is considered as a favourable 

material to be used with rGO due to its property of fast and reliable mutation of the oxidation 

state of Cerium between Ce (III) and Ce (IV) [11]. In this particular work, Graphene Oxide is 

obtained from natural graphite flakes by the modified Hummer’s method[12] and the required 

CeO2 colloidal nanosuspensions were obtained according to the work of Zhenyuan Ji et al 

[13]. The RGO/CeO2 nanocomposites were synthesised by a facile two step approach with a 

self-assembly method followed by thermal treatment. The aggregation and the CeO2 

nanocrystals in the annealing process are controlled by the presence of RGO.  

Fig 1: A schematic diagram for the preparation of RGO/CeO2 Nano composites [10] 

The as prepared RGO/CeO2 nanocomposite electrode delivered a specific capacitance of 265 

Fg-1 at a scan rate of 5mVs-1 and showed excellent cycling stability. These results 

demonstrated excellent potential of RGO/CeO2266 nanocomposites as electrode material 

[10]. 

 CeO2–SnO2/rGO Nanocomposites 

Godlaveeti Sreenivasa Kumar et all synthesised Sno2-Ceo2/rGO nanocomposites by 

hydrothermal method. Among all the rare earth metal oxides, CeO2 is widely the used one 

because of its ease of availability, comparatively low cost, non-toxic, eco-friendly and posess 

good electrochemical redox properties. However its poor electrical conductivity made to form 

CeO2 based composites to form with other metal oxides like MnO2, SnO2, etc. [14] 
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Table 1: Precursor molar concentration with specific indication and specific capacitance 

 

[14] 

Above table clearly indicates that the sample with a combination of transition metal oxide 

with the rare earth metal oxide made composite with the reduced Graphene Oxide has higher 

value of specific capacitance relative to all the other molar concentrations used individually. 

In particular, the CeO2–SnO2/rGO exhibited an excellent specific capacitance of 156 F g-1 at 

0.5 A/g in the presence of 3 M KOH solution. [14] 

CeO2-MnO2/RGO Nanocomposites 

Low specific surface area and poor electrical conductivity of MnO2 limits its specific 

capacitance. It is necessary to improve the specific capacitance that can be achieved by 

accessing it with one of the prominent rare earth metal oxides i.e., CeO2 which is known for 

its oxygen storage capacity[15]. Graphene being with intense properties like structure(2D), 

surface area (~ 2600 m2 /g), electronic properties, conductivity (103 -104 S/m2 ), it is widely 

used as an electrode material for supercapacitors. In this work, CeO2 doped MnO2 nanorods 

anchored on RGO nano-sheets synthesized by hydrothermal process, exhibited combined 

merits of a multi-component composite as a supercapacitor electrode material. The value of 

specific capacitance is found to be 648 F/g at the scan rate of 5mV/s. After 1000 cycles, it 

retained ~ 90.4%, exhibiting a good stability[16]. 

LaNPs doped rGO Nanosheets 

In the present work Lanthanum Nanoparticles were uniformly distributed among the rGO to 

obtain a Nano composite. By varying the concentration of LaNPs on rGo, considerable 

change in the electrochemical behaviour of the Nano composite was observed. Reduced 

Graphene Oxide was obtained from Modified Hummers Method and the LaNP anchored rGO 

is prepared by simple hydrothermal method. 
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Fig 2: Schematic diagram for the preparation of the LaNP-anchored rGO Nanosheets 

Different samples were prepared by changing the molar concentration and it was found that 

the LaG 12 showed a better areal capacitance of 889.29 F cm-2[17]. 

RGO/β-Ni(OH)2/CeO2 Nanocomposites 

Sreenivasa Kumar Godlaveeti et all synthesized RGO/β-Ni(OH)2/CeO2 ternary 

nanocomposite by hydrothermal method followed by a solid state method at room 

temperature. There is a drastic change in the value of the obtained specific capacitance when 

these ternary nanocomposites were allowed to add a very low quantity of as-prepared bare 

TiO2 nanorods (NRs), SnO2 nanparticles (NPs) and MnO2 NRs to prepare quaternary 

nanocomposites. And the superior specific capacitance of this quaternary nanocomposite was 

found to be about  1250 F.g−1  at current density 0.5 A.g−1 in 3 M KOH aqueous electrolyte 

solution. In the present work, Graphite oxide is obtained by Modified Hummers Method and 

is reduced using a chemical method with NaBH4 as a reducing agent. And the individual 

CeO2 nanoparticles,  β-Ni(OH)2 nanoparticle, SnO2 nanoparticles, TiO2 nanorods, MnO2 

nanorods were obtained by the hydrothermal method. In order to obtain the ternary and 

quaternary nanocomposites, RGO, β-Ni(OH)2 and CeO2 were taken with weight ratio 

(10:45:45) and quaternary nanocomposites are prepared. In the same way, replacing CeO2 by 

other nanoparticles, remaining quaternany nanocomposites are obtained.[18] 
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Fig 3: Graphical abstract of the ternary and quaternary nanocomposite materials for 

supercapacitor application [18] 

Y-rGO nanocomposites 

 Rare earth metal-oxide (yttrium oxide nanoparticles, Y2O3NPs) doped reduced 

graphene oxide nanosheets (rGONSs) nanocomposites (Y-rGO) were prepared by M. 

Muthuselvi et all and applied as hybrid electrode materials to evaluate the supercapacitor 

performances. Electrochemical studies reveal that 5 wt% Y-rGO displays improved 

supercapacitor performance with a high specific capacitance of 190 Fg−1at 10 mVs−1 and also 

exhibits excellent cyclic retention of 88% due to the intercalation of rGO and less contact 

resistance facilitated by Y2O3NPs when compared with 3 wt% Y-rGO and 10 wt% Y-rGO 

nanocomposites. Further, 5 wt% Y-rGO display a very low charge-transfer resistance of 

0.001 Ω, suggesting its commercial viability for energy storage devices.[19] 

SmNRGO Nanocomposites 

Amin Shiralizadeh Dezfuli et all synthesized Sm2O3 nanoparticles (SmNs) and anchored 

them onto the surface of reduced graphene oxide (RGO) through a self-assembly thereof by 

utilizing a facile sonochemical procedure. The SmNs decorated RGO (SmNRGO) 

nanocomposites were found to possess a specific capacitance (SC) of 321 Fg-1 when used in a 
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0.5 M Na2SO4 solution as an electrolyte, in a scan rate of 2 mVs-1 . The SC of the SmNRGO 

based electrodes was also found to be 268 F g-1 at a current density of 2 A g-1 through 

galvanostatic charge-discharge tests.[20] 

Fig 4: Scheme of synthesis of SmNRGO[20] 

CeO2 –RGO Nanocomposites 

Amin Shiralizadeh Dezfuli et all developed a novel nanocomposite material of ceria (CeO2 )-

reduced graphene oxide (RGO) by sonochemical route for the application as symmetric 

supercapacitors. CeO2 -RGO nanocomposite electrodes exhibited excellent supercapacitive 

behavior with high specific capacitance of (211 F g-1 at 2 mV s-1 and 185 F g-1 at 2.0 A g-1), 

high-rate capability and well reversibility.[21] 
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Fig 5: Schematic illustration for the synthesis of CeO2-RGO Nanocomposites[21] 

EuN-RGO Nanocomposites 

Hamid Reza Naderi et all synthesised Eu2O3 nanoparticles (EuNs) by means of a facile 

sonochemical procedure and anchoring them onto the surface of reduced graphene oxide 

(RGO), through self-assembly the results proved that EuNs decorated RGO (EuN–RGO) 

have a specific capacitance (SC) of 313 F g−1 in a 3.0 M KCl electrolyte, at 2 mV s−1; and 

also 268 F g−1 under a current density of 2 Ag−1 based on the galvanostatic charge–

discharge evaluations.[22] 
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Fig 6: Scheme of synthesis of EuNRGO Smaples [22] 

Conclusions 

In this review, an elementary overview of the specific capacitance of rare earth metal 

oxide with rGO nanocomposites is done. Here we have tried to analyse the best among the 

above discussed nanocomposites. 

Sl. No. Type of Nanocomposite Specific Capacitance(F/g) 
1 (RGO)/CeO2 265 
2 Sno2-Ceo2/rGO 156 
3 CeO2-MnO2/RGO 648 
4 LaNP-anchored rGO 889.29 Fcm-2 
5 RGO/β-Ni(OH)2 based ternary and 

quaternary nanocomposites 
1250 

6 Y-RGO 190 
7 SmNRGO 321 
8 CeO2 –RGO 211 and 185 
9 EuN-RGO 313 

From the above table, we can understand that among the most used rare earth metal oxide 

reduced grapheme oxide nanocomposites, rather than using binary nanocomposites, superior 

value of specific capacitance is obtained by using ternary and quaternary nanocomposites. 

And combination-transition metal oxide-rare earth metal oxide-reduced graphene oxide 

nanocomposites can be used as a prominent electrode material for supercapacitor 

applications.  
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Study of Frustration among the Teachers of Higher Secondary 

Schools 
1Naiya Sajjan And 2Dr Viral Jadav, 

1Research Scholar and 2Research Supervisor 
ABSTRACT 

A present study has been done to know the problems of Higher Secondary School teachers. 

The major aim of this study is to know the effect of Gender & area. In the present study, the 

researcher used the self-made frustration Inventory based on the achieved scores of the data 

distributed as per the variable of the study. To check out the significant difference between 

the null hypotheses; average, standard error and t-value have been calculated. 

Keywords: Frustration, Educational Psychology 

Frustration is a natural phenomenon in human life. People who are constantly involved in 

society and human life often feel frustrated because of social restrictions, disabilities, and 

attachments. Most often, big or small frustrations occur. Small frustrations are easier to 

handle than large frustrations. However, there are individual differences in the ability to 

withstand rather than frustration. In a frustrating situation where a person is frustrated, it 

depends on the frustrated person and the situation. Some people are dissatisfied with the 

small difficulties they face with patience and wisdom. Frustration situations are more likely 

to be seen in high school teachers. Because of this researcher's belief, she does this research 

to get information about the frustration of high school teachers which may be helpful to 

future research. 

A Study of Frustration among the Teachers of Higher Secondary Schools 

Impact of the Frustration on Teachers and their Studies 

The classroom is recognized as a source of considerable emotion for teachers. Frustration is 

often associated with disturbed goals, such as student misconduct and rule violations. (e.g., 

Hargreaves, 1998; King, 2016b; Nias, 1996; Zembylas, 2002) In school -class factors that 

make it difficult to teach well, uncooperative peers, and parents who do not follow 

appropriate guidelines, they also become reasons for frustration. It will also arise from the 

cause for personal and physical reasons. Teachers get disappointed when they believe that a 

student's poor academic performance is due to controllable factors such as laziness and 

carelessness. Many teachers report that most experiences of frustration are not small, but 

33 
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emotions that pass through, are intense it is last for more than an hour, and are associated 

with prominent physical sensations. Intrusive thought makes it difficult to focus on study. 

These are the reasons that show why the researcher selected this topic for research. And why 

it is necessary to study the frustration of the teachers, which shows studies rationale. 

v Teaching-related issues   

v Students’ behaviour 

v Uncomfortable Peer group  

v Personal issues  

v Social issues  

v School premises 

 

 

Objectives of the study  

v To study the Frustration of higher secondary school teachers in the context of Gender.  

v To study the Frustration of higher secondary school teachers in the context of the 

Area. 

The hypothesis of the study  

v Ho1 There will be no significant difference in the mean scores of frustration 

inventory between the male and female school teachers of higher secondary. 

v Ho2 There will be no significant difference in the mean scores of frustration 

inventory between the teachers of urban and rural areas. 

Teaching related 
issues 

Teaching related 
issues 

Students’ 
behaviour
Students’ 
behaviour

Uncomfortable 
Peer group 

Uncomfortable 
Peer group Personal issues Personal issues 

Social issues Social issues School premisesSchool premises
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 Delimitation of the study  

v The study was delimited to the sample of teachers of Ahmedabad city.  

v The study was based on only Gujarati medium schools.  

v The study was conducted with a self-made frustration Inventory 

Research Method  

In this study, the researcher adopted the survey method because it was necessary to collect 

information from a huge sample in a very short time. 

Population  

All teachers of Gujarati medium higher secondary schools of Ahmadabad city are the 

population of this study.  

Sample of the study  

In the present study, a stratified random sampling method was used. In this way, a total of 

382 teachers (211 female and 171 male) were selected.  

Tool of the study  

In the present study, the researcher used the self-made frustration Inventory. 

Method of Data Analysis  

In the present research, the data was distributed concerning the gender and area of school of 

the teachers as the variables of the study. And the investigator based on the achieved scores 

of the data distributed as per the variable of the study, calculated the average, standard 

deviation, standard error and t-value for the assessment of the null hypotheses.  

Reliability of Inventory  

In the present research, the Test-Retest Method reliability was found 0.82 and the Slip-half 

Method reliability was found 0.91.  

Finding of the study  

v The Effect of Gender on the frustration  

Statistics Effect of Gender 
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Gender  N  Mean  SD  SED  C.R.  Level of Significant  

Male 211  130.01  16.00  1.54  1.36  NS  
Female 171  132.11  14.13  

No gender effect was seen on the frustration of high school teachers. This means that gender 

does not affect frustration. Therefore, it was found that the level of frustration was the same 

for males and females. 

v The Effect of School Area on the frustration  

Statistics Effect of area 

Area  N  Mean  SD  SED  t-value  Level of Significant  
Urban 216  133.12  1.54  4.99 3.24 0.01  
Rural 166  128.13  

The influence of the area on the frustration of high school teachers was noted, and the 

proportion of frustration of teachers in the urban area was higher than the teachers of rural 

areas. Thus, the range is frustrating. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Crypto currency founder by first time in 2009 by Japan. It is very useful and digital assets of 

any kind of digital transaction way sources. It is exchangeable and very useful to users. 

Trusted level day by day increased to them people also crypto currency used as a investment 

tool and got the highest return. India also finally accepted for tool of an investment level, and 

mostly people invest the money many kind of crypto currency . but knowledge also very 

useful to more and more profit earn but some risk also found to them in this side like, i.e. 

theft, loss, fraud, properly investment knowledge, cyber crime, etc many other some matter 

affect to them in this side but India still RBI as per norms and rules regulation very strong 

build in this side . finally users easily investment done on directly crypto currency side 2018 

norms RBI mostly said that crypto currency very helpful to developed the nation. so many 

crypto currency available to them but LITE-COIN mostly very important helpful to 

transaction and done easily.  LITE COINs also given to highest First Rank in Crypto 

Currency. It is a virtual digital assets.  

(KEY WORDS : “Crypto Currency - Digital Assets”, “LITE COIN- Powerful Currency”, 

“RBI - 2018 Circular , Youth Generation, Awareness/Perception Level about crypto 

currency) 

1. INTRODUCTION : 

The any kind of Economic activity very powerful important part of the any organization / 

institution / corporate business. monetary system crypto currency also droops out this 

limitation because it is digital currency and operate online. people also trusted to this 

currency, LITE COINs its strong network around the world because mostly people also used 

this currency any time any KIND where (24x7) it is emerged which is being used in 

transactions for various purposes, known as CRYPTOCURRENCY. Crypto currency is a 

digital currency which is created for the purpose of transactions as a normal currency its 

exchanges and this network also very strong all about the world. 2020 RBI circular some 

34 
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limit also decreased and fully finally it is trustable used for as a digital transaction said about 

the RBI.  

2 LITERATURE REVIEW: 

1. Deep Vyas (2017) : This paper about the crypto currency awareness in india . this paper 

mainly focus on how to reaction and how many times use of crypto currency so this side 

survey included with digital payment system and opinion about the crypto currency. 

Researcher taken the primary data survey with bit coin investor. 68 respondents covered 

to them in this study male respondents highest majority given to use as a crypto currency 

as a tool of investment 56% respondents crypto currency use as a store, 36.5% 

respondents say that bit coin as a perfect investment tool compared to other crypto 

currency. Chi square and ANOVA test result arrived in this side NULL hypothesis 

rejected and Alternative hypothesis accepted.  

2. Joseph & ytvini (2018)-“A Study On Security Issues In Investments And Transactions In 

LITE COINs And Crypto currencies” this research paper focus on security about the lITE 

COINs and investments, it is also effect to the technology, and this paper worked out 

prepare on risk management system  but some regulation are also very effect to the 

security and some other factors also very helpful to done the digital transaction .  

3. Frenzel et al. (2019) : In this paper main find out the data arrived on the  majority also  

66% of the respondents have at least a rough idea of what crypto currencies are. And  

highest majority given to 90% of the respondents have heard of Lite - coin. Deutsche Post 

- bank.  

4. Ante et al. (2020) :  This paper revised on the collected a sample size 3846 respondents 

statement it is a positive instrument of as a investment of crypto currency. It is more 

successful impact on the peroxide the self knowledge ratio it is a perfect role play to the 

level of knowledge about the crypto currency  

5. Saad ALAKLABI1, and Kyeong KANG1(2021)“Perceptions towards Crypto currency 

Adoption: A case of Saudi Arabian Citizens “The global financial market is influenced by 

relatively new technologies such as crypto currencies; namely LITE COIN, Ethereal, Lit 

coin, and others. Crypto currencies are a challenging area in finance that requires 

additional attention from the academic community as they can have a potentially large 

impact on society and the economy 

6. Rickard & Grassman & Vanessa & Bracamonte & Matthew Davis & Maki Sato 

(2021)  :  In this research paper related to attitude of crypto currency with comparative 
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between Sweden vs Japan. Totally about the implication a new era also mostly used a 

crypto currency culturally situated for significance.  

7. Gaurav Sahu & Harsh Jain (2022) : This research paper theorical background clearly 

show that technological/internet activities online plat form . in this developed technology 

change the scenario networked based crypto currency also valuable for the online 

transaction. It is virtual currency mostly popularity increased to them in 21st century 

.mainly focus to how to work and what about the crypto currency pattern it is mostly 

affect to technical environment/network. Indian government recently concern to regarding 

the crypto currency and developed to growth with  respective crypto currency like. Bit 

coin, block chain, ripple, lite coin etc.   

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

    3.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 

“A STUDY ON AWARNESS AND PERCEPTION ABOUT LITE COINSCRYPTO 

CURRENCY -WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO YOUTH IN JAMNAGAR CITY 

OF GUJARAT ” 

       3.2OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

1. To study of the Awareness level and perception level of LITE COINs among youth 

people in Jamnagar city. 

2. To understand the awareness and perception about LITE COINs among the youth 

people of Jamnagar city. 

3.3 NEED/ IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY: 

Crypto currency totally new currency in new market. It is based on technology with 

government rules and regulations, so youth people also highest used and mostly awareness 

and perception about the crypto currency.  

3.4 SCOPE OF THE STUDY: 

The study is going to be conducted for Awareness And Perception  about LITE COINs with 

special Reference to Youth People  in Jamnagar City Of Gujarat. 

   3.5 SAMPLE UNITS OF THE STUDY :50 Respondents Statement. 

   3.6 TYPE OF THE STUDY: Survey Research 

    3.7 SOURCES OF THE DATA COLLECTION: Primary Data i.e. 

Questionnaire 

    3.8 SAMPLING TECHNIQUE: Convenience sampling 
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    3.9 UNIVERSE OF THE STUDY: Youth People in Jamnagar City. 

     3.10 TOOLS AND TECHNIQUE OF THE STUDY: Percentage Analysis  

4. FIGURES AND TABLES:     

TABLE- 1 (PERSONAL DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF THE RESPONDENTS) 

 

(Source: Primary Data Survey ) 

Interpretation: 

Respondents  
(Age) 

No. of 
(Respondents) 

Percentage 
(%) 

20-30 19 38 % 
31-40 19 38 % 
41-50 10 20% 
Above 50 02 04 % 
Total 50 100% 
Respondents  
(Marital status) 

No. of 
(Respondents) 

Percentage 
(%) 

Married 25 50% 
Unmarried 25 50% 
Total 50 100% 
Respondents (Occupation) No. of 

(Respondents) 
Percentage 
(%) 

Professional 15 30% 
Business 21 42% 
Employee 09 18% 
Others 05 10% 
Total 50 100% 
Respondents  
(Annual Income) 

No. of 
(Respondents) 

Percentage 
(%) 

Below 10,000Rs 14 28% 
10,001 Rs -25,000 Rs 15 30% 
25,001 Rs -50,000 Rs 12 24% 
Above 50,000 Rs 09 18% 
Total 50 100% 
(Gender) 
 of Respondents 

No. of 
(Respondents) 

Percentage 
(%) 

Male 25 50% 
Female 25 50% 
Total 50 100% 
Respondents 
 (Education Qualification)  

No. of 
(Respondents) 

Percentage 
(%) 

Ssc 10 20% 
Hsc 12 24% 
Graduate 15 30% 
Post Graduate 08 16% 
Other 05 10% 
Total 50 100% 
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Above table-1 show as  the personally demographic profile of respondents, so it is   

Described on the clearly show that 50% were respondents male and 50% were  female , next 

one Age classification clearly show that highest majority given to age between 20-30, and 31-

40 years age group  with 38% and 38%  respectively then next classification about marital 

status -  25% respondents were married and only 25% respondents were unmarried., next one 

classification show about  that business man  of respondents highest majority given to 42%  it 

is other professional level person given to low score in percentage  . next classification 

clearly show that 30% respondents were income were 10,001 – 20,000 . and only 18% 

respondents income above 50,000. One more classification also show that education 

qualification of respondents  highest majority also given to 30% graduate and low majority 

given to P.G. With 16%. 

TABLE- 2 (Awareness / Perception About Crypto Currency – LITE COINs) 

 

 

 

(Source: Primary Data Survey ) 

►Interpretation: 

 ►Above Table NO.-2 clearly show that 76% respondents were awareness/perception 

status say yes and only 24% respondents were awareness/perception status say No.  

TABLE- 3 (Choose crypto currency LITE COIN as) 

 

 

 

  (Source: Primary Data Survey )  

►Interpretation: 

►Above Table NO. - 3 clearly show that 54% respondents were use as currency and LOW 

majority given to 46% investment tool. 

Particular No. of (Respondents)  Percentage (%) 

Yes 38 76% 
No 12 24% 
Total 50 100% 

Particular No. of (Respondents)  Percentage (%) 
Currency 27 54% 
Investment Tool 23 46% 
Total 50 100% 
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TABLE- 4 (LITE COIN Risky Or Not) 

 

 

(Source: Primary Data Survey ) 

►Interpretation: 

►Above Table NO. – 4  clearly show that 74% respondents say yes and ONLY 26% 

respondents say No 

TABLE- 5 (ROI IN LITE COIN) 

 

 

 

  (Source: Primary Data Survey )  

►Interpretation: 

►Above table NO. – 5 Described  shown that level of LITE COIN as a tool of investment 

highest majority given to 84% high return , 10% middle , only 06% lowest return on in ROI 

of LITE COIN. 

TABLE - 6 (DOMINANT AS THE FUTURE CURRENCY  IN LITE COIN) 

 

 

 

  (Source: Primary Data Survey ) 

►Interpretation: 

Particular No. of (Respondents) Percentage (%) 

Yes 37 74% 
No 13 26% 
Total 50 100% 

Particular No. of (Respondents) Percentage 

Highest   42 84% 
Middle 05 10% 
Lowest 03 06% 
Total 50 100% 

Particular No. of (Respondents) Percentage 

Yes 42 84% 
No 08 16% 
Total 50 100% 
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►Above table NO. – 6 Described shown that Dominant As the Future Currency  level of 

LITE COIN, 84% respondents chosen as dominant future currency and only 16% respondents 

were not chosen as the dominant as the future currency . 

5. SUGGESTIONS : 

5.1 Strong Rules and Regulation very  low its need to firstly made perfect. 

5.2 Some others factors also need to improvement development  

5.3 Legalization  factors 

5.4 Some others factors needs . 

6. MAIN FINDINGS: 

       6.1)  the personally demographic profile of respondents, so it is   Described on the clearly 

show that 50% were respondents male and 50% were  female , next one Age classification 

clearly show that highest majority given to age between 20-30, and 31-40 years age group  

with 38% and 38%  respectively then next classification about marital status -  25% 

respondents were married and only 25% respondents were unmarried., next one classification 

show about  that business man  of respondents highest majority given to 42%  it is other 

professional level person given to low score in percentage  . next classification clearly show 

that 30% respondents were income were 10,001 – 20,000 . and only 18% respondents income 

above 50,000. One more classification also show that education qualification of respondents  

highest majority also given to 30% graduate and low majority given to P.G. With 16%. 

 6.2)76% respondents were awareness/perception status say yes and only 24% respondents 

were awareness/perception status say No.  

  6.3)   54% respondents were use as currency and LOW majority given to 46% investment 

tool. 

  6.4) As a LITE COIN Risk: 74% respondents say yes and ONLY 26% respondents say No. 

  6.5)ROI In LITE COIN :  that level of LITE COIN as a tool of investment highest 

majority given to 84% high return , 10% middle , only 06% lowest return on in ROI of LITE 

COIN 
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  6.6)that Dominant As the Future Currency  level of LITE COIN, 84% respondents chosen 

as dominant future currency and only 16% respondents were not chosen as the dominant as 

the future currency . 

7. LIMITATIONS:  

     7.1) This study conducts only of JAMNAGAR city of Gujarat (LITE-COINS) 

    7.2) Primary Data covered  

    7.3) Time Consuming  

     7.4) Very costly 

     7.5) Limited Sample Size 

      7.6) limited Demographic factor 

      7.7) Youth people 

8. FUTURE SCOPE:  

8.1) Other District/City wise 

8.2) National/International Level 

8.4) Other Demographic Factors wise    
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ABSTRACT 

OBJECTIVES: The present study is to know the level of psychological stress among college 

students.  From this perspective, the current research was aimed to examine the Causes and 

consequences of psychological stress among the students in colleges. 

SETTING: The study was conducted among the college students. 

DESIGN: In order to obtain the reliable primary data from 460 samples of respondents were 

using self-developed structural Questionnaire.  Questionnaire link was sent to students via 

Whatsapp and email using the “Google Form”, because of COVID pandemic lockdown 

situation and to assessing their psychological stress.   

MAIN OUTCOMES: In conversion from school to college is makes stressful to students.  

Stress is crucial part of everyone’s lives.  College is more stressful time because of many 

students has to become accustomed from old to a new academic style and social environment.  

Psychological stress is a popular term that refers to processes that are believed to contribute 

to various mental and physical conditions.   

RESULTS: The test shows that there is no significant difference between causes of 

psychological stress and the consequences of psychological stress.  

CONCLUSION: The researcher suggested that college students' stress where can be 

overcome by following the method of analyzing individual behavior and students are advised 

to be aware of their stress and be prepared to take the necessary steps to reduce stress. 

KEYWORDS 

Causes, College, Consequences, Students, Psychological Stress, Stressors  

INTRODUCTION 

 Stress is a usual response to the body has when changes will happen.  It can take 

action to these changes in emotionally or mentally, physically and psychological.  Stress can 

be distinct in various forms like physical, psychological, and emotional also.  In India 

education is compulsory and no cost to all of their people which is basic right surefire by the 

constitution.  Stress has turn out to be a significant subject matter in academic field.  It makes 

an impact on lives both positive as well as negative.  It can also causes by psychological 
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conditions such as temperament, anger, unnecessary worries, scare of employability and 

perfectionism.  Students suffer stressed even chronic anxiety, no new ideas, erratic thinking, 

low productivity and impulsive actions.  Not only the mentioned stress causes, but they also 

stressed when disturbing thought, feeling of inferiority and pessimistic attitude.  This study 

brings to bear on the causes of psychological stress and the consequences of psychological 

stress among college students.   

METHODOLOGY 

 Descriptive research was undertaken to assess the students’ level of psychological 

stress. The researcher collect the primary data from 460 samples of respondents were using 

self-developed structural Questionnaire.  Questionnaire link was sent to students via 

Whatsapp and email using the “Google Form”, because of COVID pandemic lockdown 

situation and to assessing their psychological stress.  The researcher collected the data and 

analyzed it with the help of percentage analysis, reliability test, Garrett Rank, Fisher’s Exact 

Test, and paired sample test to analyze the data using SPSS software. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS 

Everyone has different stress triggers.  In psychology stress is the feeling of emotional 

strain and stress. Depression is a form of psychological pain. Small amounts of stress may be 

desirable, beneficial, and healthy.  Several psychological, cognitive, and personal variables 

were affect health and college academic achievement among students.   

Table 1 ANOVA for Reliability Statistics for Psychological Stress 

Items Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig 
Between People 4947.355 459 10.779 

19.111 .000 Within People 
Between Items 313.890 19 16.521 
Residual 7538.710 8721 .864 
Total 7852.600 8740 .898 

Total 12799.955 9199 1.391 
Grand Mean = 2.03 Cronbach's Alpha = 0 .920 N = 20 

Source: Derived  

The reliability analysis for the Psychological stress is tested through Cronbach's 

Alpha test, the value is 0.920 which is the good measure of reliability.  It is known from the 

ANOVA test that the mean square Between People is 10.779 and Between Items is 16.521. 

The F value is 19.111 and is statistically significant as the p value is 0.000 which is less than 
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0.05. The grand Mean is 2.03 and so it is stated that 20 statements taken for analysis are 

statistically significant and can be used for further analysis. 

Table 2 Garrett Rank for Psychological Stress 

Psychological Stress 
Total 
Garrett 
Value 

Garrett 
Rank / Mean 
Score 

Rank 

Temperament / anger 19235 41.82 I 
Unnecessary worries 19120 41.57 II 
Scare of employability 19080 41.48 III 
Perfectionism 18670 40.59 IV 
Procrastination (Postponement) 18125 39.40 V 
Low self esteem/Lack of Self Confidence 18055 39.25 VI 
Lack of motivation 18000 39.13 VII 
Lack of assertiveness 17970 39.07 VIII 
Lack of co-students’ understanding himself 17945 39.01 IX 
False Fantasies 17790 38.67 X 
Disturbing Thought 17575 38.21 XI 
Feeling of inferiority 17535 38.12 XII 
Pessimistic Attitude 17230 37.46 XIII 
Disappointment 17160 37.30 XIV 
Thinking like an orphan 16775 36.47 XV 
Unsecure 16760 36.43 XVI 
Recent break up 16650 36.20 XVII 
Love & affair 16590 36.07 XVIII 
Loneliness 15720 34.17 XIX 
Unknown Irritation 15350 33.37 XX 

Source: Derived  

The students are under stress based on their psychological stress and the reasons are 

ranked as per the Garrett Ranking Test.  Temperament / anger ranked as first with the Garrett 

rank value of 41.82 and followed by the statements of Unnecessary worries ranked as second 

with 41.57, Scare of employability ranked as third with 41.48, Perfectionism ranked as fourth  

with 40.59, Procrastination (Postponement)ranked as fifth with 39.40, Low self esteem/Lack 

of Self Confidence ranked as sixth with 39.25, Lack of motivation ranked as seventh with 

39.13, Lack of assertiveness ranked as eighth with 39.07, Lack of co-students’ understanding 

himself ranked as ninth with 39.01, False Fantasies ranked as tenth with 38.67, Disturbing 

Thought ranked as eleventh with 38.21, Feeling of inferiority ranked as twelfth with 38.12, 

Pessimistic Attitude ranked as thirteenth with 37.46, Disappointment ranked as fourteenth 

with 37.30, Thinking like an orphan ranked as fifteenth with 36.47, Unsecure ranked as 

sixteenth with 36.43, Recent break up ranked as seventeenth with 36.20, Love & affair 

ranked as eighteenth with 36.07, Loneliness ranked as nineteenth with 34.17 and Unknown 

Irritation has last rank as twentieth with 33.37.  Hence, it is understood that the major reasons 
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for the psychological stress are Temperament/anger, Unnecessary worries, Scare of 

employability, Perfectionism, Procrastination (Postponement), Low self esteem/Lack of Self 

Confidence, Lack of motivation, Lack of assertiveness and Lack of co-students’ 

understanding himself are make more stress to sample students and Thinking like an orphan, 

Unsecure, Recent break up, Love & affair, Loneliness and Unknown Irritation are not make 

more stress to sample respondents. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES 

 Some stressors may affects psychologically.  They can also change performance, 

mood and their attitude.  For find out the relationship between students’ psychological 

consequence and the respondent’s gender which is Female and Male.   

Table 3 ANOVA for Reliability Statistics 

Items Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig 
Between People 5730.719 459 12.485 

15.070 .000 Within People 
Between Items 140.956 14 10.068 
Residual 4293.311 6426 .668 
Total 4434.267 6440 .689 

Total 10164.986 6899 1.473 
Grand Mean = 2.03 Cronbach's Alpha= 0.946 N = 15 

 Source: Derived  

It is known from the ANOVA test that the mean square Between People is 12.485 and 

Between Items is 10.068.  The F value is 15.070 and is statistically significant as the p value 

is 0.000 which is less than 0.05. The grand Mean is 2.03, Cronbach's Alpha is 0.947 which is 

the good measure of reliability and it can be considered that all the statements taken for study 

are reliable and further tests can be conducted. 

H0: There will be no association between Gender and Psychological Consequences of Stress 

Table 4 Fisher’s Exact Test for Psychological Consequences 

Psychological Consequences 
Chi-Square Fisher’s Exact Linear-by-

linear 
association 

Standardized 
Statistic Value 

Asym. 
Sign. 

Value 
Exact 
Sign. 

Feel that future is in dark 21.969 .000 22.149 .000 9.180 3.030 
Negative attitude 18.192 .001 18.070 .001 11.520 3.394 
Exaggerated sense of self-worth 10.943 .027 10.888 .027 6.564 2.562 
Changes in mood 10.111 .039 10.055 .039 3.391 1.842 
Poor concentration 9.708 .046 9.585 .047 6.471 2.544 
Forgetfulness 9.552 .049 9.483 .049 1.302 1.141 
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Hopeless about the future 8.725 .068 8.619 .070 5.426 2.329 
Hate themselves rather than 
other when annoyed 

7.737 .102 7.651 .104 3.339 1.827 

Low productivity 7.568 .109 7.493 .110 4.176 2.044 
Impulsive actions 7.125 .129 7.072 .131 5.780 2.404 
never take decision 7.072 .132 6.998 .135 2.476 1.573 
Erratic thinking 6.676 .154 6.631 .155 5.356 2.314 
Hate myself when seeing a fair 
complexioned person 

6.464 .167 6.421 .168 5.546 2.355 

Chronic anxiety 5.450 .244 5.361 .251 1.872 1.368 
No new ideas 5.052 .282 5.039 .283 4.050 2.012 

Source: Derived 

As per this fisher’s exact test, the consequences are ranked with the value of fisher’s 

exact value, feel that future is in dark has 22.149 (p: 0.000), Negative attitude has 18.070 (p: 

0.001), Exaggerated sense of self-worth has 10.888 (p: 0.027), Changes in mood have 10.055 

(p: 0.039), Poor concentration has 9.585 (p: 0.047), Forgetfulness has 9.483 (p: 0.049), 

Hopeless about the future has 8.619 (p: 0.070), hate themselves rather than other when 

annoyed has 7.651 (p: 0.104), Low productivity has 7.493 (p: 0.110), Impulsive actions have 

7.072 (p: 0.131), never take decision has 6.998 (p: 0.135), Erratic thinking has 6.631 (p: 

0.155), hate themselves when seeing a fair complexioned person has 6.421 (p: 0.168), 

Chronic anxiety has 5.361 (p: 0.251) and No new ideas has 5.039 (p: 0.283).  From this 

analysis that the majority of the psychological consequences are statistically not significant 

with the p values are more than 0.05 and accept the null hypothesis that states there is no 

association between Gender and their Psychological Consequences of Stress except 

feelings about their future is in dark, Negative attitude, Exaggerated sense of self-worth, 

Changes in mood, Poor concentration and Forgetfulness. 

Table 5 Paired Samples Statistics for the Consequences of Psychological Stress 

Items Mean N 
Std. 
Deviation 

Std. Error 
Mean 

Pair 
1 

Causes of Psychological Stress 2.033 460 1.164318 0.054287 
Consequences of Psychological Stress 2.037 460 1.209816 0.056408 

Source: Derived 

The Consequences of Psychological Stress were measured with the help of the causes 

of Psychological Stress and it is found that there is considerable improvement in this case 

except one student has impacted their Psychological activities.  The mean value of Causes of 

Psychological Stress is 2.033 and Consequences of Psychological Stress is 2.037.  The 
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average causes of psychological stress are 1.164318 and consequences of psychological stress 

are 1.209816. 

Table 6 Paired Samples Correlations for the Consequences of Psychological Stress 

Items N Correlation Sig. 

Pair 1 
Causes of Psychological Stress & 
Consequences of Psychological Stress 

460 0.517 .062 

        Source: Derived 

The paired sample correlation reveals the fact that there is positive and little association 

prevails causes and consequences of psychological stress for students.  The association is 

lesser in case of Causes of Psychological Stress and Consequences of Stress (0.517).  This 

aspect is statistically not significant as the p values are more than 0.05 and the association 

between causes and consequences of stress are low. 

Table 7 Paired Samples Test for the Consequences of Psychological Stress 

Items 

Paired Differences 

t df 
Sig.  
(2-
tailed) Mean SD 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence 
Interval  
Lower Upper 

Pair 
1 

Causes of Psychological 
Stress & Consequences 
of Psychological Stress 

0.020 1.142 0.053 -0.125 0.085 0.438 459 0.222 

Source: Derived 

As per this Paired Sample Test, mean difference between Causes and Consequences 

of Psychological Stress is 0.02, t value is 0.438, standard deviation is 1.142 and the standard 

error of mean is 0.053 which is not statistically significant as the p value is 0.222 which is 

more than 0.05.  From this analysis the causes of psychological stress are affected and 

psychological consequences are from the psychological stress variables.   

RESULTS 

 In this study most of the students are under stressed and the major reasons for the 

psychological stress are temperament/anger, unnecessary worries, scare of employability, 

perfectionism, and procrastination.  There is no association relationship between gender of 

the college students and their psychological consequences of stress.  From this analysis the 

causes of psychological stress are affected and psychological consequences are from the 
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psychological stress factors.  However the test shows that there is significant difference 

between causes of psychological stress and psychological consequences of stress. 

CONCLUSION 

 This study has found the majority of the college students are experienced 

psychological stress.  It showed that psychological components of stress were bring into 

being to be privileged among the college students.  The causes temperament, anger, 

unnecessary worries, scare of employability, perfectionism, procrastination, postponement, 

low self esteem/confidence, lack of motivation, lack of assertiveness and lack of co-students’ 

understanding himself are considered to be major academic causes.  Comparing male and 

female students psychological stress, which found from the test, was the gender of the college 

students.  That is do not to predict their psychological consequences of stress as the results 

are statistically not significant and states that there is no association between Gender and their 

Psychological Consequences of Stress.  Psychological stress and consequences of stress were 

not statistically significant as the p value is more than value limit.  From this analysis the 

causes of psychological stress are affected and psychological consequences are from the 

psychological stress factors.  However the test shows that there is significant difference 

between causes of psychological stress and psychological consequences of stress.  The 

researcher suggested that college students' they will overcome from their stress by following 

the method of analyzing individual behavior, college environment, family, relatives and 

society.  Students were advised to be aware of their stress and be prepared to take the 

necessary steps to reduce stress such as give counseling to students, following stress 

management strategies and use relaxation techniques to overcome from their stress. 
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Abstract: 

Women are many a time neglected from the global industry for being family-committed and 

being considered as a weaker gender. Since women are a crucial part in sustainable 

development, they should be unified in ocean-based policy, governance and decision-making. 

However, gender disparity, lower wages, favoritism on board and harassment becomes 

hindrance and can wrench women to keep themselves away from the ocean. It is vital to 

increase prominence of women in marine professions and to promote the involvement of 

women in ocean related diligences. 
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Introduction: 

Globally there around 1.9 million seafarers working to facilitate the way we live. The 

BIMCO/ICS Seafarer Workforce Report 2021 estimated the global supply of seafarers at 

1,892,720, up from 1,647,494 in 2015. Of these, 857,540 were officers, and 1,035,180 were 

ratings – the skilled seafarers who carry out support work. But even today, women represent 

only 1.2% percent of the global seafarer workforce [1]. 

Gender equality is not only a fundamental human right, but a necessary foundation for a 

peaceful, prosperous and sustainable world [2]. There is ample evidence that investing in 

women is the most effective way to lift communities, companies, and even countries. 

Countries with more gender equality have better economic growth. This represents a positive 

trend in gender balance, with the report estimating 24,059 women serving as seafarers, which 

is a 45.8% increase compared with the 2015 report [3]. 

Women make up half of the human population, yet do not have the same economic 

opportunities as men. This disparity is very pronounced in the male-dominated transportation 

and maritime sectors and the maritime industry. Women are now entering into technical and 

leadership roles and are serving in various capacities at different levels in both sea-based and 

shore-based work. 

36 
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Increasing women’s representation, participation and leadership roles in politics, the public 

and private sectors, and the development sector, including maritime, is key to achieving 

gender equality goals. The greater participation of women would result into economic 

benefits from maritime resources as well as open up opportunities in ship ownership, fishing, 

manufacturing, shipbuilding, and natural resource extraction [4]. Increasing female 

participation in decision making is positive for business outcomes as it brings diversity in 

conversation and discussions. 

Need for research: 

Shipping is a global industry and policy makers, researchers, educational institutions, and 

regional and global partners need to take special care to ensure career development and 

employability for maritime transport professionals. Between 2005 and 2010, there was a 2% 

increase in the number of women employed on board ships, predominately on cruise ships, 

and women are becoming an increasingly large proportion of shore-side employees in the 

global maritime sector [4]. It is imperative to maintain this trend to ensure overall sustainable 

development in the maritime community. 

Merchant navy - male dominated industry: 

The word ‘seafarers’ is gender-neutral and has been replaced by the masculine forms, such as 

‘seaman’. A number of documents on the basic assumption that seafarers are men were 

described, and the expression of ‘he’, ‘his’ and ‘him’ can be observed in the literature. In the 

294th session of the International Labour Organization (ILO) in 2005, an official proposed 

the use of the word ‘seafarer’ instead of ‘seaman’, drawing attention to the fact that gender-

neutral language cannot yet be taken for granted within the industry and the maritime 

community [5]. Representing only a fraction of the maritime industry’s largely male-

dominated workforce, women are pushing for change and equality. The maritime sector is 

becoming increasingly more welcoming to women, but unfortunately it does not have the 

historical reputation of doing so [6]. “Women are undermined, misjudged, ill-treated and at 

times overprotected when they foray into a male-bastion. Mental readiness to tackle the 

adversities help women who make unusual careers” says Radhika Menon, one of few women 

in a leadership role in Merchant Navy and is the first woman to receive the IMO award for 

Exceptional Bravery at Sea in 2016 [7]. 

Roadblocks for women:  
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Many women are dissuaded from participating in the male dominated industries because of 

the lack of role models, stereotypes about women’s nature of work, discouraging workplace 

culture and traditions within the organization [8]. 

· Lack of awareness and information: It is necessary to improve career awareness and 

preparedness. The schools can provide career guidance and address young women 

on careers in the maritime world, making them aware of the bright career prospects. 

Educators can also help students to translate awareness into pursuit of seafaring as a 

career. The difficulty of getting access to jobs and professional development in the 

maritime industry is also a reason for less women seafarers in the maritime sector. 

· Social, cultural and practical barriers: Most of the women are not allowed to choose 

merchant navy as a career due to long stay at sea. Finding a balance between demands of 

work and family has been a common issue. Staying away from family and friends for so 

long is not easy job. Being on-board for several months might not satisfy the social role 

of a woman. Thus social pressure and traditional social responsibility stops women from 

pursuing such a career and forces them to choose land based jobs. The problem is that we 

can influence the way people think but culture has a huge impact on the recruitment of 

women in the industry, particularly in Asia. Changing a culture is far more challenging.  

It’s a global industry and wherever our seafarers sail the potential conflicts and challenges 

relating to gender stereotyping will always be a reality [6]. 

· Lower acceptance by companies: Lack of workplace support keeps women out of this 

career. Aspiring female seafarers perceive little chance of advancing in their field. Many 

women feel that they will be subjected to difficulties such as performance pressures or 

face a hard time moving up in the company. Due to lack of career opportunities women 

back out and start looking for other jobs and develop a negative mind-set about job 

opportunities and career prospects in the maritime industry [9]. 

· Job security: Majority of the women prefer jobs with a stable source of income and a 

planned retired life. This is also a reason as to why women hesitate to join this industry 

since the job is contractual in nature and many companies do not support women for 

maternity benefits and other such facilities. 

· Harassment: As per Momoko Kitada’s research many women seafarers on cargo ships 

experienced gender-related problems including sexual harassment by their male 

colleagues [5].  Female seafarers are likely to be at even greater risk than their male 
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counterparts because of their higher likelihood of encountering sexual harassment on 

board. Expectation of sexual harassment as normalised behaviour on board and, in this 

regard, the findings make it clear that there is a long way to go to before the industry is 

anywhere near gender equality. As the recent Women and Equalities Select Committee 

report (2018) states that “Sexual harassment can have a devastating impact on those who 

are subjected to it. Mental and physical health often suffers, leading to anxiety, poor 

sleep, depression, loss of appetite, headaches, exhaustion or nausea. Victims feel 

humiliation, mistrust, anger, fear and sadness.” [10] 

· Isolation: Isolation will always have a symbiotic relationship with seafaring. Since 

isolation stops seafarers from seeking solace in company of friends and families after a 

period abroad, seafarer often is bored, irritated and exhausted. It is considered as 

disadvantage of seafaring, especially for women.[11] 

Making maritime more appealing and other initiatives:  

Traditionally, the maritime sector has been known as a male dominated industry, but the 

narrative is slowly changing as results of robust platforms that promote diversity and 

inclusivity in the work places, are tools for more comprehensive outlook for equal 

participation of men and women in maritime. It is envisaged that implementing the strategy 

that will mobilise more and more young girls and women will embrace maritime careers and 

contribute to the sustainable economic development of global economy. 

According to regional Strategy for pacific Women in maritime 2020-2024 there are 3 pillars 

which will promote women participation in merchant marine sector : 

Pillar 1: Recognition of leadership and contribution of women in the maritime sector 

Pillar 2: Visibility of women in the maritime sector 

Pillar 3: Capacity building of women in the maritime [4]. 

· Awareness and support: Parents must be made aware of this field so as to motivate and 

encourage their daughters who are willing to make a difference. Lack of support is one of 

the reasons why women become upset, disappointed, and eventually step back from 

taking seafaring as a career. This is also the reason they are not seen as decision makers. 

These changes can definitely make merchant navy more acceptable by women [9]. 
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· Role models: Men further need to be promoters of women in Maritime, as in many 

instances, women do not go to sea for cultural reasons. Cultural differences are the most 

difficult to manage, but, getting the message out there through female seafarer 

ambassadors, is the strongest method of promoting the industry to other women 

[6].Women in leadership roles are rare in the maritime industry because it has 

traditionally been a male dominated industry, but the tide is changing and now there are 

women who are leaders in their own capacity serving at different levels. The gap is 

slowly closing but the challenges and obstacles, both physiological and psychological, 

remain prevalent [13]. 

· Changing life at sea to make it easy and adaptable: Director of the Merchant Navy 

Training Board at the UK Chamber of Shipping, Kathryn Neilson states that, there also 

needs to be more 1-1 support for women onboard ships – mentoring support has been 

shown to increase retention rates and lead to women being given more opportunities to 

progress. To increase the number of women, we specifically need to ensure that basic 

things like women’s specific health requirements are catered for onboard [6]. 

Head of strategy at Nautilus International Debbie Cavaldoro says, there are things which 

can be improved in the maritime sector, particularly life at sea, which would make it 

better for all seafarers and therefore also increase the number of women entering the 

sector. Things like better access to the internet, personal protective equipment which fits 

different shapes and sizes of people and rotas which do not increase the risk of fatigue 

may make the career a more attractive proposition [6]. Company hiring women seafarers 

have strict policies to protect and safeguard their rights and identity. They have many 

complaint procedures. With more number of aspiring women seafarers this obstacle can 

be easily eliminated. We must find a way to make women feel that their gender does not 

govern how they perform in a working environment and thus make it easier for women to 

pursue and achieve their dreams [9]. 

· Training and mentoring: One of the main methods of capacity building is mentoring 

and coaching. It is evident in shipboard operations, where senior officers mentor and 

coach lower ranking officers. While these opportunities are mostly found among men, as 

they predominate in leadership roles, mentoring and coaching can also be a catalyst for 

women who are already in a leadership role and for younger women. Since 2016, there 

has been a notable increase in training opportunities for women in a cohesive approach, 
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as well as further strengthening measures to promote the role of women in the maritime 

sector [4]. 

· Scholarships: A study by Caroline Walker suggested that widening of the scholarship 

into Maritime Education and Training, and in particular, the Merchant Navy could 

increase number of women in this sector. Institutions are trying to provide a fair 

recognition of women in the ocean-related jobs but still efforts are required [14]. 

· Job advertisement: Job advertising needs to appeal to all and to build an image of the 

modern, innovative workplace that shipping strives to be, so we can attract the best talent 

of the next generation [14]. Career related magazines can be a source of information and 

newsletters from the maritime industry can be used as a medium to promote and highlight 

seafaring as a potential career for female (as well as male). 

· Exciting and rewarding career opportunities:  We need to promote the maritime 

professions, aboard and ashore, to young women, and show how a career in maritime can 

be both rewarding and exciting. There exist a pipeline between the core roles and C-level 

positions, and that there is willingness among some companies to consider women for 

both, and that one is often correlated with the other. Many organizations are actively 

working to redress gender imbalances, either through improving pay equality, or, for a 

small number of more radical companies, introducing quotas [14]. 

· Initiatives by various organizations: International Maritime Organization (IMO) has 

undertaken a range of initiatives and events, such as panel discussions and a social media 

campaign; IMO supports gender equality and the empowerment of women 

through gender specific fellowships; by facilitating access to high-level technical training 

for women in the maritime sector in developing countries; by creating the environment in 

which women are identified and selected for career development opportunities in 

maritime administrations, ports and maritime training institutes; and by facilitating the 

establishment of professional women in maritime associations, particularly in developing 

countries."Empowering Women in the Maritime Community" was selected as The 

World Maritime Day theme for 2019. This provided an opportunity to raise awareness of 

the importance of gender equality, in line with the SDGs, and to highlight the important 

contribution of women all over the world to the maritime sector [3]. 

In 1988, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) launched the Women in 

Development (WID) program to address the issue and went on to forge a global program 

known as the Integration of Women in the Maritime Sector (IWMS). This program has 
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continued to make a great impact on the maritime industry through various activities, 

programs and associations. Through the 1988 WID program, IMO also spearheaded the 

establishment of regional support networks for capacity building for women in the maritime 

sector. Many programs and resolutions are now in place, and much has been done, facilitated 

by organizations such as IMO, the International Transport Federation, the  International 

Labour Organization and the International Seafarers Welfare and Assistance Network [4]. 

The Women in Maritime program pushed forward with numerous activities, including 

premiering the film, Turning the Tide, launching the online profiles of women in the 

maritime sector and providing support to the Women in Maritime Associations (WIMAs) 

launched through the program [3]. 

A lot of organizations like WISTA gaining greater impact and presence, counting [more 

than] 3000 members worldwide. WISTA is doing an amazing job and it also seems that there 

are a lot of initiatives being run at the moment trying to promote even further and bring 

women into the industry, which is very encouraging [6]. 

Gender, Empowerment and Multi-cultural Crew (GEM) Project, an international study 

aiming to examine seafarers’ welfare, focusing on gender issues arising from a multi-cultural 

crew environment in three countries: China, Nigeria and the UK. The main research findings, 

which relate to China, are reported under the headings of motivation, training, employment 

opportunities and barriers, and career prospects for women. 

Since 2005, IMO and Pacific community (SPC) have collaborated to develop Pacific Women 

in maritime network and support activities to facilitates equal education and training 

opportunities. This led to establishment of Pacific Women In Maritime Association 

(PacWIMA) which has demonstrated its capacity to support Pacific women in maritime at 

national level and identify women’s development opportunity through this network [4]. 

Conclusion: 

In the maritime arena, there is a major disparity between the number of women working at 

sea and on shore. There is a growing shortage of seafarers, and it is shipping that cannot 

afford to exclude half of humanity from the labor pool, and must therefore find a way to 

make a career in maritime an attractive option for women and girls.[13] The customer-facing 

maritime industries, cruise, and passenger, present the biggest opportunities for women 

seafarers, and they are home to a small number of women captains and a disproportionate 
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number of the women crew, compared with other seafaring professions. It certainly seems 

that more women are entering the shipping industry today than they did before – but that 

there are some countries where this is still very unlikely. Women are underrepresented in 

both capacities, but are clearly capable of matching men in these positions, where they are 

given the opportunity to do so. The maritime industry needs to be made attractive to women 

throughout their career stages – with clear opportunities to develop from junior positions to 

leading figures within the industry. 
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Abstract 

Ancient Time in India emphasis more quality than other nation of word self-development and 

get Best is the concept of life. To improve education level and future of the students so many 

programs prepared like Gunatshav, Pravesh Utsav and Pragna Programme. In present 

scenario, the principals of schools of primary schools should pay more attention to motivate 

children and awareness of education. In primary Schools, the administration and planning 

work should pay more attention to motivate children and awareness of education. Objectives: 

To study the effect of primary school Quality amelioration on new appointed principals’ 

primary school of Jamnagar district. To study the effect of new appointed primary school 

principals towards the amelioration of Quality criterion of Jamnagar district. Earlier students 

were not able to get good facilities, even if many of them could be engineers, doctors, I.C.S., 

and industrialist. Now days result is Quality disappointing after getting many facilities. Now 

days all types of facilities like education technology, training etc are given in primary 

teaching. Besides new principal administration. 

1. Introduction: 

Ancient Time in India emphasis more quality than other nation of word self-development 

and get Best is the concept of life. To improve education level and future of the students so 

many programs prepared like Gunatshav, Pravesh Utsav and Pragna Programme. In present 

scenario, the principals of schools of primary schools should pay more attention to motivate 

children and awareness of education. In primary Schools, the administration and planning 

work should pay more attention to motivate children and awareness of education. In primary 

schools, chief teacher should do the administration and planning work. However, chief 

teacher cannot play their duty because of abetments of planning awareness. Thus, the more 

work of chief teacher effect the education in primary schools. Therefore, demand of 

educational scholars and right to education at 2009 has plane to create series of Principals. 

HTAT held by minister of primary education Gandhinagar. Principal’s role is so important in 

school’s progress and education system. To improve quality in primary education Principals 
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have good qualities. If we want to update primary education in our state. We should know 

opinion of Primary schools is Principals for quality betterment. 

2. Review of Related literature: 

To give Proper direction to research process: Researcher. Has studies research abstract, 

books, journals, magazine thesis eat. Joshi (1995) studied the Attitude of primary education 

of population education. Kaskokre (1985) studied the Teacher’s attitude of education of 

primary schools of Ahmedabad. Rady (1985) studied education attitude of parents and 

teachers. Joshi (1999) Studied learning attitude of primary teacher. 

3. Statement of the Problem:  

Considering the above facts, the present study is titled as following, 

“A STUDY THE EFFECT OF NEW APPOINTED PRIMARY SCHOOL PRINCIPAL’S 

ON PRIMARY SCHOOL QUALITY AMELIORATION OF JAMNAGAR DISTRICT” 

4.   Definition of terms: Definition of the Research title as given below. 

Jamnagar district: It is a border district on the west of Gujarat and on the Arabian Sea side 

and the Gulf of Kutch. In present study include all primary schools of Jamnagar District. 

Primary Education: Present Study primary education means pre. Primary and upper primary 

including age group of 5 to 14 years students learn primary education.Principals: Five years 

experience of primary education and HTAT then as per regulation of Primary responsible 

person known as Principals. Effect of Amelioration of Quality criterion: Unit which 

include to total readiness of education can a total quality. Continuous awareness gave 

motivation to quality criterion.  

5. Objectives of study: Researchers decided following objectives for the present study: 

1. To study the effect of primary school Quality amelioration on new appointed principals 

primary school of Jamnagar district.     

2. To study the effect of new appointed primary school principals towards the amelioration of 

Quality criterion of Jamnagar district. 

3.To study the attitudes of new appointed primary school principals wards the amelioration of 

Quality criterion of Jamnagar district. 
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4.To get the opinions of new appointed principals on primary school amelioration of Quality 

of Jamnagar district. 

5. To study the effect of new appointed principals of Sex, Faculty, Educational Experience, 

social group and merit on amelioration of Quality of primary school of Jamnagar district. 

6.  Hypothesis:  

Ho1. There will be no significant difference between the average of amelioration of Quality 

criterion in Male and Female principals towards amelioration of Quality in primary school 

of Jamnagar district.  

Ho2. There will be no significant difference between the average of amelioration of Quality 

criterion in Graduate, Arts-Commerce-Science B. Ed. and Graduate, P.T.C. principals 

towards amelioration of Quality in primary school of Jamnagar district.  

Ho3. There will be no significant difference between the average of amelioration of Quality 

criterion in More than 7 years and less than 7 years principals towards amelioration of 

Quality in primary school of Jamnagar district.  

Ho4. There will be no significant difference between the average of amelioration of Quality 

criterion in Security group (S.C., S.T., O.B.C.) and Non Security group principals towards 

amelioration of Quality in primary school of Jamnagar district.  

7. Variables of the study: Dependent Variable: Newly appointed principals of primary 

school of Jamnagar districts apparent amelioration of Quality criterion. Independent 

Variable: For principles variables are as under: sex: Male-Female, Faculty: Graduate, 

Arts-Commerce-Science B. Ed. -Graduate, P.T.C., Educational experience: More than 7 

years - Less than 7 years. Social group: Security group (S.C., S.T., O.B.C.) -Non Security 

group. Merit of Recruitment: More than 65 years-Less than 65 years. Controlled 

Variable: Principles of primary schools 

8. Importance of the study: We know the effect of Amelioration of quality criterion. This 

study helps to update primary educational program. We know quality effect of new 

appointed of principals of Jamnagar district primary school’s principal’s on sex, age, 

faculty education experience area, and social group and school administration. The effect 

of Amelioration or quality criteria helps to formal future plan and help in fiscal policy. 

Provide guidance and mental capability to new appointment principals for Training. 
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9. Limitation of the Study: Present study include 48 principals run by Jamnagar district 

education committee appointed by requirement then 23 principals become as Response 

lender ... present study are limited only for Amelioration of quality criterion. For data, 

Collection quality Criterion are prepared das a tools.  

10 Population and sample: In present, study populations are newly appointed Principals of 

Jamnagar District’s schools run by Jamnagar Jilla Panchayat. First Training has been 

given to principals and then give them opiniory of Amelioration of quality criterion from 

then 23 Principals has returned opiniory so 23 Principals become samples. 

11 Research Method: Present Study used serve method. 

12 Tools: For Data collection aptitude test used for quality criterion. 

13 Method of Data Collection: Kept in mind the objectives of studies researchers visited the 

newly appointed principals at the training centre at Jamnagar. Aptitude test of 

Amelioration of Quality criterion has been given to new appointed Principals. This way 

tools has been given 48 Principals. Among then 23 tools come co-operation this way 

collection of data has been done. 

14 Classification of Data collection: With the help of F.test, T.Test, K Square value, 

percentage, average statically method and SPSS page classification of data has been done. 

15 Conclusion: 

(A) Conclusion according to response of newly appointed principals as per 

amelioration of Quality criterion:  (A) Conclusion according to newly appointment 

Principals as per amelioration of quality creation. (B) Male and Female Principals of the 

primary schools of Jamnagar District shows positive attitude for Amelioration of quality 

creation. (C) Principals of B.Ed. and P.T.C. Principals of primary schools of Jamnagar shows 

positive attitude for Amelioration of quality creation. (D) Principals of primary schools of 

Jamnagar District whose experience is 7 years or more than seven years shows positive 

attitude of Amelioration at quality creation.  

(B) Conclusion according to response of a newly appointed principals as per unit 

wise: (A) Calculus in according to educational arrangement and planning. Different training 

and governmental work effect for poor education for teachers have to work more. (B) 

Conclusion according to related Schools: Teacher has to prepare educational equipment by 
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project work. (C) Conclusion According to related Examination:  Other oriented should be 

included for examination and evolution. (D) Conclusion according to Classroom 

Environment: To give importance to manners and Time for better development or 

institutions. Students feel uncomfortable. If we thought more than one subject them content 

mastery has been continued. (E) Conclusion according to Content Mastery and curriculum. 

With the Content of Present Changes, we should get mastery in present curriculum. We 

should teach hard things by model. We should develop national integration. (F) Conclusion 

According to Co-Curricular Activities and Patenship. Child development depend on teacher’s 

capacity. Programme of schools has been successes if we gave more attention. We should 

develop Co-relation between caliges. (G) Conclusion According to leadership : It’s a 

necessary that students and teacher should be impressed by the done by principals. (H) 

Conclusion according to school environment and human related develop relation. 

(I)Conclusion according to life related. 

(C) Conclusion according to newly appointed principal’s opinion of open-ended 

answer. A good and effective principal should have developed the qualities of good 

management. A principal should have qualities like punctually, cooperativeness, emotions, 

team-work, administrative power, habit of observation, knowledge of new affairs, child 

loving, self dependent, natural, simple and truth loving, curious, morality in work , dedication 

to profession, management power and inspiring to staff. 

16. Educational Implication 

 Earlier students were not able to get good facilities, even if many of them could be 

engineers, doctors, I.C.S., and industrialist. Now days result is Quality disappointing after 

getting many facilities. Students lacks in Quality Education that is why government has 

started ‘Gunostav’ to emphasise reading, writing and understanding among students in the 

state. Now days all types of facilities like education technology, training etc are given in 

primary teaching. Besides new principal administration. These principal should be elucidated 

to the Qualitative development of education. Development of school at last depends on the 

principal’s commitment to Qualitative development.  
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Abstract: 

Clothing is not only basic necessity but also an important element of personality. Every youth 

want to look attractive and different from other, for this they always want to try branded 

clothing. India is the country where the number of young people are more in number. Also 

during last few decades, the economic conditions of people are improving, in this light the 

demand for branded clothing are ever increasing. To get benefit out of this, every branded 

clothing company try to advertise branded clothing. This study aims to study the effect of 

advertisement on TV and mobile on buying behavior of youth with respect to branded 

clothing. The present study is a survey-based research based on 300 respondents between the 

age group of 15 yrs to 24 yrs. The study found out that there are various factors affecting 

buying behavior and advertisement on TV and mobile have strong positive effect on buying 

behavior of youth. Majority of the respondent reveals that advertisement have positive effect 

on buying behavior and males are more attracted towards branded clothing compared to 

females.  

Introduction: 

Every youth wants to look attractive and distinct from others for this young people Buying 

behavior is one of the most discussed topics of marketing management.   

(britanica )India’s population is young. Its birth and death rates are both near the global 

average. More than half the population is under age 30 and less than one-fourth is age 45 or 

older. 

(Sherlekar, 2011) The buying behaviour of the consumers is one of the most complex 

process. Buying behaviour is a comparatively new field of study. Buyer behaviour means all 

the psychological, social and physical behaviour of potential customers as they become aware 

of, evaluate, purchase, consume and tell other about products and services. The buyer 

behaviour involves both individual (psychological) process and group (social) processes. 

Buyer behaviour is reflected from awareness right through post purchase evaluation 

indicating satisfaction or non-satisfaction from purchases. Buyer behaviour includes 
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communication, purchasing and consumption behaviour. Buyer behaviour includes both 

consumer and business buyer behaviour. Buyer behaviour is one of the most important keys 

to successful marketing. The buyer behaviour not only includes why, how, and what people 

buy but other factors such as where, how often and under what conditions the purchase is 

made. An understanding of buyer behaviour is essential in marketing planning and 

programmes 

Keywords: - Buying behavior, Branded clothing, youth,  

Objectives of study: 

1) To study the advertisement strategies adopted by branded clothing companies on TV and 

mobile 

2) To study the awareness level of advertisement among young about branded clothing 

3) To evaluate various factors influencing buying behavior of youth regarding branded 

clothing. 

4) To analyze the opinion of youth regarding advertisement on TV and mobile about 

branded clothing. 

Scope of the study: 

The study is limited to Nagpur city only. The responses of 300 samples are considered. The 

study is restricted to only the advertisement on TV and mobile about branded clothing. 

Hypothesis  

H1 There is significant positive relationship between advertisement on TV and mobile on the 

buying behavior of youth. 

Research Methodology: 

The current study is a descriptive study. The research is based on survey of 300 respondents 

of Nagpur city. The respondents of only 15 yr to 24 yr are considered.  

About Nagpur City: 

Nagpur is named after the Great River Nag which flows through the city. The old Nagpur city 

(today called 'Mahal') is situated on north banks of the river Nag. The suffix pur means "city" 

in many Indian languages.[Nagpur city is the second capital of Maharashtra state. Nagpur is 
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popularly known as “Orange city”.   The city was founded in 1702 by the Gond King Bakht 

Buland Shah of Deogarh and later became a part of the Maratha Empire under the 

royal Bhonsale dynasty. The British East India Company took over Nagpur in the 19th 

century and made it the capital of the Central Provinces and Berar. After the first re-

organisation of states, the city lost its status as the capital. Following the informal Nagpur 

Pact between political leaders, it was made the second capital of Maharashtra. It is also called 

the Tiger Capital of India or the Tiger Gateway of India as many tiger reserves are located in 

and around the city and also hosts the regional office of National Tiger Conservation 

Authority. Nagpur is the safest and greenest city of India. (Nationa Next Nagpur, 2020).  

Review of Literature  

(Isabel J. Grant, 2005), The article titled Buying behaviour of “tweenage” girls and key 

societal communicating factors influencing their purchasing of fashion clothing" reveals that 

the respondents were prepared to pay a premium for branded clothing, placing a high 

emphasis on the product being deemed cool. 

(MUTHUKRISHNAN, 2017), The study “Consumer Buying Behaviour And Effect of 

Advertisement Medias on Textile Products - A Study” is a research work based on primary 

data, it reveals that the Textile Dealers in Rajapalayam have to consider various Socio – 

Economic factors that are influencing the buying behaviour. The effective Advertising media 

should be selected to reach the consumers during the festivals. Textile products must reach 

the consumers in all aspect to satisfy their needs and wants. 

(Cass A. , 2000), This study presents an alternate approach to the conceptualisation and 

measurement of four important types of involvement that will aid in better understanding 

consumer behaviour and developing improved marketing mix strategies. 

(Cass A. o., 2004), The research Fashion clothing consumption: antecedents and 

consequences of fashion clothing involvement reveals that fashion clothing involvement 

is significantly affected by a consumer's degree of materialism, gender and age. Further, 

it was found that fashion clothing involvement influences fashion clothing knowledge. 

Finally, the results indicate that fashion clothing knowledge influences consumer 

confidence in making purchase decisions about fashion. 

(Phaik Nie Chin, 2020), the study “The impact of endorser and brand credibility on 

consumers’ purchase intention: the mediating effect of attitude towards brand and brand 
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credibility” This study examines the relationship between endorser credibility (EC) and brand 

credibility (BC) on consumers’ PI of products sold by local apparel brands in Malaysia. The 

study also examines the mediating effect of attitude towards BC (ABC) and attitude towards 

brand (AB). Data analysis was based on data collected from a sample of 245 consumers in a 

structured survey. Structural equation modelling was used to examine the hypothesised 

linkages between the mentioned variables. The findings of this study demonstrate that EC and 

BC have significant effects on ABC, AB and PI. The bootstrapping procedure shows that 

ABC and AB possess a significant influence as mediators between the EC and BC in swaying 

consumers’ PI. 

Advertisement on TV & mobile about branded clothing:     

 Allen Solly, Peter England, Levi’s, Provogue, Van Heusen, Park Avenue, Park 

Avenue, Pepe Jeans, Wrangler, Mufti, Lois Philips, Biba, Fabindia, Flying machine, Killer, 

Raymonds, polo, Lyra, Adidas, Nike, Zara, Global desi, Allen Solly, W for women, 

pantaloons, Westsides, only, Aurilia etc are some of the brands available for youths. There 

are some local brands available at malls. Some of the tagline of various popular clothing 

brands are as follows- 

Raymonds  - ‘Complete Man’ ‘Light up Your Diwali with Elegance’ 

Peter England – ‘Honest Shirt’,  ‘Honestly Impressive’, ‘Beginning of good Things’ 

Arrow – ‘Authentic American’, ‘When you know’     

Van Heusen – ‘Evolve Yourself’       

J. Hampstead – ‘The World’s Finest Fabric’, ‘Nothing but the best’ 

Turtle- ‘The little Deeper’   

Oxemberg – ‘Body music’ , ‘Cloths that moves to my Rhythem’  

Allen Solly – ‘Always in fashion’, ‘I hate ugly’, ‘My world my way’ 

Parx – ‘Easy way’  

Blackberrys – ‘Go Sharp’ 

Color 

John Player – ‘Play it cool’ 

The advertisements of these brands on TV and mobile appeals the young mind with different 

kind of taglines. The branded clothes generally associated with in  fashion clothes. 

Findings and Conclusion 

Age  
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 Age 
group   

Respondents % 

15 to 18 80 26.67% 
19 to 21 100 33.33% 
22 to 24  120 40% 
Total  300 100% 

Gender  

Gender Respondents % 
Male  151  50.33% 
Female  149 49.67% 
Total  300 100% 

Occupation 

Occupations Number of respondents  % 
Student  150 50% 
Service  120 40% 
Business  30 10% 
Total  300 100% 

Income 

 Income level  Number of 
respondents 

% 

Less than Rs 10,000 70 23.33% 
Rs 10,001 to Rs 30,000 150 50% 
Rs 30,001 to 50,000 50 16.67% 
Above Rs 50,001 30 10% 
Total  300 100% 

Awareness about E- Media  

Kindly mark your extent of agreement or disagreement to the following statements. 

Statement Not at all 
aware 

Slightly 
Aware 

Modera
tely 
Aware  

Very 
Aware 

Extremely 
Aware 

Total respondents 300  

There are various types of e-
media 

15% 10% 05% 45% 25% 

TV, radio, internet are the types 
of e-media 

5% 28% 02% 30% 35% 

The ads shown on e-media are 
dynamic 

15% 17% 05% 38% 25% 

Perception about e-Media  

Kindly mark your extent of agreement or disagreement to the following statements. 
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Statement Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

agree 

I spend more time watching e-media 
than traditional media 

12% 18% 10% 25% 35% 

I think e-media is important source 
of collecting information about 
branded clothing. 

10% 20% 5% 40% 25% 

Branded clothing ads on e-media 
influences my purchase decision 

5% 15% 5% 40% 35% 

Customer reviews on e-media  
influence me to try new brands 

10% 25% 20% 15% 30% 

I think the prices of branded clothing 
promoted on e-media are high 

30% 15% 10% 20% 25% 

I think the quality of branded 
clothing advertised on TV and 
mobile  is very good 

10% 20% 5% 35% 30% 

Offers and discounts announced 
through advertisement   influences 
me to purchase branded clothing 

27 15 8% 30 20 

Latest information about branded 
clothing is available on 
advertisement  

15% 20% - 40% 25% 

Consumer preferences 

Kindly mark your extent of preference to the following statements. 

Statement Not at all To low 
extent 

To 
moderate 
extent 

To a 
great 
extent 

To a 
very 
great 
extent 

I prefer branded clothes because I 
have seen its ads on TV and 
mobile 

20% 20% 5% 25% 30% 

I prefer to purchase branded 
clothing recommended by my 
acquaintance through social 
media 

20% 20% 25% 20% 15% 

I prefer to purchase branded 
clothing because it adds to my 
personality 

10% 20% 5% 35% 30% 

I prefer to purchase branded 
clothing because I think it 
improves my lifestyle 

15% 10% 10% 35% 30% 

I prefer to purchase branded 
clothing because it is a status 
symbol 

15% 15% 5% 35% 30% 

I prefer to purchase branded 
clothing because it gives me 

5% 20% 10% 30% 35% 
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value for money benefit 
I prefer to purchase branded 
clothing because I wish to 
impress others 

15% 10% 5% 40% 30% 

 

Kindly rate the following sources of getting information about branded clothing from 1 to 5, 

where 1 is the low rating and 5 is the highest rating.  

Source 

Rating 
1  
(Low) 

2 3 4 5 
(High) 

     
Social media (WhatsApp, FB, 
YouTube, etc.) 

10 25 15 28 22 

Friends and relatives 20 15 10 20 35 
Advertisement on TV and 
mobile 

10 20 10 35 25 

Advertisement in print media 30 35 10 10 15 
Company website 10 20 10 40 20 

 

Kindly rate the following attributes of branded clothing from 1 to 5, where 1 is the low rating 

and 5 is the highest rating.  

Attribute 

Rating (In Percentage)  
1  
(Low) 

2 3 4 5 
(High) 

     

· Fitting 2% 3% 10% 35% 50% 

· Fabric Quality 1% 4% 15% 50% 30% 

· Design/Style 13% 10% 2% 40% 35% 

· Long life i.e. 
Durability 

10% 15% 5% 25% 45% 

· Comfort 5% 10% - 30% 55% 

· Colour attractiveness 3% 20% 2% 35% 40% 

 Nearly 70% of the respondent reveal that fitting is the most important criteria behind 

purchase of branded clothing. 

 About 80% say that fabric quality is the important point behind purchase decision. 

 Nearly 75% are happy with design and style of the branded fabric 

Frequency of purchase of branded clothing  
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Q: What is your frequency of purchase of branded clothing? 

Frequency of purchase of branded 
clothing 

Response 
total 300 
(In %) 

· Never 2% 

· Seldom (Once in a year) 20% 
· Occasional (Once in Six Months) 50% 
· Often (Once in Three Months) 20% 

· Regular (Once in a month) 8% 
 100% 

 About 50% reveal that they purchase branded clothing at least once in six month. 

Impact of advertisement on TV and mobile on purchase of branded clothing  

Statement Not at 
all 

To low 
extent 

To moderate 
extent 

To a great 
extent 

To a very 
great 
extent 

My purchase decisions of 
branded clothing is 
favourably affected by the 
ads I watched on TV & 
mobile 

20 10 - 30 40 

My frequency of 
purchasing branded 
clothing has increased 
after watching its ads on 
TV & mobile   

10 15 10 35 30 

My awareness about 
branded clothing has 
increased after watching 
its ads on e-media 

10 20 10 20 40 

I started spending more on 
branded clothing after 
watching its ads on e-
media 

20 15 05 25 35 

I will repetitively 
purchase branded clothing 

5 5 10 30 50 

 About 70% reveal that the purchase of branded clothing affected positively due to 

advertisement on TV and mobile 
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Social factors influencing customer’s buying behaviour  

Statement Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

I purchase decisions of 
branded clothing get 
influenced by the opinion 
of my friends/colleges  

20% 10% 15% 35% 20% 

My family members  
think that I should buy 
branded clothing 

10% 25% 10% 25% 30% 

Most people who are 
important to me think that 
I should buy branded 
clothing 

25% 15% 20% 15% 25% 

I feel under social 
pressure while buying 
branded clothing 

20% 20% 30% 20% 10% 

Shopping branded 
clothing is very common 
in my circle of friends 

20% 25% 10% 20% 25% 

Above 50% respondents reveal that purchase of branded clothing influenced by opinion of 

friends and relatives. 

 As per data collection and analysis the hypothesis H1 There is significant positive 

relationship between advertisement on TV and mobile on the buying behavior of youth  is 

accepted. (Since 55% respondent’s purchase decision get positively affected due to 

advertisement of branded clothing on TV and Mobile 

Suggestions  

Ø The branded clothing market is dominated by males. There is huge opportunity for 

female branded clothing market. 

Ø The general perception of the people is that prices are little higher, but people also 

have believe that it is value for money. 

Ø The youth should read the conditions in the advertisement properly.  
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Abstract 
Just as it is necessary for everyone to maintain good physical health, every human being is 

required to maintain a condition of good mental health and everybody whether healthy or 

unhealthy, stands in the need of mental health. As a result of rapid rate of social changes 

taking place, the life of man is becoming more complex day by day. Mental health is an echo 

of the ego to the supposed danger. It is an emotional attitude or sentiment to further mingle 

with fear and hope. It is considered that mental health has a great impact on the mental 

preparation of the individual. Mental health, on the other hand is a state of mind where a 

student has either a sense of insecurity, loss of confidence or incompetence or when the 

individual is overstressed worried or tense in the moment when he/she is to be evaluated.  

Since during Covid-19 pandemic the education provided to the students by both Govt. and 

private schools though online mode. Similarly, the evaluation done by the schools also 

through online mode. In this situation I found that the private schools were much better in 

providing online education through ZOOM App, Google Meet, WhatsApp and other 

platforms and for evaluation they were using Google form, WhatsApp, email or other online 

platforms for evaluating students. Whereas Govt. schools were also using the same platforms 

but they were far behind as compare to private schools in terms of internet infrastructure, 

computers, android mobiles and training to teachers and students to conduct online classes 

and evaluation. 

In the view of this, the present investigation was undertaken to study the mental health among 

students of Government and Private Schools during COVID-19 pandemic.  The goal of this 

study was to compare the significance of means scores on Mental Health between the 

students of the Government and Private schools during COVID-19. For this research the 

sample of 200 students (Govt. School- 50boys + 50 girls= 100, Pvt. School- 50boys + 50 

girls= 100) was taken from the class 10th students of Government and Private schools of 

Kathua. Significant difference is found between students of Government and Private Schools 

39 
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on Mental Health. The students of Private schools depict good Mental Health than 

Government school counterparts.  

In the light of these findings the following steps shall be taken: - Government should provide 

mobile phone, tabs and internet facility to poor students of Govt. Schools in Covid-19 

pandemic like situation. Government and social groups should organize community classes 

during pandemic situation.  The schools should establish psychological guidance and 

counseling cells to guide the students at every stage of education. The schools should 

organize different co-curricular and curricular activities to reduce the test anxiety level of 

students. The schools should pay special attention to the learning needs, problems and issues 

of students belonging to the different family patterns. 

Keywords: Mental Health, Adolescence, Government School, Private School, Covid-19 

Definitions of the term used 

Mental Health: Mental health is that ability by means of which we establish our adjustment 

with difficult situations of life. It is the mental condition and mental set of the organism. Just 

as physical health is condition of the body, mental health is the condition of mind and like 

physical health, mental health is also an essential ingredient of a well-developed and well-

balanced adjusted personality. 

Adolescence refers to the period of human growth that occurs between childhood and 

adulthood. Adolescence begins at around age 10 and ends around age 21. 

Covid-19 pandemic, also known as the coronavirus pandemic, is an ongoing global 

pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). 

Need And Justification of the Study 

Adolescence is the period in human growth and development that occurs after childhood and 

adulthood, from ages 10-19. In this stage the children may experience anxiety to a great 

extent. Which exercises positive or negative influences on their personality. A child cannot 

avoid anxiety in his/her life. Which affects to his/ her Mental Health. If Mental Health is not 

properly addressed, it can have many serious and long lasting consequences and as the result, 

the students perform poorly on school work, fail classes and withdraw from socializing with 

peers. 
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Since during Covid-19 pandemic the education provided to the students by both Govt. and 

private schools though online mode. Similarly the evaluation done by the schools also 

through online mode. 

In the view of this, the present investigation was undertaken to study the Mental Health of 

adolescents during COVID-19 pandemic.  

In the view of this, the present investigation was undertaken to study the Mental Health of 

adolescents during COVID-19 pandemic. The students of government and private schools 

were compared on the Mental Health. 

Statement of the Problem 

Keeping in view, the importance of the theme mentioned above and the literature reviewed, 

the problem under study could be stated as: 

“Effects of the Covid19 Pandemic on Mental Health of adolescents belonging to 10th 

class students of Government and Private schools of District Kathua” 

Objectives of the Study 

The present study is focused on the following objectives: 

1. To study  and compare the significance of difference of mean scores on Mental 

Health  between the adolescent students of Government and Private schools. 

2. To study and compare  the significance of difference of the mean scores on Mental 

Health  between the adolescent students of Government and Private schools in the 

boys and girls groups respectively. 

3. To study the significant sex differences in the mean scores in Mental Health  among 

the adolescent students of Government and Private schools. 

 

Methodology 

In this research paper the data for the present study is collected from students of Government 

and Private schools of Kathua city with a view to identify and analysis the impact of Test 

anxiety during covid 19.  
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The population of the present study comprised of the X class students studying in 

Government and Private schools of Kathua.  

The Sample of the present study comprised of 200 X Class students (Government:100 

Private: 100) having equal number of boys and girls. These students were selected randomly 

from different schools.  

Tool used: In the present study, Mental Health Inventory, constructed by Dr. H.P. 

Mangotra was used. There are 140 items in the scale and each item is being responded by 

students either in Yes or No. A score of 1 is awarded to each ‘Yes’ response, which is 

indicative of test anxiety and 0 to ‘No’. The higher score in the test indicates the greater level 

of Mental Health and low score reveals the low Mental Health.  

Statistical                                                   Techniques Employed Mean, S.D. CR Values 

Hypotheses of the Study 

1. There will be no significance of difference of mean scores on Mental Health 

between the adolescent students of nuclear and joint families. 

2. There will be no significance of difference of the mean scores on Mental Health 

between the adolescent students of nuclear and joint families in the boys and girls 

groups respectively. 

3. There will be no significant sex differences in the mean scores in Mental Health 

among the adolescent students of nuclear and joint families. 

Delimitations of the Study 

Ø The present study was limited to a sample of 200 students only. 

Ø The present study was limited to the students of Govt. as well as Private schools. 

Ø The present study was limited to the X class students only.  

Ø The present study was confined to Kathua district only. 

Interpretation 

Ø Inferences based on general view 

Significant difference is found between students of Govt. and Private schools on 

Mental Health. The students of Private schools depict Good Mental Health than 

Govt. schools counterparts. 

Ø Inferences based on boys group 
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Significant difference is found between boys of govt. and private schools on Mental 

Health. The boys of Private schools depict Good Mental Health than Govt. schools 

counterparts. 

Ø Inferences based on girls group 

Significant difference is found between girls of govt and private school on Mental 

Health. The girls of Private schools depict Good Mental Health than Govt. schools 

counterparts. 

Ø Inferences based on sex differences 

No significant sex differences are found among the students of government and private 

schools in Mental Health. The boys and girls respectively of govt. and private school 

depict alike Mental Health. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion I should say that good Mental Health is necessary in giving the full 

performance of the student. The schools should establish psychological guidance and 

counseling cells to guide the students at every stage of education. The schools should 

organize different co-curricular and curricular activities to boost good Mental Health level of 

students. The schools should pay special attention to the learning needs, problems and issues 

of students belonging to the different family patterns. 

As we know Covid-19 disease may come again so Govt. and Private institutions must plan to 

continue education through online as well as offline mode and Govt. should plan for the same 

also. 

Educational Implications and suggestions 

In the present study, the students of Private schools in general view, in boys and in girls group 

depicted Good Mental Health than Govt. schools’ counterparts. 

Moreover, no significant sex differences were found among students of govt. and private 

school on Mental Health. In the light of these findings the following steps shall be taken: 

Ø The schools should start classwork of internet for students so, that during any crisis 

they can use it well for education. 
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Ø Government should provide mobile phones and tablets to poor students on subsidy. 

Ø Internet facility must be provided in all Govt. and private schools. 

Ø Teaching staff must be trained to adopt new technology. 

Ø The schools should establish psychological guidance and counseling cells to guide the 

students at every stage of education particularly the students of govt. schools. 

Ø The schools should organize different co-curricular and curricular activities to reduce 

the anxiety level of students. 

Ø The government schools should pay special attention to the learning needs, problems 

and issues of students. 

Ø Special activities viz. Seminar, Symposium, Workshops, Painting, Drawing Quiz 

competitions should be organized and all the students should be encouraged to 

participate in them. This will reduce their anxiety to some extent. 

Ø Remedial / Tutorial classes should be organized for the students to increase their 

level of academic achievement. 

Ø Regular test series should be conducted for the students. 

Ø Special incentive should be given to the students of different families. 

Ø Parents should be educated as how to tackle the test anxiety level of children. 

Ø Parent teacher meets shall be organized frequently. This will enable them to share and 

understand the problems related to Mental Health and initiate joint efforts in this 

regard. 

Ø The family atmosphere should be made congenial, democratic and conducive for the 

overall development of children. 

Ø WHO has recently pointed out that the Covid-19 may never be eradicated and people 

will have to live with it. “It is important to put this on the table: this virus may become 

just another endemic virus in our communities, and this virus may never go away. 

HIV has not gone away, but we have come to terms with the virus. I think there are no 

promises in this and there are no dates. This disease may settle into a long problem, or 

it may not be” WHO emergencies expert Mike Ryan said in an online briefing 

(Sandhya, 2020). With reference to this statement, many countries are now planning 

to continue education through distance or virtual mode and Govt. should plan for the 

same also. 
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science departments in a public sector university in Lahore, Pakistan Data were 

collected by using the Test Anxiety Inventory (TAT) developed by Spielberger. 

Pearson correlation, multivariate statistics and regression analyses were run for data 

analysis. It was found that a significant negative relationship exists between test 

anxiety scores and students' achievement scores Results showed that a cognitive 

factor (worry) contributes more in test anxiety than affective factors (emotional). 

Therefore, it is concluded that test anxiety is one of the factors which are responsible 

for students' underachievement and low performance but it can be managed by 

appropriate training of students in dealing with factors causing test anxiety. 

Ø Gupta & Dutta (2012) in his research took a sample consisted of 143 school students 

of class 11 and 12 both males and females from different higher secondary schools in 

Kolkata. Students from all streams (science, humanities and commerce) were 

considered for the study. Results showed that reactive aggression, neuroticism and 

psychoticism were significantly positively correlated with test anxiety whereas 

emotional intelligence was significantly negatively correlated with it. Regression 

analysis revealed reactive aggression, emotional intelligence and neuroticism as 

possible predictors of test anxiety. 

Ø Khadyal, Romi (2012) conducted a study on the topic test anxiety of student of 

higher secondary schools in relation to gender and academic streams. She found that 

the female students depicted more anxiety than male counters parts. Moreover, the 

student of rural locality depicted more test anxiety than urban counter parts. 

Ø Jaipal & Sharma, (2013) concluded that there is significant difference regarding Test 

Anxiety between sportsmen and non- sportsmen of Ch. Devi Lal University. It shows 

that Test Anxiety level is higher in non-sportsmen than sportsmen of Ch. Devi Lal 

University. And sportsmen have more courage than sedentary students. They can bear 

both load sports as well as education. 

Ø Meenu (2013) conducted a study on the topic: Academic anxiety of adolescent 

students studying in govt. and private schools and she found that the students of Govt. 

schools, in general, in the boys group and in the girls group showed higher academic 

anxiety than their private schools counterparts. Kour (2014) conducted a study on test 

anxiety of adolescents of different academic streams. She found that the students of 

arts stream depicted more test anxiety than the student of science and commerce 

streams. 
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Ø Neena (2016) found that the students of rural locality experienced more anxiety than 

urban locality counterparts. Priyanaka (2017) found that the students of rural locality 

experienced more anxiety than urban locality students. 

Ø Wikipedia. Covid-19 Pandemic in India. Retrieved on May 20, 2020 

fromhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic_in_India. 

Ø T. Abel, D. McQueen the COVID-19 pandemic calls for spatial distancing and social 

closeness: not for social distancing! Int J Public Health (2020), 10.1007/s00038-020-

01366-7Google Scholar. 

Ø D.K. Ahorsu, C.-Y. Lin, V. Imani, M. Saffari, M.D. Griffiths, A.H. PakpourThe fear 

of COVID-19 scale: development and initial validation Int. J. Mental Health 

Addiction (2020), 10.1007/s11469-020-00270-8 Google Scholar. 

Ø MHRD online. Online Learning Resources of MHRD. Retrieved on June 6, 2020 

from 

https://mhrd.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/files/upload_document/Write_up_online_l

earning_resources.pdf. 

Ø Pravat Ku Jena. Online learning during lockdown period for Covid-19 in India. 

International Journal of Multidisciplinary Educational Research. 2020c; 9, 5(8):82-92. 

Ø WHO coronavirus disease Covid-19 dashboard. Retrieved on June 3, 2020. 

fromhttps://covid19.who.int/ 
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Abstract  

In the past decade much research has focused on online trading system because, now a day’s 

many people are move forward to trading system so, that is why this topic is important. The 

research paper tries to analyse the Factors Involved in Investment Evaluation and Decision. The 

data used for this study were collected by 100 structure questionnaire from the investors. After 

that research has used WAM, Weighted Average Mean, Mann Whitney U test, and Kruskal 

Wallis test. At the end of the study researcher can say, Researchers have found that the major 

that “media effect” is the most important factor for investing in capital market as 52 investors out 

of 100 (52%) consider “Very High” and 26 investors out of 100 (26%) consider “High” to this 

statement. The W.A.M is also the highest in this case (W.A.M = 28.33). In similar manner the 

second important factor is observed to be “Risk Factors.” The least important factor is identified 

from the above table “Lead Managers”. The Kruskal Wallis-test shows that there is a significant 

difference in Factors Involved in Investment Evaluation and Decision with respect to 

demographic factors. 

Key words: - Cross Tabulation, Computing Mean, Weighted Average Mean, Mann Whitney U 

test, and Kruskal Wallis test 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As we know Information technology (IT) is playing a crucial role in contemporary society. It has 

transformed the whole world into a global village with a global economy, which is increasingly 

dependent on the creative management or distribution of information. Globalization of the world 

economies has greatly enhanced the values of information to business organizations and has 

offered new business opportunities. It creates many advantages for the peoples for their decision 

making process. From the information they can take proper decision for the online trading 

system.  

40 
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IT plays a vital role in the management of Stock Exchange World over because at world level 

many stock exchanges are working. IT has transformed the working of Stock Exchange in the 

global scenario. The rapid advances in information technology have determined important 

changes and innovation in the operation of Stock Exchange.1 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Gupta (1991) argues that designing a portfolio for a client is much more than merely picking up 

securities for investment. The portfolio manager needs to understand the psyche of his client 

while designing his portfolio. According to Gupta, investors in India regard equity debentures 

and company deposits as being in more or less the same risk category, and consider mutual 

funds, including all equity funds, almost as safe as bank deposits. He argued on the basis of a 

study of 25 large companies over a ten year period that bonus policy of companies is 

characterized by low bonus, irregular intervals and inconsistent policy. This is an area which 

needs further study as his sample is too small to arrive at any definitive conclusions. In fact, he 

knew too little about how companies decide on bonus issues; certainly, he knew less about bonus 

policy than about dividend policy.2 

Mayya (1991) made an overview of the Indian capital market. He examined various aspects of 

Indian Capital Market. The study emphasized the need for modernization and computerization 

for providing liquid and efficient market. His study reveals that though Indian stock market has 

attained a remarkable degree of growth in last one decade, but has still to go a long way.3 

Mohammad Ali et al (2009) 

In this study, the effect of the Internet on the stock market trade volume and volatility has been 

enquired in the case of Dhaka Stock Exchange in Bangladesh. The results show that the “Net” 

 
1 V. A. Avadhani, “Investment Analysis and Portfolio Management”, Himalaya Publishing House, 1st Edition, 

2011, Mumbai  

2 L. C. Gupta, Indian Shareholders: A Survey. Society for Capital Market Research and Development, Delhi, 

1991, p. 174. 

3 M. R. Mayya, Investor Protection. Lecture delivered at Sydenham College of Commerce and Economics, 

Bombay, 14th March, 1991. 
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has a significant impact on these two parameters of volume and volatility of Dhaka stock 

market.4 

Aruna Polisetty et al (2016) 

Stock price downward movement continuously in the market forewarns the crisis period in 

advance. This study analyses the dynamic relationship between stock market and exchange rate 

and explores the long-run and short-run causal relationship between the stock market and the 

exchange rate in India for the major decade 2005-2014 of indices BSE Sensex and Nifty NSE. 

As US Dollar is a prominent currency for foreign trade, the exchange rate of rupee and US 

Dollar has been taken for the study. BSE Sensex NSE NIFTY index is a bench marking index 

that is used to measure the economic development of a country like India. The present study 

conducted from 2005-2014 for a period of 10 years. Correlation between NSE NIFTY, BSE 

SENSEX with reference to Exchange Rates can be calculated. This explains about the 

relationship between the variables.5 

3. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

Through this study reseracher has identify is there risk in online trading or not and for the 

investors it is safe or not. When investors go for investment so, online trading system is safe or 

not and what are the factors we have to consoder while decision making process in online trading 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 
4 Mohammad Ali Ashraf and Hasanur Raihan Joarder, the Effect of Information Technology on Stock Market 

Trade Volume and Volatility: Case for Dhaka Stock Exchange in Bangladesh. AU J.T. 12(4): 265-

270 (Apr. 2009) 

5 Aruna Polisetty and etc., Influence of Exchange Rate on BSE Sensex & NSE Nifty. IOSR Journal of 

Business and Management (IOSR-JBM) e-ISSN: 2278-487X, p-ISSN: 2319-7668. Volume 18, Issue 

9.Ver. II (Sep. 2016), PP 10-15. 
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     4. OBJECTIVES, HYPOTHESIS AND TOOLS AND TECHNIQUE  

Table: 1.1 Objectives, Hypothesis and tools and technique   

Objective-1 
To Know Factors Involved in Investment 
Evaluation and Decision 

Frequency, Percentage, 
Weighted Average Mean 
Frequency, Percentage, 

Hypothesis-1 

H0: There is no significant difference 
between the means of the Factors Involved in 
Investment Evaluation and Decision with 
respect to gender (male and female) at 95% 
confidence level. 

Mann Whitney-U test 

Hypothesis-2 

H0: There is no significant difference 
between the means of the Factors Involved in 
Investment Evaluation and Decision with 
respect to various Age Groups, EQ, Income 
Level, Earning family Members at 95% 
confidence level. 

Kruskal Wallis-test 

(Sources: self-constructed) 

5. METHODOLOGY 

Research-based on analytical information that means the researcher has to use fact or 

information already available with him, analyse them to make a critical evaluation of the data. 

The Researchers have collect data from the 100 investors who used online trading system and 

convenient sampling technique; the researcher has used Frequency Distribution/Simple 

tabulation, Arithmetic Mean, Weighted Average, Mann Whitney-U test, Kruskal Wallis 

test. 

6. DATA ANALYSIS 

Factors Involved In Investment Evaluation and Decision 

Table 1.2: Factors Involved In Investment Evaluation and Decision 

Factors Involved In Investment Evaluation and 
Decision 

VH H NH,NL L VL WAM 

Stock Exchange Information 29 37 29 5 0 26 
Risk Factors 27 52 19 2 0 26.93 
Lead Managers 8 20 49 18 5 20.53 
Credit Rating 16 38 31 11 4 23.4 
Broker Advice 29 45 18 7 1 26.26 
Media Effect 52 26 17 5 0 28.33 
(Sources: self-constructed) 
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Figure 1.1: Factors Involved In Investment Evaluation and Decision 

 

Analysis: 

It is clearly seen from the Table 1.2 and Figure 1.1 that “media effect” is the most important 

factor for investing in capital market as 52 investors out of 100 (52%) consider “Very High” and 

26 investors out of 100 (26%) consider “High” to this statement. The W.A.M is also the highest 

in this case (W.A.M = 28.33). In similar manner the second important factor is observed to be 

“Risk Factors.” The least important factor is identified from the above table “Lead Managers”. 

It is interesting to observe that in this case around 49 investors were considering it as “neither 

high nor low” which means that investors are indecisive on this aspect of factors involved in 

investment evaluation and decision. It is also observed that majority of the investors agree that 

“broker advice”.  

Table: 1.3 Factors Involved in Investment Evaluation and Decision (Hypothesis Testing 

Based on Mann Whitney and Kruskal Wallis Test  

S.R 
Detail 

Gender Age EQ 
Earning 
Family 
Member 

Monthly 
Income 

1 F1 Stock Exchange Information 0.596 0.035 0.007 0.128 0.958 
2 Risk Factors 0.901 0.297 0.238 0.272 0.307 
3 Lead Manager 0.851 0.114 0.009 0.147 0.055 
4 Credit Rating 0.465 0.283 0.015 0.306 0.145 
5 Broker Advise 0.040 0.590 0.845 0.445 0.414 
6 Media Effect 0.238 0.568 0.010 0.310 0.168 
(Sources: self-constructed) 

Stock Exchange
Information

Risk Factors Lead Managers Credit Rating Broker Advice Media Effect

WAM 26 26.93 20.53 23.4 26.26 28.33
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From the above table it can be said that stock exchange information is create difference in age 

and Education qualification that means according to age groups and education qualification 

investment decision process is differ. Lead manager is also differing in education qualification. 

So, from the above analysis it can be say that education qualification is important factors in 

evaluation decision making process. Maximum null hypothesis are fail to accept it means Factors 

Involved in Investment Evaluation and Decision depends on education qualification. It is also 

said that most important factor is media effect and risk factor. 

7. CONCLUSION 

From this study researcher have found that “media effect” is the most important factor for 

investing in capital market as 52 investors out of 100 (52%) consider “Very High” and 26 

investors out of 100 (26%) consider “High” to this statement. The W.A.M is also the highest in 

this case (W.A.M = 28.33). In similar manner the second important factor is observed to be 

“Risk Factors.” The least important factor is identified from the above table “Lead Managers”. 

It is interesting to observe that in this case around 49 investors were considering it as “neither 

high nor low” which means that investors are indecisive on this aspect of factors involved in 

investment evaluation and decision. It is also observed that majority of the investors agree that 

“broker advice”. Maximum null hypothesis are fail to accept it means Factors Involved in 

Investment Evaluation and Decision depends on education qualification. It is also said that most 

important factor is media effect and risk factor. 
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ABSTRACT: 

The present research work focuses on the marketing of the banking products and services. Bank 

is a financial organisation which primarily deals with accepting deposits and lending loans. As 

the banking system has technologically advanced and customer wants or demands have become 

more intricate, marketing of services and products has become a need. Marketing of bank 

product is the aggregate functions, focused at offering services for the purpose to satisfy 

customers financial needs, more efficiently than the competitors keeping in view the 

organizational aims. Bank marketing can be understood as a system of banking strategies 

influencing on the entire procedure of offering banking services in the best way which will 

satisfy requirements of the target customers. Its aim is not only to get more and more customers 

but also to retain them by efficient customer facility. For the purpose to survive in stiff 

competition banks have adopt various marketing strategies and techniques to satisfy the 

customers by providing best possible banking services. Banking services and products offered 

through bank comprises credit card, debit card, ATM card, mobile banking, online banking, 

home banking, Demat account, deposits, loan and advances etc. Present research is based on 

secondary sources of the data and it is descriptive in nature. This study also recommends some 

strategies for the development of bank marketing and analysed that nowadays only those banks 

will sustain which have an ability to face the growing competition with the effective ways of 

marketing.  

Keywords: Marketing, Bank, Bank Marketing, strategies, banking services, products 

INTRODUCTION: 

At the present time customer is becoming more sophisticated regarding their preference and 

quality of service being served to them. Throughout the life, customers endeavour their best to 

satisfy their requirements. The word ‘Market’ refers to the place where potential buyers and 

41 
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sellers gather to exchange products or services, as well as ‘Marketing’ is a function that identifies 

human and social needs and satisfies them. In addition to after the banking sector reforms, 

Marketing has developed as a more integrated function with in financial service institutions such 

as banks largely as a result of quick modifications in the operating environment. On the other 

hand, a ‘Bank’ is a financial institution that accepts deposits and channels those deposits into 

lending activities either directly through loaning or indirectly by capital markets. Banks are 

among the chief participants of the Indian financial system. As the banking system has 

developed and customer requirements or demands have become more complicated, marketing of 

services and products has become a necessity. ‘Bank marketing’ is the aggregate of functions, 

directed at offering or providing services to satisfy customers financial wants, more effectually 

than the competitors keeping in view the institutional objectives of the bank. Bank marketing 

assigned due weightage to satisfaction of the customers as well as it can be understood as a 

system of banking strategies affecting on the whole process of providing banking services in the 

best way which will satisfy wants and needs of target customers or clients. Bank marketing is 

maintained in an important interaction among services, products with customers demands and 

competitor’s activities on the basis of balance benefits between customers, society and banks. 

Bank marketing purpose to win more and more customers and to retain them by effectual 

customer services. Thus, marketing constitutes the important tactic for banks to retain good 

customers as well as anticipate their future.  

REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

Duraichamy, J. and Ram Prasad, T. P. (2016) have analysed A Study on the Marketing Mix in 

Banking Sector – With Special Reference to State Bank of India. They have the aims to study the 

concept of marketing mix of banking industries and its services and also concise the 7 P’s or 

marketing mixes of State Bank of India. For the purpose of research work they have used 

secondary sources of the data. Present study is descriptive in feature. Researchers have examined 

that the at present banking sector all components of the marketing idea customer loyalty, benefit 

incorporated system as well as social duty are on the whole similarly significant. People from 

State Bank of India visit various grounds and partake in street shows. The bank additionally 

gives motivators to its staff with the purpose that better workplace is built up. 
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Navamani, C. and Saravanakumar, N. (2015) have examined Marketing of Bank Products and 

Services: Emerging Trends. In the present research work researchers have study about various 

products and services of banks, marketing approach and strategies for enhancement of bank 

marketing as well as they have suggested some strategies for improvement of bank marketing. 

From the study researchers have told that only those banks will survive in the future which will 

adopt effectual and realistic strategy to win the trust of the customers. 

Tidke S. (2017) has studied about Marketing of the Banking Services. The objectives of the 

present study are to identifying the different marketing principles which are applied as well as 

discuss regarding the problems faced in marketing banking services and measures to overcome 

the difficulties in implementing the marketing strategies. Researcher has used both the sources of 

the data i.e., primary data and secondary data. On the basis of the present research work 

researcher has concluded that applying different marketing concepts enhanced customers 

satisfaction as well as assisted the banks to give a strong competition in the industry. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

Ø To study the marketing developments concerning products and services in banking 

institution. 

Ø To recommend some strategies of bank marketing. 

Ø To study the importance of marketing in banking industry. 

METHODOLOGY: 

Present study is based on secondary sources of data, collected from various reference books, 

journals, articles, magazines, periodicals, and websites etc. and it is descriptive in nature.  

BANKING PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: 

Different banking products and services offered by banks are explained as under: 

A. Credit Card: 

A credit card is a card that permits its holders to make purchases of goods and services in 

exchange for the credit cards provider instantly paying for the services or goods. The cardholder 
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promises to pay back the amount of purchase to the card provider over some time and with 

interest. 

B. Debit Card: 

Debit card is utilized for the withdraw of funds directly from the cardholder’s accounts 

electronically. Most debit cards need a personal identification number to be used to verify the 

transaction.  

C. ATM Card: 

ATM card is a device that permits customer who has an ATM card to perform routine transaction 

of banking at any time without interacting with human teller. ATM card issued in association 

with checking or saving accounts that permits cash withdrawals as well as cash deposits at 

Automated Teller Machines but not point of sales purchases. 

D. Mobile Banking: 

Mobile banking is also known as M-Banking. Mobile banking is a word utilized for performing 

balance checks, payments, credit applications, account transactions and other transactions of 

banking by a mobile device for instance a mobile phone or personal digital assistant. 

E. Online Banking: 

Bank offer online banking that permits account holders to access their account data through the 

internet. Online banking is also known by other name such as web banking or internet banking. 

Online banking by traditional banks allows customers to perform routine transactions like 

balance inquiries, stop payment request, bill payments and account transfers etc. Some even 

provide online credit card applications and loans. Account information of account holder can be 

accessed anytime as well as can be done from anywhere. 

F. Home Banking: 

Home banking is the process of completing the financial transaction from one’s own home rather 

than using a bank branch. Home banking services need an internet connection or access to online 
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banking. It comprises direct deposits, making account inquiries, paying bills, transferring money 

and applying for loans etc.  

G. Demat Account: 

The full form of ‘DEMAT ACCOUNT’ is a ‘DEMATERIALISED ACCOUNT’. An account 

that is utilized to hold securities and shares in electronic format is known as Demat Account. 

Demat Account make available facility of holding shares and securities in electronic format. 

During online trading, shares are purchase and held in a dematerialised account, therefore 

facilitating easy trade for the customers or clients. A dematerialised account holds all the 

investments an individual makes in government securities, shares, bonds, mutual funds and 

exchange traded funds in one place. 

H. Accepting Deposits: 

Accepting deposits from account holders or savers is the main function of a bank. Banks accept 

the deposit from those who can save money. People choose to deposit their savings in a bank for 

the purpose to earn interest. 

Ø Fixed Deposit Account: 

The fixed deposit is a type of investment provided by banks. A fixed deposit account is one 

where you deposit sum of money for a definite tenure with the bank and earn interest on the 

fixed amount for the period of the deposit. The interest rate provided in a fixed deposit account is 

higher than a saving bank account. With fixed deposit account, the money deposited cannot be 

withdrawn before the maturity term. If a depositor withdraws this money before the maturity 

tenure, depositor has to pay an interest penalty, a definite amount set through the banking 

institution. 

Ø Saving Bank Account: 

A saving account is a basic bank account that most of the people have. A saving account held at 

a bank or other financial organization that safeguards funds. This is an account where persons 

can deposit their money and earn interest on the deposits. In this account, the depositors have 
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maintained a minimum balance as specified through bank. Great for building emergency savings 

or saving for short tenure goal.    

Ø Current Account: 

A current account is a deposit account used for business owners, entrepreneurs and traders, who 

want to make and receive payments more often than others. Current accounts hold more liquid 

deposits with no limit on the number of transactions per day. In these accounts overdraft facility 

i.e., withdrawing more amount than what is currently available in the account. Also, unlike 

saving bank accounts, where depositor earn some rate of interest, current account is zero interest 

bearing accounts. In current account persons required to maintain minimum balance to be able to 

operate current accounts. 

Ø Recurring Deposit Account: 

This account has a fixed tenure. Recurring deposit account is one where you need to invest a fixed 

amount of money in it regularly i.e., every month, or once a quarter to earn interest. The total 

deposit amount along with the interest therein is payable on maturity. The interest rate allowed on 

the deposits is higher than that on a saving bank deposit but lower than the interest rate allowed on 

a fixed deposit for the same tenure. 

I. Loans and Advances: 

Banks are profit oriented business institutions. Therefore, they have to advance a loan to the 

people and generate interest from them as profit. After keeping definite cash reserves, banking 

institution make available long tenure, medium tenure and short tenure loans to needy borrowers. 

The banking institution can recall such amount of loans at its option. The borrower has to pay 

interest on the whole amount of loan that is to say from the date of sanctioning of loan to the date 

of repayment. If the borrower fails to repay the amount of loan, its collateral security can be sold 

through the banking institution in the market and recover his amount of loan. 

PURPOSE OF BANK MARKETING: 

Ø Identifying the most profitable markets present day and in future. 

Ø Assessing the present and future needs and wants of the customers. 
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Ø Setting business development goals and making plans to meet them 

Ø Managing the various services and promoting them to achieve the plans 

Ø Adapting to changing environment in the market place. 

MARKETING APPROACH TO BANKING SERVICES: 

Marketing of banking services is a means to maintain commercial viability and an approach to 

market the services profitability. It is a one kind of technique to energise orientation. The 

marketing approach in bank services includes the below given points. 

 To identify the financial needs and wants of the customers’ or clients. 

 To develop proper products and services of banks to meet the customers’ wants. 

 To decide the reasonable and competitive prices for the products and services developed. 

 Promote and advertise the product to probable as well as current customers of financial 

services.  

 To set up proper channels of distribution and bank branches. 

 Continuous focus on the forecasting and research of future market necessities. 

The marketing of banking services relates to giving right way to banks with regard to 

multidimensional advantages to the numerous segments using the banks services. The services 

quality has undergone a foremost change because of the use of modern technologies by the 

banking institutions. The holistic idea of management has made marketing of banking services a 

tool to establish a balance between the commercial and social consideration frequently 

considered to be a balance amongst two opposite wings.  

BANK MARKETING STRATEGIES: 

In the intense competitive market, needs and wants of the customers keep changing. So, our 

strategies of marketing must be flexible as well as dynamic to meet changing scenario.   

Following are the bank marketing strategies explained as under: 

Ø Informing Customers regarding Banking products and services 

Ø Advertisement of banking products and services. 

Ø Return value to customers with special financial services 

Ø Formulate a saleable product scheme  
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Ø Get on the right social media platform 

Ø Emphasis on deposits of banks 

Ø Give importance to Convenience of the Customers 

Ø Sale of products and services by E-delivery channels 

Ø Sale of products and services through web sites 

Ø Offer more products for women 

Ø Motivate and reorient bank staff 

IMPORTANCE OF BANK MARKETING: 

Importance of bank marketing are exaplained as under: 

A. Awareness among Customers: 

Modern technology has made customers or clients aware of developments in the economic 

environment, which consist the financial system. With a broad area of network of branches, even 

in a different banking scenario, customers or clients expect the banks to provide more better 

service to match their requirements and this has compelled banks to take up marketing in right 

earnest.  

B. Quality Key Factor: 

Quality is the watch word in the present competitive word, which is market driven and banks 

have had to face up this emerging scenario. In actual fact, it may not be out of place to repeat that 

quality will in future be the only determining factor of successful banking ventures and 

marketing has to concentrate on this most vital need of the hour. 

C. Growing Competition: 

Increased competition is being confronted through the Indian banking industry from within the 

system with other agencies both, foreign as well as local, offering value added services. 

Competition is no more limited to resource mobilization but also to lending and other areas of 

banking activity. The foreign commercial bank with their services has also offered the required 

impetus to the Indian banks to innovate in the market place. 
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D. Technological Advances: 

Technological innovation has resulted in financial product development or growth specially in 

the international and investment banking areas. The western experience has demonstrated that 

technology has not solitary made execution of work faster but has also resulted in greater 

availability of manpower for customer contact. 

PROBLEMS FACED IN BANK MARKETING: 

A. Lack of Customers Trust: 

Since the financial sector like banking institution depends heavily on relationship, building trust 

is main consideration. Marketing can be enhanced only through increasing the customers. 

Customers can be attracted only through winning the trust of the customers.  

B. Inadequate Promotional Activities: 

Promotional Activities such as advertisement are still lacking. Public have not been enlightened 

adequate on packages available from these financial institutions. Most of the time, information to 

promote their activities thereof making it tough for the influence of their promotional activities to 

be felt through the people. 

C. Inadequate Channel of Service: 

The location where these services are available have not been enough and they tend to make the 

banks inefficient Branch offices providing these services are not equitably distributed and as 

such needy persons cannot receive bank service promptly. These are those who are interested in 

patronizing these financial institutions but cannot do so owing to lack of available branch 

network. 

D. Low Quality of Service: 

The service quality provided through the financial organizations are of very low quality at the 

present time. Some patronise these financial institutions just for the reason that there are no 

readily accessible alternatives around. Once the service quality is below standard or taste of the 

customers, he tends to withdraw from such organization. 
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E. Unappealing Prices: 

Customers of the banks generally consider the prices charged through these organizations for 

their services not appealing. Also, depositors consider the interest paid on deposits very low 

when compared to the earning yield in other sectors of the economy. The insufficient pricing 

tends to demoralize persons from patronizing the bank and in turn it leads to decreased sales 

volume on the part of the banks.  

CONCLUSION: 

Reforms of banking sector have changed the traditional way of doing banking business. 

Nowadays, Marketing of banking products and services are of great emphasis on both bank and 

customers. With the introduction of novel products and services competition has grown up 

amongst the banks. With the increased competition and awareness regarding banking sectors, 

clients or customers are now becoming more demanding about products and services offered. At 

present time only those banks will survive who face the growing competition with the effectual 

ways of marketing.  
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Abstract 

The outbreak of Covid-19 affected the lives of people severely all over the world and made 

everyone to isolate themselves in order to prevent the spread of Covid-19. Lockdown had a 

serious impact on everyone’s life providing damage in both physical and mental terms. Pandemic 

had forced the government to impose strict lockdown in all the sectors like schools, colleges and 

enterprises. Educational institutions had nearly universal shift to online classes which had 

become the most challenging tasks to teachers. It also deprived many students from getting basic 

education (especially those from poor family background). Many students lacked communication 

devices like cell phones, laptops which curbed students from getting educated.  

The main objective of this paper is to focus on the scenario of education during Covid-19. The 

paper brings limelight to both positive and negative impact of Covid-19 on education. Covid-19 

created merely a complete new system of education. This paper further focuses on strategies that 

were used in that phase to overcome the spread of Covid-19. 

Key Words: Lockdown, Education, Covid-19 Pandemic. 

Introduction  

Corona virus which is commonly called as Covid-19 is an infectious disease which affects 

human respiratory system. This pandemic was an abrupt hit to the whole globe. It has been more 

than 2 years since the covid-19 pandemic perforated the deep principals of human civilization 

and made us aware about the essence of our world. 

It affected all the developing fields and also escalated into the educational province which made 

the whole world to shut their doors. When the question of learning aroused it could not be 

42 
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ignored. Thus, to see that the learning action proceeds the governments, universities and 

institutions found different paths to furnish pedagogy to the students. 

Impact of Covid 19 on Education 

The influence of Covid 19 pandemic was seen in all the zones of the world out of which 

educational sector was affected to the worse. The pandemic had affected educational systems 

worldwide and it led to the widespread closures of schools and universities. According to the 

UNESCO report more than 32 crores of students were affected by the transmission of the 

educational system. 

Positive Impact of Covid-19 on Education 

Covid-19 crisis made educational institutions to utilize digital technologies to convey education 

and were evoked with the significance of online learning. This resulted in the increase of digital 

literacy among the individuals who were associated with the academy. Numerous institutions 

leveraged online teaching opportunity to present lessons in an interesting and interactive way 

using PPTs, graphics and animation etc. Online education also took the cognizance of different 

learning pace of students and developed solutions for them. The teachers and students were 

exposed to a completely new challenge which made them get experience of digital education 

system. Though, it was very hard nut to crack, they had to adjust themselves for the sake of 

education. 

Negative Impact of Covid-19 on Education 

We had never expected a disaster like covid-19 would walk in our life. It was the worst 

nightmare to everybody during pandemic era. It had changed everyone’s lifestyle and due to this 

pandemic, the world had turned upside down. The covid-19 impact was found everywhere that 

forced the government to impose lockdown resulting in closure of all sectors including 

educational institutions. Though the schools were closed, educational initiatives like online 

classes, radio programs were enabled in order to cope up situation as the students started facing a 

huge loss in education. Though the innovative ideas of providing education created a positive 

impact but on the other hand, the students who weren’t having any kind of resource to attend 

online classes started suffering. Teachers who were experts in classroom teaching with black 
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boards, chalks and books were exposed to great challenge in the pandemic phase. The parents 

who were educated handled the situation and supported their children. But what about those 

illiterate parents? Yes, the parents who were not educated were exposed to many challenges. 

Board exams were cancelled in many states; students of all the grades were promoted without 

writing exams. Because of this student couldn’t test their capabilities. On the other hand, most of 

the students from poor background were involved in labor work in order to support their 

families. This pandemic curbed the education of most of the female children and many schools 

and colleges were completely shut down due to low budget issues (financial issues). It shows us 

that covid-19 disaster not only had impact on students and teachers but also on parents and 

educational institutions. 

Measures to Overcome Learning Loss during Pandemic in Education 

The educational institutions all over India should take steps to recover the learning loss that 

happened during pandemic phase. 

· They should develop new innovative ideas in order to create core competences that were 

lost in    children during covid-19. 

· There is necessity to establish bridge courses which can help the students to conquer the 

loss in academics. 

· All the educational institutions must strive to fill the gap between previous year’s 

education and the upcoming years. 

· In order to organize several programs or bridge courses the government should allot the 

funds. 

· To enable students to learn faster, activity based learning should be motivated. 

· Vacations have to be reduced to maximum level so that students can make efficient use 

of time to overcome the loss in education during Covid phase. 

Conclusion 

The scenario, positive, negative impacts and remedies have been discussed in this paper 

considering all the sectors but mainly on the education sector. Keeping the remedies in an 

account one can overcome the learning loss during pandemic. 
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Abstract: 

The term ‘Diaspora’ is used to refer to any people or ethnic population forced or induced to leave 

their traditional ethnic homelands; being dispersed throughout other parts of the world; and the 

ensuing developments in their dispersal and culture. Indian Diaspora possess a vivid and vital 

portion in Indian English Literature. And in this perspective we have to cite the role of Indian 

women writers who bears a brilliant and dazzling part of the Indian Diaspora. Various ism like 

post-colonialism, feminism, post modernism are mingled proportionately in the writing of these 

Indian diasporic women writers. Their creation emits a salient flavor of exotic land as well as 

they bear the exquisite and receded beauty of their homeland. Multiple dimensions of life within 

a multicultural milieu has been elevated by their writing. And in this relevance we have to 

mention the matter of Americanization. America, the dreamy abode of prosperity and material 

comforts confers their writing a different charm. The cadence of language floats from the penury 

to opulence; from superstition to pragmatic knowledge and from gloominess to conflagration. 

The dual nature of the life impeccant pictured by these women writers. Gradually they have 

become the facet of Indian Diaspora.  

Keyword: Indian NRI Women, Diaspora, Immigration, Empowerment.  

Introduction:- 

Indian women usually migrate within the patriarchal framework and cultural considerations, and 

are supposed to preserve it as the ‘bearers of Indian tradition’ yet the process of migration and 

economic self-dependency give them an opportunity to assert independence, and redefine roles 

and perceptions of the self. While many of the problems, women in the Indian Diaspora face, 

arise out of patriarchal structures besides foreign settings, one can and innumerable instances 

of their struggles and triumphs over adversities and hostile situation Standing ‘in-between’ the 

two worlds, with complex realities of unequal power dynamics of the homeland and stereotypical 

spaces of the host land, women tend to experience on fisting subjectivities of freedom and 
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subjugation. The space of the ‘hyphen’ often gives them a freedom for self-exploration and 

deliberation to conceive new identities and move beyond the fixed de nations of femininity. This 

volume is an attempt to capture the process of migration and settlement of women in the Indian 

Diaspora during the colonial as well as contemporary period. The essays map the struggles, 

challenges and agency of the immigrant women in their ongoing process of the reproduction of 

identity and culture in a foreign setting. 

Indian Women in Diaspora:- 

Fiction by Indian women writers constitutes a major segment of contemporary Indian Diaspora 

literature. The women novelists of Indian Diaspora in USA are Bharati Mukherjee, Chitra 

Banerjee Divakaruni, Kiran Desai, Sujata Massey, Indira Ganeshan and Jhumpa Lahiri. These 

writers have made their homeland memorable and popular by writing about it. Through the 

movements of migration on immigration writers are turned Diaspora. It depends upon 

individual’s response to the adopted country and acceptance by the host. This acceptance also 

depends upon the value/importance of diasporic individual to the host society. It the initial stage 

they are ‘outsiders’ and face the question – who am I ? The initial works of diaspora writers are 

autobiographic and focus on the issues like nostalgia, restlessness, homelessness, dislocation and 

displacement. There are two moves of the diasporic writers – 1) Temporal Move – a look 

backward to the past and a look forward at the future. It produces nostalgia, themes of survival 

and cultural assimilation. 2) The Spatial Move – involves a deterritarialization and 

reterritorialization connected by journey. It is observed distinctly in the writings of Bharati 

Mukherjee (Jasmine, Desirable Daughters, The Tree Bride), anjana Appachana (Listening now), 

Jhumpa Lahiri (Interpreter of Maladies, Namesake), Kiran Desai (The Inheritence of Loss, 

Hullaballo in the Guava Orchard) and others. 

Women have been part of almost all the groups of people moving out of Indian borders which 

today constitute the Indian Diaspora. However as discussed before, their experiences 

have largely been subsumed under male-centric homogenized perceptions and meta narratives. 

As a result their voices, experiences and their critical role in the success story of the Indian Diasp

ora remain unnoticed and unmapped. Women in India are deeply embedded in the socio-cultural 

moorings and belief systems that are ingrained in historical antecedents and mythical/religious 

narratives. Patriarchy, power hierarchies and gendered perceptions are the fundamentals of these 
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narratives. Although Indian culture in reality is immensely diverse and heterogeneous with no 

uniform template, the patriarchal social order tends to dominate the overarching frame. 

Women migrate to work abroad in response to gender-specific labour demand in countries of 

destination that reflects existing values, norms, stereotypes and hierarchies based on gender. 

Thus, although laws regarding the admission of migrant workers are generally gender neutral, 

the demand for domestic workers, nurses, and entertainers focuses on the recruitment of migrant 

women. Moreover, in countries of origin as well, female labour supply is the result of gender 

norms and stereotypes that gear women to certain traditionally female occupations. Recruitment 

intermediaries, whether private or official, also contribute to reinforce gender segregation in the 

labour market. In addition, expectations about reciprocity within the family in countries of origin 

may favour the migration of women if daughters are seen as more likely to remit consistently and 

to undertake the responsibility of helping the family left behind. Migration is related to the level 

of empowerment of women, with migration levels among women being higher when female 

earning potential is more highly valued in the country of origin and women have access to local 

employment and income-generating opportunities. However, access to such opportunities may 

dampen the need or desire for migration. 

Migrant women display considerable agency. They contribute to the economic development of 

their countries of destination through their competencies and skills, and to that of their countries 

of origin through their remittances and their increased experience when they return to those 

countries. Often, migrant women help other family members to migrate by paying for the costs 

of the move. As migrants, women are sources of remittances that may be used to improve the 

well being of other family members and foster economic growth. In countries of destination, 

migrant women work to improve their own and their family’s standards of living, and they often 

press for changed gender relations within their families. In many countries, they also form and 

participate in non-governmental organizations that lobby for gender equality. Upon return to the 

countries of origin, migrant women may disseminate the importance of rights and opportunities 

for women. 

Feminist inquiries suggest that migration and Diasporic conditions also 

affect women’s authority and power relations within the family and alter patriarchal tructures 

according to  the  changing  socio-economic  contexts  of home  and  host  countries. But such  
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changes do not show a linear pattern and are unevenlyexpressed. On the one hand, migration can 

be liberating and bring about moreegalitarianism in the family, and can open avenues for women 

to strengthen their agency, to negotiate many critical matters, to create new opportunities for 

them-selves and even recreate alternative cultural practices (see Hondagneu-Sotelo 2000; 

Buijs 1993; Levitt et al. 2007). However, on the other hand, it is also sometimesevident that 

gender hierarchy gets reinforced and becomes more rigid and traditional than in the homeland. 

The idea of losing control over women, in a perceived insecure, hostile or immoral (as liberal 

societies are often seen) receiving society, results in situations like physical abuse, honor killings 

and other cruelties (seeKang 2003; Kurien 1999; Judge 1992, 1994). 

The twentieth-century scholarship on Diaspora Studies was slow and partial to take note of these 

perspectives, explore women’s agency and the way they create their space in the diaspora’s 

conditions. The dominant thread in the discourses on Indian women Diaspora was 

about women’s role as agents and custodians of Indian culture, thus restricting them to 

subservient positions in society. The essays included in the volume discuss women in the Indian 

Diaspora from a multidisciplinary perspective involving social, economic, cultural and political 

aspects. Overall this volume resists the portrayal of women in Indian Diaspora only as victims by 

emphasizing their agency. Such an effort will privilege women’s experiences and perspectives 

by raising consciousness and developing a deeper understanding about their issues in academia 

and among policy makers. (Women And International Migration, Division for the Advancement 

of Women Department of Economic and Social Affairs United Nations, 

https://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/events/coordination/3/docs/P01_

DAW.pdf) 

Population of India 1800-2020: 

In 1800, the population of the region of present-day India was approximately 169 million. The 

population would grow gradually throughout the 19th century, rising to over 240 million by 1900. 

Population growth would begin to increase in the 1920s, as a result of falling mortality rates, due 

to improvements in health, sanitation and infrastructure. However, the population of India would 

see its largest rate of growth in the years following the country’s independence from the British 

Empire in 1948, where the population would rise from 358 million to over one billion by the turn 

of the century, making India the second country to pass the billion person milestone. While the 
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rate of growth has slowed somewhat as India begins a demographic shift, the country’s 

population has continued to grow dramatically throughout the 21st century, and in 2020, India is 

estimated to have a population of just under 1.4 billion, well over a billion more people than one 

century previously. Today, approximately 18% of the Earth’s population lives in India, and it is 

estimated that India will overtake China to become the most populous country in the world 

within the next five years. (Aaron O'Neill, Jun 21, 2022). The most populated federal state in 

Germany is North Rhine-Westphalia in the west, with a population of almost 18 million. The 

state capital is Düsseldorf. Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg in the south rounded up the top 

three. (Evgenia Koptyug, Jun 24, 2022).  

Number of reported dowry death cases in India 2005-2020:  

In 2020, reported dowry death cases in India amounted to nearly seven thousand. This was a 

gradual decrease from the 2014, in which this number was approximately 8.5 thousand. The 

dowry system in India incorporates payments in the form of capital, durable goods, real estate 

among others, made to the bridegroom from the family of the bride as a condition for marriage. 

The Hindu Succession Act : 

Until its amendment in 2005, the Hindu Succession Act of 1956 was biased towards the male 

next of kin when it came to property inheritance. The amendment stated that women had right to 

their parents’ property irrespective of being married. However, in practice, the inheritance of the 

women is socially imparted to her as dowry in marriage leading to financial dependence on the 

husband or the in-laws. This economic handicap has hindered progress towards equality among 

men and women the most. To prevent the economic abuse of women, The Dowry Prohibition 

Act of 1961 was passed by the government which prohibits the giving or taking of dowry in 

India.   

How well are policies for women implemented? :-  

Domestic violence against women, assault, religious and cultural traditions are the predominant 

perpetrators of endangering women’s safety around the world. In 2018, India was the world’s 

most dangerous country for women. The general consensus regarding women’s safety suggested 

that the citizens of the country perceived the efforts to increase women’s safety as ineffective. 

Although public opinion about the central government’s policy is changing, the capital territory 
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of the country was one of the most unsafe regions for women in India, thus questioning the 

effectiveness of the government regulations for women’s safety. 

NRIs and the connection to empowerment:- 

Ever since the IT boom, emigration to western countries has been seen as the expected outcome 

of a ‘successful’ life. A large number of parents raise kids and educate them with this narrow 

definition, which often dictates their life choices. There are many angles to why the term NRI is 

so alluring, but it also hides a secret outline for women’s empowerment.  

Living abroad, many women feel empowered as they are allowed to manage their house, 

commute and most importantly, cultivate self-expression without the judging eyes of the 

extended family. With the reasoning of “fitting in” in a more open society, even husbands shed 

their patriarchal attitudes with time and the progressive attitude often seeps into the minds of the 

children as well. 

When visiting family in India, women in such cases do get the short end of the stick, as the norm 

dictates that married woman spends most of her time at her in-laws’ house, not her parents’ 

home. This rule has been navigated mostly with ‘time-share’ arrangements by reasonable adults 

but there are patriarchal exceptions to this rule (wherein, women stay the whole vacation in their 

in-laws’ house, and visit their parents for the day).  

Usually a family settled abroad is considered a special visitor in the household and “the limited 

direct contact time”, makes feuds an unnecessary disruption. Not those feuds don’t happen, but 

they are usually marked down as “misunderstandings” and reasoned as “we see them once a 

year.”  

In India, the perception of joint families with a patriarch is the norm in most households. Even in 

nuclear breakaways, the control and authority often continue, enabled by technological 

advancements like WhatsApp and whatnot. This mutation of Indian households is familiar to all 

and many online feuds have happened because a toddler refused to chat with a grandparent, or a 

weak wifi signal sabotaged a weekend family call. Navigating these situations is easier for 

women when living abroad. A sense of autonomy prevails, and the distance helps smoothen 

these human frailties and ego.  
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The global pandemic has led to many families being stranded in their hometowns for an 

unavoidable extended period of time (which mostly in the case of women translates as the 

husband’s house). Vacationing for a month and returning to familiar home turf outside India, is a 

whole different ball game when compared to the present situation for many families.  

Social and Awareness Drives:- 

1. At civil society and social level, take up community mobilization and capacity building, 

especially by taking rigorous steps towards three crucial aspects: 

(a) Precautions  

(b) Rights of wives in NRI marriages, under Indian Laws  

(c) Rights of wives in NRI marriages, under Laws of the country where the husband is located.  

Conclusion: 

Thus, Indian as well as NRI Women in Indian Diaspora and Gujarati Diaspora is widely spread 

in the global area. Today, no country in the world will find Jovian where Indian people do not 

exist. The Indian Diaspora has made a special mark on the entire globe. International Diasporic 

studies at the international level provide evidence of this. Diaspora is a short-lived immigrant, or 

a person who leaves his country and settles in another country. Such a Diaspora no longer breaks 

its ties with the people of its native land. But the person returns to his hometown some years to 

visit his family or relatives. Visits his hometown. If such a person wants to have an impact on his 

/ her villagers, families, youth etc. In the course of examining these effects, it is very important 

to get information about global Diaspora groups, Indian Diaspora in the world and Gujarati 

Diaspora in the world. Number of reported dowry death cases in India 2005-2020, The Hindu 

Succession Act, How well are policies for women implemented? NRIs and the connection to 

empowerment Social and awareness drives etc. As well as the NRI And it is equally important to 

know about migration as these two terms are very closely related to 'Diaspora'. But they have 

different meanings which can be seen from the above information. 
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Abstract   

Menstruation is a social and cultural occurrence with a lot of implications. This paper aims to 

understand the perception of people toward menstruation and to try to find a possible solution to 

break the misconception about menstruation. It is a biological process in women's lives. The 

monstrous cycle of women's life starts from the onset of menarche coverage, 13 years through to 

menopause (an average of around 50 years). A woman menstruates for around 3 to 7 days a 

month during her menstruation cycle. During this period, women face many problems. 

Menstruation is not only confined to physical symptoms; it also affects the mental health of 

female adolescents. A lack of information about menstruation leads to unhygienic menstrual 

problems. Only 32 women (20%) had an idea of menarche regarding menstruation. 65% of 

women used only sanitary pads and 30% used only cloth pieces, while 5% used both pads and 

cloth pieces. All those who reused cloth pieces washed the used cloth pieces with soap and 

water, and 50% of them dried those under sunlight. All women face some kind of restriction 

during menstruation. About 4% of individuals did not take regular baths during their bleeding 

period; many women (37.5%) suffered from recurrent productive tract infections due to 

unhygienic menstrual practices. Most of the study subjects (95.6%) disposed of used napkins in 

municipal vats. By providing proper counseling sessions and workshop programs, girls can be 

educated about menstruation. There is a need to build their confidence, encourage healthy habits, 

and break down taboos.  

Introduction   

Menstruation is the shedding of the endometrial (uterine) lining. Menstruation is also 

known as menses. The word menses is derived from the Latin menses, meaning ‘months’. The 

word menstruation comes from old French menstrual, which comes from Latin menses’ mining 

‘monthly,’ especially "of or having monthly courses. The menstrual cycle is normally five days 

long. Menstruation is a natural biological process, a manifestation of the female reproductive 

44 
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abilities, so significant that the existence and proliferation of mankind are dependent on it. 

However, its social impact in defining the way women are perceived and treated worldwide is 

more significant than its biological genesis.  

Since ancient times, the societal taboos related to women and their ostracism within their 

households has resulted in mental and physical agony for women. With time, the scientific 

genesis of menstruation got obfuscated and obliterated under the dominant rule of patriarchal 

power. The irony remains that most of these practises are defined and adopted based on the 

convenience and beliefs of the community or even individuals. Its impact on the social and 

mental health of tamales reveals the various irons that exist in our society while attempting to 

establish a narrative for the contemporary social relevance of menstrual practises and their future 

evolution in line with our social progression. Since the inception of mankind, the female gender 

has been bestowed with the role of procreator.  

Objective of the study   

The research work aims to shed some light on the widespread menstrual taboos in India 

and emphasize the need to eradicate them. These practices associated with men's striation are 

inconvenient, embarrassing, humiliating, uncomfortable, traumatic, painful, and, in some cases, 

life-threatening.  

This paper emphasizes the need to bring awareness about menstruation and to be at ease with it. 

The inhibitions around it must be released and openness about it needs to be established. Both 

genders should be able to talk about it without any other biological phenomenon. These social 

norms are hurdles and barriers in the way of learning, creating opportunities for enjoyment, and 

living a normal life. Every year, women are mocked, shamed, abandoned, and banished 

temporarily when they need more attention and care. 96922 women in India die due to cervical 

cancer. Bad menstrual practices and social impositions play a huge role in it. This paper 

emphasizes the need to develop awareness about menstruation and to be at ease with it.  

Research Methodology   

A cross-sectional descriptive study was conducted with 45 women from different areas of 

Rajasthan to learn about their experiences with menstruation. The study aimed to understand 
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from the respondents the practices followed in their families, the restrictions they have faced 

during certain periods, the difficulties they face, and how they deal with them. The study has 

successfully been able to map their ideas about menstrual restrictions, their willingness to follow 

them, and the changes that have come in their lives over the last year.  

Findings   

Observation Based on the literature review and findings on menstruation as a biological 

phenomenon, it has social dimensions and relevance in our society today. It occurs once a month 

in females between the ages of 12 and 50 and is caused by fluctuating hormones. This fluctuation 

of her moons is called the menstrual cycle, and it results in the formation of the egg by making a 

thick layer on the vitreous. The ovary releases it. In the case of pregnancy, the thick lining of the 

uterus provides nature to an embryo. If pregnancy does ensue, the lining drains off and flows out, 

resulting in menstruation. So it’s to understand what a complex biological phenomenon it is. As 

it is a compliance mechanism, there are also some side effects attached to menstruation. Since it 

is an outcome of hormonal change in a female body, it causes many issues like muscle 

contraction, bloating, fatigue, water retention, breast tenderness, migraine nausea, emotional 

disturbance, mood swings, and much more. Some women also suffer from menstrual disorders, 

which can lead to a variety of other health issues such as thyroid imbalance, skin problems, hair 

loss, and more.  

The social paradigm—in ancient menstruation times, practises was established to provide rest 

and comfort to women who were on their periods. Later, this practice of convenience for others, 

the patriarchs, started making their own rules to ensure control over the women. Don’t cook 

because you need to rest. Don’t cook because you are impure and have continued in this form.  

Relationship between mental health and menstruation  

Serving studies are exploring how menstruation and mental health are associated with 

each other because menstruating women face many mental health problems like anxiety, 

depression, over-thinking, and eating disorders. These mental health problems affect every one 

of us.  
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Castration taboos and myths current in various cultures influence young adolescent females' 

attitudes, emotions, and most significantly, health.  

In Indian culture, and particularly in the Hindu religion, a negative connotation is given to 

menstruation. Girls are not allowed to enter temples, water the plants, or enter the kitchen at 

home. They are restricted to a diet and are further advised not to take a bath. The main restriction 

for females in cities is that they do not participate in the pooja ceremony, whereas rural females 

are not allowed to enter temples, water the plants, or enter the kitchen at home. They are 

restricted to a diet and are further advised not to take a bath. The main restriction among young 

females in cities is not taking part in the pooja ceremony, while rural females are stopped from 

entering kitchens. According to the UNICEF report, Tamil Nadu is 66%, Uttar Pradesh is 56%, 

and Rajasthan is 6%. 45% of adolescent women in West Bengel did not know about menstrual 

hygiene. Menstruation not only affects physical health but also has long-lasting and distressing 

psychological effects, and it is the leading cause of school dropouts and absenteeism among 

teenagers and female adolescents. In such a scenario, the psychological effect would be more 

distressing.   

Conclusion  

Most of the girls feel an extreme level of difficulty. They do not have much awareness 

regarding menstruation and hygiene practices. Women suffer from more menstrual difficulties 

than men, the most common being dysmenorrheal. Menstruation is related to several disorders 

related to mental health "embarrassment" about menstruation. It is the main difficulty in 

healthseeking behavior. It is also linked with some disorders like social phobia, anxiety, and 

depression.  

Such accurate and informed discussions will help girls deal better with such problems. Most of 

the girls take this advice and have a conversation on this topic with their mother. This signifies 

that the education of mothers regarding menstrual health is crucial in tackling health problems 

associated with menstruation. It is necessary to provide basic menstrual knowledge to all 

teachers. It is critical that female teachers, in particular, are inspired to discuss and talk with all 

young adolescent females about both physical and mental health problems, and that every girl 

has sessions with a health counselor to discuss difficulties and misunderstandings surrounding 
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health issues, particularly menstruation. All government and private schools and colleges appoint 

health counselors to address young adolescent female health difficulties and reframe taboos and 

misconceptions regarding menstruation.  

The last but not the least and most significant point is that today's teenagers represent the future 

women who will eventually play the roles of responsible mother, teacher, and social reformer. As 

a result, it is critical to educate them on all aspects so that they can pass on comprehensive 

information to future generations to equip them with scientific facts that will lead them to 

appropriate menstrual hygiene management. On one hand, the next generation of teens will be 

free from the myths and stigmas attached to this very natural phenomenon, and on the other 

hand, they can prevent many of the associated infections. Menstruation will not be something to 

be ashamed of. As a result of this research, an attempt will be made to comprehend the role of 

intergenerational transmission in social-cultural practices and to identify attitudinal and 

behavioral change across generations.  
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Abstract 

Our planet’s biodiversity faces threats of historic and unprecedented proportions. Development 

of land, urbanization, pollution, diseases, all of these have been wreaking havoc on our 

biodiversity, pushing many species to the edge of extinction. All species play vital roles in 

building our Earth’s Life-Support systems as we all depend on these different species for our 

very own survival. To curb this crisis and to save these species from going extinct, it’s 

imperative that we protect the biodiversity of the world. Certain areas in the world tend to have 

higher species richness due to the conditions that prevail in these regions and as a result, these 

areas have been given the label ‘Biodiversity Hotspot’. Around the world, 36 such areas have 

been identified and these hotspots represent over 2.5% of the earth’s land surface and support 

nearly half of the world’s flora and fauna and over 43% of these species are endemic to these 

regions. In many of these areas, human activity tends to threaten the lives of the native species 

and as a result, these areas have become important locations for the conservation of biodiversity. 

This report goes over a few innovative methods that have been employed by the field of 

conservation and how they have benefited the whole process. 

Keywords – Biodiversity, Conservation, Biodiversity Hotspot 

Introduction 

Biological diversity or Biodiversity is the scientific term for the variety of life on Earth. It refers 

to the species, the ecosystem and differences in genes within a single species (Lovejoy, 1980). It 

is the variety and differences among living organisms from all sources that including terrestrial, 

marine and other ecosystems and ecological complexes that the organisms are a part of. 

Biodiversity includes genetic biodiversity, species diversity and ecosystem biodiversity and thus 

represents all of life on earth. 

Biodiversity supports the provision of ecosystem services such as food, fresh water, fuelwood, 

fiber, biochemicals, ecotourism which are central to economic activities. The economics are 

clear, for governments and businesses alike: the costs of action are dwarfed by the costs of 
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inaction. If managed well and sustainably, nature holds the key to our prosperity. Each year, 

around US$125 trillion worth of ecosystem services are provided to the global economy through 

drinkable water, water for industrial processes, food, fresh air, heat absorption, productive soil, 

and forests and oceans that soak up carbon. 

A healthy ecosystem has clean water, purifies the air, maintains the soil, regulates the climate, 

recycles nutrients, and provides food for the organisms. They also provide us with raw materials 

and resources for the production of medicines and other goods, and thus serve as the foundation 

of all civilizations, allowing us to sustain our economies and way of life in the absence of these 

'ecosystem services.' 

Our planet’s climate and its ecosystems are very closely coupled as the stability of the ecosystem 

and climate im important for the various species on earth to thrive. Chapter 13 of Agenda 21 

recognizes mountains and uplands as major components of our global environment. It states the 

role of mountains in it while expressing concerns about the decline in the general environmental 

quality of these ecosystem elements (Earth Summit, 1992). 

The change in biodiversity of any area can be due to one of three basic ecological processes: 

a. Invasive or foreign species 

b. Progressive Succession 

c. Retrogressive Succession 

Unfortunately, we are losing biodiversity at an unprecedented rate, according to the Living 

Planet Report of 2018 which shows us a 60% fall in just over 40 years — a grim reminder and 

perhaps the ultimate indicator of the pressure we exert on the planet and on species. 

While biodiversity can be conserved in a number of ways, this paper discusses a number of these 

methods such as Camera Traps (through the example of M-StRIPES), Bioacoustics, Genetic 

Analysis and DNA barcoding and Remote Sensing Technologies.  

Why We Need to Conserve Biodiversity? 
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Biodiversity has been under constant threat since the dawn of time. As we grow, we remove, 

change, and use land to meet our needs. Natural habitats are frequently harmed, and biodiversity 

is reduced as a result of the changes we make. Loss of habitat is one of the most serious threats 

to biodiversity. This can be accomplished by clear-cutting forests, polluting oceans, or doing 

anything else that alters the natural habitat. We harvest a large number of natural resources, and 

when this is not done in a sustainable manner, the results are disastrous. 

Land development is one of the leading causes of habitat destruction. Over the last century, as 

urbanization has increased, more and more land has been repurposed, destroying natural habitat 

and increasing noise and pollution. When habitats change, animals flee or die, drastically 

reducing biodiversity in the area.  

Climate change is inextricably linked to urbanization and habitat loss. Human development has 

increased as urbanization has increased, resulting in increased consumption of many natural 

resources. Climate change alters regional climates, making it difficult for many species that are 

specifically adapted to those regions to survive. Furthermore, as the climate changes, species will 

migrate to new areas, altering the ecosystems that already exist there. Finally, some climates will 

vanish as a result of these changes. Glaciers will melt, and islands will be submerged. 

Invasive species are a final threat to biodiversity. Invasive species are plants or animals that are 

not native to a region and often come from a long distance away. We move these organisms both 

intentionally and unintentionally. New animals are sometimes brought to an area as pets or 

sneakily hitch a ride on human transport. When invasive species are introduced to a new area, 

they can sometimes thrive because the existing ecosystem is not adapted to their presence. 

Invasive species frequently outcompete native species, causing them to become extinct. The 

brown tree snake, which was accidentally introduced to Guam via aircraft in the 1950s, is one 

example of this. The brown tree snake is blamed for the extinction of three bird and five reptile 

species in Guam over the last 50 years. 

As our society grows, we use more resources, which degrades natural biodiversity, but growth 

also leads to advances in science and technology. Science and technology are currently two of 

the most important tools in conservation biology. To understand the web of interactions in our 
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biomes, we use science, specifically ecology. Scientists can identify key species in ecosystems 

by understanding these interactions. This data is used to direct conservation efforts. 

In conservation biology, technology is becoming increasingly important. Sustainable 

technologies, such as renewable energy, biodegradable packaging, and recycling, help to reduce 

our environmental impact. Furthermore, technologies such as cloning enable scientists to 

resurrect species that were previously thought to be extinct. 

There will be disastrous consequences if nothing is done to mitigate these changes. There are 

numerous things we can do in politics, science, and even our daily lives to assist in resolving 

these issues. As humans, we must understand the risks associated with our consumer lifestyles 

and work diligently to repair what has already been harmed and prevent future harm. 

Camera Traps  

The evolution of the camera trap is a story of human curiosity and innovation, rooted in the 

cultural fascination with nature photography that flourished in England at the end of the 

nineteenth century. By hacking together, a camera, a flashlight, and an ingenious system of trip 

wires, photographer George Shiras created one of the first successful remote camera traps. When 

wild animals tripped the wires, they took pictures of themselves. There was no need for a human 

to operate the shutter. 

Camera traps are remote cameras that take photos when a sensor detects the movement of an 

animal or person and, increasingly, send the image to the operator in real time. For decades, they 

have assisted researchers in documenting the presence of elusive wildlife, but forward-thinking 

scientists have begun to apply this technology to new environments and species. Camera traps 

installed in trees, for example, have successfully documented canopy use by arboreal mammals. 

As the number of camera trap studies grows, so does the number of "bycatch" photos—photos 

taken of species that are not the subject of the study for which the camera traps were set up. One 

research team has urged scientists to share photos of non-target species, particularly those with 

few occupancy studies, for others to use. They also devised ideas for making bycatch photosets 

easier to find, search for, and use. 
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Modern cameras can be powered by solar energy, withstand humidity, heat, rain, and cold, use 

infrared and motion sensors instead of trip wires, and even transmit real-time images to your 

smart phone in your pocket via cellular networks. These capabilities make this technology a very 

versatile tool with scientists all over the world use them for a variety of purposes. 

M-Stripes is an example of a camera trap technology that is currently being used in India to aid 

in the conservation process. It is a mobile app designed to collect, manage, and compile data sets 

on specific taxa and ecosystems, and was inspired by existing handheld data collection tools such 

as CyberTracker and Open Data Kit. The app allows field patrols to use smartphones to quickly 

collect and upload data on tigers and their prey to a central server in order to modernize the 

country's tiger population estimates. 

M-StRIPES, an android-based software, will be used in all of the country's national tiger 

reserves. According to reports, the use of this system in the Pench Tiger Reserve resulted in "a 

significant reduction in anti-forest and anti-wildlife activities." 

According to the four-yearly report, India had 2,967 tigers in 2018, up from 2,226 in 2014. 

According to the report, more than 80% of tigers’ photographs were captured using camera-

trapping methodology this time, up from 70% in 2014. 

Nearly 27,000 camera traps were set up in 141 locations covering 1,21,337 square kilometers, 

and nearly 3.48 crore photographs were taken, with approximately 80,000 of them being of 

tigers. Other software used for tiger estimation included Spatially Explicit Capture Recapture 

(SECR) and Extract Compare, which aid in distinguishing between tigers' stripes because each 

has a unique pattern. 

Remote Sensing Imagery  

Remote sensing began in the 1840s, when daring observers combined cameras and balloons to 

photograph the Earth below. Over the next 170 years, remote sensing (a term coined and defined 

by Evelyn Pruitt of the United States Office of Naval Research in the 1950s) advanced so far 

beyond those early aerial photographs that it would make Jules Verne's head spin. 

Today, remote sensing – the art and science of "identifying, observing, and measuring an object 

without coming into direct contact with it" – encompasses a wide range of tools, from high-
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resolution satellite imagery to lasers that measure minute shifts in glaciers and shorelines to 

small, unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) that can photograph, map, and record vast amounts of 

data to 2-centimeter resolution. As UAV technology advances and drones become smaller, more 

capable, and less expensive, their utility in conservation may become almost limitless. 

Data from Indian Remote Sensing Satellites (IRS) have been extensively used to map mangroves 

and other coastal vegetation along the entire Indian coastline. IRS data have been used to identify 

dominant plant communities in a variety of mangrove areas, including Bhitarkanika, Coringa, the 

Mandovi estuary in Goa, and the Gulf of Kachchh, among others. Along with the mangroves, 

seaweed, seagrass beds, and dune vegetation have all been accurately mapped. 

Tamil Nadu's evergreen forests are divided into four distinct hill ranges: Nilgiri, Anamalai, Palni, 

and Tirunelveli, each with its own topographic, bioclimatic, and disturbance levels. The 

evergreen forests in these four hill ranges are distinguished by their distinct patch characteristics 

and phytosociology. Using IRS LISS III satellite data, a vegetation type map was created and 

used to investigate patch characteristics such as patch size, number, shape, porosity, and 

landcover diversity (LD). 

The spatial analysis assisted in the identification of homogeneous large patches of evergreen 

forest that can be used to develop appropriate conservation strategies. For phytosociology, 342 

tree species with a total of 4490 stems were evaluated. In terms of species distribution, only 15–

28 percent similarity was found across the hill ranges. (Amarnath and colleagues, 2003) 

Other technologies have advanced in a similar manner. Terra-i is an artificial intelligence 

program that predicts how green a given habitat should be based on real-time rainfall data, and 

then compares that prediction to images of the habitat from an Earth-monitoring satellite. And 

lidar, a laser-based method of remotely mapping forests, has proven to be an effective and 

accurate tool for measuring the effects of low-impact logging in Indonesia. 

The ability to collect massive amounts of data is the most significant advantage of using remote 

sensing technologies for research. However, AI is proving to be the most efficient way forward 

for sifting through the terabytes of acoustic data I collect. After manually analyzing a small 

portion of my data, I can train AI to look for the presence of a specific species or type of call in 

the data. 
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Combining remote sensing imagery with other types of data can help with monitoring, 

particularly over large areas or in remote areas with difficult terrain. With sharks under threat 

from overharvest, researchers compared the simultaneous locations of satellite-tracked fishing 

vessels and tagged shark locations to examine the proximity and potential threat to sharks from 

accidental or intentional catch. 

Research linking high-resolution imagery to detect high-carbon tropical forests with camera trap 

photo data to assess species presence showed that high-carbon forests support more wild species. 

Bioacoustics  

The natural world is full of bioacoustics, which are more than just a nice soundtrack — they 

provide valuable data to scientists and conservationists. Bioacoustics, a new field of study, is 

now using the entire scope of data, often referred to as the soundscape, as a rough measure of 

biodiversity. 

In the forest, researchers place sensitive acoustic and ultrasonic recorders. Acoustic recorders 

capture sounds between 1 and 24 kilohertz, roughly within the normal range of human hearing, 

including vocalizations from birds, some bats, frogs, mammals, and the majority of insects. The 

ultrasonic recorders capture sound at frequencies up to 96 kilohertz, allowing us to collect data 

on bats and insects that vocalize at frequencies beyond the range of human hearing. 

These acoustics provide a rough estimate of biodiversity, allowing researchers to determine 

whether conservation efforts are effective. The Nature Conservancy is currently using 

bioacoustics to determine the best forest management practices for wildlife conservation in 

Borneo, as well as the conservation effectiveness of land use plans in Papua New Guinea. 

Animals make a lot of noise, as evidenced by automated bioacoustic monitoring devices. 

Acoustic sensors, like camera traps, can record the presence of animals through their sounds 24 

hours a day, seven days a week, and store the data in a web-based platform for users to manage 

and analyze. 

They are especially beneficial to aerial and underwater species that move in three dimensions 

rather than along trails. Above-ground acoustic devices have assisted researchers in correlating 

the buzz signatures of wild bees to their body measurements, pollination potential, and the 
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composition of the bee community in a given area. When chainsaws are detected in a forest, 

acoustic sensors can detect them and alert authorities or local indigenous groups in near real-

time. 

New users of these and other data-collection technologies can learn more from a comprehensive 

new online resource that debuted in 2017 and details best practices for using specific 

technologies such as camera traps, acoustic monitoring, and LiDAR. 

Monitoring bioacoustics in forests, in addition to looking for enigmatic species, can help with 

conservation. Researchers frequently consider recordings as ‘soundscapes,' or the collection of 

all sounds in a specific landscape. 

Climate change could result in more gradual changes. Researchers all over the world have 

documented phenological changes caused by global warming, such as birds and frogs calling for 

mates earlier in the season. Bioacoustic monitoring of forests can help to clarify the relationship 

between rising temperatures and changes in animal behavior ecology. 

Monitoring bioacoustics in forests, in addition to looking for enigmatic species, can help with 

conservation. Researchers frequently consider recordings as ‘soundscapes,' or the collection of 

all sounds in a specific landscape. 

Climate change could result in more gradual changes. Researchers all over the world have 

documented phenological changes caused by global warming, such as birds and frogs calling for 

mates earlier in the season. Bioacoustic monitoring of forests can help to clarify the relationship 

between rising temperatures and changes in animal behavior ecology. 

DNA Bar Coding and Genetic Analysis 

DNA barcoding (a tool for rapid species identification based on DNA sequences) and genomics 

(which compares entire genome structure and expression) share an emphasis on large-scale 

genetic data acquisition that provides new answers to questions that were previously beyond the 

scope of traditional disciplines. DNA barcodes are made up of a standardized short sequence of 

DNA (400–800 bp) that should be simple to generate and characterize for all species on the 

planet. 
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A biological specimen is assigned to a species using DNA barcoding. In cases involving the sale 

of incorrectly identified food, DNA-based procedures have become the preferred forensic tool 

for criminal prosecution. 

Similar to how genomics has accelerated the process of identifying novel genes and comparing 

gene function, DNA barcoding will allow users to efficiently recognize known species while also 

hastening the discovery of species yet to be discovered in nature. DNA barcoding aims to use 

information from one or a few gene regions to identify all species of life, whereas genomics, the 

inverse of barcoding, describes the function and interactions across all genes in one (e.g., 

humans) or a few selected species. The work of Lahaye et al., published in an issue of PNAS, 

brings the use of DNA barcoding in plants one step closer to reality. 

DNA barcoding, which compares DNA samples of unknown identity to reference databases 

using a gene found in all animals, has revolutionized species identification for both researchers 

and wildlife officials. The rhino database RHODIS aids in determining the origin of horn 

material carried by poachers or traders. Similarly, barcoding even processed market specimens 

can assist trade officials in distinguishing between legal and illegal species: one study discovered 

that the majority of shark and ray products are illegal. Recent advances in portability and 

barcoding technology have resulted in handheld DNA analysis devices that will assist officials in 

quickly identifying species from wildlife parts on the spot. Such knowledge is still only one 

aspect of combating wildlife crime; the use of DNA results in courts of law varies by country, 

partly due to the system's presumption of guilt or innocence. 

Environmental DNA (eDNA) is collected from the environment (typically from skin, scales or 

scat) and thus is non-invasive. It is particularly helpful in searching for rare aquatic species and 

determining fish community diversity, which is difficult to survey manually. 

Conclusions 

To help prevent future pandemics, we must drastically reduce the opportunities for viruses to 

spread from animals to humans. The loss and degradation of natural habitats must be recognized 

as a major contributor to the emergence of infectious diseases in wildlife. While this is a 

complex and context-dependent relationship, the general trend is that habitat loss increases the 

likelihood of species carrying potential viruses being in close proximity to people. 
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Protecting and restoring nature is more than just a moral imperative. It is also essential for our 

overall health and well-being. When an area of land is deforested and converted for agriculture 

or infrastructure development, for example, it reduces the natural habitat available to species and 

can bring them into closer contact with each other as well as humans. This increases microbes' 

ability to move between species and make the transition to humans. Preventing unsustainable 

practices and protecting wildlife populations can help prevent future pandemics. It is critical that 

nature is on the road to recovery in order to achieve a nature-positive and carbon-neutral world 

by 2030. 
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Abstract:  

Overseeing work life adjust (WLB) has turned into an issue for both the representatives and HR 

divisions since WLB pressures may lessen execution, general employment fulfillment lastly 

increments the variance rate. Having a harmony amongst work and non work is a greatest test for 

the expert individuals. The part of working ladies has changed all through the world because of 

financial conditions and social requests. This has brought about a situation in which working 

ladies have colossal strain to build up a profession as vigorous as their male partners while 

supporting dynamic engagement in individual life. The regularly expanding work weight is 

inflicting significant damage on the working ladies abandoning them with less time for 

themselves. The expanding obligations on the individual front with the innovative favors like 

propelled cell phones, notebooks, and so on that keeps work life coordinated with individual life 

additionally makes weight on individual and expert fronts in this learning age. This influences 

the individual's physical, passionate and social prosperity. Accordingly, accomplishing work life 

adjust is a need for working ladies to have a decent personal satisfaction. This paper is an 

endeavor to investigate the intense difficulties looked by working ladies in keeping up a harmony 

between their own and expert life. 

Keywords: Work- Life Balance, Female, Personal Life, Professional, Stress. 

INTRODUCTION: - 

Indian families are experiencing quick changes because of the expanded pace of urbanization 

and modernization. Ladies of the early hundreds of years were for the most part restricted to their 

kitchens and the individuals who were utilized worked in processing plants, homesteads or shop 

works. Not very many ladies had the entrance to advanced education and they were compelled to 

be helpless before their fathers' or spouses' states of mind towards ladies and work. Indian ladies 

46 
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having a place with all classes have gone into paid occupations. Right now, Indian ladies' 

presentation to instructive open doors is generously higher than it was a few decades back, 

particularly in the urban setting. Vocation and objectives are the most essential factors 

throughout everyday life. The vast majority of the ladies are approaching to work with a specific 

end goal to help their family. This change is presently normal and dynamic because of progress 

of condition and monetary conditions. The greatest test for ladies is the manner by which to 

adjust the requests of family and profession. Work Life Balance of Women worker has turned 

into a critical subject since the ladies are similarly sharing the gaining obligation regarding the 

improvement of their family. This paper expects to audit the current writing on Work Life 

Balance of Women Employee with a recognizable proof of different qualities towards the 

accomplishment of WLB. Ladies are landing into positions and they keep on working even after 

marriage. A wedded lady has more duty than man in dealing with youthful kids and family. The 

working ladies productively conquer troublesome circumstances by their dedication and 

steadiness. The investment of ladies in salary age exercises loans them to fulfill their home needs 

to a more prominent degree. 

LITERATURE REVIEW: -  

Vijaya Mani (2013) has uncovered the central point impacting the Work Life Balance of Women 

experts in India, for example, part strife, absence of acknowledgment, authoritative 

governmental issues, sexual orientation segregation, and elderly and kids mind issues, nature of 

wellbeing, issues in time administration and absence of appropriate social help.  

K.Santhana, Lakshmi et al, (March 2013) have inspected that the Educational foundations should 

address the Work Life Balance related issues among their staff, particularly ladies and adopt an 

all encompassing strategy to outline and actualize the approaches to help the instructing staff to 

deal with their WLB.  

KumariK.Thriveni et al, (2012) have contemplated and dissected the noteworthy connection 

between the statistic factors and WLB. Further Shalini and Bhawna 2012 announced in their 

investigation, Quality of work life is being utilized by the associations as a key instrument to pull 

in and hold the representatives and all the more critically to help them to keep up work life adjust 

with meet consideration on execution and duty at work.  
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S.McMillan et al, (2011) recommended that the individual amicability and its belongings has 

built up another Harmony in light of contention and advancement.  

N.Krishna Reddy et al, (2010) presumed that the wedded ladies representatives without a doubt 

encounter Work Family Conflict (WFC) while endeavoring to adjust their work and family lives. 

Along these lines, Organization needs to define rules for the administration of WFCs since they 

are identified with work fulfillment and execution of the representatives.  

Niharika and Supriya (2010) have contemplated the work based variables and family related 

elements that are considered to add to work life adjust. Work based elements are flexi time, 

alternative to work low maintenance and opportunity to telecommute and the family related 

elements are youngster mind office and adaptability to deal with crises at home. Masako SETO 

et al, (2004) have inspected the impacts of business related factors and Work Family Conflict on 

depressive side effects among working ladies living with youthful kids in a Japanese Metropolis. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: - 

This investigation is fundamentally to assess the pervasiveness of work life among wedded 

working ladies. The intention is additionally to show and examine particularly the issues wedded 

ladies look during the time spent adjusting their work and family life. The examination likewise 

means to through some light on the impact of work-life adjust on the personal satisfaction of 

wedded working ladies. Already, the female workforce in India was chiefly utilized in non-

administrative, subordinate or low-profile positions. Presently, they possess all classifications of 

positions in the work environment. These adjustments in work culture have added to ladies' 

obligations and duties to their family and in addition to society. The contentions between 

contending work requests and individual and family needs appear to be the most plausible 

explanation behind this situation of work-life clashes.  

Variables Influencing Work – Life Balance: - 

Work-Life Balance implies the capability to plan the hours of an individual Professional and 

Personal life in order to lead a solid and serene life. It underlines the qualities, dispositions and 

convictions of ladies with respect to their age to work in arranging and adjusting their work and 

individual life. (K.Santhana Lakshmi &S.Sujatha Gopinath, March 2013).  
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The accompanying factors impacting the experience of WLB were distinguished while 

evaluating the different written works.  

ü Work Family Conflict and Family Work Conflict  

ü Women in different parts  

ü Career Advancement  

ü Work Stress  

ü Child mind Work Life adjusts isn't something that simply happens.  

It includes the endeavors of various accomplices: the worker, the association for which the 

representative works, the family with whom the representative lives and the general public in 

which all are installed. It includes shared comprehension and regard between these players. 

(N.Gayathri and Dr.P.Karthikeyan, August 2013). 

Work Family Conflict and Family Work Conflict: -  

Scientists characterize the contrariness between the area of work and the space of family as 

work-family strife. Strife between these areas happens when cooperation in one part is more 

troublesome because of interest in the other part. Today, work-family strife (work meddling with 

family) is more predominant than family-work struggle (family meddling with work) however 

both can happen. Be that as it may, paying little heed to the course of causation, when one space 

is grating with another area, the outcome is struggle and expanded weight on the person. As 

working ladies get hitched, they have extra duties and when they move toward becoming moms, 

they need to deal with the essential care of kids and more distant family and are along these 

lines, under more noteworthy strain to proceed on a vocation way. Working moms of today 

satisfy family obligations and furthermore attempt to remain completely associated with their 

vocations adapting up to the contending requests of their numerous parts. The minding 

obligations that working moms have lays a substantial weight on them when it is joined with 

their expert obligations. The endeavor of working ladies to incorporate, compose and adjust the 

different issues and exercises in their distinctive parts at the same time puts them under colossal 

weight.. Other than the fast increment of wedded ladies entering the work drive while proceeding 

to keep up most of the family and family duties (Jackson, Tal, and Sullivan, 2003), the 

enthusiasm for the theme has likewise in vast measures been fuelled by the acknowledgment that 

work-family concerns are very notable for the prosperity of representatives. Exact proof likewise 
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affirms that work-family struggle is frequently a serious pressure factor at work prompting 

different negative results, including disabled prosperity (Karatepe and Tekinkus, 2006).  

The idea of work-family struggle has been clarified by Kahn, Wolfe, Quinn, Snoek, and 

Rosenthall (1964) utilizing the part hypothesis structure. They suggested that the significant 

determinant of a person's conduct is the desire of conduct that others have for him or her. The 

part hypothesis predicts that the desire encompassing every one of these distinctive parts a man 

performs can produce between part struggle when they include strain to command the season of 

the central individual to fulfill all desires of his or her work and family parts since every part 

requires time, vitality and responsibility. Utilizing this system, Kahn et al. (1964) characterized 

work family struggle as a type of between part strife in which the part weights from work and 

family circles are commonly incongruent. Such contrariness is shown by the way that support in 

the work part is made more troublesome by righteousness of interest in the family part and the 

other way around. 

Role of Women and WLB: - 

Ladies are for the most part into full time benefits and are working 8 hours for every day and 5 

days in seven days least and are gone up against by expanding workload consistently. Along 

these lines, the greater part of them convey work and duties to home however adjusting between 

these two complex circumstances in the present day quick life requires ability, consideration, 

expertise and alert. Ladies need to adapt up to high work targets, office responsibilities, tight 

gathering plans and the obligations and duties of life and home. Businesses should focus on 

encircling different strategies and plans to encourage Work life adjust to empower and draw in 

ladies representatives. (Sayanti Ghosh, 2010)  

As indicated by Powell and Greenhaus (2006), ladies may experience issues dealing with their 

own particular work/life adjust, particularly in work settings where they don't get much formal 

help from their manager. On the off chance that they need to strike any harmony amongst work 

and their lives outside work, they should set this as an objective and locate their own specific 

manners of accomplishing it. Ladies must want to take control of their own work/life adjust and 

step up, speaking to their own particular individual exertion went for securing this work/life 

adjust. As per Wrzesniewski and Dutton (2010), so as to pick up control over work and their 
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character in the working environment, ladies need to elucidate with their supervisors' the 

assumptions about the workload that they can deal with. They additionally need to deal with life 

partners' and companions' thoughts regarding how hard they have to function. An occupation 

incorporates segments and necessities unbiasedly characterized by the association; in any case, 

work/life adjust must be developed by a person.  

There are various types of informal strategies or practices that a lady, as her very own dynamic 

administrator work/life adjust, can utilize.  For instance, contingent upon the activity, a lady 

might have the capacity to control the length and timing of her working day by overseeing when 

her work really starts. A few people might have the capacity to settle on decisions about 

business, employment or work ventures in light of the hours they figure they will have at work. 

A lady might have the capacity to draw nearer to her working environment keeping in mind the 

end goal to lessen the measure of time she spends setting out to and from work each day. For 

occupations with less adaptable calendars, a lady should need to examine long haul work desires, 

objectives and pay with her manager, so she can turn into a dynamic member in her 

organization's choices about her profession. Having these kinds of talks with administration may 

open up a positive discourse and take into account more adaptability than expected. 

Work stress and Work Life Imbalance: - Worry at work, the worry of bringing up youngsters, 

the anxieties that accompany maturing guardians - any of these circumstances could give a 

respectably high measure of pressure. At the point when ladies are looked with various parts, all 

of which convey substantial requests, they confront levels of pressure that are sufficiently high to 

add to medical issues, missed work, and a decreased ability to go up against additional. Ladies 

are multi-taskers by nature and include undertakings inside assignments.  

The Common reasons for work put worry of ladies are:  

ü Unreasonable requests for execution  

ü Lack of relational correspondence between the business and the workers  

ü Lack of relational connections among the workers  

ü The dread of losing one's activity  

ü Long working hours  

ü Less time to go through with the family  

ü Harder to adjust work and home requests  
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ü Treated poorly to your male partners  

Vijaya Lakshmi et al (2013) have contemplated and discover the issues and issues of ladies staff 

working in instructive foundations. Likewise found that ladies employees experienced extreme 

worry during the time spent accomplishing Work Life Balance. Proceeded with work weight 

brought about poor execution. The outcome uncovered that numerous female educators have 

ignored their wellbeing during the time spent enhancing the life of their relatives and their 

understudies. G.Shiva (2013) considered that "Ladies experts in high position in their office have 

come back from office in revise time, cook, clean and take care of their family undertakings. 

This makes them more pressure and prompts some medical issues. The main source of pressure 

emerges in light of correspondence with Superior". Gunavathy (2007) in the examination among 

wedded ladies representatives of BPO organizations illustrated the causes, results of work life 

irregularity and mediations for work life adjust. The examination uncovered that in excess of two 

third of the respondents detailed work life awkwardness essentially by virtue of work impedance 

with individual life. Likewise finished up from this examination, push and burnout, sick 

wellbeing and poor work execution are the outcomes of work life unevenness. 

LIFE PREFERENCES AND CAREER OF WOMEN EMPLOYEES: - 

The isolation of men and ladies into various occupations is the main purpose behind profit 

contrasts amongst men and ladies. The word related isolation confines individuals' decision of 

profession, particularly in the pivotal early years of grown-up life. This was the explanation 

behind both the European Commission and ILO conviction in regards to the word related 

isolation can and ought to be disposed of (Catherin Hakim, 2006). Rajesh K. Yadav, Nishant 

Dabhade (2013) has inferred that the ladies working in a wide range of callings showing that 

there are no sexual orientation contrasts in work. The expanding requests at work put, the 

interface between work life and individual life needs more consideration. It prompts pressure and 

such circumstance influences individual's wellbeing both physiologically and mentally. 

Ramadoss (2012) saw in his investigation that high occupation control, chief help for family 

related issues and one's own adapting assets were fundamentally identified with positive 

overflow from work to family and the heading of the connections were certain for ladies in IT 

empowered areas. 
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CONCLUSION : - 

To accomplish WLB, each lady should set the objective and exceed expectations both in 

vocation and family. A portion of the methodologies and aptitudes at work, for example, 

arranging, sorting out and setting points of confinement can be utilized at home and work put for 

achieving a fantastic and satisfying all around healthy lifestyle both professionally and actually. 

Ladies worker should mind the family both physically and monetarily to fulfill the family needs. 

Additionally work for the achievement of hierarchical destinations and individual upliftment to 

fulfill the vocation needs. Associations need to receive human asset procedures and approaches 

to conquer the issues of the work life adjust of ladies in the present business condition. Frances 

and Patricia (200&) inferred that Family Policy, Welfare state arrangement and work showcase 

structure carry on mutually to decide unmistakable models of work family adjust and the 

monetary results related with them. 
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અંતર�લ અન� મ�પવ�ન� જરૂ�રય�તન� � �ર� કર� છ�. સમય એ મ�નવ� મ�ટ� અ� ��ય છ� પહ�લ� �ય�ર� 

ઘ�ડય�ળન� રચન� ન હત� �ય�ર� � �ય�ન�  ��થ�તન� પ્રક�શન� લઈન� સમયન� ક�પન� કરવ�મ�� આવત� 

હત�. પર�� � ત� સમયન� અંદ�જ સચ�ટ ક� �વશ્વસન�ય ન  હત�. પ્રથમ ય���ત્રક ઘ�ડય�ળન� શ�ધ ઇં�લ��ડમ�� 

૧૩૩૬ અન� ���સમ�� ૧૩૮૯ થઈ હ�વ���� મન�ય છ�. �વભ��વક ર�ત� ય���ત્રક ઘ�ડય�ળ� � �ય� અથવ� ર�ત� 

પર આધ�ર ર�ખત� હત�. આ ય���ત્રક ઘ�ડય�ળ� વ�� સચ�ટ અ�ત આ���નક ય���ત્રક ઘ�ડય�ળન� શ�ધ  

જમ�ન�ન� પ�ટર ��ર� થઈ હત�. ઇં�લ��ડ ��ર�  ૧૭મ� સદ�ન� શરૂઆતથ� લ�ક�એ �દવ�લ ઘ�ડય�ળન� 

�ડઝ�ઇન પર વ�� �ય�ન આપવ���� શરૂ ક��� �ય�ર� ૧૯મ� સદ� ��ધ� �દવ�લ ઘ�ડય�ળન� પદ્ધ�તમ�� ક�ઈ 

ફ�રફ�ર થય� ન હત�. �ય�ર બ�દ સમય જત�� �મ�ટ�  ઘ�ડય�ળન� ઉદભવ થય� ત� સમય ઉપર��ત ફ�શનમ�� 

પણ અ� �ત� �વ� ભ�ગ ભજવ� છ�. પ્ર�ચ�નક�ળન� સમય ગણતર�મ�� �નમ�ષ, ક��ઠ�, કલ�, ઘડ�, ����ત�, 

�દવસ, પક્ષ. મ�સ, અન� વષ�ન� ગણતર� થત� હત�. નક્ષત્ર, � �ય�, ચ�દ્રન�  ��થ�તન� �ય�નમ�� ર�ખ�ન� 

કરવ�મ�� આવત�. અહ� �નમ�શ એટલ� આંખન� પલક�ર� જેટલ� સમય  એવ� અથ� થ�ય છ�. 

સ�શ�ધન અ�ય�સન� હ�� � 

v ઘ�ડય�ળ ઉદ્ય�ગન� ઉદભવ અન� �વક�સ તપ�સવ� 

મ��હત���  એક�ત્રકરણ 

          પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન ગ�ણ મ��હત� એટલ� ક� દ�ત�વ�જી પદ્ધ�ત ��ર� કરવ�મ�� આવ���� છ�. જેમ�� 

ઇ�ટરન�ટ, સ�મ��યક�, વત�મ�નપત્ર, ���તક� વગ�ર�ન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 
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સ�શ�ધન અ�ય�સન� પદ્ધ�ત 

          પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન ઘ�ડય�ળ ઉદ્ય�ગન� ઉદભવ અન� �વક�સ જાણવ� મ�ટ� કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. જેમ�� 

વણ�ન��મક સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�તન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 

ઘ�ડય�ળ ઉધ�ગન� ઈ�તહ�સ / �વક�સ 

1. ��ય� ઘ�ડય�ળ 

               છ�ય� ઘ�ડય�ળ એ સ�થ� ��ન�મ�� ��ન� ઘ�ડય�ળ છ�. આ છ�ય� ઘ�ડય�ળ ઇ�જ�તન� છ�. આ 

ઘ�ડય�ળ ખડકમ��થ� બન�વવ�મ�� આવત� હત� આ છ�ય� ઘ�ડય�ળ પ��ચ ચલ �નશ�ન�ઓ ધર�વત� 

લ��બ� થડ અન� દ��ડ�ન� બન�લ� હત� જે �નશ�ન�ઓ પર પડછ�ય� પ�ડ� છ�. જેન� સવ�રમ�� � �વ�ન� તરફ 

અન� બપ�રન� પ�શ્ચમન� તરફ ફ�રવવ�મ�� આવ�� જેથ� ત�ન� પર જે  �ચ��હ પડ� ત�ન� પરથ� ઇ�જ�તન� 

લ�ક� સમયન� ગણતર� કરત�. પર�� � આ ઘ�ડય�ળ એ � �ણ� �વરૂપ� � �ય� પર આધ��રત હત� જેથ� જ� 

વ�દળછ���� વ�ત�વરણ હ�ય ત� આ ઘડ�ય�ળ સમય બત�વવ��� ક�ય� કરત� નહ�. જેથ� ઇ�જ�તન� લ�ક� 

ત�ન� વ�ક��પક �વરૂપ� જળધ�ડય�ળ અન� ર�ત� ઘ�ડય�ળ ત�મજ ત�ર�ઓન��  જાણક�ર� ��ર� સમયન� 

ગણતર� કરત� જેમ�� જળ ઘ�ડય�ળ અન� ર�ત�ન� ઘ�ડય�ળન� શ�ધ પણ ઇ�જ�તમ�� થઈ હત�. 

2. જળ ઘડ�ય�ળ 

                આ ઘ�ડય�ળમ� ત�ળય�મ�� ન�ન� ક�ણ� ધર�વત� કટ�ર� હ�ય છ�. જે પ�ણ� ઉપર તરત� 

ર�ખવ�મ�� આવત� અન� લગભગ �થ�ય� દર� ત� ભર�ય ત�વ� ગ�ઠવણ પણ ધર�વત� હત�. જેમ કટ�ર���� 

પ�ણ� ભર�� �� જાય ત�મ ત�ન� �નશ�ન� ઉપરથ� સમય બત�વ� આમ જળ ઘ�ડય�ળ સમય બત�વવ�મ�� 

ઉપય�ગ� થત�. 

3. ર�ત�ન� ઘ�ડય�ળ 

               ર�ત�ન� ઘ�ડય�ળન� શ�ધ પણ ઇ�જ�તમ�� જ થઈ હત�. આ ઘ�ડય�ળ બ� ઉભ� અન� એક ર�ખ�મ�� 

ગ�ઠવ�લ� ક�ચન� ખ�ન�ઓન� બન� છ�. જે એકદમ ન�ન� ક�ણ�થ� એકબ�જા સ�થ� જ�ડ�ય�લ હ�ય છ�. �ય�ર� 
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ર�ત�ન� ઘ�ડય�ળન� ઉંધ� કર�ન� � �કવ�મ�� આવ� �ય�ર� ર�ત� એક ખ�ન�મ��થ� બ�જા ખ�ન�મ�� જાય છ� અન� 

આ ર�ત� સમયન� ગણતર� કરવ�મ�� આવત�. 

4. ખગ�ળ�ય ઘ�ડય�ળ 

               ખગ�ળશ�સ્ત્ર�ય મ��હત� દશ��વત� ક�ઇ પણ ઘ�ડય�ળન� સ�દભ� આપવ� મ�ટ� થ�ય છ�. આમ�� 

આક�શમ�� � �ય� અન� ચ�દ્ર��� �થ�ન અન� ચ�દ્રન� તબક્ક�ઓ, ગ્રહણ પર � �ય�ન� ��થ�ત અન� વત�મ�ન 

ર��શચક્ર � ��ચત કરવ� મ�ટ� થ�ય છ�. ૧૧મ� સદ� દર�ય�ન આ ઘ�ડય�ળન� ઉદભવ થય� હ�ય ત���� 

કહ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ�. ખગ�ળ�ય ઘ�ડય�ળ સ�મ��ય ર�ત� �જય� સ����ક મ�ડલન� ઉપય�ગ કર�ન� � �ય�મ�ડળ��� 

પ્ર�ત�ન�ધ�વ કર� છ�. ખગ�ળ�ય ઘ�ડય�ળ સ�ગ ર�જવ�શન� ચ�ઈન�ઝ હ�ર�લ�જી�ટ �મક��નકલ ઈજન�ર 

અન� ખગ�ળશ�સ્ત્ર�ય ��સઘગ� ક�ફ�ગ શહ�રન� ત�ન� પ�ત�ન� ઘ�ડય�ળ ટ�વર મ�ટ� જ સ�ચ��લત ખગ�ળ�ય 

ઘ�ડય�ળ બન�વ� હત�. 

5. ��ક�  ય���ત્રક ઘ�ડય�ળ 

               ��ક�  ય���ત્રક ઘ�ડય�ળ� એ 1556ન� આસપ�સ લખ�ય�લ� ���તક ધ બ્ર�ઇટટ��ટ ફ�ર ધ 

ક�����શન ઓફ �મક��નકલ કલ�સમ� ત�ક� અલ-�દન� એક વજન સ�ચ��લત ઘ�ડય�ળ��� વણ�ન ક��� છ�. 

જેમ�� વષ� અન� ફ�લ�આટ�  ગ�ત �નયમક ત�મજ ચ�દ્રન� કળ�ઓન� પ્ર�ત�ન�ધ�વ સ�હત��� મ�ગ�દશ�ન આ��� 

છ�. આ ��ક�  ય���ત્રક ઘ�ડય�ળ�મ�� �વશ�ષ કર�ન� એલ�ર�મ ગ�ઠવવ�ન� કળ�ન� પ્ર�ધ��ય આપવ�મ�� આ���� 

હ� ��. ઉપર��ત આ ઘ�ડય�ળ કલ�ક, �ડગ્ર� અન� �મ�નટ એમ ત્રણ ડ�યલ ધર�વત� હત�. 

6. �ગઅર અન� ગ�ત�નય�મક કળ ધર�વત� ઘ�ડય�ળ 

              ગ્ર�ક ઇજન�ર �વઝ���ટયમન� �ફલ�એ ઈ.સ. � �વ� ત્ર�જી સદ� દર�મય�ન પ્રવ�હ� સ�ચ��લત 

ગ�ત��� સ�થ� પહ���� ઉદ�હરણ ત�ન� ગ્ર�થ�મ�� વણ����� છ�. જેમ�� ત�મન� ��ર� દશ��વવ�મ�� આ���� છ�, ઉપર��ત 

ત�મન� ��ર� વ�ર� �ટ��ડન� ગ�ત �નય�મક કળન� ય�ત્રરચન�ન� જળ ઘ�ડય�ળ રચન� સ�થ� સરખ�વ� છ�. 

ત�મ જ ત�ન� ગ�ત �નય�મક કળન� ઉપય�ગ કરત� અ�ય એક શરૂઆતન� ઘ�ડય�ળ ઈ.સ. ૭મ� સદ� 

દર�મય�ન ચ��ગ અન� ત���ત્રક સ��� અન� ગ�ણતશ�સ્ત્ર� થ�ઝ�ગ ��ર� �ગઅર અન� ગ�તન� �નય�મક કળ 

ધર�વત� ઘ�ડય�ળ બન�વવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. 
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7. લ�લક ઘ�ડય�ળ 

               લ�લક ઘ�ડય�ળ એ એક એવ� ઘ�ડય�ળ છ� જે ઝુલત� ર�ત� સમય �નધ��રણ ત�વ તર�ક� ક�મ 

કર� છ�. સમય મ�ટ� લ�લકન� ફ�યદ� એ છ� ક� ત� એક હ�મ��નક એસ�લ�ટર છ�. ત�ન� લ�બ�ઈન� આધ�ર� 

ચ�ક્કસ સમય અંતર�લમ�� આગળ પ�છળ ફર� છ�.  ૧૬૫૬મ�� ગ��લ�લય� ગ��લ�લ ��ર� પ્ર��રત �ક�ચયન  

��ર� ત�ન� શ�ધ થઇ હત� ૧૯૩૦ ��ધ� લ�લક ઘ�ડય�ળ �વશ્વન� સ�થ� સચ�ટ સમય મ�પક હત� જે ત�ન� 

�ય�પક ઉપય�ગ મ�ટ� પણ � �બ જ જાણ�ત� હત�. ૧૮મ� અન� ૧૯મ� સદ� દર�મય�ન ઘર, ક�રખ�ન�, 

ઓ�ફસ� અન� �ટ�શનમ�� લ�લક ઘ�ડય�ળ ર��જ�દ� જીવન ક�મન� પ�ળ� અન� જાહ�ર પ�રવહનન� 

સમયપત્રક મ�ટ� પ્ર�થ�મક સમયન� ધ�રણ� તર�ક� ક�મ કરત� હત�. ૧૯30 અન� ૧૯૪૦ ન� દ�યક�મ�� આ 

ઘ�ડય�ળ ઓછ� ખચ��ળ �ક્ર�નસ અન� ઇલ����ક ઘ�ડય�ળ ��ર� બદલવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. પ્રથમ લ�લક 

ઘ�ડય�ળન� શ�ધ ૧૬૫૬મ�� ડચ વ�જ્ઞ��નક અન� શ�ધક �ક્ર��તઆન ��ર� કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. �ય�રબ�દ 

૧૯મ� સદ� દર�ય�ન ઘણ� ��ધ�ર� થય� �ય�રબ�દ �વ�ટ�ઝ ઘ�ડય�ળન� શ�ધ થઈ પર�� � ત� પહ�લ�� લ�લક 

ઘ�ડય�ળ � �બ જ ઉપય�ગ� સ��બત થઈ છ�. 

8. કવ�ટ�ઝ ઘ�ડય�ળ 

               રસ�ય�ણક ર�ત� �વ�ટ�સ એ �સ�લક�ન ડ�ય��સ�ઇડ ન�મન� સ�ય�જન��� ચ�ક્કસ �વ��પ છ�. 

�વ�ટ�ઝ ઘ�ડય�ળ એ ૧૯૨૭મ�� વ�ર�ન મ��રસન અન� જે. ડબ��� હ�ટ��ન�  ક�ન�ડ�મ�� બ�લ ટ�લ�ફ�ન 

લ�બ�ર�ટર� ખ�ત� પ્રથમ આ ઘ�ડય�ળ બન�વ� હત� �ય�રબ�દન� દ�યક�ઓમ�� ચ�ક્કસ સમય મ�પન, 

સમયમ�� પણ સ�ધન તર�ક� પણ  ભ�ર�ખમ અન� ન�જીક ક�ઉ��ટ�ગ ઇલ�����નક �નવ��ન નળ�ઓ સ�થ�ન� 

�વ�ટ�ઝ ઘ�ડય�ળન� �વક�સ થય�. ૧૯૬૯મ�� સ�ઈક�એ �વશ્વન� સ�થ� પહ�લ� �વ�ટ�સ� ઘ�ડય�ળ ઉ�પ��દત 

કર� અન� �ય�રબ�દ ૧૯૮૦ન� સમયગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન ઘ�ડય�ળ��� પ્ર���વ બજારમ�� � �બ જ વધવ� 

લ�����. 

9. અ�� ઘ�ડય�ળ� 

               અ�� ઘ�ડય�ળ એક એવ� ઘ�ડય�ળ છ� જે અ��ઓન� ર��ડય�શનન� આવત�ન��� �નર�ક્ષણ કર�ન� 

સમયન� મ�પ� છ�. ત� �વ�વધ ઉજા� �તર� ધર�વત� અ��ઓ પર આધ��રત છ� અ��મ�� જે ઈલ����ન 
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અવ�થ�ઓ �વ�વધ ઉજા� �તર� સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� હ�ય છ� અન� આવ� અવ�થ�ઓ વ�ચ�ન� સ�ક્રમણમ�� 

ત�ઓ ઇલ����મ��ન��ટક અ�ય�ત ચ�ક્કસ આવત�ન સ�થ� �ક્રય�પ્ર�ત�ક્રય� કર� છ� આ ઘટન� એકમ�ન� 

આંતરર����ય �સ�ટમન� સ�ક�ડન� �ય��ય� મ�ટ�ન� આધ�ર તર�ક� ક�મ કર� છ�. ૧૯૪૯મ�� સ�પ્રથમ અ��  

ઘ�ડય�ળ શ�ધવ�મ�� આવ� આ ઘ�ડય�ળ સમયદશ�ક સ�ધન�મ�� સ�થ� ચ�ક્કસ સમય દશ��વ� �� સ�ધન છ�. 

૧૯૬૭મ�� ઇ�ટરન�શનલ �સ�ટમ ઓફ ���નટસ�  ત�ન� સમયન� એકમ સ�ક�ડન� સ��સયમન� ��ણધમ� 

અ��સ�ર �નયત કય� હત�. 

10. ક��ડ� ઘ�ડય�ળ 

             ક��ડ� ઘ�ડય�ળન� �ય�લ ૧૬મ� સદ�ન� પ્ર�ર�ભમ�� થય� હ�વ���� અ��મ�ન કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

એ��� કહ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ� ક� �વશ્વમ�� સ�પ્રથમ ૧૮૧૦મ� ન�પ�સન� ર�ણ� ક�ર�લ�ન ��રત મ�ટ� અબ્ર�હમ 

��ઇસ બ્ર����એટ ��ર� બન�વવ�મ�� આવ� હત�.  ક��ડ� ઘ�ડય�ળન� સ�ળમ� સદ�થ� વ�સમ� સદ�ન� 

સ�શ�ધન કત��ઓઍ અલગ- અલગ ય��ત્ર�કરણન� મદદથ� અલગ-અલગ રૂપ આ���� હ� ��. ક��ડ� 

ઘ�ડય�ળ��� સ�થ� વ�� ઉ�પ�દન ��વ�ઝલ��ડમ�� થ�ય છ� અન� સ�થ� વ�� પ્ર�ય�ત પણ 

��વ�ઝલ��ડન� ક��ડ� ઘ�ડય�ળન� જ ગણવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. પ્રવત�મ�ન સમયમ�� ક��ડ� ઘ�ડય�ળ ફ�શનન� 

અ��રૂપ �ડઝ�ઇન કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. ઉપર��ત ફ�શનન� અ��રૂપ ત�ન� �ક�મત પણ લ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ� 

અ��ક પ્ર�ય�ત ક�પન�ઓ ��ર� ક��ડ� ઘ�ડય�ળન� �ક�મત � �બ જ મ�ઘ� લ�દવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 
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               આમ ઉપર��ત સ�શ�ધન મ��હત� પરથ� �પ�ટ થ�ય છ� ક�  ઘડ�ય�ળ ઉદ્ય�ગન� ઉદભવ ત�મજ 

�વક�સ દશ��વવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ� જેમ�� ઘ�ડય�ળ ઉદ્ય�ગન� છ�ય� ઘ�ડય�ળન� શરૂઆત થ� ઘ�ડય�ળ 
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ABSTRACT 

The fundamental goal of this find out about is to analyze and apprehend the impact of leverage 

on the profitability of the chosen fertilizer agencies which are traded in National Stock Exchange 

of India. It analyze the relationship between leverage and EPS of this sector. It targets to analyze 

how incomes capability of this quarter is affected by way 

of operating cost and fixed financial charges. In this study selected fertilizer companies are taken 

for analysis and hypothesis are examined with the help of correlation and test of significance and 

also analysis of variance (ANOVA).  

Keywords: Leverage – DOL, DFL, DCL, EPS, ANOVA Test, Regression Analysis 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of leverage is common in the business world. It is mostly used to boost the returns 

on equity capital of a company, especially when the business is unable to increase its operating 

efficiency and returns on total investment. Because earning on borrowing is higher than interest 

payable on debt, the company's total earnings will increase, ultimately boosting the earnings of 

stockholders. Leverage is an essential tool a company's management can use to make the best 

financing and investment decisions. 

It gives a range of financing sources with the aid of which the company can gain its goal 

earnings. Leverage is additionally a necessary method in investing as it helps organizations set a 

threshold for the enlargement of commercial enterprise operations. The have an effect on of 

leverage is measured via subtracting the monetary profitability ratio from the return on equity 

ratio after deducting company tax. Because stockholders' return on fairness of capital is normally 

greater than economic return ratio, leverage performs a vital position in assisting to attain 

investors' expectations involving return on equity. 

48 
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LITERATURE REVIEWS  

· Khushbakht Tayyaba (2013) wrote paper on, “Leverage” – An Analysis and Its Impact On 

Profitability With Reference To Selected Oil And Gas Companies. The motive of this lookup 

paper is to learn about and recognize the impact of leverage on the profitability of the oil and 

fuel sector. Researcher analyses how incomes capability of this quarter is affected by means 

of running charges and constant monetary charges. It additionally suggests the relationship 

between the Debt fairness ratio and Earning per Share (EPS) and how this area does debt 

financing efficiently. In this study, hypotheses are examined with the balanced panel the 

usage of descriptive statistics, correlation and estimate equation. 

· V.Kalpana (2014) achieved her lookup on “A Study on Leverage Analyses and its Impact 

profitability of Select Steel Companies Traded in BSE” (From 2003 To 2012). Author 

analyses the relationship amongst (financial leverage, working leverage and Composite 

leverage) with incomes per share of the firms. In addition to this it investigates how the 

profitability is influenced by way of constant economic expenses and constant running cost. 

He examined speculation with the assist of correlation and take a look at of magnitude and 

additionally evaluation of variance (ANOVA). The end result suggests that the use of debt 

and constant fee charges would limit the profitability of the firms. It implies that in order to 

make bigger the salary the companies want to minimize the use of debt in capital shape and 

constant fee in operation of the firm. 

· Liaqat Ali described his lookup work on, “The Determinants of Leverage of the Listed-

Textile Companies in India.” Fixed outcome's regression mannequin used to be used for the 

evaluation of penal records of pattern companies. Firm size, boom in complete assets, non-

debt tax shields, profitability and asset tangibility are used as explanatory variables, whilst 

leverage ratio is the based variable in the model. The consequences exhibit that the variables 

of size, non-debt tax shields, and tangibility have notably full-size high-quality relationship 

with the leverage ratio(p<0.01), whilst on the contrary, increase and profitability have 

exceptionally enormous terrible relationship with debt ratio (p<0.01) 

CONCEPT OF LEVERAGE 

The term Leverage in general refers to a relationship between two interrelated variables. In 

monetary evaluation it represents the have an impact on of one economic variable over some 
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different associated monetary variable. These monetary variables may additionally be costs, 

output, income revenue, salary earlier than activity and tax, salary earlier than tax, incomes per 

share, etc. 

  There are three commonly used measures of leverages in financial analysis. These are: 

(i) Operating Leverage:  

Operating Leverage is described as “the firm’s capability to use fixed running costs to enlarge 

consequences of adjustments in income on its earnings before interest and taxes”. In different 

phrases running leverage is the tendency of the operating income to range disproportionately 

with sales. It is stated to exist when an association has to pay fixed cost regardless of quantity of 

output or sales. 

      The operating leverage can be calculated by the following formula: 

 

(ii) Financial Leverage: 

The financial leverage is described as the capacity of a company to use constant economic costs 

to amplify the results of modifications in operating profits, on the firm’s earning per share. In 

different words, the financial leverage is the tendency of a residual internet profits to fluctuate 

disproportionately with operating profit. It suggests the trade that takes region in the taxable 

profits as an end result of change in the operating income. 

 The financial leverage can be computed by the following formula:  

 

(iii) Combined Leverage: 
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The operating leverage explains the operating risk and financial leverage explains the financial 

threat of the firm. However, a company has to seem into general threat or total risk of the firm 

i.e., operating risk as properly as financial risk. Hence, if we mix the operating risk and financial 

risk, the end result is combined leverage. Combined leverage therefore expresses the relationship 

between income on account of income and the taxable income. 

The combined leverage can be computed by adopting following formula: 

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

“A Study on Leverage Analyses and Its Impact on Profitability of Selected Fertilizer Companies 

Traded in NSE.” 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The objectives of the study are as follows: 

- To find out the leverage of selected fertilizer companies traded in NSE. 

- To understand and analyze the leverage effects on EPS of the selected sample companies. 

PERIOD OF THE STUDY 

The study covered the period of 10 years 2012-13 to 2021-22. 

SOURCES OF THE DATA 

The study is mainly based on secondary data from the published annual reports of the selected 

fertilizer companies of India. The required information is also obtained from various 

publications, various books, magazines, journals, websites, etc. 
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SAMPLE DESIGN 

Out of 20 Fertilizer companies listed in NSE, the researcher selected top 03 companies   based on 

market capitalization as on July-2022, which are as under: 

§ Coromandel International Ltd. 

§ Tata Chemicals Ltd. 

§ Chambal Fertilizers and Chemicals Ltd. 

TOOLS USED FOR ANALYSIS  

For the purposes of analysis, the collected data were systematized, tabulated and analyzed. The 

data were analyzed using mean, standard deviation, analysis of variance (ANOVA) and 

Regression Analysis. 

·   Degree of Operating Leverage 

TABLE 1 – DEGREE OF OPERATING LEVERAGE 

Year Coromandel Int. Tata Chem. Chambal Fer. 
2022 0.21 2.46 -0.30 
2021 2.07 -10.37 5.86 
2020 -27.56 1.13 2.16 
2019 0.74 0.44 1.19 
2018 2.68 0.04 1.35 
2017 -2.29 -0.11 -0.63 
2016 -6.12 0.32 1.83 
2015 0.60 0.45 1.97 
2014 -0.35 -8.60 -0.59 
2013 2.75 1.21 -1.13 
MEAN -2.7293 -1.30324 1.169925 
SD 9.116249 4.395527 2.052235 

(Source: Calculated from Annual Published Report of Selected Companies) 

The above desk suggests that the mean DOL of Chambal Fertilizer ltd. was once excessive as 

1.16.while Coromandel ltd. And Tata Chemicals Ltd. suggests bad outcomes of mean DOL. The 

SD value of Coromandel ltd. Was once comparatively excessive which suggests that it has 

excessive variation in its fixed cost expenditure whereas SD value of Chambal Fertilizer Ltd 

used to be decrease with 2.05 and it is followed by way of Tata Chemicals Ltd. with the standard 

deviation of 0.18 respectively. 
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ANOVA - HYPOTHESIS TESTING: 

Ho: The DOL position of the selected Fertilizer companies does not differ significantly. 

H1: The DOL position of the selected Fertilizer companies differs significantly. 

                 TABLE 2: F TESTS FOR DEGREE OF OPERATING LEVERAGE 

Source of 
Variation 

SS df F F crit 

Between 
Samples 

77.84731 2 1.095019 3.354131 

Within 
Samples 

959.745 27   

(Source: Data processed by the researcher) 

The above Table shows that since the critical value at 5% significant level is 3.35, which is 

greater than F, calculated 0.348, the null hypothesis is accepted. Hence, it is concluded that the 

DOL position of Coromandel International Ltd, Tata Chemicals Ltd. and Chambal Fertilizer Ltd 

does not differ significantly. 

· Degree of Financial Leverage 

TABLE 3 – DEGREE OF FINANCIAL LEVERAGE 

Year Coromandel Int. Tata Chem. Chambal Fer. 
2022 1.04 1.02 1.02 
2021 1.06 1.03 1.03 
2020 1.17 1.05 1.11 
2019 1.25 1.10 1.14 
2018 1.18 0.47 2.52 
2017 1.31 1.27 1.03 
2016 1.37 1.28 1.07 
2015 1.36 1.22 1.12 
2014 1.45 1.71 0.85 
2013 1.31 1.45 0.90 
MEAN 1.25 1.16 1.18 
SD 0.136376 0.324391 0.479749 

(Source: Calculated from Annual Published Report of Selected Companies) 

The above table shows that the calculated mean value of Coromandel International Ltd. was 

higher as 1.25. The standard deviation of Coromandel International Ltd. is comparatively low 

which indicates that the company is less risky in terms of the financial risk. 

ANOVA- HYPOTHESIS TESTING: 

Ho: The DFL position of the selected fertilizer companies does not differ significantly. 
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H1: The DFL position of the selected fertilizer companies differs significantly. 

TABLE 4: F TESTS FOR DEGREE OF FINANCIAL LEVERAGE 

Source of 
Variation 

SS df F F crit 

Between 
Samples 

0.046011 2 0.194 3.35 

Within 
Samples 

3.185881 27   

(Source: Data processed by the researcher) 

The above Table shows that since the critical value at 5% significant level is 3.35, which is 

greater than F, calculated 0.194, the null hypothesis is accepted. Hence, it is concluded that the 

DFL position of Coromandel International Ltd, Tata Chemicals Ltd. and Chambal Fertilizer Ltd 

does not differ significantly. 

· Degree of Combined Leverage 

TABLE 5 – DEGREE OF COMBINED LEVERAGE 

Year Coromandel Int. Tata Chem. Chambal Fer. 
2022 0.22 2.50 -0.31 
2021 2.19 -10.69 6.03 
2020 -32.29 1.19 2.41 
2019 0.92 0.49 1.35 
2018 3.15 0.02 3.40 
2017 -3.02 -0.14 -0.65 
2016 -8.39 0.41 1.96 
2015 0.82 0.55 2.19 
2014 -0.51 -14.70 -0.51 
2013 3.60 1.76 -1.02 
MEAN -3.33 -1.86 1.49 
SD 10.75 5.84 2.21 

(Source: Calculated from Annual Published Report of Selected Companies) 

The above table indicates that the mean DCL of Coromandel International Ltd, Tata Chemicals 

Ltd. were shows negative result 3.33 and 1.86 respectively which shows less risk involved for 

both companies. The standard deviation shows Chambal Fertilizer Ltd, Tata Chemicals Ltd., 

Coromandel International Ltd. that have lesser risk with the standard deviation value of 2.21, 5.84, 

and 10.75 respectively. 
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ANOVA - HYPOTHESIS TESTING: 

Ho: The DCL position of the selected fertilizer companies does not differ significantly. 

H1: The DCL position of the selected fertilizer companies differs significantly. 

TABLE 6 F TESTS FOR DEGREE OF COMBINED LEVERAGE 

      Source of   
Variation 

SS df F F crit 

Between 
Samples 

121.8159 2 
1.181501 
 

3.354131 
 

Within 
Samples 

1391.886 27   

(Source: Data processed by the researcher) 

The above table shows that since the critical value at 5% significant level is 3.35, which is 

greater than F, calculated 1.18, the null hypothesis is accepted. Hence, it is concluded that the 

DCL position of Coromandel International Ltd, Tata Chemicals Ltd. and Chambal Fertilizer Ltd 

does not differ significantly. 

· Earning Per Share 

TABLE 7 – EARNING PER SHARE 

Year Coromandel Int. Tata Chem. Chambal Fer. 
2022 48.14 31.46 30.92 
2021 44.76 18.81 32.36 
2020 36.2 268.5 29.42 
2019 24.41 33.55 13.1 
2018 22.57 69.36 11.54 
2017 16.35 27.19 10.22 
2016 12.29 26.15 2.07 
2015 13.85 25.04 5.69 
2014 12.05 17.12 7.28 
2013 15.7 25.25 7.34 
MEAN 24.57 23.03 5.94 
SD 2.462636 5.140545 1.417090909 
(Source:  Annual Published Report of Selected Companies) 

The above table indicates that the EPS of Tata chem is greater than that of Coromandel 

International Ltd and Chambal Fertilizer Ltd. Tata chem has generated the EPS of Rs.268.5, 

which is the highest among all, accompanied through Coromandel International Ltd.(48.14), 

Chambal Fertilizer Ltd(32.36). Standard deviation value of Tata Chemical ltd is higher(5.14) 
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which suggests a higher variation in incomes per share during the study period while other 

companies have low standard deviation values such as Coromandel International Ltd(2.46) and 

Chambal Fertilizer Ltd(1.41) respectively. 

v   REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

The Coefficient describes the mathematical relationship between every independent variable and 

the dependent variable. The low p-values (<0.05) suggests that reject the null hypothesis which 

suggests that changes in the predictor’s value are associated to changes in the response variable. 

Conversely, a large p-value suggests that changes in the predictor are not related with changes in 

the response. 

· Regression of DOL on EPS 

Ho: There is no significant impact of operating leverage on EPS of selected fertilizer companies 

of NSE during the study period. 

H1: There is a significant impact of operating leverage on EPS of selected fertilizer companies of 

NSE during the study period. 

TABLE 8   REGRESSION ANALYSIS: IMPACT OF DOL ON EPS 

Company Name R2 P-value 
@ 5% 
significance level 

Ho 
Result 

Coromandel 
Int. 

0.1879 0.0009 0.05 Rejected 

Tata Chem. 0.2671 0.0487 0.05 Rejected 

Chambal Fer. 0.4528 0.0164 0.05 Rejected 

(Source: Data processed by the researcher) 

The independent variable (here, DOL) is the cause and the dependent variable (here, EPS) is the 

effect. The Results indicates in Coromandel Int., Tata Chem., Chambal Fer. the DOL has a 

significant effect on EPS. Because the regression result indicates that its p-value (0.0009,0.0487 

& 0.0164) is lower than the significant value. 
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· Regression of DFL on EPS 

Ho: There is no significant impact of financial leverage on EPS of selected fertilizer companies 

of NSE during the study period. 

H1: There is a significant impact of financial leverage on EPS of selected fertilizer companies of 

NSE during the study period. 

TABLE 9 REGRESSION ANALYSIS: IMPACT OF DFL ON EPS 

Company 
Name 

R2 P-value @ 5% 
significance 
level 

    Ho   
 Result 

Coromandel 
Int. 

0.947 8.1E-06 0.05 Accepted 

Tata Chem. 0.274 
 

0.216 
 

0.05 Accepted 

Chambal Fer. 0.0675 0.150 0.05 Accepted 
(Source: Data processed by the researcher) 

The independent variable (here, DFL) is the cause and the dependent variable (here, EPS) is the 

effect. The Results indicates in Coromandel Int., Tata Chem., Chambal Fer. the DFL has no 

significant effect on EPS. Because the regression result shows that its p-value is more than the 

significant value. For Coromandel Int., there is error shown while applying the regression model. 

· Regression of DCL on EPS 

Ho: There is no significant impact of combined leverage on EPS of selected fertilizer companies 

of NSE during the study period. 

H1: There is a significant impact of combined leverage on EPS of selected fertilizer companies 

of NSE during the study period. 

TABLE 10 REGRESSION ANALYSIS: IMPACT OF DCL ON EPS 

Company 
Name 

R2 P-value 
@ 5% 
significance 
level 

Ho 
Result 

Coromandel 
Int. 

0.1798 0.00099 0.05 Rejected 

Tata Chem. 0.2573 0.04979 0.05 Rejected 
Chambal Fer. 0.3932 0.02412 0.05 Rejected 

(Source: Data processed by the researcher) 
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The independent variable (here, DCL) is the cause and the dependent variable (here, EPS) is the 

effect. The above Results shows that Coromandel Int., Tata Chem., Chambal Fer. the DCL has 

significant effect on EPS. Because the regression result shows that its p-value is less than the 

significant value. This would be considered a good fit to the data. 

v CONCLUSION 

This paper defined the research on the leverage analysis and its impact on profitability with 

reference to chosen fertilizer companies. Using the Panel data of organizations between 2013 and 

2022, we examined that whether there is effect of leverage on profitability or not. In the analysis 

Earning per share as dependent variables and degree of financial leverage, degree of operating 

leverage and degree of combined leverage as independent variables. After applying regression, 

So there is significant impact of DOL and DCL on EPS.While DFL has no significant impact on 

EPS, because null hypothesis end result suggests accepted. Leverage is a vital factor which is 

having an impact on profitability of the firm which in turn affects the wealth of the shareholders. 
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Progress and Prospects of Financial Inclusion Programs in India 

Ms. Vidya Bhat and Mr. Shrihari Karanth 
ABSTRACT 

 Access to a formal financial system can economically and socially empower the 

individuals, particularly poor households, farmers, small entrepreneurs and other vulnerable 

section of the society by allowing them to better formal economy. According to population 

survey 2011, the majority of the poor in India lives in rural area and the proper rural finance is 

one of the several tools to be used, to fight with rural financial crises. But lack of access to a 

formal financial institution is still a major concern in financial services delivery to poor and 

households. In the present paper, different tools implemented by the Government to make the 

inclusive India and the secondary data collected through the reports of NABARD, Reserve Bank 

of India and Government of India related to past six years performance of financial inclusion 

tools. It is identified that even after the increment of number of accounts holding, depositing and 

credit availing, Direct Beneficiary Transfer facilities, SHG participation and bank linkage etc. 

the rural part of the India is still facing the problem of financial exclusion due to lack of proper 

income and employment. The government should constantly evaluate the effectiveness of the 

implemented schemes and they should measure the financial literacy and awareness among the 

rural and poor population and make sure that, the people belong to the grassroot level are 

understanding the terminologies and having the basic knowledge of financial services. 

Key Words: Financial Inclusion, PMJDY, Direct Beneficiary Transfer, Business 

Correspondents 

INTRODUCTION 

 Access to the Financial system can economically and socially empower each individual 

like, farmers, households, small entrepreneurs who resides in the rural areas. The financial 

service access can provide the risk coverage for everyone to protect themselves from many of the 

day-to-day uncertainties. Formal financial institution access is now cost efficient and one 

account in formal financial institution can provide savings and deposit facilities, Debit and credit 

cards, insurance access and also digitalized opportunities for the bank account holders. It is 

increasing the income of individuals of rural people and that awareness can create the thought of 

49 
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personal financial planning. Due to these the people can manage their day-to-day uncertainties 

and help them to make an effective financial decision making. The progress of Indian economy 

is not solely relay on agriculture and industrialization. But the development of financial inclusion 

and financial literacy among the people in the country can contribute more towards the country’s 

growth. But, the major barrier for the financial inclusion in India is lack of awareness and 

financial literacy among rural population. It is hindering the growth of rural population today.  

 The rural financial inclusion is popularized with the credit disbursement to the population 

through primary agriculture co-operative societies from 1904. After that the government of India 

concentrated on increasing the banking facilities through NABARD to the rural areas. The 

Business Correspondents (BCs), Self-Help Group Bank Linkage Program, Issuance of credit 

cards in the name of Kisan Credit Card, Micro Finance development etc., are initiated with the 

support of commercial banks, Regional Rural Banks and also Private Banks from 1987 to till 

today. The contribution of co-operative banks and agricultural societies contribution are 

remarkable in the field of rural financial inclusion.  To support the efforts of the banks and other 

financial institutions, the government of India initiated some of the schemes called Swabhiman 

in the year 2011to achieve inclusive growth across the country. In the 2014, the NDA 

government-initiated Pradhan Mantri Jan Dan Yojana (PMJDY) to make a transformation in the 

financial sector of the country. The PMJDY scheme is there to provide No-frill accounts, easy 

KYC, debit card facilities and also it is a. package of social security schemes namely Pradhan 

Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana (PMJJBY), Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana (PMSBY) 

and Atal Pension Yojana (APY). The sole mission of PMJDY was to make India financially 

included. As defined by K.C. Chakabarthy, 2011 “Financial Inclusion is the process of ensuring 

access to appropriate financial products and services needed by all the sections of the society 

including vulnerable group such as weaker section and lower income group at an affordable cost 

in a fair and transparent manner by mainstream institutional players”. The issue is now a nation 

as well as world-wide burning issue and gaining importance from the researcher’s point of view.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 According to (Christabell, 2012) the financial inclusion in rural area is relay on credit 

facilities provided by the formal financial institutions. The micro finance can be an effective tool 

to reach rural population by providing small loans and savings facilities to those who are 
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excluded. The Self-Help Group and Micro finance can make the rural livelihood to encourage 

and make them engage in the small entrepreneurial activities and achieve inclusive growth 

impactfully ( (Prabhakar, 2016)). Not only the Micro finance and SHGs but also the nation-wide 

scheme called PMJDY is the prime factor to make major part of India become financially 

included. According to (Gupta, 2019), PMJDY could enhance the bank account ownership, 

penetrate the bank branches and facilities and it also can double the trust among all the people 

through simple social security scheme. There is one another way to improve the financial 

inclusion in rural area apart from all the schemes. That is Fintech and digitalization. The fintech 

can provide the low-cost financial services without any geographical area barriers they can reach 

the excluded population across the country (Lemieux, 2017). (Pranita, 2020), Government of 

India concentrated on rural financial inclusion in many different ways. The PMJDY, Direct 

beneficiary Transfers, Digitalized banking and most importantly microfinance and Self -Help 

Group can make the rural population is financially included. The study mentioned the major 

problem with the rural population is financial literacy. Half of the rural population is unaware 

about the financial products and services introduced by the Government and Reserve Bank of 

India. 

OBJECTIVES 

 To understand the purpose of financial inclusion and analyze performance of selected 

financial inclusion programs implemented in India 

METHODOLOGY 

 The data for the present study is gathered from various secondary sources like, Annual 

Reports of Reserve Bank of India, Ministry of Finance, Annual Reports of NABARD and World 

Bank data base. The collected data set is analysed with different statistical tools. 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

1. Pradhan Mantri Jan Dan Yojana (PMJDY) 

The Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana is a national mission implemented by the 

Government of India in the year 2014. After the ineffective performance of Swabhiman scheme, 

there was a need of inclusive financial growth in Indian economy. The PMJDY was concentrated 

on opening of bank account by unbanked to collect the deposit from them and provide the 
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banking facility to the excluded and vulnerable section of the society. The Government of India 

and Reserve Bank of India issued the circular that the Commercial banks, Private Sector banks 

and Regional rural banks are all must be the part of PMJDY and they should work towards the 

financial inclusion. Government’s goal was not only the opening of bank accounts but also 

provide the debit card facilities, Credit facilities along with social security to the people at 

affordable cost and make all section of the society into the main stream of the financial sector of 

the country. The following chart contains the number of accounts opened under the PMJDY 

scheme in rural area by different types of banks (Table 1.1) and the below table includes the 

information of total amount of deposits (Rs.) and Rupay debit cards issued by Commercial 

banks, Regional rural banks and private banks (Table 1.2) are displayed. 

Table 1.2 

Amount deposited in Jan Dhan account and Rupay debit card issued  

                                                                                                                          (All fig.in crores) 

Sl. 
No 

Agency Particulars 2020-21 2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16 

1. Public 
Sector 
Banks 

Deposits in 
account 

1,13,145 94,838 76,696 63,021 49,265 28,139 

Number of 
Rupay 
debit card 
issued 

26.34 24.42 22.89 19.06 17.60 14.31 

2. Regional 
Rural 
Banks 

Deposits in 
account 

28,122 21,554 16,590 13,296 11,609 6,178 

Number of 
Rupay 
debit card 
issued 

3.50 3.44 3.85 3.67 3.54 2.69 

3. Private 
Sector 
Banks 

Deposits in 
account 

4,282 3,288 2,819 2,175 2,098 1,354 

Number of 
Rupay 
debit card 
issued 

1.12 1.15 1.15 0.91 0.84 0.74 

(Source: www.pmjdy.gov.in , Annual Reports of NABARD) 
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CHART NO. 1.1 

 

(Source: www.pmjdy.gov.in) 

 The above drafted table and Graph depicts that, out of three types of banks the 

performance of public sector bank is contributing more to the robust development of PMJDY in 

terms of account opening, Rupay card disbursement and even in the maintenance of deposits in 

the customer’s account. Where in case of Regional Rural Banks, their contribution is much better 

than the private sector banks but they couldn’t able to reach the top of public sector banks due to 

the limited number of services and restricted orbit for the branch penetration. But it is 

appreciated that, there is a gradual improvement showed by the private sector banks from last six 

years. In the initial stage of PMJDY, the public sector banks opened 9.42 crore bank accounts, 

the RRBs opened 3.25 crore bank accounts and the private sector banks opened 0.48 crore 

account in a single year. As of the year end of previous financial year the number got increased 

to 33.4 crore, 7.55 crore and 1.25 crore respectively by the banks. 

1.  Direct Beneficiary Transfer (DBT) 

Direct Beneficiary Transfer was rolled out by the Government of India in selected 

districts in the year 2013. The DBT was implemented with the help of bank accounts seeded with 

Aadhaar numbers. Banks were further advised to ensure that opening of bank accounts and 

seeding of Aadhaar numbers with existing or new accounts of eligible beneficiaries opened for 

the purpose of Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) under social welfare schemes. The following table 

(Table2.1) shows that progress of Direct Beneficiary Transfers through different government 

schemes. 
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Table 2.1 

Fund transferred directly to the account of beneficiaries under different schemes 

Year Amount (in crores) 
PAHAL NSAP MNREGA Scholarships Others 

2014-15 9,384 6,049 20,010 - 3,482 
2015-16 21,421 8,364 25,861 5,119 1,175 
2016-17 15,876 5,409 37,311 12,859 3,231 
2017-18 23,502 9,684 33,751 11,660 26,455 
2018-19 34,604 8,351 46,181 10,813 68,754 
2019-20 24,821 8,114 46,046 7,010 1,09,852 
2020-21 15,054 7,230 67,218 9,121 1,49,701 
Total 104,787 37,857 163,114 40,451 103,097 

         (Source: Annual reports of NABARD,  www.dbtbharat.gov.in) 

 In the current situation of pandemic every sector and every poor are struggling to 

overcome the difficulties. The Direct Beneficiary Transfer scheme of financial inclusion helped 

the whole population as well as many of the students to get the subsidies, compensations and 

scholarships on time. The scheme Pratyaksh Hastantarit Labh (PAHAL) initiated to transfer the 

subsidies for LPG. The same way National Social Assistance Program (NSAP), which is 

benefited to provide support to aged persons, widows, disabled persons and bereaved families on 

the death of major earner of the family. The monetary benefit transferred through MNREGA to 

the employment done by the rural households and many of the scholarships and other programs 

benefited by the DBT initiatives. 

CHART NO. 2 

 

 (Source: Annual Reports of NABARD) 
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2. Business Correspondents (BCs): 

Business Correspondents are the retail agents engaged by the banks for providing 

banking services at locations other than a bank branch or ATM. Business Correspondents enable 

a bank to provide its limited range of banking services at a low cost. Reserve Bank of India has 

allowed banks to appoint entities and individuals as agents for providing basic banking services 

in remote area where they can’t practically start a branch. Business Correspondents are the 

solution to extend basic banking services to nearly 6,00,000 village habitations in the country. 

Business Correspondents allows bank to provide door step delivery of services especially cash 

in, cash out transactions. At that time the Business Correspondent act as a major carrier for the 

increasing the financial inclusion effectively. The following table (Table 3.1) contains progress 

of financial inclusion through BCs.  

Table 3.1 

Progress of financial inclusion through Business Correspondents 

Sl.No Particulars End of 
2010 

End of 
2017 

End of 
2018 

End of 
2019 

Dec. 
2020 

1. Banking outlet through 
BC’s in village with 
population of more than 
2000 persons 

8,390 1,05,402 1,00,802 1,30,687 1,49,106 
 

2. Banking outlet through 
BC’s in village with 
population of less than 2000 
persons 

25,784 4,38,070 4,14,515 4,10,442 3,85,587 

3. Total No. of banking outlets 
in village: BCs (No. in 
lakhs) 

34,174 5,43,472 5,15,317 5,41,129 12,36,809 

4. Basic Savings Bank Deposit 
through BC’s (No. in lakhs) 

130 2,800 2,890 3,190 3,601 

5. Basic Savings Bank Deposit 
through BC’s (amount in 
crores) 

1,100 28,500 39,100 53,195 77,163 

(Source: RBI Annual Report 2020-21) 

 From the table 3.1 includes the performance of business correspondents from the year 

2010 to the last financial year 2020. The grasping point in the above-mentioned table is, there is 

low progress of BCs before the implementation of PMJDY in the country. After 2014 the 

business correspondents actively performed and hit the number of 12.3 lakhs in the opening of 
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banking outlets in the rural area. It is expected that, there will be a gradual growth of financial 

inclusion with the help of BCs if the trend will remain same in the future.  

3. Self -Help Group Bank Linkage Program (SHG-BLP) 

With the help of NABARD and RBI, the micro financial institutions are acting as a key 

for financial inclusion in rural part of the country. To increase the savings capacity of the 

members of SHGs and provide sufficient credit facilities to them directly by the bank is the 

focused theme of SHG Bank Linkage Program. Most of the Indian villages are filled with 

women SHGs which are engage in many activities like, small business, hand made products 

production, food industries and etc., all are encouraging the women to develop their skill and 

increase their decision-making skill in every aspect of their life. Through SHGs women are 

becoming self-Reliant. The SHG- Bank Linkage Program provide the facility of easy access to 

the credit and safe place for the savings of the members at normal rate of interest and help them 

to get escape from the hands of private money lenders.  From past five years the SHG Bank 

Linkage was constantly increasing from 79 lakhs to 106 lakhs. Year to year nearly 50 families 

are adding on to the SHGs and doing their financial activities with SHGs linked to the banks. As 

a concept of digitalization in India, promoted by Government of India, Self-Help Groups are also 

getting digitalized. the concept of JAM i.e., Jan Dhan, Aadhaar and Mobile phones made every 

village digitalized. at the end of year 2018, 2.06 lakhs SHGs are linked with credit and 3.8 lakhs 

SHGs are digitalized. the digitalization of SHG is initiated under the scheme called E-Shakti and 

many of the women in the country are independently living with the help of this scheme.  

Table 4.1 

Progress of Self-Help Groups Bank Linkage Programme 

                                  (No. in lakhs) 

Sl. 
No 

Particulars 2019-
20 

2018-
19 

2017-
18 

2016-
17 

2015-
16 

1. Total number of SHGs 
savings linked with banks 

106.97 100.14 87.44 85.77 79.03 

2. Total number of SHGs 
credit linked during the 
year. 

31.46 26.98 22.61 18.98 18.32 

3. Number of families 
covered 

1241 1224 1055 1010 1010 

     (Source: Progress of SHGs BLP, NABARD) 
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FINDINGS & CONCLUSION 

Financial Inclusion in our country is a required part for overall growth and development. 

Previously identified problems like poverty, un employment, existence of traditional methods of 

finance, informal money lenders like pawn lenders etc., low literacy and financial awareness are 

the string reason for the slow growth of financial inclusion among poor. All people are not 

illiterate but they are unaware about many of the financial inclusion awareness programs and 

government-initiated programs. Some of the rural people are bounded with their traditions and 

believes, some of them are hesitating to take part in the activities of financial institutions due to 

insecurity and lack of awareness. With the help of present study, it is found that, the Pradhan 

Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana is getting positive response year by year, the major contribution was 

done by commercial banks of the country is appreciable. People also accessing the debit cards 

and the percentage of operating the PMJDY account by depositing their money is increasing 

from past five years. The government used Direct Beneficiary Transfer (DBT) method to make 

rural financial inclusion effective. The schemes like PAHAL, NSAP, MNREGA, PMAYG and 

so many of the scholarship and other agricultural subsidies etc., are provided with the help of 

DBT through in cash as well as in kind. The performance of direct beneficiary transfer scheme is 

expected more for the digitalized financial inclusion drive in the excluded areas of the country in 

the future. Under the concept of reach the un reach, the Business Correspondents (BCs) 

increased the outlets throughout the country and trying to reach very remote area from banks 

point of view. The initial count of BCs in the year 2014 was just 34,174 but, in the year 2020 the 

number increased tob12.36 lakhs. To make the rural financial inclusion Self-Help Groups 

contribution was appreciable.  

 There is almost everything to achieve proper financial inclusion in unreachable part of 

the country. The tools like bank branches and services penetration, different beneficial schemes 

like, PMJDY, issuance of Kisan Credit Cards, SHG-Bank linkage, Micro financial institutions, 

increasing the Business Correspondents outlets and Direct Beneficiary Transfers schemes etc. 

some of the social security schemes also introduces under the PMJDY program. The identified 

problem for this situation is financial illiteracy. Through this paper it is suggested that, the Stale 

Level Bankers Committee (SLBC) who is the major in charge for the financial inclusion for the 

state, should provide the financial literacy programs frequently to the vulnerable excluded 
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peoples, through its financial inclusion program called Lead Bank Scheme (LBS)and Financial 

Literacy Camps (FLCs). There is humble need of financial literacy centers and financial literacy 

programs to the rural part of the country. Many of the Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) 

are contributing their attention and also many of the researchers group giving their knowledge to 

the development of vulnerable section of the society. The Lead Banks can go deep into the 

concept of providing financial knowledge and also can make effective use of financial literacy 

center concept previously initiated by the Canara Bank and other banks of the country as soon as 

possible. 
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Abstract 

India has a huge automobile sector which is having a turnover of 16 trillion INR with 2.26 crore 

vehicles. Various companies are involved directly and indirectly in auto sector. All these are 

contributing significantly in auto sector growth. It has been witnessed that there are few 

companies which are having a problems in discharging their current liabilities. They find it 

difficult to meet day to day operations comfortably as there is some problem of liquidity. To 

guess whether this problem is significant; this study was taken into hand in which the liquidity 

position of top 10 automobile companies have been studied in detail with the help of quick ratio 

and current ratio. It has been found that these companies are not having liquidity problem. They 

are quiet enough funds to pay their debts in time.  

Key words: liquidity, automobile companies, current ratio, quick ratio 

1. Introduction: 

Liquidity is very essential for short term solvency of any business organization. It is essential for 

a company to discharge its short term liabilities and stay solvent. If the company is making 

default in its short term liabilities, its goodwill hampers, it has to be take short term loan or 

overdraft facility from the banks. If the liquidity problem is serious and lasts for longer period, it 

may even lead to the bankruptcy so in order to run the business smoothly company has to 

maintain the liquidity to keep the concern going. 

Sundry debtors and creditors play big role in the working capital of company and there 

appropriate management is required to maintain the liquidity of company. Short term solvency 

and discharge of financial liability depends on adequate liquidity. (Reddy and patkar, 2004)1  

Study was conducted on five 2 wheeler companies for a period of five years i.e. from 2011-12 to 

2015-16. During this period working capital management of automobile industries companies 

working in India was measured and it was found that there was the deficit of working capital. 

Consequently the liquidity was not up to the desired level. (Inna, 2016)2 

50 
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A research was conducted on four automobile companies: Maruti Suzuki, Tata Motors, Mahindra 

& Mahindra and TVS Motors. Liquidity and profitability position of these companies were 

studied and found that TVS Motors had sufficient liquidity and also enjoys high profitability in 

the studied year. There was a strong correlation between liquidity and profitability so it was 

recommended to maintain higher quick ratio (Jothi and Geethalakshmi, 2016).3 

Indian economy faced problem of liquid in 2008. Most of the automobile companies were having 

shortage of quick funds and they find it difficult to manage the adequate working capital. It was 

desirable that they reduce inventory turnover days in order to increase the liquidity and to 

maximize the profit. (Kumari and Anthuvan, 2017)4  

Automobile companies find it difficult to pay taxes in time because of insufficient funds. There 

liquidity is quite moderate and need to be improved. Companies are not able to foresee the sales 

with precision due to volatility of Indian maket which is hugely dependent on monsoon (Mehta 

Anurag and Prateek Jain, 2017).5 

Further study was conducted on the liquidity of three automobile companies and found that Hero 

Motocorp is having good liquidity and its turnover ratio is also better than others and that has 

resulted into its higher profitability compared to its other competitive companies working in auto 

sector. This study was conducted for a period from 2013 to 2017 (Kanagavalli and Devi, 2018).6 

2. Research Objective: 

This research study was executed with an objective to know the liquidity position of top Indian 

automobile companies.  

3. Research Hypothesis: 

H1.1. Liquidity position of top Indian automobile companies is not satisfactory. 

H1.1. Liquidity position of top Indian automobile companies is satisfactory. 

4. Sample: 

Top ten automobile companies which are registered in National Stock Exchange (NSE) namely 

India’s Hero Motocorp, Maruti Suzuki India Ltd., TVS Motor Company Ltd., Mahindra & 

Mahindra Ltd., Isuzu Motors Ltd., Ashok Leyland Ltd., Tata Motors Ltd., Bajaj Auto Ltd., 

Eicher Motors Ltd. and Bosch Ltd. were selected for this study. 
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5. Research Tool: 

To measure the liquidity of chosen ten automobile companies their quick ratio and current ratio 

was calculated from the recently available data of 2019-20. From the published final accounts of 

these companies both ratios were calculated. 

6. Data analysis and interpretation: 

It has been found that quick ratio of all the chosen 10 companies varies. These are not similar but 

hovering somewhere around 1.2 and average quick ratio for all the studied companies is 1.23. 

Similarly the current ratio is also not similar but it is at an average of 1.64.  

Table 1: Liquidity Ratio of Auto Companies 

Name of 
company 

Hero  Maruti  

Suzuki 

TVS  M &M Isuzu  Ashok 
Leyland  

Tata 
Motor 

Bajaj 
Auto  

Eicher 
Motors  

Bosch  

Quick 
ratio 

1.81 0.46 0.49 1.07 0.36 0.6 0.38 1.3 3.13 1.61 

Current 
ratio 2.08 0.75 0.72 1.38 1.2 0.77 0.53 1.55 3.4 1.95 

Chart 1: Liquidity Auto Companies: Quick Ratio V/s Current Ratio 

 

When we see that the companies have such different liquidity levels; it is appropriate to check 

their overall liquidity significance.  
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For that purpose both the current ratio and quick ratio were taken into consideration of all the ten 

big automobile companies. Their significance test was done with T test. Calculated T value is 

2.711 which is more than the table value 2.086 at 95% confidence level. Significance value 

0.014 which is less than 0.05 so it is inferred that the overall liquidity position of the auto 

industry is significantly good. Liquidity is not a big problem. 

Table 2: Significance Test of Liquidity 

N Degree 
of 
freedom 

Mean (Avg. of quick 
& current ratio) 

Standard 
Deviation 

T value Sig 

20 19 1.277 0.869 2.711 0.014 

7. Conclusion: 

Overall liquidity of automobile industry is satisfactory. There is no big concern yet companies 

like TVS Motors, Maruti Suzuki, Isuzu Motors and Tata Motors have to improve their liquidity 

level in order to gain more efficiency in their operations. As it is essential to you have adequate 

funds to grab and exploit any current unexpected opportunity. For that purpose enough funds are 

required at any point of time. Companies having volatile market must have adequate liquidity. 
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સ�ર��શ 

                વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� પ�સ� એ �ય��તન� જીવન��� એક મહ�વ��� સ�ધન છ�. ત�થ� જ બધ� પ�સ� 

કમ�વ�, પ�સ� બચ�વવ� અન� પ�સ� વધ�રવ� મ�ટ�ન� પ્રય�ન� બધ� કરત� હ�ય છ�. ત�થ� લ�ક� પ�ત�ન� 

આવકન� અ��ક ભ�ગ વત�મ�ન ખચ�� પ�છળ વ�પર� છ� અન� આવકન� અ��ક ભ�ગન� બચત કર� છ�. 

પર�� � બચત કર�લ� પ�સ� �તજ�ર�મ�� ર�ખવ�થ� વધત� નથ� પણ ફુગ�વ�ન� ક�રણ� ત�ન� � ��યમ�� ઘટ�ડ� 

થ�ય છ�. ત�થ� �ય��તએ વ�� આવક મ�ળવવ� મ�ટ� બચત��� ર�ક�ણ કર��� જ�ઈએ. પર�� � બચત કર�લ� 

પ�સ���� ક્ય�� ર�ક�ણ કર���, ક્ય��થ� વળતર સ���� મળશ�, ક�ટલ� સમય મ�ટ� ર�ક�ણ કર��� ત�વ� અન�ક પ્રશ્ન� 

ર�ક�ણક�ર સ�મ� ઊભ� થ�ય છ�.વત�મ�નમ�� ભ�રતમ�� અન�ક ર�ક�ણ� સ્ત્ર�ત� છ� પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન પ�પરમ�� 

ભ�રતમ�� ઉપલ�ધ ર�ક�ણ �વક�પ� જેમ ક� બ�ક  �ડપ��ઝટ, ������અલ ફ�ડ, જીવન વ�મ�, પ��લક 

પ્ર��વડ�ટ ફ�ડ, ��ક�ય� સ� ��દ્ધ ય�જન� વગ�ર� જેવ� ર�ક�ણ �વક�પ�ન� �વ�� �ત ચચ�� કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

Ø પ્ર�ત�વન� 

             વત�મ�નમ�� ર�ક�ણ કરવ� મ�ટ�ન� અન�ક સ્ત્ર�ત ઉપલ�ધ છ�. શ�ર, �ડબ��ચર, �થ�વર �મલકત 

બ��ડ, F. D., PPF, ચ��દ�, હ�ર�, પ��ટ ઓ�ફસ �ડપ��ઝટ, વ�મ�, ������અલ ફ�ડ વગ�ર� જેવ� અન�ક 

સ�ધન� ઉપલ�ધ છ�. ર�ક�ણ પ્ર�ક્રય�મ�� સ� પ્રથમ �ય��તગત ર�ક�ણક�ર� પ�ત�ન� ર�ક�ણન� લ�ય નક્ક� 

કર� લ�વ� જ�ઈએ. �ય��ત પ�ત�ન� જ્ઞ�ન અન� અ��ભવન� આધ�ર� ર�ક�ણન� ય��ય �નણ�ય લઈન� વ�� 

આવક મ�ળવ� શક� છ�. 

Ø અ�ય�સન� હ�� � 

(1) ભ�રતમ�� ઉપલ�ધ �વ�વધ ર�ક�ણ સ્ત્ર�ત�ન� અ�ય�સ  કરવ�. 

(2) ભ�રતમ�� ઉપલ�ધ �વ�વધ ર�ક�ણ સ્ત્ર�ત�ન� �ય�જદરન� અ�ય�સ  કરવ�. 
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Ø મ��હત� એકત્ર�કરણ અન� સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત 

      પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� ���તક�, સ�શ�ધન �નબ�ધ, અન� વ�બસ�ઈટ પરથ� ગ�ણ મ��હત� એકત્ર�ત કર�ન� 

પ્ર�� �ત લ�ખ ત�ય�ર કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. અન� સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�તઓ પ�ક�ન� વણ��ન��મક સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�તન� 

ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 

Ø ભ�રતમ�� ઉપલ�ધ �વ�વધ ર�ક�ણ સ્ત્ર�ત� 

· ��દત� થ�પણ� ( Fixed or Time Deposits) 

   સમ�જમ�� એક એવ� વગ� છ� જેન� પ�સ� ફ�જલ ન�ણ�� છ� અન� ત�મન� ત� ફ�જલ ન�ણ�ન� અ��ક સમય 

��ધ� જરૂર પડવ�ન� નથ�. આ લ�ક� ત�મન� પ�સ�ન� વધ�ર�ન� ન�ણ�� અ��ક ચ�ક્કસ સમય મ�ટ� બ�કમ�� 

બ��ધ� ��દત તર�ક� � �ક�ન� ઉંચ� દર� �ય�જન� આવક મ�ળવ� છ�. બ��ધ� ��દતન� થ�પણ� એટલ� અગ�ઉથ� 

નક્ક� કર�લ� સમય મય��દ� ��ધ� �ય�ર� બ�કમ�� થ�પણ� જમ� કરવ�મ�� આવ� �ય�ર� ત�ન� ��દત� થ�પણ 

કહ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ�. �ય�ર� નક્ક� કર�લ� સમય � �ર� થ�ય �ય�ર� ��દત� થ�પણમ� ર�ક�લ� ન�ણ�� ગ્ર�હકન� 

પ�છ� મળ�  છ�. ��દત� થ�પણ� પર �ય�જન� દર ઊંચ� હ�ય છ� જે ��દત વ�� લ��બ� ત�મ �ય�જન� દર ઊંચ� 

હ�ય છ�. 

· ������અલ ફ�ડ 

     ર�ક�ણ કરવ� મ�ટ�ન� અન�ક �વક�પ�મ��થ� એક �વક�પ છ� ������અલ ફ�ડ. ������અલ ફ�ડ એટલ� એક 

Asset Management Company હ�ય છ�. આ AMC ઘણ� બધ� ર�ક�ણક�ર� પ�સ�થ� પ�સ� એકઠ� કર� છ�. 

AMC એક ફ�ડ મ�ન�જર ર�ખ�લ હ�ય છ� આ ફ�ડ મ�ન�જર એકઠ� કર�લ� પ�સ�ન� શ�ર, બ��ડ એમ ��દ� ��દ� 

જ�ય�એ ર�ક�ણ કર� છ�. આ ક�મ કરવ� મ�ટ� AMC અ��ક ચ�ર્જ લ� છ� 

· પ��લક પ્ર��વડ�ટ ફ�ડ 

       PPF એટલ� Public Provident Fund. PPF શરૂઆત ભ�રતમ�� 1968મ�� કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. Public 

Provident Fund લ��બ�ગ�ળ�ન� શ્ર��ઠ ર�ક�ણ �વક�પ છ�. ક�ઈપણ ભ�રત�ય ન�ગ�રક PPF મ�� ર�ક�ણ કર� 

શક� છ�. NRI ખ�� �� ખ�લ�વવ� મ�ટ� પ�ત્ર નથ�. PPFમ�� 15 વષ�ન� ક�ય�ક�ળ હ�ય છ�. �ય�રબ�દ �ય��તન� 
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જ� ર�ક�ણ ચ��� ર�ખ��� હ�ય ત� પ��ચ પ��ચ વષ� વધ�ર� શક� છ�. PPFમ�� ર�ક�ણ કરવ� મ�ટ� ન�ણ�ક�ય 

વષ�મ�� ઓછ�મ�� ઓછ� રૂ�પય� 5૦૦ અન� વ��મ�� વ�� રૂ�પય� 1,5૦,૦૦૦ ન� મય��દ� છ�. 

· ��ક�ય� સ� ��દ્ધ ય�જન�  Sukanya Samridhi Yojana ( SSY) 

       ��ક�ય� સ� ��દ્ધ ય�જન� દ�કર�ન� ભ�વ�યન� ��ર�ક્ષત કરવ�ન� હ�� �થ� ભ�રત સરક�ર ��ર� 22 

જા���આર� 2015ન� ર�જ શરૂ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. દ�કર�ન� જ�મથ� ત� 1૦ વષ�ન� ઉંમર � �ણ� કર� �ય�� 

��ધ�મ�� ત�ન� ન�મ� SSY��� ખ�� �� ખ�લ�વ� શક�ય છ�. SSY ખ�� � સ્ત્ર� સ�ત�નન� મ�ત�- �પત� ક� ક�� �ન� 

વ�લ� ��ર� ખ�લ�વ� શક�ય છ�. SSY ખ�ત�મ�� ન�ણ�ક�ય વષ� દર�મય�ન ઓછ�મ�� ઓછ� રૂ�પય� 250 

અન� વ��મ�� વ�� 1,50,000��� ર�ક�ણ કર� શક�ય છ�. 

· બ��ડ  (Bond) 

        �ય�ર� ક�ઈ �ય��તન� પ�સ�ન� જરૂર પડ� છ� �ય�ર� ત� ક�ઈ પ�સ�થ� ઉધ�ર પ�સ� મ�ળવ� છ�. ત�વ� જ ર�ત� 

�ય�ર� સરક�ર ક� ક�ઈ પણ ક�પન�ન� પ�સ�ન� જરૂર પડ� છ� �ય�ર� ત� બ��ડ બહ�ર પ�ડ�ન� લ�ક� પ�સ�થ� પ�સ� 

ઉધ�ર મ�ળવ� છ�. અન� લ�ક�ન� �નય�મત �ન�શ્ચત કર�લ �ય�જ � �કવ� છ�. ક�ઈપણ ક�પન�ન� �ય�ર� પ�સ�ન� 

જરૂર પડ� �ય�ર� ત� શ�રબજાર, બ�ક વગ�ર� પ�સ�થ� પણ પ�સ� મ�ળવ� શક� છ�. પર�� � બ��ડન� ��લન�મ�� 

બ�કન� વ�� �ય�જ � �કવ��� પડ� છ� અન� શ�રન� બદલ�મ�� ર�ક�ણક�રન� ક�પન�ન� અ��ક ભ�ગ�દ�ર� આપવ� 

પડ� છ�. ત�થ� ક�પન� બ��ડ બહ�ર પ�ડ�ન� લ�ક� પ�સ�થ� ઉછ�ન� ન�ણ�� મ�ળવ� છ� અન� �ય�રબ�દ �ય�જ 

સ�થ� પ�છ� આપ� દ� છ�. 

· �કસ�ન �વક�સ પત્ર  ( Kisan Vikas Patra) 

         ભ�રત સરક�ર ��ર� 1988મ�� �કસ�ન �વક�સ પત્ર ય�જન� શરૂ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. આ ય�જન� 

લ��બ�ગ�ળ�ન� ય�જન� છ�. જે લ�ક� જ�ખમ લ�વ� ત�ય�ર નથ� અન� એક �ન�શ્ચત વળતર મ�ળવવ�ન� 

ઇ�છ� ર�ખ� છ� ત�ન� મ�ટ�ન� શ્ર��ઠ ય�જન� છ�. �કસ�ન �વક�સ પત્ર ર�ક�ણન� એક ��ર�ક્ષત �વક�પ છ�.  18 

વષ�થ� વ�� ઉંમરન� ક�ઈપણ ભ�રત�ય ન�ગ�રક આ ય�જન�મ�� ર�ક�ણ કર� શક� છ�. NRIs અન� HUF ( 

Hindu Undivided Family) �કસ�ન �વક�સ પત્રમ�� ર�ક�ણ કર� શકત� નથ�. �કસ�ન �વક�સ પત્રમ�� 

�� �નતમ રૂ.1000 ર�ક�ણ કર� શક�એ છ�એ. મહત્તમ થ�પણ મય��દ� નથ�. આ ય�જન�મ�� જેટલ� પ�સ���� 
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ર�ક�ણ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ� ત� પ�સ� �નધ���રત સમય પછ� બમણ� થઇન� મળ�  છ�. 2022ન� ય�જન� પ્રમ�ણ� 

10 વષ� અન� 4 મ�હન� (124) મ�હન�મ�� પ�સ� બમણ� થઈન� મળ�  છ�.  

· સ���� 

     ભ�રતમ�� સ�થ� વધ�ર� લ�ક�પ્રય ર�ક�ણ સ���� છ�. ભ�રતમ�� બ�જા ર�ક�ણ સ�ધન�ન� ��લન�મ�� સ�ન�ન� 

વ�� પસ�દ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ� ક્ય�ર�ક આક��મક ���ક�લ�મ�� પ�સ�ન� જરૂર પડ� ત� તરત જ સ���� વ�ચ�ન� 

પ�સ�મ�� ફ�રવ� શક�ય છ�. Sovereign Gold Bond સરક�ર બહ�ર પ�ડ� છ�. આમ�� �ન�શ્ચત �ય�જદર ર�ક�ણ 

કર�ન� મ�ળવ� શક� છ�. આ �સવ�ય digital gold, gold mutual fund, gold ETF મ�� ર�ક�ણ કર� શક�ય છ�. 

· શ�ર બજાર 

       બજાર એટલ� એવ� જ�ય� ક� �ય�� વ�� �ઓ��� ખર�દ-વ�ચ�ણ કર� શક�ય. ત�વ� ર�ત� �ય� ક�પન�ઓન� 

શ�ર��� ખર�દ�-વ�ચ�ણ કરત� હ�ય ત�ન� શ�રબજાર કહ�વ�ય છ�. ક�ઈપણ દ�શન� આ�થ�ક �વક�સ મ�ટ� શ�ર 

બજાર મહ�વન� ભ�ગ ભજવ� છ�. દ�શન� �વક�સ મ�ટ� ઉદ્ય�ગ-ધ�ધ� � �બ જરૂર� છ� અન� ઉદ્ય�ગ-ધ�ધ�ન� 

�વક�સ મ�ટ� � �બ વધ�ર� પ�સ�ન� જરૂર પડ� છ�. આ પ�સ� શ�રબજાર ��ર� મ�ળવ� શક�ય છ� અન� ઉદ્ય�ગ 

ધ�ધ�ન� �વક�સ કર� શક�ય છ�. સ�મ� પક્ષ� ર�ક�ણક�રન� પણ ફ�યદ� થ�ય છ�. શ�રબજારએ ક�પન�ઓ અન� 

ર�ક�ણક�રન� એકબ�જાન� સ�થ� જ�ડ� છ�. શ�રબજારન� મ��યમથ� ક�ઈપણ �ય��ત મ�ટ� ઉદ્ય�ગમ�� 

ભ�ગ�દ�ર� કર� શક� છ�. 

        જે લ�ક� પ�ત�ન� ઉદ્ય�ગ- ધ�ધ� મ�ટ� શ�રબજાર ��ર� પ�સ� મ�ળવવ� ઈ�છત� હ�ય ત�ન� પ�ત�ન� 

ક�પન� �ટ�ક એ�સચ��જમ�� ન�ધ�વવ� પડ� છ�. ત� મ�ટ� સ� પ્રથમ સ�બ� પ�સ�થ� મ���ર� મ�ળવ�ન� �ટ�ક 

એ�સચ��જમ�� ન�ધણ� કર�વ� શક�ય છ�. ન�ધણ� કર��ય� બ�દ ક�પન�ન� શ�ર બહ�ર પ�ડ�ન� પ�સ� મ�ળવ� 

શક� છ�. લ�ક� પ�સ�થ� પ�સ� મ�ળવ� છ� અન� ત�ન� બદલ�મ�� શ�ર આપ� છ�. શ�ર ખર�દવ� એટલ� ત� ક�પન�ન� 

થ�ડ�ક �હ�સ� ત�મન� મળ�  છ� �ય�ર� ક�પન� પહ�લ�વ�ર લ�ક� પ�સ�થ� પ�સ� મ�ળવ� ત�ન� IPO કહ�વ�ય છ�. 

IPO એટલ� Initial Public Offering. 
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· �થ�વર �મલકત 

      લ��બ� સમય મ�ટ� ર�ક�ણ કરવ� મ�ટ� �થ�વર �મલકત એક સ���� સ�ધન છ�. �થ�વર �મલકતમ�� 

ખ�ત�ન� જમ�ન, મક�ન, ��ક�ન, ફલ�ટ, હ�ટલ, ફ��ટર� વગ�ર� જેવ� �મલકતન� સમ�વ�શ થ�ય છ�. �થ�વર 

�મલકતમ�� ર�ક�ણ કરવ� મ�ટ� � �બ વધ�ર� રકમન� જરૂર પડ� છ�. પર�� � Real Estate Investment Trust 

��ર� ન�ન� ર�ક�ણક�ર� પણ �થ�વર �મલકતમ�� ર�ક�ણ કર�ન� નફ� કમ�ઈ શક� છ�. REIT એ ���ચલફ�ડન� 

જેમ ક�ય� કર� છ�. ન�ન� ન�ન� ર�ક�ણક�ર� પ�સ�થ� પ�સ� ભ�ગ� કર�ન� �થ�વર �મલકતમ�� ર�ક�ણ કર� છ�. 

ભ�રતમ�� શરૂઆત 2014મ�� થઈ છ� REIT સ�બ� ��ર� �નયમન કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

· જીવન વ�મ� 

        વ�મ�ન� બધ� પ્રક�રમ�� �જ�દગ�ન� વ�મ� � �બ જ મહ�વ��� �થ�ન ધર�વ� છ�. મ�નવ�ન� પ�ત�ન� 

ર��જ�દ� જીવનમ�� જે ��દ� ��દ� જ�ખમ�ન� સ�મન� કરવ� પડ� છ� ત� જ�ખમ� જીવન વ�મ� અટક�વ� શકત� 

ત� નથ� પણ ત� જ�ખમથ� થત� આ�થ�ક ��કસ�ન સ�મ� ત� રક્ષણ આપ� છ�. 

       �જ�દગ�ન� વ�મ� એક કર�ર છ�. જીવન વ�મ� લ�ન�રન� �નય�મત ર�ત� ન�ન� હ�ત�ઓમ�� પ્ર��મયમન� 

હ�ત� ભર� બચત કર� શક� છ�. વ�મ� પ�ક� �ય�ર� પ�સ� મળ�  છ�. અન� વ�મ� લ�ન�ર � ���� પ�મ� ત� પણ ત�ન� 

વ�રસદ�રન� �ન�શ્ચત રકમ મળ�  જ છ�. જેથ� ત�ન� ���� �બ�જન�ન� આ�થ�ક સહ�ય મળ� રહ� છ�.જીવન વ�મ�મ�� 

ર�ક�ણ અન� રક્ષણ બ�વડ� લ�ભ રહ�લ� છ�.  

Ø મ��હત���� �વ�લ�ષણ 

Ø ��ક�ય� સ� ��દ્ધ ય�જન� �ય�જદર 

ક્રમ  વષ� �ય�જ દર 

૧ 3/12/2014  થ�  31/3/2015 9.1 

૨ 1/4/2015   થ�  31/3/2016 9.2 

૩ 1/4/2016   થ�  30/9/2016 8.6 

૪ 1/10/2016  થ�  31/3/2017 8.5 
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૫ 1/4/2017   થ�  30/6/2017 8.4 

૬ 1/7/2016   થ�  31/12/2017 8.3 

૭ 1/1/2018   થ�  30/9/2018 8.1 

૮ 1/10/2018  થ�  30/6/2019 8.5 

૯ 1/7/2019   થ�  31/3/2020 8.4 

૧૦ 1/4/2020   થ�   31/3/2020 7.6 

                                                         https://www.nsiindia.gov.in                                                                                              

અથ�ઘટન 

  ઉપર��ત ક��ટકમ�� ��ક�ય� સ� ��દ્ધ ય�જન�ન� �ય�જદર દશ��વવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. મ�ચ� 2015 મ�� 

�ય�જદર  9.1% હત�.  જે ઘટ�ન� મ�ચ� 2020 ��ધ�મ�� 7.6 % જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. આમ ઉપર��ત ક��ટક 

��ર�  જ�વ� મળ�  છ� ક� �ય�જ દરમ�� ઘટ�ડ� થય� છ�. 

Ø પ��લક પ્ર��વડ�ટ ફ�ડન� �ય�જદર 

ક્રમ વષ� 
 

�ય�જદર 

1 1/4/2012   થ�  31/3/2013 8.8 

2 1/4/2013  થ�  31/3/2016 8.7 

3 1/4/2016  થ�  30/9/2016 8.1 

4 1/10/2016 થ�  31/3/2017 8 

5 1/4/2017  થ�  30/6/2017 7.9 

6 1/7/2017   થ�  31/12/2017 7.8 

7 1/1/2018  થ�  30/9/2018 7.6 

8 1/10/2018.થ�  30/6/2019 8 

9 1/7/2019    થ�   31/3/2020 7.9 

10 1/4/2020  થ�  31/3/2022 7.1 

   
.                 https://www.nsiindia.gov.in                                                                                                  
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અથ�ઘટન 

       ઉપર��ત ક��ટકમ�� પ��લક પ્ર��વડ�ટ ફ�ડન� ��દ� ��દ� વષ�ન� �ય�જદર દશ��વવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�.  

મ�ચ� 2013 મ�� �ય�જદર 8.8% હત�. જે મ�ચ� 2016 ��ધ�મ�� ઘટ�ન� 8.7% થય� છ�. �ય�રબ�દન� વષ�મ�� 

વધ�ર�- ઘટ�ડ� થય�લ� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. અન� મ�ચ� 2022મ�� �ય�જદર ઘટ�ન� 7.1% થય� છ�. 

· �કસ�ન �વક�સ પત્રન� �ય�જદર 

ક્રમ વષ�  �ય�જદર 

1 23/9/2014  થ�  31/3/2016 8.7 

2 1/4/2016    થ�   30/9/2016 7.8 

3 1/10/2016 થ�  31/3/2017 7.7 

4 1/4/2017  થ�  30/6/2017 7.6 

5 1/7/2017.  થ�  31/12/2017 7.5 

6 1/1/2018  થ�   30/9/2018 7.3 

7 1/10/2018 થ�  30/6/2019 7.7 

8 1/7/2019  થ�   31/3/2020 7.6 

9 1/4/2020  થ�.  31/3 /2022 6.9 

                                                      https://www.nsiindia.gov.in 

· અથ�ઘટન 

       ઉપર��ત  ક��ટકમ�� �કસ�ન �વક�સ પત્રન� �ય�જદર દશ��વવ�મ�� આ�ય� ��. મ�ચ� 2016મ�� 

�ય�જદર 8.7 % હત�.  જે ઘટ�ન� મ�ચ� 2022 મ�� 6.9% થય� ��. આમ ઉપર��ત ક��ટક જ�ત�  �પ�ટ થ�ય 

�� ક� �ય�જદરમ�� ઘટ�ડ� થય� ��. 

Ø ત�રણ� 

· મ�ચ� 2015ન� ��લન�એ મ�ચ� 2020મ�� ��ક�ય� સ� ��દ્ધ ય�જન�ન� �ય�જદરમ�� ઘટ�ડ� થય�લ� 

જ�વ� મ�ય� ��. 
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· મ�ચ� 2013ન� ��લન�એ મ�ચ� 2022મ�� પ��લક પ્ર��વડ�ટ ફ�ડન� �ય�જદરમ�� ઘટ�ડ� થય�લ� જ�વ� 

મ�ય� ��. 

· મ�ચ� 2016ન� ��લન�એ મ�ચ� 2022મ�� �કસ�ન �વક�સ પત્રન� �ય�જ દરમ�� ઘટ�ડ� થય�લ� જ�વ� 

મ�ય� ��. 

· ઉપર��ત સ�શ�ધન પત્ર ��ર� જાણવ� મળ�  ��  ક� ��ક�ય� સ� ��દ્ધ ય�જન�, પ��લક પ્ર��વડ�ટ ફ�ડ 

અન� �કસ�ન �વક�સ પત્રન� �ય�જદરમ�� વત�મ�નમ�� ઘટ�ડ� થય�લ� જ�વ� મ�ય� ��. 

 

Ø સ�દભ� � ��ચ 

(૧) Narayan, K. (2018), How to Invest Right and Prosper: your personal guide, Notion Press. 

(2) Vaiiiyappan, C. (2018), Share Bazar Secrets, Prabhat Prakashan 

(3) એ. સ�. ચ�ક્કસ�, આર. સ�. જ�શ� અન� એન. ડ�. ગ�મ� (2014),બ���ક�ગ અન� વ�મ�ન�     

� �ળત�વ�.��રત. 

(4) https://www.nsiindia.gov.in 
(5) https://wikifinancepedia.co 
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નવમ�� ધ�રણન� �વ��થ�ઓન� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણન� અ�ય�સ 

લ�બ�લ� પ્ર�તજ્ઞ� એચ. 

પ�એચ.ડ�. ���ડ�ટ, �શક્ષણશ�સ્ત્ર ભવન,ર�જક�ટ. 

સ�ર��શ 

      પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� નવમ�� ધ�રણન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણન� અ�ય�સ 

કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સન� ���ય હ�� � નવમ�� ધ�રણન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય 

પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણ પર જા�તયત�ન� અસર તપ�સવ�ન� હત�. �ય�પ�વશ્વ તર�ક� ર�જક�ટ શહ�રન�  

નવમ�� ધ�રણન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સમ�વ�શ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. પ્રય�જક� ન� �ન� તર�ક� ર�જક�ટ શહ�રન� 

�વ�વધ શ�ળ�ઓમ��થ� નવમ�� ધ�રણન� 326 �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સમ�વ�શ કય� હત�. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સ��� ક્ષ�ત્ર 

�શક્ષણ��� મન��વજ્ઞ�ન  અન� ભ�ષ� �શક્ષણ હ� ��. તથ� �યવહ�ર�ક સ�શ�ધન તથ� સ��ય��મક પ્રક�ર��� હ� ��. 

ઉપકરણ તર�ક� ક�મલ ભ�લ��ડય� રચ�ત અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણ મ�પદ�ડન� રચન� કરવ�મ�� 

આવ� હત�. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સન� અંત� જાણવ� મ��� ક� ર�જક�ટ શહ�રન� નવમ�� ધ�રણમ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� 

��મ�ર� અન� ક�ય�ઓન� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય�ન� વલણન� સર�ર�શ પ્ર��ત��ક� વ�ચ� 0.01 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક 

તફ�વત જ�વ� મ�ય� હત�. 

1. પ્ર�ત�વન� : 

        શ�ળ�એ સમ�જ��� અંગ છ�. દ�શન� ભ��વ ન�ગર�ક�ન� મહ�વન� �વક�સ મ��ય�મક અન� ઉ�ચતર 

મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�ઓમ�� થ�ય છ�. બ�ળ મન�વ�જ્ઞ��નક�ન� મત� બ�ળક�મ�� આ વષ� ત�ન� �વક�સ મ�ટ� ��બ 

જ અગ�યન� પ�ય�રૂપ છ� અન� બ�ળ�વક�સન� શ્ર��ઠ તબક્ક�મ�� �વદ્ય�થ� �વ�વધ પ્રક�રન� ���મક� ભજવ� 

છ�. 

         �વદ્ય�થ�એ શ�ળ�ન� એક અ� ��ય �હ�સ� છ� જે શ�ળ� સ�ચ�લક�, �શક્ષક�, �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ, વ�લ�ઓ અન� 

સમ�જ જેવ� ઘટક� સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� હ�ય છ�. ત�થ� આ ઘટક�ન� ક�ટલ�ક પ્ર�ન�ન� જવ�બદ�ર� થ�ડ�ઘણ� 

અંશ� �વદ્ય�થ� પર હ�ય છ�. �વદ્ય�થ�ન� આ જવ�બદ�ર�ઓ પ્ર�ય�ન� સભ�નત� મ�ટ� સતત જા��ત રહ���� પડ� 

છ�. જેથ� ત�મન� ત�મન� ક�ય�મ�� સ�ત�ષ પ્ર��ત થ�ય એ ��બ જ જરૂર� છ� અન� ત�ન� આ �ય�વસ��યક 

52 
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સ�ત�ષન� આધ�ર� ત� �વન�, સમ�જન� સવ��ગ� �વક�સ સ�ધ� શક� છ�. આથ� અહ� પ્ર�ય�ક �વદ્ય�થ�ન� 

અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય� મન�વલણ તપ�સવ�ન� પ્રય�જકન� નમ્ર પ્રય�સ કર�લ છ�.   

2. સમ�ય� કથન : 

         પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સન� ન�ચ� ��જબ શ�દબદ્ધ કરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��. 

              નવમ�� ધ�રણન� �વ��થ�ઓન� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણન� અ�ય�સ 

         પ્રય�જક� આ અ�ય�સન� ભ�ગરૂપ� ર�જક�ટ શહ�રમ�� આવ�લ ધ�રણ નવમ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� 

અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય���� મન�વલણ જાણવ���� હ� ��. ત�મ�� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� જા�તયત�ન� અસર તપ�સ� હત�. 

3. અ�ય�સન� હ�� �ઓ : 

      પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સન� હ�� �ઓ આ પ્રમ�ણ� હત�. 

નવમ�� ધ�રણન� �વ��થ�ઓન� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણ પર જા�તયત�ન� અસર તપ�સવ�. 

4. અ�ય�સન� ઉ�ક�પન�ઓ : 

               પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સન� � ��ય ઉ�ક�પન� આ પ્રમ�ણ� હત�. 

           નવમ�� ધ�રણમ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� ��મ�ર� અન� ક�ય�ઓન� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણ પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� 

સર�સર�ઓ વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત ન�હ હ�ય. 

5. અ�ય�સન� ચલ : 

          પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� �વત�ત્ર ચલ તર�ક� જાત�યત� જેન� બ� કક્ષ�ઓ (1) ક�ય� અન� (2) ��મ�ર� હત�. 

           પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પરત�ત્ર ચલ તર�ક� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણન� પ્ર��ત��ક� હત�.  

6. અ�ય�સ��� ક્ષ�ત્ર :  

          પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સ��� ક્ષ�ત્ર “�શક્ષણ��� મન��વજ્ઞ�ન” અન� “ભ�ષ� �શક્ષણ”  હ� ��. 
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7. અ�ય�સન� પ્રક�ર : 

          પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સ �યવહ��રક અન� સ��ય��મક પ્રક�ર��� હ� ��. 

8. અ�ય�સન� �ય�પ�વશ્વ અન� ન��ન� : 

          પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સ��� �ય�પ�વશ્વ ર�જક�ટ શહ�રન� �વ�વધ શ�ળ�ઓન� �વ��થ�ઓન� સમ�વ�શ કય� હત�. જેમ�� 

નવમ�� ધ�રણન� 326 �વ��થ�ઓન� ય�દ���છક ન� �ન� પદ્ધ�ત ��ર� પસ�દ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. 

9. અ�ય�સન� પદ્ધ�ત: 

       પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સ વણ�ન��મક પદ્ધ�તઓમ��થ� સવ�ક્ષણ પ્રક�રન� પદ્ધ�ત પસ�દ કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. ત�મજ 

જા�તયત�ન� અસર તપ�સવ�ન� હત� ત�થ� ક�રણ-��લન��મક પદ્ધ�તન� પણ સમ�વ�શ કય� હત�. 

10. અ�ય�સ��� ઉપકરણ : 

         પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સ��� ઉપકરણ તર�ક� ક�મલ ભ�લ��ડય� ર�ચત નવમ�� ધ�રણન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય 

પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણ મ�પદ��ન� સમ�વ�શ કરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��. 

11. મ��હ�ત��� એકત્ર�કરણ : 

          પ્ર�� �ત  સ�શ�ધનમ�� મ��હ�ત એકત્ર કરવ� મ�ટ� સ�શ�ધક� પસ�દ કર�લ� શ�ળ�ઓન� આચ�ય�ન� સ�પક�  કરવ� 

ત�મન� રૂબરૂ ��લ�ક�ત લ�ધ�લ� હત�. પ્રથમ સ�શ�ધનન� હ�� � સમજાવ� કસ�ટ�ન� પર�ચય આ�ય� હત�. �ય�રબ�દ 

મ��હ�ત એક�ત્રત કરવ� દ�વ�ન� મ���ર� મ�ળવ� હત�. 

      સ�શ�ધક� �ન�શ્ચત સમય� હ�જર રહ્ય� બ�દ �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� વલણ મ�પદ�ડ કસ�ટ�ન� મ��હ�ત આપ� ઉત્તરપત્ર� 

ભરવ�ન� જરૂર� મ��હ�ત �વગત� સમજાવ� ઉત્તર� ક�વ� ર�ત� આપવ�ન� છ� ત� અંગ�ન� તમ�મ જરૂર� � �ચન�ઓ 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓ સમક્ષ ર�� કર�લ હત�. 

      આ કસ�ટ�ન� ઉત્તર� આપવ� મ�ટ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� 30 થ� 35 �મ�નટન� સમય લ��ય� હત� અન� આ મ��હ�ત એક�ત્રત 

કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. 
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12. મ��હત���� � �થક્કરણન� પ્ર�વ�ધ : 

              પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્રય�જક� સ�શ�ધનક�ય� કરવ� પ�છળન� હ�� � ��જબ સ�શ�ધનમ��  સમ�ય�લ� ચલ�ન� 

કક્ષ�ઓ વ�ચ� તફ�વત છ� ક� ન�હ ત�ન� તપ�સ કર� હત�. આ તફ�વત ચક�સવ� મ�ટ� આંકડ�શ�સ્ત્રન� ટ�-પ્ર����તન� 

ઉપય�ગ કય� હત�. ટ�-���ય શ�ધવ� મ�ટ� પ�ત્ર�ન� ��ણ�ત્તર મન�વલણ��કન� સર�સર� અન� પ્રમ�ણ�વચલન 

શ�ધવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. આ ���ય� મ�ળવવ� મ�ટ� ક����ટર પ્ર�ગ્ર�મ SPSS ન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. 

 13. મ��હત���� � �થક્કરણ અન� અથ�ઘટન : 

           પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� ર�જક�ટ શહ�રન� �વ�વધ શ�ળ�મ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� નવમ�� ધ�રણન� 326 �વદ્ય�થ� 

પર હ�થ ધરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. જેન� ર��આત ન�ચ� ��જબ સ�રણ�મ�� કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�. 

સ�રણ� 

ક્રમ ��થ સ��ય� સર�સર� પ્રમ�ણ�વચલન ટ�-� ��ય સ�થ�કત� કક્ષ� 
1. ��મ�ર 163 107.67 15.17  

2.95 
સ�થ�ક તફ�વત 

છ�. 2. ક�ય� 163 111.92 10.86 

 

         સ�રણ���� અવલ�કન કરત�� જણ�ય છ� ક� ��મ�ર� અન� ક�ય�ઓન�� ઇત્તરવ�ચન પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણન� 

સર�સર� વલણ��ક� વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત નથ�. 

             ત���� ટ�-� ��ય 2.95 છ�. જે 0.01 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક હ� �. આથ� � ��ય ઉ�ક�પન� “નવમ�� ધ�રણમ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� 

��મ�ર� અન� ક�ય�ઓન� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય�ન� મન�વલણ પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� સર�સર�ઓ વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત ન�હ 

હ�ય.”ન� અ�વ�ક�ર થય� હત�. 

             આ ઉપરથ� કહ� શક�ય ક� ��મ�ર ક� ક�ય�ઓ��� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય���� મન�વલણ અસમ�ન હ� ��. 

14. અ�ય�સન� ત�રણ� : 

          પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સન� ત�રણ� આ પ્રમ�ણ� હત�. 

           ર�જક�ટ શહ�રન� નવમ�� ધ�રણમ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� ��મ�ર� અન� ક�ય�ઓ��� અંગ્ર�જી �વષય પ્ર�ય�ન� 

મન�વલણન� સર�ર�શ પ્ર��ત��ક� વ�ચ� 0.01 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક તફ�વત જ�વ� મ�ય� હત�. 
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Profitability Analysis of Selected Private Sector Banks 

Anil Kalubhai Vanvi 
Assistant Professor, 

Government Arts and Commerce College, Gambhoi, Himatnagar. 
Abstract: 

The main objective of this study is to know the profitability position of the selected private sector 

banks. In this study researcher has select five banks as a sample unit by using (lottery method) 

simple random sampling. The period of the study is five financial years started from 2017 to 

2021. Here researcher has taken profitability ratios as an accounting tool and one way ANOVA 

as a statistical tool and findings were discussed. 

Key words: Profitability ratio, banking sector, one way Analysis of variance. 

Introduction 

Banking sector is governed under the banking regulation act 1949. This sector is the backbone of 

Indian economy. If banking sector doesn’t perform well then industrial and agriculture activities 

are also affect. Well-organized banking activities are reflecting sound intermediation process and 

contribution towards the growth of economy. Today the private sector banks are achieved twenty 

percent in deposit and advances, as a growing market growth in Indian economy. Profitability 

analysis is helpful to know the banking business life. Increasing the profit is normally attract to 

the investor and it is also helpful to long term survival in the market. 

Review of Literature 

(Agarwal, 2019), was analyses profitability analysis of Public and Private sector banks. 

Researcher had taken four profitability ratios and made a comparative analysis of public and 

private sector banks. Furthermore researcher have done compound annual growth rate to observe 

the growth in profitability. For proven the hypothesis researcher used independent t-test. 

Researcher found that significance difference in only Net Interest margin ratio. 

(Priya, 2014), researcher analyzed profitability of Axis bank, ICICI bank, Karur vysya bank and 

South India Bank. They have taken 10 years for the period of the study and 5 financial ratios. 

53 
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Researcher used Chi- square test and she was found that no significant in net profit margin ratio 

and interest spread ratio. 

(Rajan, 2019), the main aim of this study is to evaluate liquidity and profitability analysis with 

reference to pre and post merger. Researcher analyzed a CAMEL model and data envelopment 

analysis. The pre and post phase during 1986 to 2016 and 17 sample size includes public and 

private banks. Researcher found that ICICI bank was performing well after the merger years. 

Objectives of the study 

The main objective of this study is to know the profitability position of selected private sector 

banks. 

To analyse which banks are perform best. 

Hypothesis of the study  

H0= There is no significant difference between Ne profit margin Ratio of selected private sector 

banks during the period of study. 

H1= There is a significant difference between Ne profit margin Ratio of selected private sector 

banks during the period of study. 

Research Methodology 

Types of study Analytical study 
Types of Data Secondary data collected from 

moneycontrol.com 
Sample size Five Private sector Banks 
Sampling Technique Simple Random Sampling 
Selected years 2017 to 2021 
Tools and Techniques Ratio analysis and one way Analysis of 

Variance 
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Data Analysis and Interpretation 

Ø Net profit Margin Ratio (%) 

Years ICICI Axis Bank Kotak 
Mahindra 
bank 

HDFC IndusInd 
Bank 

2016-17 18.09 8.26 19.27 20.99 19.90 
2017-18 12.33 0.60 20.68 21.79 20.86 
2018-19 5.30 8.50 20.32 21.29 14.82 
2019-20 10.60 2.59 22.08 22.86 15.34 
2020-21 20.46 10.35 25.94 25.74 9.78 
Min 5.30 0.60 19.27 20.99 9.78 
Max 20.46 10.35 25.94 25.74 20.86 
Average 13.356 6.06 21.658 22.534 19.812 
(Sources: moneycontrol.com) 

 

Interpretations 

The above table and graph shows net profit margin ratio of selected five private sector banks. In 

the year 2016-17 the net profit margin ratio of ICICI bank was 18.09%and that was decrease in 

the year 2017-18 up to 12.33% and also decrease in the next year up to 5.30% than after it was 

continuous increase in next two years. In ICICI bank the highest ratio was in the year 2020-21 

that is 20.46%. The performance of Axis bank was comparatively poor, because the net profit 

margin ratio of the Axis bank was lower. We can see in table the data of Axis bank are also in 

fluctuating trend. The higher net profit margin ratio of Axis bank in the year 2020-21 that is 

10.35% and lower in the year 0.60%.    The highest net profit margin ratio of Kotak Mahindra 
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bank in the year 2020-21 25.94% and lower in the year 2016-17 that was 19.27%. The ratio of 

Kotak Mahindra bank was continuous increasing trend. That was decrease only 2018-19 as 

compared to previous year. The lower net profit margin ratio of HDFC bank was 20.99% in the 

year 2017-18 and highest in the year 2020-21 25.74%. HDFC is highly profitable bank as 

compare to other. Higher Net profit margin ratios of IndusInd Bank was in the year 2017-18, 

20.86% and after that year it was in decreasing trend. 

Summary of one way Analysis of variance 

Groups Count Sum Average Variance 
Column 1 5 66.78 13.356 36.60623 
Column 2 5 30.3 6.06 17.76255 
Column 3 5 108.29 21.658 6.74072 
Column 4 5 112.67 22.534 3.71743 
Column 5 5 80.7 16.14 19.812 

Analysis of Variance 

Source of 
Variation 

SS df MS F F crit 

Between 
Groups 

902.5368 4 225.6342 13.32922 2.866081 

Within Groups 338.5557 20 16.92779 
  

Total 1241.092 24       
Interpretation 

From the above table of one way ANOVA it can be said that the f-critical value is 2.866 that is 

lower than F calculated value. It means null hypothesis is rejected. So that we can say that there 

is a significant difference in Net profit margin ratio between selected units. 

Conclusion 

In this study researcher was analyzed Net profit margin ratio of five selected private sector 

banks. Here researcher analyzed only one ratio and it differ from other research in time 

perspective. As per this research highly profitable bank was HDFC bank. The average net profit 

margin ratio was higher than other selected banks. Than after highest profitable bank was Kotak 

Mahindra bank and Axis bank was lower profitable bank and need to improve their performance. 
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The major findings of the study were all selected banks are profitable high or more. No one was 

a loss making bank and there were significant difference between each other. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Consumers are becoming more aware about the environmental problems and have started 

realizing that majority of issues are because of the increasing population, our consumption habits 

and are the costs of technological advancements. These awakened consumers are ready to change 

their preferences from mainstream products to greener products nowadays, which have the 

minimum impact on the environment. This paper investigates the reasons that motivate select age 

group consumers to buy green products like organic food, cosmetics and electrical appliances 

and avoiding harmful single use plastic packages like carry bags, bottles and disposable 

products. 

Key Words:  Green Marketing, Eco-Friendly Products, Consumer preferences, Sustainability 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Green Marketing is the latest and popular trend in market which facilitated for the environment-

friendliness in individual, animal and planet. Just  a  decade  ago,  the  term  green  marketing  or  

green  business  strategy  evoked  visions  of  fringe environmentalism and adding cost to  

existing normal goods.6 Most of the industries had the perception that consumers are willing to 

buy products at best competitive prices and associate no value for environmentally friendly 

products. They felt that the pressure for making business environment green and behaving in a 

more responsible manner especially comes from Government and its legislations and consumers 

have nothing to do with it.7  But, now that old perception of companies is changing, they have 

started realizing the changes in consumer perceptions and their behavior. Therefore, these day 

concepts of green marketing are taking shape as one of the key business strategies of the 

 
6 Suchard and Polonski, 2001 
7 Bleda and Valente, 2018  
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companies for gaining the competitive advantage, ensuring sustainable consumption of their 

products in the markets and enjoying sustainable development in future.8 Due to increase in 

climate change and global warming, the public concern for environmental problems is 

continuously increased over the few decades. The businesses and consumers have started to 

challenge eco-friendly products as they become more concerned on the environment, health and 

wellness in order to care the earth’s resources. Corporates now have slowly applied green 

marketing practices in their projects as a part of social conscience and they are demanding to 

reach the consumers with their green messages.9 As a result, the increasing number of 

consumers who are willing to buy environmentally friendly products are building opportunity for 

businesses that are using “eco-friendly” or “environmentally friendly” as an element of their 

value proposition. Businesses that provide products which are manufactured and designed with 

an environmental marketing mix have a stable competitive advantage. A better understanding of 

consumers’ buying behavior will support businesses to achieve more market-applicable approach 

to maintain in the competitive market.10 Moreover, it also allows businesses to bring more 

consumers and shape their products or services according to their demands or change consumers’ 

behavior towards their products or services. 

This research paper therefore, strive to investigate the green consumption behaviour of select age 

group consumers and offers the results, findings and its implications for betterment of green 

marketing practices and consumption of the green products. 

1.1 Characteristics of the Green Products 

A green product is a sustainable product designed to minimize its environmental impacts during 

its whole life-cycle and even after it’s of no use. Green products are usually identified by having 

two basic goals – reducing waste and maximizing resource efficiency. They are manufactured 

using toxic-free ingredients and environmentally-friendly procedures and are certified by 

recognized organizations like Energy star, Forest Stewardship Council, etc. Some of the 

characteristics of a green product are: 

· Grown without the use of toxic chemicals and within hygienic conditions 
 

8 Chatterjee, 2019 
9 Alwitt and Pitts, 2006 
10 Lee, 2018 
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· Can be recycled, reused and is biodegradable in nature 

· Comes with eco-friendly packing 

· Uses the least resources 

· Is eco-efficient 

· Has reduced or zero carbon footprint 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Green Marketing Tools 

According to Hartmann (2016)11 green marketing generally focuses on the efficiency of 

cognitive persuasion strategies, and believes that the consumer’s high involvement concerning 

environmental issues is an effect of growing environmental knowledge. 

There are several tools being used for the green marketing purpose. Knowledge about these 

green marketing tools (e.g. eco-label, eco-brand, environmental advertisement) will help to 

establish an easier perception toward green product attributes and features. Moreover, it'll help to 

consumers to identify and purchase the green products. Use of such policy tools influences the 

consumer perception and conduct in purchasing green products (Elham Rahbar, 2021).12 

Ginsberg and Bloom (2014)13 claim that there is not any single marketing tool that would be 

appropriate for all firms. Rather, strategies should be different based on different markets and the 

degree of consumer concern on the environment. 

2.2 Perception of eco-labeling 

One of the significant green marketing tools is using eco-label on environmental friendly 

products. The Environmental labels are increasingly being utilized by marketers to promote the 

identification of green products (D’Souza et al., 2006). Sammer and Wu¨stenhagen (2006) 

identify eco-label as an important tool to allocated asymmetry information between sellers and 

buyers. They also state that labels are a signal to accomplish two main functions for consumers: 

 
11 Hartmann, 2016 
12 Elham Rahbar, 2021 
13 Ginsberg and Bloom, 2014 
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information function that informs them about intangible product characteristics such as product’s 

quality and value function which provide a value in themselves (e.g. prestige).  

2.3 Perception of Eco-brand 

The American Marketing Association define a brand as ‘‘a name, term, sign, symbol, or design, 

or the combination of them, intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or group of 

sellers and to differentiate them from those of a competitor.’’ This definition can be generalized 

for eco-brand as well. Eco-brand is a name, symbol or design of products that are harmless to the 

environment. Utilizing eco-brands features can help to consumers differentiate them in some 

way from other non-green products. Consumers will aspire to buy eco-friendly alternatives for 

products that generated high level of environmental impact compared to those with low level of 

environmental impact (Chatterjee, 2019).14 A consumer’s evaluation on the environmental 

performance of brands should be positively affected by environmental labels (Roe et al., 2001). 

Understanding the influence of brands on consumers’ buying decisions is very important for 

marketers and marketing researchers. 

This influence is known as brand equity. According to Aaker (1992)15, brand equity, from a 

consumer’s perspective, can be defined as a differential effect that brand knowledge has on a 

consumer’s response to the marketing of that brand. Green brands should be used to emphasize 

the position that green products perform the same as non-green ones. Also, green brands should 

be used to help consumers differentiate green brands from other similar brands with same 

functions. The significant factor motivating consumers to change actual purchase behavior to 

buy eco-friendly products is emotional brand benefits (Hartmann et al., 2015).16 

2.4 Environmental advertisements 

The objective of green advertisements is to influence consumers’ purchase behavior by 

encouraging them to buy products that do not harm the environment and to direct their attention 

to the positive consequences of their purchase behavior, for themselves as well as the 

environment. Environmental advertisements help to form a consumer’s values and translate these 

 
14 Chatterjee, 2019 
15 Aaker (1992)  
16 Hartmann, 2015 
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values into the purchase of green products. As stated by Chase and Smith (2002)17, 

environmental messages in advertisements and product labeling was found to ‘‘sometimes’’ 

influence the purchasing decisions of 70 percent of the respondent. In the same study, more than 

half of the respondents indicated that they paid less attention to such messages due to excess 

usage, and most respondents reported that environmental advertisements were not credible. 

2.5 Consumer’s actual purchase behavior 

Green marketing activities are increasing in many countries, and these activities have had an 

important influence on increasing consumer knowledge and in shifting consumer into purchasing 

green products (Cohen, 1983).18 Marketers should emphasize the ecological knowledge in their 

organizations, their products and their advertising in order to achieve the goal of changing the 

consumer purchasing behavior. 

Referencing from the existing literature, it is thus hypothesized that: 

H1. A significant and positive relationship exists between green marketing tools and customer’s 

actual purchase behavior. 

H2. A significant and positive relationship exists between eco-label and customer’s actual 

purchase behavior 

H3. A significant and positive relationship exists between eco-brand and customer’s actual 

purchase behavior. 

H4. A significant and positive relationship exists between environmental advertisement and 

customer’s actual purchase behavior. 

3. METHOD 

3.1 Sample and procedure 

The respondents in the current study were individual consumers in Rajkot. It was obvious that 

the sample being formed by the individuals of 18-years and above. The reason is respondents 

above this age are familiar with purchasing of products and are also empowered in their 

decisions for choosing the right items between many available choices, therefore, considerate to 

environmental issues in their purchasing behavior. The method of data collection was through 

 
17 Chase and Smith, 2002  
18 Cohen, 1983 
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structured questionnaire. The survey was distributed in some main shopping points and centers in 

Rajkot city where people purchase their daily necessities from. A total 175 individuals in Rajkot 

participated in the present study. 

3.2. Data Analysis and Interpretation  

Data analysis has been carried out through Simple Linear Regression. SPSS based calculation 

has been processed to obtained the value of parameter constants and preconception parameter 

values to complete the regression model that has been formulated.   The linear regression 

equation is Ŷ = 25609.271 + 0.641X + e 

In the above equation, the intercept coefficient of 25609.271 indicates the quantum of green 

products like organic food, cosmetics and electrical appliances purchasing behavior without the 

influence of green marketing. The regression coefficient of 0.641 indicates that each increase of 

1 unit of green marketing will increase the green product purchasing behavior by 6.41 per cent. It 

also shows that if the green marketing variables increase, then the green product purchasing 

behavior will also increase. 

The equation of the research result is as follows: Ŷ = 0.641+ 0.611X + e 

Influence of Demographic Variables on Consumer Behavior on Green Product purchase 

Demographic Variables  Consumer Category  Total  Chi square 
value 

P value 

Age Below 25  61 86.235 0.001** 

26-30 51 

31-35 37 
36-40 18 
41 and Above  8 

Marital Status Married 82 14.345 1.258 
Unmarried 67 
Single  26 

Education Qualification  Up to High School 16 89.245 0.001** 
Diploma/ Certificates  32 
Graduates  42 
Post Graduate  55 
Professionals  30 

Family Type Joint Family 98 26.734 2.563** 
Nuclear Family   77 
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Monthly Income Less than 10000 16 79.179 0.001** 

10000-20000 41 
20000-30000 72 

 More than 30000 46 
** 1 percent level of Significance 

· There is a significant association between age of the respondent and their behavior on 

Green products as youngsters has better perception than old people.  

· There is no prominent relationship between gender of the sample and behavior on Green 

products. 

· Qualification of the respondent has association with their opinion on Green products. 

Graduates, Post Graduates and professionals are comparatively feeling good about Green 

products than that of respondents with school education and diploma. 

· Family type of the respondent has no influence on buying behavior of Green products 

· There is a notable association between monthly income of the respondent and buying 

behavior of Green products, the respondents with low income are disagreed whereas with 

good income are agreed about benefits of organic products. 

4. FINDINGS 

The results have shown similarity with the study by Nik Abdul Rashid (2017)19, in his research, 

perception towards eco-label had only two identifiable dimensions, listed as awareness of the 

label and trust in label. Majority (88%) of the respondents are aware of eco-labels. They agree 

upon that environmental advertisements are effective techniques to enhance their information 

about environmentally friendly product brands and purchase green product brands. While 

willingness to pay more among the respondents found look warm (53%) as our Market is 

emerging and considered as high price sensitive. 76% of the population in the sample agrees or 

strongly agrees that the organizations should practice green marketing. While Majority of the 

people are not concerned about organizations polluting environment as 65% are neutral 

regarding the issue.  

 

 

 
19 Nik Abdul Rashid, 2017  
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5. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS  

In this study, the relationship between trust in eco-label, eco-brand and purchase behavior are 

found to be significant. This means that the respondent’s trust in eco-label and eco-brand has a 

positive effect on consumer’s actual purchase behavior. Without consumer’s confidence and trust 

of eco-label and eco-brand, it is very difficult to convince them to make purchase decisions. 

Based on their trust in eco-label and eco-brand, they will choose the environmental friendly 

products that are less harmful to the environment than their alternatives. 

The implication of this study to governmental policy is providing a few guidelines for 

government to formulate the green policies such as providing promotional incentives to those 

green products manufacturers who are truly green in their manufacturing processes, encouraging 

the public to buy products with eco-label. Secondly, government can raise campaigns to promote 

public awareness of eco-labels as it is proven in this study that trustfulness of eco-labels can 

exert a significant influence in green purchase behavior of consumers. With the increase 

awareness on eco labels, it would help in promoting green consumption among consumers. 

However, government should be monitoring the credibility and trustworthiness of messages 

carried in eco-labels. Besides, government should endeavor to inform citizens about the meaning 

and availability of the new eco-labels and eco-brands and the benefits of using eco-labeled and 

eco-branded products to environment (Rios et al., 2016).20 

6. LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

While conducting this research, certain limitations were identified, with some suggestions for 

future studies; it may provide helpful insight to be considered in generating a new framework. 

First, this study was limited to consumers of Rajkot and did not cover all cities in Gujarat. In 

future studies, it would be ideal to consider all cities of Gujarat.  
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Abstract: 

Financial analysis discloses trends and patterns, spot strengths and weaknesses, compares 

performances and predicts future forecasts. Horizontal analysis and vertical analysis are the two 

techniques of financial analysis that stands out to be useful in determining trends and patterns 

and comparing performances. As cash flow statements lay emphasis on sources and uses of cash, 

its analysis would help in spotting strengths and weaknesses in cash position. This research study 

aims to analyse the cash flow statements of Britannia Industries Limited for a period of five 

years with the objective to understand trend of operating, investing and financing cash flows and 

compare company’s performance. The study concludes that all three activities have different 

trend patterns and growth changes and the company has performed comparatively well in FY 

2019-20 as the operating cash flows (being core source of cash flows) have the maximum 

contribution in the net cash flows.  

Keywords: Financial analysis, Horizontal analysis, Vertical analysis, Cash flow statements 

1. Introduction: 

Every business does not remain stable. There are ups and downs in business. Hence, it is 

inevitable to understand the changes in financial statements and analyse the financial position. 

Financial Analysis depicts the present situation and helps in forecasting future by using past data. 

Horizontal Analysis and Vertical Analysis are techniques of financial analysis that study the 

behaviour of each item in the statement. When an item is studied at different intervals of time, it 

is known as horizontal analysis. Whereas when every single item of statement is studied as an 

inter-relationship with base item in terms of percentages, it is vertical analysis. 

Horizontal analysis is an accounting analysis technique which compares and analyses the 

changes in same line items of financial statements horizontally over a selected period of time. 
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Changes are calculated either by taking any year as common base year or every previous year as 

base year and illustrated as absolute changes and percentage changes.  

Vertical analysis is an accounting analysis technique which analyses each line item of financial 

statement as a % of a base figure within the statement. For instance, Vertical analysis of income 

statement can be done taking net sales as base figure or total assets/total liabilities for balance 

sheet.   

Both horizontal and vertical analysis can be done for any of the three important financial 

statements; balance sheet, income statement and cash flow statement to reveal financial strengths 

and weaknesses of business. Balance sheet is a screen picture of the financial position and 

Income statement reveals revenues and expenses of the business. Cash flow statement, that 

complements balance sheet and income statement, discloses all the cash related activities and 

cash movements over the period. Thus, analysis of cash flow statements helps out in 

understanding the short-term liquidity by looking into the patterns of cash flows.  

2. Literature Review: 

Samba, Siva & Anand (2021)1 studied cash flow statements of two selected banks- a public 

sector bank, State Bank of India (SBI) and a private sector bank, HDFC Bank. The study was 

carried out with the purpose to undertake comparative analysis and find out the performances. 

The study found that there was no significant difference between means of operating, investing 

and financing activities of selected banks. However, with the help of statistical analysis, the 

researchers concluded that HDFC bank performed well on an overall basis as compared to State 

Bank of India.  

Dhakal (2019)2 compared cash flow statements of two commercial banks: Himalayan Bank 

Limited and Global IME Bank Limited. The aim behind this research was to find out sources and 

uses of cash from all three cash flow activities and analyse and compare the cash flow 

performance of both the selected banks. It was found that all three cash flow activities had 

fluctuating trends. It was also found and concluded that cash flows of Himalayan Bank Limited 

had more consistency than Global IME Bank Limited. 
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Sri (2019)3

 evaluated cash flow statements of Jet Airways with the purpose to conclude whether 

the information provided in cash flow statement is similar to the income statement and balance 

sheet. The researcher found that the cash flow statement gives the idea about the usage of the 

working capital and concluded that information provided in cash flow statement is not similar to 

income statement and balance sheet. The researcher mentioned that all three statements are 

complementary to each other and cannot replace each other.           

Omag (2016)4 evaluated the cash flows from financing activities of Otokar company in Turkish 

Automotive Industry. The aim behind conducting research was of determining company’s 

strategy for financing cash flows by using horizontal analysis. The researcher found and 

concluded that company had been distributing dividends despite cash outflows from operations 

and need to maintain an appropriate level of cash from operations to improve shareholders’ 

wealth. The researcher suggested to have utilization of dividend policy to support continuous 

improvement of shareholders.  

Singh (2016)5 undertook a comparative study between cash flow statements of Meghmani 

Chemicals Ltd and Clariant Chemicals Ltd. The purpose of the study was to compare the trends 

of operating, investing and financing activities and determine the best performance. The 

researcher found that in case of operating and investing activities, Clariant Chemicals Ltd has 

increasing trend and in case of financing activities, Meghmani Chemical Ltd has good trend. But 

on an overall consistency ground the researcher concluded that Clariant Chemicals Ltd 

performed better.  

3. Research Methodology: 

Research Aim: 

This research study aims to analyse cash flow statements of one of one of the leading FMCG 

company, Britannia Industries Limited in order to spot trends and growth changes in operating 

cash flows, investing cash flows and financing flows.  

Objectives of the Study: 

i. To study the trend inherent in operating cash flows, investing cash flows and financing 

cash flows. 
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ii. To determine the growth changes in operating cash flows, investing cash flows and 

financing cash flows. 

iii. To compare performance of the company over the selected period.  

Research Type: 

The research design that fits in to the particular study is quantitative descriptive research design. 

As the sample company is randomly selected under the study, the sampling design which suits is 

random sampling design.  

Research Data: 

Consolidated data of cash flow statements has been extracted from the published annual reports 

of Britannia Industries Limited for the period of five consecutive financial years starting from the 

year 2016-17 up to the year 2020-21.  

Research Tools and Techniques: 

The tools that have been used for analysis belong to accounting analysis techniques- Horizontal 

Analysis and Vertical Analysis. Also, the idea of graphical representation of data is used.  

§ Horizontal Analysis: 

For this study, horizontal analysis is done on Y-o-Y basis, by taking every previous year as base 

year. The calculation of absolute and percentage changes is done as shown in the below table.  

Particulars/ 
Amount 

Previous (Base) 
Year 

Current 
(Comparison) 
Year 

Absolute 
Changes 

% Changes 

1 X Y Y-X (Y-X)/X 
§ Vertical Analysis:  

For this study, vertical analysis is done by taking net increase/decrease in cash and cash 

equivalents as 100, base line item and contribution of all three cash flow activities is calculated.  

Particulars/Amount Current Year % 
1 X X/Z 
2 Y Y/Z 
3 Z 1 
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Limitations of the Study: 

i. The whole research is carried out on the basis of secondary data. Any manipulation or 

inaccuracy in data may have led to different findings. 

ii. The framed objectives have been satisfied using limited research tools. This may have 

restricted interpretations and conclusions.  

Future Scope for the Study: 

This study has spotted trend and growth for a period of five years. The future study could be 

conducted considering more number of years by applying other accounting and statistical tools 

and techniques.  

4. Data Analysis: 

Table 1: Consolidated cash flows data 

of Britannia Industries Ltd 

 
Year 

Cash flows from 
Operating 
Activities 

Cash flows 
from Investing 
Activities 

Cash flows from 
Financing 
Activities 

Net 
increase/decrease 
in cash and cash 
equivalents 

2016-17 441.28 (149.85) (295.08) (3.65) 
2017-18 1248.77 (956.26) (231.5) 60.76 
2018-19 1155.78 (855.53) (352.68) (52.43) 
2019-20 1484.53 (1531.62) 57.94 10.85 
2020-21 1851.07 461.26 (2243.69) 68.64 
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Table 2: Horizontal Analysis of consolidated cash flows data of 

Britannia Industries Ltd 

Particulars
/ 
Cash flows 
from 

Changes for the 
year 2017-18 

Changes for the 
year 2018-19 

Changes for the 
year 2019-20 

Changes for the 
year 2020-21 

Absolut
e 

% Absolute % Absolute % Absolute % 

Operating 
activities 

807.49 183% (92.99) (7%) 328.75 28% 366.54 25% 

Investing 
activities 

(806.41) 538% 100.73 (11%) (676.09) 79% 1992.88 (130%) 

Financing 
activities 

63.33 (21%
) 

(120.93) 52% 410.62 (116%) (2301.63) (3972%) 
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§ Interpretation: 

Horizontal analysis of operating activities shows positive percentage changes over the selected 

period except for the FY 2018-19 with (7%). The maximum growth of 183% can be seen for the 

FY 2017-18. The rest FY 2019-20 and 2020-21 show a growth of 28% and 25% respectively. 

This depicts an overall growth in operating cash flows. Investing activities of the company show 

maximum 538% growth for FY 2017-18 and next positive growth in FY 2019-20 with 79%. The 

rest FY 2018-19 and 2020-21 have negative percentages i.e., decline of (11%) and (130%) 

respectively. This interprets an up-down trend for cash flows from investing activities. The 

company’s financing activities show declining percentages over the selected period except FY 

2018-19 with 52%. The hard decline can be seen in the FY 2020-21 with (3972%). This reveals a 

downward pattern for financing cash flows.  
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Table 3: Vertical Analysis of consolidated cash flows data of 

Britannia Industries Ltd 

 
Particulars/ 
Cash flows 
from 

 
2016-17 
 

 
2017-18 

 
2018-19 

 
2019-20 

 
2020-21 

Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % 
Operating 
activities 

441.28 (120.89) 1248.77 20.55 1155.78 (22.04) 1484.53 136.82 1851.07 26.97 

Investing 
activities 

(149.85) 41.05 (956.26) (15.74) (855.53) 16.31 (1531.62) (141.16) 461.26 6.72 

Financing 
activities 

(295.08) 80.84 (231.75) (3.81) (352.68) 6.73 57.94 5.34 (2243.69) (32.69) 

Net inc/ dec (3.65) 1.00 60.76 1.00 (52.43) 1.00 10.85 1.00 68.64 1.00 
 

 

§ Interpretation: 

Vertical analysis of cash flow activities for the FY 2016-17 shows that financing activities have 

contributed 80.84%, more among all three activities for net increase/decrease in cash and cash 

equivalents. Operating activities have negative impact of (120.89%) and investing activities have 

41.05% fluctuations. Operating activities have positive impact of 20.55% in the FY 2017-18 and 

investing activities and financing activities have (15.74%) and (3.81%). For the FY 2018-19, 
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both investing activities and financing activities have positive contribution of 16.31% and 6.73% 

whereas operating activities have (22.04%) fluctuations. The company has maximum 

contribution from operating activities for the FY 2019-20 with 136.82%.   

5. Major Findings: 

The first objective of the study is ‘to study the trend inherent in operating cash flows, investing 

cash flows and financing cash flows.’ Data analysis found out there exists an upward trend in 

operating cash flows, sideways trend in investing cash flows and an overall decreasing trend in 

financing cash flows. 

The second objective of the study is ‘to determine the growth changes in operating cash flows, 

investing cash flows and financing cash flows.’ The study found out that operating cash flows 

has maximum growth change of 183% and investing cash flows has of 538% in the FY 2017-18 

and financing cash flows has maximum growth change of 52% in the FY 2018-19. 

The third objective of the study is ‘to compare performance of the company over the selected 

period.’ The analysis reveals the better performance with the maximum % contribution in net 

cash flows is of operating cash flows with 136.82% for the FY 2019-20.   

6. Conclusions: 

The major findings of the study concludes that- there exists three different inherent trend patterns 

for different cash flows activities and it has been concluded that the company has performed well 

in FY 2019-20 because the operating activities are the core activities of cash flow statements and 

in this year operating cash flows have maximum contribution in the net cash flows.  
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The Evolution of Rural Credit Delivery System 

It has been understood for the first time in the year 1967-68 when National Credit Council was 

set up on 22nd December, 1967 that the financial aid to agriculture and small scale industries is 

essential and the advances of commercial banks are concentrated towards the large and medium 

scale industries and business houses. The report submitted on 24th July, 1968 by National Credit 

Council emphasized the advances from commercial banks should be channelized to Priority 

Sector Lending i.e. agriculture and small scale industries. The nationalization of 14 major 

commercial banks led to reorientation of bank lending to the priority sector.  

Financial assistance to agriculture is an effective mean of economic transformation as India is an 

agricultural economy. The commercial banks, non banking financial institutions, self help 

groups, co-operative sectors are constantly contributing to Indian Agricultural sector. There are 

many milestones in the history of banking ballooned the development of priority sector lending 

in India. To specify, as mentioned above National Credit Council (1967), Nationalization of 

Commercial banks (1969), RRB’s establishment (1975), NABARD (1982), nationalization of 

Commercial banks (1980), Financial sector reforms (1991 onwards), down counting public 

sector banks from 27 to 12 (2017) and merger of banks (2019).Insertion of numerous welfare 

financial schemes by the Government of India even boosts the sector on a continuous basis.  

The recommendation of Narsimha Committee led the establishment of Regional Rural Banks 

into India in the year 1975-76. The main objectives behind an establishment of Regional Rural 

Banks were to meet the rural needs. The major focus was to develop rural economy by providing 

funds for the development of agriculture, trade, commerce, industry and other allied activities in 

the rural areas specifically credit and other related facilities to small and marginal farmers.   
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A Regional Rural Bank plays a significant role in the development of agriculture and other allied 

activities in rural India. The huge network of RRB’s have even reached majority remote area of 

rural India. The major responsibility of the developments lies on the shoulders of Regional Rural 

Banks. With a view to help the targeted groups, the Reserve Bank of India has fixed targets to 

the banks for lending and it has made it mandatory to banks to reach certain level of advances 

under priority sector lending. 

Post reconstruction of banking sector, the Indian Banking Sector consists of 12 public sector 

banks, 22 private sector banks, 46 foreign banks, 56 regional rural banks 1485 urban co-

operative banks and 96000 rural co-operative banks in addition to co-operative credit institutions 

as of November, 2020. The total assets of the entire banking sector including public, private 

sector and foreign banks has increased to US$ 2.52 trillion in FY20. According to the Reserve 

Bank of India, the bank credits and deposits stood at Rs.108.6 trillion (US$ 1.48 trillion) and Rs. 

151.34 trillion (US$ 2.06 trillion) respectively as on 23rd April, 202121 The Non-Performing 

Assets of commercial banks has reached a recovery of Rs. 400,000 crore (US$ 57.23 billion) in 

FY19, which is highest in the last four years. The financial prosperous will always be 

advantageous to enhance the need for banking services in the rural area.  

Targets of Priority Sector Lending as per RBI Guidelines: 

The targets are set for priority sector lending and those are to be calculated on the basis of 

Adjusted Net Bank Credit (ANBC) or CEOBE (Credit Equivalent of Off-Balance Sheet 

Exposure). 

Categories 

Domestic 
commercial banks 
(excl. RRBs & SFBs) 
& foreign banks 
with 20 branches 
and above 

Foreign banks 
with less than 
20 branches 

Regional Rural 
Banks 

Small Finance 
Banks 

Total 
Priority 
Sector 

40 per cent of ANBC 
as computed in Para 6 
below or CEOBE 
whichever is higher 

40 per cent of 
ANBC as 
computed in Para 
6 below or 
CEOBE 
whichever is 

75 per cent of 
ANBC as 
computed in Para 
6 below or 
CEOBE 
whichever is 

75 per cent of 
ANBC as 
computed in Para 
6 below or 
CEOBE 
whichever is 

 
21(https://www.ibef.org/industry/banking-india.aspx) 
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higher; out of 
which up to 32% 
can be in the 
form of lending 
to Exports and 
not less than 8% 
can be to any 
other priority 
sector 

higher; However, 
lending to 
Medium 
Enterprises, 
Social 
Infrastructure 
and Renewable 
Energy shall be 
reckoned for 
priority sector 
achievement 
only up to 15 per 
cent of ANBC. 

higher. 

Agriculture 18 per cent of ANBC 
or CEOBE, 
whichever is higher; 
out of which a target 
of 10 percent# is 
prescribed for Small 
and Marginal Farmers 
(SMFs) 

Not applicable 18 per cent 
ANBC or 
CEOBE, 
whichever is 
higher; out of 
which a target of 
10 percent# is 
prescribed for 
SMFs 

18 per cent of 
ANBC or 
CEOBE, 
whichever is 
higher; out of 
which a target of 
10 percent# is 
prescribed for 
SMFs 

Micro 
Enterprises 

7.5 per cent of ANBC 
or CEOBE, 
whichever is higher 

Not applicable 7.5 per cent of 
ANBC or 
CEOBE, 
whichever is 
higher 

7.5 per cent of 
ANBC or 
CEOBE, 
whichever is 
higher 

Advances 
to Weaker 
Sections 

12 percent of ANBC 
or CEOBE, 
whichever is higher 

Not applicable 15 per cent of 
ANBC or 
CEOBE, 
whichever is 
higher 

12 percent of 
ANBC or 
CEOBE, 
whichever is 
higher 

Source: Master Directions – Priority Sector Lending (PSL) – Targets and Classification 

(Updated as on June 11, 2021) 

The Reserve Bank of India has explained the categories of priority sector. The classification of 

priority sector is as follows: 

1. Agriculture : 

· Farm credit to individual farmers 

· Farm Credit - Corporate farmers, Farmer Producer Organizations (FPOs)/(FPC) 

Companies of Individual Farmers, Partnership firms and Co-operatives of farmers 

engaged in Agriculture and Allied Activities 
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· Agriculture Infrastructure 

· Ancillary Services 

· Small and Marginal Farmers (SMFs) 

· Lending by banks to NBFCs and MFIs for on-lending in agriculture 

2. Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 

· Factoring Transactions (not applicable to RRBs and UCBs) 

· Khadi and Village Industries Sector (KVI) 

· Other Finance to MSMEs 

3. Export Credit 

4. Education  

5. Housing  

6. Social Infrastructure 

7. Renewable Energy 

8. Others  

9. Weaker Sections:  

1 Small and Marginal Farmers 

2 Artisans, village and cottage industries where individual credit limits do not exceed ₹1 lakh 

3 
Beneficiaries under Government Sponsored Schemes such as National Rural Livelihood 
Mission (NRLM), National Urban Livelihood Mission (NULM) and Self Employment 
Scheme for Rehabilitation of Manual Scavengers (SRMS) 

4 Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
5 Beneficiaries of Differential Rate of Interest (DRI) scheme 
6 Self Help Groups 
7 Distressed farmers indebted to non-institutional lenders 

8 
Distressed persons other than farmers, with loan amount not exceeding ₹1 lakh per borrower 
to prepay their debt to non-institutional lenders 

9 
Individual women beneficiaries up to ₹1 lakh per borrower (For UCBs, existing loans to 
women will continue to be classified under weaker sections till their maturity/repayment.) 

10 Persons with disabilities 

11 Minority communities as may be notified by Government of India from time to time. 
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Priority sector lending and Bank of India:  

The foundation of Bank of India has taken place way back on 7th September, 1906. It is one of 

largest commercial bank of India headquartered in Mumbai. The ownership of Bank of India is 

with the Ministry of Finance, Government of India. With global presence in 18 countries spread 

over five continents. In the year 1969, it has been nationalized. With a huge network of 5430 

branches all over India, it is one of the commendable banks contributing for the economic 

development of India.  

Rural banking is even one of the services vertical where bank has its vigorous attention. There 

are products like Agri clinics, Composite Cash Credit, Farm Mechanization, Land Development, 

Poultry Development, Rural Godowns, Financing against pledge of warehouse receipt, Gold 

Loan, Crop Finance, Financing for draught animals & crafts, Minor Irrigation, purchase of land, 

Dairy Development, Solar Pump set, Tatkal loan, Term loan etc. Besides, bank provides Kishan 

Credit Card, BOI Kishan Satabdhi Krishi Vikas Card, Kishan Samadhan Card, and Star 

Bhumiheen Kishan Card to the farmers. 

Research Methodology: 

As per the guidelines of Reserve Bank of India is contributing for the upliftment of rural India. 

To support the study the secondary data related to financial performance of Bank of India was 

collected from its Annual Reports from last ten years from 2013 to 2022.  To prove the 

arguments, an appropriate selection and practice of statistical tools plays an important role. The 

researcher here has utilized ANOVA (F- test) as a statistical tool to prove the observations true. 

Objectives of the study: 

The present study is based on the priority sector lending of Bank of India. The paper is intended 

towards creating an understanding of its contributions towards the development of rural India. To 

achieve the objective of the research, researcher has considered three parameters to analyze the 

contribution of Bank of India towards rural development.  

1. Ratio of rural branches to total number of branches 

2. Ratio of total priority sector lending to total deposits and total advances 

3. Sector wise lending in priority sector lending by Bank of India  
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Ø Branches of Bank of India: 

The number of branches and the increase in the number of branches at rural area is a significant 

measure of resulting to support the arguments that the Bank of India contributes significantly to 

the rural development. 

Table 1: Ratio of rural branches to Total Branches of Bank of India 

PARTICULA
RS 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
202
0 

202
1 

202
2 

RURAL 
BRANCHES 

1598 1766 1891 1958 2010 2011 1832 
182
8 

182
8 

200
0 

TOTAL 
BRANCHES 

4292 4646 4892 5077 5123 5127 5092 
508
3 

508
4 

543
0 

% TO 
TATAL 

37.23
% 

38.01
% 

38.65
% 

39.03
% 

39.23
% 

39.22
% 

35.98
% 

36
% 

36
% 

36
% 

From the above table 1 it is very clear that the bank has expanded its reach to rural area from 

1598 branches in the year 2013 to 2000 branches in 2022, 31st March. The trend showed that in 

the year 2022 bank has made an addition of significant number to their existing rural branches 

set up which is a positive aspect towards the path of rural development. 

Ø Priority sector advances to total advances and deposits: 

Proportion contribution from the total advances of the bank to the priority sector advance is 

again a measure the efforts of Bank of India towards the development of rural sector. Following 

table presents the numerical data specifying the total deposits, total advances hold by Bank of 

India and the proportion out of that attributed to the priority sector to prove the argument true. 

Priority Sector advances to Total advances = Priority Sector advances / Total advances * 100 

Table 2: Percentage of Priority Sector advances to Total advances 

(In ‘000) 

PARTICULARS 
TOTAL 
DEPOSITS 

TOTAL 
ADVANCES 

PRIORITY 
SECTOR 

%  TO TOTAL 
ADVANCES 

2012-13 3,818,395,859 2,893,674,972 649,660,787 22.45 
2013-14 4,769,740,518 3,707,335,364 773,955,592 20.88 
2014-15 5,319,066,346 4,020,255,465 850,784,313 21.16 
2015-16 5,130,045,218 3,591,889,592 918,603,215 25.57 
2016-17 5,400,320,078 3,664,816,671 954,638,291 26.05 
2017-18 5,208,543,783 3,413,801,866 1,015,893,551 29.76 
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2018-19 5,208,623,485 3,410,059,443 1,121,314,154 32.88 
2019-20 5,555,049,786 3,688,833,041 1,125,757,202 30.52 
2020-21 6,271,135,601 3,656,865,239 1,217,412,779 33.29 
2021-22 6,278,959,591 4,208,417,907 1,326,166,340 31.51 

 

“ANOVA” is used by the researcher to examine the relationship between the advances to priority 

sector and total deposits and the total advances of Bank of India during the tenure of last ten 

financial years from 2012-13 to 2021-22. The test is two-way ANOVA conducted to prove that 

the Bank of India is contributing significantly to the rural development by establishing the 

relationship between the advances to priority sector and total deposits and the total advances of 

Bank of India. The significance level set at 5%. Considering the area to be examined the 

hypothesis formed are as follows: 

Ho: There is no significant difference in growth of priority sector lending against the total 

deposits and advances in last 10 years. 

H1: There is significant difference in growth of priority sector lending against the total deposits 

and advances in last 10 years.  

Testing of Hypothesis: 

Following mentioned table 3 represents the ANOVA Two Factor without Replication. And table 

4 shows the ANOVA Result for advances to Priority sector and total deposits and advances by 

the Bank of India. 

Table 3: Anova Two-Factor without Replication 

Anova: Two-Factor Without Replication 

SUMMARY Count Sum Average Variance 
2012-13 3 7361731618 2453910539 2.65527E+18 
2013-14 3 9251031474 3083677158 4.28329E+18 
2014-15 3 10190106124 3396702041 5.283E+18 
2015-16 3 9640538025 3213512675 4.54144E+18 
2016-17 3 10019775040 3339925013 5.02019E+18 
2017-18 3 9638239200 3212746400 4.4249E+18 
2018-19 3 9739997082 3246665694 4.19655E+18 
2019-20 3 10369640029 3456546676 4.94513E+18 
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2020-21 3 11145413619 3715137873 6.38758E+18 
2021-22 3 11813543838 3937847946 6.18745E+18 
          
TOTAL DEPOSITS 10 52959880265 5295988027 4.99856E+17 
TOTAL ADVANCES 10 36255949560 3625594956 1.2631E+17 
PRIORITY SECTOR 10 9954186224 995418622.4 4.32233E+16 

 

Table 4: ANOVA Result for Priority Sector advances to Total advances and Total Deposits 

ANOVA 

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Rows 4.18476E+18 9 4.64974E+17 4.549286835 0.003059 2.456281 

Columns 9.40098E+19 2 4.70049E+19 459.8942763 3.54E-16 3.554557 

Error 1.83974E+18 18 1.02208E+17       

Total 1.00034E+20 29         

 

Analysis of Results: 

The ANOVA test resulted are depicted in table 3 and 4. According to the test of result 

conducted, F= 4.549286835 and 459.8942763 as compared to the tabulated value at 2.456281 

and 3.554557 respectively. It is observed here that the calculated F value is greater than the F 

tabulated value; hence null hypothesis is rejected over here. It means it proved that the 

relationship among the priority sector advances and total deposits and loans seems positive. With 

an increase in income in the form of deposits and loans has shown proportionate increase in the 

priority sector lending even in last ten financial years. Bank of India has selected the positive 

walk in towards the growth in priority sector lending.  

Ø Sector wise lending in priority sector lending by Bank of India:  

Table 5 denotes the performance of the disbursement of loans to various components in Priority 

Sector by Bank of India. It is observed that the bank is progressive on the part of component 

wise lending in priority sector since last ten years. Above all the targets set by Reserve Bank of 

India even have been achieved successfully by Bank of India. 
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Table 5: Disbursement of Loans to various components in Priority Sector by Bank of India 

(In Crore) 

Particulars  Agriculture  SME Education  Housing Others  
% of 
ANBC  

2012-13 27,041 28,912 2,329 6,790 446 36.71% 
2013-14 36,071 35,504 2,597 7,517 332 40.45% 
2014-15 43,183 39,822 2,872 8,374 321 35.20% 
2015-16 50,508 39,466 3,093 10,314 1275 38.97% 
2016-17 54,302 42,768 3,188 11,584 1185 40.47% 
2017-18 51,938 51,678 3,226 13,690 1159 40.80% 
2018-19 57,302 51,866 3,140 17,038 1148 41.86% 
2019-20 52,918 52,198 2,860 18,058 203 40.81% 
2020-21 59,007 57,267 2,304 20,207 150 41.25% 
2021-22 66,418 62,398 2,181 20,481 121 41.55% 

 

 “ANOVA” is used by the researcher to examine whether the component wise lending 

experienced growth in priority sector during the tenure of last ten financial years from 2012-13 

to 2021-22. The test is two-way ANOVA wherein years and component wise lending are two 

different independent factors and the significance level set at 5%. Considering the area to be 

examined the hypothesis formed are as follows: 

Ho: There is no significant growth experienced in component wise lending of priority sector in 

last 10 years. 

H1: There is significant growth experienced in component wise lending of priority sector in last 

10 years. 

Testing of Hypothesis: 

Following mentioned table 6 represents the ANOVA Two Factor without Replication. And table 

7 shows the ANOVA Result for Loans to various components in Priority Sector by the Bank of 

India. 
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Table 6: ANOVA Two Factor without Replication 

ANOVA: Two-Factor Without Replication 

SUMMARY Count Sum Average Variance 
Agriculture  10 498688 49868.8 133607098.8 
SME 10 461879 46187.9 110447099.7 
Education  10 27790 2779 158896.6667 
Housing 10 134053 13405.3 27541706.01 
Others  10 6340 634 240222.8889 
          
2012-13 5 65518 13103.6 190081254.3 
2013-14 5 82021 16404.2 319880522.7 
2014-15 5 94572 18914.4 435066459.3 
2015-16 5 104656 20931.2 508904605.7 
2016-17 5 113027 22605.4 592136276.8 
2017-18 5 121691 24338.2 651399522.2 
2018-19 5 130494 26098.8 717333825.2 
2019-20 5 126237 25247.4 668025516.8 
2020-21 5 138935 27787 828600564.5 
2021-22 5 151599 30319.8 1033163133 

 

Table 7: ANOVA Result for Loans to various components in Priority Sector by BOI 

ANOVA 
Source of 
Variation 

SS df MS F P-value F crit 

Rows 22598930599 4 5649732650 172.4471311 5.98018E-23 2.633532 

Columns 1268519095 9 140946566.1 4.302120555 0.000748129 2.152607 

Error 1179436121 36 32762114.48       

Total 25046885816 49         

Analysis of Results: 

The ANOVA test resulted are depicted in table 6 and 7. According to the test of result 

conducted, F= 172.4471311 and 4.302120555 as compared to the tabulated value at 2.633532 

and 2.152607 respectively. It is observed here that the calculated F value is greater than the F 

tabulated value; hence null hypothesis is rejected over here. It means it proved that the 

component wise lending experienced growth in priority sector during the tenure of last ten 

financial years from 2012-13 to 2021-22. It’s an optimistic indication towards the kind of efforts 

put in by the Bank of India for the rural development. 
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To conclude: 

The Government of India has given the scheme in the form of RBI guidelines for the priority 

sector lending to develop rural economy. Concentration of funds towards rural economy was the 

basic objective behind this policy. Bank of India as one of the leading commercial banks in India 

is performing efficiently for the immersion of funds into the rural economy. Granting 40% of the 

total advances to borrowers in the priority sector have been reached by the Bank of India since 

last ten years of period of time as per RBI guidelines. The relationship between the advances and 

deposits earned by the bank and the priority sector lending found progressive. The only thing that 

all banking institutions should keep in mind is NPA management. Advisable credit policies and 

complete and on time recovery of the loan amount from the customers will always been proved 

as the key of successful financial set up of any financial institution. 
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Abstract 

Financial Soundness or financial performance is very useful and broad sense of any kind of 

organisation or firm. Financial performance is described company’s financial position or we can 

say that, companies strength or weakness. There are several measures are available to measure 

the company’s financial performance like various profitability ratio, liquidity ratio and leverage 

ratio etc, with the help of this measures we can find out companies performance is strong or 

weak in near future. In this research paper researcher has used five cement companies which is 

selected on the basis of simple random sampling. In which researcher are selected top five 

cement companies on the basis of market capitalization. In this research, for the analysis and 

interpretation researcher used tools like Kida’s model and one way Anova. This research is only 

based on secondary data. In this paper researcher used (2014-15 to 2017-18) four years’ data as a 

period of the study.  

Kew Words: Financial Soundness, kida’s model, One way Anova 

Introduction 

Globalisation has caused to integrate the national economy with the world economy and it has 

created a new financial environment which brings new opportunities and challenges to the 

individual business concerns. This has led to total reformation of the finance function and its 

responsibilities in the organization. 

Any kind of organization or firm has two common objectives, one is profit maximisation and 

other is wealth maximisation. If the any company cannot acquire or manage its profit, then 

companies cannot survive in the market in long run. For this purpose, find out companies 

57 
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performance in the future period, researcher used in this paper specific model.  Through the 

model we can find out bankruptcy position of companies in future. Kida’s model as under. 

Kida’s z - score model: 

Kida’s model is also called Kida’s z score model. This model also represents five separate 

financial ratios for predicting bankruptcy; these are represented in the following formula. 

                      Z = 1.042X1 + 0.42X2 + 0.461X3 + 0.463X4 + 0.271X5 

Where, 

X1 = Net profit after tax / total assets 

X2 = EBIT / total assets 

X3 = Accounts payable / total assets  

X4 = Sales / total assets 

X5 = Cash / total assets 

Kida’s model shows companies that have a z-score of > 0.38 are considered as a good sign for 

being successful compared to those which have a z-score of < 0.38 had potential serious 

problems and may not be able to continue. 

Review of Literature: 

(Md, 2016)This study is based on, “Financial soundness measurement and trend analysis of 

commercial banks in Bangladesh: An observation of selected banks”. The objective of the study 

is to measure the financial soundness of private commercial banks of Bangladesh along with the 

specific objective, the report also finds out the factors behind success and failure of private 

commercial banks of Bangladesh because determinants of financial soundness is very useful of 

managers in improving organisational performance and it also help the policy making bodies. 

(M.Selvaraj, 2021) This research work is on, “Financial performance of housing finance 

companies in India- A study of selected companies”. The main objective of the study is to 

evaluate and compare the stability of housing finance companies in the current financial 

performance with future scenarios by using ratio analysis and this study is based on secondary 

data. In this study five housing finance companies were selected as a sample for the study. The 

period selected for the study form 2010 to 2020 periods. 
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(Nithya Ramachandran, 2019) This research is on, “A study on financial soundness using 

Altman’s z-score models-a study on telecom companies in GCC”. The study is covers the 

telecom service providers across GCC countries. To study the financial soundness of the telecom 

companies in GCC, the last 3 years from 2016 to 2018 was selected. The data for the study 

purpose has been collected from the secondary data, which are collected annual reports of the 

companies. Basically financial soundness of a company must be managed in a systematic 

manner. 

1. Research Methodology: 

1.1 Objective of the study  

ü To estimates the actual financial performance of the companies. 

ü To evaluates the financial soundness of the companies by using kida’s model. 

1.2 Hypothesis of the study  

Hypothesis 1: 

      H0: There is no significant difference in actual financial performance of the companies. 

      H1: There is a significant difference in actual financial performance of the companies. 

Hypothesis 2: 

       H0: There is no significant difference in financial soundness of the companies by using       

kida’s model. 

      H1: There is a significant difference in financial soundness of the companies by using kida’s 

model. 

1.3 Sample of the study  

   In this research the four cement companies are listed on Bombay stock exchange are selected, 

on the basis of market capitalisation. 

1. Ultra Tech Cements 

2. Shree Cements 

3. Ambuja Cements 

4. ACC Cements 
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1.4 Tools and Techniques 

Ø Ratio analysis 

Ø Kida’s model 

1.5 Data analysis & Interpretation: 

Ultra Tech Cement: 

            Ratio                      Year 
 

            
Weights 

           Multiplications Total 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2014 2015 2016 2017  

X1 Net 
profit 
after tax 

2,144.47 2,014.73 2,370.16 2,627.72       

 Total 
Assets 

29,754.01 35,214.95 38,290.57 39,281.09       

        0.072      0.057       0.062      0.067   1.042 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.27 
X2 EBIT 2,775.51 2,886.25 3,298.56 3,789.64       
 Total 

Assets 
29,754.01 35,214.95 38,290.57 39,281.09       

       0.093      0.082      0.086      0.096      0.42 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.57 
X3 Accounts 

Payable 
2,424.22 2,738.97 1,581.46 1,713.80       

 Total 
Assets 

29,754.01 35,214.95 38,290.57 39,281.09       

        0.081      0.077       0.041      0.044    0.461 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.12 
X4 Sales 20,077.88 22,656.48 23,708.79 23,891.43       
 Total 

Assets 
29,754.01 35,214.95 38,290.57 39,281.09       

        0.674      0.075      0.619      0.608    0.463 0.31 0.03 0.28 0.28 0.9 
X5 Cash 277.50 213.94 2,235.20 2,217.74       
 Total 

Assets 
29,754.01 35,214.95 38,290.57 39,281.09       

        0.009       0.006       0.006      0.005    0.271 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 00 
            
       0.47 0.16   0.4 0.41 1.86 
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Shree Cement: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Ratio                        Year 
 

 Weights      Multiplications Total 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2014 2015 2016 2017  

X1 Net 
profit 
after tax 

691.31 409.68 1,143.13 1,339.11       

 Total 
Assets 

7,328.71 7,997.85 9,463.28 11,166.11       

  0.094 0.051 0.121 0.119   1.042 0.09 0.05 0.12 0.12 0.38 
X2 EBIT 895.66 436.29 1,176.25 1,530.81       
 Total 

Assets 
7,328.71 7,997.85 9,463.28 11,166.11       

  0.122 0.054 0.124 0.134      0.42 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.17 
X3 Accounts 

Payable 
187.53 292.37 257.24 351.68       

 Total 
Assets 

7,328.71 7,997.85 9,463.28 11,166.11       

  0.025 0.036 0.027 0.031     0.461 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.05 
X4 Sales 5,875.88 6,439.88 8,429.16 8,429.16       
 Total 

Assets 
7,328.71 7,997.85 9,463.28 11,166.11       

  0.801 0.805 0.890 0.754     0.463 0.37 0.37 0.41 0.35 1.5 
X5 Cash 159.27 307.50 83.04 111.00       
 Total 

Assets 
7,328.71 7,997.85 9,463.28 11.166.11       

  0.022 0.034 0.008 0.009     0.271 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 00 
            
       0.52 0.46 0.59 0.53 2.1 
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Ambuja Cement: 

 

 

 

 

    Ratios                                 Year Weights          Multiplications Total 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2014 2015 2016 2017  

X1 Net 
profit 
after tax 

1,496.36 807.56 932.24 1,249.57       

 Total 
assets 

13,900.85 14,161.93 23,352.77 24,626.84       

      0.107    0.057    0.040   0.050    1.042 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.26 

X2 EBIT 1,783.41 1,172.21 1,279.47 1,619.12       

 Total 
assets 

13,900.85 14,161.93 23,352.77 24,626.84       

     0.128   0.083    0.055    0.066     0.42 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.13 

X3 Accounts 
Payable 

618.49 679.82 815.34 1,046.53       

 Total 
assets 

13,900.85 14,161.93 23,352.77 24,626.84       

      0.044    0.05    0.035   0.042   0.461 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.08 

X4 Sales 9,910.70 9,368.30 9,160.40 10,446.85       

 Total 
assets 

13,900.85 14,161.93 23,352.77 24,626.84       

    0.713   0.661   0.392   0.424   0.463 0.33 0.31 0.18 0.19 1.01 

X5 Cash 2,458.12 2,848.39 2,578.52 3,497.07       

 Total 
assets 

13,900.85 14,161.93 23,352.77 24,626.84       

    0.177   0.201   0.110   0.142    0.271 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.17 

            

       0.56 0.47 0.29 0.33 1.65 
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ACC Cement: 

           Ratio                      Year Weight               Multiplication Total 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2014 2015 2016 2017  

X1 Net profit 
after tax 

1,168.29 591.57 602.40 915.45       

 Total 
assets 

12,671.33 12,840.82 13,437.47 14,888.85       

     0.092   0.056   0.045   0.061  1.042 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.26 

X2 EBIT 1,135.20 937.14 851.68 1,298.36       

 Total 
assets 

12,671.33 12,840.82 13,437.47 14,888.85       

    0.090    0.073    0.063    0.087    0.42 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.14 

X3 Accounts 
payables 

750.23 874.11 1,256.93 1,810.49       

 Total 
assets 

12,671.33 12,840.82 13,437.47 14,888.85       

     0.060    0.068   0.094    0.122   0.461 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.15 

X4 Sales 11,484.05 11,432.76 10,936.41 12,930.95       

 Total 
assets 

12,671.33 12,840.82 13,437.47 14,888.85       

     0.906    0.890    0.813   0.868   0.463 0.42 0.41 0.37 0.40 1.6 

X5 Cash 304.30 91.60 275.58 2,695.40       

 Total 
assets 

12,671.33 12,840.82 13,437.47 14,888.85       

      0.024    0.007   0.020    0.181   0.271 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05 

            

       0.58 0.53 0.49 0.60 2.2 

 

Above all the tables shows that X1,X2, X3, X4 & X5 ratios of the Ultra tech cement, Shree 

cement, Ambuja cement and ACC cement respectively. All the companies ratios are multiply 

with weights after multiplication the all the figures are added and final figure are Ultra tech 

cement 0.47, 0.16, 0.40,& 0.41, when, Shree cement 0.52, 0.46, 0.59, and 0.53, Ambuja cement 

0.56, 0.47, 0.29, and 0.33, ACC cement 0.58, 0.53, 0.49, and 0.60 are compared with the value of 

z-score 0.38 respectively. If the values of any cement company are more than 0.38, so, that 
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company is on good position. But, in the case the value of Cement Company is less than 0.38, so, 

we can say that in future, that company can’t survive in long time. 

ANOVA: 

Ratio Source of 
Variation 

SS df MS F P-value F crit H0 

    
X1 

Between 
Groups 

0.002725 3 0.000908 1.429485 0.282677 3.490295 Accepted 

Within 
Groups 

0.007624 12 0.000635 
   

Total 0.010349 15         
Ratio Source of 

Variation 
SS df MS        F P-value F crit H0 

    
X2 

Between 
Groups 

0.002876 3 0.000959 1.647497 0.230762 3.490295 Accepted 

Within 
Groups 

0.006982 12 0.000582 
   

Total 0.009857 15         
Ratio Source of 

Variation 
SS df MS        F P-value F crit H0 

    
X3 

Between 
Groups 

0.000277 3 9.24E-05 0.103243 0.956591 3.490295 Accepted 

Within 
Groups 

0.010739 12 0.000895 
   

Total 0.011016 15         
Ratio Source of 

Variation 
SS df MS        F P-value F crit H0 

    
X4 

Between 
Groups 

0.056937 3 0.018979 0.327222 0.80577 3.490295 Accepted 

Within 
Groups 

0.696 12 0.058 
   

Total 0.752936 15         
Ratio Source of 

Variation 
SS df MS       F P-value F crit HO 

    
X5 

Between 
Groups 

0.004688 3 0.001563 0.242488 0.865044 3.490295 Accepted 

Within 
Groups 

0.077335 12 0.006445 
   

Total 0.082023 15         
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Conclusion: 

From the above statistics, the researcher has found the significant value/P-value is greater than 

the significant value of 0.05. So, our Null hypothesis is accepted during the study period. 

             Company             Score       Condition 
Ultra tech Cement             1.86             Good 
Shree Cement             2.1             Good 
Ambuja Cement             1.65             Good 
ACC Cement             2.2             Good 
 

All the companies have the value of more than 0.38. So, we can say that all the companies are in 

good condition or a safe zone. 

Significance of the study: 

With the help of this research study stakeholders can easily decided about investment of any 

company. And take the decision on the basis of the company’s condition, which is good or bad. 

Limitations of the study: 

Ø This research study is limited to only four years. 

Ø For the evaluation in this study used only four companies. 
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�શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� ��ર� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ અન� ત�ન� અસર 

ડ�. ક�હ�ય�લ�લ પ�. ડ�મ�ર 

આ�સ�ટ�ટ પ્ર���સર, 

�શક્ષણશ�સ્ત્ર ભવન, સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ�, ર�જક�ટ – 360005. 
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સ�ર��શ 

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનન� ���ય હ�� � �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� ��ર� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� આર��ય, 

સ�મ��જક સ�બ�ધ, �શક્ષણ અન� મન�ર�જન �વશ� અસર જાણવ�ન� હત�. ઉપકરણ તર�ક� �વ ર�ચત 

અ�ભપ્ર�ય�વલ�ન� ઉપય�ગ કર� ય��� ��છક ન� �ન� પસ�દગ� પદ્ધ�તથ� 119 �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક�ન� પસ�દ કર� 

મ��હત� એકત્ર કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. મ��હત���� ટક�વ�ર� અન� ક�ઈવગ� � ��ય ��ર� મ��હત���� � �થક્કરણ 

કરવ�મ�� આ��� હ� ��. સ�શ�ધનન� ���ય ત�રણ�મ�� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� �ય��ત પર આર��ય 

�વષયક નક�ર��મક, સ�મ��જક સ�બ�ધ �વષયક હક�ર��મક ત�મજ નક�ર��મક, ત� �શક્ષણ અન� મન�ર�જન 

�વષયક હક�ર��મક અસર પડ� છ�. 

ચ�વ�રૂપ શ�દ : સ��શયલ મ��ડય� અન� �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક 

1. પ્ર�ત�વન� 

વત�મ�ન ��ગન� જ્ઞ�ન અન� મ��હત�ન� ��ગ તર�ક� ઓળખવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. સ� �હ મ��યમ� એ દર�ક 

સમ�જન� લ�ક� પર એવ� અસર પ�ડ� છ�. પર�પર�ગત મ��યમ� કરત�� આ���નક સ� �હ મ��યમ� એક 

�વશ�ળ વગ� ��ધ� �ય�પ� ગય� છ�. ભ�રત�ય સમ�જમ�� �મ�ટ�ફ�ન� ક્ર���તક�ર� અસર� ઉપજાવ� છ�. 

વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� ત���� ચલણ �દન-પ્ર�ત�દન વધ��� જાય છ�.  ત�મ�� પણ ખ�સ કર�ન� ��વ�  -વગ�, �વદ્ય�થ� 

વગ� પર વ�� મ�ત્ર�મ�� થત� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.  સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� �ય�પ એટલ� ઝડપથ� વ�ય� છ� ક� બ�� 

ઓછ� સમયમ�� અન�ક લ�ક�ન� સ�પક�મ�� પહ�ચ� શક�ય છ�. ફ�સ� �ક, �� �વટર, �હ��સએપ,  ઇ��ટ�ગ્ર�મ, ��-  

ટ��બ અન� બ�જી ઘણ�-બધ� વ�બસ�ઇ�સન� મ��યમથ� લ�ક� પ�ત�ન� અ�ભ�ય��તન� અન�ક લ�ક� ��ધ� 

સરળત�થ� પહ�ચ�ડ� શક� છ�.  

58 
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સ��શયલ મ��ડય� એ એક ઓનલ�ઈન �લ�ટફ�મ� છ� જે ��ઝસ�ન� લ�ક� સ�થ� જ�ડ�વ� અન� વ��શ્વક �તર� 

વ��ત�વક સમયમ�� �વચ�ર� શ�ર કરવ�મ�� મદદ કર� છ�. મહ��વન� વ�ત એ છ� ક�, ભ�રત�ય� મ�ટ� 

સ��શયલ મ��ડય� તમ�મ પ્રક�રન� �વચ�ર�ન� મ���ટ�ગ પ�ટ તર�ક� સ�વ� આપ� છ� અન� ઉપ��ક્ષત લ�ક�ન� 

અવ�જ આ�ય� છ�. ભ�રત��� બ�ધ�રણ તમ�મ ન�ગ�રક�ન� વ�ણ� અન� �વચ�ર�ન� અ�ભ�ય��તન� 

�વત�ત્રત�ન� બ��યધર� આપ� છ�, સ��શયલ મ��ડય� મ��હત� એકત્ર કરવ� અન� ત�મન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય �ય�ત 

કરવ� મ�ટ� એક સશ�ત �લ�ટફ�મ� તર�ક� ક�મ કર� છ�. 

ઇ�ટરન�ટ વપર�શકત��ઓ અ�ય ક�ઈપણ પ્રક�રન� સ�ઇટ કરત�� સ��શયલ મ��ડય� સ�થ� વ�� સમય 

પસ�ર કરવ���� ચ��� ર�ખ� છ�. �ન�સન (2014). સ��શયલ ન�ટવક�  સ�ઇ�સ એ વ�બ-આધ��રત સ�વ�ઓ છ� 

જે �ય��તઓન� સ��મત પ્રણ�લ�મ�� સ�વ�જ�નક અથવ� અધ�-સ�વ�જ�નક પ્ર�ફ�ઇલ બન�વવ�ન� મ���ર� 

આપ� છ�, અ�ય વપર�શકત��ઓન� ય�દ�ન� �પ�ટ કર� છ� ક� જેમન� સ�થ� ત�ઓ કન��શન શ�ર કર� છ�, અન� 

ત�મન� જ�ડ�ણ�ન� અ�ય લ�ક� ��ર� બન�વ�લ� જ�ડ�ણ�ન� ય�દ�ન� જ�વ� અન� પસ�ર કરવ�ન� મ���ર� 

આપ� છ�. બ��ડ અન� એલ�સન (2007). તરૂણ� એ સ��શયલ ન�ટવ�ક�ગ સ�ઇ�સન� ઉપય�ગ મ�ટ�ન� ���ય 

વય ��થ�મ���� � એક છ�. ક�લ��સ� અન� અ�ય (2017). 

આમ, �વ�વધ સ�શ�ધન�મ�� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� �વ�વધ મ��યમ�ન� અસરક�રકત� જાણવ� મળ� હત�, 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓ સ��શયલ મ��ડય� ��ર� ઘ��� ન��� જાણ� શક� છ� ત� આ મ��યમ�ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ પર ક�ટલ�ક 

અસર� થત� પણ જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. આ અસર� હક�ર��મક અન� નક�ર��મક પણ હ�ય શક�. આ અસર� મ�ત્ર 

�ય��તગત ધ�રણ� જ ન�હ પર�� �� સ�� ��હક �તર� પણ થત� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. ત�થ� પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન હ�થ 

ધરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��. 

2 સમ�ય� કથન 

�શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� ��ર� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ અન� ત�ન� અસર 

USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA'S BY TEACHER EDUCATORS AND ITS IMPACT 
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પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન અંતગ�ત �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� ��ર� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ અન� ત�ન� અસર જાણવ� 

અ�ભપ્ર�ય�વલ�ન� ઉપય�ગ ��ર� મ��હત� એકત્ર કર� ટક�વ�ર� અન� ક�ઈવગ� � ��ય ��ર� મ��હત���� 

� �થક્કરણ કરવ�મ�� આ��� હ� ��. 

3. સ�શ�ધનન� હ�� �ઓ 

1. �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� ��ર� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�. 

2. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક�ન� આર��ય પરન� અસર તપ�સવ�. 

3. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક�ન� સ�મ��જક સ�બ�ધ� પરન� અસર તપ�સવ�. 

4. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક�ન� �શક્ષણ પરન� અસર તપ�સવ�. 

5. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક�ન� મન�ર�જન પરન� અસર તપ�સવ�. 

4. સ�શ�ધન પ્ર�� 

1. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક�ન� આર��ય પરન� અસર ક�વ� હશ�? 

2. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક�ન� સ�મ��જક સ�બ�ધ�અ પરન� અસર ક�વ� હશ�? 

3. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક�ન� �શક્ષણ પરન� અસર ક�વ� હશ�? 

4. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક�ન� મન�ર�જન પરન� અસર ક�વ� હશ�? 

5. સ�શ�ધન��� ક્ષ�ત્ર, પ્રક�ર અન� પદ્ધ�ત 

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન એમ.એડ. ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ પર કરવ���� હ�વ�થ� સ�શ�ધન ઉ�ચ �શક્ષણન� �પશ� છ� અન� 

સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ અન� ત� પર�વ�ન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય� જાણવ�ન� હ�વ�થ� ટ�કન�લ�જી પણ �પશ�� � 

હ� �. 

સ�શ�ધનમ�� મ��હત� આંકડ� �વરૂપ� મળત� હ�વ�થ� પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન સ��ય��મક પ્રક�ર��� છ�, તથ� 

�વધ�થ�ઓ પર સવ� કરવ�ન� હ�વ�થ� પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન સવ�ક્ષણ પદ્ધ�ત પ્રક�ર��� રહ�શ�. 

6. સ�શ�ધન��� મહ��વ 

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન��� મહ�વ ન�ચ� ��જબ હ� ��: 

· સ�શ�ધન ��ર� એમ.એડ. ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ ��ર� �વ�વધ પ્રક�રન� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ��� 

પ્રમ�ણ જાણ� શક�શ�. 

· �વ�ત�ર, વગ�, જ્ઞ��તન� સ�દભ� ભ��વ �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� ��ર� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ જાણ� 

શક�શ�. 
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· ક�લ�જ કક્ષ�એ પણ સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ જાણવ� મ�ટ� ઉપય�ગ� થશ�. 

· સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક ઉપય�ગ મ�ટ� મ�ગ�દશ�ન આપ� શક�શ�. 

· આ સ�શ�ધન �શક્ષક� ત�મજ ભ��વ સ�શ�ધક�ન� ઉપય�ગ� થશ�. 

7. સ�શ�ધનન� ક્ષ�ત્ર મય��દ� 

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનન� ક્ષ�ત્ર મય��દ�ઓ આ ��જબ હત�: 

· �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� તર�ક� સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ� સલ��ન એમ.એડ. ક�લ�જ�મ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� 

�વધ�થ�ઓન� સમ�વ�શ કર�લ છ�. 

· સ��શયલ મ��ડય� તર�ક� ફ�સ� �ક, �હ��સએપ, ઇ��ટ�ગ્ર�મ અન� ��ટ��બન� સમ�વ�શ કર�લ છ�. 

· સ�શ�ધક ર�ચત ઉપકરણ ��ર� ન� �ન� પસ�દગ� કર�લ છ�. 

8. �ય�પ�વશ્વ અન� ન� �ન� પસ�દગ� 

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ� સ�લ�ન એમ.એડ. ક�લ�જ�મ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� �ય�પ�વશ્વમ��થ� 

ય��� ��છક ન� �ન� પસ�દગ� પદ્ધ�ત ��ર� 2 ક�લ�જ� અન� 119 �વધ�થ�ઓન� પસ�દગ� કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. 

ન� �ન�મ�� �શક્ષણશ�સ્ત્ર ભવન, સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ�-ર�જક�ટ અન� આર.ડ�. ગ�ડ� એમ.એડ. ક�લ�જ- 

ર�જક�ટન� સમ�વ�શ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. 

9. ઉપકરણ 

સ�શ�ધન પ્ર�ક્રય� દર�મય�ન સ�શ�ધનન� હ�� �ઓ અ��સ�ર આવ�યક મ��હત� મ�ળવવ� મ�ટ�ન� સ�ધનન� 

ઉપકરણ કહ�વ�ય. પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન મ�ટ� �વર�ચત અ�ભપ્ર�ય�વલ�ન� ઉપય�ગ કય� હત�. 

10. મ��હત� એકત્ર�કરણ અન� � �થક્કરણ 

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� સ�શ�ધક� ન� �ન�ન� પ�ત્ર� પ�સ�થ� ��ગલ ��મ� ��ર� મ��હત� મ�ળવ� હત�. �વધ�નમ��  

પ્ર�તચ�ર આપવ� મ�ટ� ત્રણ કક્ષ�ઓ સહમત- 3, તટ�થ- 2 અન� અસહમતન�- 1 ��ણ આપ� ક�ડ�ગ કર� 

ટક�વ�ર� અન�  ક�ઈવગ� � ��યન� ઉપય�ગ કર� મ��હત���� � �થક્કરણ કરવ�મ�� આ���� હ� ��. મ��હત�ન� 

અંકશ�સ્ત્ર�ય � �થક્કરણ મ�ટ� Excel પ્ર�ગ્ર�મન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. 

અ�ભપ્ર�ય�વલ�મ�� ��લ 30 �વધ�ન હત� જેમ�� 6 �વધ�ન  'હ�' અન� ‘ન�’ વ�ળ� હત�. ��લ પ�ત્ર�ન� 

પ્ર�તચ�રન� આધ�ર� ક�ઢ�લ ટક�વર� સ�રણ� 1 મ�� આપ�લ છ�. 
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સ�રણ�- 1 : �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� ��ર� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� ટક�વ�ર� 

ક્રમ �વધ�ન ‘હ�’ N (%) ‘ન�’ N (%) 

1 તમ� �મ�ટ�  મ�બ�ઈલન� ઉપય�ગ કર� છ�. 119 (100) 00 (00) 

2 તમ� ઈ�ટરન�ટન� ઉપય�ગ કર� છ�. 119 (100) 00 (00) 

3 તમ� ફ�સ� �કન� ઉપય�ગ કર� છ�. 72 (60.50) 47 (39.49) 

4 તમ� ઈ�સટ�ગ્ર�મન� ઉપય�ગ કર� છ�. 69 (57.98) 50 (42.01) 

5 તમ� �હ��સએપન� ઉપય�ગ કર� છ�. 119 (100) 00 (00) 

6 તમ� �� - ટ��બન� ઉપય�ગ કર� છ�. 117 (98.31) 02 (1.68) 

 

 

આલ�ખ -1 : �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� ��ર� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ 

આલ�ખ -1 અન� સ�રણ�-1��� અવલ�કન કરત� જણ�ય છ� ક� �મ�ટ���ન, ઈ�ટરન�ટ અન� �હ��સ�પન� 

ઉપય�ગ 100% �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� કર� છ�. �ય�ર� ��ટ��બન� 98.31%, ��સ��ક 60.50% અન� ઈ��ટ�ગ્ર�મન� 

57.98% �શક્ષક પ્ર�શક્ષક� ઉપય�ગ કર� છ�. 
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સ�રણ�- 2 : સ��શયલ મ��ડય� પર પ�ત્ર�ન� પ્ર�તચ�ર���� ક�ઈવગ� � ��ય 

કલમ 

ક્રમ 

પ્ર�તચ�ર 
��લ 

N (%) 

ક�ઈવગ� 

χ² � ��ય 

સ�થ�કત� 

કક્ષ� 
હ� N (%) ન� N (%) 

તટ�થ N 

(%) 
7 70 (58.8) 27 (22.7) 22 (18.5) 119 (100) 35.1092 0.001 

8 87 (73.1) 8 (6.7) 24 (20.2) 119 (100) 87.9496 0.001 

9 30 (25.2) 48 (40.3) 41 (34.5) 119 (100) 4.1513  

10 77 (65.8) 8 (6.8) 32 (27.4) 117 (100) 62.9231 0.001 

11 43 (36.1) 39 (32.8) 37 (31.1) 119 (100) 0.4706  

12 116 (97.5) 1 (0.8) 2 (1.7) 119 (100) 220.3529 0.001 

13 64 (53.8) 26 (21.8) 29 (24.4) 119 (100) 22.5042 0.001 

14 64 (53.8) 19 (16.0) 36 (30.3) 119 (100) 26.0336 0.001 

15 75 (63.6) 21 (17.8) 22 (18.6) 118 (100) 48.5254 0.001 

16 72 (60.5) 25 (21.0) 22 (18.5)  119 (100) 39.6471 0.001 

17 63 (53.4) 33 (28.0) 22 (18.6) 118 (100) 22.8983 0.001 

18 29 (24.4) 26 (21.8) 64 (53.8) 119 (100) 22.5042 0.001 

19 102 (86.4) 8 (6.8) 8 (6.8) 118 (100) 149.7627 0.001 

20 96 (80.7) 8 (6.7) 15 (12.6) 119 (100) 120.6218 0.001 

21 104 (87.4) 4 (3.4) 11 (9.2) 119 (100) 157.1261 0.001 

22 113 (95.0) 1 (0.8) 5 (4.2) 119 (100) 203.5630 0.001 

23 114 (97.4) 0 (0.0) 3 (2.6) 117 (100) 216.4615 0.001 

24 102 (85.7) 6 (5.0) 11 (9.2) 119 (100) 147.2437 0.001 

25 73 (61.3) 20 (16.8) 26 (21.8) 119 (100) 42.4706 0.001 

26 96 (80.7) 14 (11.8) 9 (7.6) 119 (100) 120.3193 0.001 

27 92 (77.3) 9 (7.6) 18 (15.1) 119 (100) 104.5882 0.001 

28 20 (16.9) 81 (68.6) 17 (14.4) 118 (100) 66.3220 0.001 

29 34 (28.8) 52 (44.1) 32 (27.1) 118 (100) 6.1695 0.005 

30 100 (85.5) 4 (3.4) 13 (11.1) 117 (100) 144.1538 0.001 

11. પ�રણ�મ અન� અથ�ઘટન  

પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� �વધ�ન 7 થ� 13 આર��ય સ�બ��ધત હત��. �વધ�ન 7, 8, 10, 12 અન� 13 એ 0.001 

કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક છ�. �ય�ર� �વધ�ન 9 અન� 11 એકપણ કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક નથ�. �વધ�ન 14 થ� 19 સ�મ��જક 

સ�બ�ધ� સ�બ��ધત હત��. જે તમ�મ �વધ�ન 0.001 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક છ�. �વધ�ન 21 થ� 27 �શક્ષણ સ�બ��ધત 

હત��. જે તમ�મ �વધ�ન 0.001 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક છ�. �વધ�ન 28 થ� 30 મન�ર�જન સ�બ��ધત હત��. �વધ�ન 28 
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અન� 30 એ 0.001 કક્ષ�એ ત� �વધ�ન 29 એ 0.005 કક્ષ�એ સ�થ�ક છ�. �વધ�ન�ન� પ્ર�તચ�રન� �વગત 

સ�રણ�-2 મ�� આપ�લ છ�. 

ઉપ����ત સ�રણ�-2 ન� પ�રણ�મ�ન� આધ�ર� ન�ચ�ન� ત�રણ� ત�રવ� શક�ય: 

1. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� આર��ય �વષયક નક�ર��મક અસર� 

· સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગથ� �દનચમ��મ�� ફ�ર��ર થ�ય છ�. 

· આર��ય જ�ખમ�ય છ�. 

· સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ વધ�ર� કરવ�થ� બ��દ્ધક �વક�સ થત� નથ�.   

· �ય��ત આળ�� બન� છ�. 

· હ�થન� આંગળ�ઓન� સ�વ�દન� �ન��ક્રય બન� છ�. 

· આંખ�ન� ��કશ�ન થ�ય છ�. 

· ય�દ શ��ત નબળ� પડ� છ�. 

2. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� સ�મ��જક સ�બ�ધ� �વષયક નક�ર��મક અસર� 

· સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગથ� વત�ન અસ�મ��ય થ�ય છ�. 

· લ�ગણ�ન� સ�બ�ધ� ઓછ� થ�ય છ�. 

· છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓ લગભગ સમ�ન ઉપય�ગ કર� છ�. 

· ક�ર�ન� જેવ� મહ�મ�ર�મ�� ઉપય�ગ� થ�ય છ�. 

હક�ર��મક અસર� 

· �મત્ર�થ� નજીક રહ� શક�ય છ�. 

· એકલત� ��ર થ�ય છ�. 

3. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� �શક્ષણ �વષયક હક�ર��મક અસર� 

· સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ ��ર� �શક્ષણ સ�બ��ધત �વડ�ય� ��એ છ�. 

· ન��� જ્ઞ�ન મ�ળવ� છ�. 

· વત�મ�ન પ્રવ�હ�થ� પ�ર�ચત રહ� છ�. 

· મ��હત� સરળત�� �વ�ક એકબ�જા ��ધ� પહ�ચ�ડ� છ�. 

· �વષયન� અ��રૂપ મ��હત� મ�ળવ� છ�. 

· �શક્ષણ��� �તર ઉં�� લ�વ� શક�ય છ�. 

· સ��શયલ મ��ડય�થ� �શક્ષણ લ�વ���� સરળ બ���� છ�. 

· વત�મ�નમ�� સ��શયલ મ��ડય� જ��ર� બ���� છ�. 
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4. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગન� મન�ર�જન �વષયક હક�ર��મક અસર� 

· વત�મ�નમ�� સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ ��ત મન�ર�જન મ�ટ� જ નથ� કરત�. 

· સમય પસ�ર કરવ� મ�ટ� જ નથ� કરત�. 

· સ��શયલ મ�ડ�ય�ન� ઉપય�ગ આન�દ પ્ર��ત કરવ� કર� છ�. 

12. �ન�કષ� 

સ��શયલ મ��ડય� પ્ર�થ�મક ર�ત� પ્ર�ય�યન અન� પ�ર�પ�રક �ક્રય� મ�ટ� �વકસ�વવ�મ�� આ���� છ�. અસ��ય 

સ�ક્રય વપર�શકત��ઓન� મદદ કરવ� મ�ટ� સ��શયલ મ��ડય� એ આ���નક ��ગ��� મહ��વ��� મ��યમ છ� 

ત�મ�� ક�ઈ શ�ક� નથ�. સ��શયલ મ��ડય�ન� � ��મક� અ�ય�ત મહ�વન� છ�. પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� સ��શયલ 

મ��ડય�ન� હક�ર��મક અસર� ત�ન� નક�ર��મક અસર� કરત� વ�� જ�વ� મળ� હત�. સ�સ��શયલ 

મ��ડય�ન� ઉપય�ગ આર��ય �વષયક નક�ર��મક અસર પડ� છ� ત� �શક્ષણ અન� મન�ર�જન �વષયક 

હક�ર��મક અસર પડ� છ� �ય�ર� સ�મ��જક સ�બ�ધ �વશ� હક�ર��મક ત�મજ નક�ર��મક અસર પડ� છ�. 

સ�દભ�� �ચ� 

· પરમ�ર, એન.એસ. (2009). સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ�મ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� અ���ન�તક �વધ�થ�ઓન� 

ક����ટર પ્ર�ય�ન� જા��તત�ન� અ�ય�સ. (અપ્રક��શત લ�� શ�ધ �નબ�ધ), સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ�, 

ર�જક�ટ. 

· તર�ય�, વ�.એમ. (2009). અમર�લ� જી�લ�ન� શ�ળ�ઓમ�� મ��ય�મક કક્ષ�એ ક����ટર �શક્ષણન� 
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Abstract 

The plant species provide many products that are used worldwide. These products are obtained 

from wild or cultivated plants. Inspite of richest biodiversity, still today remained poorly 

understood, under exploited & poorly documented. These plants should be exploited through 

proper bioprospecting methods. There is growing demand for new bioactive compounds for the 

pharmaceutical, agriculture and food industries. The microbes associated with plants having 

attractive and promising source, but they are nearly unexploited. Therefore, bioprospecting of 

plant microbes is gaining more and more attention. This article highlights the biochemical 

resources from plants & Scope of Bioprospecting. 

Keywords: Bioprospecting, Biodiversity, climate change; conservation; resources 

Introduction 

               Bioprospecting means the ‘Search for the useful biological materials in 

microorganisms, plants, fungi, animals & humans”. (Polski,2005). Bioprospecting involves 

characterization of bio resources through different methods, their mapping & conservation of 

endangered plant species & bio prospective molecules. bioprospecting of plants is the 

exploration of wild plants for commercially valuable genetic & biochemical resources”. The 

world microbes are almost remained unidentified, under exploited & unexplored. The 

Bioprospecting of such microbes in pharmaceutical industry, antibiotic industry, enzymes, 

toxins, hormones, alkaloids & vaccines is very promising & challenging task for life science 

researchers. 

               Bioprospecting can be defined as the “systematic search for and development of new 

sources of chemical compounds, genes, micro-organisms, macro-organisms, and other valuable 

products from nature”. It is the search for valuable genetic and biochemical resources from 

nature. So, in brief, bioprospecting means looking for ways to commercialize biodiversity. 

Lately, exploration and research on indigenous knowledge related to the utilization and 

59 
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management of biological resources has also been included into the concept of bioprospecting. 

Thus, bioprospecting touches upon the conservation and sustainable use of biological resources 

and the rights of local and indigenous communities. 

       The bioprospecting of microbes in agriculture is a vast scope because microbes have been 

used for bio mining, biogas production, bioremediation, biosorption, biogas production etc. 

The Bioprospecting for plants contribute greatly to environmentally sound development & 

returns benefit to indigenous people or local people, who are the custodians of these resources. 

India with 65 crores acres of land, surrounded by water & Himalayas with plenty of flora & 

fauna, provide us great opportunity for Bioprospecting. 

Scope: 

              There is vast scope for Bioprospecting in India because we have rich biodiversity. 

Saccharum plant is useful for sugar production; sugar is used for various purposes. On this single 

genus variety of industries have been setup such as alcohol industries, distilleries etc. similarly in 

case of medicinal plants used by tribals, villagers. In India Neem was used as ecofriendly 

pesticide, since long time by the farmers through indigenous knowledge of bioprospecting. 

The anticancer drug Taxol from Gymnospermic plant Taxus had also made million-dollar history 

in the world. Bio resources obtained from plants are high valued. The increased interest in 

bioprospecting is mainly because the uniqueness & innovativeness in such plants, which is not 

seen in synthetic chemicals. Due to advance research in biotechnology, genetics, proteomics the 

progress in bioprospecting is possible. 

Biopiracy 

             Biopiracy means any activity by biodiversity prospectors to steal the plants or their 

products & traditional knowledge about biodiversity & use that to earn money without 

reimbursement to the owner. Various organizations such as NGOs (Non-Government 

Organizations) will help largely to protect Bioresources from Biopiracy. The laws & regulations 

help to protect property knowledge etc. 
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Biochemical Resources from plants 

           The plants of earth full of biochemical’s including amino acids, carbohydrates, starch, 

polysaccharides like cellulose, gum, resins, lignins, cutins, waxes, suberins etc. The plant 

consists of various secondary metabolites like alkaloids, tannins, phenols, flavanoids, glycosides, 

anthocyanins etc. 

            Some plants are the sources of oils, fats, fatty acids, lipids, membrane lipids, structural 

lipids, essential oils, perfumes & aromatic compounds. The plants like tea, coffe had served us as 

beverages through their tannins & coffins. The pigments & dyes are also obtained from plants. 

Dyes are ecofriendly in nature which are used to dye our cloths, foods, drinks, ice-creams etc. the 

rubber & other plants are the base of our expanding rubber industry through the chemicals 

present in their latex i.e. hydrocarbons. 

Allelochemicals 

             Plants released specific type of stimulatory or inhibitory chemicals into environment 

known as allelochemicals. These chemicals inhibit the growth of surrounding plant species. 

Many grasses are rich in such allelochemicals. Some crops like Sorghum, Wheat, and Sunflower 

also release some chemicals in environment through root exudates. The residue of weeds & 

crops after decomposition release variety of allelochemicals like alkaloids, terpanoids, phenols, 

flavanoids etc. 

Biochemical Resources from Fungi 

       The fungal species are useful as they produce many chemicals, medicines, antibiotics, 

organic acids, amino acids.  They also produce some enzymes; secrete many chemicals attacking 

the host plants. Some fungi produce phenols, other defense compounds, vitamins phytoharmones 

like gibberellins etc. 

         Some fungi like yeast produce vitamins, Claviceps produces ergot alkaloids and 

Penicillium produces antibiotics like penicillin. Edible mushrooms like Agaricus, Pleurotus are 

the best source of soluble proteins. 
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Medicinal Plants 

          WHO (world Health Organization) has listed over 21,000 plant species worldwide, which 

are having medicinal value. More than 2500 species of plants are used in Ayurveda, Sidha, 

Unani & other traditional health care systems. Earth has rich biodiversity, but most of the plants 

remained untapped. So lot of scope is there to find the untapped medicinal plants, especially for 

cancer, obesity, diabetes, HIV & other dreadful diseases. Researchers have to work on this line 

because thousands of medicinal plants remained untapped. 

             The knowledge of tribal’s, indigenous & traditional knowledge of villagers must be 

explored to bring new medicinal plants under use. Taxol obtained from Taxus had made miracle 

in cancer cure. Aloe it is effective for treat minor burns and some skin problems. Also used in 

various cosmetics. 

Wild Ornamental plants           

            Many wild plants have very attractive & beautiful flowers, with better vase life. The flora 

of western ghat can be exploited as untapped resources of wild ornamentals e.g. species of Ixora, 

Iris, Orchids like Vanda, Jasminum are ornamental plants. The wild Curcuma species having 

very attractive & colorful flowers may be exploited as new ornamentals. The wild fern species 

will serve the purpose of ornamental foliage. 

Forest Resources 

              Trees are the most important plants in forests. Most of the other organisms in the forest 

depend on the tree's ability to turn the sun’s energy into sugars using photosynthesis. There are 

big trees and small trees e.g. Eucalyptus, Ficus, Bamboo etc. Many timber yielding plant species 

are fast growing forest plants, producing huge biomass has remained untapped. There are many 

plant species which can substitute Teak e.g Gmelina arborea, it should be exploited for timber. 

Conclusion 

                We have the highest & massive genetic resources. India should take lead to form bio-

partnership & being senior partner in man power & genetic resources amongst all the third world 

countries. Indeed, this is the need of time. The bioprospecting depends on successful exploration 
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& utilization of our plant & biochemical resources. Biodiversity-rich countries often face serious 

problems with regard to the prevention of unauthorized bioprospecting, due to weak law 

enforcement, we can avoid biopiracy by developing an integrated comprehensive national policy.     
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Abstract 

This work provides a study on consumer behavior on E-commerce vs traditional retail. The 

increasing importance to research on online purchasing arises as E-tailing enterprise has won 

momentum in past few years and attracted large bite of teenagers closer to the platform. As e-

tailing enterprise is still evolving, fundamental studies had been regarding demographic 

components of clients or troubles referring to protection, website functions. But minimum 

studies turned into carried out on customer orientation and on line advertising and marketing 

factors combine. Electronic commerce has grown to be one of the critical traits of internet Era. 

With the increasing net penetration India’s E-trade and E-tailing marketplace has foreseen a huge 

growth and is expected to advantage a paradigm shift from offline retail. Ecommerce industry is 

registering annual growth rate of 50% in India. This work provides a study on E-commerce vs. 

traditional business with their benefits and challenges. This work strongly focus on influence of 

behavior towards Ecommerce management. This work uses questionnaire based survey and take 

response from 261 people. After this, it gets analyzed by Chi test and provided useful results.  

Index Terms Traditional Retail Business, Brick and Mortar, E-commerce, Online Retailing, 

Customer Behaviour etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Internet generation has created a networked financial system which is popularly referred to as 

ecommerce. E-trade constitutes the procedure of trade for services and products between groups, 

groups and people. It is one of the vital sports of a commercial enterprise which generates sales. 

E-trade could as a consequence be taken to be a part of e-business. Formally, e-trade is 

described as statistics technology based totally mediation for change of products or offerings 

between people or groups and intra or inter organizational sports that facilitate such exchanges 

electronically. 

60 
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E-commerce is categorized in several methods. Firstly it represents digitized communication 

among two entities coordinating and exchanging records about products or services, their snap 

shots, charges, the phrases of shipping via electronic transmission of orders. Secondly it 

represents era decreasing and/or replacing human interface for business which include 

payments. Businesses which managed transactions via human interface now have the choice to 

use generation. Thirdly it goes past generation permitting to era mediating. The concept of 

virtual market vicinity is taking the location of traditional bodily market location in which 

suppliers and clients come collectively to trade. Support one of these digital market. In different 

phrases it relates to how commercial enterprise companies carry out inner control of outside 

members of the family through procedure and structures supported by means of digital 

electronics. 

A. E-Marketing 

E-marketing or electronic marketing refers to advertising and marketing using the electronic 

media and the Internet. The techniques of pull & push extensively utilized in conventional 

advertising and marketing also are legitimate for e-advertising. Push e-advertising and marketing 

allows e-entrepreneurs to provide their product/carrier statistics to web site visitors or buyers 

with out their requesting it. 

B. E-Tailing  

E-tailing is electronic retailing that is to sell retail goods online over the internet. Entailing 

pertains to transactions of orders on the internet leading to exchange of consumer goods and 

services to customers. E-tailing changed into first started out by way of Dell Computers once 

they provided their private computers immediately to customers thru their internet site. 

C. Types of E-Commerce Transactions  

The transaction that take area between commercial enterprise and consumer is called B2C; 

among a business and some other commercial enterprise is called B2B, among a business and the 

Government is called B2G and among a patron and another client is known as C2C. In B2C e-

trade, customers everywhere who have get right of entry to to net or mobile app can visit a dealer 

net-based digital keep, browse the e-catalog of services or products available, make picks, in 
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reality load selections on a e-cart, get to the checkout page at the internet site and conform to 

phrases which include shipping, mode of payment, shipping time table, quantity of billing and so 

forth. And while the transaction through making the agreed payment digitally or conform to pay 

cash on shipping. B2C e-commerce in India has grown with the aid of 44% according to cent 

year-on-year in the last three years. 

2. E-COMMERCE BUSINESS MODELS 

In the Inventory-led model the inventory of goods is with the business enterprise, as own, bought 

out or consignment inventory. As physical ownership of products is with the organization the 

availability, price and delivery is confident. In the case of services the Inventory-led of resources 

to offer the carrier is with the corporation. The Inventory-led model is commonly an exceptional 

manufacturer, dealer or proprietor of products or services. Developed markets like US, Japan and 

Europe are characterized via Inventory-led model. Large producers and retailers in those markets 

like Dell, Guess, Wall Mart, Gap and Target and so on. The benefits and drawbacks of thee-trade 

commercial enterprise fashions can be examined using lean commercial enterprise version 

framework. For the contrast let us take the fashions wherein on line transactions can be achieved. 

This will leave out e-mails and static websites. 

A. Omni Channel E-Commerce 

It is a hybrid of Inventory-led internet site and offline retail. Well-recognized manufacturers and 

outlets inn to this version in which their merchandise which might be available in an specific 

branded (EBO) or multi branded (MBO) brick & mortar retail stores are also available inside the 

on-line websites managed by using the employer. Customer dating and value proposition for 

consumer time is given significance on this version. Customers can purchase the product on-line 

and feature it delivered or pick out it up from a close-by retail place. Customers can also browse 

the internet site to realize what is to be had at unique locations at what charge after which use the 

conventional distribution channel facility to go throughout and buy it from the nearest offline 

retail save. 
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B. BTO or MTO E-Commerce 

Several customized “Build to Order” or “Made to Order” web sites have arisen recently. The 

version is a aggregate of Inventory led internet site model and market-vicinity kind e-portal. 

Here the targeted customer segments are those with unique needs which differ from the same old 

merchandise available in the mass market. Existing client relationships are evolved in addition 

with the price proposition of e-trade in providing the facility of choice and ordering a customized 

product from everywhere and get it introduced to the place of desire. The manufacturers or 

providers provide the client the manner of choosing inputs from a given list of suppliers stating 

specs, make and value personally which are then assembled by the manufacturer and shipped to 

the purchaser. 

C. Subscription Based Sub - Model 

Subscription is some other sub-version of e-commerce business which mixes capabilities of 

Inventory-led internet site and market-vicinity kind e-portal. It first started as an easy manner to 

rent books, song & films Tapes/CD/Blu-ray from offline libraries who might rent, bodily deliver 

the titles and arrange to take them lower back. When the digitalization of books, song and films 

befell this business commenced dropping clients as sizeable piracy of the authentic titles started 

out proliferating on line. 

D. Ticketing Sub-Model 

Ticketing is the oldest and maximum successful kind of ecommerce commercial enterprise. 

Ticketing also is available in both kinds of e-trade business models. Ticketing is viable on 

market-place e-portals wherein reserving can be accomplished for exceptional carriers of travel 

or resorts or suggests. Ticketing is likewise viable on unique websites of particular vendors of 

travel, lodges or show venues. Here portal targets mass customer segments with a huge variety of 

needs. 

E. Aggregator Sub-Model 

This model is precise as it's miles hybrid of both the e-portal model and internet site model. In 

terms of the patron it is Inventory-led or resource primarily based website so the customer is 

assured of shipping of the carrier. On the service resource facet it is like a market-location portal 
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because it does now not definitely personal the assets. The proprietors of the resources are on 

agreement with the platform and feature the independence to accept the order. Customer dating 

is maintained with the aid of the aggregator portal with unique offers and quick reaction to 

clients. 

F. Retail E-Commerce Sales Growth in India  

The above discern surely suggests the boom sample and the way Indian E-trade Industry 

(includes products or services ordered using the net thru any device, irrespective of the method 

of payment or success; excludes tour & Event Tickets) is expected to grow with the aid of 

forty.10% with the aid of 2018 & 23.9% by means of 2019, via Taking E-tailing income to a new 

peak from USD 39.Forty five Billion in year 2017 to USD 55.26 Billion in year 2018. Each year 

enterprise is registering a minimum increase of 29% when you consider that 2009.The four 

important category of E-trade are B2B, C2B, C2C and B2C. 

o B2B (enterprise to commercial enterprise) involves agencies doing enterprise with every 

other, such as manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors, shops. Example of B2B E-

commerce is Alibaba.  

o C2B (purchaser to business) consumer posts a undertaking on line with necessities and 

business technique the customer and purchaser pick business consistent with the necessities 

met.  

3. NEED & SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY  

Electronic commerce has grown to be one of the critical traits of internet Era. With the 

increasing net penetration India’s E-trade and E-tailing marketplace has foreseen a huge growth 

and is expected to advantage a paradigm shift from offline retail. Ecommerce industry is 

registering annual growth rate of 50% in India. Consumer Buying Behavior refers to the 

shopping for conduct of the final customer. Consumer behavior can be defined because the 

choice-making procedure and bodily hobby concerned in obtaining, evaluating, the use of and 

disposing of goods and services. The customer journey has grown greater complicated. Before 

making an internet purchase choice, a purchaser engages with a logo thru many one-of-a-kind 

media channels which includes e mail, paid search, social media, referrals and many others.  
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They have a look at makes a specialty of finding motives for the increasing patron orientation 

towards online buying, and to benefit attitude in on line marketing factors affecting online 

purchaser buying behavior of each experimental and purpose orientated customers and patron 

Satisfaction & loyalty. E-tailing industry has undergone this variation due to marketplace area 

version followed through essential gamers; research would cover these fundamental E-tailing 

web sites. 

4. RESEARCH METHODLOGY 

Research design is the framework of research methods and techniques chosen by a researcher 

to design a method for research methodology. Our design shows that the type of research it is 

(experimental, survey, correlational, semi-experimental, review) and also its sub-type 

(experimental design, research problem, descriptive case-study). The main focus is to study on 

the performance of consumer behavior on Ecommerce vs retail. The main objective of the 

research design is the discovery of ideas and insights. Another main objective of using such 

a research design is to formulate a research problem for an in-depth or more precise 

investigation, or for developing a working hypothesis from an operational aspect. The purpose of 

a research design is to provide a plan of study which give researcher an accurate assessment of 

the research and researcher also analyze the cause-and-effect relationships between independent 

and dependent variables. 

Descriptive research method is used when research objectives is emphasizes describing and 

measuring marketing issues at a particular point of time. It is guided by initial hypothesis. 

Descriptive research or studies require a clear specification of who, when, where, why and how 

of the research. They are used when the research is intended to describe the characteristics of 

certain group. 

Questionnaires need to appeal to respondents, cannot be too long, too intrusive or too difficult to 

understand. They also need to measure accurately the issue under investigation. For these 

reasons it is also advisable, when possible, to use questionnaires that are available on the market 

and have already been thoroughly validated. In this work, it used mainly primary data to analyze 

the research in a systematic way and produce some good results. It must keep in mind the data 

they are getting is coming from most genuine and reliable sources. Primary data is the data 
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which is collected by the researcher for the first time is called primary data. It is original and 

used by the researcher for specific research. Primary data is collected in different ways include 

Surveys, observations, experiments, questionnaires, focus groups, interviews, etc. The population 

required for this study concentrated on common public. 

5. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

We collect the sample from population and do our research on those people that bunch of people 

which we select for our research is called sample people and the technique which we used for 

sample collection is called sampling technique. For data collection we prepare questionnaire, in 

this research for Impact of consumer behavior on Ecommerce, questionnaire made and take 

response from the respondents. In these questionnaires it covered all the data which is required 

for the research based on given objectives. It uses Chi test for further analysis. 261 persons have 

participated in this questionnaire survey. The Chi-Square test is a statistical procedure used by 

researchers to examine the differences between categorical variables in the same population. The 

Chi-Square test is most useful when analyzing cross tabulations of survey response data. Because 

cross tabulations reveal the frequency and percentage of responses to questions by various 

segments or categories of respondents (gender, age etc.). The results are shown below. 

Table 1: Observed and Expected Counts to Indicate the mode of your Purchases 

Category Observed Test 
Proportion 

Expected Contribution 
to Chi-Square 

I do both Offline & 
Online Shop 

232 0.333333 87 241.667 

I do only Offline 
Shopping (Physical) 

23 0.333333 87 47.080 

I do only Online 
Shopping 

6 0.333333 87 75.414 

 

Table 2: Chi-Square Test to Indicate the mode of your Purchases 

N N* DF Chi-Sq P-Value 
261 0 2 364.161 0.000 
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Fig 1: Observed and Expected Counts to Indicate the mode of your Purchases 

 

Fig 2: Chi-Square Value by Category to Indicate the mode of your Purchases 

Table 3: Observed and Expected Counts to Indicate the percentage of your Income spent 

on your routine monthly Shopping 

Category Observed Test 
Proportion 

Expected Contribution 
to Chi-Square 

10 to 20% 111 0.25 65.25 32.0776 
20% to 50% 84 0.25 65.25 5.3879 
Less than 10% 57 0.25 65.25 1.0431 
More than 50% 9 0.25 65.25 48.4914 
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Table 4: Chi-Square Test to Indicate the percentage of your Income spent on your routine 

monthly Shopping 

N N* DF Chi-Sq P-Value 
261 0 3 87 0.000 

 

 

Fig 3: Observed and Expected Counts to Indicate the percentage of your Income spent on 

your routine monthly Shopping 
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Fig 4: Chi-Square Value by Category to Indicate the percentage of your Income spent on 

your routine monthly Shopping 

Table 5: Observed and Expected Counts to Indicate the approximate Percent of your Total 

Shopping that is spent on Online Shopping 

Category Observed Test 
Proportion 

Expected Contribution 
to Chi-Square 

10 to 20% 83 0.2 52.2 18.1732 
21% to 50% 40 0.2 52.2 2.8513 
I Don't use 
online Shopping 

14 0.2 52.2 27.9548 

Less than 10% 101 0.2 52.2 45.6215 
More than 50% 23 0.2 52.2 16.3341 

 

Table 6: Chi-Square Test to Indicate the approximate Percent of your Total Shopping that 

is spent on Online Shopping 

N N* DF Chi-Sq P-Value 
261 0 4 110.935 0.000 

 

 

Fig 5: Observed and Expected Counts to Indicate the approximate Percent of your Total 

Shopping that is spent on Online Shopping 
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Fig 6: Chi-Square Value by Category to Indicate the approximate Percent of your Total 

Shopping that is spent on Online Shopping 

Table 7: Observed and Expected Counts to Indicate for how long you have been doing 

Online Shopping 

Category Observed Test 
Proportion 

Expected Contribution 
to Chi-Square 

I Don’t use 
Online 
Shopping 

11 0.166667 43.5 24.282 

Last 2 years 33 0.166667 43.5 2.534 
Last 3 years 46 0.166667 43.5 0.144 
Last 4 years 31 0.166667 43.5 3.592 
Last one year 15 0.166667 43.5 18.672 
More than 4 
years 

125 0.166667 43.5 152.695 

 

Table 8: Chi-Square Test to Indicate for how long you have been doing Online Shopping 

N N* DF Chi-Sq P-Value 
261 0 5 201.920 0.000 
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Fig 7: Observed and Expected Counts to Indicate for how long you have been doing Online 

Shopping 

 

Fig 8: Chi-Square Value by Category to Indicate for how long you have been doing Online 

Shopping 

All results are provided using Chi Test with Observed and Expected Counts. It considered the 

cases of Indicating the mode of your Purchases. It also Indicates for how long you have been 

doing Online Shopping and also the approximate Percent of your Total Shopping that is spent on 

Online Shopping. All figures shows the expected as well observed values because this model has 

equal proportions for all aspects.  

6. CONCLUSION 

This work provides a study on E-commerce vs. traditional business with their benefits and 

challenges. This work strongly focus on influence of behavior towards Ecommerce management. 

Electronic commerce has grown to be one of the critical traits of internet Era. Ecommerce 
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industry is registering annual growth rate of 50% in India. Consumer Buying Behavior refers to 

the shopping for conduct of the final customer. Consumer behavior can be defined because the 

choice-making procedure and bodily hobby concerned in obtaining, evaluating, the use of and 

disposing of goods and services. This studies will assist the businesses worried in E-trade interest 

to recognize their target organization. This work uses questionnaire based survey and take 

response from 261 people. After this, it gets analyzed by Chi test and provided useful results. 
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Abstract 

This work mainly focus on Om shanti influence on ethics development and management in 

community. BK members have a spirituality in which they use meditation to connect relationship 

between soul & God. Meditation is a vast term that consists of large diversified practices. It is 

often accepted by mediators for mental training as well as improving state of consciousness. This 

meditation is strongly followed by Brahma Kumaris (BK). Its Raj Yoga technique is a technique 

that has usefulness for proving mental peace. It is an ancient technique that helps for inner 

harmonic system better. This spiritual community follows a Raj Yoga as a spiritual practice to 

establish a connection between God & Soul. This work strongly focus on influence of Om shanti 

for ethics management and spirituality. This work uses questionnaire based survey and take 

response from 199 people. After this, it gets analyzed by Chi test and provided useful results. 

The error found to be less than 1%.  

Index Terms- Om Shanti, Ethics Management, Mental Silence, Meditation, Followers & Non 

Followers etc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Though many realize sound as merely something to be heard, its mechanism is a bit extra 

complicated. Sound is made from vibrations. These vibrations are produced from a supply, travel 

through the air, and then are picked up through the ear before being interpreted by way of the 

brain, which assigns them some cost. The variety of vibrations per second is known as 

frequency. Because all count number consists of atomic cloth, that is in constant movement, 

everything and each person vibrates on some frequency. The top notch inventor and scientist 

Nikola Tesla as soon as stated, “If you want to find the secrets of the universe, assume in phrases 

of energy, frequency, and vibration.” The word Om is described by Hindu scripture as being the 

primordial sound of introduction. It is the authentic vibration of the universe. 

61 
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There are a number of meanings and interpretations of Om. But first issue's first: Om, or Aum, is 

a Vedic Sanskrit word with three sounds (or syllables): "A", "U", and "M", says Maya Breuer, 

vice chairman of cross-cultural advancement at Yoga Alliance. "In Sanskrit, the vowels 'A' and 

'U' turn out to be 'O'," she explains. "Aum or Om is one of the most effective mantras of all time. 

Originally from Hindu and Buddhist teachings, mantra refers to a word, sound, or word that is 

repeated and used to guide a meditation practice. A mantra is given to a pupil by a guru 

OM: A Universal Access  

Like an object depicted in numerous ways by using numerous painters, Om’s essence is uniquely 

manifested and accessed through unique types of humans everywhere in the world. As yogis 

normally conclude their meditations with the chanting of Om, the Judeo-Christian utterance of 

“Amen,” and the Islamic version “Amin,” are utilized by followers to evoke the strength of the 

Divine at the cease of a prayer. Even inside Hinduism, the which means and connotations of Om 

is perceived in a variety of methods. Though heard and frequently written as “om,” due to the 

way it sounds whilst it is repeatedly chanted, the sacred syllable is at first and greater accurately 

spelled as “aum.”  

Broken down, the 3 letters of A – U – M constitute a number of sacred trinities: 

• The special conditions of focus - the waking kingdom, the dreaming kingdom, and the deep 

sleep nation. 

• The deities in charge of the creation, preservation, and destruction of the universe- Brahma, 

Vishnu, and Shiva. 

The three authentic Vedic scriptures - Rg, Yajur, and Sāma. 

• The three worlds - earth, atmosphere, and ether. 

• The 3 factors of time - beyond, gift, and destiny. 

• In the Bhakti tradition (yoga of devotion)- Krishna (seen with the aid of his devotees because 

the God of Creation), Rādhārāni (Krishna’s everlasting consort, or God’s lady counterpart), 

and the everyday residing beings. Om encompasses all of creation, and its merciful electricity 

can be attained through any who are trying to find it, irrespective of who they may be, where 

they come from, or whichever religion they follow.  

BK members identify themselves as students and informally refer to each other as ‘Brahmins' or 

‘BKs’. BKs form a spiritual community with a lifestyle centered on the practice of Raja Yoga. 
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Raja Yoga, the most exalted or ‘kingly’ form of yoga, is a spiritual practice in which, through 

meditation, the practitioner seeks to establish and sustain a connection and relationship with the 

Supreme Soul or God. A BK is considered to be someone who has accepted the Raja Yoga 

philosophy and lives by the principles.  BK  philosophy  comprises  understandings of the self, 

God, time, rebirth, karma(the law of cause and effect), the world and social behaviour. Those in 

the Om Mandli had experiences of being separate and distinct from the body, and this experience 

of ‘soul consciousness’ was central to their life. This awareness of being a soul, that is, a point of 

conscious and eternal light energy, still forms the foundation of BKs’ meditation practice. All the 

disciplines and rituals they follow are in support of this relationship they experience with the 

Supreme Soul. 

Aim of Om Shanti 

· To offer learning in principles, values, & spiritual & moral understanding to those who are  

interested;  to  reaffirm  spiritual     identity,  inherent  goodness,  dignity,  &  worth  of  

human being; & to foster spirit of universal brotherhood;  

· To  encourage  transformation  in  individual  awareness,  attitude,  &     behavior  as 

foundation of overall advancement of human condition throughout world;  

· To  teach  BK  Raja  Yoga  meditation  &  related  methods  of  personal     development  & 

positive thinking;  

· To promote better understanding of & within global human family through insight into 

spiritual connections among world’s religions; environmental & human well-being & 

promotion of equality.  

· To  enhance  skills,  arts,  &  talents  &  higher  levels  of  attainment  &  quality  in  

personal, professional, & public life. 

Context of OM Shanti 

· Peace at the level of the body , mind and consciousness (spirit). 

· Peace in all three aspects of time: past, present and future 

· Peace at three levels of our bodies: the physical, subtle and causal. 

· Peace at the three planes of  existence: earthly , astral and in-between. 

· Peace in all three states of  the mind: awake , sleep and dreaming. 
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· Peace in three main factors that cause sorrow in life: firstly natural unknown forces of 

nature we have no control over , like storms or earthquakes; secondly , known factors 

such as our relationships , pollution, crime and; thirdly sorrow causes by our own mind, 

actions and emotions . 

· Asking for blessing for oneself , for immediate family and friends and for the world at 

large. The Shanti mantra is therefore considered to be a chant for universal peace. 

2. WHAT DOES OM ACTUALLY MEAN IN MEDITATION & ETHICS 

MANAGEMENT? 

As yoga and meditation have won recognition over the years, many human beings have grown 

comfy the usage of the terminology accompanying these practices. For example, perhaps you 

understand that "Namaste" way "the mild in me bows to the mild in you," and that "asana" refers 

to "sitting posture." But what exactly is the that means of Om, the soothing, vibrational sound 

frequently chanted at some point of yoga and meditation? 

Before diving into all matters Om, a brief reminder: Yoga and meditation, in widespread, are 

notion to have originated nearly five,000 years ago [5], with roots across Asia, the Middle East, 

Northern Africa, and South America, before locating their "fullest expression" as Vedic Sanskrit 

(an ancient Indo-European language) practices and Buddhist teachings in India. In other phrases, 

yoga has a very rich history, which include the which means of terms consisting of Om. By 

taking the time to research this records, you may higher recognize the which means, importance, 

and power of Om and, ultimately, learn how to use Om appropriately and respectfully in your 

very own yoga or meditation practice. Here's a peek on the history at the back of Om, the that 

means of Om, and how Om can be used in yoga and meditation. 

Chanting meditation approach retaining a not-moving mind and perceiving the sound of your 

very own OM. Perceiving your voice method perceiving your proper self or nature. Then you 

and the sound are never separate, this means that which you and the complete universe are in no 

way separate. Thus, to understand our real nature is to understand general substance. With 

normal chanting, our sense of being centered receives more potent and stronger. However, while 

we do chanting meditation correctly, perceiving the sound of our personal voice, we learn that 

chanting meditation is not for our private satisfaction, to provide us suitable feeling, however to 
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make our route clean. At the instant of genuine perceiving, there's no thought, no separation, 

most effective perceiving sound [6]. 

Traditionally, many human beings open or close a meditation or yoga exercise with Om, says 

Jade. Sometimes Om is likewise followed with the aid of the chant "shanti, shanti, shanti" (extra 

on that translation in a piece) to assist connect you to your exercise on a better level, she 

explains. "The Om sound is top notch for tapping into the heart chakra," adds Jade. "It is likewise 

recognized to be related to the crown [associated with enlightenment and wisdom] and 1/3 eye 

[associated with intuition] chakras. Many also chant Om with the assist of a mala or sun 

salutation, to hold their consciousness of their exercise." 

3. STATE OF ART RELATED TO OM SHANTI & MEDITATION MANAGEMENT 

Shown theory might want to consider and isolate key inspirational parts which urges people to 

join Raj Yoga assessment at Brahma Kumaris International work space, Mount Abu, Rajasthan. 

Recalling finished objective to fathom these ordinary persuasive makes, it is fundamental to 

recognize and affirmation with Brahma Kumaris and Raj Yoga reflection. With these objections, 

around there of demonstrated idea, brief trades of Raj Yoga reflection and Brahma Kumaris 

association have been showed up [1]. At regardless, Brahma Kumaris important partnership has 

been inspected with its down to earth talk, which has been followed by Raj Yoga reflection and 

its meanings in human existence. Moreover, key considered motivation has other than been 

inspected in this part. 

Brahma Kumaris is millenarian new strict change (NRM) arrangement in Northwest India in 

1930s and in 2009 is organized in excess of 120 countries. It portrays people (BKs) of Brahma 

Kumaris as friendly restriction. BKs live of vigilant uprightness, based around their central 

everyday practice of thought. requesting of these social request are depended upon to free 

person, through command over body, ending up at ground zero in self - power. while a few BKs 

live in ashrams in inconspicuously sequestered parties, most have home with their families and 

conduct standard lives as displayed by their environmental elements, society and conditions. 

Subsequently, BKs proceed and organize fascinating loads as they authority driving life that is 

out and out foremost while keeping up true blue affiliations and fulfilling their normal 
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responsibilities. amazing overwhelming piece of Brahma Kumaris administrators generally 

through collusion are women [2]. 

Brahma Kumaris show that male controlled society is one of most obvious indicators that our 

quality has tumbled from it flawlessness of Golden Age. They show that spirits have no sex and 

thusly every single individual is correspondingly heavenly. Male centric customs degenerate this 

reality by encouraging men to anticipate more noticeable worth for themselves than women, and 

for women to perceive themselves to be less gifted than men. Brahma Kumaris expect return of 

rapidly moving closer Golden Age wherein men and women are absolutely same. In mean time, 

in order to help its kinfolk in their undertakings to change their spirits and finish flawless 

flawlessness prior to coming world change, affiliation lifts women to most raised work 

environments so they might understand how to hone their drive confines thusly men might learn 

lowliness. 

Totally, word "Kumaris" in affiliation's name, "Brahma Kumaris," signifies "Kids" in Hindi, and 

Brahma Kumaris handle themselves as relatives of God, making all of them family to one 

another. One of association's three urgent frameworks for joint effort is familial, and it is in most 

certainly this supposition sisterhood (and connection) that Brahma Kumaris see family, with God 

as genuine gatekeeper [3]. 

Brahma Kumaris win their level in different evened out relationship by making flawlessness of 

their great accomplishments, especially reasonableness of their moral conduct, their capacity for 

adjustment and appreciation. Improvement inside affiliation is familial, enormous, and 

administrative. Every one of these three modalities for accomplishment of power take interest to 

give checks and changes against others Brahma Kumaris is world's first and most unmistakable 

exceptional progress drove by women. It is driving relationship in world obliging basic 

requirements of women Eighty years back creator of this excellent school while concerning 

women conferred, "Women power opens passage of heaven" and credited them tremendous 

position. From this time forward name given to this Vishwa Vidyalaya, "Brahma Kumari" is 

amazing status and adjustment to women. This was one of component adventures in history of 

Brahma Kumaris and in whole of world Brahma Kumaris has as its superb inspiration driving 

spreading message of harmony, love, fortitude and reasonableness all over world. To complete 
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this attempt, it has set up around 9200 wonderful concentrations in 142 countries of world. While 

talking in Brahma Kumaris All-India meeting on Universal Values in Higher Education held 

from Oct.14 to 16, 2001 at Mount Abu, Honorable Justice RanganathMisra, Former Chief 

Justice, Supreme Court of India said: "This association should recognize control responsibility of 

touchingoff light into instructors, into students and into get-together. In occasion that there is any 

place in present reality where most vital opinion being is deals; I think it is this foundation. In 

this manner relationship of this keep in touch with, this level, this air, is perhaps most talented 

foundation to enthuse into get-together right reasoning and right technique for activity." 

Brahma Kumaris world excellent school is all over resolved to change of related gigantic 

learning and human characteristics through rational frameworks in world [4]. It has made its own 

specific formed work actually taking a look at lone experience and mindful assessment covering 

wide show up of unprecedented data and characteristics. Brahma Kumaris world basic school has 

trust in us at first essential for progress in self. Brahma Kumaris world fit school, Mount Abu 

known for its quietness, most basic opinion being and silent accepted, is in like way warmly 

called "Madhuban" which implies 'Backwoods of Honey'. There is basic gold mine inside us, 

from which we can oust all that we need to live broadly, elatedly and limitlessly. 

4. RESEARCH METHODLOGY 

Research design is the framework of research methods and techniques chosen by a researcher 

to design a method for research methodology. Our design shows that the type of research it is 

(experimental, survey, correlational, semi-experimental, review) and also its sub-type 

(experimental design, research problem, descriptive case-study). The main focus is to study on 

the performance of OM SHANTI Mantra in Community. The main objective of the research 

design is the discovery of ideas and insights. Another main objective of using such a research 

design is to formulate a research problem for an in-depth or more precise investigation, or for 

developing a working hypothesis from an operational aspect. The purpose of a research design is 

to provide a plan of study which give researcher an accurate assessment of the research and 

researcher also analyse the cause-and-effect relationships between independent and dependent 

variables. 
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Descriptive research method is used when research objectives is emphasizes describing and 

measuring marketing issues at a particular point of time. It is guided by initial hypothesis. 

Descriptive research or studies require a clear specification of who, when, where, why and how 

of the research. They are used when the research is intended to describe the characteristics of 

certain group. 

 

Fig 1: Methodology for Implementation of Work 

Questionnaires need to appeal to respondents, cannot be too long, too intrusive or too difficult to 

understand. They also need to measure accurately the issue under investigation. For these 

reasons it is also advisable, when possible, to use questionnaires that are available on the market 

and have already been thoroughly validated. In this work, it used mainly primary data to analyze 

the research in a systematic way and produce some good results. It must keep in mind the data 

they are getting is coming from most genuine and reliable sources. Primary data is the data 

which is collected by the researcher for the first time is called primary data. It is original and 

used by the researcher for specific research. Primary data is collected in different ways include 

Surveys, observations, experiments, questionnaires, focus groups, interviews, etc. The population 

required for this study concentrated on followers and non-followers of Om Shanti, common 

public and members of Om shanti. So, in Rohtak and Delhi, there are several people related to 

this and now a day's a lot of online platform as well where we get the population for our research 

purpose.  
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5. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

We collect the sample from population and do our research on those people that bunch of people 

which we select for our research is called sample people and the technique which we used for 

sample collection is called sampling technique. For data collection we prepare questionnaire, in 

this research for Impact of Om Shanti in Community, questionnaire  made and take response 

from the respondents. In these questionnaires it covered all the data which is required for the 

research based on given objectives. It uses Chi test for further analysis. 199 followers have 

participated in this questionnaire survey. The Chi-Square test is a statistical procedure used by 

researchers to examine the differences between categorical variables in the same population. The 

Chi-Square test is most useful when analyzing cross tabulations of survey response data. Because 

cross tabulations reveal the frequency and percentage of responses to questions by various 

segments or categories of respondents (gender, age etc.). The results are shown below in Table 1 

to Table 5.  

Table 1: Case Analysis 

Case Processing Summary 

 Cases 

Valid Missing Total 

N Percent N Percent N Percent 

Age  

Q.6  Performance of OM 

SHANTI in Community: 

1) Useful in Physical 

Health Optimization 

199 64.2% 111 35.8% 310 100.0% 

Gender  

Q.6  Performance of OM 

SHANTI in Community: 

1) Useful in Physical 

Health Optimization 

199 64.2% 111 35.8% 310 100.0% 

Marital Status 199 64.2% 111 35.8% 310 100.0% 
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Q.6  Performance of OM 

SHANTI in Community: 

1) Useful in Physical 

Health Optimization 

Educational Qualification  

Q.6  Performance of OM 

SHANTI in Community: 

1) Useful in Physical 

Health Optimization 

199 64.2% 111 35.8% 310 100.0% 

 

Table 2: Survey analysis using Chi Test (Cross Tab) 

Cross-tabulation 
 Performance of OM SHANTI in Community: 1) Useful in 

Physical Health Optimization 
Total 

1 
(Strong
ly 
Disagre
e) 

2 
(Disagre
e) 

3  
(Neutral) 

4  
(Agree) 

5  
(Strongly 
Agree) 

 

Age 31-40 4 4 4 8 14 34 
41-50 2 7 0 3 21 33 
above 
50Y 

1 7 5 6 17 36 

Below 
30 

8 12 7 19 50 96 

Total 15 30 16 36 102 199 
 

Table 3: Symmetric Measures using Chi Test (Cross Tab) 

Symmetric Measures 
 Valu

e 
Asymp
totic 
Standa
rd 
Errora 

Approx
imate 
Tb 

Appro
ximate 
Signifi
cance 

Monte Carlo Significance 
Significan
ce 

99% Confidence 
Interval 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Ordinal 
by 
Ordinal 

Gamma .047 .089 .525 .600 .596c .583 .609 

N of Valid Cases 199       
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Table 4: Cross Tabulation based on Gender  

Crosstab 
 Performance of OM SHANTI in Community: 1) Useful in 

Physical Health Optimization 
Total 

1 
(Strongl
y 
Disagre
e) 

2 
(Disagre
e) 

3  
(Neutral) 

4  
(Agree) 

5  
(Strongly 
Agree) 

 

Gend
er 

Femal
e 

7 17 8 13 42 87 

Male 8 13 8 23 60 111 
Total 15 30 16 36 102 199 
 

Table 5: Chi Square Test based on Gender  

Chi-Square Tests 
 Value df Asymptoti

c 
Significanc
e (2-sided) 

Monte Carlo Sig. (2-sided) 
Significa
nce 

99% Confidence 
Interval 
Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Pearson Chi-
Square 

7.778a 8 .455 .437b .424 .450 

Likelihood Ratio 6.662 8 .574 .457b .444 .470 
Fisher's Exact 
Test 

8.732   .442b .429 .455 

N of Valid Cases 199      
a. 5 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .08. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 

This work mainly focus on Om shanti influence on ethics development and management in 

community. BK members have a spirituality in which they use meditation to connect relationship 

between soul & God. They called themselves as the true followers of God and used OM word in 

their prayers along with meditation. They prefer to take Raj Yoga to understand the concept of 

Karma, God and self. It helps to achieve purity of mind. BK- Rajyoga is an effective and 

mindfulness technique that helps to achieve self-determination and confidence. For analysis, it 

uses questionnaire based survey and take response from 199 people. After this, it gets analyzed 

by Chi test and provided useful results. The error found to be less than 1%.  
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In Future, there is an urgent need to add this spiritual medicine in undergraduate and graduate 

courses for students.  
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Abstract:  

Rabindranath Tagore was the first Nobel Prize winner from the Asia as well as from India, He 

was born into a famous Calcutta family noted for its 19th century Bengal renaissance. social 

religious and cultural breakthroughs. the main objective of this paper is to examine Tagore’s 

ideals in education, particularly fundamental understanding of how education works. This paper 

is primarily based on secondary sources suggest books, journals, and articles. The method used 

as historic analytic method. 

He felt that education should aid a person in becoming full manhood allowing them to fully 

utilise all his inner capabilities for their own personal development and development of human 

society in which they were born. He believed that education was not only important for an 

individual development but also important for physical and social development in which day 

lied. Tagore wished that all the boys and girls were to be fearless, self-critical, self-sufficient, 

open minded. Tagore followed the concept of ideal education with sincere students, peaceful 

environment, ideal teachers with quality education in trustworthy institution. Tagore wanted to 

create an environment where children do not suffer from any child of stress and teachers 

inculcate all the moral values in them by bringing out their inner skills, he actually wants to 

create a close relationship between education and society. This paper explores the importance 

and impact of Rabindranath Tagore education philosophy in education. 

Introduction:  

Rabindranath Tagore was the first Nobel prize winner from Asia as well as from India. He was 

born into a famous Calcutta family noted for its 19th century Bengal renaissance, social religious 

and cultural breakthroughs. Debendranath Tagore and Sarada Devi had Fifteen Children total, 

with Rabindranath being the fourteenth. On May 7,1861, he was born at the sizable ancestral 

home in Jorasanko, Calcutta. The Thakur Family, which was frequently involved in Music, 

62 
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Literature, Dramatics, and patriotic matters, raised Tagore as any other typical youngster would 

have. Rabindranath, the fourteenth child, was not well received by his extended family at their 

massive house. Although Sarada Devi, Rabindranath Tagore’s Mother, was a gentle parent with 

her children and the other family members, His mother was a religious woman. Tagore’s mother 

was died in childhood due to this he was nurtured by the servants of his family. His father was 

great Brahmo Samaj leader. His grandfather Dwarka Nath worked to promote hospitals, schools 

and the arts. He also battled for social and religious reform as well as the formation of free 

society. Young Rabindranath Tagore was able to absorb and learn subliminally at his own pace 

because of the intense excitement and diversity of his extended family. This gave him a dynamic 

open model of education, which he later attempted to replicate in his school in Shanti Niketan. 

Unsurprisingly, he thought his informal education outside of school was substandard and boring. 

After visiting a few schools briefly, he decided not to go to school. He only ever obtained 

honorary degrees that were awarded toward the end of his life. He developed a strong belief in 

the value of educational independence as a result of his experiences at Jorasanko. He also 

profoundly understood the value of the arts in cultivating empathy and sensitivity, as well as the 

need for a close connection to one’s cultural heritage. 

He viewed education as a means of valuing the best features of cultures while preserving one’s 

own cultural distinctiveness. As he stated: I was raised in an environment where aspiration, 

particularly for a growth in human spirit. In our home, we desired for power freedom. 

Imagination freedom in our language; soul freedom in our literature both our religious beliefs 

and in the way we think in our social settings. Such I have gained confidence in the potential of 

education is the highest grant of true freedom. 

 Objectives of the study: - 

1. To Analyse the educational thoughts of Rabindranath Tagore and his basic conception of 

education. 

2.  To evaluate the impact of philosophy on contemporary Indian Education. 

Research Methodology 

Usually, the study takes the form of a descriptive study using secondary data about the 

educational system. We have read a lot of reports in papers to comprehend draw conclusions 

about the introduction of innovative tools and strategies in the Indian education system in order 
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to make it world class. This has the benefits of giving detailed information on preventing outside 

influences on anyone persons opinion. To understand the nature of tagore’s educational thought 

and practise and its influence on Indian education, this study was conducted. The writer gathered 

data for the study through variety of investigations, and his understanding of Tagore’s 

educational philosophy helped him to successfully extract important information from his 

extensive writings on education. A survey of Tagore’s philosophy, or review of the major 

educational issues that occurred during the British rule in India is offered along with his early 

educational experiences. The basic forms of Tagore’s educational philosophy are the full, 

harmonious development of each person's personality. 

Role and impact of Rabindranath Tagore Education Philosophy on Indian Education 

According to Tagore’s educational theory, DS 13 development of the senses is just as important 

as cerebral development, if not more so, das music commentator art dance and theatre are given a 

lot of attention in schools everyday activities. Biswas especially true following schools first 10 

years. Rabindra Nath attempted to establish an environment in which the arts would become 

spontaneous while drawing on his upbringing add jorasanko. Music was one of the first things to 

receive attention. A “Cascade of musical feeling” flowed forth at Jorasanko everyday during 

Rabindra Nath adolescence, according to the poet, “We thought we would try to test everything” 

he adds,” and no achievements Seemed an unattainable.” we threw ourselves into everything we 

did-writing Kumar Singh acting and more. My recollections, 1917:141; Rabindra Nath Tagore 

never spoke to or road down to students in accordance with his philosophy of subconscious 

learning; Instead, he engaged them in whatever he was writing or composing full stop students 

were encouraged to recite their own works aloud at special literary evenings and were given 

access to the space where he read his most recent works to teachers and reviewers. He was a firm 

believer in challenging kids with material that they might not fully understand but that 

nonetheless stimulated them. Periodical writing and publication had always played a significant 

role in Jorasanko life, and shanti Niketan students were encouraged to produce their own 

publications including a number of illustrated journals. 

Rabindranath Recognised that the British had imposed an educational system on India with the 

sole purpose of preparing individuals to serve as clerks in their offices and if possible, of 

instilling in the so-called educated men a sense of inferiority toward their own culture and 

philosophy. For this reason, Tagore argued in favour of an Indian educational system free from 
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colonial British rule. Rabindranath concept resulted in the creation of “Shanti Niketan”, an 

Ashrama-style educational facility where he offered instruction based on the principles of 

freedom, natural trust, cooperation, and joy. According to him, it would be better for children’s 

education if instructors and students lived and worked in rural areas, away from the hustle and 

bustle of the city, just as instructors and students in the past. He claims that teaching should be an 

integral part of living a worshipful liofe, making this social both a home and a temple. Tagore 

observed, “The fact that education is something crucial makes the instructors obligations and 

responsibilities deserving of serious consideration,” putting teachers above the technique of 

instruction. The teachers should be aware that it is their responsibility to ignite the flame of 

knowledge in the pupils via their own knowledge and to inspire life in them through their own 

living. 

Rabindranath approach to education was not a system in international meaning of the word. A 

framework developed by contemporary pedagogy's dad contains guidelines on pre made 

methodologies and instructs teachers on how to teach specific subjects and produce courses and 

textbooks according to pre-determined paradigms. Textbooks are rejected by Rabindra Nath. he 

charged the teacher duty on importing a moral education student. According to him, there should 

be a companionable relationship between the people and guru. The teacher, he observed, 

“continually gives himself completely because it hurts continues to every minute of his life.” in 

the act of giving and satisfaction he experiences as a result he discovers evidence of his sincerity 

and honesty when brains come together in a sound spirit joy naturally arises. that happiness is the 

force of creativity, and knowledge transfers what it produces people who are aware of their 

obligations but do not feel joy go a different route. I think the best way to pass on information is 

through a direct interaction between a guru and a shishya. as a naturalist, Tagore was aware of 

young children sensitivity and had a strong belief in the educational potential of natural things in 

occurrences. the highest education in his opinion, is one that transforms this into people who live 

in peace with all of existence rather than only providing us with facts. like a tree, a Childs active 

subconscious mind has the capacity to gather food from the environment. 

The first significant piece in this manner is “Tapovan” by forest (Jan. 1910). The concept 

of the education of emotion (Bodhersadana) was proposed by Tagore for the first time in this 

piece, and he distinguished it from the education of the senses in the education of the intellect. 

The Goal of this education in feeling is to help people understand how closely connected there 
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are to the cosmos on a spiritual, psychological and emotional level India should make an effort to 

learn in achieve the global truth- which is not primarily capitalism, imperialism or nationalism -

that are prophets, thinkers saints throughout history through the nations educational system ( 

Tagore 1351 B.S., p. 100) . This is a really important distinction because Tagore is still 

defending the principles of ancient India and speaking in terms of nationalism, but he is 

interpreting the highest of these ideas in terms of internationalism. The issue of the philosophy of 

educational method in some of the fundamental elements as well as in the context of the current 

socio political and educational conditions in India is addressed in a letter titled “Sikshavidhi”- 

the Method of education. According to him, education can only be delivered by a teacher and 

never by a method because of the stereotypical and mechanical educational environment that 

exists in India. “Only another guy can teach a man.  Life can only be inspired by life, just as a 

water tank can only be filled with water in a fire can only be lit with fire. The mere pill of a, 

method on the other hand shall bring us no salvation” 1351 B.S., p. 128(Tagore). In in his essay” 

Strisiksha” (August, 1915) titled “The Education of Woman,” Tagore discusses the educational 

philosophy and states that “whatever is worth knowing is knowledge men and women should 

both be aware of it not out of necessity, but simply out of curiosity”. He makes it very evident 

the knowledge transcends the bounds of simple use. He disproves the widely held belief that 

women would lose their femininity if they studied specific topics alongside men. 

He expresses his point explicitly later in the article. “There are 2 branches of knowledge: pure 

knowledge in utilitarian knowledge women need learn pure knowledge and utilitarian 

information in order to develop in jobs authentic women since there is no difference between 

men and women in the field of pure  knowledge; nevertheless, there is a distinction in the sector 

of practical utility”. There's a ton more pertinent work that demonstrates his social and value-

based education perspective available. 

The following list outlines the function and effects of Tagore’s educational philosophy as it is 

applied to modern Indian educational institutions: 

i. Intellectual Development: Tagore placed a strong emphasis on a Childs intellectual 

growth. He defines intellectual development as the growth of the imagination, creative 

free thinking, constrained curiosity and mental attentiveness. A child should be allowed 

to choose his or her own method of learning because this would promote all-around 

development. 
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ii. Natural development under Natural Circumstances: According to Tagore , “nature is 

the best teacher for a student”. The pupil will be given the circumstances they need in 

nature to acquire information the student should not be under any pressure to learn 

anything. The natural world will serve as a student's primary teacher, inspiring him or her 

to seek the knowledge he or she desires. It will mould his personality and the behaviour 

of learners. 

iii. Right to Freedom: Tagore had fought for freedom he wished to apply the same principle 

to the realm of education. He had used that item to enter Sri Niketan, Brahmachari 

Ashram, and Shanti Niketan. As a result, he allowed pupils the freedom to pursue any 

field that pick their interest. For him, a man's education should come first in his priorities. 

He categorized freedom into three categories: freedom of the mind, and freedom of the 

will. These three freedoms will be realized through education that is delivered naturally. 

One may pursue a career in education, intellectual education, or education in any area of 

the arts. 

iv. Self-Awareness: The core of humanism is spiritualism. Self-realization is a prerequisite 

for personality manifestation. And individual spiritual wisdom. 

v. Love of Humanity: According to Tagore, Education may help people understand how 

interconnected the world is. Another is promoting global championships and 

understanding through education. His approach to schooling has a key Goal. 

vi. Physical Growth: The physical development of the child is a goal of Tagore’s 

educational philosophy. He places great value and having a fit and healthy body. In 

Shanti Niketan, sports, games, and yoga are encouraged as essential components of the 

school system. 

vii. Teaching Practical and Real: Tagore believed that education shouldn’t be artificial or 

theoretical, but rather practical and real. As a naturalist, Tagore placed a premium on the 

usefulness of education. That will undoubtedly help learners become more imaginative. 

The student will become a master in his field rather than a slave to just theoretical 

information as a result of that creativity,  

viii. Co-Correlation of objects: God man and nature all correlate there can only be peace in 

the globe when there is a correlation the relationship between man and the natural world. 
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ix.  Place for fine art ( dance drama music poetry ): All these  have a significant place in 

Tagore's educational program game dance music theatre end Indian education should 

include lessons in drawing and other arts . 

x. Mother Tongue is the instructional medium: the actual means of self-expression are 

words. in his speech, a man is free to express himself mother is stressed by Tagore. The 

language will serve as the Child's primary teaching tool in school. 

xi. Moral and spiritual growth: in his educational philosophy Tagore placed a strong 

emphasis on moral and spiritual development education in morals and religion is more 

crucial for the whole development of the human psyche than Academic knowledge there 

must be sufficient support for the growth of selfless actions cooperation love for others 

and sharing among the educational institution students. 

xii.  Social Development: According to takeover men and other animals are vehicles through 

which Brahma the supreme soul presents himself all creatures in humans are equal 

because he is the source of all life therefore according to Rabindranath Tagore, “ serving 

man is serving God.” Everyone should start their lives off to form social corrections in a 

sense of community education attempts to develop both social and personal traits in 

students it makes it possible for him. 

xiii. Goodbye to Book-Centred Education: Tagore created a new milestone in the field of 

education for the first time. He Vehemently and firmly rejected student-centred books, 

centred education to him a cross beyond simply restricting children's minds to textbooks. 

it will destroy the students' natural inclinations and turn them into a bookworm. it will 

destroy his ability to be innovative. Thus, children should be liberated from a focus on 

books in the classroom and should be given more opportunities to study. 

xiv. The need for education to aid in rural reconstruction: Tagore was aware of the rural 

poverty in our country in the need for education to aid in rural reconstruction in order to 

radiate it he intended to educate others the practical instruction provided in various 

providing pupils with crafts would help them become excellent craftspeople in their field 

taking you several methods to alleviate the rural majority's poverty their studies aiding 

not recruitment process reconstruction for  
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Conclusion  

In terms of schooling, Tagore may be described as a spiritualist naturalism, in general, rejects 

transcendental encounters despite being a naturalist, Tagore's naturalism wasn't a specific 

movement it served as a form of spiritualism tool which he wanted the lads to cultivate Tagore 

was a fantastic fighter of international understanding through education he cherished his country 

in aspire to change its circumstances but in this regard, his nationalism was not a limited one as 

seen by his nationalism and patriotism. 
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ABSTRACT: 

The Cement industry are among the eight core industries of India (crude oil, natural gas, 

petroleum refinery products, coal, electricity, cement and finished steel, fertilizers) and has an 

important role to make for the growth of all other industry segments in India. The main objective 

of the study is to analyse capital structure of selected cement companies in India. For that 

researcher have been selected three cement companies like Ultra tech cement, Shree cement and 

J.K. cement. The study is based on secondary data collected from annual reports from 2017-18 to 

2021-22. For testing the hypothesis one way ANOVA have been used. The major findings of 

ANOVA indicated that there is a significant difference in debt-to-equity ratio and Interest 

coverage ratio of selected cement companies during the study period. 

Key Words: Cement companies, capital structure, Debt to equity ratio, Interest Coverage ratio 

INTRODUCTION  

India is the second largest manufacturer of cement in the world. It accounts for more than 7% of 

the global installed capacity. India has a lot of potential for development in the infrastructure and 

construction sector and the cement sector is expected to largely benefit from it. Some of the 

recent initiatives, such as development of 98 smart cities, is expected to provide a major boost to 

the sector. Indian cement companies are amongst the world greenest cement manufacturers. In 

October 2021, Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi, launched the ‘PM Gati Shakti - National 

Master Plan (NMP)’ for multimodal connectivity. Gati Shakti will bring synergy to create a 

world-class, seamless multimodal transport network in India. This will boost the demand for 

cement in the future. With high allocation under the Union Budget 2022-23 for infrastructure, 

affordable housing schemes and road projects to fuel the economy, the domestic cement industry 

is poised for a volume surge.  

63 
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE  

Financing decision is one the most significant decision of each firm as it has its direct inference 

on the profitability of the firm. Every firm seeks to plan a perfect capital structure with an ideal 

ratio of debt and equity source of finance, which can minimize the overall cost of financing 

although maximizing the value of the firm. The word capital structure is the combination of 

different securities issued by firms for raising funds. Funds used for companies' operations 

created through internally as well as externally. When raising funds externally, firms select 

between equity and debt. Determining factor of capital structure are primarily short-term debt to 

capital ratio, long term debt to capital ratio and total debt to capital ratio. Generally, capital 

structure policy depends upon the firm’s size, ownership, profitability, several costs, earning 

progress and liquidity of a company’s assets. Most of the effort of financial decision-making 

process is centred on the determination of the optimal capital structure of a 

firm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

(Bhatia, 2014) have studied the “Capital Structure Analysis A Case Study of Indian Tobacco 

Company (ITC)” The main objective of the study is to figure out the determinants that affect the 

capital structure decision of the company and to study the impact of capital structure decision on 

profitability. The study was based on secondary data for the period of thirteen years from 2001 to 

2013. Ratio analysis, Bar Chart and Pie chart have been used by the researcher as a tool of 
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analysis of data. After analysis the researcher founded that company has enough profit to bear 

the burden of cost of debt. The net worth of ITC is increasing from 2001-13. This is a good sign 

for the company. Debt capital of the company is at decreasing trend. The value of the company 

increased over years because of the fruitful investment decisions of the company that are 

reflected from the increasing trend of EBIT.  

(Mazumder, 2017) have done research article on “The Impact of Capital Structure on 

Profitability of Listed Indian Infrastructure Companies” The main objective of the paper was to 

study capital structure and its impact on company’s overall value. The study was based on 

secondary data. The study covers 9 major infrastructural companies as a sample. The analysis 

was done on the basis of Ratio Analysis and Correlation Matrix for the period 2007-2017. The 

researcher concluded that there is a positive correlation between debt equity and return on capital 

employed so, company should emphasis on improving their existing capital structure so that 

companies can enjoy the benefits of leverage. 

(Atif Ghayas, 2018) has analysed “Impact of Capital Structure on Profitability: An empirical 

analysis of listed firms in India” The main aim of the study was to empirically examine and 

analyse the impact of capital structure decision on the firm’s profitability by using a sample of 35 

Indian pharmaceutical companies listed on Bombay Stock Exchange during the period of 5 years 

from 2012 to 2016. Regression analysis have been used by researcher to know the impact of 

capital structure on profitability. The result revealed that a positive effect of short-term debt to 

total assets (SDA) and total debt to total assets (DA) on return on equity (ROE), while a weak-to-

no effect was found of long-term debt to total assets (LDA) on return on equity. 

(Ms. Shireen Rosario, 2019) has conducted research on the title “Capital Structure and its 

Impact on Profitability – A Study of Indian Hotel Industry.” The main purpose of the study is to 

analyzed capital structure and its impact on profitability. This study has used secondary data for 

the study. Data was collected from the financial statements comprising Profit &Loss account and 

Balance Sheet of 22 companies in the hotel industry in India. Data was collected for 2006-2017. 

Correlation analysis was used to establish the relationship between Capital structure and 

profitability. It was observed that nearly 58% of the assets of the industry are funded by debt, 

indicating that the industry was not highly geared. The correlation analysis indicated that positive 
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relationship between debt variable and profit but slightly negative correlation among other 

variables. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

Research Methodology is well-defined as a systematic mode of solving a research problem, it 

states about methods to be followed during the research process starting from investigation to 

conclusion. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

This research paper analyzed the following objectives: 

· To analyze capital structure position of selected cement companies in India. 

· To compare selected ratios of capital structure among companies.  

HYPOTHESES FOR THE STUDY 

H0 = There is no significant difference in total debt to equity ratio of selected cement companies 

in India during the study period. 

H0 = There is no significant difference in long term debt to equity ratio of selected cement 

companies in India during the study period. 

H0 = There is no significant difference in interest coverage ratio of selected cement companies in 

India during the study period. 

PERIOD OF THE STUDY: 

The period of the study has been considered as 2017-18 to 2021-22 which consist of 5 years’ 

time period.  

SCOPE OF THE STUDY: 

For the study scope have been divided in to two parts first one is functional scope and second 

one is geographical scope.  

FUNCTIONAL SCOPE 

Functional scope of the study has been considered as capital structure analysis for selected 

cement companies. For the analysis of capital structure researcher divided into two segment like 

leverage ratios and coverage ratios based on its respective ratios have been selected.  
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GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE 

The study has been specified Indian origin selected companies so primarily geographic area is 

Indian territory and it’s also included those area in which companies providing their goods and 

services. 

SELECTION OF SAMPLES:  

This study included three cement companies like Ultra Tech Cement, Shree Cement and J.K. 

Cement based on market capitalisation as on (1st July 2022). The sampling technique is non 

probability in which convenience sample method has been selected. These samples provide 

overall picture of population of cement sector in India. 

DATA COLLECTION:  

Data is most significant instrument for reaching to the objective of the study, for this study 

secondary source of data have collected from annual report of the company as well as respective 

websites of the companies. 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION: 

TOTAL DEBT TO EQUITY RATIO 

YEARS 

ULTRA 
TECH 
CEMENT 

SHREE 
CEMENT 

J.K. 
CEMENT 

2017-18 0.64 0.38 1.02 
2018-19 0.70 0.29 0.73 
2019-20 0.47 0.18 0.77 
2020-21 0.34 0.12 0.75 
2021-22 0.20 0.12 0.76 
AVERAGE 0.47 0.218 0.806 
MAXIMUM 0.70 0.38 1.02 
MINIMUM 0.20 0.12 0.73 

                (Source: www.moneycontrol.com) 

Above table showed total debt to equity ratio of selected cement companies for the period of 

2017-18 to 2021-22. It expresses the relationship between borrowed fund and owner’s fund. 

Here, total debt includes long term as well as short term debt in form of mortgage, creditors, bills 
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and debenture etc. On the other hand, owners fund includes share capital, reserve and surplus etc. 

In above all the companies the portion of the debt is lower than equity so all the company have a 

low risk of paying fixed interest. On the other hand, companies not getting the benefit of 

leverage. In Ultra Tech Cement maximum debt to equity ratio is 0.70 in the year 2018-19 and 

minimum is 0.20 in the year 2021-22. In Shree cement company the debt to equity showed 

continuous decreasing trend. In J.K. cement in the year 2017-18 ratio is highest and then showed 

fluctuate trend. In J.K. cement the average debt to equity ratio is 0.806 is highest so it showed 

company using more debt compare to all other companies and in Shree cement is 0.218 is lowest 

it showed that company is more depend on equity than debt fund.   

LONG TERM DEBT TO EQUITY RATIO 

YEARS 

ULTRA 
TECH 
CEMENT 

SHREE 
CEMENT 

J.K. 
CEMENT 

2017-18 0.54 0.25 0.96 
2018-19 0.58 0.24 0.68 
2019-20 0.37 0.13 0.73 
2020-21 0.25 0.09 0.72 
2021-22 0.11 0.08 0.58 
AVERAGE 0.37 0.158 0.734 
MAXIMUM 0.58 0.25 0.96 
MINIMUM 0.11 0.08 0.58 

                 (Source: www.moneycontrol.com) 

Above table showed long term debt to equity ratio of selected cement companies for the period 

of 2017-18 to 2021-22. Long term debt to equity ratio is a leverage ratio comparing the total 

amount of long-term debt against the shareholders’ equity of a company. In above all three 

companies the average long-term debt to equity ratio of J.K. cement is 0.734 which is higher 

compared to other companies it indicated that this company is used more long-term debt fund 

compare to other companies. In Ultra tech cement long term debt to equity ratio in the year 2017-

18 is 0.54 and in the year 2018-19 it become maximum and then started to decrease and become 

minimum in the year 2021-22. In Shree cement ratio showed continuous decreasing trend. In J.K. 

cement also the long-term debt to equity ratio is showed decreasing trend but average is highest 

compared to other two companies so it is indicated that J.K. cement have the benefit of leverage.    
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INTEREST COVERAGE RATIO 

YEARS 

ULTRA 
TECH 
CEMENT 

SHREE 
CEMENT 

J.K. 
CEMENT 

2017-18 3.97 14.51 2.86 
2018-19 3.19 6.10 3.13 
2019-20 4.06 7.84 4.72 
2020-21 7.40 13.24 6.20 
2021-22 11.39 14.46 5.39 
AVERAGE 6.002 11.23 4.46 
MAXIMUM 11.39 14.51 6.20 
MINIMUM 3.19 6.10 2.86 

                   (Source: www.moneycontrol.com) 

Above table showed Interest coverage ratio during the period of 2017-18 to 2021-22 of selected 

cement companies. The interest coverage ratio is the ratio used to determine how many times can 

a company pay its interest with the current earnings before interest and taxes of the company and 

is helpful in determining liquidity position of the company by calculating how easily the 

company can pay interest on its outstanding debt. In Ultra tech cement the ratio showed 

continuously increasing trend from the year 2018-19 it is good sign for company. In Shree 

cement Interest coverage ratio shows fluctuating trend. In J.K. cement trend of ratio is increasing 

up to 2020-21 and then started to decrease it is not good for company. Average Interest coverage 

ratio of Shree cement is 11.23 which is highest compared to other company. It is indicated that 

Shree cement have more capacity to pay interest. 

ONE-WAY ANOVA AS STATISTICAL TOOL:  

For the testing of hypotheses researcher used One-ANOVA Test at 5% level of significant and 

test result as follows.  

Ratio F- Value F- Crit P-Value H0   Accept / Reject 
Total Debt to Equity Ratio 18.52889 

 
3.885294 
 

0.000214 
 

H0 Rejected 

Long term Debt to Equity 
Ratio 

19.61541 
 

3.885294 
 

0.000165 
 

H0 Rejected 

Interest Coverage Ratio 6.395303 
 

3.885294 
 

0.012864 
 

H0 Rejected 

(Source: Calculated from MS Excel) 
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Above table shows the results of one-way ANOVA test for all capital structure ratio. In all the 

ratio’s calculated value is higher than table value it is indicated that null hypothesis is rejected at 

5% level of significance that means that there are significant differences in Total Debt to Equity 

Ratio, Long term Debt to Equity Ratio and Interest Coverage Ratio of selected cement 

companies in India during the study period. 

FINDINGS  

· The key findings of ANOVA test shows that there are significant differences in Total 

Debt to equity ratio, long term debt to equity ratio and Interest coverage ratio of selected 

cement companies in India during the study period. 

· In Ultra tech cement company total debt to equity ratio and long-term debt to equity ratio 

shows continuous decreasing trend. It indicated that the firm use more equity compared 

to debt fund. In Interest coverage ratio shows continuous increasing trend it is good sign 

for company it is indicated that the company is more able to pay interest form its earning. 

· In Shree cement debt to equity shows continuous decreasing trend. It indicated that the 

company not getting the benefit of leverage. In Interest coverage shows fluctuation but it 

is higher compared to other two companies. 

· In J.K. cement company average performance of debt-to-equity ratio is higher compared 

to all other company. In Interest coverage ratio of the company also increase up to year 

2020-21 and then start to decrease.  
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An Analysis Of The Fast Fashion Industry With Special Reference To 

Sustainability, Marketing, And Technology 

Sakshi Bachhav 
ABSTRACT 

Fashion, Fashion, and Fashion, we've always been told that if we dress well, we'll look good, and 

if we look good, we'll feel good. It's a medium through which we express ourselves and choose 

how to go with it. Most people think of fashion as a global industry dedicated to anticipating 

what we wear and how we choose to appear to others. But when we talk about the fashion 

industry, in reality, it is not glamorous as it should be. The fashion industry is one of the critical 

industries out there and what makes it critical is the second largest polluter of clean water 

globally after agriculture. The importance of communication in contributing to the fashion 

industry's sustainability is the subject of this study. Moreover, the paper talks about the growing 

demand of fast-fashion retailers in contrast to increasing environmental concerns over the world. 

It necessitates a grasp of the two main players: customers and fashion brands. It highlights the 

role of digital technology, websites, social media, and the metaverse in the growing velocity of 

fashion.  

According to the survey conducted, consumers are not exposed to alternatives of fast fashion 

brands hence, this research study will also provide suggestions on alternatives such as slow 

fashion brands, the concept of second-hand purchases, donation drives, etc. In addition to this, 

the research study also helps to understand the consumer’s perception towards purchasing from 

fast fashion brands and also aims at the buying decisions of the consumers in India.  

INTRODUCTION 

Fast fashion is defined by the use of low-cost, toxic textile dyes, and unethical working 

conditions that result in the production of low-cost, trendy clothing that draws inspiration from 

the catwalk, luxury brands, or celebrity culture and transforms it into garments in high-street 

stores at a breakneck pace to meet consumer demand. Because of the drive to decrease costs and 

shorten manufacturing times, environmental compromises are more likely to be made. The 

importance of communication in contributing to the fashion industry's sustainability is the 

subject of this study.  

64 
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All elements involved in fast fashion have a detrimental impact on the planet as the end goal is to 

get the newest trends on the market as quickly as possible so that buyers may buy them while 

they are popular and then discard them after a few wears. Looking from the basic structure of a 

fast-fashion retailer in the 90s to today’s brands dropping new collections in the time frame of 

two weeks which equates to 24 per year. The fast-fashion market can be described as trendy, 

inexpensive, disposable, volatile, high impulsive purchasing, and product variability to transform 

the world's second-largest polluter and ensure that appearance and sustainability can be reached 

at the same time, a common ground between technologies, fashion, and the environment must be 

found. Several studies have examined various aspects of the industry, however, this particular 

paper will focus on primarily three aspects: marketing, sustainability, and technology.  

The Economic Impact of Consumer Purchase Towards Fast Fashion: 

 Over the last two decades, the fast fashion business model has exploded. It responds to the 

growing desire for fashionable and cheap clothing among consumers. It employs 300 million 

people worldwide, many of whom live in the world's poorest countries. The majority of fast 

fashion production takes place in places where labour is extremely inexpensive, such as 

Bangladesh, Indonesia, China, Turkey, and Vietnam. Workers barely earn their minimum wage 

and are forced to sit for 11 hours a day without using the lavatory. Many cases of workers being 

fired for falling sick or pregnant have emerged lately.  

Countries lack effective labour laws, and those that do exist aren't consistently implemented, and 

governments' attempts to enforce existing laws are sometimes hampered by government 

collusion and corruption. Altogether, the fashion companies create several job opportunities 

resulting in greater revenue, but at a cost of greatly impacting the society and environment. 

Moreover since, COVID-19, brands have become more consumer-oriented. Many brands 

launched the ‘Work from Home’ apparel category in their brand to align with consumer 

preferences. Not only do brands now understand consumer preferences, but they also monitor 

shopping behaviour and produce products that meet consumer 
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needs, overall resulting in enhanced customer relations. Consumers also wanted brands to be 

more environmentally friendly, in fact, the shopping for pre-owned items is also on the rise. The 

secondhand market for items is most likely to hit $64 billion by 2024.  

Marketing in the Fast-Fashion Industry:  

Fast-Fashion retailers have a clever marketing plan that allows them to stand out and gain more 

attention and loyalty. Taking the case of Zara, they have effectively positioned themselves as a 

fashion brand for the younger generation that is fashionable, inexpensive, and fast-changing. Its 

unique selling point is that it is a vertically integrated retailer and pricing strategy is catered to 

price-sensitive buyers as it works on a fast fashion model.  

Sustainability Issues around Fast Fashion:  

Fast fashion relies on the rapid creation of low-cost apparel to keep up with the high turnover of 

clothing trends. The outfits are frequently composed of synthetic materials, many of which 

include poisonous dyes and chemicals. It is popular because it has democratized high fashion by 

mass-producing knockoffs of designer labels and, not to forget, is responsible for 8-10% of 

greenhouse gas emissions. Not only the manufacturers, but consumers play a role equally as 

nearly 92 million tonnes of fashion solid waste in landfills each year, these garments in landfills 

thus release methane, further affecting the environment.  

Another term known as ‘Greenwashing’ has emerged with the rise of fast fashion. Greenwashing 

is defined as a form of marketing spin in which green PR and green marketing are deceptively 

used to persuade the public that an organization's products, aims, and policies are 

environmentally friendly. For years, sustainability and eco-friendly products are on the rise and 

taking advantage of the same medium, greenwashing is a growing concern nowadays. Most 

fashion brands are "addicted to greenwashing”, taking the example of brands like H&M, Zara, 

Uniqlo, Shein, etc.  

Nonetheless taking the other side of the coin is Slow Fashion, which also came in the picture. In 

slow or sustainable fashion, the majority of garments are created from eco-friendly materials or 

even recycled textiles and usually are more long-lasting and of higher quality. However, slow 

fashion is expensive, and what makes it expensive is:  
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● Ethical sourcing of raw materials 

● Small patch production 

● Encouraging craftsmanship and artisans 

● Providing fair wages to workers 

How Technology is Transforming the Fashion Industry:  

Technology is being used by fashion firms of all sizes and specialities to better understand their 

clients than ever before. Right from placing the order to timely delivery of the product, supply 

chain management plays a vital role in the process. It's the engine that propels a successful 

fashion season and a brand's capacity to quickly adapt to new trends. Consumers, as well as 

brands, gain from technological advancements as fashion accessories have gotten more widely 

available. Dressing Room, for example, is a technological app that helps with the fitting 

procedure. Customers can try on clothing on an avatar before paying for them with this type of 

software. This in return saves the cost and trouble of trying out clothes and results in saving up 

resources.  

Other advancements in technology test consumer interest, with several firms, such as Tommy 

Hilfiger and Gucci, creating digital showrooms. Virtual fashion proponents underline that the 

technology is more than just dazzling marketing gimmicks as they optimize physical garment 

production by decreasing unnecessary waste during the design and fitting phases. The number of 

samples created for merchandisers and promotional purposes can be reduced using digital 

prototypes. The digital design also brings up new ways to experiment with fashion, ranging from 

employing textiles like rubber that would be uncomfortable in real life to experimenting with 

exotic skins or even physics-defying fantasy. Creating clothes in the digital world saves time, 

making it possible to consume fewer materials, not produce more than what is required and not 

transport all the clothing to different parts of the world. Digital fashion redefines business 

models, building a sustainable progressive future as a digital garment produces 97 per cent less 

CO2 and saves an average of 3,300 litres of water each garment.  

AI is being used by fashion brands all around the world in their design process, to predict fashion 

trends and offer shops the upper hand by recommending particular products to be brought out for 

display. Customers' data is also collected to determine what best suits them. Customers are given 
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clothing recommendations based on their height, weight, form, and current size via artificially 

intelligent digital assistants. 

In the end, Artificial Intelligence is changing the future of fashion, for the better and it is proof of 

moving towards a more sustainable, cost-effective, and user-friendly experience. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

●  To understand the attitudes and perceptions of respondents towards fast fashion.  

● To study the respondent’s awareness of unethical practices used by brands. . 

● To study the marketing tactics of brands and their facilitation in increasing demand.  

● To shed light on the environmental concerns of the fast fashion industry. 

● To analyze the effects of metaverse and technology on the industry.  

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

● An underlying assumption for the entire research is that the details and the feedback 

received from the population is true. 

● The findings are based on the opinion of only 160 respondents. 

● There might be a probability of biased responses while collecting primary data. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research Design - The research project is purely descriptive. The descriptive study entails 

looking into a certain phenomenon that already exists.  

Data Collection - Both primary and secondary sources of data were utilized for the study. The 

Primary data will be collected from the consumers of fast fashion and the collection of original 

data as surveys and case studies. The secondary research data includes formally published items 

by search engines, newspapers, books, magazines, journals, websites, and other relevant 

information.  

Sample Design - The data were collected and studied from 160 samples.  

DATA ANALYSIS  

1. What is your gender? 
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Table 1: 

Options Frequency Percentage 

Male 70 43.8% 

Female 90 56.3% 

Other - - 

Prefer not to say - - 

It is seen from Table 1 that the majority, 88% respondents are males and 12% of the respondents 

are females. 

2. How old are you? 

Table 2: 

Options Frequency Percentage 

Less than 18 8 5% 

Between 18 - 25 116 72.5% 

Between 25 - 30 15 9.4% 

Between 30 - 40 4 2.5% 

Above 40 17 10.6% 

It is evident from Table 2 that 72.5% of the respondents belong to the age group 18-25, 10.6% 

are aged above 40 year old while 9.4% of the respondents belong to the age group 25-30. While 

5% and 2.5% of the respondents aged less than 18 and between the ages 30-40 years old 

respectively.  

3. What factors influence your choice when buying clothes? (Multiple choice) 

Table 3: 

Options Frequency Percentage 

Every other day 2 1.3% 

Once a week 11 6.9% 

Once a month 66 41.3% 

Once every few months 49 30.6% 

Only when it is necessary 32 20% 
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Table 3 shows us that 41.3% of the respondents buy clothes once a month, 30.6% purchase one 

every few months, 20% of the respondents buy only when it is necessary and 6.9% engage in 

buying clothes once a week. While only 1.3% buy clothes every other day.  

4. What do you do with clothes you no longer want? (Multiple choice) 

Table 4: 

Options Frequency Percentage 

Donate 136 85% 

Throw away 15 9.4% 

Sell them 5 3.1% 

Keep in storage 58 36.3% 

Other 5 3% 

Table 4 shows that 85% of the respondents donate their clothes after they no longer require them. 

36.3% keep them in storage, 9.4% throw the clothes away whereas 3.1% sell them. The least 

number of people, that is, 3% opted for others.  

5. How often do you shop from thrift, second-hand, or vintage clothing stores? 

Table 5: 

Options (Never-All the time) Frequency Percentage 

1  86 53.8% 

2 39 24.4% 

3 20 12.5% 

4 11 6.9% 

5 4 2.5% 

 

Table 5 clearly depicts 53.8% of the respondents have never considered shopping from thrift, 

second-hand, or vintage clothing stores, similarly the frequency of people shopping from the 

above mentioned gateways increased from 24.4%, to 12.5%, to 6.9% and finally to 2.5% 

6. Are you aware of the environmental impacts of 'fast fashion'?  
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Table 6: 

Options Frequency Percentage 

Yes 90 56.3% 

No 43 26.9% 

Maybe 27 16.9% 

From the above Table 6, 56.3% of the total respondents knew about the environmental impact of 

fashion, 43% of them were clueless while 16.9% were uncertain regarding their knowledge of 

fast fashion. 

7. The 'fast fashion' industry is the second largest cause of water pollution. The use of toxic 

chemicals and the shedding of microfibres is adding to the increasing levels of pollution 

and plastic in our oceans. Which statement matches your reaction to this fact? 

Table 7: 

Options Frequency Percentage 

'Fast fashion' should continue. Its impacts are not important. 
Changes should not be made. 

39 24.4% 

'Fast fashion' should stop. It is having a detrimental effect on 
the environment. 

7 4.4% 

Even though 'fast fashion' causes water pollution, it is still 
necessary. The 'fast fashion' industry should make the 
appropriate changes to protect the environment from harm. 

114 71.3% 

In the above Table 7, it shows the majority, that is, 71.3% of the respondents believe that the fast 

fashion industry should make changes in their functioning to protect the environment.  Few 

people that is 24.4%, believe fast fashion should continue while 4.4% suggest it should stop.  

8. Do you look forward to Fast Fashion brands (such as Zara, Forever 21, GAP) joining the 

Metaverse platforms? 

Table 8: 

Options Frequency Percentage 

Yes 59 36.9% 

No 36 22.5% 

Maybe 65 40.6% 
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Table 8 shows that 40.5% of the respondents are uncertain with their reaction to fast fashion 

brands joining the metaverse, 36.9% whereas highly anticipate such collaborations while 22.5% 

are disinterested.  

9. Rate the statements according to you: (Agree-Neutral-Disagree) 

Table 9: 

Options Agree Neutral Disagree 

I will purchase from a fast fashion brand after watching an 
advertisement 

27 
(16.9%) 

74 
(46.2%) 

59 
(36.9%) 

I will purchase from an influencer promoting a brand on 
social media. 

18 
(11.2%) 

57 
(35.6%) 

85 
(53.2%) 

Technology can put an end to fashion's poor sustainability 87 
(54.4%) 

55 
(34.4%) 

18 
(11.%2) 

Fast fashion brands should be more transparent about their 
manufacturing process 

133 
(83.1%) 

19 
(11.9%) 

8 
(5%) 

 

The above Table 9 depicts that 83.1% of the respondents think that fast fashion brands should be 

more transparent about their manufacturing process, 11.2% disagree with technology being an 

solution to fashion’s poor choice of sustainability, 53.2% do not associate in purchase decision 

based on influencer promotion and 36.% of the respondents will purchase from a fast fashion 

after watching an advertisement.  

FINDINGS 

· It is evident from the data that most respondents of the survey were females.  

· Most of the respondents belonged to the age group between 18 - 25 years.  

· Style and quality of the apparel are important factors that influence a consumer before 

purchasing any clothing item. 

· Majority of the people donate their old clothes rather than throwing them away.  

· People are yet to fully adapt to the concept of pre-loved clothes.  

· There still are consumers who are not aware of the environmental impact of the fast fashion 

industry. 
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· The fast fashion industry should make the appropriate changes to protect the environment 

from harm. 

· It is found that a vast number of respondents do not anticipate fast fashion brands joining the 

metaverse. 

· Influencer marketing has very little impact on the viewers. 

· Advertisements play a good role in driving people to purchase a product.  

· Majority of the people believe that technology can put an end to poor sustainable choices of 

fast fashion brands. 

· It is clearly derived that consumers want fast-fashion retailers to be more transparent about 

their manufacturing process.  

CONCLUSION 

For years, the commercialization of fashion has preyed on people's vulnerabilities by warning 

them that if they don't keep up with the latest trends, they would be left behind. There are five 

barriers to being green, according to one study (Joy et al. 2010; 289): "lack of awareness, 

unfavorable attitudes, distrust, high prices, and low availability." When fast fashion customers 

gain a better understanding of how their clothes are created, they may decide that they don't need 

as many clothes, particularly those made of plastics. We've noticed that many of these customers 

are environmentally concerned and avoid drinking from disposable water bottles. If fast fashion 

consumers' preferences change, it looks that fast fashion merchants will adjust their output, as 

H&M has already begun to do.  

Each year, 80 billion new articles of apparel are purchased around the world, totaling $1.2 

trillion for the global fashion business. In the two decades since the fast fashion business model 

became the norm for big name fashion businesses, consumers must recognise fashion as an 

utilitarian commodity rather than a form of enjoyment, and be willing to pay higher costs to 

account for the impact of fashion on the environment. Slow fashion is the way things are going 

to be in the future. However, a new system-wide understanding of how to transition to such a 

model is required, which will necessitate creativity and collaboration among designers and 

manufacturers, as well as numerous stakeholders and end users. To transform the world's second-

largest polluter and ensure that appearance and sustainability can be reached at the same time, a 
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common ground between technologies, fashion, and the environment must be found. However, 

both the fashion industry and consumers share responsibilities for revolutionizing the way 

clothing and fabrics are made and used. 
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�વઠ્ઠલર�ય શ્ર�મ�ળ� પ�ત�ન� આ�મકથ� ‘બજત� જાય� એકત�ર�’મ�� પ�ત�ન� ગ�મ, �ય���� � ઘર, 

���� �બન� ગર�બ ��થ�ત, ક�ગ�લ ગ�મડ�ન� ��થ�ત, વણ��યવ�થ� જેવ� અન�ક બ�બત� આલ�ખ� છ�. પ�ત�ન� 

મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ �ત્રકમલ�લ �વશ� લ�ખક ખ�સ ન�ધ� છ�. જે ત�મન� મ�ટ� જીવન ઈમ�રતન� �ત�ભ સમ�ન હત�. 

લ�ખકન� મત� ક�ઈવ�ર સ�મ��ય મ�ણસન� જીવનમ�� બનત� અસ�મ��ય બન�વ� જીવનન� ર�ચક બન�વ� 

દ�ત� હ�ય છ�. �વઠ્ઠલર�ય શ્ર�મ�ળ�એ પ�ત�ન� આ�મકથ�ન� ચ�ર �વભ�ગ�મ�� વહ�ચ� છ�� અ��ણ�દય, 

પ્રભ�ત, મ�ય�હ્ન, સમ�સ��જ વગ�ર�.  
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લ�ખક �વઠ્ઠલર�યન� જ�મ મહ�સ�ણ�ન� મ�ટ�દ�ઉ ગ�મમ�� 28 �ડસ��બર,1933ન� ર�જ થય� હત�. લ�ખકથ� 

મ�ટ� બ�ન્ન� ભ�ઈઓન� ગ�મન� અં�યજ શ�ળ�મ�� ભણવ� ��ક્ય� હત�. લ�ખકન� પણ 1939મ�� ત� શ�ળ�મ�� 

��ક્ય� હત�. ગ�યકવ�ડ� ર��યમ�� બ�ળકન� છ વષ� શ�ળ�મ�� ��કવ�મ�� ન આવ� ત� ત� બ�ળકન� મ�-બ�પન� 

દ�ડ થત� હત�. શ�ળ�ન� પ્રવ�શ ત�ર�ખન� જ જ�મત�ર�ખ ગણ�ત�. વણકર, ચમ�ર, સ�નમ�, ગર� બ્ર�હ્મણ 

બધ��ન� છ�કર�ઓ અં�યજન� શ�ળ�મ�� જ ભણવ� જત� હત�. �ય��ન� �શક્ષક� પણ અં�યજ હત�. ત�ઓ 

બ�ળક�ન� ભણવ���� પ્ર��સ�હન આપત� હત�. વણકરવ�સન� બ�રણ� વગરન�� �બનવ�રસ� અન� 

અંધ��રય� મક�નમ�� ત� શ�ળ� ચ�લત� હત�. લ�ખકન� �દનપ્ર�ત�દન ભણવ�ન� ધગશ વધવ� લ�ગ� હત�. 

લ�ખકન� �પત� બ��� � ધ�રણ અન� મ�ત� ચ���� ધ�રણ ભણ�લ�� હત�. ત� શ�ક્ષ�ણક કજ��� � સ�પ�ન� રહ�� �� અન� 

���� �બ��� જતન કર� �� હ� ��. લ�ખકન� �પત� દ�શ�વર રહ�ત� અન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ બહ�ર ગ�મ ન�કર� કરત� આથ� 

સઘળ� જવ�બદ�ર� લ�ખકન� મ�ન� જ સ�ભ�ળવ� પડત� હત�. એક �દવસ લ�ખક ત�મન� �પત� સ�થ� 

બ�રમ� �ન�મત્ત� શ�ર� ખ�વ� ગય� હત�. એકવ�ર �પત� દ�શ�વર હત� �ય�ર� લ�ખક ગય� હત� અન� અડધ� 

� ��ય� ખ�લ� વ�સણ લઈન� આ�ય� ત���� જાણ� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈએ લ�ખકન� એક તમ�ચ� મ�ય� હત�. ત�ઓ 

લ�ખકન� �વમ�ન� બનવ� મ�ટ� પ્ર�રત� હત�. લ�ખકન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ શ�ળ�મ��થ� છૂટ�� પછ� પણ લ�ખકન� 
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ભણતર��� �ય�ન ર�ખત�. ત� ઉપર��ત ર�જ ર�ત્ર� ત�મન� પ્રગ�તન� ચક�સણ� કરત� હત�. ત�મજ ભણ�ન� 

આગળ વધવ�ન� સલ�હ પણ આપત� હત�. લ�ખક��� પ�ય���� �શક્ષણ પ��� � હ� ��. એકવ�ર પર�ક્ષ�મ�� 

ન�પ�સ થવ�ન� શક્યત�મ�� પણ ત�ઓ પ�સ થઈ ગય� હત�. ભણવ� �સવ�ય બધ� જ બ�બતમ�� ત�ઓ 

પ�છળ હત�. ત�મન� ગ�મમ�� ચ�થ� ધ�રણ ��ધ�ન� જ શ�ળ� હ�વ�ન� ક�રણ� લ�ખક� પ��ચ�� ધ�રણ ભ���� 

ગ�મન� અં�યજન� શ�ળ�મ�� પ�સ ક��� હ� ��.  

લ�ખકન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ �વમ�નથ� જીવવ�મ�� મ�નત� હત�. આથ� ત�ઓ ક�ઈન� ઘર� મ��ગવ� જવ�ન� ન� 

પ�ડત�. જ��ય�� �ય�રથ� જ લ�ખકન� �નત��ત પ્ર�મ મળ�લ� આથ� પ્ર�મમ�� ઘણ� શ��ત છ� એ��� સમજીન� ત�ઓ 

બધ��ન� પ્ર�મભર� નજર� જ�ત�� હત��. પ�રણ�મ� ત�ઓ ક�ઈ સ�થ� ઝઘડ� કરત� નહ�. �વકટ પ�ર��થ�તન� 

સ�મન� લ�ખક આ�મશ��તન� પ્રભ�વ અન� �હ�મતથ� કરત�. મ�ટ�ભ�ઈએ લ�ખકન� બ�ર વષ�ન� ઉંમરમ�� 

છઠ્ઠ� ધ�રણ મ�ટ� પ�ટણન� અં�યજ શ�ળ�મ�� દ�ખલ કય�� હત�. પ�ટણન� બ��ડ�ગ હ�ઉસમ�� રહ�ન� જીવન 

ઘડતરન� સ�ર� તક મળ� હત�. લ�ખકન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ �ત્રકમલ�લન� ���દ્ધ બ�� ત�જ હત� જ અન� ત�મ�� પણ 

વડ�દર�ન� વસવ�ટ પછ� ત�ઓ વ�� ત�જ�વ� થય� હત�. ત�ઓ હ�મ�શ� �વ�છ અન� ��ઘડ રહ�ત� હત� અન� 

ક�મ વગર ગ�મમ�� પણ જત� નહ�. ત�ઓ આય�સમ�જન� �વચ�રસરણ�મ�� મ�નત� હત� ત�મજ 

પ્રભ�વશ�ળ� તથ� ��ધ�રક �વચ�રસરણ� ધર�વત� હત�. ત�મ�� લ�ન��� કજ��� � હ� ��. એક વ�ર ત�મન� 

પ�ન�એ ગરમ ચ��પય� પકડ� લ�ધ� અન� � �મ પ�ડ� હત�. હ�રજનવ�સન� બધ� એકઠ�� થઈ બબડવ� 

લ��ય�, ‘મ��તર� �બચ�ર� બ�યડ�ન� ફર�વ�ર મ�ર�.’આમ, બધ�ન� એમ ક� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈએ ત�મન� પ�ન�ન� 

મ�ય��. ગ�મ લ�ક�એ લ�ખકન� ઘરન� લ�ક�ન� � �બ મ�ય�� હત�. સવણ�ન� આ પ્રક�રન� આત�ક અન� 

વડ�લ�ન� આક્ર�દથ� સમગ્ર ગ�મ અન� હ�રજનવ�સમ�� સન્ન�ટ� છવ�ઈ ગય� હત�. ગ�મમ��થ� ક�ઈ પણ 

ત�મન� છ�ડ�વવ� પણ આ��� ન હ� ��. લ�ખકન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈએ ત�મન� �મત્ર સ�થ� મહ�સ�ણ� જઈ ઓઝ� 

વક�લન� મળ�ન� ક�ટ�મ�� સવણ�ન� �વ��દ્ધ ક�સ દ�ખલ કર��ય� હત�. બ�જા જ �દવસ� મહ�સ�ણ�થ� 

��સલમ�ન ફ�જદ�ર� પ�લ� લ�ક�ન� ધમક� આપ� હત�.  

મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ �ત્રકમલ�લન� બદલ� �વસનગર થઈ હત� એટલ� આ��� ���� �બ �ય�� રહ�વ� જ��� ર��� હ� ��. થ�ડ� 

�દવસ� બ�દ ઘરન� બધ� પ�છ� ગ�મમ�� રહ�વ� આવ� ગય� હત�. આમ, એકબ�જાન� ���ફ અન� �હ�મતથ� ત� 

મક�ન ઘર બ���� હ� ��. ક�ટ�ન� ક�સન� તપ�સ કરવ� મ�ટ� વડ�દર�થ� અ�ધક�ર�ઓ આવત� હત�. લ�ખકન� 
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મહ�સ�ણ�ન� કવ� હ�ઈ���લમ�� ��ક્ય� હત�. મહ�સ�ણ� શહ�ર ગ�યકવ�ડ� �જ�લ���� વ��મથક હ�વ�ન� ક�રણ� 

�ય�� �જ�લ� કક્ષ�ન� બધ� કચ�ર�ઓ હત�. લ�ખક� �ય�� એક વષ�મ�� 5, 6 અન� 7 ત્રણ ધ�રણ પ�સ કરવ�ન� 

હત�. ક�ઈ ક�રણસર લ�ખક ભણવ�મ�� ક�ચ� પડત� જત� હત� ક�રણ ક� ત�મન� ત્રણ�ય ધ�રણ પ�સ કરવ�ન� 

સતત તન�વ રહ્ય� કરત� હત�. વ��ષ�ક પર�ક્ષ�ન� પ�રણ�મ �વરૂપ ત� ગ�ણતમ�� ન�પ�સ થય� હત�. કવ� 

સ�હ�બન� �વન��તઓ કર� લ�ખકન� ઉપલ� ધ�રણમ�� ચડ��ય� હત�.  

લ�ખકમ�� ત�મન� �પત� અન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� સ��ક�ર� હ�વ�થ� ત�મણ� ભણ�ન� આગળ વધવ�ન� મનમ�� 

સ�ક�પ કય� હત�. ઝઘડ�ન� બન�વન� એક વષ� પછ� �ત્રકમલ�લ� ગ�મમ�� પગ ��ક્ય� હત�. આથ� 

મહ��લ�વ�ળ� ત�મન� અચરજથ� જ�ઈ રહ્ય� હત�. ત�ઓ બ�ઠ� હત� એવ�મ�� ફ�જદ�ર� બ�લ��ય� હત�. 

ત�મણ� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� સમ�ધ�ન કર� લ�વ� ક��� હ� ��. �ય�� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ �સ�હ જે��� વત�ન કર�ન� ઘ�ર આ�ય� હત�. 

વ�ત�ન� લ�ક�એ ત�મ��� સ�મ�ન ક��� હ� �� ક�રણ ક� ત�મણ� ખ�લ� પ�ત���� જ નહ� પર�� � સમગ્ર અં�યજ 

સમ�જ��� ભ��� ક��� હ� �� ત�મજ ત�મન� સલ�મત� અન� �વમ�ન��� પણ રક્ષણ ક��� હ� ��. આથ� ત�મ��� મ�ન 

પણ વધ� ગ��� હ� ��. સ�થ� મ�ટ� ��ત્ર તર�ક� �ત્રકમલ�લ� �પત�જીન� ત�મન� જવ�બદ�ર�મ��થ� ���ત કર� 

ઘરન� વહ�વટ પણ સ�ભ�ળ� લ�ધ� હત�. ત�ઓ �શ�તન� આગ્રહ� હત� પર�� � ત�મન� પ�ન� ઘરન� શ��ત 

વ�ત�વરણન� ડહ�ળ� ક�ઢત� હત�. મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ આમ ત� છ�� ધ�રણ જ ભણ�લ�� હત� પણ વડ�દર�મ�� બ� વષ� 

દર�મય�ન અન�ક મ�ટ� મ�ણસ�ન� મ�ય� હત�. �ત્રકમલ�લ �શક્ષક અન� ���� �બન� જવ�બદ�ર� સ�થ� અ�ય 

પ્ર� ��ત્તઓ પણ કરત� હત�. ત�ઓ ક�વ જીવ પણ હત�. ત�મ છત�� ત�મન� સ�સ�ર ��ખ કદ� મ��� જ ન હ� ��. 

મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� મત� જીવન��� સ���� ��ખ જીવનન� જવ�બદ�ર�ઓ � �ર� કરવ�મ�� છ�. એન�થ� મળત� 

આ�મસ�ત�ષ જ સ���� ��ખ કહ�વ�ય. મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� આવ� વ�ત�એ જ લ�ખકમ�� ચ�તન� જગ�વ� હત�.  

1947-48મ�� લ�ખકન� �વસનગર ભણવ� જવ���� હ� ��. ઉત�વળમ�� ત�ઓ �ટ�કટ વગર અમદ�વ�દ જત� 

ગ�ડ�મ�� બ�સ� ગય� હત�. ત� જીવનન� એક અદ� �ત અ��ભવ બન� ગય� હત�. લ�ખક મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ સ�થ� 

�વસનગર ભણત� અન� રહ�ત�. �ય��ન� ‘� �તન સવ� હ�ઈ���લ’મ�� આઠમ� ધ�રણમ�� ભણવ���� ચ��� ક��� 

હ� ��. એક �શક્ષક હ�વ�ન� ન�ત� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� લ�ખકન�� �ય��ત�વ��� ઘડતર થ�� દ�ખ�ઈ ર��� હ� �. આમ, �ય�� 

એક નવ� લ�ખક��� ઘડતર થઈ ર��� હ� ��. આઠમ�-નવમ� ધ�રણમ�� ઉત્ત�ણ� થય� બ�દ ત�મન�મ�� નવ� 

ચ�તન�ન� સ�ચ�ર થય� હત�. આથ� ન�પ�સ થવ�ન� ડર અન� �નર�શ� બ�ન્ન� ��ર થય� હત�. મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� 
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જીવન અન� આચરણથ� લ�ખકન� સ���� �શક્ષણ મળ���. હ�ઈ���લ અન� પછ�ત સમ�જમ�� લ�ખકન� સ��� મ�ન 

મળ��� હ�વ�થ� ત�મન� ઉ�સ�હ �દનપ્ર�ત�દન વધત� જત� હત�. પ્ર�યક્ષ અ��ભવ�થ� લ�ખકન� જીવન��� 

ઘડતર કરવ�ન� પ્ર�રણ� મળત�. અન�ક પ્ર� ��ત્તઓમ�� �ય�ત હ�વ� છત�� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ લ�ખકન� 

જીવન�વક�સમ�� � �બ રસ લ�ત�� હત�. લ�ખકન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઇ �વમ�ન સ�ચવ�ન� જીવવ�મ�� મ�નત� હત�. 

�વસનગરન� બજાર વ�ચ� આવ�લ� �હ���  મ��દરમ�� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈએ મ��દર પ્રવ�શન� ક�ય�ક્રમ કય� હત�. જેન� 

લ�ધ� બધ� હ�રજન�એ મ��દરમ�� જઈન� પહ�લ�વ�ર ભગવ�નન� � ��ત�ન� દશ�ન કય�� હત�. આ ર�ત� 

�વસનગરમ��થ� આભડછ�ટન� � �તન� ભગ�ડ� દ���� હ� ��. (1) લ�ખક મ���કમ�� બ�જા વગ�થ� પ�સ થય� હત�. 

એ વખત� મ���ક થ��� મ�ટ� વ�ત હત�. આથ� ગ�મમ�� અન� વ�સમ�� ત�મન� � �બ મ�ન મ���� હ� ��. પ��ચ 

હજારન� વ�ત�વ�ળ� ગ�મમ�� લ�ક� લ�ખકન� ઈ�જત કરવ� લ��ય� હત�. લ�ખક��� સ�મ�ન પણ થ�� હ� �� 

જેન�થ� ત�મન� �શક્ષણ��� મહ�વ સમજા��� હ� ��. મ���ક થય�ન� આન�દ ત�મન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ અન� મ�ત��પત�ન� 

�વશ�ષ થય� હત�. લ�ખક� આ���સમ�� એડ�મશન લ���� ત� સમય� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� બદલ� બ�જા ગ�મમ�� થત� 

ત�મન� આંચક� લ��ય� હત� ક�રણ ક� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� છત્રછ�ય�મ�� બ�ળપણ ઘડ�� �� હ�વ�થ� લ�ખકન� ત�મન� 

ગ�રહ�જર� સ�લત� હત�, �વસનગર પણ � ���� લ�ગ��� હ� ��. ક�લ�જ જીવન અન� �ક�લરશ�પ મળવ�ન� 

ક�રણ� લ�ખકન� ઢ�ગ બદલ�ઈ ગય� હત�. એવ�મ�� લ�ખકન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� વ�ત ય�દ આવત� ભણતર ન 

બગડ� ત�ન� ક�ળજી ર�ખવ� લ��ય�. ઘર�થ� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� ��નલ��નન� આમ�ત્રણન� પત્ર આ�ય� હત�. 

પર�ક્ષ� હ�વ�થ� લ�ખક �ય�� જઈ શક્ય� ન હત�. �વસનગરમ�� ક�લ�જન� છ��લ�� બ� વષ�મ�� લ�ખકન� 

મ�જમજા કરવ�ન� ટ�વ પડ� ગઈ હ�વ�થ� ત�મન� પ�સ� થ�ડ�� જ પ�સ� બચત� હત�. વડ�દર�ન� ક�લ�જમ�� 

એડ�મશન મ�ટ� ભ�ઈ-ભ�ભ� બ�ન્ન�એ પ�સ�ન� �યવ�થ� કર� હત�. ત�મન� ભ�ભ� પ�ત���� સ�ન���� ક�� � 

વ�ચવ� મ�ટ� પણ ત�ય�ર થઈ ગય� હત�. આમ, આદશ� અન� �સ�દ્ધઓન� સ�ક�ર કરત� લ�ખકન� ય�ત્ર�ન� 

આર�ભ થઈ ગય� હત�. જીવનન� �વક�સ મ�ટ� અન�ક ગ�મ-નગરન� શ�ળ�-ક�લ�જ� બદલ�ન� આખર� 

પ્રગ�તશ�લ ર�જવ�ન� ર�જધ�ન� વડ�દર�મ�� લ�ખક ભણવ� ગય� હત�. ત�મન� જીવનઘડતરમ�� 

�વસનગરન� ફ�ળ� અન�ય હત�. એક ગ્ર��ય વ�ત�વરણન� ક�લ�જ છ�ડ� લ�ખક� મ�ટ�-�વક�સત શહ�રન� 

ક�લ�જમ�� જવ���� હ� ��. �ય�� આવ�લ ક�ર�લ�બ�ગન� આય���મ�ર આશ્રમમ�� લ�ખકન� દ�ખલ કય�� હત�. �ય�� 

બધ� જ પ્રક�રન� ત�લ�મ આપવ�મ�� આવત� હત�. ક�લ�જન� જીવનન� લ�ખક� ત�ન� ર�ત� વહ�વ� દ���� હ� ��. 

આથ� ત�ઓ એક વ�ણક ક�ય� સ�થ� પ�રચયમ�� આ�ય� હત�. મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� જેમ લ�ખક પણ �દ�યપ્ર�મ 
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અન� મય��દ�મ�� મ�નત� હત�. સ��થ�વ�ળ�ન� ત�ન� જાણ થત� ત� છ�કર�ન� વ�ણક વ�પ�ર� સ�થ� બળજબર� 

પરણ�વ�ન� �વદ�ય કર� દ�ધ� હત�. લ�ખકન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� દ�વ��દ્રભ�ઈ ��ર� લ�ખકન� હક�કત ખબર પડ� 

હત�. �સદ્ધ��ર પ�સ�ન� ગ�મડ�ન� એક ક�ય� સ�થ� લ�ખકન� સગ�ઈ કર� ન�ખ� હત�. વ�ત�લ� ક્ષણ�ન� 

� �લવ� લ�ખક� ઘણ�� પ્રય�ન� કય�� હત�.  

વ�ક�શનન� થ�ડ� �દવસ પછ� લ�ખક મ�ટ� ડભ�ઈન� એક ���દર, ��શ�લ ક�ય� સ�થ� લ�ન કરવ�ન� 

દરખ��ત ધર�વત� દ�વ��દ્રભ�ઈન� પત્ર આ�ય� હત�. ઘરમ�� મ��ગ�લક પ્રસ�ગ આવવ�ન� હત�. લ�ખક� 

જીવનમ�� આગળ વધવ���� હ�વ�થ� ત�ઓ બધ� ર�ત� ત�ય�ર હત�. આખર� લ�ખક� ગ�ડ� પકડ� જાન લઈ 

જવ� તરફ પ્રય�ણ ક��� હ� ��. આમ, લ�ખક� પ�ન� સર�વત� સ�થ� ��થર, મ��ર અન� ઉ�જવળ જીવનન� 

મ�ગ� પકડ� લ�ધ� હત�. બ�ન્ન� ���� �બ સ� �દ્ધ હત�. ત�મન� ભણતર અન� સ�સ�ર��� ચણતર સ�થ� સ�થ� ચ�લ��� 

હ� ��. લ�ખકન� ��ખ� સ�સ�રન� ફળ રૂપ� એક ��ત્ર� અન� ત્રણ ��ત્ર થય�. જેમન� ત�મણ� ગ્ર����એટ બન��ય� 

હત�. લ�ખકન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ ��ધ�રક �વચ�રન� અન� પ�રવત�નન� આવક�રન�ર હત�. લ�ન બ�દ લ�ખક� 

ભણવ�મ�� પ�ત���� મન પર����� હ� ��. લ�ખક� 1956મ�� બ�.એ.ન� ‘�ડગ્ર�’ અન� ‘દ�કર�’ એક જ વષ� મ�ળ�ય� 

હત�. બ�.એ.ન� પદવ� એન�યત થવ�ન� હત� �ય�ર� ત�મન� �જ�દગ�ન� ત� ય�દગ�ર પળ�મ�� ક�ઈ હ�જર 

રહ� શ�� નહ�� �. એક ઊગત� વ�ત��ક�ર એવ� લ�ખક પ�ન�, બ�ળક� અન� ન�કર�ન� ક�રણ� ક��પ�નક 

વ�ત��ઓન� બદલ� જીવ�ત વ�ત��ઓમ�� ઓતપ્ર�ત થઈ ગય� હત�. લ�ખક ���� �બન� લઈન� વ�ક�શનમ�� વતન 

ગય� હત�. �ય��થ� પ�છ� ફરત� વખત� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ અન� ભ�ભ�એ ભ�ર� હ�ય� �વદ�ય આપ� હત� અન� 

લ�ખકન� બ�ળકન� છ��લ�વ�ર રમ�ડ�� હ� �. લ�ખક અમદ�વ�દ ર�ક�ઈન� પછ� વડ�દર�-ડભ�ઈ જવ�ન� 

હત�. ગ�મમ�� બન�લ� ક��ણ ઘટન�ન� લ�ખકન� ક�ઈ જાણ ન હત�. એક �દવસ લ�ખકન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ લ�મણ� 

ગ�ભ�ર ચહ�ર� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ �ત્રકમલ�લન� ક�લ�ર� થય� હ�વ�ન�� સમ�ચ�ર આ�ય�. લ�ખક ત� ર�ત્ર� જ વતનમ�� 

જત� રહ્ય� હત�. ત� દર�મય�ન ર�ત�મ�� ગ�મન� લ�ક�ન� વ�ત કરત�� સ��ભ�ય� હત� ક�, �ત્રકમલ�લ અન� 

ત�મન� પ�ન�ન� એક સ�થ� �મશ�નમ�� લઈ ગય� હત�. આ સ��ભળ� લ�ખક ન�ચ� પડ� ગય� હત�. ઘર� ગય� 

બ�દ બધ� આશ્વ�સન આપત� હત� ત�મ છત�� લ�ખકન� મનમ�� અન� બહ�ર બધ� જ સન્ન�ટ� હત�, ક�રણ ક� 

ત�મણ� ફ�ત મ�ટ�ભ�ઈ-ભ�ભ� જ ન�હ પર�� � ઘ��� બ��� ��મ�વ� દ���� હ� ��. થ�ડ� �દવસ બ�દ લ�ખકન� 

જાણવ� મ��� હ� �� ક� સવ�ર� લ�ખકન� ભ�ભ� અન� બપ�ર� ત�મન� ભ�ઈ એમ વ�ર�ફરત� બ�ન્ન� � ���� પ��ય� 

હત�. લ�ખકન� ત�મન� અં�તમ દશ�ન પણ થય� ન હત� ત�ન� ભ�ર� અફસ�સ હત�. ત�મન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઇ ત�મન� 
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જીવનન� આધ�ર હ�વ�ન� લ�ધ� ત� પ્રસ�ગન� છ મ�સ ��ધ� લ�ખક હસ� શક્ય� ન હત�. વડ�દર�મ�� ગય� 

બ�દ લ�ખકન� મ�ટ�ભ�ઈન� વધ�ર� ય�દ આવત� હત�. જીવનમ��થ� રસકસ જ ઉડ� ગય� હત�. ભણવ�મ�� 

રસ ન હ�વ� છત�� લ�ખક� એમ.એસ.ડબ���ન� બ�જા વષ�મ�� પ્રવ�શ મ�ળ�ય� હત�. આઘ�ત-પ્ર�ય�ઘ�ત 

કર�વન�ર બન�વ�ન� લ�ધ� લ�ખક એક �વષયમ�� ન�પ�સ થય� હત�. બ�જા વષ� ત�ન� પર�ક્ષ� આપ� �ય��થ� 

વતનમ�� જત�� રહ્ય� હત�. મ�ન�સક પ�રત�પ અન� ���ધ વ�ત�વરણથ� લ�ખકન� ત�બયત બગડ� હત�, 

દવ�થ� પણ ફ�ર પડત� ન હત�. પર�ક્ષ�મ�� ત�ઓ પ�સ થય� હત�. ત�વ�મ�� ત�મન� ��ત્ર હ�સતન� જ�મ 

થય� હત�. આમ, લ�ખકન� જીવનમ�� ગ�ત આવવ� લ�ગ� હત�. લ�ખકન� પ્ર�જે�ટ �રપ�ટ�  પણ ત�ય�ર થઈ 

ગય� હત�. એવ�મ�� જ લ�ખકન� જીવન ઈમ�રતન� બ�જ� �ત�ભ પણ � �ટ� ગય� હત�. જેમન� લ�ખકન� 

�ડગ્ર�ન� � �બ આન�દ હત� ત�વ�� દ�વ��દ્રભ�ઈ પણ � ���� પ��ય� હત�. �ય�ર� ગ�મન� લ�ક�એ લ�ખક��� 

સ�મ�ન ક��� હ� �� �ય�ર� ત�મન� મ�ટ� �� �ખન� વ�ત એ હત� ક�, જે � ��ત�ન� પ્ર�ત�ઠ� થત� હત� ત�ન� ઘડન�ર 

જ �ય�� હ�જર ન હત�. ત� સમય� લ�ખકન� ત�મન� ભ�ઈ-ભ�ભ�ન� ય�દ ત�વ્રપણ� આવત� હત�. (2)  

થ�ડ� �દવસ� પછ� લ�ખકન� ત�મન� ચ�ફ પ્ર�.ઑ�ફસરન� જ�ય� પર ભરૂચમ�� હ�જર થવ�ન� સમ�ચ�ર 

મ�ય� હત�. આ ન�કર�ન� સમ�ચ�રથ� ત�મન� ���� �બ અન� સ�સર�ન� બધ�� ��શ થઈ ગય� હત�. 

આમ, થ�ડ� વષ� બ�દ સમ�જ ��રક્ષ� કચ�ર�મ��થ� ક�મગ�ર� પત�વ�ન� લ�ખક 58 વષ� �ન� �ત્ત થય� 

હત�. નવ� પડક�ર� ઝ�લવ�ન� શ�ખ, �ન�ઠ� અન� �નખ�લસત� લ�ખકન� ક�ય�મ�� સફળત� અપ�વત� 

હત�. જેન�થ� ત�મન� જીવન જીવવ�ન� નવ� ત�જગ� મળત�. લ�ખકન� પ�ન� સહક�ર� અન� 

સમજદ�ર હત�. આમ, લ�ખકન� બ�ળક� વ�લસ�ટ હ�વ�ન� સ�થ� સ��ક�ર�, નમ્ર અન� �ન�ઠ�વ�ન પણ છ�. 

�ન� ��ત્ત પછ� લ�ખક ભ�રત�ય જનત� પ�ટ�મ�� જ�ડ�ઈ ગય� હત�. ત�ન� સ��પય�ગ કર�ન� સમ�જમ�� 

મદદરૂપ થવ� મ�ગત� હત�. ત� ઉપર��ત લ�ખક� જીવર�જ મહ�ત� હ���પટલમ�� વહ�વટ� અ�ધક�ર� 

તર�ક� સ�વ� આપ� હત�. �વક�સ ��હન� ડ�યર��ટર તર�ક� પણ ત�મણ� દસ વષ� ��ધ� સ�વ� આપ� 

હત�. લ�ખકન� ત�મન� �વજન�ન� ય�દ ઘણ�વ�ર �� �ખ� કરત� હત�. જેમ�� �ત્રકમલ�લ, દ�વ��દ્રભ�ઇ, 

મ�હનલ�લ શમ�� જેવ�� ત�મન� જીવન ઈમ�રતન� �ત�ભન� સમ�વ�શ ત�ઓ કર� છ�. જેમ�� ચ�થ� �ત�ભ 

તર�ક� ત�મન� પ�ન� સર�વત� આવત�. આમ, �વઠ્ઠલર�યન� જીવનન� ઈમ�રતન� ઘડવ� અન�ક 

મ�ણસ�એ એક મજ� �ત �ત�ભ તર�ક�ન� પ�ત�ન� ફરજ બજાવ� હત�. જેથ� લ�ખક પ�ત�ન� લ�ય � �ર� 

કર� શક્ય� હત�. 
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Abstract: 

  The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic may be stressful for people. 

Fear and anxiety about the new disease and what would happen can be overwhelming and cause 

strong emotions in adults and children. Public health actions, such as social distancing, can make 

people feel isolated and lonely and can increase stress and anxiety. During this situation, the 

outbreak of COVID 19, has affected the education sector also. Virtual platforms are using for 

teaching and learning. It also creates a lot of problems for both students and teachers. The main 

objective of this study is to analyze the perception of online learning mechanisms among 

students’ during this COVID 19 pandemic. This paper includes both primary and secondary data. 

Statistical tools are used for analyzing data.  The study revealed that online classes are effective 

in some points of view, at the same time it will create issues like lack of teacher-student 

interactions, network problems, health issues, and data consumption. 

Keywords: - COVID-19, Online teaching and learning, student’s perception 

INTRODUCTION 

The coronavirus pandemic has become a norm and to adapt schools and colleges across 

the country have switched to remote learning. Children have been asked to stay on track with 

their syllabus through an online learning model at home. This transaction from classroom-based 

learning to online learning can be quite stressful for children as it changes from their normal 

structure and they are not accustomed to the new way of learning. More than 300 million 

students worldwide are having their education disrupted by the spread of Coronavirus. Schools 

and universities haven't faced this level of disruption in generations, but unlike any time in the 

past, we can continue education even when schools close. 

Learners, teachers, and families are at the heart of everything Pearson does and we are 

committed to helping everyone have positive learning experiences, whether online or in school. 
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In this uncertain environment, it's important that learning continues, even if it can't 

happen in person. That's why we're providing access to expert faculty, best practices, and other 

online learning resources for people who are studying, teaching, or working remotely. We'll be 

updating this site regularly with even more helpful resources. Students' participation in the 

home-learning program, online school was confusing to adjust to as we had not been prepared 

through simulations or practices beforehand. Students reported the home-learning program to be 

even more stressful than regular classrooms. Some of the common reasons for this went along 

the lines of: "Normal classes may have been difficult, but having friends makes it so much more 

manageable and less stressful. Online classes take out the benefits of having friends to socialize 

with and being stuck alone with nothing but assignments. "Many students participating in home-

learning programs also say that the workload of online classes is larger than that of regular 

classes. The consensus is that home-learning programs — although highly beneficial and a good 

alternative to school as schools are closed — still require some getting used to by students, as it 

is a novel concept and not many are experienced with them. This is because those students lack 

the devices and internet access to be able to participate in online classes, and the schools and 

colleges cannot teach online. 

REVIEW LITERATURE 

Bączek, M., Zagańczyk-Bączek, M., Szpringer, M., Jaroszyński, A., & Wożakowska-

Kapłon, B. (2020). , Students' perception of online learning during the COVID -19 pandemic on 

medical students. The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted teaching in a variety of institutions, 

especially in medical schools. Electronic learning (e-learning) became the core method of 

teaching the curriculum during the pandemic. After eight weeks of only online learning, a survey 

was conducted to investigate the perception of this type of learning amongst medical students. A 

survey was conducted by distributing an online questionnaire to Polish medical students. Data 

gathered from the survey was analyzed with routine statistical software. 804 students answered 

the questionnaire. According to respondents' answers, the main advantages of online learning 

were the ability to stay at home (69%), continuous access to online materials (69%), learning at 

your own pace (64%), and comfortable surroundings (54%). The majority of respondents chose a 

lack of interactions with patients (70%) and technical problems with IT equipment (54%) as the 

main disadvantages. There was no statistical difference between face-to-face and online learning 
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in terms of opinions on the ability of the learning method to increase knowledge (p=.46). E-

learning was considered less effective than face-to-face learning in terms of increasing skills. E-

learning is a powerful tool for teaching medical students. However, the successful 

implementation of online learning into the curriculum requires a well-thought-out strategy and a 

more active approach. 

Agarwal, S., & Kaushik, J. S. (2020). Student's perception of online learning during the 

COVID pandemic. Indian Journal of Pediatrics, Coronavirus pandemic has not only impacted 

human life but also impacted medical education and residency training all over. With principles 

of social distancing, all face to face classes were suspended due to the ongoing COVID 19 

pandemics. Considering its implications on our students, and online teaching session was 

conducted every day for 12 d. We used a free version of Zoom which allows a maximum of 100 

participants and for some time of 40 min. Students' perceptions were collected at the end of this 

lecture series. Feedback responses were obtained from 77 participants. Of these, 87% (67) were 

post-graduate students. Participants found the sessions to be relevant to their learning needs and 

clinical practice [n = 75 (97%)]. The majority of the participants perceived that the sessions were 

tailored to their level of learning [n = 76 (99%)] and found the sessions to be interesting and 

enjoyable [n = 72 (95%)]. All of the participants (n = 77) felt that each pediatric sub-specialty 

should start their classes for postgraduates and that online classes should be made a part of the 

medical postgraduate curriculum.   The study concluded that the COVID pandemic made us 

realize the importance of online training for our pediatric postgraduate students. Students' 

satisfaction levels with online learning were comparable to previous studies.  Apart from the gain 

in knowledge, the present study revealed the impact of online learning on the morale of our 

students by creating a diversion from the ongoing pandemic situation. We conclude that online 

teaching is feasible, cheap, and must be made a part of the postgraduate training in India beyond 

the prevailing lockdown.  

Smart, K. L., & Cappel, J. J. (2006). Students’ perceptions of online learning: A comparative 

study. Journal of Information Technology Education: Research, 5(1), 201-219. In search of 

better, more cost-effective ways to deliver instruction and training, universities and corporations 

have expanded their use of e-learning. Although several studies suggest that online education and 

blended instruction (a "blend" of online and traditional approaches) can be as effective as 
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traditional classroom models, few studies have focused on learner satisfaction with online 

instruction, particularly in the transition to online learning from traditional approaches.  This 

study examines students' perceptions of integrating online components in two undergraduate 

business courses where students completed online learning modules before class discussion. The 

results indicate that participants in an elective course rated the online modules significantly 

better than those in a required course. Overall, participants in the elective course rated the online 

modules marginally positive while those in the required course rated them marginally negative.   

These outcomes suggest that instructors should be selective in the way they integrate online units 

into traditional, classroom-delivered courses. This integration should be carefully planned based 

on learner characteristics, course content, and the learning context. For most participants of the 

study (83 percent), this was their first experience completing an online learning activity or 

module. Also, the largest dissatisfaction factor reported among the participants was the time 

required to complete the online modules.  Future research is encouraged to explore: (1) how 

previous experience with technology and online learning affects students' attitudes towards and 

success with e-learning; and (2) the effects of interspersing online units that are considerably 

shorter in length into the traditional classroom model.  This additional research can provide 

greater insight into which factors promote e-learning success. 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

 Since the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the normal lifestyle of people across the globe, the 

virtual world has come to the rescue. Amongst many institutions' schools and colleges have 

shifted their base to virtual platforms to conduct classes online consequently, catering to the 

needs of all stages of education from pre-primary to university level, online classes as an 

alternative to ordinary face to face classes. The present study aims to identify the perception of 

students towards online learning mechanism. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To analyze students' perception towards online learning. 

2. To study the impact of online learning mechanism. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 The study aimed to analyze students' perceptions of online learning during the COVID 19 

pandemic situation. The data were collected from 280 respondents through questionnaires, 

articles, journals, and websites. A convenience sampling method was used for collecting data. 

Percentile analysis was used for analyzing data. 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

PERCEPTION OF ONLINE LEARNING 

TABLE 1 GENDER WISE DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE 

GENDER FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Male 228 81.4 
Female  52 18.6 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: The study reveals Gender wise classification. Out of 280 respondents, 81.4% are 

female and 18.6 are male.  

TABLE 2 AGE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE 

AGE FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
16-20 190 67.9 
21-25  84 30.0 
26-30 1 0.4 
Above 30 5 1.8 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: The age of the respondents is categorized into four categories. Table 2 shows 

out of 280 respondents,67.9% are in the age group of 16-20, 30% are in the age group of 21-25, 

0.4% are in the age group of 26-30, and 1.8% are in the age group of above 30. 

TABLE 3 STUDYING CLASS WISE DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE 

CLASS FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
S.S.L.C 4 1.4 
Plus two 23 8.2 
Degree 197 70.3 
Masters 50 18 
PhD 2 0.7 
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Others 4 1.4 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  Table 3 shows the perception of the respondents based on their qualifications. It 

is classified into 6 categories. It is classified into 6 categories. 70% of respondents are doing their 

degree, 18% of respondents are doing post-graduation, 8.2% is a plus -two, 1.4% are S.S.L.C, 

0.7% are doing PhD and 1.4% are others. 

TABLE 4   OVERALL SATISFACTION OF ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 148 52.9 
Disagree 15 5.4 
Neutral 87 31.1 
Strongly Agree 20 7.1 
Strongly Disagree  10 3.6 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data  

Interpretation: From table 4, reveals the overall satisfaction of online learning .52.9% of 

respondents are agreed that online classes are satisfactory, 31.1% are neutral, 7.1% are strongly 

agreeing, 5.4% are disagreeing,3.6% are strongly agreeing with the statements.  

TABLE 5   OVERALL EFFICIENCY OF ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 114 40.7 
Disagree  28 10.0 
Neutral 102 36.4 
Strongly Agree 29 10.4 
Strongly Disagree  7 2.5 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: Table 5 shows the perception towards the overall efficiency of online 

learning.40.70% are agreed that online learning is very effective, 10.4% are strongly agreed, 

36.4% are neutral, 10% are disagreeing and 2.5% are strongly disagreeing. 
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TABLE 6 FUN IN   ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 80 28.6 
Disagree 51 18.2 
Neutral 107 38.2 
Strongly Agree 27 9.6 
Strongly Disagree  15 5.4 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: Table 6 reveals the fun element in online learning. 28.6% agreed that online 

learning is quite funny, 38.2% are neutral, 9.6% are strongly agreeing, 18.2% are disagreeing and 

5.4% are disagreeing. 

TABLE 7 ASSIGNMENT WORKS IN   ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 128 45.7 
Disagree 23 8.2 
Neutral 85 30.4 
Strongly Agree 38 13.6 
Strongly Disagree  6 2.1 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  Table 7 shows the perception of students to work assigned by teachers. 45.7%  

of respondents agreed that there is a lot of assignments in online learning, 30.4%  are neutral, 

13.6% strongly agree with this, 8.2% disagree and 2.1% are strongly disagreeing. 

TABLE 8   CONTENTS OF ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 162 57.9 
Disagree 7 25 
Neutral 60 21.4 
Strongly Agree 46 16.4 
Strongly Disagree  5 1.8 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 
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Interpretation:  From table 8, it is understood that 57.6% of respondents are agreed with the 

quality contents of online learning, 21.4% are neutral, 16.4% are strongly agreeing,25% are not 

satisfied with the content quality and 1.8% are strongly disagreeing.  

TABLE 9 EASE OF USE AND CLARITY OF ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 109 38.9 
Disagree 22 7.9 
Neutral 110 39.3 
Strongly Agree 34 12.1 
Strongly Disagree  5 1.8 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: Table 9 indicates the perception of easy usage and clarity of information. 38.9% 

agreed with the statement, 39.3% are neutral, 12.1% strongly agreeing, 7.9% are disagreeing and 

1.8% are strongly disagreeing. 

TABLE 10 TEACHER – STUDENT INTERACTION IN ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 117 41.8 
Disagree 27 9.6 
Neutral 68 24.3 
Strongly Agree 50 17.9 
Strongly Disagree  18 6.4 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: Table 10 reveals students’ perception of teacher-student interaction.41.8% said 

that there is very good interaction with teachers in online learning, while 24.3% are neutral, and 

17.6% strongly agreeing on that. 9.6% said that there is very low interaction and 6.4% fully 

disagreeing on this statement. 

TABLE 11 STUDENTS’ INTEREST IN ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 113 40.4 
Disagree 32 11.4 
Neutral 88 31.4 
Strongly Agree 33 11.8 
Strongly Disagree  14 5.0 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 
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Interpretation: Table 11 shows the result of overall interest in online classes.40.4% are 

agreeing that online classes are interesting, 31.4% are neutral,11.8% are strongly agreeing on 

that. 11.4% said that online classes are not interesting and 5% are strongly disagreeing. 

TABLE 12 USEFULNESS OF ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 123 43.9 
Disagree 18 6.4 
Neutral 77 27.5 
Strongly Agree 54 19.3 
Strongly Disagree  8 2.9 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: Table 12 represents the usefulness of online classes.43.9% agreed that online 

classes are very useful, 27.5% are neutral, and 19.3% strongly agreed with this. 6.4% are 

disagreeing and 2.9% are strongly disagreeing with the fact. 

TABLE 13 TIME CONSUMPTION OF ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 122 43.6 
Disagree 22 7.9 
Neutral 84 30.0 
Strongly Agree 45 16.1 
Strongly Disagree  7 2.5 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: From table 13, it is understood that 43.6% of respondents opined that online 

classes are time-consuming one, 30% are neutral and 16.1% are strongly agreeing.7.6% 

disagreed with this and 2.5% strongly disagreed with the opinion. 

TABLE 14   USER FRIENDLINESS OF ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 130 46.4 
Disagree 14 5.0 
Neutral 92 32.9 
Strongly Agree 40 14.3 
Strongly Disagree  14 1.4 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 
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Interpretation: Table 14 shows the perception of the user-friendliness of online classes. 46.4% 

are said that online learning mechanism is user friendly, 32.9% are neutral and 14.3% are 

strongly agreeing with this.5% are opined online classes are not user friendly and 1.4% disagreed 

with the statement. 

TABLE 15   ACCESSIBILITY OF ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 138 49.3 
Disagree 8 2.9 
Neutral 95 33.9 
Strongly Agree 32 11.4 
Strongly Disagree  7 2.5 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: Table 15 represents the perception regarding the accessibility of online learning. 

49.3% are agreeing on this fact, 33.9% are neutral and 11.4% are strongly agreeing. 2.9%  are 

disagreeing that online classes are not easily accessible and 2.5%  are strongly disagreeing.  

TABLE 16   CONNECTIVITY ISSUES OF ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 102 36.4 
Disagree 15 5.4 
Neutral 90 32.1 
Strongly Agree 65 23.2 
Strongly Disagree  8 2.9 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: Table 16 shows the connectivity issues of online learning.36.4% are agreeing 

that there arises a lot of network issues while accessing online classes, 32.1% are neutral and 

23.2% are strongly agreeing with the statement.5.4% are disagreeing and 2.9% are strongly 

disagreeing. 

TABLE  17 STRESS AND HEALTH ISSUES IN ONLINE LEARNING 

OPTION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
Agree 81 28.9 
Disagree 22 7.9 
Neutral 109 38.9 
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Strongly Agree 58 20.7 
Strongly Disagree  10 3.6 
Total 280 100 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: Table 17 shows the stress and health issues in online classes. 28.9% is said that 

online classes create a lot of health issues and stress among students. Respondents are suffering a 

headache, eye problems and strain by continuously using electronic gadgets.38.9% are neutral, 

20.7% are strongly agreeing, 7.6% are disagreeing and 3.6% are strongly disagreeing on the fact 

TABLE 18 PROS AND CONS OF ONLINE LEARNING (RANKING) 

OPTION 1 2 3 4 5 

F % F % F % F % F % 
Content Quality 28 10 40 14.3 122 43.6 68 24.3 22 7.9 

Way of Presentation 22 7.9 46 16.4 100 35.7 83 29.6 29 10.4 
Teacher-Student 
Interaction 

40 14.3 52 18.6 80 28.6 74 26.4 34 12.1 

Interaction with peer 
teams 

46 14.3 60 21.4 88 31.4 65 23.2 21 7.5 

Mode of Online learning 33 11.8 55 19.6 96 34.3 77 27.5 19 6.8 
HomeWorks & 
Assignments  

31 11.1 48 17.1 74 26.4 87 31.1 40 14.3 

Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation: The above table reveals the pros and cons of online learning mechanism.  The  

Data collected and analyzed in 6 elements. 

Ø Content Quality: Out of 280 respondents,43.6% said that the contents provided in online 

learning are moderately useful, 24.3% are opined very informative and useful,14.3% are 

telling, slightly useful, 7.9% are extremely satisfied and 10% opined not at all useful. 

Ø Way of Presentation: 35.7% opined the way of presentation is good,29.6% are telling 

it's very useful, 16.4% are slightly using, 10.4% are very satisfied with the fact and 7.4% 

not satisfied. 

Ø Teacher- Student Interaction: 28.6% of respondents reveals average opinion about 

teacher-student interaction, 26.4% said good interaction is possible in online learning, 
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18.6% opined slightly useful,12.3% are not at all satisfies and only 12.1% opined it's very 

useful.  

Ø Interaction with peer teams:  31.4% are moderately satisfied with the interaction with 

friends,23.2% are opined very good communication is possible,21.4% not mush 

satisfied,14.3% are very not in able to communicate and 7.5% are maintaining 

relationships in a good manner. 

Ø Mode of Online learning: 34.3% opined that mode of online teaching is useful, 27.5% 

said it is very good,19.6% are moderately expressed, 11.8% are not at all satisfied only 

6.8% are very satisfied.  

Ø Home Works and Assignments: 31.1% said that assignments are very informative and 

useful,26.4% are satisfied, 17.1% are not satisfied, 14.3% are very satisfied. 

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 

· 81.4% of respondents are female and 18.6% are male. 

· 67.9% of the respondents are belonging to the 16-20 age group 

· The majority of the students are doing Plus two, UG & PG. 

· Out of 280 respondents, 53% are opined that online classes are satisfactory. 

· 41% are expressed that online classes are very effective. 

· 46% viewed that the assignments and materials providing through online classes are very 

good. 

· 58% opined that the contents are very useful. 

· The majority of the respondents are agreed with the clarity of information, interest, 

usefulness, user-friendliness, accessibility of online classes.  

· Online classes are time-consuming. 

· Connectivity problems are there while using online platforms. 

· Time management problems. 

· Online learning requires Self -Discipline 

· The online class creates stress and health issues like headaches, eye problems, and strain 

among students. 

· Online leads to some behavioural issues among students 

· Effective teacher-student interaction should not be possible in online classes. 
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CONCLUSION 

During this pandemic situation students and teachers also have their struggle while 

accessing these online platforms. Due to financial constraints, students are not able to access 

internet facilities and electronic gadgets like a smartphone, laptop, and computer. Students 

are emotionally and mentally drained. They don’t feel like learning, nothing is sticking to 

their mind.  Students are still comfortable towards the face to face learning rather than online 

learning. Administrative authorities and faculty members should take necessary steps for 

improving online teaching quality with funnier and more interactive for better results to 

students, during this COVID-19 pandemic.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

· Schools and colleges have to take efforts to make online classes more user friendly. 

· Ensure proper teacher-student interaction in between classes. 

· Provide live classes to students, it should be more effective. 

· Provide inclusive education like personality development and stress management. 

· Reduce the syllabus for the time being. 

· Every home is not conducive to learning. 

· Students are emotionally and mentally drained. 

· The plenitude of Homework and assignments lead to overburden to students. 

· Social distancing creates a lot of mental changes among children. 

· Should provide counselling or mentoring to needy students. 

· Online classes adversely affect the teacher -student relationship 

· Online Classes creates behavioural issues among students. 
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Abstracts 

 Any kind of business activities require a good accounting system. Without a good 

accounting and book keeping system business will run but effectiveness and efficiency of 

business entities operation will not identified, for identification of efficiency and effectiveness of 

business operation we need to have good accounting system. As of now need of accounting is 

arouse at global level common financial reporting language. MCA has already provide road map 

for implementation of Ind AS but as of now many challenges has been raised to implement Ind 

AS in India. Major state like Mumbai, Delhi etc. might have professional work force like PWC, 

E&Y etc. are the major accounting firm which are practicing advance level. As far as Gujarat 

state is concern professional workers having less awareness on that area of financial reporting. 

Ind AS is again converged form of IFRS and India is already having their own standards. So 

through the introduction of Ind AS India has done try to be with IFRS. This paper deal with 

challenges faced in implementation process of Ind AS in India with special references to Gujarat 

state. 

Key words: IFRS, ICAI, Ind AS, AS, Convergence of IFRS, MCA. 

Introduction 

 Now a days Gujarat is become a hub of small, medium and large level enterprise in India. 

Any business which raises they are creating the complexity in various terms, like increasing of 

transaction required more focuses toward book keeping and accounting records. As we all know 

India is suffering from one basic problem that is to have a common reporting language for 

financial reporting. Earlier time in India books of accounts are keeping by following Accounting 

standards (AS). Which is local level language of accounting of transaction, but the era is come 

for India as well as Gujarat that cross border transaction are raises like anything and India is 

become a global leader in enterprise level by exporting some good product in various country of 

67 
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the world. Now there are some big issue happened from the perspective of global accounting 

language and that are called to have common reporting language for entire world and that is 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Many country adopted IFRS as it is but 

India has already their own standard so our Indian government make proposal for not adopting 

IFRS as it is but try to make our own standards like IFRS and that is ultimate solution for Indian 

business enterprise. After the above we have changed our local level standard in to international 

level standard and given a new name called as Ind AS. 

Back ground of implementation of IND AS in India 

 ICAI (Indian Institute of Charted Accountants of India) has already given a road map to 

implement IFRS in India in 2011 but due to some basic problem of Company Law, taxation 

issues and other framework need to be addressed and which is not possible for Indian entities in 

short period of time that’s why Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) decide to postponed the 

implementation of IFRS. 

 In Budget speech of July, 2014 Honourable finance minister of India Mr Arun Jetly ji 

stated that- “There is an urgent need to converge the current Indian accounting standard in to 

International Financial Reporting Standard Ind AS has propose for adoption of the new Indian 

accounting standards (IND AS) by the Indian companies from the financial year 2015-16 

voluntarily and from financial year 2016-17 on a mandatory basis. Based on the international 

consensus, the regulators will separately notify the date of implementation of Ind AS for the 

Banks, Insurance companies etc. Standard for the computation of tax would be notified 

separately”. 

 The Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) the country’s governing arm, notified 

organizations, recommended the implementation should be in phased manners as of april, 2016 

road map for implementation are as follows; 

ü Voluntarily adoption from 1st april,2015 

ü 1st April, 2016 - Mandatory adoption by companies having net worth is Rs. 500 crore or 

more, whose equity or debt securities are listed in India or outside India with applicability 

to holding, subsidiary, joint venture or associate companies of the above companies. 
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ü 1st April, 2017 – mandatory adoption for unlisted companies having net worth of Rs.250 

crore or more. Applicable to companies with net worth less then Rs.500 crore whose 

equity or debt securities are listed in India or outside India with applicability of holding, 

subsidiary, joint venture or associate of the above companies. 

Objective of study 

ü IND AS is qualitative way of accounting  

ü Frame work of INDAS is relevant, honest and faith full representation of financial 

statements. 

In spite of having above characteristics there are many issue in implementation of IND 

AS. This research paper provide the challenges which faced in implementation of Ind AS 

in India with special reference to Gujarat state in converging from AS to IND AS. 

Research Methodology 

 This paper is based on secondary data analysis which is collected through various web 

sites, research paper, books and reports. 

Literature review 

i. “Impact of Implementation of Indian Accounting Standards in Selected Central 

Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs)”; Comptroller and Auditor General of India; 

2018. 

Adoption of Ind AS resulted in changes in the financial reporting framework, increased 

use of fair valuation as against historical cost valuation and greater focus to substance 

than the legal form of the underlying transaction 

Adoption of Ind AS resulted in to increase use of fair value concept against use of 

historical cost concept, it is more focus toward substance then the legal form about the 

transaction. Hence we can say that Ind AS will resulted in changes in the financial 

reporting framework. 

In that particular report it is also describe that it has impact on different sector out of 

which one is automobile sector. 
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ii. “The Impact of IFRS Adoption on Key Financial Ratios- An Analysis of Wipro”; 

pallavi gupta, javaid Akhtar, DR. barnali chakledar; Imperial journal of 

interdisciplinary research (IJIR); 2017. 

Author has conducted research on IFRS impact on ration analysis and found that there is 

significant difference between ration calculated as per GAAP and ratio calculated as per 

IFRS in Wipro. Key financial ration is an important part in financial statements analysis. 

iii. “Comparative analysis of Indian GAAP, IFRS, IND AS”;Paramjot kaur, Dr. 

Balwinder singh, Dr. Amit Madhav bhattacharya.; “IOSR journal of business and 

management”;2019 

In this study author provided comparison of Indian GAAP, IFRS and IND AS  also  

mention that there is no big challenges in adoption of IFRS and provide detail about IFRS 

that IFRS is nothing but a accounting language which common for globally for all 

corporate giant. Author has also concluded that IND AS is converged form of IFRS and 

most of provision of IFRS is adopted in IND AS. There is major difference between 

Indian GAAP and IFRS. 

iv. “A study on challenges in implementation of Ind AS in India”; Madhu bala sharma, 

Dr. Pratik gupta; Conference proceeding; “Emerging role of leadership”; KIET 

school of management, Ghaziabad; 2018. 

In this conference paper author has try to identified challenges in implementation of IND 

AS in India also has put some solution to face the same challenges. Broadly author has 

given some basic solution to face such challenges on reporting issue. There are major 

challenges like fair value measurement, conversion cost, and complexity in understanding 

various term etc. for such challenges researcher come with the solution training 

programme and seminar and various conference or one can go for expert talk. Author has 

also site the reference of MCA and ICAI specially. 

Problems in IND AS implementation process in Gujarat 

 Above literature review are providing the challenges and issue faced by Indian corporate 

majority issue are as follows; 
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Awareness of IFRS 

The basic issue with Indian corporate are basic awareness about IFRS. Which is making 

tremendous difficulties in transition phase. Also need to prepare whole set of books of 

accounting accordance with international standard is very difficult. 

Fair value measurement  

Ind AS consider Fair value as a base of valuation for most of item of financial statements.it can 

bring variability and subjectivity in the reporting.it also requires lot of knowledge and expertise 

to arrive fair value. 

Cost benefit analysis 

It is not so cost effective for Indian corporate to bring the convergence of AS to IFRS. Service of 

expert need to hire charges are higher in respect of work which involve specialisation.it have has 

conversion cost. 

Complexity in reporting 

Reporting by IND AS is not easy task it require more disclosure as compare to local standard, 

because IFRS focus toward more disclosure requirement. 

Lack of trained Professionals 

India is having a high population but the professional are very law only 30% population involve 

in service sector which consist of professional and pout of that accounting professional are very 

low. They also required training to adopt IFRS which is again dis advantage for implementation 

process. 

 So, above are the some basic challenges and issue which describe in the various paper, 

books or in the reports but here I would like to focuses toward challenges specifically emerge to 

Gujarat state during the transition phase except from the above. Which are as follows; 
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Understandability of financial term 

Gujarati people having a language barrier specifically in financial and accounting term all people 

are not able to understand each and every terminology used in accounting statement same way 

professional person is also having problem with interpretation about IFRS terminology.  

Relevance of the information 

Relevance is the primary requirement in the financial statement which is somewhere missing in 

Gujarat state because many time owner is involve in different activities under one rough there 

are many chances that activities of one is clubbed with another and that will miss lead to 

professional accountant also. 

Reliability of accounting record 

Reliability is most important aspect which need to consider while compiling the financial 

statements, which is again missing in Gujarat state’s industry because in last five year number of 

scandals are come in to picture which is again wrong practices of professionals only. Ultimately 

third person who has independent check on financial statement need to be more proactive. 

Limitation on scope 

Many time owner of the organisation having control over professional person. Professional 

person try to complete all the necessary requirement but management or owner are restrict them 

from doing some act. Which need to be prohibited to complete Ind AS implementation process. 

Time constrain 

We have observe many professional who are working on the ending time as an when due date is 

come everything work out on that time only at that time due date is also there so they need to 

complete all the pending work before due date that’s why professional having time constrain and 

they are not able to complete all the requirements of IND AS.  

Varity of industry 

In Gujarat we will find number of industry which is working in different process and at different 

level some of are there small industry some of are large and some of are medium size all need to 
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follow same regulation is not possible so having some flexible format of reporting from industry 

to industry may cause challenges. Common set of accounting language will be there but 

requirement should not be like large scale industry which need to be consider. 

Limitation of law itself 

Enterprise in India as well as Gujarat are most of working for profit making activities. For the 

non-payment of income tax they are ready to do some transaction which involve related party 

transaction, transaction by mere book entries, etc. they are making books of accounts which are 

different for personal use and different for income tax purpose. It can be consider as a fault of 

own act. There are some common law which need to be having effect of one transaction with 

others. Like related party transaction should not be there as per companies act which limit 

provided by companies act are different from accounting also different from income tax purpose. 

Solution:  

A continues research required to standardise and harmonise accounting process at global level. 

Following are the some of suggestions which can be consider for adopting smooth 

implementation of IND AS from Gujarat as well as Indian point of view; 

ü More independences need to be given auditor and professional accountant  

ü More training programme required to be done for professional of India as well as Gujarat. 

ü Enactment of inter related law need to do carefully for referencing provision 

ü Provide various courses for professional development of better knowledge and expertise. 

ü Consultation to owner and management need to provide by professional person for 

requirement of framework of reporting. 

ü Need to provide flexible framework for small and medium size enterprise. 

Conclusion 

 In the context of India Ind AS enhance the credibility, reliability, uniformity, 

comparability and understand ability of the financial statement which is prepared accordance 

with framework given by Ind AS. Journey from GAAP to Ind AS are difficult but it is provide 

fruitful result in near future so importance given to Ind AS is beneficial in every aspects. Impact 

of IFRS is cross functional in all the respect. In near future Indian corporate which preparing 
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financial statements on historical cost basis will have tough time in converting them in to fair 

value? Above are some of solution need to consider for smooth implementation of Ind AS. 
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ABSTRACT 

An attempt is made to discern a few important dimensions of the Sanskrit language, as perceived 

by Swami Vivekananda, that would enable to rejuvenate our nation. The identified dimensions 

are: 

1. Sanskrit – the only common language of our country 

2. Sanskrit – the custodian of our culture and prestige 

3. Sanskrit – the leveler of castes and up-lifter of the classes/masses, and 

4. Sanskrit – the bestower of poetic insight. 

Expanding the above dimensions, Swami Vivekananda provide us with an understanding that the 

great Sanskrit language, is not only a devabhasha signifying purity and sacredness, is not only an 

etymologically ‘perfected’ language, but is equally a dynamic, practical and powerful language, 

the study of which would enable us to solve the linguistic, caste and class based problems of our 

nation. 

Key words: Swami Vivekananda, Sanskrit language, Linguistic solution, Culture and prestige, 

Castes and classes, Poetic insight.   

Swami Vivekananda’s views on the Sanskrit Language 

Swami Vivekananda, one of the greatest Neo - Advaitin, adores the Sanskrit language and being 

a practical visionary, he identifies critical dimensions of the Sanskrit language that would enable 

to rejuvenate our great nation. 

Let us briefly focus on a few important dimensions of the Sanskrit language, as perceived by 

Swami Vivekananda. 

 

68 
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Sanskrit – the only common language of our country 

While discussing the linguistic problem of our country, Swami Vivekananda emphasizes the 

need and importance of identifying a common language and that does not destroy the vitality of 

the various existing languages. 

Swami  Vivekananda finds a solution in the Sanskrit language. He states “The only solution to be 

reached was the finding of a great sacred language of which all the others would be considered 

as manifestations, and that was found in the Sanskrit”.1 

Swamiji observes that even Dravidian languages, which may not be originally sanskritic, while 

maintaining their vital distinctiveness are converging towards the Sanskrit language for all 

practical purposes. 

Thus, we clearly understand that Swami Vivekananda perceives the Sanskrit language as the 

only common language that solves the linguistic problem of our nation. 

Sanskrit – the custodian of our culture and prestige 

In the process of expounding his plan for the future of India, Swami Vivekananda proclaims that 

religion is the life-current of our nation and attempts to strength it must be done through its 

corner – stone, namely, spirituality and Sanskrit education. 

According to Swami Vivekananda, spirituality and knowledge may be taught in the language of 

the people, but “….. Sanskrit education must go on along with it, because the very sound of 

Sanskrit word gives a prestige and a power and a strength to the race “.2  

Swamiji firmly believed that the Sanskrit language gives culture and prestige to our nation. He 

explicitly states, “Sanskrit and prestige go together in India. As soon as you have that, none dares 

say anything against you. That is the one secret; take it up”.3  

Reasoning out the important role played by culture, Swami Vivekananda proclaims, “It is culture 

that withstands shocks, not a simple mass of knowledge. You can put a mass of knowledge into 

the world, but that will not do it much good. There must come culture into the blood”.4 This all 

important culture comes from the study of the Sanskrit language. 
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Sanskrit – the leveler of castes and up-lifter of the classes/masses 

While extending the above deliberations on Sanskrit language and culture, Swami Vivekananda 

finds a solution to the castes problem of our country. 

Swamiji strongly believed that a permanent solution to the caste problem lies in appropriating the 

Sanskrit language, the embodiment of culture, to all the castes of our nation.  In his own words 

“The only safety, I tell you men who belong to the lower castes, the only way to raise your 

condition is to study Sanskrit, …. The only way to bring about the leveling of caste is to 

appropriate the culture, the education which is the strength of the higher castes. That done, you 

have what you want”.5   

Swami Vivekananda, a keen intellect, perceives the study of Sanskrit  language as a permanent 

up-lifter of the classes/masses of our country. He observes that the ultimate effect of the attempts 

made by the great men to raise the lower classes, were more temporary than permanent because 

they taught in the vernacular language and failed to give importance to the study of the Sanskrit 

language among the classes/masses. Swamiji proclaims, “The secret is here. They raised the 

lower classes; they all had the wish that these should come up, but they did not apply their 

energies to the spreading of the Sanskrit language among the masses”.6 It is the study of Sanskrit 

language that leads to a permanent up-liftment of the classes/masses. 

Thus, we understand that Swami Vivekananda perceives the study of Sanskrit language as a 

solution to castes problem as well as up-liftment of the classes/masses of our country. 

Sanskrit – the bestower of poetic insight 

In the process of tracing the historical evolution of our country, Swami Vivekananda identifies 

analytical keenness and poetic insight as the two great internal causes that made-up our race. 

They together formed the key note of our national character. 

Swami Vivekananda points out that poetic insight springs from the Sanskrit language. While 

elaborately describing our race, Swamiji states, “Its religion, its philosophy, its history its ethics, 

its politics were all inlaid in a flower-bed of poetic imagery – the miracle of language which was 

called Sanskrit or “perfected’, leading itself to expressing and manipulating them better than any 

other tongue”.7    
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Swamiji further points out that it is this poetic insight that elevates our race towards higher realm 

of existence. He states, “Arts and sciences, even the realities of domestic life, are covered with a 

mass of poetical conceptions, which are pressed forward till the sensuous touches the super-

sensuous.”8 Thus, Swamiji brings out the metaphysical and holistic nature of the Sanskrit 

language. 

Let us conclude by stating that Swami Vivekananda has enabled us to understand that  the great 

Sanskrit language, is not only a devabhasha signifying purity and sacredness, is not only an 

etymologically ‘perfected’ language, but is equally a dynamic, practical and powerful language, 

the study of which would enable us to solve our linguistic, caste and class based problems, and 

thereby, rejuvenate our great nation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tax Planning is an important aspect of our overall financial strategy. We may keep our tax 

liability to a bare minimum by using effective tax planning. This is accomplished by utilising all 

available tax exemptions, deductions, rebates, and allowances under Chapter VIA while ensuring 

that your investments are aligned with your long-term objectives. The goal of the research is to 

determine the most appropriate and popular tax saving tool, and To Examine the amount saved 

by utilising that instrument. Over all findings reveals that the most adopted tax saving instrument 

is Life Insurance policy, which got the first rank in this study and the second most adopted tax 

saving instrument is Housing Loan Interest/Principal Amount. 

Keywords: Income Tax, Tax saving Instruments, Tax Saving, Tax Planning, Tax Avoidance, 

Tax Evasion, Tax Management  

Introduction 

Let's start with a definition of the term "tax." A tax is a government-imposed fee on a product, 

income, or activity. Direct and indirect taxes are the two types of taxes . A direct tax, such as 

incometax, is one that is levied directly on a person's income or wealth. An indirect tax is one 

that is levied on the price of an item or service, such as excise duty. When it comes to indirect 

taxes, the person who pays the tax transfers the burden on to someone else. 

Income Tax Law in India 

The most substantial direct tax is income tax. We will introduce the students to the Indian 

Income Tax Law in this content. 

69 
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Income Tax Act, 1961: The Income-tax Act of 1961 governs the collection of income tax in 

India. This will be referred to as the Act in this book. This Act became effective on April 1, 

1962. There are 298 sections and XIV schedules in the Act. Every year, the annual Finance Act, 

which is passed by Parliament, changes them with additions and deletions. Rules have been 

created to aid the proper administration of the Income-tax Act, 1961, in accordance with the 

authority granted by the Income-tax Act, 1961. 

Income-tax Regulations: The Central Board of Direct Taxes is responsible for the administration 

of direct taxes (CBDT). The CBDT has the authority to create rules to carry out the Act's 

objectives. The CBDT issues rules from time to time to ensure that the Income Tax Act of 1961 

is properly administered. The Income-tax Rules of 1962 are a collection of these rules. It's 

crucial to remember that these guidelines should be studied in addition to the Income Tax Act of 

1961. 

Income Levy of Income Tax  

Income-tax is a tax levied on the total taxable income of the previous year of person.. A person 

includes an individual, Hindu Undivided Family (HUF), Association of Persons (AOP), Body of 

Individuals (BOI), a partnershipfirm, a company etc. 

Assessee [Section 2(7)]: An assessee is a person who is liable to pay any tax or other sum of 

money under the Income-tax Act of 1961. It covers anyone who has had a proceeding brought 

against him for the purpose of determining his income or fringe benefits. A person may be 

assessed in relation to the earnings of others on occasion. In this situation, he may also be 

regarded an assessee. Every individual who is regarded to be an assessee or an assessee in 

default under any provision of this Act is included in this term. 

Tax Planning 

Tax planning is a process of reducing income by making the best use of all available allowances, 

deductions, exclusions, exemptions, and other tax benefits. 

Tax planning is the process of arranging one's financial and economic affairs to take maximum 

advantage of all available deductions, exemptions, allowances, and refunds in order to lower 

one's tax liability to the bare minimum. To put it another way, all arrangements in which the tax 
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is saved through ways and means that comply with legal obligations and requirements and are 

not colorable devices or techniques to meet the wording of the law but the spirit behind them 

would be considered tax planning. 

In a nutshell, tax planning is the arrangement of one's financial affairs in such a way that, without 

violating the legal provisions of an Act in any way, full advantage is taken of all exemptions, 

deductions, rebates, and reliefs allowed under the Income Tax Act, so that the burden of taxation 

on an assessee is as light as possible. The exemptions, deductions, rebates, and reliefs were 

created by the law to achieve specific social and economic objectives. For example section 80IB 

of the Income Tax Act, 1961 enables deduction from gross total income in respect of earnings 

from newly created industrial operations in industrially backward State or industrially backward 

area as may be specified in this behalf. The goal of the tax break is clear: economic growth in 

industrially underdeveloped areas or states. If an individual or an H.U.F. saves money and 

invests or deposits it in the approved schemes, Section 80C offers a deduction from gross total 

income.  

The deduction was established to stimulate savings and investments in the country's economic 

development. Thus, by taking advantage of the aforementioned deductions, a person not only 

decreases his tax liability but also contributes to the legislature's goal of lawful, social, and 

ethical behaviour. As a result, tax planning is an act that occurs inside the four corners of the 

Act, not a colorable device to avoid tax liability. 

Tax Evasion 

It refers to a circumstance in which a person tries to reduce his tax liability by concealing income 

or inflating expenditures to make the income appear smaller than it actually is, as well as other 

sorts of deliberate manipulations. The appropriate law punishes an assessee who commits tax 

avoidance. Tax evasion can include willfully making a false statement, providing deceptive 

papers, suppressing information, failing to keep adequate accounting of earned income (if 

required by law), and omitting material facts in assessments. Tax evasion would be committed 

by an assessee who fraudulently claims the benefit under the statute by making false 

declarations. 
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Tax Avoidance 

The border between tax planning and tax avoidance is extremely thin and hazy. There could also 

be a mollified incentive at work in the tax avoidance. Tax avoidance can be defined as any 

strategy that, by rigorously adhering to legal rules, defies the underlying goal of the legislature 

behind the statute. It is usually accomplished by modifying the situation such that no tax 

regulations are broken and by taking full use of the loopholes that exist in order to draw the 

lowest tax incidence. Previously, tax avoidance was deemed totally legal, but it is now only legal 

in limited circumstances. 

Tax Management 

Tax planning is a general phrase that refers to the management of affairs in such a way that 

reduces or eliminates tax liability. Tax management is necessary for tax planning. Internal 

management is an aspect of tax planning. It takes the required precautions to adhere to the legal 

procedures in order to obtain tax exemptions, deductions, refunds, or relief as contempts in the 

tax planning scheme. By complying with the appropriate standards, tax management plays a 

critical role in calming allowances, deductions, and tax exemptions. For example, if an assessee 

uses a mercantile accounting system, the claim of expenses should be made on an accrual basis, 

subject to the restrictions of section 43B; if the assessee fails to do so, such expenses cannot be 

deducted in later years. Similarly, the prescribed deductions under sections 80IA, 80JJA, and 

other provisions etc. Tax management also protects an assessee from penalties and punishment 

by ensuring timely payment of tax obligations. As a result, without tax management, the study of 

tax planning is incomplete. Knowing the medicine but not knowing how to use it is like knowing 

the medicine but not knowing how to use it. 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TAX PLANNING AND TAX MANAGEMENT 

Tax planning is primarily concerned with establishing a strategy that will result in the lowest 

possible tax incidence under the law. Tax management, on the other hand, covers a broader range 

of activities such as adhering to legal requirements, anticipating financial constraints that may 

arise when fulfilling obligations through tax payment, keeping a close eye on and monitoring the 

statutory requirements of other laws, claiming due reliefs arising from double taxation avoidance 

agreements or unilateral relief, and so on. While tax planning is the pivot that allows for the 
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creation of various incentives and maintains the application of tax law, tax management is the 

revolving wheel that turns policy into results. The distinction between tax planning and tax 

management is as follows: 

1. Tax preparation is a long-term strategy. It also covers tax planning. The first step toward tax 

planning is tax management. 

 2. The fundamental goal of tax planning is to reduce tax incidence, whereas the primary goal of 

tax management is to ensure that legal formalities are followed. 

3. While tax planning is not necessary for every assessee, tax management is. Otherwise, he may 

be subject to penal interest, penalty, and prosecution. For example, a person may not be able to 

reduce his tax due by claiming any exemption, deduction, relief, etc. in his or her tax return. He 

must follow all legal procedures in calculating his total income, but if he is required to pay 

advance tax or is responsible for tax deduction at source, etc. 

4. Tax planning is a tool for making decisions, whereas tax management is an ongoing process.  

5. Exemptions, deductions, and reliefs are claimed in tax planning, while requirements must be 

met in tax management to claim exemptions, deductions, and reliefs. 

6. Alternative economic activities are investigated in tax planning, and the activity with the 

lowest tax incidence is chosen, whereas tax administration entails maintaining accounts in 

prescribed form, having books inspected, completing needed forms and returns, and paying 

taxes, among other things.  

7. Tax planning is primarily concerned with future benefits stemming from current acts. Tax 

planning encompasses the past, present, and future. It deals with the past in terms of appeals, 

revisions, and rectification of errors, among other things. Maintaining records, self-evaluation, 

submitting returns and other Relevant paperwork, keeping up with changes, and so on are all 

ongoing activities. Plans for follow-up, etc. are in the works. 

Review of Literature 

(Kathikeyan, 2012) Here researcher made study on "Awareness of tax planning - A study with 

special reference to Government employees" and the objective of the study is to study the 

awareness of government employee towards various provision of income tax deduction 

applicable to them in this study it is concluded that tax planning different from person to person 

and depend on a source of income family background and quantum of income. 
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(Geetha A., 2012) Here researcher made study on "A study on tax planning measures adopted by 

the salaried class in Kerala". Researcher made an effort to review reform insert by income Tax 

department and try to study it's impact on salaried income Tax assesses. Researcher found that 

claim under section 80C cannot be claimed by employees of private sector in compare of 

government employee and they have Low knowledge of capital gain and it's a relief. 

(Arora, 2018) Here researcher made study on "A Study of Awareness and Perception Regarding 

Tax Saving Options Among Salaried People “The study was organised to know if there was any 

difference in income saving and investment pattern on the basis of factor keep in mind before 

investment option researcher used correlation analysis and 266 respond and conclude that 

women wear more civility toward saving and investment and study also found PPF as the most 

preferable investment 

 (Pimple, 2019) In their research paper made a study on "An Empirical study on perception 

towards Tax planning among youth" and the main objective of the study is to measure perception 

of individual toward tax planning among youth and compare perception of individual toward tax 

planning between arts science and Commerce streams of the education. Here, researcher collects 

primary data with questionnaire. And collect data through convenience method and analyse data 

through chi square test in this study it is concluded that there is enough evidence to suggest an 

association between gender and essential of tax planning. 

Research Gap 

From the survey of literature, it is revealed that a number of researchers have carried out 

extensive research in the field of tax planning and investment behaviour, and have come up with 

many interesting findings. But No researcher has come across so far any study on Tax Saving 

Instrument Adopted By assessee of Junagadh City . Hence, the present study has been carried out 

under the title, “Tax Saving Instruments of income tax in india: A study on tax assessee in 

Junagadh City”  

Objective of the Study 

1. To study the planning of individual income tax. 

2. To Examine the saving instrument of individual income tax. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The research design is descriptive in nature since it sheds insight on the relationship between 

assessee income and income level on the amount of tax savings. A research technique is a 

method for solving an issue in a systematic manner. Stratified Random Sample Technique was 

used as the sampling method. The assessees in Junagadh City make up the population for this 

study. The survey respondents were picked at random and a sample of 110 people was taken. 

Personal interviews and questionnaires were used to get accurate information as primary data. 

Secondary data was gathered from a variety of sources, including text books, journals, online 

published articles, local newspaper stories, and internet search engines. 

TAX SAVING INSTRUMENTS 

Limits on tax deductions under a few sections of the Income Tax Act for FY 2021-22 (AY 2022-

23). Important portions and new recommendations about Income Tax Deductions for FY 2021-

22). This list can assist you with tax preparation. 

Section 80C 

Taxpayers love Section 80C because it allows them to lower their taxable income by making tax-

saving investments or incurring qualified costs. It permits the taxpayer to deduct up to Rs 1.5 

lakh from their total income each year. Individuals and HUFs alike can benefit from this 

deduction. This deduction is not available to corporations, partnership firms, or LLPs 

Subsections 80CCC, 80CCD (1), 80CCD (1b), and 80CCD (2). make up Section 80C.  

The following are the numerous investment options or expenses that can be claimed as tax 

deductions under section 80C. 

· PPF (Public Provident Fund)  

· EPF (Employees’ Provident Fund)   

· Five year Bank or Post office Tax saving Deposits   

· NSC (National Savings Certificates)  

· ELSS Mutual Funds (Equity Linked Saving Schemes)  

· Children’s Tuition Fees   

· SCSS (Post office Senior Citizen Savings Scheme)   
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· Principal repayment of Home Loan  

· NPS (National Pension System)   

· Life Insurance Premium  

· Sukanya Samriddhi Account Deposit Scheme 

Section 80CCC 

Contributions to the LIC (Life Insurance Corporation of India) or any other Life Insurance 

Company's annuity plan for the purpose of receiving a pension from the fund are tax deductible. 

This clause allows for a maximum tax deduction of Rs 1.5 lakh. 

Section 80CCD  

 Employees can invest in government-approved pension plans (such as the National Pension 

Scheme – NPS). Contributions can be up to ten percent of the gross remuneration. Additional 

deduction of up to Rs 50,000 under section 80CCD (1b). 

To be eligible for this deduction, the employee must contribute to a government-sponsored 

pension plan such as NPS. Salaried individuals are subject to a 10% salary cap, while non-

salaried individuals are subject to a gross income limit. 'Dearness Allowance' is the only 

definition of salary. If your employer additionally contributes to a pension plan, you can claim 

the entire contribution (10 percent of your salary) as a tax deduction under Section 80CCD (2). 

Please note that the total deduction under sections 80C, 80CCC, and 80CCD (1) for the financial 

year 2021-22 cannot exceed Rs 1,50,000. The extra tax deduction of Rs 50,000 under section 

80CCD (1b) is in addition to the Rs 1.5 lakh limit. 

Section 80D 

The deduction for health insurance premiums under section 80D is Rs 25,000. It is Rs 30,000 for 

Senior Citizens. A deduction of Rs 30,000 is allowed for medical expenses for very senior 

citizens above the age of 80 who are not qualified for health insurance. Tax deductions are 

available for preventive health checkups (Medical checkups) up to Rs 5,000 per family. 

Remember, this is in addition to the previously stated individual limits. (Family includes self, 

spouse, children under the age of 18, and parents.) 
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Section 80DD 

You can claim up to Rs 75,000 for medical treatments for your 40 percent disabled dependents 

(spouse, parents, children, or siblings). If you have a serious disability, you can claim a tax 

deduction of up to Rs 1.25 lakh. 

Section 80DDB 

An individual can claim a deduction for medical expenses incurred for themselves or a family 

member. An person can claim a deduction of up to Rs 40,000 under Section 80DDB. If the 

person on whose behalf such medical expenses are made is a senior citizen, a deduction of up to 

Rs 1,00,000 per year can be claimed. 

Section 80E 

If you accept a loan for higher education, you can claim a tax deduction for the interest you pay 

on the loan under Section 80E. This loan should have been used to fund higher education for 

you, your spouse, or your children, or for a student over whom you have legal custody. A tax 

deduction for principal repayment on an educational loan is not available. The amount of interest 

you can claim as a deduction under section 80E has no limit. The deduction is available for up to 

eight years or until the interest is paid, whichever comes first. 

Section 80G 

Contributions to certain relief funds and charity organisations can be deducted under Section 

80G of the Internal Revenue Code. This deduction is only available if the contribution was made 

by check, draught, or cash. However, monetary donations over Rs 10,000 are not eligible for tax 

deduction. In-kind contributions, such as food, clothing, and medications, are not eligible for the 

section 80G deduction. 

Section 80GG 

The annual tax deduction under section 80GG has been enhanced from Rs 24,000 to Rs 60,000. 

Allowable deductions include the least of the following: 

· Rs. 5000 per month or annually Rs. 60000 

· 25% of the adjusted total income of the individual 
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· Amount derived after deducting 10% of the adjusted total income from the amount of 

total rent paid in the financial year. 

Section 87A rebate 

The Section 87A rebate assists taxpayers in lowering their tax liability. If your total income, after 

Chapter VIA deductions, does not exceed Rs 5 lakh in a financial year, you can claim the rebate. 

After claiming the Section 87A rebate, your income tax burden is zero. 

For the PY 2021-22, the maximum rebate under section 87A is Rs 12,500. 

Section 80TTA 

This provision allows an individual or HUF to claim a deduction from gross total income of up 

to Rs. 10,000/- for interest on deposits in a bank, co-operative society, or post office savings 

account. Interest income from fixed deposits is not eligible for the Section 80TTA deduction. 

Section 80U 

Section 80DD is identical to this. Any person who is certified by a medical authority to be a 

person with disability receives a deduction. In the event of a disabled person, a deduction of 

Rs.75,000 is allowed. If a person has a serious impairment, the amount is Rs.125,000 (80 percent 

or more disability). 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION   

Figure 1: Gender of the respondents 

 

(Computed by Researcher) 

The total numbers of respondents are 110 in which there are 63 male & 47 female respondents. 

The percentage of male & female respondents is 57.3 % & 42.7 % respectively. 
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Figure 2:  Age of the Respondents 

 

The age of the respondents are classified in to Four groups, In which 54 respondents (49.1%) are 

from the age group of 18-30, 23 respondents (20.9%) are from the age group of 31-40, 22 

respondents (20%) are from the age group of 41-50, 11 respondents (10%) are from the age 

group of 50 Above. 

Figure 3: Occupation of the Respondents 

 

(Computed by Researcher) 

The total respondents are further divided in to five classes, which includes 40 Private 

Job(36.4%), 12 Students (10.9%), 14 Doctors (12.7%), 9 Advocates(8.2%) , 18 Govt. Employees 

(16.4%) , 17 other(15.5%) 

Figure 4: Respondents of the Income 
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The respondents below the income 2.5 lakhs are 55 (50%), between the incomes of 2.5 to 5 lakhs 

are 36 (32.7%), between the incomes of 5 to 7.5 lakhs are 7 (6.4%), between the incomes of 7.5 

to 10  lakhs are 6 (5.5%) and the income more than 10 lakhs are 6 (5.5%). 

Figure 5: Amount invest in Tax Saving Investment 

 

There are 35 respondents (31.8%), who saves Up to Rs. 50,000, 26 respondents (23.6%), who 

saves between Rs. 50,000 to 1 lakhs, 34 respondents (30.9%), who save between Rs. 1 lakhs to 

1.5 lakhs, 5 respondents (4.5%), who save between Rs. 1.5 lakhs to 2 lakhs, 6 respondents 

(5.5%), who save between Rs. 2 lakhs to 2.5 lakhs, and 4 respondents (3.6%), who save above 

Rs. 2.5 lakhs. 

Table 1: Preferred Tax Saving Instruments 

Tax Saving 
Instrument 

Strong(5) High(4) Neutral(3) Low(2) Very 
Low(1) 

Mean Rank 

PPF/EPF 21 9 23 9 9 2.20 III 
LIC 70 12 13 12 10 4.28 I 
Housing Loan 
Int/Principal 
Amt. 

5 37 22 11 6 2.43 II 

Tution Fees 2 3 9 18 5 0.81 VI 
Fixed Deposit 6 37 10 11 10 2.18 IV 
NPS - 3 2 3 15 0.35 IX 
NSC - 1 4 5 3 0.26 X 
Medical 
Insurance 

2 6 22 1 16 1.07 V 

Donation 1 1 2 27 6 0.68 VIII 
Equity Linnked 
saving Scheme 

3 2 3 13 30 0.80 VII 

(Source- Based on primary data) 
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According to this responses, rank is given to various tax saving instruments. The respondents 

preferred Life Insurance as the best tax saving instrument and ranked as One. Housing Loan 

Int/Principal Amt.is the 2nd highest ranked tax saving instrument while respondents ranked 

PPF/EPF as 3rd. Fixed Deposit ranked as IVth highest preferred tax saving instruments. Medical 

Insurance ranked as 5th . Respondents preferred Tution Fees as the 6th and Equity Linked 

Saving Scheme ranked as 7th. Donation ranked as 8th and NPS  ranked as 9th   and NSC ranked 

as 10th   respectively.  

Conclusion  

This is Crux of this study, the respondents rank various tax saving instruments according to their 

priority of saving tax. The most adopted tax saving instrument is Life Insurance, which got the 

first rank in this study. The second most adopted tax saving instrument is Housing Loan 

Int/Principal Amt.. Further, the third choice is PPF/EPF, the fourth choice is Fixed Deposit. After 

that Medical Insurance, Tution fees, Equity Linked saving Certifcate, Donation, NPS and NSC 

respectively. Any individual who want to Compute income tax and want to tax planning and 

want to do savings, he/she Should first calculate for total income From all Sources then compute 

the income tax by deduction and adjustment in Gross income as per tax table structure. If tax is 

paid in access then he/she get refund from the income tax department. 
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Abstract 

The contemporary study deals with the role of educators in teaching the English language 

students with special educational needs (SwSENs) in inclusive classrooms: challenges and 

strategies to overcome in the 21st century educational systems. Most global discourse and 

practice are in English, which also serves as communication. As everyone is aware, it is a 

Worldwide or extensive language in which today's world advances by communicating with 

others to carry out their friendly relationships. Educators play a vital role in obtaining students' 

attention in English language learning, mainly when English is linked to inclusive classroom 

settings. Students of various ethnic groups and nations can engage in regular classrooms through 

inclusive education. It includes offering students with SENs the opportunities to educate on the 

same level as their peers. In relation, they must study English as a second language. In contrast, 

teaching in an inclusive classroom is a challenging task. During the teaching and learning 

process, English educators face several challenges. Educators must be aware of their challenges 

and develop techniques to address them, especially dealing with students with SEN. The legal 

position on inclusive education. It is used to describe students with SENs who attend regular 

school. Teachers and parents of typical students are concerned about a variety of issues. They are 

unsure whether it will be beneficial. Students with SENs have difficulty fitting in in an 

environment where their peers mock them. Some students are reluctant to engage in the teaching 

process or extra-curricular activities with their peers. Unsatisfactory understanding can affect the 

outcome of insulting comments or inappropriate behaviors. Planning is required at every school 

stage to ensure a safe and nurturing environment where everyone feels included and understood. 

This study aims to identify the difficulties that English teachers face. It also provides advice on 

70 
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how to deal with the issue. In this study, English educators face challenges when teaching 

students with SEN. As an outcome, they must be concerned with identifying and addressing the 

concerns they encounter in teaching English to students with SENs in inclusive classrooms in the 

21st century educational systems. 

Keywords: Role of Educators, English Language, SwSENs, Inclusive Education, Challenges, 

21st Century, and Educational Systems  

Introduction 

Language influences every part of our lives, and our unique identity is formed by it. Imitating 

what we hear has a cascade effect that connects us to the people and the culture around us. 

Language can foster a feeling of belonging and identity. As a result of our ability to 

communicate, we are better able to carry out our obligations. Whenever we're trying to piece 

together the story of our life, we resort to this method. Our culture may be transferred, 

maintained, and finally destroyed because individuals have diverse notions about what it is to be 

human. During the first decade of this century, the number of people who speak English as an 

additional language significantly increased across the globe. In this area, we'll put our effort. 

Many individuals now prefer texting and instant messaging over email and other forms of online 

communication. As the English-speaking world has grown and developed, so has the popularity 

of English language users. Educators have adjusted their focus as an outcome of the study. We'll 

look at English teaching and learning tactics and see how they relate to other aspects of language 

study and technique. The goal of this work is to conduct a study on the best techniques and 

approaches for teaching English to students with SENs. Teachers of English and children with 

and without special educational needs were encouraged to complete the initiative. The theoretical 

portion of the course focuses on teaching English to children with special educational needs, 

while the practical part contrasts the reactions of instructors and students. Since there are so few 

options for students with SENs' English language education, it was hardly surprising that people 

are pushing for more. Teachers should be educated about special education needs as part of 

standard improvement, as per Morita (2015) and Lowe (2016b), respectively. It is at the core of 

this investigation whether children with SENs should be taught English by regular school 

teachers or by support teachers. Another goal of the study is to identify the best successful ways 

and strategies for teaching English to these young people. Even though these are only two 
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instances of how children with SEN might affect English language teaching-learning, all of the 

factors discussed above will impact the topic and need inclusive classroom practices and styles 

of teaching. Wire (2005) has some great case studies on teaching and learning strategies for 

students with autism spectrum disorders. Students with SEN may also have difficulties while 

taking English language assessments. Students with SEN who are deaf or have dyslexia may 

have trouble with reading and writing tests because of their disability to overcome the challenges 

and strategies in the 21st century educational systems. 

The Significance of the English Language  

Language is the foundation of any society. As a culture, we find meaning in one another via the 

Language we communicate. In this nation, many people can communicate well in English. Since 

there are so many English-speaking teachers and students in an inclusive classroom, there are 

several methods for teaching the Language. When it comes to English education in schools, the 

government is reacting to public sentiment for the first time. The academic community largely 

agrees that English should be taught to students later and more successfully, in line with the 

widely held scholarly perspective. Opportunities for hands-on exploration and involvement in the 

natural world are abundant throughout a child's early years. For instance, being able to read in 

many languages might be helpful too. Reading materials published in languages other than your 

own may help you enhance your language skills. Most of the world's population speaks English 

as a first or primary language. In our search for these people, we've been hunting for English-

speaking native speakers for a long time. Teaching a textbook for development has long been 

standard in schools nationwide, thanks to English-language teaching experts and instructors' 

opinions (Sandberg, J., Maris, M., & De Geus, K. 2011). Some believe English should not be the 

primary Language in schools and colleges, while others think it should. It's a great idea to limit 

the usage of foreign languages in higher learning. It doesn't matter whether other languages are 

offered; English must be taught through the 12th grade in this area. According to most 

instructors, English is the primary Language of teaching in bachelor's degree courses. The 

introduction of an educational medium is likely to enrage and scare people. Students may 

enhance their English communication skills at the English Language Schools of their respective 

academic institutions. Students learn to read, write, talk, and listen in school. This deters people 

from learning English as a second language or teaching it to others. In an inclusive classroom, it 
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may be challenging for students and teachers to maintain concentration. English is the primary 

language of instruction in most academic subjects. The actual effect of this reform on higher 

education will not be known for many years. Students who learned English as a second language 

had a higher chance of becoming fluent speakers of the Language (Graddol, 1997). The English 

Language will never be entirely eradicated because "English is not going away." Because of the 

currency's increasing importance in the global economy, many people are keen to learn English. 

People worldwide are learning English as a second language (Crystal, 2004). Political parties, 

institutions, and other global entities communicate in English. About a quarter of the population 

is thought to be fluent in English. A paradigm shift seems to occur in parts of the world. Many 

people have found it challenging to adapt to their new circumstances. However, many students 

delay studying English until after high school because of its widespread usage in college and 

university courses. Non-English-speaking pupils are embarrassed, powerless, and discouraged 

due to this policy. This quick shift significantly impacts students' capacity to perform and learn. 

Because of this, many students get poor grades, are expelled, or fall short of their goals in school. 

Having to learn a new language and adapt to a new culture are two of the most challenging tasks 

faced by college students. Students who don't show up on time or don't pay attention in class 

might suggest a problem with the student-teacher connection. Translating from one language to 

another is a common request from students and educators to overcome the challenges and 

strategies in the 21st century educational systems. 

Students With SEN Involved in English Language Learning  

English language learners and instructors are standard in twenty-first-century academic 

institutions. Here, we can't possibly cover all of the many categories of pupils with special needs. 

This category includes those who are deaf or hard of hearing. Hearing difficulties might make it 

challenging for students with SENs to pronounce their or others' names. For the sake of one's 

health, it may be vital to get enough knowledge (Swisher 1989). For deaf English students, the 

usual technique of focusing on conversational English does not work, as stated by Mayer (2009), 

since they lack access to the primary form of their original Language. Visual aids might help 

students who have difficulty understanding what their instructor is saying. Teachers need to keep 

this in mind while designing the classroom arrangement. Visual aids like board work or pointing 

to specific parts in their books may be necessary to supplement teachers' spoken instructions and 
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explanations. It's been suggested that deaf or hard-of-hearing children may benefit from a 

concentration on literacy in foreign language learning by using sign languages (Kontra, Csizer & 

Piniel 2014). Everyone may benefit from special education, no matter their requirements. As per 

Nikolic (1986), those with visual impairments might benefit from auditory training and memory 

growth. However, contrary to widespread assumption, people with ADHD do pretty well in 

English language lessons (Sparks, Javorsky, and Philips, 2004; 2005). Teachers may benefit 

from being more aware of how children with special needs impact their ability to learn English. 

If teachers are more mindful of their limits, students with hearing issues may benefit from 

language schools that promote reading and writing (Kontra, Csizer & Piniel 2014). Regardless of 

country, many English language schools cannot accommodate students with SENs. For the most 

part, school systems do not promote teaching methods that cater to all students. It can meet most 

of your English language demands outside the national government's supervision. An inclusive 

classroom may not provide as many challenges for English language learners with SENs as for 

those without disabilities. As a result of a scarcity of English-language resources on special 

needs children's education, researchers looked into the experiences of instructors in mainstream 

schools. Learning how to better aid children in language schools, especially English language 

schools, came from my personal experience teaching a blind boy. Attending an English-language 

school that employs this teaching paradigm may benefit any student, regardless of individual 

learning challenges. Only a tiny percentage of students with disabilities go to special schools and 

those who do tend to have more severe disabilities. Students with SENs must be integrated into 

the general population, as the law requires. Teachers and parents of children in public education 

often ask this question. Children with SENs struggle to learn English in a hostile setting where 

they are insulted and forced to put in a lot of effort. Teachers are not adequately prepared to deal 

with these situations and give the best educational aid to these students. Teacher concern is 

heightened by the extra academic strain these students are under. There is a suggestion that 

pupils are being denied an education because they cannot finish the course. This group believes 

that teaching children with special needs takes too long. In the end, these special-needs pupils 

have no notion of what they've learned after much time and effort. This study will include an 

examination of the effectiveness of IE in the future. English language education has a dearth of 

detailed education research compared to other academic subjects. Several books and articles 

have been written on learning for people with special needs. Instead of focusing on teaching 
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dyslexic children to read and speak English, Schneider & Crombie (2003a) studied the challenge 

of educating deaf and hard-of-hearing youngsters to read and converse. Only a few works are 

specifically designed with students with SEN in mind ( Artilez & Ortiz 2002; Hamayan, Marler 

& Damico 2013; Echevaria & Graves 2014). Teachers who do not have access to academic 

resources at their schools or the financial ability to purchase specialist books are more likely to 

be without this data. Specifically trained English language teachers may be unprepared to deal 

with pupils with SENs to overcome the challenges and strategies in the 21st century educational 

systems. 

The Challenges Faces by Students with SEN in the English Language  

Challenges in language development are linked to dyslexia. Dyslexic children have difficulty 

distinguishing between letters and sounds in words because of problems with phonology or long-

term memory. By employing bigger fonts, a wider line spacing, and printing on different colored 

materials, teachers may accomplish this goal, according to Dal (Palladino et al. 2016). Children 

from non-English-speaking families and their educators have the problem of adjusting to a new 

educational environment. As per several studies, new students need to learn how to conduct 

themselves in a manner suitable for their unique school setting. New students have difficulty 

coping with their educational journey due to a lack of social interaction. So many students with 

SEN get alienated and unmotivated to participate in school activities because of this situation! In 

Karanja's (2007) study, many recently arrived students drop out of school considering the 

problems they encounter in their new communities. Studies reveal that English-speaking students 

are more likely than their non-English-speaking counterparts to suffer from dyslexia. This 

research will teach students with SEN English as a second language. Students with SEN, such as 

learning disabilities, dyslexia, mental retardation, or exceptional intelligence, provide additional 

challenges for teachers. Students who often miss tests have several challenges, including a lack 

of access to resources such as direct instruction, curriculum, assessments, and exams. If your kid 

has been identified with a disability, you may be able to receive these benefits. Current 

legislation does not adequately support or safeguard students with diverse learning needs, and 

teachers are not provided enough English language training or help. Students with SEN must be 

protected from abuse, ridicule, and discrimination if they will ever reach their full potential and 

handle the stress of testing. Students with SEN have particular challenges while learning English 
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as a second language. Insufficient studies have been done on the challenges faced by children 

with SEN who are also learning English as a second language. Teachers of English were 

surveyed for the study. Studies show that immigrants and English teachers face many challenges, 

but few solutions exist. When new students enter with low levels of English competence, 

teachers complain that they cannot correctly structure them within their zone of cognitive 

development (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994). Students' and teachers' performance in the classroom 

suffered due to their inability to communicate effectively in English (Hopkins et al., 2003; 

Karanja, 2007, Erhayem, 2019, Jörgen, 2011 Mehkar, 2018). Immigrants' inability to focus on 

English education is also attributed to their need to study their host country's Language 

(Erhayem, 2019, Jörgen, 2011, Mehkar, 2018). Students with SEN provide unique challenges for 

special education teachers. The low self-esteem of their students makes it difficult for 

remediation teachers to keep these students motivated and upbeat. The ideal way to reinforce 

their students with SEN may be challenging for remedial teachers to identify as a consequence. 

English-language adjustment teachers have distinct challenges when teaching English as a 

second language. A list of materials must be available to remedial course teachers in advance. 

The student with SEN's enthusiasm for studying English may be diminished if native dialects are 

spoken in class. Your original Language is more critical and less time-consuming than learning 

English since you can employ the Language instead of just reading and writing it if necessary. 

Due to their limited English proficiency, newcomers must put in extra effort in the classroom. 

These young men are stressed out due to the language barrier. Due to their heavy class loads, 

these SEN students are believed to be very stressed out. Teaching English to newly arriving 

children with SEN at a low level should not be the primary responsibility of teachers in inclusive 

classrooms challenges and strategies to overcome in the 21st century educational systems. 

Teacher's Role in Teaching English Language among SENs 

How people look for information evolves along with their evolving requirements. Teachers will 

continue to play an essential role in the future of education, with only minor changes to their 

positions. It is the teacher's responsibility to teach their students with SEN an awareness of the 

importance of education. Listen to what your students have to say before merging them into 

excellent English Language skills. Students with SENs require teachers to construct their classes 

with them in mind before the first day of school. Teaching children with SEN involves a lot of 
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effort from teachers who are already overworked. Teachers in an inclusive classroom can help 

students with SEN in their academic development. Teaching and learning techniques are 

constantly changing in today's fast-paced world. Teachers and parents significantly impact 

whether or not a child develops an interest in a subject or the English Language. When teaching 

pupils with SENs, teachers must thoroughly examine the topic and make it relevant to everyday 

life. Children with SEN need to feel that their instructors care about them, so teachers should be 

the most exemplary facilitators in all areas for these students. They must support and encourage 

students to understand their identities to be great facilitators. For students with SEN, teachers 

must provide the best possible learning environment that reflects their own life on all levels, 

including their ability to speak English fluently, socially, cognitively, and emotionally. For 

students with special needs to progress, they need a firm foundation (S. Archanai & K Usha 

Rani, 2017). There must be a balance between the teacher's and the students' power in the 

classroom. It's time for them to take control of their destiny. Teachers' responsibilities include 

classroom management and teaching students’ self-management skills (Ince, 2000). Many 

different duties are involved in teaching English as a second language or language acquisition. 

Teachers who work with students who have SEN wear several hats, including those of student, 

guide, manager, and evaluator. Teachers have a variety of roles in their students' futures. You'll 

need these four characteristics to be an effective communicator or subject matter expert. To 

participate entirely in discussion and writing, one must be able to do all four simultaneously. 

Before developing these abilities, students with SEN need to be motivated to learn the subject or 

English Language in the first place. Teaching special-needs students are challenging, but it must 

be approached with care. You might be a student, facilitator, assessor, or even supervisor as a 

teacher. Teachers must put themselves in their students' shoes to successfully teach English to 

their students. Because of this, students with SEN are more likely to develop a lifelong love of 

learning. Students with SEN may learn about teaching and other aspects of the curriculum in 

class as part of their preparation. Think about the roles you'd most want your instructor to play 

and how this predisposition ties to your entire approach to learning when identifying the scenario 

for students with SENs. When a teacher's performance is assessed positively, their career 

prospects improve. To judge something in English education is a profoundly personal 

experience. Learning English as a second language is challenging for students with SENs. 

Teachers confront an uphill battle when it comes to teaching students grammar, vocabulary, 
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reading, and writing. A teacher must be a good judge of character when assessing a student. A 

teacher's assessment must be fair and truthful to do a student's career justice. Mistakes caused by 

students with SEN allow them access to a wide range of information. When working with SEN 

students, evaluations should stress successes rather than errors. In response to their concerns, a 

group of English teachers may be able to assist their co-workers in enhancing the effectiveness 

of their students' academic tasks. Many studies are evaluated by scientific teachers with the 

assistance of English teachers who serve as educational experts. To help their students with 

SENs become more effective communicators, they examine the methods they employ in their 

inclusive classrooms, challenges, and strategies to overcome in the 21st century educational 

systems. 

English Language Teaching-Learning in Inclusive Classrooms 

All students have the opportunity in classroom activities now that IE has been adopted. All 

children, including those with SEN, have equal access to a high-quality education, regardless of 

social class. Over this, children will also have to learn English. Being a teacher in a classroom 

setting may be challenging. Many problems and barriers confront English teachers in their 

employment. Teachers of students with SEN must be aware of their challenges and design 

strategies for overcoming them. As per the outcome of this study, English teachers face several 

challenges. Guidance on how to cope with problems is a bonus. As a result, it is based on 

extensive interviews and other in-depth research. As per this study's experts, English teachers 

dealing with students with SEN confront various problems. They must focus on figuring out 

what's wrong and devise solutions that will work. To begin, visual aids are employed. Inclusion 

necessitates a broader strategy than simply having a child sit in a classroom. As a unique 

individual, he should be treated as such, even if it means going beyond what is currently 

achievable in our educational system. The highest interests of society are served when children 

with SENs achieve academically and socially. As per Haver (2009), you should ensure that your 

classroom has all the materials you'll need to succeed in English class. In inclusive classrooms, 

Haver encourages teachers to use props and visuals well. Photos were also used to create these 

visual aids. Classrooms for students with SENs need to be large enough to accommodate a wide 

range of educational activities and pleasant sufficient to keep them motivated and interested in 

their studies. Students with SENs, in Ms. Smith's opinion, should be allowed the opportunity to 
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make errors without fear of being judged based on their own experiences. To ensure that the 

people you're attempting to reach comprehend what you're trying to communicate, make sure 

you're making direct eye contact with them. SEN assistance from a teacher might help kids 

improve their performance in class. This might inspire them to make more attempts. Students 

with SEN can benefit from using English as a teaching method. Teachers use a variety of 

strategies to help children learn, but modelling is one of the most successful. Teachers may 

ensure that all students receive the high-quality education they deserve by employing these 

strategies and a patient attitude. Children with SEN can no longer hide behind their schools when 

the time comes. An English-language school needs to have periodicals, images, study guides, 

puppet performances, and activities to use as visual aids. Children with SENs should participate 

in activities and events that will help them improve their language skills. As per most academics, 

inclusive classrooms don't work as intended. They say kids with SEN might harm other students 

if they lack self-control. The ideas presented were easily grasped. The intended goals of the 

English Language were not achieved since the lesson had to be repeated frequently. Yet, a few 

students with SEN were gloomy about the whole thing. Sadness and a lack of self-assurance 

defined this group. It was a result of their expulsion from the group. The outcomes were a lack of 

self-worth and social inclusion (Bullock, 1992). If a link is "uncomfortable," it might lead to 

"less pleasant perceptions of schools, higher degrees of antipathy to schools, and worse 

educational results." As per experts, students with SEN are undervalued by society (Kemple, 

1991). They are entitled to the same level of concern and care as their peers. As a result, they 

could not develop personally or further their English academic goals due to their exclusion. As a 

result, children who do not attend their local schools miss various opportunities to become fully 

integrated members of society in their inclusive classrooms, challenges, and strategies to 

overcome in the 21st century educational systems. 

How challenges were Overcome 

As per a study, new students and teachers face unique challenges in diverse, inclusive 

classrooms. More than one issue has to be addressed in this case. Some solutions are being 

adopted to help immigrants deal with their challenges in their new environments, but there is no 

one-size-fits-all strategy. Hundreds of thousands of people are fluent in the English Language. 
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Many of the pupils at the school, even those fluent in English, struggle to use it in their everyday 

lives even though it is their first Language.  

· In a few schools, mainstream language assistance teachers are employed to enhance 

students' English language skills. Because they can work with students one-on-one, these 

instructors are viewed as gold mines by those just starting in the field. For instance, 

(Smyth et al. Theodore (2007). Gándara and co-workers. Access to English language 

teachers who can help these youngsters academically and personally is essential. 

Moreover, they become students' confidantes and friends (Karanja, 2007). 

· Students in inclusive classrooms must acquire English as a second language in addition to 

their native tongue. In elementary school, students with SEN had to contend with 

challenges that hindered their language acquisition. Now you will discover advice on 

overcoming some of these challenges and ideas for making English learning more 

pleasant. 

· Immigrant children have many challenges, and one of the best ways to alleviate these 

difficulties is for teachers to know better their students' backgrounds (Endo and Miller, 

2004; Karanja, 2007). Knowing what their students require helps teachers build better 

methods of instruction. Teachers and parents can work together to learn more about the 

backgrounds of new students, as per Karanja (2007). New ways of teaching may emerge 

through a teacher's interactions with their students with SEN. 

· Several groups are using peer tutoring to help new immigrants learn the English 

Language (Karanja, 2007). Most teachers allow their pupils to work in groups so that 

they may draw on one another's skills and expertise. This might be an excellent way for 

kids to make new friends and advance their careers simultaneously. For adaptation, all 

new students are partnered with classmates their age as part of a "buddy system" 

(Karanja, 2007). 

· Using a collaborative tool and peer tutoring for newcomers who have struggled with the 

English Language is not the best alternative. 

Conclusion 

Studying many languages at once is practically impossible because of the structure of academic 

institutions. When translating a text, we must first understand the original's meaning and 
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language structure to do so correctly. There are no assurances that all students with SEN will be 

able to answer test items at the same level, so it's challenging to plan. Test takers with SEN who 

are apprehensive. Students with SEN should be allowed to excel in the classroom. As their 

English improves, more students with SEN ask for their support. To teach children with SEN 

effectively, we must be thoroughly aware of the methods and resources available. Students with 

SEN are helped by everyone in the inclusive classroom, not just their teachers. Teachers, 

schools, parents, and the government must all work together if we are to achieve this goal. It is 

challenging for students with SEN and their teachers to face the demands of the 21st-century 

educational system. As per studies, children with SEN do not need to attend special schools to 

acquire English. Second language teaching should be offered to students who can still not 

communicate in their native language. Learning a new language may improve your ability to 

think, share your ideas clearly, and boost your self-confidence. Students with SEN require 

classroom adaptations that consider their students' diverse learning styles. Because these tactics 

are challenging, create conversation, and encourage students with special needs to engage in 

inclusive classrooms, they can benefit typical students in an inclusive classroom. 
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● સ�શ�ધન સ�ર��શ 

  આ સ�શ�ધનન� ���ય હ�� � એ હત� ક� શ�ક્ષ�ણક �તરન� સ�દભ�મ�� ક�લ�જન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓમ�� 

સમ�ય�જનન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�. ��લ �નદશ� ૮૦ �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� હત�. જેમ�� ૪૦ �વદ્ય�થ� આટ�સન� છ�કર� 

અન� છ�કર�ઓ અન� ૪૦ �વદ્ય�થ� ક�મસ� શ�ખ�ન� છ�કર� અન� છ�કર�ઓ હત�. આ સ�શ�ધનમ�� જે 

પ્રશ્ન�વલ�ન� ઉપય�ગ કર�લ છ� ત� આર.ક�.ઓઝ�. અન� બ�લ સમ�ય�જન સ�શ�ધન�ક���� ��જર�ત� રૂપ��તર 

ડ�.બ�.ડ�.ઢ�લ� અન� ���જન ભટ્ટ  ર�ચત સમ�ય�જન ન� પ્રશ્ન�વલ� છ�. અહ� આંકડ�શ�સ્ત્ર�ય � ��થકરણ 

‘ટ�’ ટ��ટ ��ર� સ�શ�ધનન� સ�થ�કત� તપ�સવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�. સ�શ�ધનમ�� આટ�સ અન� ક�મસ�ન� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓ વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત જ�વ� મળ�લ છ�, જેમ�� આટ�સ અન� ક�મસ�ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ન�ઓમ�� 

સમ�ય�જન  વ�� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

ચ�વ�રૂપ શ�દ�: સમ�ય�જન,  આટ�સ અન� ક�મસ� શ�ખ�, છ�કર� અન� છ�કર�ઓ 

● પ્ર�ત�વન� : 

 મ�નવ�ન� જ�મથ�  � ���� ��ધ� પ્ર�ણ� ક� મ���ય વત�ન આંત�રક અન� બ�હ્ય ર�ત� વ�ત�વરણન� 

�વ�શ�ઠ ક્ષ�ત્ર�મ�� સમ�ય�જન સ�ધવ� મ�ટ� ત�પર હ�ય છ�.એટલ� જ ત� સમ�ય�જન એક �ય��તગત 

પ્ર�ક્રય� છ�. બ�ળક જ�મ� તરત જે ત� વ�ત�વરણ સ�થ� સમ�ય�જન શરૂ થઇ જાય છ�. નવ પર�ણત સ્ત્ર� 

સ�સ�રય� સ�થ� સમ�ય�જન કર��� પડ� છ�. ન�કર�  ધ�ધ�મ�� ‘બ�સ’ન� અ����ળ થ��� પડ� છ�.સમ�ય�જન 

સ�ધવ� પ્ર�ણ�મ�ત્ર ન� સતત સ�ક્રય રહ���� પડ� છ�.. ક�ર�ન� ન� મહ�મ�ર�  થ�  બચવ� લ�ક� 'મ��ક' પહ�ર� 

લ�ત� અન� પ�તન� �નવ�સ �થ�નમ�� જ રહ�ત� હત� (2019) �વદ�શમ�� અ�ય�સ કરવ� જઈએ ત� �વદ�શ� 

સ�����ત સ�થ� મ�ળ બ�સ�ડવ� પડ� છ� .આપણ� ચ�ર�બ���  સમ�ય�જન સ�ધવ�ન� પ્રય�ન� ચ��� જ રહ� 
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છ�.સમ�ય�જન સધ���� ત� ઠ�ક,નહ�તર ઝગડ� ,સ�ઘષ�,ઘષ�ણ અન� હત�શ� અન� છ��લ� મન��વ���ત પણ 

આવ� જાય! 

 રવ��દ્રન�થ ટ�ગ�ર� ક��� છ�.ત�મ મ��લક�,હક્ક જમ�વવ� એ મ�નવ�ન� મ�ટ� મય��દ� � �ચવ� છ�.જેન� 

પ�રણ�મ અંત� મ�નવ�ન� તન અન� મન��� આર��ય જ�ખમ�ય છ�.સ�ચ� ��ખ,સ�ત�ષ,શ���ત અન� આન�દ 

શ�મ�� રહ�લ� છ�.એ જાણવ� મ�ટ� સમ�ય�જન��� મન��વજ્ઞ�ન શ�ખ�ન� અ�ય�સ કરવ� ��બ મહ�વન� 

છ�.��લસ�દ�સ� પણ ક��� છ� ક� સમ�જમ�� આપણ� બધ� સ�થ� હળ�મળ�ન� ચ�લ��� જ�ઈએ જેથ� મ�ન�સક 

શ���ત અન� ક�ય��સ�દ્ધ બ�ન� પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ�. 

 સમ�ય�જન એ ફ�ત મન��વજ્ઞ�ન��� જ પ�રવત�નશ�લ પ�રબળ નથ� પર�� � ત� મ�નવ – જીવન 

મ�ટ�ન� એક અગ�યન� તબક્ક� અથવ� શરત છ�.   

● સમ�ય�જનન� અથ� : 

 “સમ�ય�જન એ �ય��ત અન� વ�ત�વરણ વ�ચ�ન� �ક્રય�-પ્ર�ત�ક્રય�” સમ�ય�જનમ�� “બ�” શ�દ� 

રહ�લ� છ�. સમ-સમ�ય�જન :સરખ� ગ�ઠવણ� કરવ�. 

 “પ�રવત�ન સ�થ� અસરક�રક ર�ત� ક�મ � ���� પ�ડ��� એટલ� સમ�ય�જન” 

 મ�ણસ� જીવનમ�� ડગલ�ન� પગલ� અ����લન કરવ���� હ�ય છ�.ક�ઇક જ��� કરવ���� હ�ય છ�. બ��ધછ�ડ 

કર�વ�ન� હ�ય છ�.ક� જીવન સ�થ� સમ�ધ�ન કરવ���� છ�. �ય��તગત ઈ�છ�ઓ, શ�ખ�, વલણ�, રસ�, ટ�વ�, 

આદશ�, � ��ય�, મહ�વ�ક��ક્ષ�ઓન� જરૂર પડ�� ક્ય��ક ત� �યજવ� પડ� છ� અથવ� ત� બ��ધછ�ડ કરવ� ત�પર 

રહ���� પડ� છ�. મ�ણસ ધ�ર� છ� ત� પ�ર પડ��� નથ�.ત�થ� બ�હ્ય વ�ત�વરણ ક� સ�જ�ગ� પ�ર��થત� પ્રમ�ણ� 

મ�ણસન� જીવનન� ય�જન� ઘડવ� પડ� છ�.ત�ન� સમ�ય�જન સ�ધ��� પડ� છ�.અન� ત� જીવનભર સ�ધ��� પડ� 

છ�.ત�થ� જ આપણ� કહ� શક�ય ક�, 

 “જીવન એટલ� જ સમ�ય�જન સ�ધ���” 

“સમ�ય�જન એટલ� પ�ત�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત�ન� સ�ત�ષ અન� પ�ત�ન� વ�ત�વરણ વ�ચ� સમ�ય�જન 

સ�ધવ�ન� �ય��તન� પ્રય�ન�ન� અસરક�રકત�.”    - ક�લમ�ન 
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“સમ�ય�જન આંતર�ક્રય�ન� એક પ્ર�ક્રય� છ�.એ સતત પ્ર�ક્રય� હ�વ�થ� કદ� � �ણ� થત� નથ� એ પ્ર�ક્રય�મ�� 

ક�ય�-ક�રણ સ�બ�ધ� જ�ઈ શક�ય છ�.”      - લ�હનર અન� ��બ  

“સમ�ય�જન એ જ�વ�ન� પ્ર�ક્રય� છ� ક� �ય��ત અન� ત�ન� વ�ત�વરણ વ�ચ� ��મ�ળ છ�.”                                                     

          - સ�ર��સ અન� મ�મ 

 “સમ�ય�જન એટલ� �ય��ત અન� વ�ત�વરણ વ�ચ� અસરક�રક સ�બ�ધ���� �થ�પન.”                                                                      

          - ક�લમ�ન (૧૯૬૯) 

 �ય��ય� ઉપરથ� કહ� શક�ય ક� સમ�ય�જનન� અસરક�રકત� પર �ય��ત અન� ત���� વ�ત�વરણ 

એમ બ�ન� બ�બત� આધ��રત છ�.�ય��ત��� વ�ત�વરણ ત�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત� સ�ત�ષવ�મ�� મદદરૂપ પણ થ�ય 

છ�.અન� અ��ભવ� પણ લ�ય પ્ર���ત મ�ટ� સહ�યરૂપક� �વ�નરૂપ છ�. 

● � �વ� થય�લ� અ�ય�સ� : 

૧.  ૧૯૯૨ મ�� ચ�ધર� �બનય.ક� અન� �સ�હ� રનબ� �ય��તગત ઘટકન� સ�દભ�મ�� સમ�ય�જન 

અ�ય�સ કર�લ છ�.જેમ�� સ�મ��જક સમ�ય�જન ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� ઉ�ચ બ�હ���ખ� ન�ચ બ�હ���ખથ� અલગ પડ� 

છ�.પછ�ન� સમ�ય�જન કરત� પહ�લ���� સમ�ય�જન વધ�ર� સ���� છ�.ઉ�ચ અન� ન�ચ લ�ગણ�શ�લત�ન� 

સમગ્ર એ ચ�ર સમ�ય�જનમ�� મહ�વન� ર�તન� અલગ પડત� હત�.  

૨.  ૨૦૦૧,એપ્ર�લ �હમરલ�,ગ�મર� આર.એલ. �મસ�ર� ���નવસ�ટ�,��.એસ. મ�� ક�લ�જ � ��મક�મ�� 

પ�ત�ન� અપ્રગટ કર��� અન� સમ�ય�જન પર અ�ય�સ કર�લ છ�.જેમ�� સ�મ��જક ��થ ગ�ઠવણમ�� પ�ત�ન� 

જાતન� અપ્રગટ બત�વ� છ� ક� ત���� સમ�ય�જન નબળુ� બત�વ� છ�.જે�સનન� ૧૯૮૧ ��� પ્રમ�ણ પણ સ્ત્ર�ઓ 

કરત� ����ષ� ઉંચ� �ક�ર બત�વ� છ�.અન� જા�ત મ�ટ� ક�ઈ પ�ર�પ�રક અસર જ�વ�ઈ નથ�.આ ર�ત� પ�ત�ન� 

જાતન� અપ્રગટ કરવ� ત� ��સમ�ય�જન �ક�ર સ�થ� સ�કળ�ય�લ� છ�.જે છ�કર� અન� છ�કર� બ�ન�મ�� સર��� 

પ્રમ�ણ જ�વ� મળ�છ� 

3. ૨૦૦૧, અમ�ન, એમ�લ�ય� હ�ર�લ, ઉત્તર પ�શ્ચમ ���નવ�સ�ટ� ��. એસ. મ�� આરબ ક�લ�જન� 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ������તક અ����ળત� અન� મન� વ�જ્ઞ��નક સમય�જન વ�ચ�ન� અ�ય�સ કય�. ત�મ�� ગ�ર� 
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�વદ્ય�થ�ઓ અન� આરબ  અમ��રકન ક�લ�જન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સમ�વ�શ  કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. જેમ�� 

અ�ય�સ કય�� બ�દ એવ� ત�રણ�  જ�વ� મ�ય� ક� આરબ અમ��રકન �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ ગ�ર� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ કરત� 

સ��� સમ�ય�જન સ�ધ� શક્ય� હત�. જય�ર� લ�ગણ�શ�લત�ન� બ�બતમ�� ન���� પ્રમ�ણ જ�વ� મ���� હ� ��. 

ક�રણક� ત�ઓ રૂ�ઢ ���તત�મ�� મ�નત�  હત�. 

૪. ૨૦૦૭,�મ��� વ�.જ�શ� એ ન�કર� કરત� અન� ન�કર� ન કરત� સ્ત્ર�ઓન� અહમ સ�મ�ય� અન� 

સ�મ��જક સમ�ય�જનન� ��લન��મક અ�ય�સ કય�.અ�ય�સ કય�� બ�દ ત�રણ� એ મ�ય� ક� ન�કર� કરત� 

અન� ન�કર� ન� કરત� સ્ત્ર�ઓન� અહમ સ�મ�ય�મ�� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.અહમ સ�મ�ય� અન� 

સ�મ��જક સમ�ય�જન વ�ચ� ૦.૭૩ જેટલ� �વધ�યક સહસ�બ�ધ જ�વ� મળ�છ�.  

● હ�� �ઓ :  

૧.        આટ�સ ક�લ�જન� છ�કર� અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જનન� ��લન��મક   અ�ય�સ કરવ� . 

૨. ક�મસ� ક�લ�જન� છ�કર� અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જનન� ��લન��મક   અ�ય�સ કરવ� . 

• ઉ�ક�પન� : 

HO1. આટ�સ ક�લ�જન� છ�કર� અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જનન વ�ચ� ક�ઈ સ�થ�ક તફ�વત 

જ�વ� મળશ� ન�હ. 

HO2.   ક�મસ� ક�લ�જન� છ�કર� અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જન વ�ચ� ક�ઈ સ�થ�ક તફ�વત જ�વ� 

મળશ� ન�હ. 

● સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત 

❖ �નદશ� : 

  પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનન� �ય�નમ�� ર�ખ�ન� ક�લ�જમ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� ��લ ૮૦ 

સમ�ય�જનન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� પસ�દગ� કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�.જેમ�� પ્ર�ય�ક ��થમ�� ��લ ૪૦ છ�કર� 

અન� ૪૦ છ�કર�ઓન� પસ�દગ� કરવ�મ�� આવ� હત�. 
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❖ સ�ધન� : 

  સમ�ય�જનન� સ�શ�ધન�ક�ન� � �ળ ર�ચત� આર.ક�.ઓઝ� છ� અન� બ�લ 

સમ�ય�જન સ�શ�ધન�ક���� ��જર�ત�મ�� રૂપ��તર ડ�.બ�.ડ�.ઢ�લ� અન� ���જન ભટ્ટ� કર�લ છ�.બ�લન� 

સમ�ય�જન સ�શ�ધન�ક�ન� જે ૨ �બ���   મ�પનન� બન�લ� છ�.આ બ� �બ���  “હ�” અન� “ન�” મ�� 

આવ�લ� છ�.આ મ�પન ��લ�મ�� ��લ ૧૪૦ �વધ�ન� આપ�લ� છ�.પ્ર�� �ત �ક�લન� ��લ ૪ �વભ�ગ છ�. 

(ઘર,�વ���ય,સ�મ��જક,આવ��ગક)  

● સ�શ�ધન પર�વ�ય� : 

૧. �વત�ત્ર પર�વ�ય�: 

- જા�ત(છ�કર�ઓ -છ�કર�ઓ )  

 - શ�ક્ષ�ણક �તર (આટ�સ અન� ક�મસ� ) 

૨. આધ��રત પર�વ�ય�: 

 - સમ�ય�જનન� કસ�ટ�  

● સ�શ�ધન ડ�ઝ�ઈન 

  આ સ�શ�ધનન� હ�� � શ�ક્ષ�ણક �તરન� સ�દભ�મ�� ક�લ�જન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� 

સમ�ય�જનન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�.જેમ�� ��લ ૪૦ �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ જે આટ�સ ક�લ�જ ન� હત� અન� ૪૦ 

�વદ્ય�થ�ઓ જે ક�મસ� ક�લ�જન� હત� એમ થઇ ન� ��લ ૮૦ �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ લ�વ�મ�� આ�ય�.અન� 

ડ�.બ�.ડ�.ઢ�લ� અન� ���જન ભટ્ટ� ન� ર�ચત સમ�ય�જન ન� સ�શ�ધન�ક� ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� 

આવ�.જેમ�� ‘ટ�’ કસ�ટ� ��ર� ગણતર� કરવ�મ�� આવ�. 

● પ�રણ�મ અન� ચચ�� 

આ સ�શ�ધનન� ���ય હ�� � શ�ક્ષ�ણક �તરન� સ�દભ�મ�� ક�લ�જન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ��� 

સમ�ય�જનન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�ન� હત�.જેમ�� આંકડ�શ�સ્ત્ર�ય� ��થકરણ ૨× ૨ 

ફ��ટ�ર�યલડ�ઝ�ઈન ��ર� ગણતર� કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�.આંકડ�શ�સ્ત્ર�ય મ��હત� ‘ટ�’ કસ�ટ� 

��ર� કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�.જે ન�ચ� ��જબ છ�. 
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ક��ટક  ૧ : આટ�સ ક�લ�જન� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓ��� સમ�ય�જન��� કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર��ત��ક�ન� 

મ�યક� દશ��વ� �� ક��ટક 

HO.1 આટ�સ ક�લ�જન� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જન વ�ચ� ક�ઈ સ�થ�ક તફ�વત 

જ�વ� મળત� નથ�. 

�વદ્ય�શ�ખ� આટ�સ N Mean SD T Sing. 

છ�કર�ઓ ૪૦ ૪૦.૦૫ ૧૨.૪૩ 
૬.૮૯૭ ૦.૦૧(S) 

છ�કર�ઓ ૪૦ ૬૯.૦૦ ૨૧.૬૫ 

   આટ�સ ક�લ�જન� છ�કર�ઓમ�� વ�� મળ�લ મ�યક ૬૯.૦૦ છ�. અન� છ�કર�ઓમ�� ૪૦.૦૫ 

છ�. બ�ન� વ�ચ� તફ�વત ૨૮.૯૫ છ�.જય�ર� પ્રમ��ણત �વચલન છ�કર�ઓમ�� ૧૨.૪૩ અન� છ�કર� ઓમ�� 

૨૧.૬૫ છ�. ‘ટ�’ ન� ક�મત ૬.૮૯૭ જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.ત�થ� ૦.૦૧ કક્ષ� એ સ�થ�ક જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.ત�થ� ક�લ�જન� 

છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જન વ�ચ�  સ�થ�ક તફ�વત જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. મ�ટ� અહ� � ��ય 

પ�રક�પન�ન� અ�વ�ક�ર થ�ય છ�. 

ચ�ટ�  ૧ : આટ�સ ક�લ�જન� છ�કર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જનન� મ�યક દશ��વત� �થ�ભ�લ�ખ. 

 

ક��ટક ૨ : ક�મસ� ક�લ�જન� છ�કર� અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જન કસ�ટ�ન� પ્ર�ત��ક�ન� મ��ક� 

દશ��વ� �� ક��ટક. 

HO.2     ક�મસ� ક�લ�જન� છ�કર� અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જન વ�ચ� ક�ઈ    સ�થ�ક તફ�વત 

જ�વ� મળત� નથ�. 

 

મ
�ય

ક
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�વદ્ય�શ�ખ� ક�મસ� N Mean SD T Sing. 

છ�કર�ઓ ૪૦ ૪૫.૩૫ ૬.૪૮ 

૫.૯૦ ૦.૦૧(S) 

છ�કર�ઓ ૪૦ ૬૩.૦૧ ૧૬.૩૩ 

 

ક�મસ� ક�લ�જન� છ�કર�ઓમ�� વ�� મળ�લ મ�યક ૬૩.૦૧ છ�.અન� છ�કર�ઓમ�� ૪૫.૩૫ છ�. બ�ન� 

વ�ચ� તફ�વત ૧૭.૬૬ છ�.જય�ર� પ્રમ��ણત �વચલન છ�કર�ઓમ�� ૬.૪૮ અન� છ�કર�ઓમ�� ૧૬.૩૩ છ�. 

‘ટ�’ ન� ક�મત ૫.૯૦ જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.ત�થ� ૦.૦૧ કક્ષ� એ સ�થ�ક જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.ત�થ� ક�મસ� ક�લ�જન� 

છ�કર� અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જન વ�ચ�  સ�થ�ક તફ�વત જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. મ�ટ� અહ� � ��ય 

પ�રક�પન�ન� અ�વ�ક�ર થ�ય છ�. 

ચ�ટ�  ૨ : ક�મસ� ક�લ�જન� છ�કર� અન� છ�કર�ઓન� સમ�ય�જનન� મ�યક દશ��વત�  �થ�ભ�લ�ખ. 

 

● ત�રણ 

આટ�સ અન� ક�મસ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ અન� �વધ�થ�ન�ઓમ�� સમ�ય�જન વ�ચ� સ�થ�ક તફ�વત 

જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.જે આટ�સ ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ મ�� ૦.૦૧ લ�વલ અન� ક�મસ� ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓમ�� ૦.૦૧ 

લ�વલ પર સ�થ�ક તફ�વત જ�વ� મળ�છ�. ત�થ� અહ� � ��ય પ�રક�પન� ન� અ�વ�ક�ર થ�ય 

છ�.અહ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� મ�ત� �પત�ન� મદદ,આ�થ�ક�તર,ગર�બ�,�શક્ષણ પદ્ધ�ત્તમ�� 

��ધ�ર�,�વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� �શક્ષક� ��ર� �યવ��થત મ�ગ�દશ�ન,સફળત� મ�ળવવ� મ�ટ� ટ�કન�ક  

વગ�ર�ન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ� જરૂર� છ�.�ય�ર બ�દ �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� અંગત પ્રશ્ન� પણ હ�ઈ શક� છ�.જેન� 

ક�રણ� ત�ઓમ�� સમ�ય�જન ન� પ્રશ્ન� ઉભ� થત� હ�યછ�.  
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● સ�દભ� ગ્ર�થ� 

•  ચ�ધર� �બનય ક�.એમ .�સ�હ� શ�બ� (૧૯૯૫) �ય��તગત ઘટકન� સ�બ�ધમ�� 

સમ�ય�જનન� અ�ય�સ.પટણ� ���નવસ�ટ�,ક�મસ� ક�લ�જ,પટણ� 

•  �હમચ�લ�,ગ�મર�,આર.એલ.(૨૦૦૧)ક�લ�જન� � ��મક�મ�� પ�ત�ન� અપ્રગટ કર��� અન� 

સમ�ય�જન.���નવસ�ટ� �મસ�ર,મન��વજ્ઞ�ન ભવન,��.એસ. 

•    �મ��� વ�.જ�શ� (૨૦૦૭)ન�કર� કરત� અન� ન�કર� ન� કરત� સ્ત્ર�ઓન� અહમ સ�મ�ય� અન� 

સ�મ��જક સમ�ય�જનન� ��લન��મક અ�ય�સ.સ�ર��� ���નવસ�ટ�. 

•    જગજીવન સ�.ભ�રણ�ય�(૨૦૧૦) અન�થ આશ્રમમ�� રહ�ત� ત��ણ�મ�� આવ�ગ��મક 

પ�રપ�વત� મ�ન�સક �વ���ય અન� સમ�ય�જન અંગ�ન� મન�વ�જ્ઞ��નક અ�ય�સ.(પ�એચ.ડ� 

સ�ર��� ���નવસ�ટ�,��જર�ત.) 

•     એન. ડ�. ઝ�લ� (2016) શ�ળ�મ�� અ�ય�સ કરત� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓન� સ�મ�ય�જન અન� મ�ન�સક 

�વ���ય, એમ�.��જર�ત ���નવ�સ�ટ�  

•         અર�વ�દ શ�હ (૨૦૧૨),સ�ય�જન���  મન��વજ્ઞ�ન,પ�શ્વ પ્રક�શન,અમદ�વ�દ 

•        WHO (2001) The world health report mental health new understanding new hope, 
(WHO 2001) Geneva, who  
•   www.sodhganga.com  
•   www.google.com  
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વ�ત��ક�ર : ર�મન�ર�યણ �વશ્વન�થ પ�ઠક 

પ્ર�. �કશ�ર એચ. ચ�રણ�ય� 

પ�એચ.ડ�. સ�શ�ધક, 

એ.જે.પ�.બ�. આ���સ એ�ડ ક�મસ� ક�લ�જ, કનકપર-અબડ�સ� (ક�છ), એચ.એન.જી.��. પ�ટણ. 

ઈ-મ�ઇલ : kishorcharan7007@gmail.com. 

વ�ત��ક�ર : ર�મન�ર�યણ �વશ્વન�થ પ�ઠક  

 ઈ.સ. ૧૯૨૨ થ� ૧૯૫૫ ��ધ�, લગભગ ૩૪ વષ�, અ�વરત સ��હ�યસ�વ� કરન�ર ર�મન�ર�યણન� 

જ�મ ધ�ળ� ત���ક�ન� ગણ�લ ગ�મ�, એમન� મ�શ�ળમ��, પ્રશ્ન�ર� ન�ગર જ્ઞ��તમ�� ઈ.સ. ૧૮૮૭ન� 

એપ્ર�લન� ૮મ� ત�ર�ખ� (ચ�ત્ર � ��ણ�મ�એ) થય� હત�. ત�મ��� � �ળ વતન ત� હ� �� ધ�ળક� ત���ક���� ભ�ળ�દ. 

�પત� �વશ્વન�થ સદ�ર�મ પ�ઠક સ����તન� �વ��ન હત�. અન� શ્ર�મન્ન��ર�મ શમ��ન� �શ�ય હત�. 

ર�મન�ર�યણ ન�નપણમ�� ‘બ��ભ�ઈ’ ન�મથ� ઓળખ�ત�. ત�મણ� શ�ળ���� �શક્ષણ જેત��ર, ર�જક�ટ, 

જામખ�ભ�ળ�ય� અન� ભ�વનગરમ�� લ����. ૧૯૦૮ મ�� બ�.એ.ન� પ�રક્ષ� પ્રથમ વગ�મ�� પ�સ કર�. એ પછ� 

૧૯૧૧મ�� એલ.એલ.બ�. થઇ અમદ�વ�દમ�� વક�લ�તન� શરૂઆત કર�. ૧૯૧૮મ�� ત�મન� પ�ન� 

અવશ�ન પ��ય� અન� એક જ વષ�મ�� એમન� એકન� એક ��ત્ર� સરલ� અન� બહ�ન સ��વત્ર���� પણ 

અવશ�ન થત�� ત�મ��� મન વ�નપ્ર�થ જે��� થઇ ગ���. ૧૯૧૯મ�� ત�ઓ ટ�ઈફ�ઈડન� ગ�ભ�ર બ�મ�ર�મ�� 

સપડ�ય� પણ એમ��થ� ઊગય��.  

૧૧ વષ� ��ધ� ત�મણ� ‘પ્ર�થ�ન’��� ત�ત્ર�પદ પણ સ�ભ�����. એ દર�મય�ન ત�મન� �નબ�ધ�, વ�ત��ઓ 

અન� ક�વત�ઓ છ�પવ� લ�ગ�. ૧૯૩૫ થ� ત�મન� �શક્ષણ ક્ષ�ત્ર� પ્રવ�શ કય�. જેમ�� ૧૯૩૫ થ� ૧૯૩૭ 

દર�ય�ન ���બઈન� એસ.એન.ડ�.ટ�. ક�લ�જમ��, ૧૯૩૭ થ� ૧૯૪૬ ��ધ� અમદ�વ�દન� એલ.ડ�. આટ�સ 

ક�લ�જમ��, ૧૯૪૬ થ� ૧૯૫૦ ��ધ� ભ�રત�ય �વદ્ય�ભવન સ��થ�મ��. ૧૯૫૦ થ� ૧૯૫૨ ��ધ� 

અમદ�વ�દન� ��જર�ત �વદ્ય�સભ�ન� અ���ન�તક �વભ�ગમ�� અન� �ય�રબ�દ ૧૯૫૨ થ� આ���યન� 

અંતક�ળ ��ધ� ફર�થ� ���બઈન� ભ�રત�ય �વદ્ય�ભવન સ��થ�મ�� ત�મણ� અ�ય�પન સ�શ�ધન��� ક�ય� ચ��� 

ર�����. ત�. ૨૧/૦૮/૧૯૫૫ન� ર�વવ�રન� ર�જ હૃદયર�ગન� ત્ર�જા ��મલ�ન� ક�રણ� ત�ઓ અવશ�ન 

પ��ય�.   

72 
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ર�મન�ર�યણ એમન� ન�મમ�� જ બ� ‘ર’ ક�ર હ�વ�થ� ��ર�ફ છ�. ��ર�ફ ��� વ�ત�� લ�ખન ���ય ત� 

‘��ગધમ�’ તથ� ‘પ્ર�થ�ન’ �ન�મત્ત� થ��� છ�. અ��ક સ�જ�ગ�ન� દબ�ણ હ�ઠળ વ�ત��ઓ મ��થ� ક�ટલ�ક ત� 

સર્જનક�ળન� ય�સ�દ�ય����તઓ પણ બન� રહ� છ�.  

 ��ર�ફ��� વ�ત��લ�ખન ૧૯૨૨-‘૨૩થ� શરૂ થઈ અન� ૧૯૪૧ ��ધ� વણથ�ભ��� ચ�����. આમ લગભગ 

બ� દ�યક�મ�� ‘��ર�ફન� વ�ત�’ ન� ત્રણ ભ�ગમ�� ૪૦ (૧૩+૨૦+૧૭) વ�ત��ઓ ત�મણ� આપ� છ�. આ ઉપર��ત 

‘ક�� બ��ય�’ જેવ� ક�ટલ�ક વ�ત��ઓ એમન� અગ્ર�થ�થ છ�. જે ૪૦ વ�ત��ઓ મળ�  છ� ત� બધ� પ�છળ ક�ઈ 

ન�ક�ઈ પ્રક�રન�, ક�ઈન� ક�ઈ આ ર�તન� વ��ત�વક જીવનન� આંતરઅ��� ��તન� ક�ઈ રહ�ય��મક � ��મક� 

હ�વ� જ�ઈએ એ��� પ્ર�તત થ�ય છ�. 

 જીવનન� અ��કત��ક વ�� � તરફન� લ�ગણ�મય- ભ�વમય સબ�ધ બ�ધ�ય ત�ન� ત�ઓ વ�ત���� � 

બ�જ� �ત રહ�ય મન� છ�. આ રહ�યન� આસપ�સ ઘન�કરણ ન� �ય�પ�ર� વ�ત�� બ�ધ�ત� હ�ય છ� એમ 

ત�મ��� મ�ન��� છ�. ત�મન� વ�ત��ક�ર તર�ક�ન� એક એક�ગ્રત���લક સ�ક્રય ક�વ� ભ�વ�વ�થ� વ�ત��ઓમ��ન� 

ઘટન����ફન, પ�ત્ર�લ�ખન, વ�ત�વરણ આ�દ ��ર� ત���� એક લ�ઘવ� �ણ� ��ઘડ �વરૂપ �સદ્ધ કરવ�મ�� 

સહ�ય� �ત થત� હ�ય છ�. જય��ત દલ�લ મન� છ� ત�મ ર�મન�ર�યણ, સભ�ન વ�ત��સર્જક છ�. ક��ક કહ�વ� 

જે��� હ�ય છ�; �ય�ર� વ�ત મ��ડવ� પ્ર�ર�ય છ�. વ�ત મ��ડત��, ત�મન� વ�ત કહ�વ�ન� ઉ�સ�હ અછત� રહ�ત� 

નથ�. ત�મણ� �ફલ��ફન� નજર� જે ક��ઈ જીવન અન� જગતમ�� જ���� છ�. જે કઈ વ��તવ��� સ�ય ત�ઓ પ��ય� 

છ�, ત�ન� આકષ�ક ર�ત ર��  કરવ� મ�ટ� વ�ત��મ�� ત�ઓ ઠ�ક ઠ�ક પ�રશ્રમ વ�ઠત� હ�ય છ�. વ�ત��એ-વ�ત��એ 

વ�ત��ક�ર તર�ક� ક્ય��, ક�મ અન� ક્ય�ર� ઉપ��થત થ���-રહ���� ત� ત�ઓ નક્ક� કર� લ�ત�� હ�ય છ�. એમન� 

વ�ત��ઓમ�� શ્ર�ત� તર�ક� - સહભ�ગ� તર�ક� આપણન� મ�નભ�ર ઉપ��થત રહ� શક�એ ક� એ મ�ટ�ન� 

ક�ળજીભય�� અવક�શ લ�ખક ર�ખત� હ�ય છ�. 

 ર�મન�ર�યણ વ�ત શરૂ કય�� પછ� અન�ક ચ�લ ચ�લ� ત�ન� જમ�વ� છ�. જરૂર પડ�� ��� તર�ક� એ 

ઉપ��થત થઈ આપણન� ��ર�ત �વશ્વ�સમ�� લઈ લ� છ�. ત�ઓ વ�ત�� જાણ� લખત� નથ�, કથ� છ�. ત�મન� 

વ�ત��ઓમ�� કથનશ�લ�ન� અન� રમણ�ય ત�વ� નજર� ચઢ� છ�. ત�મન� ક�ટલ�ક વ�ત��ઓ જેમક� 'દ�વ� ક� 

ર�ક્ષસ�' , '��લ��ગ�ર', 'બ� �મત્ર�ન� વ�ત��' દ�યશ�લ�ન� પણ છ�. ત�મ��થ� બ� ત� પછ� ન�ટયસ�ગ્રહમ�� લ�વ�ઈ 

છ�. ક�ઈ વ�ત�� સ�વ�દશ�લ� પર જ આધ��રત હ�ય એ���ય પણ બન� છ�. એમન� ‘જમન���� ��ર’ 
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ઊ�મ�ક��યન� વણ�નશ�લ�ન� અપન�વત� વ�ત�� છ�. ત�ઓ વ�ત��ઓમ�� યથ�થ��ચત્રણ ત�મ જ 

અ�ત�ચત્રણન�ય� �વ�નય�ગ કરત� હ�ય છ�. એ ર�ત� એમન� વ�ત��ઓમ�� ર��આત શ�લ���� વ��વ�ય 

ઉ�લ�ખન�ય છ�. 

 ��ર�ફ ન� વ�ત��ઓમ���� � વ�� � ક�� ત� ક�પન��થ છ� ક� ક�� ત� વ��ત�વક - સ�મ��જક છ�.  ‘છ��લ� 

દ��ડકય ભ�જ’, ‘ઉત્તરમ�ગ�ન� લ�પ’, ‘���દ્ધ�વજય’ અન� ‘બ� �મત્ર�ન� વ�ત��’ મ�� પ્ર�ચ�ન મ�યક�લ�ન 

વ�ત�વરણન� �વ�નય�ગ છ�. ‘જક્ષણ�’ જેવ� પ્રસન્ન દ��પ�યન�, ‘નવ� જ�મ’, ‘� �રદ�સ’, ‘ક�દર’, ‘પ�ત�ન� 

દ�ખલ�’, ‘અંતર�ય’ જેવ� મન�વ�જ્ઞ��નક લક્ષણ� પર આધ��રત ‘છ��લ� દ��ડકય ભ�જ’, ‘એક �વ�ન’ અન� 

‘સ�ભ��યવત�’ જેવ� વ�ત��ઓ ત�વ���� આશ્રય લ�ત�, ત� ‘જગજીવન��� �ય�ય’ જેવ� ગ��ધ��વચ�ર પર 

અવલ�બત� વ�ત��ઓ છ�. ત�મન� વ�ત��ઓમ�� જીવનન� �વ�વધ પ્રશ્ન����, ઘટન�વ�� ��� �, ત�મ પ�ત્ર���� 

વ��વ�ય �ય�ન�હ� છ�. જ�ક� ત�મન� ચ�ળ�સમ��થ� અઢ�ર વ�ત��ઓ સ્ત્ર�����ષ સ�બ�ધ�ન� ક�ઈ ન� ક�ઈ સ�દભ� 

લઈન� ચ�લ� છ�. 

 ર�મન�ર�યણ� વ�ત��ઓ ��ર� મ���યજીવનન� ક�મ, અ��ય�, દ�ભ જેવ� � �ળ� �ત � ��ત્તઓ��� સચ�ટ 

આલ�ખન ક��� છ�. ‘સ�ભ��યવત�’ જેવ� વ�ત��ઓમ�� ક�મ� ��ત્તન� આક્રમણ� સજા�ત� દ��પ�યજીવનન� 

ક��ણત���� બય�ન ત�ન� ભ�ગ બન�લ� સ્ત્ર� ��ર� અ�ય સ્ત્ર�ન� આગળ કર�વવ�મ�� ઔ�ચ�યન� પ્રત��ત થશ�. 

'ક�દર" ન� '� �રદ�સ' જેવ� વ�ત��ઓમ��  અ��ય�ન� ત�વ� ન� ક�મગ�ર�ન� સચ�ટ �ચત�ર છ�. દ�ભ��� ત�વ 

'����દર�ય' અન� '���દ્ધ �વજય' મ�� જ�ઈ શક�ય છ�. ત�મણ� ભ�ગ�થ� બ્ર�હ્મણ ��ધ�ન� �ક્રશ્ર�યન, પ�રસ�, �હ���  

આ�દ �વ�વધ ક�મન�� અન� �વ�વધ ધમ� પડત�� પ�ત્ર�ન� ય�દ રહ� જાય એવ� મ�ળ� અહ� ર�ય� છ�. ખ�મ�, 

���� �દર�ય, ���દ્ધ�વજય, જક્ષણ�, ક���, ક�દર - આવ�� ત� અન�ક પ�ત્ર� છ�, જે ��જર�ત� વ�ત�� �વશ્વમ�� હવ� 

� �રત�� જાણ�ત� છ�. 

 લ�ખક� આ વ�ત��ઓમ�� �થળ ક�ળ��� અન� વ�ત�વરણ���ય� ઘ��� વ��વ�ય બત����� છ�. ગ�મડ� ન� 

શહ�ર� ત� ખર� જ, પણ ક�ઈક વ�ત�� મ�ટ� ��ન ન� બસ, ત� ક�ઈ મ�ટ� ક�ટ�  ન� જેલ પણ ક�મ આ�ય� છ�. 

એમન� આ વ�ત��� ���ટમ�� અર��બયન ન�ઈટસ ન� હવ�ય� મળ�  છ� ન� સ�થ� અવ��ચ�ન ક�ળન� સ�ય�ગ્રહન� 

હવ� પણ વળ� આ વ�ત���વશ્વમ�� શ્વ�ન� ���ટન�ય ગ�રવભ��� �થ�ન મ���� છ�. 
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 આમ, '��ર�ફ'ન� વ�ત��ઓમ�� વ�� �, પ�ત્ર, �વરૂપ, શ�લ� વગ�ર�ન� અ��લક્ષત�� અન�ક ક�� �ક- 

આકષ�ણ� છ�. લ�કકથ�, �ડટ���ટવકથ�, ��ર�ણકથ�, પ��કથ� આ�દથ� મ��ડ�ન� પર�વ��તવ�દ� લ�ગ� એ��� 

�વ�ન કથ� ��ધ�ન� �વ�વધ �તર� અહ� છ�. આ સવ�મ�� વ�ત��ક�રન� જીવનન� રહ�યન� વળગ�ન� 

ચ�લવ�ન�, વ��ત�વક ર�ત�-પ્ર�ત�તકર સર્જન � ��ત્ત��� બળ બર�બર વત��ય છ�, ત�મન� �ફલ� �ફન� નજર 

ક��ણ, હ��ય, ���ગ�રથ� મ��ડ� અદ��ત, ર����દ અન�ક રસ�ન� આ �વશ્વ ��ર� સમત�પ્રધ�ન, ત�વ�ન�ઠ 

શ��ત રસન� �ન� �ઢ વચ��વ તરફ આપણન� પ્ર�ય�� �વન� રહ�ત� નથ�. 

 ‘��ર�ફન� વ�ત�’ ન� પ્રથમ ભ�ગ આપત� વ�ત��ક�ર��� જીવન પ્ર�ય���� જે �� ��ટ�બ���  હ� �� ત� બ�જ� 

ત્ર�જ� ભ�ગ આપત� વ�ળ�એ બદલ���� હ� ��. પ્રથમ વ�ત�� શ્ર�ણ�મ�� ત�ઓ ક�ઈક ���ધ, ક�ઈક ર�મ���ટક 

અ�ભન�વ�શવ�ળ� વ�ત��ક�ર હત�, બ�જા અન� ત્ર�જા ભ�ગન� વ�ત�� શ્ર�ણ�ઓ આપત� વ�ળ�એ ત�ઓ એવ� 

���ધ રહ્ય� નથ�. ત�ઓ જીવનન� અ��ભ ત�વ�ન� જ�વ� અન� જાણવ�મ�� વ�� ઠર�લ, શ��ત, સ�હ��� અન� 

સમભ�વ શ�લ થય�લ�� જણ�ય છ�. એ ��ર�ફન� પહ�લ� ભ�ગ પછ� ન� વ�ત��ઓમ�� જીવનન� ક�ઈક ��ક્ષ, 

રજ�ટ�ય�લ� ન� કઠ�ર ચહ�ર� જ�વ� પડ� છ�. 

 � �મક�� �ન� વ�ત��ઓમ�� ર�ગદશ� ઊ�મ�પ્રધ�ન વ�ત��શ�લ� નજર� પડ� છ�, �ય�ર� ��ર�ફન� 

વ��તવ�ન�ઠ, ગહન-સ���લ છત�� પ્રસ�દ�ક એવ� વ�ત��ઓ વ�તશ�લ�ન� વ�ત��ઓ સહ�જેય �ય�ન�કષ�ક 

બન� રહ� છ�. હ�ર�બ�ન 'આ બ�ન�ય વ�ત��ક�ર�એ પર�પર � �રકરૂપ� ���ક� વ�ત���� � ઘડતર ક��� છ�.' એમ ય��ય 

ર�ત� જ દશ��વ� છ�. ઉમ�શ�કર ��ર�ફન� વ�ત��ઓન� � �મક�� �શ�ઈ વ�ત�� શ�લ�ન� જે મય��દ�ઓ હત� ત�ન� 

પ્ર�તક�ર કરન�ર પ�રબળરૂપ� વણ�વ� છ�. ��જર�ત� વ�ત�� સ��હ�યન� સ� ��દ્ધ પઢ�વવ�મ�� ��ર�ફન� 

‘જક્ષણ�’, ‘���� �દર�ય’, ‘ખ�મ�’, ‘છ��લ� દ��ડકય ભ�જ’, ‘� �રદ�સ’, ‘ર�કડ�મ��’, ‘ઉત્તરમ�ગ���� લ�પ’, 

‘���દ્ધ�વજય’ અન� ‘ક�શવર�મ’ જેવ� વ�ત��ઓન� ફ�ળ� મહ�વન� છ�. 

ર�. �વ. પ�ઠક� વ�ત��લ�ખન મ�ટ� પ�ત�ન� ન�મન�� આવત� બ� ‘ર�ફ’ન� ક�રણ� ‘��ર�ફ' ઉપન�મ ર����� 

હ� ��. ‘��ગધમ� 'અન� ‘પ્ર�થ�ન' સ�મ�યક�મ�� લ�ખન �ન�મત્ત� આ વ�ત��ઓ��� સર્જન થ��� છ�. ૧૯૨૨-૨૩ન� 

અરસ�મ�� ત�મણ� વ�ત�� લખવ� શરૂ કર�. લગભગ બ� દ�યક� જેટલ� સમય ત�મ��� વ�ત�સર્જન ચ����� . 

‘��ર�ફન� વ�ત��ન� ત્રણ ભ�ગમ�� બધ� મળ� ચ�લ�સ વ�ત��ઓ ગ્ર�થ�થ થઈ છ�. ‘���� �દર�ય' , ‘ખ�મ�’ , 

‘જક્ષણ�' , ક�દર' , ‘ જમન���� � �ર' , “સ�ભ��યવત�’ , ‘ક�પલર�ય' , 'નવ� જ�મ' , '���દ્ધ�વજય’ , ‘છ��લ� 
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દ��ડક્ય ભ�જ, ‘એક પ્રશ્ન' , 'ઉત્તર�પથન�લ�પ’ , ‘��લ��ગ�ર' , ‘દ�વ� ક� ર�ક્ષસ�’ , ‘અંતર�ય’ વગ�ર� ત�મન� 

જાણ�ત� વ�ત��ઓ છ�.  

���ક� વ�ત��ન� ક્ષ�ત્ર� � �મક�� �ન� જેમ ��ર�ફન� અ� �વ� �સ�દ્ધ મળ� છ�. � �મક�� �ન� ર�ગદશ� ઉ�મ�પ્રધ�ન 

શ�લ�વ�ળ� વ�ત� પછ� આવત� ��ર�ફન� વ��તવપ્રધ�ન વ�ત��ઓન� ��જર�ત� ���ક� વ�ત���વરૂપમ�� 

� �રકબળ રૂપ� જ�ઈ શક�ય. ‘��ર�ફન� વ�ત�'ન� ત્રણ ભ�ગમ�� વ�ત��કલ�ન� �� ��ટએ ઉત્તર�ત્તર �વક�સ 

સધ�ય�લ� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. પ્રથમ ભ�ગમ�� કઈક અંશ� ���ધ, ર�મ���ટક અ�ભ�નવ�શ ત�મન� વ�ત��ઓમ�� જ�વ� 

મળ�  છ�. જય�ર� પછ�ન� વ�ત��ઓમ�� જીવનન� રૂક્ષત� અન� કઠ�રત�ન� વ��ત�વકત� �નરૂપણ પ�મ� છ�. 

��ર�ફ� વ�ત���� � આકષ�ણ ઊંડ�ણથ� અ��ભ���� છ�. ત� વ�ત��ઓન� ‘વ�ત� કહ� છ� ત� � �ચક છ�. વ�તર�સય� 

લ�ખકન� ક�ઈ વ�તર�સય� જીવન� જચ� જાય ત�વ� એ વ�ત��ઓ છ�. વ�ત કહ�વ�મ�� ત�ઓ � �ર�� �ર� ખ�લ� છ� 

અન� ક્રમશ� ભલ� ધ�મ� ગ�તએ પણ વ�તરસન� અ��ભવ સરસ ર�ત� કર�વ� છ�. 

��ર�ફન� વ�ત��ઓ��� વ�� � ક�� ત� ક�પન��થ હ�ય છ� અથવ� સમ�જમ��થ� પ્ર��ત થય���� હ�ય છ�. 

જીવનન� �વ�વધ પ્રશ્ર�, ઘટન�પ્રશ્ન� અન� પ�ત્ર���� એમ�� �ય�નપ�ત્ર વ��વ�ય જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

મ�નવજીવનન� �વ�વધ � �ળ� �ત � ��ત્તઓ જેમક� ક�મ, અ� �ય�, દ�ભ વગ�ર�ન� ત� સરસ ર�ત� પ્રગટ કર� 

આપ� છ�. જય��ત દલ�લ કહ� છ� ત�મ “��ર�ફ સભ�ન �લ�સર્જક છ�. ત�મન� વ�ત�� �ન�મત્ત� ક���ક વ�ચક� ��ધ� 

પહ�ચ�ડવ���� છ�. ક�વળ ર�જન�થ� એમન� વ�ત��ઓ ઘડ�ઈ નથ�.” ‘મ�ર� વ�ત���� � ઘડતર’ લ�ખમ�� ત�મણ� 

�પ�ટ ક��� જ છ� ક� વ��ત�વક જીવનન� આંતરઅ��� ��તન�, ક�ઈ રહ�ય��મ અ��� ��તન� અપ�ક્ષ� છ�.  

ત�મન� વ�ત��ઓમ�� ગ્ર�મજીવન છ� અન� શહ�ર�જીવન છ�; ક�ટ�  અન� જેલ જેવ�� �થળ� પણ છ�: 

બ્ર�હ્મણથ� મ��ડ� પ�રસ� ��ધ�ન� ક�મ�ન� મ�નવ�ઓ પ�ત્રરૂપ� �નરૂપ�ય� છ�. એમણ� લ�કકથ�, 

�ડટ���ટવકથ�, મન�વ�જ્ઞ��નક ત��વવ�ળ� કથ�થ� મ��ડ�ન� �વ�નકથ� ��ધ� વ�ત��� ���ટન� �વ�ત�ર સ��ય� 

છ� . ક��ણ, હ��ય, ���ગ�ર, અદ��ત��દ અન�ક રસ�ન� વ�ત��ઓ પણ ત�મણ� આપ� છ� એમ એમન� 

વ�ત��� ���ટ જ�ત�� સમજાય છ�. �વષયવ��વ�ય અન� પ્રય�ગશ�લત� એ એમન� વ�ત��ન�� મહ��વન�� લક્ષણ� 

છ�. ��ર�ફ� સ્ત્ર� - ����ષ સ�બ�ધન� વ�ત�� અન� એ �ન�મત્ત�       જાત�ય - �જ�સ�ત��વન� અવલ�બન કરત� 

વ�ત��ઓમ�� દ��પ�યજીવનમ�� સજા�ત� ક��ણત� કલ�ન� � �ર� ઔ�ચ�ય સ�થ� એમ�� ર�� થ�ય છ�. ��ન�લ�લ 

મ�ડય� ન�ધ� છ� ક� “ જીવનન� �નહ�ળવ���� અન� વ�ત��મ�� આલ�ખવ���� � �મક�� ��� � વલણ લ�ગણ�શ�લ હ� �� 
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ત� ��ર�ફ��� ���દ્ધ� �ત હ� ��. એક ક�� �કર�ગ� હત�, ત� બ�જા સ��ઠવપ્ર�મ�.” ર�.�વ. પ�ઠકન� સ��હ�યન� એક 

અ�ય�સ� ક�વ ડ�.ચ�દ્રક��ત શ�ઠ કહ� છ�, “��ર�ફન� વ�ત� 'વ��ચવ� કરત�� સ��ભળવ�ન� ચ�જ વધ�ર� જણ�ય 

છ�. એન� ભ�ષ�ગત-�નરૂપણગત, �વરૂપગત ક�ટલ�ક � �બ�ઓ વ��ચવ� કરત�� સ��ભળવ�થ� જ વધ�ર� 

પમ�ય એમ પણ લ�ગ�.” 

આમ, ર�મન�ર�યણ પ�ઠકન� સમગ્ર વ�ત��� ���ટ જ�ત�� આપણન� એક અદ��ત આન�દ પ્ર���ત 

થ�ય છ� ક�ઈપણ સહ્રદય ભ�વક ન� જે અ��� ��ત થ�ય ત� અ��� ��ત બધ� જ વ�ચક�ન� પણ ત�મન� 

વ�ત��� ���ટ મ��થ� પસ�ર થત�� થ�ય છ�.  
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Abstract: 

Education has been the most exceptionally impacted industry by Corona virus. Work 

environments keep on working from a distance, organizations work on the web, and the medical 

services area is working equivalent to previously. In any case, Educational establishments are 

one of the profoundly impacted associations. Lockdowns and conclusion of schools worldwide 

have led to EdTech new companies. While we see colleges/universities move on the web, new 

companies previously working in that specialty now will provide more development in 

Instructional strategies and platforms. as of now well informed more current ages need to study 

on the web, and that is changing numerous ventures. Since, supposing that you change the 

strategies in the schooling area, it will straightforwardly influence the educational services and 

business area. Individuals who will join Educational field and start/work for organizations in 

what's to come are currently in schools. In this way, Education sector is the most significant of 

all. Education sector will turn into an industry worth $7 trillion by 2025. New companies in this 

industry will be the most effective and fruitful. For certain, the EdTech startup scene has seen 

huge development and is loaded up with applications and different internet based devices. This is 

the way EdTech new businesses are changing the eventual fate of instruction. These 

organizations will be forming the new ages. 

Key Words: - Start-ups Business, EdTech 

Introduction 

“Education is the key that unlocks the golden door to freedom.” – George Washington 

Carver 
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The Education business is among the biggest and most significant areas worldwide, yet it 

has been gaining slow headway towards digitalization and creative learning techniques for quite 

a long time. In any case, because of the wellbeing emergency, this industry went through a 

computerized transformation. New businesses started making new web based learning stages and 

instruments to keep kids occupied with learning. To be sure, they re-imagined standards in 

instruction utilizing computerized reasoning, AI, digitalization, and computerization, 

consequently presenting more productive and connecting with schooling conveyance channels. 

For certain, the EdTech startup scene has seen huge development and is loaded up with 

applications and different internet based devices. This is the way EdTech new businesses are 

changing the eventual fate of instruction. 

Concept of Startup 

The term startup refers to a company in the first stages of operations. Startups are 

founded by one or more entrepreneurs who want to develop a product or service for which they 

believe there is demand. These companies generally start with high costs and limited revenue, 

which is why they look for capital from a variety of sources such as venture capitalists.  

A startup is a company or venture focused exclusively on bringing a single product or service to 

market. These companies typically do not yet have a fully developed business model and, most 

importantly, they have no revenue. 

In recent years, nearly every sector has been transformed by the advancement of 

technology and easy access to internet services; and the education sector is no exception. 

Often referred to as EdTech or EduTech, Education Technology has brought about a revolution 

in how far, how deep, and how effectively education is delivered across the country. There is no 

doubt that the education sector demanded There have been some changes and developments 

more than ever before. Nevertheless, the situation is improving. Through bridging the gap 

created by the COPID-19 pandemic, this transformation has been accelerated perception that 

learning is not exclusive to the classroom institutions. 

One of the most prominent reasons for a majority of people is The number of users, 

funding, and startups in the EdTech sector will rise scale, attracting investors, entrepreneurs and 
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other stakeholders stake holders in unprecedented ways. The term ' EdTech' is trending highly on 

Google Trends internet searches rose by 60 percent in India between April and May mid-

December 2020. According to a BARC India/IEEE joint report Nielsen stated that the time spent 

waiting was up by 30 percent people spent on education apps during the first three months of the 

lockdown. Additionally, Edtech funding rose to $2.2 Bn in 2020, from $1.8 Bn in 2010 raised by 

edtech In the midst of this, not exclusively did the current edtech new businesses turn and 

persevere, yet in addition a range of new web based learning stages mushroomed to during this 

stage. 

Concept of EdTech 

EdTech is a remarkable combination of schooling and innovation. This mix is a 

significant distinct advantage thinking about that the schooling business is one of the most 

customary areas across the world. 

Today, study halls have become virtual because of innovative headways. There is their 

acquaintance apparatus with upgrade the understudy opportunity for growth just as open new 

open doors for the educators. Adventure subsidizing for EdTech has arrived at billions of dollars, 

and the figure is relied upon to rise going ahead. The majority of these EdTech subsidizing 

bargains were done in the US, with monster players like Materclass and Skillshare starting to 

lead the pack. In this way the exhausting twentieth century addresses are being changed by major 

EdTech organizations into thrilling, lively, and intelligent homeroom encounters. To be sure the 

exhausting methodology comprising of the excess, dull pen-paper technique is being supplanted 

by a mix of computer generated realities. 

Future of EdTech 

The instruction framework has deteriorated for quite a long time. In any case, innovation 

has upset schooling, and it's accepted that computerized content will involve the spot of reading 

material just as change the physical homeroom arrangement. Instructive advancements have 

worked with changes like computer generated experience (VR), more customized learning open 

doors and gamification. 
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It's normal that the business will develop and add more innovation empowered practices 

like automated packs to show students coding, the utilization of miniature coaching or publicly 

supported mentoring, and computerized testing. 

Features of EdTech in Educations 

1. Remote, Independent Picking up:  

ELearning devices that work with learning at any spot and time. Such innovation will flip 

homerooms so that the hypothetical piece of learning will be done external the study hall while 

the functional part will be educated intuitively in an up close and personal arrangement. 

2. Individualized Learning:  

The innovation will give concentrate on devices adjusted to understudy's capacities. In this 

manner the better than expected student will have more earnestly errands and inquiries while sub 

optimal will be permitted to rehearse more and accomplish a specific level. 

3. Free Decision:  

Student will be permitted to utilize apparatuses that are the most appropriate for their learning 

interaction. For example, they can have various gadgets, projects, and procedures as per their 

own inclinations. This change will be portrayed by wordings like Present to Your Own Gadget 

(BYOD), flipped study hall, and mixed learning. 

4. Field Insight:  

The educational plans will make space for specific abilities that need eye to eye communication 

and human information because of the accessibility of innovation that works with more 

proficiency in explicit areas. Hence learning establishments will offer student chances to acquire 

true abilities that match their future professions. In reality, the educational plans will furnish 

student with more space for tutoring projects, satisfy entry level positions and coordinated effort 

projects. 
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4. Eye catching illustrations: 

 In the conventional study hall arrangement, student sit the whole day in class. A big part of them 

are tuning in while the other number is dreaming. Further, the present student experience a great 

deal of interruption from a boundless number of devices and exercises all competing for their 

focus. In any case, making example designs that ate instructive and holding can help their 

homeroom interest. EdTech is the response since it permits student to cooperate with others 

across the globe involving video just as present their tasks as web recordings. 

6. Project-Based Learning:  

Corona virus added to the quick development of the independent economy. EdTech is 

acquainting the present student with project-based learning and working. All in all, students are 

being trained how to apply their abilities in different circumstances. Secondary school student 

are getting cleared to project-based discovering that trains cooperative, authoritative, and time 

usage abilities. Albeit this is done at the fundamental level, student will require these abilities in 

their further scholastic vocations. 

7. Mentorship:  

It's normal that student will have more freedom in their learning interaction as we advance, and 

mentorship will be key to their prosperity. Hence, instructors will be an imperative component as 

student explore through the wilderness of data. Likewise, regardless of whether training becomes 

remote, the students' scholastic execution will rely upon the instructive organization and their 

educator. 

8. Courseware Stages to Access Student: 

The customary estimation of student' abilities utilizing question and answer session will change 

since students pack material for test purposes and fail to remember days after the test. 

Notwithstanding, giving them ventures to chip away at can assist them with applying their 

insight in the field while still their verifiable information can be measured during the learning 

system. 
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9. Understudy Association:  

Students will accept responsibility for instruction as they become more engaged with figuring 

Aout their educational plans. In reality, uniting adolescents and experts is indispensable in 

keeping a contemporary, forward-thinking just as accommodating educational plan. A sweeping 

review program should have student' contribution about the courses' substance and accessibility. 

10. Information Investigation:  

It is determined that PCs will supplant science later on. They will perform errands like 

measurable examination, information investigation, just as anticipate future patterns. 

Contribution of EdTech to Transforming the Classroom 

EdTech is set to develop as per training and learning area specialists since organizations 

influence innovation to make schooling available to everybody, make exceptionally customized 

growth opportunities just as scale the area. In conventional homeroom schooling, normal student 

set the rhythm of learning. Subsequently, a few student battle to make up for lost time, are 

exhausted and unbiased. 

In actuality, EdTech dispenses with such disadvantages and can go where customary 

schooling can't. This is accomplished through intuitive apparatuses, customized classes, and 

drawing in media. 

EdTech Based Education or instructive innovation is better than ordinary learning. 

1. Offers day in and day out Learning Access: EdTech stepped in to save customary study hall 

schooling when the Corona virus pandemic began. With the assistance of IoT and innovation 

gadgets, students can get to learning material without venturing into a study hall. Thus, student 

can keep learning every day whenever it might suit them and speed. 

2. Makes Customized Encounters: Training innovation is assisting instructors with building a 

fitted mastering program as per student' abilities, assets, and interests. Certainly, mentors can't 

make a customized insight in conventional homeroom educating. 
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3. Smoothes out Training: An Edtech application assists with smoothing out correspondence 

between guardians, student, and Teacher. Various schools using different EdTechs which are 

making school-to-home correspondence application that helps Teachers, school executives, and 

Support staff reminds student about their tasks and tests. The point of these updates is to assist 

them with getting ready, register and submit. Additionally, the stage improves understudy 

commitment, parental contribution and builds scholarly accomplishment. 

4. Computerized Reviewing: The utilization of artificial intelligence and AI to dissect, survey 

and grade student opens up hours for instructors. This assists them with utilizing that additional 

spare energy with both battling and talented student to further develop their exhibitions. 

5. Paperless Homerooms: There is no requirement for instructors and student to invest energy on 

the copier since tasks and tests are submitted and done on the web. Subsequently, educators have 

less stress over the security of thousands of schoolwork documents. It likewise brings down the 

printing financial plans and advances greener arrangements in the schooling business. 

Future Trends in EdTech 

1. Intuitive Learning:  

Instructive foundations can now take figuring out how to another level as a result of the 

accessibility of the right computerized devices. Considering that, instructors can make a unique 

intelligent encounter. Students can foster genuine abilities through guidance based mastering, 

augmented reality, gamification, and reenactment programs. These incorporate abilities, for 

example, navigation, insightful reasoning, and critical thinking. Further, computer generated 

experience advancements make learning more critical, in this manner improving student' 

psychomotor and mental abilities. It's normal that educators and care staff will execute intelligent 

learning and use it to check students' general inclination. This will permit them to assess their 

exhibition genuinely to tweak and customize their preparation programs. 

2. Evaluations through artificial intelligence: 

The customary showing model gives students test scores and participation rates. 

Notwithstanding, EdTech gives them understanding productivity, how much time taken in 

examining questions and presenting a response just as the way that quick they handle an idea. 
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This is accomplished using computer based intelligence. Giving a student their headway report 

and featuring where they ought to further develop makes EdTech applications the eventual fate 

of training. 

3. Student Permitted to seek after their Interests On the web: 

 Understudy's consideration is involved by the scholarly community and different abilities like 

craftsmanship, music, and acting. EdTech applications are intended to assist students with 

seeking after their interests on the web. For example, Creator Up teaches clients on the way that 

they make and market their substance on the web, subsequently empowering them to fabricate a 

vocation in media outlets. 

4. Assistive Innovation: There are student for certain handicaps, yet EdTech gives new advances 

to enable them. That implies the digitalization of training will give students with handicaps more 

equivalent balance with their friends. Today, student can utilize tablets and PCs with adjusted 

consoles with bigger cursors or fastens and control with their feet, mouth, or different abilities. 

Also, discourse to-message innovation is a solid elective that assists students with handicaps and 

can't work any sort of manual information gadget. Student with dyslexia approach simple to-

peruse text styles on account of innovation. 

Advantages of EdTech 

Trend setting innovations are further developing student' learning capacities. For 

example, students can now plan their own classes to learn at the right speed. Learning through a 

task based methodology can assist with fostering student' logical abilities. 

 1. Learn by Fun; the innovation has made it conceivable to change from a reading material 

based way to deal with an augmented experience (VR) training that is an impression of genuine 

abilities. All things considered, VR-based learning is diverse on the grounds that it's intuitive and 

improves understudy learning capacities. 

 2. Web based learning conditions center around using time productively, in this manner showing 

student the significance of time sensitive learning. 
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 3. The inundation of innovation is advancing joint effort and inclusivity. For example, the 

utilization of cloud-empowered devices stacked with online illustrations and learning games 

assist kids with tackling issues together. They can likewise transfer their schoolwork and chat 

with their cohorts carefully. 

4. Network: Preceding the presentation of email and the web, student sent letters to their friends 

through correspondence across the world and trusted that months will hear back from them. 

Notwithstanding, because of innovation, they can now interface with them utilizing video 

conferencing devices, web-based media destinations, or send them messages. This is useful in 

light of the fact that it assists student with finding out with regards to others' thoughts and culture 

prior to joining the corporate world. Such assets upgrade's how student might interpret such 

points. 

Conclusion 

The education industry has influenced peoples' prosperity for a really long period. 

However, EdTech has gained control in this cutting-edge era to change the conventional 

homeroom format employing novel approaches to learning and education. 

As a result, EdTech startups are using proactive business strategies to determine the 

future of education. While educational institutions have access to a variety of edtech solutions, 

choosing ones like D2l's personalized learning platform and high-impact content experiences 

may make the difference between learning that really is ordinary and learning that has an 

impact.Change is advancing at a rate that exceeds our expectations.Managing this growth and 

promoting the transition made possible by ed tech will be necessary for change in the education 

sector.Education's future is already here.We need to adapt now. 
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मध्यक�ल�न भ�रत म� �कल� क� इ�तह�स 

म�ब��शर 
श�ध�थ�, 

इ�तह�स �वभ�ग, �नम्स �वश्व�वद्य�लय र�जस्थ�न, जयप�र. 
श�ध स�र 

भ�रत म� त�क�  क� ज�त क�  पश्च�त स्थ�पत्य कल� क�  क्ष�त्र म� अन�क अ�त महत्वप�ण� श�ल�गत प�रवत�न�� क� 

�दख�य� ज� सकत� ह�। भ�रत क� ज�त स� पहल� ह� त�क� न� प�श्चम ए�शय� और �व�भन्न ज��तय�� क�  सहय�ग स� 

स्थ�पत्य कल� क� एक ऐस� महत्वप�ण� श�ल� क� �वक�स कर �लय� थ� ज� �क एक और ट� ��स ऑ��य�न�, 

ईर�न, अफग��नस्त�न, इर�क, �मस्र, उत्तर अ��क� तथ� द�क्षण� प�श्चम� य�र�प क� स्थ�न�य श��लय�� और 

द�सर� और अरब क� श��लय�� क�  समन्वय स� बन� थ�। पर�त� जब त�क� आक्रमणक�र� भ�रत आए त� उन्ह��न� 

यह�� बहुत ह� �वक�सत स्थ�न�य स्थ�पत्य श�ल� प�ई ज� त�र� ��क� ट (Beam Bracket) क�  �सद्ध��त पर ल�ग� 

ह�त� थ� तथ� �जनक� �वश�षत�ए�  थ�; प�� हुई छत�, ब�हर �नकल� हुए ��क� ट, श�खर छ�ट� छ�ट� तथ� ग�ल स्त�भ, 

च�ड़� छ�� इत्य��द। श�रुआत म� भ�रत म� प्रच�लत स्थ�पत्य त�क� श�सक क� अ�धक आक�ष�त नह� � कर प�य� 

इसक� क�रण यह थ� �क त�क� श�सन क� स्थ�पन� क�  स�थ न� श�सक वग� क� आवश्यकत�ओ� म� पहल� 

आवश्यकत� थ� उनक�  रहन� क�  �लए आव�स(घर) तथ� इब�दत(प्र�थ�न�) क�  �लए इब�दत ग�ह। त�क� श�सक�� 

न� अपन� इन्ह� � आवश्यकत�ओ� स� प्र��रत ह�कर भ�रत क�  अ�त महत्वप�ण� स्थ�पत्य क� नष्ट कर उनक� 

प�न:�न�म��ण �कय� ब�� त�क� न� अपन� इच्छ�ओ� क�  अन�स�र महत्वप�ण� स्थ�पत्य क�  �नम��ण म� �दलचस्प� भ� 

ल�। ह�ल���क भ�रत�य स्थ�पत्य क� जड़� इतन� गहर� वह मजब�त थ� �क वह उन्ह� जड़ स� �मट� कर प�ण�त: 

स�प�ण� भ�रत म� इ��म� श�ल� क�  स्थ�पत्य क� स्थ��पत नह� � कर प�ए। आग� त�क� श�सक क� जड़� ज�स� ज�स� 

भ�रत�य जम�न म� गहर� ह�त� चल� गई व�स�-व�स� व�स्त�कल� क�  क्ष�त्र म� �व�वधत� तथ� भ�रत�य श�ल� स� अन�क 

क्र�मक समन्वय क�  �चन्ह स्पष्ट रूप स� उभरन� लग�। 

भ��मक� 

मध्यक�ल�न भ�रत�य इ�तह�स क�  द�र�न भ�रत क�  �कल� क� इ�तह�स अत�त क�  स�थ अपन� स�म�न्य स� प�ण� 

रूप स� ज�ड़� हुआ ह�। प्र�च�न क�ल म� अन�क महत्वप�ण� �न�म�त �कल� क� ल�कर स�दय�� तक य�द्ध लड़� गए 

तथ� उनक� अ�भग्रह �कय�, �कल� क� नष्ट �कय� तथ� उन पर क�� �कय� गय�। समय क�  स�थ स�थ द�श क�  

बदलत� प�रव�श क�  अन�स�र व�स्त� कल� क�  क्ष�त्र म� भ� महत्वप�ण� प�रवत�न �दख�ई पड़न� लग�। 13 व� � व 18 व� � 

74 
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सद� क�  द�र�न मध्यक�ल�न य�ग म� हुए �वक�स क�  ब�च हम� उस य�ग क� उपमह���प क� स�न्य व र�जन��तक 

इ�तह�स स� गहर�ई स� ज�ड़� ह�। इस अन�भ�ग क� उ��श्य इस अव�ध क�  द�र�न �कल� क� व्य�पक �वश�षत�ओ� 

पर ध्य�न क� �द्रत करन� ह�। 

�द�� सल्तनत क� स�स्थ�पक म�हम्मद ग�र� वह क� त�ब���न ऐबक क� म�न� ज�त� ह� इन द�न�� क�  आगमन क�  

पश्च�त ह� �द�� सल्तनत क�  ब�ज ब�ए गए थ� व�स्त�वक रूप म� �द�� सल्तनत क� स�स्थ�पक अल्तमश 

इल्त�त�मश क� म�न� गय� ह�,ज� 13 व� � सद� म� स�ल्त�न बन� थ�। यह वह समय थ� जब उत्तर� भ�रत क�  एक 

बड़� �ह�� पर र�जप�त�� न� अपन� अ�धक�र जम� �लय� थ�। उन्ह��न� र�जप�त�न� क�  च��न� भ�भ�ग और इसक�  

अल�व� ब�हर भ� स�कड़�� इम�रत�� क� �नम��ण कर ड�ल� और इसम� म�ख्यत: �कल� थ�। ऐस� नह� � थ� �क 

�द�� श�सक�� न� भ�रत�य श�ल� क�  अन�स�र ह� �कल� क� �नम��ण कर�य� �द�� सल्तनत क�  श�सक�� न� 

अपन� म�ल भ��म स� अपन� स��� �त भ� स�थ ल�ए थ�। द� प्रम�ख श�क्तय�� क�  ब�च हम� अ�धप�त क�  स�घष� क�  

स�थ-स�थ द�न�� श�क्तय�� क� स���� �तक आद�न-प्रद�न भ� चलत� रह�।व�स्त�कल� श�ल�, स्वद�श� और मध्य 

ए�शय�ई पर�पर�ओ� क�  �मश्रण स� प्रभ��वत रह�। 

सल्तनत स्थ�पत्य कल� क�  अ�तग�त हम� म�हर�ब व ग��बद तकन�क क� प्रय�ग �दख�ई पड़त� ह�। पर�त� यह�� त�क� 

अ�वष्क�र नह� � थ� ब�� त�क� न� अरब क�  ल�ग�� स� यह तकन�क स� क� थ�।अरब� ल�ग भ� इस� र�म स� ल�ए 

थ�। भ�रत�य ल�ग इस तकन�क क� ज�नन� स� पहल� प�टय� और शहत�र (��ब और ब�म) तकन�क क� 

उपय�ग करत� थ�, �जसम� एक पत्थर क� द�सर�  पत्थर क�  ऊपर रख� ज�त� थ� तथ� अ�तर�ल ब�द करन� क�  �लए 

इस� प�टन� व�ल� पत्थर स� ढक� ज�त� थ�। 

व�स्त�कल� क� दृ�ष्ट स� द�ख� ज�ए त� मध्यक�ल�न भ�रत�य इ�तह�स म� म�गल क�ल म� बड़� प�म�न� पर �वक�स 

हुआ ह�। स���� �तक प�रवत�न म� सबस� बड़� प�रवत�न व�स्त�कल� क्ष�त्र म� �दख�ई द�त� ह� म�गल क�ल म� 

स्थ�पत्य कल� क� श्र�य हुम�य�� (नस�रु��न महम�द) क� ज�त� ह�। हुम�य�� ज� ब�बर क� उत्तर��धक�र� थ� वह 

फ�रस� पर�पर� स� प्रभ��वत थ� उसन� भ�रत म� व�स्त�कल� क� नई �वश�षत�ओ� क� स्थ��पत �कय�। 

�फर�ज श�ह क�टल� 

�फर�ज श�ह क�टल�, क�टल� य� (�कल� गढ़) क� �कल� सल्तनत क�ल म� त�गलक व�श क�  सबस� मह�न व 

श�क्तश�ल� स�ल्त�न �फर�जश�ह त�गलक न� बनव�य� थ�। �फर�जश�ह त�गलक न� यह �कल� �फर�ज�ब�द 

न�मक �द�� शहर क� अपन� �नय�त्रण म� रखन� क�  �लए बनव�य� थ�। क�टल� क� श���क अथ� ह� �कल� य� 
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गढ़। �फर�जश�ह त�गलक (1351 स� 1388) �द�� क�  स�ल्त�न न� 1354 म� गढ़व�ल शहर �फर�ज�ब�द क� 

�द�� क� नई र�जध�न� क�  रूप म� स्थ�न��त�रत �कय� और इसम� वत�म�न �फर�ज श�ह क�टल� क� स�इट 

श��मल क�। �कल� क�  अ�दर एक अश�क स्त�भ ह� ज� �फर�जश�ह त�गलक न� ह�रय�ण� क�  अ�ब�ल� शहर स� 

म�गव�य� थ� यह अश�क स्त�भ म�य� क�ल क�  मह�न सम्र�ट अश�क ��र� �न�म�त स्त�भ ह�। इसक�  अ�त�रक्त 

एक ज�म� म��द ह� एक ब�वल� और एक बड़� उद्य�न प�रसर भ� �कल� क�  अ�दर म�ज�द ह�। �कल� क� 

�नम��ण ग्र�न�इट पत्थर छ� न� स� �कय� गय� थ�। 

आम�र �कल� 

आम�र �कल� क� आम�र द�ग�, अ�ब�र क� �कल� क�  न�म स� भ� ज�न� ज�त� ह�। यह �कल� भ�रत क�  र�जस्थ�न 

र�ज्य क� र�जध�न� जयप�र क�  आम�र क्ष�त्र क�  अ�तग�त एक पह�ड़� पर बन� हुआ ह�। आम�र क्ष�त्र बसन� स� पहल� 

यह�� म�ण� ज��त क�  ल�ग रहत� थ� पर�त� क� छ समय पश्च�त कछ�आ र�जप�त�� न� इन पर अपन� अ�धक�र कर 

इनक� अपन� अध�न कर �लय� �जसक�  पश्च�त कछव�ह� र�जप�त श�सक म�न�स�ह प्रथम न� 1592 म� आम�र 

द�ग� क� �नम��ण कर�य�। द�ग� क�  अ�तग�त द�व�न ए आम, ज� स�ध�रण ल�ग�� क�  �लए बन�य� गय� थ� तथ� 

द�व�न ए ख�स ज� �व�शष्ट ल�ग�� क�  �लए थ�। इसक�  अ�त�रक्त श�शमहल, जय म��दर, एव� स�ख �नव�स आ�द 

भ�ग श��मल ह�। यह महल कछव�ह� र�जप�त मह�र�ज�ओ� एव� उनक�  प�रव�र�� क� �नव�स स्थ�न ह�त� थ�। 

आम�र क�  �कल� क� ज�न 13 म� य�न��� न� �वश्व धर�हर स्थल क� स�च� म� श��मल �कय� थ�। 

आगर� �कल� 

आगर� क� �कल� भ�रत�य �कल� म� सबस� प्र�सद्ध �कल� म�न� ज�त� ह�। यह �कल� भ� अन्य �कल� क� भ���त 

य�न��� क� �वश्व धर�हर स�च� म� श��मल ह�त� ह�। आगर� �कल� भ�रत क�  उत्तर प्रद�श क�  आगर� शहर म� 

�स्थत ह�। इसक�  लगभग प�श्चम� म� 2.5 �कल�म�टर द� र� पर ह� एक �वश्व प्र�सद्ध स्थ�पत्य ��रक त�जमहल 

�स्थत ह�। भ�रत क�  म�गल ब�दश�ह ब�बर हुम�य�� अकबर जह��ग�र श�हजह�� और�गज�ब सब यह� � रह करत� थ�। 

यह� स� अपन� श�सन �कय� करत� थ�। समय-समय पर आगर� �कल� क� इ�तह�स व श�सक बदलत� रह� ह�। 

आगर� �कल� म��त�य�� क� �कल� थ� ज� एक ब�र व�श क�  र�जप�त�� क�  प�स थ�। इसक� प्रथम उ��ख 1080 

ईसव� म� �मलत� ह�। यह वह समय थ� जब महम�द गजनव� क� स�न� न� इस �कल� पर क�� कर �लय� थ�। 
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�सक� दर ल�द� 1487 स� 1517 �द�� सल्तनत क� ऐस� स�ल्त�न हुआ �जसन� आगर� क� य�त्र� क� तथ� 1504 

ईसव� म� �कल� क� मरम्मत कर�ई तथ� इस� �कल� म� रह� �सक� दर ल�द� न� 1506 म� इस� अपन� र�जध�न� 

बन�य� तथ� यह� � पर श�सन �कय� और मरत� दम तक इस� �कल� म� रह�। 

प�न�पत क�  य�द्ध क�  पश्च�त आगर� �कल� पर म�गल�� क� अ�धक�र ह� गय� तथ� �कल� क� अक� त स�प�त्त पर भ� 

अ�धक�र कर �लय� गय�। अकबर न� अपन� समय म� �कल� क� क� द्र�य �स्थ�त क� द�खत� हुए इस� अपन� 

र�जध�न� बन�न� क� �नश्चय �कय�। वह 1558 म� यह�� आय�। अब�ल फजल ज� अकबर क� इ�तह�सक�र थ� 

�लखत� ह� �क यह �कल� ईट�� स� बन�य� गय� थ� �जस क� प्र�च�न न�म ब�दलगढ़ थ� तब यह खस्त� व जज�र 

ह�लत म� पड़� थ�। अकबर क� इस� द�ब�र� बनव�न� पड़� ज� �क अकबर न� इस� ल�ल बल�आ पत्थर स� �न�म�त 

कर�य�। कह� ज�त� ह� �क आगर� �कल� क� बन�न� म� 1444000 क�र�गर व मजद� र�� न� 8 स�ल तक लग�त�र 

म�हनत क� तब 1573 म� यह �कल� बनकर त�य�र हुआ। द�ख� ज�ए त� उस समय आगर� क� �कल� स�रक्ष� क� 

दृ�ष्ट स� बहुत ह� महत्त्वप�ण� �कल� थ�। आगर� �कल� क�  अ�तग�त हम� अ�ग�र� ब�ग, द�व�न ए आम, द�व�न ए 

ख�स, स्वण� म�डप, जह��ग�र� महल, ख�स महल, मछल� भवन, म�ण� ब�ज�र, म�त� म��द, म�सम्मन ब�ज�, 

नग�न� म��द, म�न� म��द, न�बत ख�न�, र�ग महल, श�श महल, श�हजह�� महल, इत्य��द �दख�ई द�त� ह�। 

ल�ल ��ल� 

ल�ल �कल� क� �नम��ण म�गल ब�दश�ह श�हजह�� न� कर�य� थ�। श�हजह�� न� �कल� क� �नम��ण 12 मई 1638 

क� कर�य�। यह वह समय थ� जब श�हजह�� न� अपन� र�जध�न� आगर� स� �द�� स्थ�न र�ज्य करन� क� 

फ� सल� �कय� थ�। श�हजह�� क�  क�ल क� म�गल क�ल म� स्वण� क�ल कह� ज�त� ह�। ल�ल �कल� प�र� ल�ल र�ग 

स� बन� हुआ ह� इसक� प्रम�ख क�रण यह थ� �क श�हजह�� क� ल�ल व सफ� द र�ग बहुत ह� पस�द थ�। ल�ल 

�कल� क� �डज�इन उस्त�द अहमद ल�ह�र� न� �कय� थ� �जन्ह��न� आगर� म� त�जमहल क� भ� �नम��ण �कय� 

थ�। ल�ल �कल� यम�न� नद� क�  �कन�र�  बन� ह� �कल� क�  च�र�� और बड़�-बड़� प्र�च�र द�व�र�  बन� ह� ज� स�रक्ष� 

क� दृ�ष्ट स� बन�ई गई थ�। ल�ल �कल� 6 अप्र�ल 1648 क� बनकर त�य�र हुआ। ल�ल �कल� श�हज�न�ब�द 

शहर क� क� द्र �ब�द� थ� ज� वत�म�न म� प�र�न� �द�� म� पड़त� ह�। ल�ल �कल� क�  अ�दर म�त� म��द भ� ह� 

�जसक� �नम��ण श�हजह�� क�  उत्तर��धक�र� और�गज�ब न� कर�य� थ�। 

ल�ल �कल� क� क्ष�त्रफल 254.5 67 ह�, ज� 2.41 �कल�म�टर रक्ष�त्मक द�व�र�� स� �घर� ह�। �कल� क� कल�क� �त 

फ�रस�, य�र�प�य और भ�रत�य कल� क� दश��त� ह�। ल�ह�र� व �द�� ��र स�ध�रण जनत� क�  ��र� उपय�ग 
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�कए ज�त� थ�। ल�ह�र� ग�ट म�ख्य प्रव�श ��र ह�। ल�ल �कल� क�  अ�तग�त द�व�न ए आम, द�व�न ए ख�स, र�ग 

महल, म�मत�ज महल, ख�स महल, हम्म�म, छत्त� च�क, म�न� ब�ज�र, न�बत ख�न�, इत्य��द बन� हुआ ह�। 

�नष्कष�  

मध्यक�ल�न भ�रत�य इ�तह�स म� �कल� क� बहुत ह� महत्वप�ण� स्थ�न रह� ह�। सभ� �कल� स�रक्ष� क� दृ�ष्ट 

,ब�हर� आक्रमण स� बच�व क�  �लए उपय�ग� थ�। तम�म श�सक वग� ज�स� सल्तनत क�ल, (ग�ल�म व�श, �खलज� 

व�श, त�गलक व�श, स�यद व�श, ल�द� व�श,) म�गल क�ल, र�जप�त क�ल, आ�द सभ� �कल� क�  अ�तग�त ह� 

अपन� श�सन व्यवस्थ� स�भ�लत� थ�। इसक�  अ�त�रक्त �कल� म� ह� दरब�र लग�य� करत� थ� । स�रक्ष� क� दृ�ष्ट स� 

अगर द�ख� ज�ए त� मध्यक�ल�न भ�रत�य इ�तह�स म� �कल� क�  �बन� श�सन करन� स�भव ह� नह� � थ�। 16 व� � 

17 व� � शत��� म� औप�नव��शक श�क्तय�� क�  आन� क�  स�थ ह� �कल� क� व्यवस�य क�  उ��श्य�� क�  �लए व्य�प�र 

क�  रूप म� भ� बन�ए ज�न� लग� क� छ समय म� घ�र�ब�द� और �वद्र�ह क�  द�र�न ल�ग�� क�  �लए स�स्थ�न क�  रूप म� 

भ� क�य� करत� थ�। 

स�दभ� स�च� 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feroz_Shah_Kotla 
https://hi.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%A4%86%E0%A4%97%E0%A4%B0%E0%A4%BE_%E0
%A4%95%E0%A4%BE_%E0%A4%95%E0%A4%BF%E0%A4%B2%E0%A4%BE 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Fort  
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amber_Fort 
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 ��म�भगव�ग��� अ�य�य ७ ��न �व��न य�ग 

���क:-८(भगव�न क�  �वरूप क� �य�पक��) 

ब�रड वज�भ�ई प�. 
प�.एचड� ��ड�ट, 

स�र�ष्ट�  य�न�. र�जक�ट. 
"र��ऽहम�� ����य" 

(श��थ�) 

क�न्त�य = ह� अज��न; अ�� = जल म�; अहम� = म�; रस: = रस �� 

(सरल�थ�) 

ह� अज��न ! म� जल म� रस ��, 

                  ∆   षड (छह) रस �� ह�? 

क�ई भ� च�ज जब ज�भ क�  स�पक�  म� आत� ह� त� उसस� हम� ज� अन�भव ह�त� ह� उस� आय�व�द म� रस 

कह� गय� ह�। आम भ�ष� म� इस� सम�� त� क� छ भ� च�ज ख�न� पर हम� त� स्व�द महस�स ह�त� ह� वह� रस ह�। 

आय�व�द म� ख�न� प�न� क� �कस� भ� च�ज क�  फ�यद�  इन रस�� क�  आध�र पर ह� �नध���रत �कय� ह�। �जन च�ज�� 

म� रस�� क� त�व्रत� क�फ� ज्य�द� ह�त� ह� उन्ह� ह� औष�ध क�  रूप म� इस्त�म�ल �कय� ज�त� ह�। ख�द्य पद�थ� 

क� त�स�र भ� इन्ह� � रस�� क�  आध�र पर तय क� ज�त� ह�। ज�स� मध�र रस व�ल� च�ज�� क� त�स�र ठ� ड� और 

अम्ल य� कट� रस व�ल� ख�द्य पद�थ� क� त�स�र गम� म�न� ज�त� ह�। 

                  ∆    रस क�  प्रक�र:- 

           आय�व�द म� 6 प्रक�र क�  रस�� क�  ब�र�  म� बत�य� गय� ह�। रस�� क� य� प्रक�र म�लत�  स्व�द क�  आध�र पर 

ह� �नध���रत �कय� गए ह�। आय�व�द म� �नम्न 6 रस बत�ए गए ह�। 

मध�र ( म�ठ�)   अम्ल ( ख��)   लवण (नमक�न)  कट� (चरपर�) 

�तक्त (कड़व�, न�म ज�स�)  कष�य (कस�ल�) 

                   1- मध�र रस 

�जस रस क� ख�न� पर स�त��ष्ट, ��श� और म��ह म� �चप�चप�पन महस�स ह�त� ह�। स�थ ह� ज� रस प�षण प्रद�न 

करत� ह� और कफ बढ़�त� ह� उस� ह� आय�व�द म� म�ठ� य� मध�र रस कह� गय� ह�। 

                  मध�र रस क�  ग�ण 

75 
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मध�र रस स� य�क्त पद�थ� (औष�ध और आह�र द्रव्य) जन्म स� ह� अन�क� ल ह�त� ह�। अत�  य� रस स� श�क्र तक 

सभ� ध�त�ओ� क� व��द्ध करक�  व्य�क्त क� बलव�न बन�त� ह� और उम्र बढ़�त� ह�। इनक�  स�वन स� त्वच� क� र�ग म� 

�नख�र आत� ह� एव� �पत्त और व�त द�ष श�न्त ह�त� ह�। 

मध�र रस व�ल� च�ज� ख�न� स� न�क, गल�, म��ह, ज�भ और ह��ठ �चकन� और म�ल�यम ह�त� ह�। य� शर�र क� 

�स्थरत�, लच�ल�पन, श�क्त और सज�वत� प्रद�न करत� ह�। आमत�र पर मध�र रस व�ल� पद�थ� �चकन�ई य�क्त, 

ठ� ड� और भ�र� ह�त� ह�। य� ब�ल��, इ��य�� और ओज क�  �लए उत्तम ह�त� ह�। 

द�बल�-पतल� कमज�र ल�ग�� य� और �कस� ब�म�र� आ�द स� प��ड़त ल�ग�� क� �वश�ष रूप स� मध�र रस य�क्त 

आह�र ख�न� क� सल�ह द� ज�त� ह�। 

मध�र रस क�  अ�धक स�वन स� ह�न� व�ल� न�कस�न: 

     कई ग�ण�� स� य�क्त ह�न� पर भ� मध�र रस व�ल� च�ज�� क�  स�वन स� शर�र म� कफ द�ष बढ़न� लगत� ह�। कफ 

बढ़न� क�  क�रण �नम्न र�ग�� क� स�भ�वन� बढ़ ज�त� ह� : 

म�ट�प�,आलस, स�स्त�,अ�धक न� �द आन� 

शर�र म� भ�र�पन,भ�ख न� लगन�,प�चन-श�क्त क� कम� 

प्रम�ह (म�त्र सम्बन्ध� र�ग, मध�म�ह आ�द) 

म��ह और  गद�न आ�द म� म��स क� बढ़न� 

म�त्रक� च्छ�  (म�त्र क� रुक-रुक कर य� क�ठन�ई स� आन�) 

ख��स�, ज�क�म, ज�क�म क�  स�थ ब�ख�र,म��ह क� म�ठ� स्व�द,स�व�दन� (sensation) क� कम� 

आव�ज म� कमज�र�, गल� म� स�जन व �चप�चप�हट 

क� ज��व�इ�टस (आ�ख आन�) 

    इस�लए म�ट�, अ�धक चब� व�ल�, मध�म�ह स� प��ड़त व्य�क्त क� मध�र रस क� स�वन कम स� कम करन� 

च��हए तथ� प�ट म� क�ड़� ह�न� पर भ� इसस� बचन� च��हए। 

             मध�र रस व�ल� ख�द्य पद�थ�:- 

 आय�व�द म� व�ण�त- घ�, स�व�ण�, ग�ड़, अखर�ट, क� ल�, न��रयल, फ�लस�, शत�वर�,   न�गबल�, म�द�, मह�म�द�, 

श�लपण��, प�श्नपण��, म�द्गपण��, म�षपण��, ज�वन्त�, महुआ, म�ल�ठ�, �वद�र�, व�शल�चन, द� ध, गम्भ�र�,  

ग�खरू, मध� और द्र�क्ष�, य� सब मध�र द्रव्य�� म� म�ख्य ह�। 

              अपव�द 
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      प�र�न� च�वल, प�र�न� ज�, म��ग, ग���, शहद, मध�र रस व�ल� ह�न� पर भ� कफ क� नह� � बढ़�त�। अत�  आय�व�द 

म� अन्न प�र�न� तथ� घ� नय� ख�न� क� �वध�न ह�। 

                  2- अम्ल रस 

    �जस रस क� स�वन करन� स� म��ह स� स्र�व ह�त� ह�। �जस� ख�न� पर आ�ख� और भ�ह� �सक� ड़त� ह� और द��त�� म� 

ख��पन महस�स ह�त� ह� व� अम्ल रस ह�त� ह�। 

              अम्ल रस क�  ग�ण 

     यह रस पद�थ� � क� स्व��दष्ठ और रु�चकर बन�त� ह� एव� भ�ख क� बढ़�त� ह�। छ� न� पर यह ठ� ड� महस�स 

ह�त� ह�। इसक�  स�वन स� शर�र क� त�कत बढ़त� ह�। अम्ल रस व�ल� च�ज�� क�  स�वन स� म�स्तष्क अ�धक 

स�क्रय ह�त� ह�। यह ��न���य�� क� सशक्त बन�त� ह� और शर�र क� उज�� द�त� ह�। 

      अम्ल रस, भ�जन क� �नगलन� और उस� ग�ल� करन� म� सह�यक ह�त� ह� और ग�त बढ़�कर भ�जन क� 

न�च� क� ओर ल� ज�कर भ� प�चन �क्रय� क� बढ़�त� ह�। ज्य�द�तर क�� फल�� म� अम्ल रस प�य� ज�त� ह�। 

      अम्ल रस क�  अ�धक स�वन स� न�कस�न: 

    अम्ल रस क� अ�धक स�वन करन� स� �पत्तद�ष म� व��द्ध ह� ज�त� ह�। �जसक�  प�रण�मस्वरूप �नम्न�ल�खत 

सम��ए�  ह�न� क� आ�शक� बढ़ ज�त� ह� : 

अ�धक ��स लगन�,द��त�� क� ख�� ह�न� 

कफ क� �पघलन�,म��सप��शय�� क� ट� ट-फ� ट 

द�ब�ल शर�र व�ल�� म� स�जन,शर�र म� कमज�र� 

आ�ख�� क�  स�मन� अन्ध�र� छ�न�,चक्कर,ख�जल� 

त्वच� क�  र�ग,च�ट य� कटन� आ�द स� ह�न� व�ल� घ�व�� क� पक ज�न� व उनम� पस भर ज�न�,ह�� क� ट� टन� 

गल�, हृदय और छ�त� म� जलन,ब�ख�र। 

               अम्ल रस य�क्त ख�द्य पद�थ� 

    आ�वल�, इमल�, न� �ब�, अन�र, च��द�, छ�छ, दह�, आम, कमरख, क� थ और कर��द� आ�द म� अम्ल रस 

अ�धक म�त्र� म� ह�त� ह�। 

               अपव�द 

      अन�र य� अन�रद�न� और आ�वल�, य� अम्ल रस व�ल� ह�त� हुए भ� अम्ल रस स� ह�न� व�ल� �कस� प्रक�र 

क� ह��न नह� � पहु�च�त� ह�। 

                       3- लवण रस 
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      ज� रस, स�वन करन� पर म�ख स� ल�र टपक�त� ह� तथ� गल� और कप�ल म� जलन प�द� करत� ह�, वह लवण 

रस कहल�त� ह�। 

              लवण रस क�  ग�ण 

       लवण रस य�क्त पद�थ� व�त क� ग�त न�च� करन� व�ल�, �चप�चप�हट प�द� करन� व�ल� और त��ण प�चक 

ह�त� ह�। य� अ�ग�� क� जकड़न, शर�र क�  स्र�त�� (ब�ड� च�नल) क� रुक�वट, जम� हुई चब� और मल पद�थ� � क�  

अ�धक स�चय क� द� र करत� ह�। लवण रस व�ल� पद�थ� न बहुत अ�धक �चकन�, न अ�धक गम� ह�त� ह� और न 

अ�धक भ�र� ह�त� ह�। लवण रस अन्य रस�� क�  प्रभ�व क� कम कर द�त� ह�। 

        लवण रस क�  अ�धक स�वन स� ह�न� व�ल� न�कस�न 

अ�धक म�त्र� म� लवण रस य�क्त ख�द्य पद�थ� क� स�वन करन� स� �पत्त द�ष क�  स�थ रक्त भ� अस�त��लत ह� 

ज�त� ह�। इस वजह स� �नम्न सम��ए�  ह�न� क� स�भ�वन� बढ़ ज�त� ह�। अ�धक ��स और गम� 

लगन�,जलन,ब�ह�श� 

क� ष्ठ य� अन्य चम� र�ग स� प��ड़त स्थ�न क� त्वच� क� गलन�- सड़न�,म��ह पकन�,न�त्रप�क,स�जन,त्वच� क�  र�ग म� 

�वक�र,शर�र क�  अ�ग�� स� रक्तस्र�व,द��त�� क� �हलन� 

�वष�ल� लक्षण,प�रुषत� म� कम�,ग�ज�पन,ब�ल�� क� सफ� द ह�न�,���र�य�� पड़न�,,�वसप� (Erysipelas- एक प्रक�र 

क� चम� र�ग),द�द,ग�ठय� (gout),अम्ल�पत्त (hyperacidity),घ�व बढ़न�,बल और ओज क� न�श। 

             लवण रस य�क्त ख�द्य पद�थ� 

स�ध�नमक, स�व�चल नमक, क� ष्ण, �बड, स�म�द्र और औ�द्भद नमक, र�मक, प��श�ज, स�स� और क्ष�र, य� 

लवण रस व�ल� म�ख्य द्रव्य ह�।  

                      4- कट� रस 

        इस रस क� स�वन करन� पर म��ह म� स�ई च�भन� ज�स� दद�  महस�स ह�त� ह� और ज�भ क�  अगल� �ह�� क� 

उत्त��जत करत� ह�। इसक�  अल�व� यह आ�ख, न�क और म��ह स� स्र�व कर�त� ह� और कप�ल�� क� जल�त� ह�।   

             कट� रस क�  ग�ण 

           कट� रस व�ल� पद�थ� म��ह क� स्वच्छ रखत� ह� और शर�र म� भ�जन क�  अवश�षण म� सह�यक ह�त� ह�। 

इनक�  स�वन स� भ�ख और प�चन श�क्त बढ़त� ह�। य� आ�ख, क�न आ�द ��न���य�� क� ठ�क प्रक�र स� क�य� 

करन� य�ग्य बन�त� ह�। 

            कट� रस व�ल� च�ज�� क�  �नय�मत स�वन स� न�क व आ�ख�� स� मल पद�थ� क� स्र�व और स्र�त�� (ब�ड� 

च�नल्स)  स� �चप�चप� मल पद�थ� क� �नक�स ठ�क तरह स� ह�त� ह�। 
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          कट� रस क� स�वन इन र�ग�� म� ह� फ�यद�म�द : 

म�ट�प�,श�त�पत्त,आ�त�� क� �श�थलत�,क� ज��व�इ�टस (Conjunctivitis),ख�जल�,घ�व,प�ट क�  क�ड़�,ज�ड़�� 

क� जकड़न,गल� क�  र�ग,क� ष्ठ,उदद�। 

          कट� रस य�क्त ख�द्य पद�थ� 

      ह� �ग, म�रच, प�चक�ल (�पप्पल�, �पप्पल�म�ल, चव्य, �चत्रक और श���) तथ� सभ� प्रक�र क�  �पत्त, म�त्र 

और �भल�व� आ�द कट� रस व�ल� ख�द्य पद�थ� ह�। 

          अपव�द 

स��ठ, �पप्पल� और लहस�न, कट� रस क�  अन्य पद�थ� � क�  सम�न ज्य�द� ह��नक�रक नह� � ह�त�। 

                  5- �तक्त (कड़व�) रस 

      यह रस म��ह स� �लस�लस�पन क� हट�त� ह� और ज�भ क� जड़ बन�त� ह�। 

           �तक्त रस क�  ग�ण 

        �तक्त रस क� स्व�द भल� ह� ब�र� ह� ल��कन यह अन्य पद�थ� क� स्व��दष्ट और रु�चकर बन�त� ह�। इसस� 

भ�जन म� रू�च बढ़त� ह�। �तक्त रस व�ल� पद�थ� �वष�ल� प्रभ�व, प�ट क�  क�ड़��, क� ष्ठ, ख�जल�, ब�ह�श�, जलन, 

��स, त्वच� क�  र�ग��, म�ट�प� व मध�म�ह आ�द क� द� र करत� ह�। य� व�त क� अन�ल�मन (न�च� क� ओर ग�त) 

करत� ह� शर�र म� रूख�पन ल�त� ह�। अत�  शर�र क� नम�, चब�, म�ट�प�, म��, पस�न�, म�त्र तथ� प�र�ष क� 

स�ख�त� ह�। इसक�  अल�व� गल� और यक� त� क� श�द्ध करत� ह� और क�य� करन� म� समथ� बन�त� ह�। 

              �तक्त रस स� न�कस�न 

अ�धक म�त्र� म� स�वन करन� स� �तक्तरस य�क्त पद�थ� शर�र म� रस (plasma), रक्त, वस�, म�� तथ� श�क्र क� 

म�त्र� क� कम कर द�त� ह�। इनस� स्र�त�� म� ख�रदर�पन और म��ह म� श�ष्कत�, श�क्त म� कम�, द�ब�लत�, थक�वट, 

चक्कर, ब�ह�श�, व�तज र�ग उत्पन्न ह�त� ह�। 

               �तक्त रस य�क्त ख�द्य पद�थ� 

     पट�ल, जयन्त�, स�गन्धब�ल�, खस, चन्दन, �चर�यत�, न�म, कर�ल�, �गल�य, धम�स�, मह�प�चम�ल, छ�ट� 

और बड़� कट�र�, इद्र�यण, अत�स और वच : य� सब �तक्त रस व�ल� पद�थ� ह�। 

                 अपव�द 

      �गल�य व पट�ल �तक्त रस व�ल� ह�न� पर भ� ह��नक�रक नह� � ह�त�। 

                  6- कष�य (कस�ल�) रस 

        यह रस �ज�� क� जड़ (स�न्न कर द�न�) बन�त� ह� और गल� एव� स्र�त�� क� अवरुद्ध करत� ह�। 
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                   कष�य रस क�  ग�ण 

     यह रस �पत्त और कफ द�ष क� कम करत� ह�। इसक�  अल�व� यह अ�ग�� स� स्र�व क� कम करत� ह�, घ�व 

क� ज�� भरत� ह� और ह��य�� क� ज�ड़� रखन� म� मदद करत� ह�। इसम� ध�त�ओ� और म�त्र आ�द क� स�ख�न� 

व�ल� ग�ण भ� ह�त� ह�। यह� क�रण ह� �क कष�य रस य�क्त पद�थ� क�  स�वन स� कब्ज़ क� सम�� ह� ज�त� ह�। 

कष�य य�क्त पद�थ� त्वच� क� स्वच्छ बन�त� ह�। य� शर�र क� नम� क� स�ख ल�त� ह�। आय�व�द क�  अन�स�र कष�य 

रस  स�ख�, ठ� ड� और भ�र� ह�त� ह�। 

        कष�य रस क�  अ�धक स�वन स� ह�न� व�ल� न�कस�न 

कष�य रस व�त क� प्रक� �पत करत� ह�। अगर आप कष�य रस व�ल� च�ज�� क� अ�धक म�त्र� म� स�वन करत� ह� 

त� आपक� �नम्न सम��ए�  ह�न� क� आश�क� बढ़ ज�त� ह�। म��ह स�खन�,हृदय म� दद� ,प�ट फ� लन�,ब�लन� म� 

रुक�वट,र�ग क� क�ल� ह�न�,प�रुष क� न�श, 

अ�धक��सलगन� शर�र म� कमज�र�, थक�वट,पक्ष�घ�त,लकव� 

          कष�य रस व�ल� ख�द्य पद�थ� : 

   हरड़, बह�ड़�, �शर�ष, ख�र, शहद, कदम्ब, ग�लर, क�� ख��ड, कमल-ककड़�, पद्म, म�क्त� (म�त�), प्रव�ल, 

अञ्जन और ग�रू इत्य��द कष�य रस व�ल� ख�द्य पद�थ� ह�। 

           अपव�द 

   कष�य रस य�क्त ह�न� पर भ� हरड़ अन्य कष�य द्रव्य�� क�  सम�न श�तल और स्तम्भक (मल आ�द क� र�कन� 

व�ल�) नह� � ह�त�। 

     स�दभ� ग्र�थ :- श्र�मद्भगवद्ग�त� 

आय�व�द स��हत� 

चरक स��हत� 

अथव�व�द स��हत� 
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�ડ�જટલ લ�ઇ��ર�ન� ��ગમ�� ��જર�ત� ક�શ��� (�ડ�શનર�) �થ�ન 

�નરૂપ� જી. ટ��ક 

પ�એચ.ડ�. �રસચ� ફ�લ�, 

��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�- સ��હ�ય ભવન, સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ�, ર�જક�ટ. 

Email-tank.nirupa@gmail.com 

આજન� અદ્યતન ��ગમ�� �વજ્ઞ�ન અન� ટ�કન�લ�જીન� ક�રણ� �વશ્વ હરણફ�ળ દ�ડ લગ�વ� ર��� છ� 

�ય�ર� આજે �ડ�જટલ�ઇઝ�શન��� મહ��વ વ���� છ�. ન�ન�મ�� ન�ન� દર�ક બ�બત��� આજે �ડ�જટલ�ઇઝ�શન 

થઈ ર��� છ�, અન� વ�ત� વ�ત� આ શ�દ પણ સ��ભળવ� મળ�  છ�. આજન� આ ��ગ �ડ�જટલ�ઇઝ�શનન� છ� 

�ય�ર� આપણ� જે પણ મ��હત� જ�ઈત� હ�ય છ� ત� ક્ષણમ�ત્રમ�� ઇ�ટરન�ટન� મદદથ� મળ� રહ� છ�. એ પછ� 

ક�ઈ ���તક �વષ�ન� મ��હત� હ�ય, ક�ઈ પ્રદ�શ �વશ�, ક�ઈ શ�દ �વશ� ક� પછ� અ�ય ક�ઈપણ મ��હત� ક�મ 

ન હ�ય, ત� હવ� આંગળ�ન� ટ�રવ� આવ� ગઈ છ�. એક ��લક કર� અન� બધ� મ��હત� આપણ� સ�મ� હ�જર 

થઈ જાય છ�.  

 આ �ડ�જટલ�ઇઝ�શનન� ��ગમ�� જ �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર� (ઇ-ગ્ર�થ�લય)ન� મ�હમ� હમણ�� હમણ�� 

� �બ વ�ય� છ�. મ�ટ�ભ�ગન� વ�ચક વગ� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર� તરફ વ�ય� છ�. ક�મ ક�, �ય��ત મ�ત્રન� 

આદત છ� ક� જે વ�� � સરળત�થ� મળ� જાય ત�ન� પ�છળ ખ�ટ� શ્રમ ��� કરવ�. અન� આજ ક�રણ છ� ક� 

આજન� વ�ચક�ન� લ�ઇબ્ર�ર� ��ધ� જઈ ન� જે ���તક જ�ઈએ છ� ત� શ�ધવ�મ�� ક�ટ�ળ� આવ� છ�. આથ� 

વ�ચક�ન� રસ ન� ���ચન� �ય�નમ�� ર�ખ� અન�ક એવ� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�ઓ ઊભ� કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. દર�ક 

ભ�ષ�મ�� �વત�ત્ર એવ� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર� આપણન� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. જેમક�; અંગ્ર�જી ભ�ષ� છ� ત� 

ત�મ�� ઝ�ડ�લબ, પ�ડ�એફ ��ઈવ વગ�ર� જેવ� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�ઓ મળ�  છ�. �ય�ર� ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�મ�� 

પ��લક ��જર�ત� લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�, ર�ડ��જર�ત�.ક�મ, ��જ�લટ, પ્ર�ત�લ�પ, મ�� �ભ�રત� વગ�ર� જેવ� �ડ�જટલ 

લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�ઓ મળ�  છ�. આ એક સ�ર� બ�બત ગણ�ય ક� અ�ય ભ�ષ�ન� જેમ ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�મ�� �ડ�જટલ 

લ�ઇબ્ર�ર� પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ�, પણ એક બ�બત �વચ�રવ� જેવ� છ� ક� આજે જે પણ ��જર�ત� �ડ�જટલ 

લ�ઇબ્ર�ર� મળ�  છ� ત�મ�� ��જર�ત� સ��હ�યન� એટલ� ક� નવલકથ�, નવ�લક�, ક�વત�, �વવ�ચન, �નબ�ધ, 

ગ�ત, ગઝલ વગ�ર�ન� ���તક� વ�� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. �ય�ર� ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�ન� ક�શશ�સ્ત્રન� ���તક� ન�હવ�� 

મ�ત્ર�મ�� પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ�.  

76 
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  ઘણ� એવ� ��જર�ત� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�ઓ જેમક�; ર�ડ��જર�ત�.ક�મ, ��જ�લટ, પ્ર�ત�લ�પ 

વગ�ર�ન� ��લ�ક�ત લ�ધ� �ય�ર� જાણવ� તથ� જ�વ� મ���� છ� ક� ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ� ક� જેન� પર આપણ� 

�યવહ�ર ટક�લ� છ� અન� જેન� થક� જ આપણ� આપણ� વ�ણ�-વત�ન, આચ�ર-�વચ�ર વગ�ર��� � 

પ્ર�ય�યન કર� શક�એ છ�એ. આવ� અ� ��ય મ�� �ભ�ષ� �વશ�ન� અન�ક ગ્ર�થ� આપણ� �ય�� રચ�ય� છ�. આ 

ઉપર��ત અન�ક�વધ એવ� મ��હત� ક�શ� (�ડ�શનર�) પણ મળ�  છ� ક� જેમ�� આપણ� ભ�ષ�ન� અ� ��ય એવ� 

મ��હત�ઓ સચવ�ય�લ� છ�. જેમક�; શ�દક�શ, કથ�ક�શ, કહ�વતક�શ, રૂ�ઢપ્રય�ગક�શ, સ��હ�યક�શ, 

પય��યણક�શ, સ�જ્ઞ�ક�શ, �વ��દ્ધ�થ�ક�શ વગ�ર� મળ�  છ�. આ દર�ક ક�શ�મ�� ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�ન� અ� ��ય એવ� 

મ��હત� સ�ક�લત કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. આમ�ન� ઘણ�� ક�શ� ત� એવ� છ� ક� જે અ�ય�ર� પ્ર��ત પણ થત� 

નથ�. અન� આમ�ન� ઘણ�� ગ્ર�થ� એવ� છ� ક� જે ખર�ખર સ�ચવવ� જ�ઈએ પણ ત�ન� જાળવણ� થઈ નથ�. 

પણ હ��  એટ��� મ��� � નથ� થ���. હ��  પણ જે ક�શ મળ�  છ� ત�ન� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�મ�� �થ�ન આપ��� જ�ઈએ. 

જેથ� ભ�ષ� ક્ષ�ત્ર� સ�શ�ધન કરન�ર શ�ધ�થ�ઓ અન� ભ�ષ� �વશ� જાણવ� ઈ�છત� �જજ્ઞ���ઓન� મ��હત� 

મ�ળવવ� અહ�થ� �ય�� ફ��ફ� � મ�રવ� ન પડ�. અન� જે મ��હત� જ�ઈએ છ� ત� ઘર� રહ�ન� પણ સરળત�થ� 

મ�ળવ� શક�ય. 

   ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�ન� ધર�હર સમ� જે આ ગ્ર�થ� ક� ક�શ� છ� ત�મ�� �વષય પ્રમ�ણ� � �બ જ ઉપય�ગ� 

એવ� મ��હત� સ�ક�લત કર�ન� સ�પ�દક� ��ર� આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. દ�.ત., આપણ�  શ�દક�શન� જ વ�ત 

કર�એ, ત� શ�દક�શમ�� આપણન� 'સ�થ� જ�ડણ�ક�શ', 'ભગવ��મ�ડલ', 'નમ�ક�શ', 'લ�કસ��હ�ય શ�દક�શ', 

'��હદ ��જર�ત�ક�શ' વગ�ર� જેવ� ક�શ મળ�  છ�. આ દર�કમ�� શ�દ અન� ત�ન� અથ� ત� મળ�  છ�. સ�થ� સ�થ� 

શ�દ કઈ ભ�ષ�ન� છ�? સ્ત્ર��લ�ગ છ�, ���લ�ગ છ� ક� ન���સક�લ�ગ, એકવચન છ� ક� બ��વચન વગ�ર� જેવ� 

બ�બત� પણ દશ��વવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. આ શ�દક�શમ�� ત� 'ભગવ��મ�ડલ' ન� 'સ�થ� જ�ડણ�ક�શ' આ બ�ન� 

એ��લક�શન અ�ય�ર� ઉપલ�ધ છ�. પણ હ��  બ�જા શ�દક�શ� ક� જે હ��  એમન�મ ગ્ર�થ�લય�મ�� છ� ક�� ત� ���ત 

થવ�ન� આર� છ� ત�મન� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�મ�� સમ�વ�શ કરવ� આવ�યક છ�. 

      હવ�, કથ�ક�શન� વ�ત કર�એ ત� કથ�ક�શમ�� પણ આપણ� �ભન્ન �ભન્ન પ્રક�રન� 

ક�શ� મળ�  છ�, જેમક�; ડ�. હ�રવ�લભ ભ�ય�ણ�  પ�સ�થ� ‘મ�યક�લ�ન ��જર�ત� કથ�ક�શ' ખ�ડ ૧ અન� ૨’, 

ડ�હ્ય�ભ�ઈ દ�ર�સર� પ�સ�થ� ‘પ�ર��ણક કથ�ક�શ' ભ�ગ ૧ અન� ૨’, અન� નમ�દ પ�સ�થ� ‘નમ�કથ�ક�શ’. એમ 
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કથ� �વષયક અન�ક�વધ ક�શ મળ�  છ�, પણ આજે પ્રશ્ન એ ઊભ� થ�ય છ� ક� ડ�. હ�રવ�લભ ભ�ય�ણ� 

સ�પ��દત 'મ�યક�લ�ન ��જર�ત� કથ�ક�શ' ખ�ડ ૧ અન� ૨મ��થ� મ�ત્ર ��ત�ય ખ�ડ જ ઉપલ�ધ છ�. �ય�ર� 

પ્રથમ ખ�ડ અપ્ર��ય છ�. જ� આ ગ્ર�થન� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઈબ્ર�ર�મ�� �થ�ન મળ�  ત� મ�યક�ળ �વશ� અથવ� ત� 

મ�યક�ળન� કથ�ઓ �વશ�  જાણવ� ઇ�છુક અ�ય�સ�ઓ તથ� �જજ્ઞ���ન� મ�ત્ર આ બ� ગ્ર�થ� જ � �રત� છ�. 

ક�મક�, આ બ�ન� ગ્ર�થ�મ�� મ�યક�ળન� ન�ન�મ�� ન�ન� જે પણ કથ� મળ�  છ� ત�ન� સ�ક�લત કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

એ પણ આધ�ર સ�દભ� સ�થ�. જેથ� આ ગ્ર�થ ઉપર��ત પણ વધ�ર� મ��હત� ભ�વકન� જ�ઈત� હ�ય ત� સ�દભ� 

��ર� મળ� રહ� છ�. આ ઉપર��ત 'પ�ર��ણક કથ�ક�શ' ત� ઉપલ�ધ છ� છત�� પણ જ� ત����  �ડ�જટલ�ઇઝ�શન 

કરવ�મ�� આવશ� ત� ત� આવન�ર� પ�ઢ� મ�ટ�, સ�શ�ધક�, સ�પ�દક� અન� અ�ય�સ�ઓ મ�ટ� આશ�વ��દ રૂપ 

બ�બત કહ�વ�શ�. ક�મક�, આ ગ્ર�થ� એવ� છ� ક� જેમ�� આપણ� તમ�મ પ�ર��ણક ગ્ર�થ�ન� ક��દ્રમ�� ર�ખ� ત�ન� 

રચન� કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. આ ગ્ર�થમ�� આપણ� પ�ર��ણક પ�ત્ર�, �થળ�, પ્રદ�શ� વગ�ર� �વશ� �વ�લત�રથ� 

સમજ આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. આથ� આવ� ગ્ર�થ� �ડ�જટલ�ઇઝ�શનન� ર�હમ�� હ��  ગ્ર�થ�લય�મ�� અકબ�ધ 

પડ�� છ�. 

         આપણ� લ�કજીવન��� પ્ર�ત�બ�બ જેમ�� સ���� �જલ�ય એવ� મ��હત� જ� ક�ઈમ��થ� મળત� હ�ય ત� ત� 

કહ�વત છ�. કહ�વત એ �ય�વહ��રકત�ન� �નચ�ડ છ�. એટલ� ક� આપણ� ર�જબર�જન� જીવનમ�� જે ઘટન�, 

પ્રસ�ગ ક� બન�વ બન� છ� ત�ન� પરથ� ક�ઈન� ક�ઈ કહ�વત �નમ��ણ પ�મ� છ�. આવ� જ આપણ� ભ�ષ�ન� 

અ� ��ય એવ� અન�ક�વધ કહ�વત� અંગ� અન�ક�વધ ક�શ� પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ�. જેમ ક� દલપતર�મ સ�પ��દત 

‘કથન સ�તશત�’, મગનલ�લ વખતચ�દ સ�પ��દત 'કથન�વળ�’ જમશ�દજી પ�ત�ત ��ત 'કહ�વત- મ�ળ�' 

ભ�ગ ૧ અન� ૨, ર�તલ�લ સ��. ન�યક ��ત 'કહ�વતક�શ'  વગ�ર� જેવ� ક�શ� કહ�વત અંગ� મળ�  છ�. આવ� ક�શન� 

પણ �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�મ�� �થ�નન� જરૂર છ�. ક�રણ ક� કહ�વત એ એવ� ઉ��તઓ છ� ક� જે આપણ� 

�ય�વહ��રક જીવન સ�થ� જ�ડ�ય�લ� છ�. આથ� ક�ઈપણ સમ�જન� આચ�ર-�વચ�ર, વ�ણ�-વત�ન, ર�ત-

�રવ�જ જ� જાણવ� હ�ય ત� કહ�વત� ��ર� જાણ� શક�ય છ�. અન� આ ગ્ર�થ� જ� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઈબ્ર�ર�મ�� સચવ�શ� 

ત� આવન�ર� ભ�વ� પ�ઢ� ક� જે હવ� આપણ� ર�ત-�રવ�જ, પર�પર�થ� �વ��ખ થઈ રહ� છ�. �ય�ર� ત� આવ� 

ગ્ર�થ� ��ર� આપણ� સ�����ત અન� આપણ� સમ�જન� જાણ� શકશ�. આ દર�ક કહ�વતક�શમ��થ� પસ�ર થત�� 

આપણન� આપણ� લ�કસ�����ત, આપણ� ર�ત-ભ�ત, પર�પર�, સ�મ��જક સમય વગ�ર�ન� પ�રચય મળ�રહ� 

છ�. આ બધ�� �વશ� જાણ��� હ�ય ત� શરત એક જ છ� ક�, આવ� ગ્ર�થ� ��ધ� આપણ� જ��� પડ� ન� જ���� પડ�.  
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               આ �સવ�ય સ��હ�યક�શ �વશ� જ�ઈએ ત� ��જર�ત� સ��હ�ય પ�રષદ ��ર�  '��જર�ત� 

સ��હ�યક�શ' ખ�ડ ૧ થ� ૩ મળ�  છ�. જેન� પ્રથમ ભ�ગ મ�યક�ળ, બ�જ� ભ�ગ- અવ��ચ�ન અન� ત્ર�જ� ભ�ગ-

પ્રક�ણ� એવ� છ�. જ� ક�ઈન� મ�ત્ર ન� મ�ત્ર મ�યક�લ�ન સ��હ�યન� જાણ��� છ� ત� પ્રથમ ભ�ગ જ જ�વ� રહ્ય�. 

એ પ્રથમ ભ�ગમ�� મ�યક�લ�ન સ��હ�યન� ���ત અન� કત�� �વશ� ન�ન�મ�� ન�ન� બ�બત�ન� ન�ધ થઈ છ�. 

�ય�ર� અવ��ચ�ન સ��હ�ય �વશ� જાણ��� હ�ય ત� બ�જ� ભ�ગ જ�વ� રહ્ય�. આ બ�જા �વભ�ગમ�� અવ��ચ�ન 

સ��હ�યન� સર્જક�, એમન� ���તઓ અન� ���તઓન� અમર પ�ત્ર� �વશ� સમજ આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. �ય�ર� 

ત્ર�જ� �વભ�ગ એ પ્રક�ણ� એવ� છ�, જેમ�� સ��હ�યન� સ�થ� જ�ડ�ય�લ� તમ�મ બ�બત� જેવ� ક�, સ��હ�ય 

���તઓ, કત��ઓ, સ��હ�ય �વરૂપ�, સ��હ��યક સ��થ�ઓ, સ�મ�યક�, સ��હ��યક વ�દ� વગ�ર� અંગ� �વ�ત�રથ� 

સમજ આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. આવ� ઉમદ� મ��હત� ધર�વત� આ ગ્ર�થ� હ�લમ�� ઉપલ�ધ નથ�. ર��પ્ર�ટન� 

પ્ર�સ�સમ�� છ�. પણ જ� આ ગ્ર�થન� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઈબ્ર�ર�મ�� �થ�ન મ���� હ�ત ત� અ�ય�ર� �ય�ર� ત�ન� આ���ત્તઓ 

ઉપલ�ધ નથ� �ય�ર� અ�ય�સ�ઓ �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�ન� મ��યમથ� ત�ન� અ�ય�સ કર� શકત. ક�મક� 

��જર�ત� સ��હ�યન� જાણવ� મ�ટ� આ ત્રણ ગ્ર�થ� � �બ જ ઉપય�ગ� � �રવ�ર થ�ય એવ� છ�. આથ� હવ� 

પછ� આ ગ્ર�થ�ન� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�મ�� �થ�ન મળશ� એવ� આશ� સ�વ� શક�એ.  

   'સ�જ્ઞ�ક�શ' એ પ્રક�રન� પણ ક�શ ��જર�ત� ક�શશ�સ્ત્રમ�� મળ�  છ�. જેમ�� જ�ઈએ ત� ચ�દ્રક��ત 

ટ�પ�વ�ળ� અન� અ�ય પ�સ�થ� ‘આ���નક સ��હ�ય સ�જ્ઞ�ક�શ’, જય�ત ગ�ડ�ત પ�સ�થ� 'અ��આ���નક 

સ��હ�ય સ�જ્ઞ�ક�શ’, અ�ભ�જત �ય�સ પ�સ�થ� 'લ�લતકળ� સ�જ્ઞ�ક�શ' એમ �વ�ભન્ન સ�જ્ઞ�ક�શ� આપણન� 

ક�શશ�સ્ત્રમ�� મળ�  છ�. જેમ��થ� ચ�દ્રક��ત ટ�પ�વ�ળ� સ�પ��દત 'આ���નક સ��હ�ય સ�જ્ઞ�ક�શ' હ�લમ�� અપ્ર��ય 

છ�. ખર�ખર આ ક�શ સ��હ�યન� અ�ય�સ�ઓ મ�ટ� ઉપય�ગ� એવ� સ�દભ� ગ્ર�થ છ�. ક�મક�, પ્ર�� �ત ગ્ર�થમ�� 

આ���નક સમયમ�� સ��હ�યક્ષ�ત્ર� ત�મજ લ�કજીવનમ�� જે જે અંગ્ર�જી સ�જ્ઞ�ઓ પ્રય�જાય છ� અન� �યવહ�રમ�� 

પણ ખપમ�� લ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ� એવ� અન�ક�વધ પ્રક�રન� સ�જ્ઞ�ઓ સ�પ�દક� ��ર� અહ� ગ્ર�થ�થ કરવ�મ�� 

આવ� છ�. આ ગ્ર�થ પણ હ�લ અપ્ર��ય છ�. આથ� ત�ન� પણ ��ન����દ્રત કર� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઈબ્ર�ર�મ�� �થ�ન 

આપવ�ન� આવ�યકત� છ�. 

   આ અન� આવ� અન�ક ક�શ� છ� ક� જે મ��હત�થ� સભર અન� સ�દભ�ગ્ર�થ તર�ક� ઉપય�ગ� ન�વડ� ત�મ 

છ�. જેન� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઈબ્ર�ર�મ�� �થ�ન મળ��� જ�ઈએ. ક�મક�, આજન� �ડ�જટલ��ગમ�� ક�ઇપણ �ય��તન� જે 
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પણ ���તકન� આવ�યકત� ઊભ� થ�ય ત�ન� ત�ઓ તરત જ ઇ�ટરન�ટ પર શ�ધ� છ�. આથ� ��જર�ત� 

ભ�ષ�ન� આવ� જે જે ન�હવ�� ���તક� છ� ત�ન� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�મ�� સ�ચવવ� જ�ઈએ, પણ સચવ�ય� નથ�. 

આપણ� અ�ય ભ�ષ�મ�� જ�ઈ��� ત� �ય�લ આવશ� ક� ત�મન� જે પણ ગ્ર�થન� આપણ� જરૂર હ�ય ત� મ�ટ�ભ�ગ� 

�ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�મ��થ� પ્ર��ત થશ� જ. આવ� જ સજાગત�ન� જરૂર ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�ન� ક�શ પ્ર�ય� પણ છ�. 

��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�ન� ગ્ર�થ���� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�મ�� �થ�ન નથ� એ��� પણ નથ�. ��જર�ત� સ��હ�યન� 

નવલકથ�, નવ�લક�, ક�વત�, ગ�ત, ગઝલ, �નબ�ધ વગ�ર� જેવ� ગ્ર�થ� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�મ�� મળ�  છ�. પણ 

ક�શ �વશ�ન� ગ્ર�થ� નથ� મળત�. �ય�ર� આજે ઘણ�� �વ��ન� આ તરફ વ�ય� છ�. જેન� ફળ �વરૂપ� 'સ�થ� 

જ�ડણ�ક�શ' અન� 'ભગવ��મ�ડલ' જેવ� ક�શ� આપણન� ઓનલ�ઈન (�ડ�જટલ) �વરૂપ� પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ�. 

            ગ્ર�થ�ન� જાળવણ� અંગ� આમ ��વ� ત� છ�ક સ�ક�ઓથ� કહ�વ�� �� આ���� અન� હ�લમ�� પણ કહ�વ�� �� રહ� 

છ� ત�ન� પ�છળ��� ક�રણ એક જ છ� આપણ� ���તક�ન� જાળવણ� પ્ર�ય� એટલ� સભ�ન નથ� જેટલ� અ�ય 

બ�બત�મ�� છ�એ. ‘ભગવ��મ�ડલ’ન� આર�ભ� જ ���તક�ન� જાળવણ� અન� મહ��વ અંગ� વ�ત કરત�� ગ�પ�લ 

એમ. મ�ક�ડય� ન�ધ� છ� ક�; 

          “સમ�જ મ�ણસ�થ� બન� છ�, આપણ� થક� બન� છ�. અ�ય�ર� જે સમ�જ��� સર્જન થ��� છ� ત� આપણ� ક��� 

છ�. ત�મ�� ઘણ� બ�બત� આપણન� ગમત� હ�ય છ�. બ�જી અણગમત� પણ હ�ય છ�. સમ�જન� ઘડવ�મ�� 

આપણ� સ�����ત સ�ર� ફ�ળ� આપ� છ�. બ��� � પ�રબળ સ��હ�ય છ�, જે સમ�જન� બ��દ્ધક �તર ��ર� રચ�ય છ� 

અન� ત�ન� પર અસર કર� છ�. ���તક� પરથ� સમ�જ��� �ચત્ર મળ� શક� છ�. સમ�જન� ઇ�તહ�સન� જ�ઈ, ત�ન� 

વત�મ�નમ�� � �લવ�, ત�મ��થ� ઉન્નત ભ��વ તરફન� મ�ગ� ઉત્તમ ગ્ર�થ� દશ��વ� છ�. સમ�જ જ� ત�ન� સ�ર� 

વ�રસ� જાળવ� ર�ખવ� મ�ગત� હ�ય ત� પ્ર�ચ�ન ગ્ર�થ�ન� જાળવણ� અ�નવ�ય� છ�. � �વ�જ�ન� પ્ર�તભ�, જ્ઞ�ન, 

સ�મ�ય�ન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ� હ�ય ત� આપણ� ��ન� ગ્ર�થ� તરફ જ��� પડશ�. ત�મન� જાળવવ� પડશ�, ત�મ��� 

��ન�પ્રક�શન કર��� પડશ�. આપણ� ભ�ય વ�રસ�, આપણ� શ્ર��ઠ સ�����ત ન�શ ન પ�મ�, ત� મ�ટ� ત�મન� 

જાળવવ� જ�ઈએ. વ�દ, ��ર�ણ, ઉપ�નષદ� જેવ� ગ્ર�થ�મ�� અપ�ર જ્ઞ�ન છ�. ત�ન� પ�રચય વત�મ�ન પ�ઢ�ન� 

મળ�  ત� આ વ�રસ� સચવ�ય, જળવ�ય અન� ત���� સ�વધ�ન થ�ય. વત�મ�ન સ�જ�ગ�મ�� ટ�.વ�., ક��� �ટર 

જેવ�� સ�ધન�, ��વક - ��વત�ઓન� વ�ચન તરફથ� �વ��ખ થવ�ન� � ��ત્ત, મ�ઘવ�ર� જેવ� ક�રણ�ન� લ�ધ� 
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���તક-પ્ર�મ ઘટત� જત� હ�ય ત���� લ�ગ� છ�. પર�� � એ �ન�વ�વ�દ હક�કત છ� ક� ���તક�ન� ક�ઈ �વક�પ નથ�, 

ન હ�ઈ શક�.” 

આમ, ���તક જાળવણ� અંગ� ક�ઈન� ક�ઈ પ્રક�ર� ચચ��ઓ થઈ છ� અન� આજે પણ આ ચચ��ઓ શરૂ  

છ�. �ય�ર� એટ��� જ કહ�વ���� ક�, અન�ક�વધ પ્રક�રન� �ડ�શનર�ઓ ��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�મ�� સજા�ઈ છ�. જેમ��થ� 

અ��ક હવ� અપ્ર��ય છ�, ત� અ��કન� હવ� �ર�પ્ર�ટ કરવ�ન� આવ�યકત� છ�. પણ ખર�ખર ત� મ�ર� �� ��ટએ 

આજે �ય�ર� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�ન� ��ગ છ� �ય�ર� આવ� ન�હવ�� અન� જે અપ્ર��ય થવ�ન� આર� ઊભ� છ� 

એવ� ગ્ર�થ�ન� �ડ�જટલ લ�ઇબ્ર�ર�મ�� �થ�ન આપ��� જ�ઇએ. જેથ� આપણ� ભ�ષ�મ��થ� ���ત થત�� અ� ��ય 

વ�રસ�ન� જાળવ� શક�શ�. અન� આવ� અ� ��ય મ��હત� આવન�ર� ભ�વ� પ�ઢ� મ�ટ� આશ�વ��દ રૂપ બન� 

રહ�શ�. 

· સ�દભ� સ�મગ્ર�  : 

૧. www.readgujarati.com  

૨. public.Guajarati Library  

૩. www.gujarati.pratilipi.com 

૪. www.gujlit.com 

૫. ‘ભગવ��મ�ડલ’ ભ�ગ ૧લ�, કત��- ભગવત�સ�હજી, પ્રક�શન- પ્રવ�ણ પ્રક�શન,   

    ��ત�ય ��ન� ��દ્રણ-૨૦૦૭  
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ભ�રતમ�� પ��પ�લન ભ�સન� આંકડ�ક�ય મ��હત�ન� અ�ય�સ 

�વ�દત� ��ભ�ષભ�ઈ પરમ�ર1 અન� ડ�. ર�જાભ�ઈ એસ. જ�જાળ�2 
1સ�શ�ધક, અથ�શ�સ્ત્ર �વભ�ગ, ભ�ત ક�વ નર�સ�હ મહ�ત� ���નવ�સ�ટ�, ��ન�ગઢ. 

2મ�ગ�દશ�ક, એસ�. પ્ર�ફ�સર, આટ�સ & ક�મસ� ક�લ�જ, મ�ણ�વદર. 

સ�ર��શ 

� ��વ� પર મ���યન� જ�મ થય� �ય�રથ� જ ત�ન� પ�ત�ન� ખ�ર�ક મ�ટ�ન� જરૂર�ય�ત� ઉક�લવ�ન� 

પ્રશ્ન� ઊભ� થય�લ� અન� આ મ�ટ� શરૂઆતમ�� ત� પ��ઓન� �શક�ર કર�ન� ખ�ર�ક મ�ળવત� અન� પછ�થ� 

પ��ઓ મ�રફત પ�ત�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત સ�ત�ષવ� પ��ઓન� ઉછ�રવ� લ��ય� જમ�ન પર ઉગત� �વ�વધ 

વન�પ�તઓન� ઉપય�ગ પ��ન� ખ�ર�કમ�� કર�ન� ત� ર�ત� પ��ઓ ��ર� વધ�ર� પ�ષક સ�મગ્ર� મ�ળવ� 

શકવ���� જ્ઞ�ન થ���. આમ ખ�ત� અન� પ��પ�લનન�� સમ�વય સધ�ય�. જીવન�નવ��હ મ�ટ� પ��પ�લન એ 

મ�ણસ� ��ર� કરવ�મ�� આવત� પ્ર� ��ત્ત છ� જેમ�� ગ�ય - ભ�સ, ઘ�ટ� - બકર�, મરઘ� - બટક� ત�મજ ઘ�ડ� 

જેવ� પ્ર�ણ�ઓન� ઉછ�ર� ત�મન� વ�ચ�ન� અથવ� ત�મન� ��ર� મળ�લ ��ધન� ઉ�પ�દનમ��થ� જેવ� ક� ��ધ, 

દહ� અન� ��ધન� બન�વત� ઇ�ય��દન� વ�ચ�ણમ��થ� આવક મ�ળવ� પ�ત���� ��જર�ન ચલ�વવ�ન� 

અથ�ત�ત્રમ�� પ��પ�લનન� ફ�ળ� મહ�વન� રહ્ય� છ�. આ સ�શ�ધન પ�પરમ�� ભ�રતન� પ��પ�લનમ�� ભ�સ�ન� 

સ��ય�ન� અ�ય�સ હ�થ ધય� છ�. ત�મજ ��જર�તન� ભ�સ�ન� આંકડ�ઓન� પણ અ�ય�સ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� 

છ�. 

ચ�વ�રૂપ શ�દ� : પ��પ�લન, ભ�સ 

1. પ્ર�ત�વન� :  

           ખ�ત� અન� પ��પ�લન દ�શન� આ�થ�ક ર�ત� ઉપય�ગ� છ�. અન� દ�શન� �વક�સ મ�ટ� પણ મહ�વ��� છ�. 

ભ�રતમ�� પ��ઓ પ�ક� ગ�ય અન� ભ�સ ���ય�વ� બ� હ�� � મ�ટ� ઉપય�ગ� છ�. ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન મ�ટ� અન� ખ�ત�ન� 

ચ�લકબળ � ���� પ�ડવ� અન� પ�શ્ચમ દ�શમ�� ગ�ય�ન� ઉપય�ગ ખ�સ મ��સ મ�ટ� પણ કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

ભ�રતમ�� ઢ�રન� ઉછ�ર મ�ત્ર મ��સ મ�ટ� કરવ���� પરવડ� શક� ત�મ ન હ�વ�થ� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન અન� 

ક�ય�શ��ત મ�ટ� નક�મ� જાનવર���� મ��સ � ���� પ�ડવ� મ�ટ� ઉપય�ગમ�� લ�વ�ય છ�. ત�થ� ભ�રતમ�� 

77 
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પ��પ�લનમ�� દ્ર�-અથ� ઢ�ર એટલ� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન અન� ક�ય� શ��ત એમ બ� હ�� � ગણ�ય છ�. �ય�ર� 

પ�શ્ચમન� દ�શ�મ�� ��ધ ઉત્તપન્ન કરવ� સ�થ� સ�થ� મ��સ પણ ઠ�ક-ઠ�ક પ્રમ�ણમ�� પ�દ� કર� ત�વ� ઢ�ર ��-

અથ� ગણ�ય છ�. ઢ�રએ ખ�ત�ન� ઉ�પ�દન ક�ય�મ�� અ�નવ�ય� સ�ધન છ�. ત�થ� ત�ન� દ�શન� � �ડ� અથવ� 

દ�શન� સ�પ�ત્ત ગણવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. પ��ધન ઉદ્ય�ગમ��થ� ��ધ, મ��સ, ઈંડ� જેવ� ખ�દ્ય ચ�જ� અન� અ�ય 

વપર�શ� અન� ઔદ્ય��ગક વ�� �ઓ પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ�. ભ�રતમ�� ખ�ત� અન� પ��પ�લન પર�પર ગ�ઢ ર�ત� 

સ�કળ�ય�લ છ�. ખ�ત� અન� પ��પ�લન એકબ�જાન� � �રક છ�. અન� પર�પર અવલ��બત છ�. ભ�રત મ�ટ� 

એમ કહ�વ�ય છ� ક� "ખ�ત�એ ભ�રતન� પ�ય� �� અન� પ��પ�લન એ ખ�ત�ન� પ�ય� ��." ભ�રતમ�� 

પ��પ�લન મ�ટ� ભ�સ�� મહ�વ �દવસ� - �દવસ� વધ��� જાય છ�. ત�થ� જ આજે ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સન� સ��ય� 

૧૯૫૧મ�� ૪૩.૪ �મ�લયન હત�. ત� વધ�ન� ૨૦૧૯મ�� ૧૦૯.૮૫ થઈ ગઈ હત�. ��જર�તમ�� ભ�સ�ન� 

૨૦૧૨મ�� ૧૦૩૮૫.૫૭ હજાર હત� જે વધ�ન� ૨૦૧૯મ�� ૧૦૫૪૩.૨૫ હજારમ�� થઈ ગઈ. 

 2. સ�શ�ધનન� હ�� �ઓ : 

-> ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સન� ઓલ�દ� �વશ� જાણક�ર� મ�ળવવ�. 

-> ભ�રતમ�� પ��પ�લન ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�ન� જાણક�ર� મ�ળવવ�. 

-> ��જર�તમ�� પ��પ�લન ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�ન� અ�ય�સ કરવ�. 

-> ભ�સન� સ��ય�મ�� થય�લ� પ�રવત�નન� આંકડ�ક�ય મ��હત� તપ�સવ�. 

 3. સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત  

                   પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધનમ�� ગ�ણ મ��હત� સ્ત્ર�તન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. સ�શ�ધન મ�ટ� 

ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�ન� આંકડ�ક�ય મ��હત� મ�ટ� વષ� ૧૯૫૧ થ� ૨૦૧૯ ��ધ�ન� આંકડ�ઓન� 

અ�ય�સ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. મ��હત�ન� પ્ર��યત� મ�ટ� �વ�વધ સ�શ�ધનન� સ�મ��યક�, ���તક� અન� 

વ�બસ�ઈટન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 

4. સ�દભ� સ��હ�યન� સમ�ક્ષ� : 

4.1. 20 Livestock census in India 2018 

20 Livestock census in India 2018મ�� �રપ�ટ�  ર�� કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. જેમ�� ���ય�વ� પ��ધન 

�વશ� મ��હત� આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 20મ� પ��ધન ગણતર� ૨૦૧૮મ�� શરૂ થય�લ ત�ન� ત�રણ� ૧૭ 
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ઓ�ટ�બર ૨૦૧૯ન� ર�જ બહ�ર પ�ડવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. ત�ન� ત�રણ� દશ��વ� છ� ક� ભ�રત�ય પ��ધનન� 

સ��ય�મ�� વધ�ર� થય� છ�. ૨૦૦૯મ�� પ��ધનન� સ��ય� ૫૨૮.૬૯ �મ�લયન હત�. જે ઘટ�ન� ૨૦૧૨મ�� 

૫૧૨ �મ�લયન થવ� પ�મ� હત�. જે વધ�ન� ૨૦૧૮મ�� ૫૩૫.૭૮ �મ�લયન થઈ ગઈ હત�. 20મ� પ��ધન 

વ�ત� ગણતર� અ��સ�ર ��જર�તમ�� ૧૦૫૪૩.૨૫ હજારમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય� દશ��વ� છ�. 

4.2. BASIC ANIMAL HUSBANDRY STATISTICA 2019 

BASIC ANIMAL HUSBANDRY STATISTICA 2019મ�� �રપ�ટ�  ર�� કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�. 

જેમ�� ���ય�વ� એ�શય�મ�� પ��પ�લનન� આંકડ�ક�ય મ��હત� આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. ૨૦૧૧મ�� એ�શય�મ�� 

લગભગ ૧૮૪૭૫૯૬૨૯ સ��ય�મ�� ભ�સ� હત�. ત�ન� સ��ય� વધ�ન� વષ� ૨૦૧૩મ�� ૧૮૭૩૮૮૬૦૬ જેટલ� 

થઈ. ૨૦૧૫મ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય���� પ્રમ�ણ વધ�ન� ૧૯૦૮૮૧૩૮૨ થ���. ૨૦૧૭મ�� ભ�સન� સ��ય� 

૧૯૫૭૭૨૯૦૭ જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. ૨૦૧૧થ� લઈન� ૨૦૧૭ ��ધ� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�મ�� વધ�ર� થય�લ જ�વ� મળ�  

છ�. 

4.3. BEHAKE ROY H. (૨૦૦૮) THE ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF 

PASTORALISM: CASE STUDIES FROM THE HORN OF AFRICA AND SOUTHERN 
AFRICA 

આ સ�શ�ધન પ�પર સ�ત દ�શ�ન� ર����ય અથ��યવ�થ�મ�� પ��પ�લનન� આ�થ�ક ય�ગદ�ન 

પરન� સ��હ�યન� સમ�ક્ષ� કર� છ�. બ� હ�ન� ઓફ આ��ક�મ�� અન� પ��ચ દ�ક્ષણ આ��ક�મ�� અહ� આવર� 

લ�વ�મ�� આવ�લ� તમ�મ દ�શ� મ�ટ�, ર����ય �તર� પ��ધનમ��થ� પ��ધનન� આ�થ�ક આઉટ��ટન� વ�� 

સ�મ��ય ર�ત� અલગ પ�ડ��� ���ક�લ છ�. ત�મ છત�� પ��પ�લનન� આ�થ�ક � ��મક� સમ�ન પ્રદ�શમ�� ર����ય 

અથ�ત�ત્ર� મ�ટ� પણ તદ્દન અલગ હ�ઈ શક� છ�. હ�ન� વ�ચ� �ય�પક પ્ર�દ��શક તફ�વત� પણ છ�, �ય�� 

પ��પ�લક� �નક�સ મ�ટ� જીવ�ત પ્ર�ણ�ઓન� ઉ�પ�દનમ�� ભ�ર� સ�મ�લ છ�, અન� દ�ક્ષણ આ��ક�, �ય��ન� 

ટ�ળ�ઓન� ���ય�વ� �યપ�ર� વ�ચ�ણ �સવ�યન� હ�� �ઓ મ�ટ� ર�ખવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. ઓછ�મ�� ઓછ� ત્રણ 

પદ્ધ�તસરન� ખ�મ�ઓ પ��પ�લક� ��ર� ર����ય અથ� �યવ�થ�મ�� આપ�લ� ય�ગદ�નન� મ�પવ�ન� 

ક્ષમત�ન� મય���દત કર� છ�. 
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4.4. દ�સ�ઈ એમ. એમ.૧૯૭૪ અથ�શ�સ્ત્ર અન� પ��-બજાર �યવ�થ� અમદ�વ�દ, ���નવ�સ�ટ� ગ્ર�થ�નમ��ણ 

બ�ડ�. 

પ્ર�� �ત ���તકમ�� લ�ખક� પ��પ�લનન�� ક�ટલ��ક આ�થ�ક પ�સ�ઓ જેવ� ક�, પ��પ�લનન� 

ભ�ગ��લક �વભ�ગ�, પ�� – વ�ત�ગણતર� અન� ત�ન� આંકડ�ઓ, પ��પ�લન પદ્ધ�ત, ખ�ત� અન� 

પ��પ�લન��� મહ�વ, પ�� અન� પ��પ�દ�શ�ન� આ�થ�ક �હ�સ�, ખ�ત� અન� પ��પ�લનન� સમ�વય, 

ભ�રતમ�� ધ�ધ� તર�ક� પ��પ�લન પ��પ�લનમ�� ઉ�પ�દન��� ધ�રણ �વશ� મ��હત� આપ� છ�. પ��-

પ�દ�શ�ન� બજાર – �યવ�થ� �વશ� મ��હત� જેવ� ક�, બજારન� સ�વ�ઓ, વ�ચ�ણ પદ્ધ�તઓ, �વક્રયપ�ત્ર 

શ�ષ, બજારન� એજ�સ�ઓ, વ�ચ�ણન� મ��યમ અથવ� વ�ચ�ણન� આડત�, �ક�મત--�વ�ત�ર, પ��, ��ધ, 

�બ્રસ�સ, ઊન જેવ� પ�� અન� પ�� – પ�દ�શન� બજાર �યવ�થ� અન� બજાર �યવ�થ� ��ધ�રવ� જરૂર� 

પગલ��ન� મ��હત� આપ� છ�. બજાર �યવ�થ�મ�� સહક�ર� �યવ�થ�ન� ફ�યદ�ઓ અન� �નય��ત્રત 

બજાર�ન� બજાર–�યવ�થ�ન� ફ�યદ�ઓ �વશ� જાણક�ર� આપ� છ�. પ�� પ�દ�શ વગ�કરણ અન� પ્રમ�ણ�ન� 

પણ વ�ત કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. ખ�ત� અન� પ��પ�લન ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� ર��યન� હ�તક્ષ�પ બ� પ્રક�ર� છ� હક�ર��મક 

અન� નક�ર��મક હ�ય છ�. ખ�ત� અન� પ��પ�લન ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� ર�જય� આપ�લ ફ�ળ� �વશ� મ��હત� આપ� છ�. 

પ�ચવષ�ય ય�જન�મ�� પ��પ�લન ક્ષ�ત્ર� જે આય�જન કરવ�મ�� આ���� ત�ન� મ��હત� આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

પ��પ�લન ક્ષ�ત્ર મ�ટ�ન� અગ�યન� ક�યદ�ઓ અન� �વ�વધ અ�ધ�નયમન� જાણક�ર�ન� પણ વ�ત કર� છ�. 

5. ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સન� ઓલ�દ� : 

ભ�રતમ�� ��રત�, મહ�સ�ણ�, જાફર�બ�દ�, ન�ગ��ર� (પ�ઢર��ર�), ��ર�હ� (�દ�હ�), ન�લ�, ર�વ�, 

ટ�ડ� (મ���ર), પ�રલ�ક�મ�ડ� (ઓ�ર�સ�) બળવર� (ઉત્તર પ્રદ�શ) 
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6. મ��હત���� � ��વ�કરણ અન� અથ�ઘટન : 

ક��ટક ન�. - 1 

ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય� ૧૯૫૬ થ� ૨૦૧૯ (�મ�લયનમ��) 

 વષ� ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સન� સ��ય� 

૧૯૫૧ ૪૩.૪ 

૧૯૫૬ ૪૪.૯૦ 

૧૯૬૧ ૫૧.૨૦ 

૧૯૬૬ ૫૩.૦૦ 

૧૯૭૨ ૫૭.૪૦ 

૧૯૭૭ ૬૨.૦૦ 

૧૯૮૨ ૬૯.૭૮ 

૧૯૮૭ ૭૫.૯૭ 

૧૯૯૨ ૮૪.૨૧  

૧૯૯૭ ૮૯.૯૨ 

૨૦૦૩ ૯૭.૯૨ 

૨૦૦૭ ૧૦૫.૩૪ 

૨૦૧૨ ૧૦૮.૭૦ 

૨૦૧૯ ૧૦૯.૮૫  

સ્ત્ર�ત : BASIC ANIMAL HUSBANDRY STATISTICS -2019, P - 81 

અથ�ઘટન : 

-> ક��ટક - ન�-1મ�� વષ� ૧૯૫૧ થ� ૨૦૧૯ ��ધ�ન� ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય� દશ��વવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

ક��ટક પરથ� જ�ઈ શક�ય છ� ક� ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�મ�� સતત વધ�ર� થત� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�.  

-> ૧૯૫૧મ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય� ૪૩.૪ �મ�લયન હત�. જે ૨૦૧૯મ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય� ૧૦૯.૮૫ �મ�લયન થઈ 

ગઈ છ� જે દશ��વ� છ� ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�મ�� સ�ર� એવ� વધ�ર� થય�લ� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 
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ક��ટક ન� - 2 

ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સન� સ��ય�મ�� ટક�વ�ર� ફ�રફ�ર 

વષ� ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�મ�� ટક�વ�ર� ફ�રફ�ર 

૧૯૫૬-૬૧ ૧૪.૦૩ 

૧૯૬૧-૬૬ ૩.૫૨ 

૧૯૬૬-૭૨ ૮.૩૦ 

૧૯૭૨-૭૭ ૮.૦૧ 

૧૯૭૭-૮૨ ૧૨.૫૫ 

૧૯૮૨-૮૭ ૮.૮૭ 

૧૯૮૭-૯૨ ૧૦.૮૫ 

૧૯૯૨-૯૭ ૬.૭૮ 

૧૯૯૭-૨૦૦૩ ૮.૯૦ 

૨૦૦૩-૦૭ ૭.૫૮ 

૨૦૦૭-૧૨ ૩.૧૯ 

૨૦૧૨-૧૯ ૧.૦૬ 

સ્ત્ર�ત : BASIC ANIMAL HUSBANDRY STATISTICS -2019 

અથ�ઘટન : 

-> ક��ટક - ન�-2 મ�� વષ� ૧૯૫૬-૬૧ થ� ૨૦૧૨-૧૯ ��ધ� ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�મ�� ટક�વ�ર� ફ�રફ�ર 

દશ��વવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 

-> વષ� ૧૯૬૫-૬૧મ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�મ�� ટક�વ�ર� ફ�રફ�ર ૧૪.૦૩ જે ૬ વષ�મ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�મ�� થય�લ 

ફ�રફ�ર દશ��વ�લ છ�. ઉપર��ત ક��ટકમ�� ૧૯૫૬-૬૧ થ� ૨૦૦૭-૧૨ ��ધ� ૬-૬ વષ�ન� સમયગ�ળ� 

દશ��વ�લ છ�. 
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 ક��ટક ન� - ૩ 

��જર�ત ર��યમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય� ૧૯૫૧ થ� ૨૦૧૨ (હજારમ��) 

વષ� ��જર�તમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય� (હજારમ��) � ��દ્ધદર (%) 

૧૯૫૧ ૨૫૧૪ - 

૧૯૫૬ ૨૬૪૦ ૫.૦૧ 

૧૯૬૧ ૨૯૧૭ ૧૦.૪૯ 

૧૯૬૬ ૩૧૪૦ ૭.૬૪ 

૧૯૭૨ ૩૪૬૮ ૧૦.૪૫ 

૧૯૭૭ ૩૪૭૩ ૦.૧૪ 

૧૯૮૨ ૪૪૪૩ ૨૭.૯૩ 

૧૯૮૮ ૪૫૦૨ ૧.૩૩ 

૧૯૯૨ ૫૨૬૮ ૧૭.૦૧ 

૧૯૯૭ ૬૨૮૫ ૧૯.૩૧ 

૨૦૦૩ ૭૧૪૦ ૧૩.૬૧ 

૨૦૦૭ ૮૭૭૪ ૨૨.૮૮ 

૨૦૧૨ ૧૦૩૮૫ ૧૮.૩૬ 

સ્ત્ર�ત: BULLETIN OF ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND DAIRYING STATISTICS 2015-2016 

અથ�ઘટન : 

-> ઉપર��ત ક��ટકમ�� વષ� ૧૯૫૧ થ� ૨૦૧૨ન� સમયગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન ��જર�તમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય� 

હજારમ�� દશ��વવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.  

-> વષ� ૧૯૫૧ થ� ૨૦૧૨ન� સમયગ�ળ� દર�મય�ન ��જર�તમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�ન� � ��દ્ધદર ટક�વ�ર�મ�� 

દશ��વવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 

-> વષ� ૧૯૫૧મ�� ��જર�તમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય� ૨૫૧૪ હજાર હત�. જે વધ�ન� ૨૦૧૨મ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય� 

૧૦૩૮૫ હજાર થઇ છ�. 
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7. ત�રણ� : 

->  પ્ર�� �ત સ�શ�ધન પરથ� ત�રણ ક�ઢ� શક�ય છ� ક� ભ�રતમ�� ભ�સ�ન� સ��ય�મ�� સ�ર� એવ� પ્રમ�ણમ�� 

વધ�ર� જ�વ� મ�ય� છ�. ૧૯૫૧ થ� ૨૦૧૯ ��ધ� સ��ય�મ�� સતત વધ�ર� જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

-> સ�શ�ધન પરથ� જ�ઈ શક�ય છ� ક� ��જર�તમ�� ભ�સન� સ��ય�મ�� સ�ર� એવ� પ્રમ�ણમ�� વધ�ર� જ�વ� 

મ�ય� છ�. 

8.સ�દભ� � ��ચ : 

-> Faostat production data, WWW. Faostat. Org 
-> 19 & 20 livestock census, department of animal husbandry & dairying 

-> પ��પ�લન અન� ડ�ર� �વષયક આંકડ�ક�ય અહ�વ�લ ૨૦૧૫-૧૬, P.-૨૦ 

-> BASIC ANIMAL HUSBANDRY STATISTICS - 2019, P.-81 
-> 20 livestock census in India - 2018 
-> Government of India minister of fisheries animal husbandry & dairying department of animal 
husbandry & dairying krishi bhawan, New Delhi 

-> BEHAKE ROY H. (૨૦૦૮) THE ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION OF PASTORALISM: 

CASE STUDIES FROM THE HORN OF AFRICA AND SOUTHERN AFRICA 

-> દ�સ�ઈ એમ. એમ.૧૯૭૪ અથ�શ�સ્ત્ર અન� પ��-બજાર �યવ�થ� અમદ�વ�દ, ���નવ�સ�ટ� ગ્ર�થ�નમ��ણ 

બ�ડ�. 
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��જર�તન� અ� �લ ડ�ર�: એક આ�થ�ક અ�ય�સ 

���પ� ક�. ન�દ�ણ�ય� 

પ�એચ.ડ�. ર�સચ� �ક�લર, 

અથ�શ�સ્ત્ર ભવન, સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ�, ર�જક�ટ. 

સ�ર��શ  

પ્ર�� �ત પ�પર પર�પર�ગત સમયમ�� ભ�રતમ�� પ��પ�લન પ્ર� ��ત્ત અન� �ય�રબ�દ ભ�રતમ�� ��દ�-

��દ� ર��ય�મ�� ડ�ર� ઉદ્ય�ગ ક�વ� ર�ત� �વક�ય� ત�ન� ઉપર પ્રક�શ પ�ડ� છ�. અહ� લ�ખક ��ર� ��જર�તમ�� 

સહ�કર� પ્ર� ��ત્ત અંતગ�ત ડ�ર� ઉદ્ય�ગન� �વક�સન� સમજવ�ન� પ્રય�સ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. ઉપર��ત 

પ્ર�� �ત લ�ખમ��  ભ�રત તથ� ��જર�તમ�� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન સહક�ર� પ્ર� ��ત્તન� �વક�સ ઉપર પ્રક�શ પ�ડવ�ન� 

હ�� � પણ રહ�લ� છ�. સ�થ�-સ�થ� ��જર�ત ર��યન� જાણ�ત� ડ�ર� આણ�દન� અ� �લ ડ�ર�ન� ઈ�તહ�સન� 

જાણવ�ન� પ્રય�સ કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ� છ�. 

Key Words: ��જર�તન�+અ� �લ+ડ�ર�+આ�થ�ક+અ�ય�સ+ઉ�પ�દન 

પ્ર�ત�વન�  

 પર�પર�થ� ભ�રત દ�શન� લગભગ પ�ણ� ભ�ગ જેટલ� વસ�ત ગ્ર�મ�ણ �વ�ત�રમ�� વસવ�ટ કર� છ�. 

ભ�રત ગ�મડ�ઓન� બન�લ� દ�શ હ�વ�થ� ���ય �યવસ�ય તર�ક� ખ�ત� અન� પ��પ�લન �યવસ�ય �વક�સ 

પ��ય� છ�. ર�મ�યણ ક�ળમ�� ગ�વ�ળ� લ�ક�ન� ગ�ય� ભ�ગ� કર�ન� ચર�વવ� લઈ જત�. ગ�ય� અન� અ�ય 

પ��ઓ મ�ટ� અલગ મ�દ�ન� રહ�ત�. શ્ર� ���ણન� સમયમ�� ��ધ, દહ� અન� મ�ખણ જાણ�ત� થય�. ભગવ�ન 

શ્ર� ���ણ� ઇ�દ્રન� � �જા બ�ધ કર�વ�ન� ગ�વધ�ન પવ�તન� � �જા પ્રચ�લત કર�. આ પછ� ગ�ય�ન� ���ય 

આપન�ર� શ��તન� ન��� પ�રમ��ણ મ����. આય�ન� ���ય �યવસ�ય પ��પ�લન હત�. ત�ઓ ભ�રતમ�� 

આ�ય� �ય�ર� ગ�ગ� ય��ન�ન� �વશ�ળ સપ�ટ મ�દ�ન�મ�� વસવ�ટ કર� ઠર�ઠ�મ થય� હત�. ���ત ક�ળમ�� 

પ��પ�લન ઉત્તમ પ્રક�ર� થ��� હ� �. મહ�વ�ર �વ�મ�ન� સમયમ�� ક�ટપ�ત શ્ર�વક� પ�સ� હજારન� �હસ�બ� 

ગ�ય� હત�. ગ�ય��� એકમ ‘ગ���લ’ કહ�વ�� ��. 

 

78 
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ઈસ. 2018-19  દર�ય�ન સહક�ર� ક્ષ�ત્ર� ડ�ર� પ�દ�શ�ન� બન�વટ (MT) 22  જેટલ� છ�. છ��લ� 60 

વષ�મ�� ભ�રતન� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દનમ�� � ��દ્ધ દર 4.57 રહ� છ�. 

 આણ�દ ���ષ ���નવ�સ�ટ� ખ�ત� એગ્ર� એ�ડ ફૂડ પ્ર�સ��સ�ગ ઉપર ય�જાય�લ ત્ર�-�દવસ�ય પ્ર�-

વ�ઇબ્ર�ટ ��જર�ત સમ�ટ 2021 ન� ત્ર�જા �દવસ� વત�મ�ન સમયમ�� ડ�ર� ક્ષ�ત્રમ�� આવ� રહ�લ� પ�રવત�ન� 

ત�મજ ��જર�તમ�� ડ�ર� પદ�થ�ન� �નક�સન� શક્યત�ઓ અન� નવ�ન તક� ઉપરન� જ્ઞ�નસત્રમ�� ર��યન� 

પ��પ�લન �નય�મક ડ�. ફ����ન� ઠ�કર� જણ����� ક�, દ�શમ�� ��લ 198 �મ�લયન ટન ��ધ��� ઉ�પ�દન થ�ય 

છ�. �વશ્વમ�� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દનમ�� �હ�સ� 21 ટક� છ�. જે અમ��રક� પછ� બ�જા ક્રમ� આવ� છ�. 

શ્ર� �ત્ર��વનદ�સ પટ�લ તથ� અ�ય સહક�ર� આગ�વ�ન�ન� પ્રય�સ�થ� ત�ર�ખ ૧૪ ડ�સ��બર, 

૧૯૪૬ન� ર�જ ‘ખ�ડ� �જ�લ� સહક�ર� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દક સ�ઘ’ રજી�ટડ� થય�. જ�ક�, અગ�ઉ પણ ભ�રતન� 

સહક�ર� ધ�રણ� ��ધન� �યવસ�યન� શરૂઆત થઈ હ�વ�ન� ઉ�લ�ખ મળ�લ છ�. જેમ ક�, લખન� તથ� 

��જર�તમ�� ��રત જી�લ�ન� ચ�ય��શ� ત���ક�મ�� ઈસન  ૧૯૩૯મ�� આવ� મ�ડળ�ઓં શરૂ થય�લ�. 

 ખ�ડ� �જ�લ�મ�� સહક�ર� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દક સ�ઘ શરૂ થય� બ�દ ખ�ડ� જી�લ�ન� ન�ન� ન�ન� ગ�મ�મ�� 

પણ ��ધ ઉ�પ�દક સહક�ર� મ�ડળ�ઓન� �થ�પન� થવ� લ�ગ�. આવ� મ�ડળ�ઓમ�� ��ધ એકત્ર થવ� 

લ�����. આથ� સ�ઘન� ��ધ એકત્ર કરવ�ન� તથ� એકત્ર થય�લ ��ધ લ�ક� ��ધ� પહ�ચ�ડવ�ન� સમ�ય� ઊભ� 

થવ� પ�મ�. આમ છત��, સહક�ર�ત�ન� સમ�પ�ત ક�ય�કર� આવ� ��સ�બતથ� ડય�� �વન� જેમ-જેમ પ્રશ્ન� 

ઊભ� થત� ગય� ત�મ-ત�મ ત�ન� ઉક�લ લ�વત� ગય�.  

સ�દભ�  

 1) ભ�વન� પટ�લ.   (2019) સહક�ર� ડ�ર� પ્ર� ��� ન� ઇ�તહ�સ 

ભ�વન� પટ�લ ��ર� 31-8-2019 ન� �વશ્વમ�� સહક�ર� ડ�ર� પ્ર� ��ત્ત ન� ઇ�તહ�સ લ�ખ પ્રક��શત કરવ�મ�� 

આ�ય� હત�. ત�ઓએ પ�ત�ન� લ�ખમ�� �વશ્વન� ��દ� ��દ� દ�શ�મ�� ��ધ સહક�ર� મ�ડળ�ઓન� સ��ય� વ�ત� 

ઉ�પ�દન અન� �ય��ત�વ પ્ર��ત થ��� ��ધ ન� �વગત જણ�વ� છ�. ત� ઉપર��ત �વશ્વન� ��દ� ��દ� દ�શ�મ�� 

��ધ��� ક્રમ જણ�વવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. જેન� ��ર� જાણવ� મળ�  છ� ક� ભ�રત પ્રથમ ક્રમ� �થ�ન ધર�વ� છ� 

�વશ્વમ�� ભ�રતન� સહક�ર� મ�ડળ�ન� ઇ�તહ�સ અન� અ� �લ ન� �થ�પન� �વશ� જણ�વવ�મ�� આ���� છ�. 

�વશ્વમ� ડ�નમ�ક�  સ� પ્રથમ સહક�ર� મ�ડળ� ન� શરૂઆત થઇ હત� અન� ��જર�તમ�� સ�પ્રથમ ��ધ મ�ડળ� 
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રચવ���� ગ�રવ ��રત �જ�લ�ન� જાય છ� અ� �લ ન� �થ�પન� ખ�ડ� �જ�લ�મ�� 14/12/1946ન� ર�જ ખ�ડ� 

�જ�લ� સહક�ર� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દક સ�ઘ લ�. ન� �થ�પન� કરવ�મ�� આવ� . 

આમ પ્ર�� �ત લ�ખમ�� �વશ્વ ભ�રત અન� ��જર�તમ�� ડ�ર� સહક�ર� પ્ર� ��ત્ત ન� ઇ�તહ�સ અન� સહક�ર� 

પ્ર� ��ત્તન� �વક�સ �વગત� દશ��વવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. 

2) શ�હ �દલ�પ (1992) “સહક�ર� ડ�ર�ન� ગ્ર�મ�વક�સ પરન� અસર�’’ ન� અ�ય�સ (��રત ચ�ય��શ�) 

��ર� ��રત �જ�લ�ન� ચ�ય��સ� ત���ક�મ�� સહક�ર� ડ�ર� ન� ગ્ર�મ �વક�સ પરન� અસર� ન� અ�ય�સ 

બત�વ� છ� ક� આ�દવ�સ� �વ�ત�રમ�� રૂ�ઢગત સરક�ર� ડ�ર� અન� આણ�દ પ�ટન�ન� સહક�ર� ડ�ર�ઓ ક�મ કર� 

છ�. દ� �નક 4 થ�  6 �કલ�ગ્ર�મ ��ધ પ�� દ�ઠ ઉ�પ�દન થ�ય છ�.10 એકરથ� વ�� જમ�ન ધર�વત� ખ���ત� 

11.3 �કલ�ગ્ર�મ ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન કર� છ� ��ધન� પ�� દ�ઠ ઉ�પ�દકત� ઘણ� ન�ચ� છ�. અ�ય�સ હ�ઠળન� 

���� �બ�મ�� સર�ર�શ ��ધન� વપર�શ 117 �કલ�ગ્ર�મ હત�. 26 ટક� ઉત્તરદ�ત� ક�યમ� બ�ક�ર અન� 40% અધ� 

બ�ક�ર જ�વ� મ�ય� ડ�ર� ઉદ્ય�ગ દ� �નક પ��ચ કલ�કન� ર�જગ�ર� આપ� છ� ૫૦ ટક� કરત� વ�� 

ઉત્તરદ�ત�ન� બ�ળક� આ �યવસ�યમ�� દ� �નક 2 થ� 5 કલ�કન� ર�જગ�ર� મળ�  છ�. 

હ�� �ઓ 

1 ભ�રત અન� ��જર�તમ�� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન જાણ���  

2 ભ�રતમ�� સહક�ર� પ્ર� ��ત્તન� �વક�સ જણવ�. 

સ�સ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત 

પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ��  સ�સ�ધન પદ્ધ�ત તર�ક� વણ�ન��મક પદ્ધ�તન� ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�. 

Ø મ��હત� એકત્ર�કરણન� પદ્ધ�ત  

વષ�  ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન 

(�મ.ટન) 

મ�થ�દ�ઠ ��ધન� 

ઉપલ�ધત�  

ગ્ર�મ/�દવસ  

2001-02  84.4  225  
2002-03  86.2  230  
2003-04  88.1  231  
2004-05  92.5  233  
2005-06  97.1  241  
2006-07  102.6  251  
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પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� મ��હત� પ્ર��ત કરવ�મ�ટ� ગ�ણમ��હત� મ�ળવવ�મ�� આવ�લ છ�. 

 source: State/UT Animal Husbandry Departments 

 

 

ભ�રતમ�� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન 2001 થ� 2019-20 ��થ� સતત વધવ� પ����� છ�.ભ�રતમ�� ��ધ��� ઉ�પ�દન 2001-02  

મ�� 84 �મ.ટન થ� વધ�ન� 198 �મ.ટન થવ� પ����� છ� મ�થ�દ�ઠ ��ધ ન� ઉપલ�ધત� 225 ગ્ર�મ/�દવસ થ� 

વધ�ન� 406 ગ્ર�મ/�દવસ થવ� પ�મ� છ� આમ બમણ� વધ�ર� કહ� શક�ય. 
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��ધ ઉ�પ�દન �મ ટન મ�થ�દ�ઠ ��ધ ઉપલ�ધત� ગ્ર�મ/�દવસ 

2007-08  107.9  260  
2008-09  112.2  266  
2009-10  116.4  273  
2010-11  121.8  281  
2011-12  127.8  290  
2012-13  132.4  299  
2013-14  137.7  307  
2014-15  146.3  319  
2015-16  155.5  333  
2016-17  165.4  351  
2017-18  176.3  370  
2018-19  187.7  390  
2019-20  198.4  406  
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��જર�તમ�� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન  

��જર�ત ડ�ર� ર��ય છ�. ત�થ� ત�ન� ભ�રત��� ડ��મ�ક�  કહ� છ�. 

��જર�તમ�� ��ધન� ઉ�પ�દન પ્રથમ ક્રમ� 2681.95  ટન સ�થ� બન�સક��ઠ� �જ�લ�ન� ‘બન�સ ડ�ર�’  આવ� છ�. 

જય�ર� બ�જા ક્રમ� 858.20 ટન ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન સ�થ� મ�હસ�ણ� �જ�લ� છ�. જય�ર� 34.ટન  ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન સ�થ� 

સ�થ� છ��લ� ન�બર� ડ��ગ �જ�લ� છ�. 

  

 

��જર�તમ�� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન છ��લ� 10 વષ�મ�� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન વધવ� પ����� છ�.2010-11 મ�� ��ધ��� ઉ�પ�દન 435 

ગ્ર�મ/પ્ર�ત �દવસ હ� � જે 2019-20  મ�� 615 ગ્ર�મ/પ્ર�ત �દવસ થવ� પ����� છ�. 2010-11  મ�� ��જર�તમ�� ��ધ 

ઉ�પ�દન 93.2 લ�ખ ટન હ� �. જે વધ�ન� 2019-20 મ�� 152.9 લ�ખ ટન થવ� પ����� છ�. 

2020-21  ન� અંત� 158  લ�ખ �મ. ટન થવ� પ����� છ�. 

ભ�રત તથ� ��જર�તમ�� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન સહક�ર� પ્ર� ���ન� �વક�સ  

દ�શમ�� સ� પ્રથમ સહક�ર� ડ�ર� “��ધ ઉ�પ�દક સહક�ર� સ�ઘ” લખન� (ઉત્તરપ્રદ�શમ��) ઈ.સ. 1937 

મ�� �થપ�ઈ. ��જર�તમ�� 1938 મ�� ��રતમ�� “��રત ��ધ ઉ�પ�દક સહક�ર� મ�ડળ�” રચ�ઈ. અન� 1940 મ�� 

ચ�ય��સ� ત���ક� ��ધ વ�ચ�ણ કરન�ર� સહક�ર� મ�ડળ�ન� જ�મ થય�. �ય�રબ�દ આણ�દ �જ�લ�મ�� 

435 445 476 506 506 522 538 563 593 615

93.2 98.2 103.2 111.2 116.9 122.6 127.6 135.7 144.9 152.9

2010 -11 2011-12 2012 -13 2013 -14 2014 -15 2015 -16 2016 -17  2017 -18 2018-19 2019-20 

��જર�તમ�� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન 

ગ્ર�મ પ્ર�ત �દવસ લ�ખ ટન મ�� 
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ઈ.સ.1929 પ�લસન ડ�ર� શરૂ થઈ. ત�મ�� શ�ષણન� પ્રશ્ન �વકટ બનત� જત� હત�. આવ� સમય� ત�. 4 જા��� 

1946 ન� ર�જ સહક�ર� ધ�રણ� ડ�ર�ન� �થ�પન� કરવ�ન� �નણ�ય લ�વ�મ�� આ�ય� અન� આણ�દ નજીક 

સ�મરખ� ગ�મમ�� �મ�ટ�ગ ભરવ�મ�� આવ�. આ �મ�ટ�ગમ�� પ�ય�ન� ક�ય�કર�મ�� સરદ�ર વ�લભભ�ઈ 

પટ�લ, મ�ર�રજી દ�સ�ઈ, આણ�દ ત���ક� સહક�ર� ખર�દ વ�ચ�ણ સ�ઘન� �ત્ર��વનદ�સ પટ�લન� મહ�વન� 

� ��મક� હત�. �ય�રબ�દ ત�. 14-12-1946  ન� ર�જ “ક�ર� ���ટ�ક �મ�ક ���નયન �લ�મટ�ડ”ન� જ�મ થય�. 

બ�દમ�� ત���� ન�મ અ� �લ ર�ખવ�મ�� આ����. ભ�રત વ��ષ�ક ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન ક્ષ�ત્ર� અગ્ર�મ �થ�ન ધર�વ� છ�. 

ત�વ� જ ર�ત� ��જર�ત ર��ય એ દ�શ��� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન મ�ટ��� � પ્ર��ખ ર��ય છ�. જે દ�શ અન� �વદ�શમ�� પણ 

પ્રચ�લત છ�. 

ભ�રત સન� 1904 મ�� સહક�ર� મ�ડળ�ઓ મ�ટ�ન� ક�યદ� પસ�ર થય� બ�દ ���ષ ક્ષ�ત્ર� શરૂ થય�લ� 

આ���નક �વરૂપન� સહક�ર� પ્ર� ��ત્ત ધ�મ�-ધ�મ� અથ�ત�ત્રન� અ�ય ક્ષ�ત્ર�મ�� પણ �વક�સ પ�મ� રહ� હત�. 

લ�ક�મ�� ધ�મ� ધ�મ� સહક�ર� પ્ર� ��ત્તઓન� ઉપય��ગત� �વષ� સમજ ક�ળવ�ત� જત� હત�. ��ધ ઉ�પ�દનન� 

�યવસ�યમ�� જ�ડ�ય�લ� ખ���ત� તથ� પ��પ�લક�ન� સ�ગ�ઠત બનવ� તરફ લઈ જત� ક�ટલ�ક ઘટન�ઓ બનત� 

��ધ ઉ�પ�દન સહક�ર� પ્ર� ��ત્તન� �વક�સ મ�ટ��� � વ�ત�વરણ ત�ય�ર થ��. 

 ભ�રતમ�� ઈસ. 1945 ��ધ�મ� સમયગ�ળ�મ�� ખ�નગ� ક્ષ�ત્ર� ડ�ર� ઉદ્ય�ગ �વક�સ પ�મ� રહ્ય� હત�. સન� 

1886મ�� �થપ�ય�લ મ�લ�ટર� ડ�ર� ફ�મ�, સન� 1918 થ� 1920  દર�ય�ન અમદ�વ�દમ�� �મલ ઉદ્ય�ગન� �વક�સ 

થત� શહ�ર�કરણન� વ�ગ મળત� વધ�લ� ��ધન� મ��ગ, સ��સ  ��ર� એકમ� ડ�ર�ન� �થ�પન�, ક��હર તથ� 

���દરજી ��ર� ક્ર�મ ક�ઢ� લ�ધ� પછ�ન� સ�પર�ટ ઉપય�ગ વડ� ક�સ�ન બન�વવ�ન� શરૂઆત, પ્રથમ �વશ્વ��દ્ધન� 

શરૂઆત અન� ��ધ અન� ��ધન� બન�વટ�ન� મ��ગમ�� થય�લ� વધ�ર�, અમદ�વ�દ ખ�ત� સરક�ર ��ર� શરૂ 

કરવ�મ�� આવ�લ સ���લ ક્ર�મર�, સન� 1929મ�� થય�લ ઈ�પ�ર�યલ ઇ��ટ�ટ��ટ ઓફ એ�નમલ હસબ��ન� 

�થ�પન�, ન�શનલ ડ�ર� ર�સચ� ઇ��ટ�ટ��ટન� કરન�લ (હ�રય�ણ�)ખ�ત� થય�લ� �થ�પન�, અસલ�લ� ગ�મન� 

શ�કરભ�ઈ અન� બ���ભ�ઈ ��ર� ���બઈ ઈં�લ�શ ડ�ર� ફ�મ�ન� �થ�પન�, પ��તનજી પ��સન ��ર� આણ�દમ�� 

આ���નક ડ�ર�ન� �થ�પન�, બ�જા �વશ્વ��દ્ધ પછ� ડ�ર� ઉદ્ય�ગન� �વક�સન� મળ�લ� વ�ગ, આણ�દ ખ�ત� ઈસ. 

1940મ�� થય�લ ���ષ મહ��વદ્ય�લયન� �થ�પન� વગ�ર� જેવ� ઘટન�ઓએ દ�શમ�� ડ�ર� ઉદ્ય�ગન� �વક�સમ�� 

ન�ધપ�ત્ર ફ�ળ� આપ�લ�. 

 આમ છત��, સહક�ર� ધ�રણ� ડ�ર� ઉદ્ય�ગન� �વક�સ મ�ટ�ન� સ�ભ�વન� સન� 1945મ�� ���બઈમ�� સજા�ય�લ� 
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��ધન� ત�ગ�ન� પહ�ચ� વળવ�ન� આશયથ� એક ય�જન� સરક�ર ��ર� અમલમ�� ��કવ�મ�� આવ�લ�. આ 

ય�જન� હ�ઠળ આણ�દમ�� ડ�ર� ચલ�વત� પ��સનન� ���બઈન� ��ધ તથ� મ�ખણન� જરૂ�રય�ત � �ર� પ�ડવ�ન� 

ક���કટ આપવ�મ�� આ�ય�. આથ� પ��સનન� ખ�ડ� �જ�લ�મ�� ��ધ ખર�દવ�ન� એકહ��� ઈજાર� પ્ર��ત થય�. 

પ��સનન� મળ�લ� ઈજાર���� પ�રણ�મ ખ���ત�ન� શ�ષણમ�� આ����. ��ધન� ધ�ધ�મ�� દ�ખલ થય�લ� વચ��ટય�ઓ 

પણ ખ���ત���� શ�ષણ કરવ� લ��ય�. ખ���ત� મ�ટ� ��ધન� �યવસ�ય હવ� ખ�ટન� બનત� જત� હત�. આવ� 

સ�જ�ગ�મ�� ખ���ત�ન� પ્રશ્ન� હલ કરવ� ત� સમયન� ખ���ત� તથ� ક�ય�કર� �ચ��તત બ�ય� હત�.  

ઉપસ�હ�ર 

દ�શમ�� સ� પ્રથમ સહક�ર� ડ�ર� “��ધ ઉ�પ�દક સહક�ર� સ�ઘ” લખન� (ઉત્તરપ્રદ�શમ��) ઈસ. 1937મ�� �થપ�ઈ. 

��જર�તમ�� 1938મ�� ��રતમ�� “��રત ��ધ ઉ�પ�દક સહક�ર� મ�ડળ�” રચ�ઈ 

 સહક�ર� ��ધ મ�ડળ� અ� �લન� �થ�પન� ડ�સ��બર 1946મ�� થય� બ�દ ગ્ર�મ�ણ કક્ષ�એ પણ પ્ર�થ�મક 

��ધ ઉ�પ�દક સહક�ર� મ�ડળ�ઓન� રચન� કરવ�ન� ક�મગ�ર� અ� �લન� ત� વખતન� ચ�રમન શ્ર� �ત્ર��વનદ�સ 

પટ�લ� ઉપ�ડ� લ�ધ�. ત�ઓ ગ�મડ�-ગ�મડ� જઈ ખ���ત�ન� સભ�ઓ ય�જત� અન� ખ���ત�ન� ��ધ મ�ડળ�ઓન� લ�ભ 

સમજાવત�. આમ, ગ�મડ�અઓમ�� લ�કજા���ત ક�ળવ�ય� બ�દ અ� �લન� અ�ધક�ર�ઓન� મદદથ� આ અંગ�ન� 

ક�મગ�ર�ન� �યવ��થત પ્ર�ર�ભ થય�.  ખ�ડ� જી�લ� સહક�ર� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દક સ�ઘ ��ર� ��ન 1948 થ� દ� �નક 250 

લ�ટર ��ધથ� રૂપ��તરન� ક�મગ�ર� શરૂ કરવ�મ�� આવ�. ��જર�ત��� ��ધ ઉ�પ�દન 2020-21ન� અંત� 158 
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પ્ર�ત�વન� :    

         પ્ર�ચ�ન ભ�રતન� ઈ�તહ�સમ�� ઈ.સ.� �વ� સ�તમ� સદ�ન� મ�યભ�ગથ� ઈ.સ.� �વ� છઠ્ઠ� સદ� ��ધ�ન� 

ઈ�તહ�સન� મ�ય� સ�મ્ર��યન� ઉદય � �વ�ન� ��ગ કહ� છ�. આ સમય દર�મય�ન ભ�રતમ�� બ� મહ�ન ધમ�- 

જૈન અન� બ�દ્ધ- ન� ઉદય થય�. આથ� ક�ટલ�ક ત�ન� ‘મહ�વ�ર અન� ���ધન� ��ગ’ કહ� છ�. આ બ�ન�- જૈન 

અન� બ��ધ ધમ� વ��દક ધમ� (બ્ર�હ્મણ ધમ�) સ�મ�ન� ક્ર���તરૂપ� હત�. આ સમયન� વ�દધમ� લ�ક�ન� ધ��મ�ક 

જરૂ�રય�ત� સ�ત�ષવ�મ�� �ન�ફળ ગય� હત�. યજ્ઞ�, ધ��મ�ક �વ�ધઓ અન� �ક્રય�ક��ડ� અટપટ� અન� ખચ��ળ 

બ�ય�� હત��. યજ્ઞ�મ�� પ��ઓન�� બ�લદ�ન� પણ વ�ય�� હત�� અન�  ત� સ�મ� �વર�ધ પણ જા�ય� હત�. 

ઉપ�નષદ�એ પણ યજ્ઞય�ગ��દ અન� ધ��મ�ક �ક્રય�ક��ડ�ન� મ�ક્ષ પ્ર���ત મ�ટ� �નથ��ત� સમજાવ� હત�. એ 

�સવ�ય વણ��યવ�થ� જ�મ આધ��રત બન� હત� અન� જ્ઞ��તપ્રથ�ન� ઉદય થય� હત�. ત�ન�થ� ઊંચ-

ન�ચન� ભ�દભ�વ� વ�ય� હત��. � �દ્ર�ન� ��થ�ત દય�જનક બન� હત�. અ�ય વણ�ન� લ�ક� મ�ટ� ત�ઓ 

અ�� ��ય ગણ�ત� થય� હત��. આ ��થ�તમ�� ધ��મ�ક ક્ર���ત-નવજા���ત આવ�યક બન� હત�. નવ� ધમ�ન� 

જરૂર ઊભ� થઈ હત� અન� ત� જૈન ત�મજ બ��ધ ધમ� સ�ત�ષ� હત�. 

 ગ�તમ ��દ્ધ��� જીવન :  

 બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� �થ�પક ગ�તમ ��દ્ધ હત�.  ત�મન� જ�મ મ�ટ� ભ�ગન� �વ��ન�ન� મ��યત� 

અ��સ�ર ઈ.સ.� �વ� 563 મ�� ઉત્તર �બહ�રમ�� આવ�લ� ક�પલવ�� � ન�મ� નગરન� સમ�પ ન�પ�ળન� 

તળ�ટ�ન� ����બન� ન�મ� વનમ�� એક વ�શ�ખ� � ��ણ�મ�ન� �દવસ� થય� હત�. ત�મન� �પત� ��દ્ધ�દન શ�ક્ય 

જા�ત ( ��ળ ) ન� વડ� હત�. ત�મન� મહ�મ�ય�દ�વ� અન� મહ�પ્રજાપ�ત ગ�તમ� ન�મ� બ� ર�ણ�ઓ હત�. આ 

પ�ક� મહ�મ�ય�દ�વ� ��દ્ધન� જ�મ આપ� થ�ડ� �દવસમ�� જ અવસ�ન પ��ય��. આથ� મહ�પ્રજાપ�ત 

ગ�તમ�એ બ�ળ ��દ્ધન� ઉછ�ર કય�. 

79 
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        �પત� ��દ્ધ�દનન� ��ત્રજ�મન� ઇ�છ� � �ણ� થઈ હત� ત�થ� બ�ળક ��દ્ધ��� ન�મ �સદ્ધ�થ� ર�ખવ�મ�� 

આ����. ગ�તમ એવ� ગ�ત્રન� ન�મ ઉપરથ� ત�ઓ ગ�તમ પણ કહ�વ�ય�. શ�ક્ય જા�તન� હ�વ�થ� ત�ઓ 

શ�ક્ય�સ�હ ક� શ�ક્ય���ન પણ કહ�વ�ય�. બ��ધ ( જ્ઞ�ન ) પ્ર��ત થત�� ત�ઓ જગતમ�� ‘બ�દ્ધ’ તર�ક� પ્ર�સદ્ધ 

થય�. 

     ��ત્રજ�મ પછ�ન� થ�ડ� સમયમ�� જ �પત� ��દ્ધ�દન� બ�ળ �સદ્ધ�થ��� � ભ�વ�ય જાણવ� આઠ જેટલ� 

બ્ર�હ્મણ�ન� બ�લ��ય� હ�વ���� કહ�વ�ય છ�. ત� પ�ક� સ�ત બ્ર�હ્મણ�એ ‘આ બ�ળક સ�સ�રમ�� રહ�શ� ત� ચક્રવત� 

ર�જા થશ� અન� સ�સ�રન� �ય�ગ કરશ� ત� જગ��દ્ધ�રક થશ�’ ત���� ભ��વકથન ક���. એક ક���ડ�ય ન�મન� 

બ્ર�હ્મણ� ‘ આ બ�ળક �ન�શ�ક સ�ય��  ��દ્ધ થશ�’ એમ ક���. �સદ્ધ�થ� �વશ��� � આ ભ��વકથન �પત� મ�ટ� �યથ� 

આપન���� ન�વડ���. �સદ્ધ�થ��� � �ચત્ત સ�સ�રમ�� જ રહ� એવ� ત�મન� પ્રબળ ઇ�છ� હત�. આથ� ત�મણ� બ�ળ 

�સદ્ધ�થ�ન� અ�ત લ�ડક�ડ અન� વ�ભવ આ�ય��. એક ર�જ��મ�રન� છ�જે ત�વ� ક�ળવણ� પણ આપ�. આમ 

છત�� �સદ્ધ�થ� બ�ળપણથ� જ પ્ર���તએ �ચ�તનશ�લ અન� સ�સ�રન� વ�ભવ પ્ર�ત �વર�ત જેવ� જ રહ્ય�. 

સમય જત�� �સદ્ધ�થ� ��વ�ન થત�� ત�મન�� યશ�ધર� ન�મ� એક �વરૂપવ�ન ��વત� સ�થ� લ�ન થય��. ત�ન�થ� 

ત�મન� ર���લ ન�મ� ��ત્રન� પ્ર���ત પણ થઈ. આવ� ��ખ - વ�ભવમ�� ઉછરત� હ�વ� છત�� �સદ્ધ�થ��� � મન 

સ�સ�રમ�� ય��ય ર�ત� લ�ગ��� ન હ� ��. ત�મન� સ�સ�રમ�� અ��ભવ�ત�� ર�ગ, � �દ્ધ�વ�થ� અન� � ����ન�� �� �ખ� 

�વશ� સતત �વચ�ર� આવત� અન� �� �ખ�ન� ��ર કરવ�ન� ઉપ�ય �વશ� �ચ�તન કરત�. ��ત્રજ�મ પછ� �સદ્ધ�થ� 

આ �દશ�મ�� વ�� �ચ�તન કરવ� લ��ય� અન� એક ર�ત� મ�નવજાતન� સ�સ�રન�� �� �ખ�મ��થ� ���ત કરવ� 

��હ�ય�ગ કર� ચ�લ� ન�ક�ય�.બ�દ્ધ ધમ�મ�� �સદ્ધ�થ�ન� આ ��હ�ય�ગન� પ્રસ�ગન� ‘મહ��ભ�ન�ક્રમણ’ 

(મહ�પ્ર�થ�ન) કહ� છ�. આ સમય� �સદ્ધ�થ�ન� ઉંમર ક�વળ 29 વષ�ન� હત�. 

          �સદ્ધ�થ� ��હ�ય�ગ કર� આલ�ર ક�લ�મન�મ� ય�ગ�ન� આશ્રમ� ગય�. આલ�રકલ�મ� ત�મન� �ય�નન� 

સ�ત � ��મક�ઓ શ�ખવ�. પર�� � ત�ટલ�થ� �સદ્ધ�થ�ન� સ�ત�ષ થય� ન�હ. આથ� �ય��થ� ત�ઓ ��દ્રક 

ર�મ��ત્રન� આશ્રમ� ગય�. ��દ્ધક� ત�મન� �ય�નન� આઠમ� � ��મક� શ�ખવ�. આમ છત�� એમ�� પણ �સદ્ધ�થ�ન� 

�� �ખ����તન� ક� �નવ��ણપ્ર���તન� ક�ઈ મ�ગ� દ�ખ�ય� ન�હ। આ પછ� ��દ્રકન� આશ્રમમ��થ� પ��ચ બ્ર�હ્મણ�ન� 

સ�થ� લઈ ત�ઓ સ�યન� શ�ધમ�� આગળ વ�ય�. આખર� ત�ઓ ઉ��વ�લ� (હ�લ��� બ��ધગય�) ગ�મ� 

પહ��ય�. અહ� ત�મણ� પ�લ� પ��ચ બ્ર�હ્મણ� સ�હત ઉગ્ર તપશ્ચય�� આદર�. પ�રણ�મ� ત�મ��� શર�ર અ�ય�ત 
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��શ થઈ ગ���. હ�થપગ સળ� જેવ� થઈ ગય�. આંખન� ક�ક�ઓ ઊંડ� ઉતર� ગઈ અન� પ�ઠ અન� પ�ટ 

ચ�ટ�ન� એક થઈ ગય��. પ�ત�ન� તપશ્ચય���� � સ��ર��ત્ત ન�મન� �શ�યન� વણ�ન કરત�� ��દ્ધ� ક��� હ� ��. 

     “��� ન�ગ� હ�ત� હત�. લ��કક આચ�ર પ�ળત� ન હત�. હ�થમ�� �ભક્ષ� લઈ ખ�ત� હત�. ...��� મ�ર�� દ�ઢ�-

� �છ અન� ક�શ ખ�ચ� ક�ઢત� હત�. ... �મશ�નમ�� મ�ણસ�ન�� હ�ડક���� � ઓશ��� � બન�વ�ન� � �ઈ જત� હત� ... 

ગ�મડ�ન� લ�ક� આવ� મ�ર� ઉપર � ��કત� હત�, � �ળ ફ�કત� હત� અથવ� મ�ર� ક�નમ�� સળ�ઓ ન�ખત� 

હત�.” 

     �સદ્ધ�થ�ન� આવ� ઉગ્ર તપશ્ચય�� હત�.પર�� � ત� ઉગ્ર તપશ્ચય��થ� પણ �ય�ર� ત�મન� જ્ઞ�નપ્ર���ત ન થઈ 

�ય�ર� ત� મ�ટ� ત�મણ� બ�જ� ક�ઈ મ�ગ� શ�ધવ���� �વચ����. એ મ�ટ� દ�હન� ટક�વ� ર�ખવ�ન� જરૂર હત�. ત�થ� 

ત�મણ� ��ન�અન્ન લ�વ�ન� શરૂઆત કર�. આ જ�ઈ પ�લ� પ��ચ તપ�વ� બ્ર�હ્મણ� ત�મન� છ�ડ� ચ��ય� ગય�. 

ઉગ્ર તપશ્ચય��ન� મ�ગ� છ�ડ� એક �દવસ �ભક્ષ�થ� ફરત�� ત�ઓ �નર�જર� નદ�ન� �કન�ર� આ�ય�-અહ� 

પ�પળ���� એક � �ક્ષ હ� ��. �સદ્ધ�થ�ન� હવ� સમજા��� હ� �� ક� જ્ઞ�નપ્ર���ત મ�ટ� દ�હદમન કરત�� �ચત્તન� ���દ્ધ 

અન� એક�ગ્રત� જરૂર� હત��॰ આથ� ��જાત� ન�મ� એક ક�ય�એ પ્ર�મથ� પ�રસ�લ� ખ�ર��� ત�મણ� ભ�જન ક��� 

અન� ત� પછ� શર�ર-મનન� સવ� �વક�ર� છ�ડ� �ચત્તન� એક�ગ્રત� ક�ળવવ� ત�ઓ � �ક્ષ ન�ચ� �ય�નમ�� બ�સ� 

ગય�. ત�મણ� �નશ્ચય કય� ક� હવ� જ્ઞ�નન�-સ�યન� પ્ર���ત ન થ�ય �ય�� ��ધ� અહ�થ� ઊઠ��� નથ� અન� 

�સદ્ધ�થ�ન� આખર� એક વ�શ�ખ� � ��ણ�મ�ન� ર�ત્ર� સમ��ધ અવ�થ�મ�� પ�ત� જેન� શ�ધમ�� વષ� �વત��ય�� હત�� 

ત� સ�ય��  સ�બ�ધ� ( સ�� �ણ� જ્ઞ�ન)ન� પ્ર���ત થઈ. હવ� ત�ઓ �સદ્ધ�થ� મટ�ન� ‘બ�દ્ધ’(જેમન� ‘બ��ધ’ન� પ્ર���ત 

થઈ છ� ત�) કહ�વ�ય�. પ�પળ���� એ � �ક્ષ પણ ‘બ��ધ� �ક્ષ’ ન�મ� ��પ્ર�સદ્ધ થ���.  

     ‘બ��ધ’ પ્ર��ત થવ�થ� ��દ્ધન� સ�સ�રન�� �� �ખ���� ક�રણ અન� �� �ખ�નવ�રણન� મ�ગ� પણ લ��ય� હત�. 

હૃદયન� અ� �વ� શ���ત મળ� હત� અન� એવ� શ���ત જગત આખ�ન� મળ�  ત�વ� ��ભ આશયથ� હવ� ��દ્ધ� 

ધમ�સ�દ�શ��� ક�ય� આર�����. આ મ�ટ� સ�પ્રથમ ત�ઓ વ�ર�ણસ� નજીક આવ�લ� ઋ�ષપત્તન ( સ�રન�થ ) મ�� 

ગય�. અહ� �સદ્ધ�થ�ન� �ય�ગ કર�ન� ચ�લ� ન�કળ�લ� પ�લ� પ��ચ બ્ર�હ્મણ તપ�વ�ઓ રહ�ત� હત�. �સદ્ધ�થ� 

સ�પ્રથમ ત�મન� પ�ત�ન� �દ�ય સ�દ�શ - ઉપદ�શ આ�ય�. ત���� શ્રવણ કર�ન� પ��ચ�ય બ્રહ્મણ� ��દ્ધન� �શ�ય� 

બ�ય�. અહ�થ� ધમ�રૂપ� ચક્ર ફરવ�ન� આર�ભ થય�, ત�થ� ��દ્ધન� આ પ્રથમ ઉપદ�શ ‘ ધમ�ચક્ર પ્રવત�ન ’ 

ન�મ� ઓળખ�ય�. 
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       આ પછ� જીવનમ�� 45 વષ� ��ધ� ર�જ��હ, ન�લ�દ�, ગય�, શ્ર�વ�ત�, ક�પલવ�� �, વ�શ�લ�, ક�શ��બ�, 

ચ�પ� વગ�ર� �થળ�  પ�રભ્રમણ કર�ન� ધમ�પદ�શ��� ક�ય� કરત� રહ્ય�. આ દર�મય�ન ત�મન� �શ�ય�ન�, 

અ��ય�ય�ઓન� સ��ય� વધત� ગઈ. ધમ�ન� પ્રચ�રઅથ� ત�મણ� �ભ�� - �ભ��ણ�ઓન� અલગ અલગ 

સ�ધન� ( બ�દ્ધ સ�ઘ ) �થ�પન� કર�. આમ કર�ન� ત�મણ� ધમ���� એક ���દર �યવ�થ�ત�ત્ર �થ�����. 

જીવનપય�ત ત�ઓ ધમ�પદ�શ��� ક�ય� કરત� રહ્ય�. આમ કરત�� ��શ�ન�ર� (��શ�નગર:ગ�રખ��ર �જ�લ�) 

મ�� ��દ્ધ અ�તસ�ર (ડ�ય��રય�) ન�મ� ર�ગન� �બમ�ર�ન� અંત� 80 વષ�ન� વય� પ�ર�નવ��ણ પ��ય�. ત�મણ� 

�થ�પ�લ� ધમ� બ�દ્ધધમ� તર�ક� જગતમ�� ઓળખ�ય�. ત�મણ� ઉપદ�શલ�� વચન� બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� ‘ �ત્ર�પટક ’ 

ન�મ� ધમ�ગ્ર�થમ�� સચવ�ય�લ�� છ�.  

    ચ�ર આય�સ�ય� : ��દ્ધ� મ�નવજગતન� ચ�ર આય�સ�ય�ન� અમર સ�દ�શ આ�ય� જે ન�ચ� પ્રમ�ણ� છ�. 

    ( 1 ) �� �ખ : ત�મણ� ક��� ક� જીવનમ�� જ�મ, જર�, �ય��ધ, મરણ, �પ્રયન� �વય�ગ અન� અ�પ્રયન� ય�ગ એ 

અ�નવ�ય� �� �ખ� છ�. મ�ણસ� આ �� �ખ� ભ�ગવવ�ન�� જ છ� અન� ત�થ� ત�ન� �તર�ક�ર ન કરત��, �વ�ક�ર કર� 

�� �ખ�ન� સહન કરવ�ન� ટ�વ ક�ળવવ� જ�ઈએ.  

   ( 2 ) �� �ખસ���ચય : �� �ખ�ન� વ�ત કર� ��દ્ધ બ�સ� ન રહ્ય� - ત�મણ� શ�ધ� ક�ઢ��� ક� જગતમ�� ��ખ� 

ભ�ગવવ�ન� � ��ણ� ( ક�મ� ��ણ� ), � ���� પછ�ન� �વગ�ન� � ��ણ� ( ભવ� ��ણ� ) અન� આ�મન�શન� � ��ણ� ( 

�વન�શ � ��ણ� ) એમ ���ય ત્રણ પ્રક�રન� � ��ણ� એ બધ�� �� �ખ���� � �ળ ક�રણ છ�.  

   ( 3 ) �� �ખ�નર�ધ : �� �ખ���� � �ળ ક�રણ � ��ણ� છ�. � ��ણ�ન� �નર�ધ એટલ� ક� ન�શ થ�ય ત� જીવન 

�� �ખર�હત બન�। ��દ્ધ� સમજાવ�લ� આ વ�તન� પચ�વ� આપણ� ઇ�છ�ઓ ક� � ��ણ�ઓ ઉપર �નય�ત્રણ 

� �ક�એ ત� ક���� સ���� ?  

   ( 4 ) �� �ખ�નર�ધગ��મન� – પ્ર�તપદ� : આન� અથ� �� �ખમ��થ� છૂટવ�ન� મ�ગ� એવ� થ�ય છ�. �� �ખમ��થ� 

છૂટવ� ��દ્ધ� આઠ પ્રક�રન� મ�ગ� � �ચ�ય�, જે અ�ટ��ગમ�ગ� તર�ક� જાણ�ત� છ�. 

અ�ટ��ગ મ�ગ� : જીવન પ્ર�ય� ��દ્ધન� વ�જ્ઞ��નક �� ��ટ હત�. ત�મણ� ઉગ્ર તપશ્ચય�� આદર�, આકર� ક�ટ 

સ�ધન� કર� અન� શ�ધ� ક�ઢ��� ક� અ�ય�ત ભ�ગ�વલ�સ અન� ઇ��દ્રઓ��� અ�તદમન એ બન્ન� મ�ગ� જીવનન� 

ક�વળ �� �ખ� બન�વવ�ન� મ�ગ� છ�. જીવનન� ��ખમય બન�વવ�ન� સ�ચ� મ�ગ� ત� એ બન્ન�ન� મ�યમ�� 
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રહ�લ� છ�. બ�દ્ધ�, આન� ‘ મ�યમ મ�ગ� ’ કહ� છ�. આ મ�ગ�ન�� આઠ અંગ� હ�વ�થ� ત�ન� અ�ટ��ગ મ�ગ� પણ 

કહ�વ�ય છ�, જે ન�ચ� પ્રમ�ણ� છ�.  

અ�ટ��ગ મ�ગ� 

સ�ય��  જ્ઞ�ન  ચ�ર આય�સ�ય���� યથ�થ� જ્ઞ�ન પ્ર��ત કર��� ત� 

સ�ય��  સ�ક�પ  ��ભ �વચ�ર ક� �નશ્ચય કરવ� ત� 

સ�ય��  વ�ણ�  સ�ય, �પ્રય અન� �હતકર વ�ણ� બ�લવ� ત� 

સ�ય��  કમ�  સ�ર�� કમ� કરવ�� ત� 

સ�ય��  આજીવ  પ્રમ��ણક ર�ત� આજી�વક� મ�ળવવ� ત� 

સ�ય��  �� ��ત  વ�ણ�, �વચ�ર અન� વત�ન પ્ર�ય� સભ�ન રહ���� ત� 

સ�ય��  �ય�ય�મ  ય��ય અન� ��ભ �દશ�મ�� ����ષ�થ� કરવ� ત� 

સ�ય��  સમ��ધ  ય��ય અન� ��ભ �દશ�મ�� ����ષ�થ� કરવ� ત� 
 

બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� ચ�ર ધમ�પ�રષદ� :  

પહ�લ� પ�રષદ મગધન� ર�જા અજાતશ��ન� સમયમ�� ર�જધ�ન� ર�જ��હમ�� મહ�ક��યપન� પ્ર��ખપદ� 

ય�જાઈ હત�. ત�મ�� ��દ્ધન� ઉપદ�શ���� સ�કલન કરવ�ન� �નણ�ય થય�. પર�� � મતભ�દ� �નવ�ર� શક�ય� ન�હ. 

બ�જી પ�રષદ ��દ્ધન� �નવ��ણ પછ�ન� 100 વષ� વ�શ�લ� ખ�ત� ય�જાઈ હત�. આ પ�રષદ મગધન� ર�જા 

�શ��ન�ગન� ��ત્ર ર�જા ક�લ�શ�ક (ક�કવણ�) ન� સમયમ�� ( ઈ.સ. � �વ� 383 ) સવ�ક��મન�ન� અ�યક્ષપદ� 

ય�જાઈ હત�. આ પ�રષદ� બ�દ્ધ સ�ઘમ�� ઊભ� થય�લ અ�શ�ત અંગ� કડક પગલ�� લ�વ�ન� �નણ�ય� લ�ધ� 

હત�. ત્ર�જી પ�રષદ સમ્ર�ટ અશ�કન� સમયમ�� પ�ટલ���ત્રમ�� ય�જાઈ હત�. ત���� પ્ર��ખ�થ�ન બ�દ્ધ �વ��ન 

�ત�યએ લ���� હ� ��. આ પ�રષદમ�� બ�દ્ધ ત��વજ્ઞ�ન �વશ� ઘણ� ચચ��ઓ થઈ. છત�� મતભ�દ� �નવ�ર� 

શક�ય� ન�હ. ચ�થ� પ�રષદ ��ષ�ણ ર�જા ક�ન�ઠ� ક�મ�રમ�� ઈ��ન� પહ�લ� સદ�મ�� બ�લ�વ�. આ 

પ�રષદન� પ્ર��ખ તર�ક� મહ�ન બ�દ્ધ આચ�ય� વ���મત્ર હત�; �ય�ર� ઉપપ્ર��ખ તર�ક� મહ�ક�વ અશ્વઘ�ષ 

હત�. આ પ�રષદમ�� બ�દ્ધ ધમ� અન� સ���ઓ વ�ચ�ન� �વવ�દ ઘ�ર� બ�ય�. એન� પ�રણ�મ� બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� બ� 

ભ�ગ પડ�� : એક ભ�ગ �હનય�ન ન�મ� ઓળખ�ય�; �ય�ર� બ�જ� ભ�ગ મહ�ય�ન ન�મ� ઓળખ�ય�. 

હ�નય�ન પ�થન� અ��ય�ય�ઓ બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� � �ળ �સદ્ધ��ત�ન� વળગ� રહ્ય�; �ય�ર� મહ�ય�ન પ�થન� 
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અ��ય�ય�ઓએ બ�દ્ધ ધમ�મ�� � ��ત�� �જા અન� મ��દર�ન� રચન� વગ�ર�ન� �થ�ન આ����। એમણ� આ ઉપર��ત 

� �પ - દ�પ, ન�વ�દ્ય, આરત�, ગ�ત - સ�ગ�ત વગ�ર�ન� પણ �થ�ન આ����. આન� પ�રણ�મ� બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� 

મહ�ય�ન પ�થ વ�� �વક�સ પ��ય�. આમ ચ�થ� ધમ�પ�રષદ અન�ક ર�ત� મહ�વન� ��રવ�ર થઈ. 

બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� લ�ક�પ્રયત�ન�� ક�રણ� :  

( 1 ) ��દ્ધ��� �ય��ત�વ: બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� ફ�લ�વ���� ���ય ક�રણ ��દ્ધ��� �ય��ત�વ હ� ��. ત�મ��� �ય��ત�વ મ�ત્ર� 

અન� ક��ણ�થ� ભર���� હ� ��, ઉમદ� અન� પ્રભ�વશ�ળ� હ� ��.  

( 2 ) ��હ્મણ ધમ� સ�મ�ન� અસ�ત�ષ : ��દ્ધન� જીવન દર�મય�ન બ્ર�હ્મણ ધમ�મ�� રહ�લ� અટપટ� ધ��મ�ક 

�વ�ધઓ, �ક્રય�ક��ડ�, યજ્ઞ�મ�� પ��ઓન�� બ�લદ�ન� અન� બ્ર�હ્મણ�ન� વચ��વન� ક�રણ� ત� ધમ� પ્ર�ય� 

સ�મ��ય પ્રજાન� અસ�ત�ષ વધ� પડ�� હત�. ત�મન� ક�ઈ નવ� ધમ�ન� જરૂ�રય�ત હત� અન� ત� બ�દ્ધ ધમ� 

સ�ત�ષ� હત�.  

( 3 ) ��દ્ધન� સરળ ઉપદ�શ : ��દ્ધ અન� બ�દ્ધ ધમ� ઉપદ�શ સરળ અન� સ�દ� હત�. ત�મ�� મ�ક્ષપ્ર���ત મ�ટ� 

સ�સ�રન� �ય�ગ કરવ�ન� ક� ક�ઠન તપશ્ચય��ન� વ�ત ન હત�.  

( 4 ) લ�કભ�ષ�મ�� ઉપદ�શ : ��દ્ધ� લ�ક�ન� ત�મન� ભ�ષ� પ�લ� - મ�� ઉપદ�શ આ�ય� હત� અન� પ�લ� ભ�ષ� 

લ�ક�ન� બ�લચ�લન� ભ�ષ� હત�.  

( 5 )  મ�નવમ�ત્રન� સમ�નત� : ભગવ�ન ��દ્ધ સમ�જમ�� ઊંચ - ન�ચન� ભ�દભ�વન� કટ્ટર �વર�ધ� હત�. 

ત�મન� મન બધ� મ�નવ� સમ�ન હત�. ��દ્ધન� �શ�ય� ��દમ�� બ્ર�હ્મણ, ક્ષ�ત્રય અન� સમ�જન� પ્ર�ત��ઠત 

�ય��તઓ ઉપર��ત � �દ્ર, ચ��ડ�ળ અન� ગ�ણક�ઓન� પમ સમ�વ�શ થત� હત�. આમ્રપ�લ� ગ�ણક� હત� 

અન� ��દ્ધન� સ�પક�  થત�� ગ�ણક�જીવનન� �ય�ગ કર� ત�ણ� પ�ત���� સવ��વ ��દ્ધન� ચરણ� ધ��� હ� ��. આમ 

બ�દ્ધ ધમ�મ�� ઊંચન�ચન� ભ�દભ�વ ન હ�વ�ન� ક�રણ� સમ�જન� ન�ચલ� વણ�મ�� પણ આ ધમ� લ�ક�પ્રય 

બ�ય� હત�.  

( 6 ) ર��ય�શ્રય : ��દ્ધન� જીવન દર�મય�ન અન� �નવ��ણ બ�દ બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� ર��ય�શ્રય પ્ર��ત થય� હત�. 

��દ્ધન� જીવન દર�મય�ન મગધન� ર�જા �બ��બસ�ર� બ�દ્ધ સ�ઘન� વ�ળુવન ન�મ� ઉપવન અપ�ણ ક��� હ� ��. 
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�બ��બસ�રન� ��ત્ર અજાતશ�� પણ બ�દ્ધ ધમ� પ્ર�ય� અ��ર�ગ� હત�. ��દ્ધન� �નવ��ણ બ�દ મ�ય� ર�જા અશ�ક� 

બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� અંગ�ક�ર કય� હત�, એટ��� જ ન�હ ત�ણ� પ�ત�ન� ��ત્ર મહ��દ્ર અન� ��ત્ર� સ�ઘ�મત્ર�ન� બ�દ્ધ 

ધમ�ન� પ્રચ�ર અથ� શ્ર�લ�ક� પણ મ�ક�ય�� હત��.  

( 7 ) બ�દ્ધસ�ઘ : ભગવ�ન ��દ્ધ� ધમ�પ્રચ�રન� �યવ��થત �વરૂપ મળ�  ત� મ�ટ� �ભ��ઓ અન� �ભ��ણ�ઓન� 

સ�ઘન� �થ�પન� કર� હત�। આ સ�ઘ��� �યવ�થ�ત�ત્ર ત�ક�લ�ન ગણર��ય�ન� પદ્ધ�ત ઉપર રચ�ય���� હ� ��. 

ત�ન�થ� સ�ઘ મજ� �ત બ�ય� હત�.  

 બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� વ�રસ� : 

( 1 ) સ�મ��જક : ��દ્ધ પ�ત� મ�નવત�વ�દ� હત�. ત�મણ� અ�હ�સ�, ક��ણ� અન� મ�ત્ર� ��ર� જગતન� 

મ�નવત�ન� અદ્ભુત સ�દ�શ આ�ય�. એક સ�મ��જક ક્ર���તક�ર તર�ક� ત�મણ� સમ�જમ�� બ્ર�હ્મણ�ન� વચ��વન� 

તથ� ત�મન� મહ��વ અન� પ્રભ�વન� ઓછ�� કય��. ત�મણ� પ�ત�ન� ધમ�મ�� ર�જાઓ, બ્ર�હ્મણ� અન� શ્ર��ઠ�ઓ 

ઉપર��ત સમ�જન� ન�ચલ� થરન� લ�ક�ન� પણ આવક�ય��. એન�થ� જ્ઞ��તવ�દ અન� ઊંચ - ન�ચન� 

ભ�દભ�વ� ઓછ� થય�. એમણ� સમ�જમ�� હડ� �ત થય�લ�ઓન�  પણ પ�ત�ન� ધમ�મ�� �થ�ન આ����, જેમ ક�, 

અં���લમ�લ જેવ� � ��ટ���ન� ક� આમ્રપ��લ જેવ� ગ�ણક�ન� પણ ત�મણ� પ�ત�ન� ધમ�મ�� �થ�ન આ���� હ� ��. 

ત�મણ� પ�ત�ન� ઉપદ�શ ��ર� યજ્ઞ�મ�� થત�� પ�� બ�લદ�ન�, ધ��મ�ક અંધશ્રદ્ધ� અન� વહ�મ� વગ�ર� ��ર કય��  

હત��.  

( 2 ) �શક્ષણ : બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� �શક્ષણન� ક્ષ�ત્ર� પણ અ� ��ય ફ�ળ� હત�. ન�લ�દ� ( �બહ�ર ), તક્ષ�શલ� ( 

વ�ય�ય સરહદ� હ�લ પ��ક�ત�નમ�� ), વલભ� ( સ�ર��� ) અન� �વક્રમશ�લ� ( �બહ�ર ) �વદ્ય�પ�ઠ� 

બ�દ્ધધમ�ન�� �શક્ષણક��દ્ર� બ�ય�� હત��. આ �વદ્ય�પ�ઠ� બ�દ્ધ ધમ� અન� ત�વજ્ઞ�નન� અ�ય�સ મ�ટ� 

દ�શ�વદ�શ�મ�� જાણ�ત� હત�. સ�તમ� સદ�મ�� ચ�ન� ��સ�ફર ��એન�સ��ગ� ન�લ�દ� અન� વલભ� 

�વદ્ય�પ�ઠન� ��લ�ક�ત લઈ એ �વદ્ય�પ�ઠ�ન� ઘણ� પ્રશ�સ� કર� હત�.  

( 3 ) સ��હ�ય : સ��હ�યન� ક્ષ�ત્ર� બ�દ્ધ ધમ� ‘ �ત્ર�પટક ’ ન�મ� ધમ�ગ્ર�થન� અ� ��ય વ�રસ� આ�ય� છ�. એ ત્રણ 

�વભ�ગ� એટલ� �વનય�પટક, ��ત્ત�પટક અન� અ�ભધ�મ�પટક. એ પ�ક� �વનય �પટકમ�� બ�દ્ધ સ��� - 

સ��વ�ઓએ પ�ળવ�ન� સદ�ચ�ર� આપ�લ� છ�. � �ત્ત�પટકમ��   ��દ્ધન�� �ય��ય�ન� - ઉપદ�શ�ન� ત�મજ 
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�શ�ય� સ�થ�ન� ત�મન� વ�ત��લ�પ�ન� સ�ગ્રહ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ�. અ�ભધ�મ�પટકમ�� બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� �સદ્ધ��ત� 

અંગ�ન� ચચ�� કરવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.   

( 4 ) �થ�પ�ય : બ�દ્ધ ધમ� �થ�પ�યન� ક્ષ�ત્ર� �� �પ�, ચ��ય� અન� ��ફ�ઓન� ભ�ટ આપ� છ�. ��ફ�ઓમ�� 

�બહ�રમ�� આવ�લ� અન� સમ્ર�ટ અશ�ક� બ�ધ�વ�લ� બબ�ર ટ�કર�ઓ ��પ્ર�સદ્ધ છ�. �� �પ એ બ�દ્ધ �થ�પ�યન� 

�વશ�ષત� છ�. ��દ્ધન� પ�ર�નવ��ણ બ�દ ત�મન� અ��ય�ય�ઓએ ��દ્ધન� અવશ�ષ� વ�ળ, દ��ત, અ��થ, ર�ખ 

વગ�ર�ન� �� ��ત અન� � �જા મ�ટ� ત� અવશ�ષ�ન� એક ધ�� �પ�ત્રમ�� � �ક� ત� ઉપર અંડ�ક�ર ઈમ�રત રચવ�ન� 

આર�ભ કય�. એવ� ઈમ�રત� �� �પ તર�ક� ઓળખ�ય છ�. �� �પ�મ�� સ��ચ� ( મ�યપ્રદ�શ ) ન� �� �પ �વશ�ષ 

જાણ�ત� છ�. �વદ�શ�મ�� ઈ�ડ�ન��શય�ન� જાવ� ટ���મ�� આવ�લ� બ�ર���દરન� �� �પ �વશ્વભરમ�� જાણ�ત� છ�. 

ચ��ય� એ બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન�� પ્ર�થ�ન���હ� હત�� અન� ��ફ� �થ�પ�યન� જ એક ભ�ગ તર�ક� ત� બ�ધ�ત�� હત��.  

સમ�પન (બ��ધ ધમ���� પતન) : 

    બ�દ્ધ ધમ�મ�� પડ�લ� મતભ�દ� અન� પ�થ�, બ�દ્ધ સ�ઘમ�� સ��વ�ઓન� આગમનન� લ�ધ� પ�ડ�લ� મ�નવ 

સડ�, ત�મ�� મ�ય�થ સ�મ�તન� અભ�વ, મહ�ય�ન પ�થ� �હ���  ધમ�ન� �ક્રય�ક��ડન� કર�લ� શરૂઆત, પ�છળથ� 

ર��ય - આશ્રયન� અભ�વ અન� �હ���  ધમ�ન� ��ન��દ્ધ�ર મ�ટ�ન�  શ�કર�ચ�ય�ન� પ્રય�ન�, ��ણ�ન� આક્રમણ� 

ત�મજ  �વદ�શ� આક્રમણ�ન� લ�ધ� બ�દ્ધ ધમ�ન� �હ�દમ�� પડત� થઈ અન� ત���� પતન થ���.  

સ�દભ� � ��ચ  :  

1. ભ�રતન� ઇ�તહ�સ - �વ. એન. ડ�. શ�લત 

2. પ્ર�ચ�ન ભ�રતન� ઇ�તહ�સ - આર. ક�. ધ�ર�ય� 

3. ���ધક�લ�ન ભ�રત – પ્ર�ગમલ ર�ઠ�ડ  

4. પ્ર�ચ�ન ભ�રત ભ�ગ 1 અન� 2 - હ�રપ્રસ�દ શ�સ્ત્ર�  

5. પ્ર�ચ�ન ભ�રત ક� ઇ�તહ�સ - વ�. ડ�. મહ�જન    
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�ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન�  સ�રચન� 

ડ�. શ�ત�ન�સ�હ એસ. ર�યજાદ� 

અ�ય�પક, 

નવ��ગ ક�લ�જ ઓફ એ���ક�શન ,  ��ખ��ર  - ��ન�ગઢ. 

સ�ર��શ 

પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� સ�રચન� કર� હત�. આ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

સ�શ��ધન�ન� સ�રચન� મ�ટ� આય�જનબદ્ધ ક�ય� કર���� હ� �. જેમ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� સ�રચન� 

મ�ટ� પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� સ�રચન� કર� હત�. જેમ�  

�વષયવ�� ��� � �વ�લ�ષણ  �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� લગત� સ�દભ� સ��હ�યન� ગહન અ�ય�સ કર� ક��� 

હ� ��. �વષયવ�� ��� � �વ�લ�ષણ કય�� પછ�  કલમ રચન� કર� હત�. કલમ રચન� કય�� પછ�  કલમ��� 

સ�પ�દન ક���  અન� ત�ન� આધ�ર� ૭૦ �વધ�ન� ધર�વત� � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

સ�શ��ધન� ત�ય�ર કર� હત�. �ય�ર બ�દ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� સ�રચન� કર� 

હત�. ત�મ� � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપ અંગ� �ન�ણ��ત�ન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય� મ�ળ�ય� હત�. � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન�  

અજમ�યશ ઉ�ચપ્ર�થ�મક શ�ળ�ન� ૨૦ પ�ત્ર� પર કર� હત�.  ત�મ� તજજ્ઞ� એ ક�ટલ�ક ��ચન� આ�ય� 

હત� ત�મન� આધ�ર� ત�મ�� ��ધ�ર�-વધ�ર� કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત� અન� અંત� ૫૮ �વધ�ન� ધર�વત� 

પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� �ય�નક���દ્રતત�  સ�શ��ધન�  ત�ય�ર થઈ હત�. આમ પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

સ�શ��ધન� ત�ય�ર કર� હત�. જેમ�� ��લ ચ�ર �વભ�ગ હત�. આ ચ�ર�ય �વભ�ગમ�� ૧૬ ૧૪ ૧૪ ૧૪ �વધ�ન� 

હત�. ��લ ૫૮ �વધ�ન� વ�ળ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત�  સ�શ��ધન� ત�ય�ર થઈ હત�. દર�ક �વધ�ન હ� – ન� એમ �� 

�બ���  �ક�લમ�� મ�પન પણ કરત� હત�. 

પ્ર�ત�વન�  

ક�ઈપણ �ક્રય� કરત� વખત� �ય��ત��� મન અથવ� સમગ્ર �ચત ત� અન� મ�ત્ર ત� જ વ�� � મ�� એક �ચત 

થ�ય ત�ન� આપણ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� કહ����. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� એટલ� ક�ઈપણ 

ક�ય�મ�� તરબ�ળ થઈ જ��� અન� ક�ય�મ�� સ�� �ણ� એક�ક�ર થઈ જ���. પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્રય�જક� 
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�ય�નક���દ્રતત� વગ�ક�ય� ન� સ�દભ�મ��, વ��ચનન� સ�દભ�મ��, �� ��તશ��તન� સ�દભ�મ�� અન� પર�ક્ષ�ન� 

સ�દભ�મ�� �વ�ક�ર�લ છ�. �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� �વ�ક�ર�લ ચ�ર પ�સ�ઓ�� મ�પન 

કરત� સ�શ��ધન� એટલ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત�  સ�શ�ધનન�. બ�ળક� ક�વ� ર�ત� શ�ખ� છ�, શ�ખવ�ન� કય� �સદ્ધ��ત� 

છ�, શ�ખવ� મ�ટ�ન� પ્ર�રણ� ક�ણ � �ર� પ�ડ� છ�, �� ��ત દ્રઢ કરવ� ��� કર��� જ�ઈએ આવ� અન�ક પ્રશ્ન�ન� ઉક�લ 

મ�ટ� શ�ક્ષ�ણક સ�શ�ધન� હ�થ ધરવ�મ�� આવત� હ�ય છ�. અહ� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓમ�� રહ�લ� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� શ��ત 

જાણવ�ન� હ�� �થ� સ�શ�ધક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� રચન� કરવ���� પસ�દ ક��� હ� ��. 

�ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� સ�રચન�ન� સ�પ�ન� 

સ�પ�ન- ૧ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� સ�રચન� 

(અ)  �વષયવ�� � �વ�લ�ષણ 

(બ)  કલમ રચન� 

(ક) કલમ સ�પ�દન 

સ�પ�ન- ૨ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� રચન� 

(અ)  � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપ અંગ� �ન�ણ�ત�ન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય� 

(બ)  � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� અજમ�યશ 

સ�પ�ન- ૧ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� સ�રચન� 

પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સમ�� પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� સ�રચન� મ�ટ� 

આય�જનબદ્ધ ક�ય� કર���� હ� �� ત� અ��સ�ર 

(અ) �વષયવ�� � �વ�લ�ષણ 

(બ) કલમ રચન� 

(ક) કલમ સ�પ�દન 

(અ) �વષયવ�� � �વ�લ�ષણ પ્ર�� �ત અ�ય�સન� હ�� � અ��સ�ર ઉ�ચપ્ર�થ�મક શ�ળ�ન� �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ પર 

�ય�નક��દ્રત� �વરૂપ� અસર પ�મત� શ��તન� મ�પન મ�ટ� પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક��દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� રચન� 

કરવ���� �વ�ક�ર� અન� ત�ન� લગત� સ�દભ� સ��હ�ય એકત્ર કર� ત�ન� ગહન અ�ય�સ કય� જે આ ��જબ 

દશ��વ�લ છ�. 
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                    �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� મ�ટ� પ્રય�જક� અ�ય�સ કર�લ ���તક�ન� ય�દ�   

ક્રમ ���તક��� ન�મ લ�ખક / સ�પ�દક / પ્રક�શ પ્રક�શન વષ� 

૧ એક�ગ્રત� સફળત�ન� ચ�વ� �વ�ટ મ�ટ�ન ૨૦૦૦ 

૨ મનન� અગ�ધ શ��ત લ�લ� જે�સ એલન ૨૦૦૨ 

૩  ચ��ર�ય �નમ��ણ ક�વ� ર�ત� કર��� �વ�મ� ��ધ�ન�દ ૨૦૦૦ 

૪ ય�ગ�સન મ�ગ�દ�શ�ક� �વ�મ� �ચદ�ન�દ સર�વત� ૧૯૮૫ 

૫  વધ�ર� ��ણ મ�ળવ� �ગ��ભ�ઈ ભર�ડ ૨૦૦૪ 

દશ��વ�લ ���તક�ન� અ�ય�સ બ�દ પ્રય�જક આ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપ મ�ટ� �પ�ટ 

થય� હત� 

-�ય�નક���દ્રતત� પર અસર કરત� �વ�વધ પ�રબળ� 

- �ય�ન ક���દ્રતત� વધ�રવ�ન� પ્રય�સ� 

- �ય�ન ક���દ્રતત� મ�પન મ�ટ�ન� શરત� 

આમ �વષયવ�� � �વ�લ�ષણ ��દ્દ� અંતગ�ત પ્રય�જક �વષયવ�� �ન� �વ�વધ �વભ�ગ�થ� મ��હતગ�ર થય� 

હત� 

(બ) કલમ રચન� ઉપર��ત ��દ્દ�ઓન� �ય�ન� લઇન� પ્રય�જક� પ�ત�ન� �વચ�ર�ન� �વધ�ન �વરૂપ� અથ���� 

મ�પન કર� શક�ય ત�વ� �વરૂપમ�� ઢ�ળવ� ��બ જ જરૂર� બન� મ�ટ� અહ� પ્રય�જક� પ્ર�ય�ક ��દ્દ� સ�દભ� મ�ત્ર 

મ�પન હ�� �ન� �ય�ન� લઇન� શક્ય એટલ� �વધ���� ત�ય�ર કર�લ હત�. આમ ��લ ૭૮ �વધ�નન� ધર�વત� 

સ�શ�ધનન� ત�ય�ર થઈ હત� 

(ક) કલમ સ�પ�દન પ્રય�જક� સ�દભ� સ��હ�યન� અ�ય�સન� આધ�ર� ��લ ૭૮ �વધ�ન�ન� રચન� કર� 

ત�મ��થ� તજજ્ઞ�ન� ��લ�ક�ત લ�ધ�લ, પ�ત્રન� � �બ ન�ન� ન��ન� પ�સ�થ� પ્ર�તચ�ર� મ�ળવ� અન� 

�વધ�ન�ન� ગ�ઠવણ� કર� ત�ન� ય��ય ઓપ આ�ય� અન� બ�જા જરૂર� ક� ��નર�વત�ન પ�મત� �વઘ�ન�ન� 

��ર કર� ��ધ�રવ� ય��ય �વધ�ન�મ�� ��ધ�ર� કર� ગ�ઠ�ય� હત� 

આમ �વષયવ�� � �વ�લ�ષણ �વધ�ન રચન� અન� �વધ�ન સ�પ�દન ક�ય� � �ણ� થત�� 70 �વધ�ન� ધર�વત� 

�ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� રચન� થઈ હત�. જેમ�� હક�ર��મક અન� નક�ર��મક 

�વધ�ન� હત� આ �વરૂપમ�� ��લ ૭૦ �વધ�ન� હત�. 
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                                �વભ�ગ-1: વગ�ક�ય�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

ક્રમ  કલમ હ� ન� 

૧ �શક્ષક ભણ�વ� �ય�ર� મ�ત્ર ત�મન� �ય�ન આપ� છ�   

૨ ઘરન� અ��ક પ્રશ્ન� વગ� ક�ય�મ�� ખલ�લ પહ�ચ�ડ� છ�   

૩ �વ���ય સ���� ન હ�ય ત� અ�યયન કર��� ગમ�   

૪ ચ��� વગ� અ�ય પ્ર� ��ત્ત કરવ���� મન થ�ય   

૫ મન સતત બ�જા �વચ�ર� મ�� ભટક્ય� કર� છ�   

૬ બધ� �શક્ષક�ન� વગ� ભરવ� ગમ�   

૭ ચ��� વગ� અ�ય �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ અવ�જ કર� ત� ગમ�   

૮ સર કરત� ટ�ચર ન� વગ� ભરવ� ગમ� છ�   

૯ રસ વગર ન� �વષય� ભણવ� ગમ� છ�   

૧૦ વગ� �શક્ષણ દર�મય�ન એકલત� અ��ભવ� છ�   

૧૧ સતત વગ� ચ��� હ�ય ત���� �શક્ષણ ક�ય� ગમ�   

૧૨ ઘરન� પ�ર��થ�તન� ક�રણ� વગ�મ�� �ય�ન દ���� ન ગમ�   

૧૩ વગ�મ�� �ય�મ ફલક પર લખ���� લખ��� ગમ� છ�   

૧૪ વગ� �શક્ષણ ઉપર��ત �શક્ષણ ક�ય� કર��� ગમ�   

૧૫ �શક્ષણમ�� રસ લ�વ� ગમ� છ�   

૧૬ વગ�મ�� �શક્ષક ���સ� થ�ય ત� વગ� મ�� �ય�ન રહ� છ�   

૧૭ �શક્ષક વગ�મ�� પ્રશ્ન � �છ� ત� જવ�બ  આપવ� ગમ�   

૧૮ ચ��� વગ�મ�� બ�જા �વષય તરફ �ય�ન રહ� છ�   

૧૯ વગ� ક�ય� દર�મય�ન સતત તણ�વ અ��ભવત� હ�વ ત���� લ�ગ� છ�   

                                                          

�વભ�ગ – ૨: વ��ચનન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

ક્રમ કલમ હ� ન� 

૧ એક��તમ�� વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�   

૨ એક જ જ�ય�એ લ��બ� સમય વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�   

૩ વ��ચત� વખત� રસપ્રદ ર�ત� વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�   
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૪ ઘરન� પ્રસ�ગ ક� પ�ટ� હ�ય ત� પણ વ��ચવ�મ�� �ય�ન આપ� શક� છ�   

૫ વ��ચત� વખત� �મત્ર ન� �વચ�ર કરવ� ગમ� છ�   

૬ એક જ જ�ય�એ બ� થ� ત્રણ કલ�કથ� વધ�ર� વ��ચ� શક� છ�   

૭ પ�રવ�રન� સ�ય� ટ�વ� જ�ત� હ�ય ત� પણ તમન� વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�   

૮ વ��ચત� વખત� �દનચય��ન� જ �વચ�ર કરવ� ગમ� છ�   

૯ ઘ�ઘ�ટ થ�ય ત� શ���તથ� વ��ચ� શક� છ�   

૧૦ ૫૦ પ���ત��� ક��ય એક જ બ�ઠક� પ��� � કર� શક� છ�   

૧૧ તમ�ર� આસપ�સ ઉત્ત�જન� ભ��� વ�ત�વરણ હ�ય ત� પણ વ��ચ� શક� છ�   

૧૨ વ��ચન વખત� અ�ય પ્ર� ��ત્ત કરવ���� મન થ�ય છ�   

૧૩ વ��ચન વખત� ��ર�ત જ ઊંઘ આવવ� લ�ગ� છ�   

૧૪ વ��ચત� વખત� મ�ત્ર મન વ��ચવ�મ�� જ ક���દ્રત શક� છ�   

૧૫ તમન� અ�તશય ���સ�મ�� હ�ય ત� પણ વ��ચવ�મ�� �ય�ન આપ� શક� છ�   

૧૬ વ��ચન વખત� � �તક�ળ વ�ગ�ળ� છ�   

૧૭ વ��ચત� વખત� આવન�ર પ�ર��થ�ત ન� �વચ�ર� આવ� છ�   

 

�વભ�ગ 3: �� ��તન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

 ક્રમ કલમ હ� ન� 

૧ વગ�મ�� બધ� જ �શક્ષક� ભણ�વ� છ� ત� ��ર�ત ય�દ રહ� છ�   

૨ વગ�મ�� શ�ખવ�લ બધ� જ �વષય���� �વષયવ�� � ય�દ રહ� છ�   

૩ જ�ડણ� ન� બધ� જ �નયમ� ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�   

૪ �શક્ષક વગ�મ�� અચ�નક ઊભ� કર� ત� ત�ક�લ જવ�બ આપ� શક� છ�   

૫ ��જર�ત� �હ�દ�મ�� �ય�કરણ સરળત�થ� ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�   

૬ વ��ચ���� બ��� જ લ��બ� સમય ��ધ� ય�દ ર�ખ� શક� છ�   

૭ સમ�ચ�ર પત્ર�ન� સમ�ચ�ર� ય�દ ર�ખ� શક� છ�   

૮ શ�ળ�ન� બધ� જ પ્ર�થ�ન�ઓ મ��ખક ય�દ  રહ� છ�   

૯ �ફ�મન� બધ� જ દ્ર�ય� સ�� �ણ� ર�ત� ય�દ રહ� છ�   

૧૦ પ્રવ�સ દર�મય�ન ન� �થળ� સતત �� ��તમ�� ર�ખ� શક� છ�   

૧૧ ર�ત્ર� ��ત� પહ�લ� �દનચય�� ય�દ કર� શકત� નથ�   
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૧૨ મ�હન� પહ�લ� જ�ય�લ� દ્ર�ય� ય�દ ર�ખ� શક� છ�   

૧૩ �વજ્ઞ�નમ�� કર�વ�લ પ્રય�ગ પછ� ��� વણ�ન ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�   

૧૪ અંગ્ર�જીન� �પ��લ�ગ ��ર�ત જ ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�   

૧૫ �વજ્ઞ�ન �વષયન� વ��ચ�લ લ�ખ મન� ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�   

૧૬ દર�ક �વષયન� પ્રશ્ન� ન� જવ�બ ��ર�ત જ આપ� શક� છ�   

૧૭ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� વ��ચ���� બ��� ઝડપથ� ય�દ ર�ખ� શક� છ�   

�વભ�ગ ૪: પર�ક્ષ�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

ક્રમ કલમ હ� ન� 

૧ પર�ક્ષ� નજીક આવત�� �ચ�ત� અ��ભવ� છ�   

૨ પર�ક્ષ�મ�� પ્રથમ પ�પર વખત� આ�મ�વશ્વ�સ ��મ�વ� છ�   

૩ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� ત�ય�ર કર���� � �લ� જાઓ છ�   

૪ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� મ�ત્ર પ�પર મ� �ય�ન ક���દ્રત કર� છ�   

૫ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� મન અ��થર રહ� છ�   

૬ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� આ�મ�વશ્વ�સથ� જવ�બ લખ� છ�   

૭ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� બ��� � �લ� જાઓ એ��� લ�ગ� છ�   

૮ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� બ���ન� �વદ્ય�થ�મ��થ� જવ�બ ��ઓ છ�   

૯ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� અ�તશય ડર લ�ગ� છ�   

૧૦ પર�ક્ષ�મ�� અ�ય ન� સહ�યત� મળ� જાય ત� આન�દ આવ� છ�   

૧૧ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� પ્રશ્ન�ન� જવ�બ ઉ�ટ� ���ટ� થઈ જાય છ�   

૧૨ પર�ક્ષ���� નબળુ� પ�રણ�મ આવ� ત� ગમ�   

૧૩ બ�હ્ય પર�ક્ષ�ઓ આપવ� ગમ� છ�   

૧૪ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� મનમ�� અ�ય �વચ�ર� આવ� છ�   

૧૫ પર�ક્ષ� �વશ� વ�ત થત�� જ ���સ� આવ� છ�   

૧૬ પર�ક્ષ�મ�� પ્રશ્નપત્ર ક�ઠન હ�ય ત� ગમ� છ�   

૧૭ પ્રશ્નપત્ર હ�થમ�� આવત� જ આન�દ અ��ભવ� છ�   
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સ�પ�ન -  2  �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� સ�રચન� અન� તજજ્ઞ ��લ�ક�ત 

પ્રય�જક� પ�ત�ન� હ�� �ઓ અ��સ�ર �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન�  પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� સ�રચન� મ�ટ� � �વ� 

પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� તજજ્ઞ અ�ભપ્ર�ય� અન� અજમ�યશ ન� પ્ર�ક્રય� પછ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપ ત�ય�ર થ��� હ� ��. 

(અ) � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપ અંગ� �ન�ણ��ત�ન� અ�ભપ્ર�ય� પ્રય�જક� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� સ�રચન�ન� 

પ્રથમ સ�પ�નન� અંત� ત�ય�ર કર�લ ૭૦ કલમ� ધર�વ� �� ઉપકરણ �વષયવ�� � �ન�ણ��ત, સ�શ�ધન 

�ન�ણ�ત, ઉપકરણ સ�રચન� અન� પ્રમ�ણ�કરણ �ન�ણ��ત પ�સ�થ� અ�ભપ્ર�ય� પ્ર��ત કર�લ હત� આ 

તજજ્ઞ�ન� ય�દ� ન�ચ� દશ��વ�લ છ� 

પ્રય�જક ��ર� ��લ�ક�ત લ�ધ�લ તજજ્ઞ�ન�  ય�દ� 

ક્રમ તજજ્ઞ ��� ન�મ હ�દ� 

૧ ડ�. મન�જભ�ઈ ભટ્ટ ઇ�ચ�ર્જ �પ્ર��સપ�લ, ડ�. ��ભ�ષ મ�હલ� ક�લ�જ ઓફ એ���ક�શન, 

��ન�ગઢ 

૨ ડ�. �શ�પ�બ�ન બ�. 

બ�રસ�ણ�ય� 

ઇ�ચ�ર્જ �પ્ર��સપ�લ, તપ�વન ક�લ�જ ઓફ એ���ક�શન ��ન�ગઢ 

૩ ડ�. એસ. આર. ગજેર� �પ્ર��સપ�લ, ��ખ��ર મ��ય�મક શ�ળ� ��ખ��ર 

 

 દશ���ય� અ��સ�ર તજજ્ઞ�એ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપમ�� ક�ટલ�ક � �ચન� 

� �ચ�ય� છ� ત� આ ��જબ છ� 

- �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ�ધનન�ન� � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપ મ�� રહ�લ ૭૦ �વધ�ન�ન� વગ���ત કર�ન� 

�વભ�ગ�મ�� વહ�ચ� શક�ય 

- આ �વધ�નમ�� પ�ત્ર આપ�લ પ્ર�તચ�ર ન� ��ણ��કન મ�ટ� �વચ�ર��� 

- મ�ગ�દ�શ�ક���� અં�તમ �વરૂપ �વચ���� 

- સ�મ��ય મ��હત� મ�ળવ� અન� � �ચન�ઓ ક�વ� ર�ખવ� 
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(બ) � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� અજમ�યશ 

પ્રય�જક� ��ન�ગઢ શહ�રન� સર�વત� પ્ર�થ�મકશ�ળ� ��ન�ગઢ સહ�� �ક ર�ત� પસ�દ કર� ત�મ��થ� ૨૦ 

પ�ત્ર�ન� આક��મક ર�ત� પસ�દ કરવ�મ�� આ�ય� હત�.શ�ળ�મ�� �નય�મત ર�ત� પ્ર�થ�ન� ક�ય�ક્રમ મ�� ય�ગન� 

ઉપય�ગ કરવ�મ�� આવત� હ�વ�થ� મ��હત� પ્ર��ત કરવ�ન� � �બ સરળ થઇ હત�. � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક 

�વરૂપન� અજમ�યશથ� સમય, જરૂર� ��ચન�, પ્ર�તચ�ર મ�ળવવ�ન� પ્ર�ક્રય� વગ�ર� અંગ� પ્રય�જક �પ�ટ 

થય� હત� 

ક્રમ શ�ળ���� ન�મ �વ�ત�ર ધ�રણ ��મ�ર ક�ય� ��લ 

૧ સર�વત� પ્ર�થ�મક શ�ળ� 

��ન�ગઢ 

શહ�ર� ૮ ૧૦ ૧૦ ૨૦ 

 

�ન�ણ��ત�ન� ��લ�ક�ત અન� � �વ� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� ન��ન� પર અજમ�યશ પરથ� પ્રય�જક 

�ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� સ�રચન� કર� શક્ય� હત�. જે ���ય ચ�ર �વભ�ગમ�� 

વહ�ચ�ય�લ� હત� અન� પ્ર�ય�ક કલમ� ન� સ��ય� દશ��વ�લ છ� 

                     �વભ�ગ કલમ� ન� સ��ય� 

ક્રમ �વભ�ગ કલમ� ન� સ��ય� 

૧ વગ�ક�ય�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� ૧૬ 

૨ વ��ચનન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� ૧૪ 

૩ �� ��તન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� ૧૪ 

૪ પર�ક્ષ�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� ૧૪ 

 

આમ ��લ ૫૮ �વધ�ન� ધર�વત� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ�ધનન� ત�ય�ર થઈ હત�. જે આ ��જબ હત�  

�વભ�ગ-1: વગ�ક�ય�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

ક્રમ  કલમ હ� ન� 

૧ �શક્ષક ભણ�વ� �ય�ર� મ�ત્ર ત�મ�જ �ય�ન આપ� છ�   
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૨ �વ���ય સ���� ન હ�ય ત� અ�યયન કર��� ગમ�   

૩ ચ��� વગ� અ�ય પ્ર� ��ત્ત કરવ���� મન થ�ય   

૪ મન સતત બ�જા �વચ�ર� મ�� ભટક્ય� કર� છ�   

૫ બધ� �શક્ષક�ન� વગ� ભરવ� ગમ�   

૬ ચ��� વગ� અ�ય �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ અવ�જ કર� ત� ગમ�   

૭ સર કરત� ટ�ચર ન� વગ� ભરવ� ગમ� છ�   

૮ રસ વગર ન� �વષય� ભણવ� ગમ� છ�   

૯ સતત વગ� ચ��� હ�ય ત���� �શક્ષણ ક�ય� ગમ�   

૧૦ ઘરન� પ�ર��થ�તન� ક�રણ� વગ�મ�� �ય�ન દ���� ન ગમ�   

૧૧ વગ�મ�� �ય�મ ફલક પર લખ���� લખ��� ગમ� છ�   

૧૨ વગ� �શક્ષણ ઉપર��ત �શક્ષણ ક�ય� કર��� ગમ�   

૧૩ �શક્ષણમ�� રસ લ�વ� ગમ� છ�   

૧૪ વગ�મ�� �શક્ષક ���સ� થ�ય ત� વગ� મ�� �ય�ન રહ� છ�   

૧૫ �શક્ષક વગ�મ�� પ્રશ્ન � �છ� ત� જવ�બ  આપવ� ગમ�   

૧૬ ચ��� વગ�મ�� બ�જા �વષય તરફ રહ� છ�   

 

�વભ�ગ – ૨: વ��ચનન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

ક્રમ કલમ હ� ન� 

૧ એક��તમ�� વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�   

૨ એક જ જ�ય�એ લ��બ� સમય વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�   

૩ વ��ચત� વખત� રસપ્રદ ર�ત� વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�   

૪ વ��ચત� વખત� �મત્ર ન� �વચ�ર કરવ� ગમ� છ�   

૫ એક જ જ�ય�એ બ� થ� ત્રણ કલ�ક થ� વધ�ર� વ��ચ� શક� છ�   

૬ પ�રવ�રન� સ�ય� ટ�વ� જ�ત� હ�ય ત� પણ તમન� વ��ચ��� ગમ� છ�   

૭ વ��ચત� વખત� �દનચય��ન� જ �વચ�ર કરવ� ગમ� છ�   

૮ ઘ�ઘ�ટ થ�ય ત� શ���તથ� વ��ચ� શક� છ�   

૯ ૫૦ પ���ત��� ક��ય એક જ બ�ઠક� પ��� � કર� શક� છ�   

૧૦ વ��ચન વખત� અ�ય પ્ર� ��ત્ત કરવ���� મન થ�ય છ�   
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૧૧ વ��ચન વખત� ��ર�ત જ ઊંઘ આવવ� લ�ગ� છ�   

૧૨ વ��ચત� વખત� મ�ત્ર મન વ��ચવ�મ�� જ ક���દ્રત કર� શક� છ�   

૧૩ વ��ચન વખત� � �તક�ળ વ�ગ�ળ� છ�   

૧૪ વ��ચત� વખત� આવન�ર પ�ર��થ�ત ન� �વચ�ર� આવ� છ�   

�વભ�ગ 3: �� ��તન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

 ક્રમ કલમ હ� ન� 

૧ વગ�મ�� બધ� જ �શક્ષક� ભણ�વ� છ� ત� ��ર�ત ય�દ રહ� છ�   

૨ વગ�મ�� શ�ખવ�લ બધ� જ �વષય���� �વષયવ�� � ય�દ રહ� છ�   

૩ જ�ડણ� ન� બધ� જ �નયમ� ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�   

૪ ��જર�ત� �હ�દ�મ�� �ય�કરણ સરળત�થ� ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�   

૫ વ��ચ���� બ��� જ લ��બ� સમય ��ધ� ય�દ ર�ખ� શક� છ�   

૬ સમ�ચ�ર પત્ર�ન� સમ�ચ�ર� ય�દ ર�ખ� શક� છ�   

૭ શ�ળ� ન� બધ� જ પ્ર�થ�ન�ઓ મ��ખક ય�દ રહ� છ�   

૮ �ફ�મન� બધ� જ દ્ર�ય� સ�� �ણ� ર�ત� ય�દ રહ� છ�   

૯ ર�ત્ર� ��ત� પહ�લ� �દનચય�� ય�દ કર� શકત� નથ�   

૧૦ મ�હન� પહ�લ� જ�ય�લ� દ્ર�ય� ય�દ ર�ખ� શક� છ�   

૧૧ �વજ્ઞ�નમ�� કર�વ�લ પ્રય�ગ પછ� ��� વણ�ન ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�   

૧૨ અંગ્ર�જીન� �પ��લ�ગ ��ર�ત જ ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�   

૧૩ �વજ્ઞ�ન �વષયન� વ��ચ�લ લ�ખ મન� ય�દ રહ� જાય છ�   

૧૪ દર�ક �વષયન� પ્રશ્ન�ન� જવ�બ ��ર�ત જ આપ� શક� છ�   

�વભ�ગ ૪: પર�ક્ષ�ન� સ�દભ�મ�� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� 

ક્રમ કલમ હ� ન� 

૧ પર�ક્ષ� નજીક આવત�� �ચ�ત� અ��ભવ� છ�   

૨ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� ત�ય�ર કર���� � �લ� જાઓ છ�   

૩ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� મ�ત્ર પ�પર મ� �ય�ન ક���દ્રત કર� છ�   

૪ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� મન અ��થર રહ� છ�   

૫ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� આ�મ�વશ્વ�સથ� જવ�બ લખ� છ�   

૬ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� બ��� � �લ� જાઓ એ��� લ�ગ� છ�   
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૭ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� બ���ન� �વદ્ય�થ�મ��થ� જવ�બ ��ઓ છ�   

૮ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� અ�તશય ડર લ�ગ� છ�   

૯ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� પ્રશ્ન�ન� જવ�બ ઉ�ટ� ���ટ� થઈ જાય છ�   

૧૦ પર�ક્ષ���� નબળુ� પ�રણ�મ આવ� ત� ગમ�   

૧૧ બ�હ્ય પર�ક્ષ�ઓ આપવ� ગમ� છ�   

૧૨ પર�ક્ષ� વખત� મનમ�� અ�ય �વચ�ર� આવ� છ�   

૧૩ પર�ક્ષ� �વશ� વ�ત થત�� જ ���સ� આવ� છ�   

૧૪ પર�ક્ષ�મ�� પ્રશ્નપત્ર ક�ઠન હ�ય ત� ગમ� છ�   

 આમ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�  સ�રચન� કર� ત�ય�ર કર� હત�.. 

સમ�પન 

આમ �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન�  સ�રચન� મ�ટ� �વષયવ�� � �વ�લ�ષણ �વ�વધ સ�દભ� ���તક�ન� 

આધ�ર� કરવ�મ�� આ���. �ય�રબ�દ કલમ રચન� કર� ત���� સ�પ�દન કરવ�મ�� આ����. કલમ ��� સ�પ�દન 

કર� ��લ ૭૦ �વધ�ન� ધર�વત� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� ત�ય�ર કરવ�મ�� આવ� જેમ�� હક�ર��મક અન� 

નક�ર��મક �વધ�ન� હત�. જે �� �બ���  �ક�લમ�� હ� અન� ન�  મ� મ�પન કરત� હત�. �ય�રબ�દ તજજ્ઞ�ન� 

��લ�ક�ત લઇ ત�મન� � �ચન�ન� આધ�ર� ��ધ�ર� કરવ�મ�� આ�ય�. �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન�ન� � �વ� 

પ્ર�થ�મક  �વરૂપન� અજમ�યશ પ્ર�થ�મક શ�ળ�ન� પ�ત્ર� પર કરવ�મ�� આવ� અન� તજજ્ઞ�ન�  ��લ�ક�ત 

મ�ગ�દશ�નન� આધ�ર� ��લ ૫૮ �વધ�ન� ધર�વત� પ્ર�થ�મક �વરૂપન� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� ત�ય�ર 

થઈ હત�. આમ પ્રય�જક� ય��ય પદ્ધ�તન� આધ�ર� આય�જનબદ્ધ ર�ત� �ય�નક���દ્રતત� સ�શ��ધન� રચન� 

કર� હત�. 

સ�દભ� � ��ચ 

�વ�ટ મ�ટ�  ૨૦૦૦ એક�ગ્રત� સફળત�ન� ચ�વ� 

લ�લ� જે�સ એલન  ૨૦૦૨ મનન� અગ�ધ શ��ત 

સ�શ�ધનન� �વ�શ�ટ પદ્ધ�તઓ ૨૦૦૩ ર�જક�ટ સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ� 

ઉ�ચ�ટ ડ�.એ. અન� અ�ય ૧૯૮૮ સ�દ�હન (પ્રથમ આ���� ) ર�જક�ટ �શક્ષણ શ�સ્ત્ર ભવન સ�ર��� 

���નવ�સ�ટ� 

દ�સ�ઈ હ�રભ�ઈ અન� દ�સ�ઇ ક�.જી ૧૯૯૨ સ�શ�ધન પદ્ધ�તઓ અન� પ્ર� ��તઓ પ��ચમ� આ���� 

અમદ�વ�દ, ���નવ�સ�ટ� ગ્ર�થ �નમ��ણ બ�ડ�, ��જર�ત ર��ય 
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અપ�ગન� ઓજસ 

પરમ�ર �નલમબ�ન મ��ભ�ઇ 

પ�.એચ.ડ�.શ�ધછ�ત્ર, 

��જર�ત ���નવ�સ�ટ�,અમદ�વ�દ. 

“મન હ�ય ત� મ�ળવ� જવ�ય”  

શર�ર સશ�ત કદ�ચ ન હ�ય ત� ચ�લ� શક� પણ મન ત� ત��� ર�ત જ જ�ઈએ. ખર�ખર આમ જ�વ� 

જઈએ ત� ઘણ�વ�ર અપ�ગ �ય��તમ� ઘણ� બધ� ક્ષમત� રહ�લ� હ�ય છ�, પર�� � અપ�ગ �ય��તન� મળત� 

�તર�ક�રથ� ઘણ�વ�ર ત� બહ�ર જ આવત� જ નથ�. 

��મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઇન� અપ�ગન� ‘ઓજસ ���તક’ મ� રમતગમતન� ક્ષ�ત્રમ� પ્ર�સ�દ્ધ મ�ળવન�ર 

અપ�ગ ખ�લ�ડ�ઓન� સ�ઘષ�ન� કર� વ�ત કર�લ� છ�. ઓ��મ�પક રમત�� એ મહ�ન � �ત્ર છ� એક� 

‘ઓ�લ��પકન� શ�ન �વજયમ� નથ�, પણ એમ�� ભ�ગ લ�વ�મ�� છ� અન� ત� પણ એક �જ�દ��દલ� મ�નવ� 

તર�ક�’ - આવ� જ ર�ત� જીવનન� �સ�દ્ધ પણ સ�ઘષ� સ�મ� લડવ�મ�� જ રહ�લ� છ�. 

 જીવન સ�મ� હ�રન� મ�નવ�વ�ળ� એવ� ઘણ� બધ� સ�હ�સક� આપણ� જ�ઈએ છ�એ. જેમ� 

આપણ� વ��ટર ડ�વ�સ ક� જેણ� ઊંચ� ��દક� લગ�વ�ન� ઓ�લ��પક �પધ��મ� નવ� �વક્રમ �થ��ય� હત�. 

ત�મણ� ત�મન� પગ ન� એક વ�ર કહ� દ���� હ� � ક� ‘મ�ર� શ��ત ���ગ� દ��ત� એ �વશ્વ�સ, ર�ખજ� ક� તમ� એક 

�દવસ ચ�લ� શકશ�, દ�ડ� શકશ� અન� એવ� ઊંચ� ��દક� પણ મ�ર� શકશ� અન� �ય�� ��ધ� તમ� �હ�મત 

હ�રશ� નહ� ��ય �હ�મત નહ� હ���.’ 

 અરૂણ�મ�ન� જીવનમ� પણ સ�ધષ� ��ટત� જન નથ� ડગલ�ન� પગલ� ��ખ આ�ય� જ કર� ��. પર�� � 

“ક�શ�ષ કરન� વ�લ� ક� કભ� હ�ર નહ� હ�ત�”. એ પ���ત ��જબ લ�ક�ત� તમન� હર�વવ� બ�ઠ� �� પર�� � 

�ય� ��ધ� ત�મ� હ�રત� નથ� �ય���ધ� જીત તમ�ર� હ�થમ� જ હ�ય ��.   

��કમ કર��ત વ�ચ�લમ પ���મ લ�ઘયત� �ગ�ર�� 

યત��પ� �વહમ  વ�દ� પરમ�ન�દ મ�ધવમ  l 

81 
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 આમ પ�ત�ન� શ�ર��રક ખ�મ�ઓન� ખ�મ� ન બનવ� દ�ત� એન� જ પ�ત�ન� ત�ક�તમ� ફ�રવ� 

ન�ખ� છ�. એટલ� જ કહ�વ�ય છ� ક�, ગમ� ત�ટલ� ���ક�લ�ઓ અન� �ન�ફળત�મ� જ� �ય��ત એ�� મન� અડગ 

ર�ખ�ત� જરૂર એન� જ જીત થ�ય છ�. �ન�ફળત�મ� પણ અડગ મન ર�ખ� ત� જરૂર એન� જ જીત થ�ય છ�. 

 ����ષ�થ�ન� બળ�  ધ���� પ�રણ�મ આપણ� લ�વ� શક�એ છ�એ. �નર�શ થય� �વન� પ્રય�ન કરત�� 

રહ�એ ત� ચ�ક્કસ અંત� ધ���� પ�રણ�મ મ�ળવ� શક�ય છ�. જીવનમ� આવત� તકલ�ફ� ન જ�ત� પ�ત�ન� 

�ય�ય તરફ આગળ વધત� રહ� છ� ત�જ પ�ત��� �ય�ય � ��� કર� શક�ય છ�. 

“અપ�ગ અસહ�ય નથ�, શ��ત���જ ��. એમન� મ�ત્ર પ્ર�રણ�ન� જરૂર ��.” –ડ�.��ડ�વગ ઘટ મ�ન 

(અપ�ગન� ઓજસ page 8) 

 અપ�ગન� ઓજસ ચ�રત્ર કથ� મ�� ��લ ૨૧ ચ�રત્ર� ન� સમ�વ�શ કરવ�મ� આ�ય� છ� જેમ�� આપણ� 

અહ� આપણ� “��ર� ન� પહ�લ� સલ�મ”  મ� ર�મ � ��ત� �વશ� વ�ત કર���� . 

��ર� ન� પહ�લ� સલ�મ 

 શ�ર��રક ર�ત� અશ�ત હ�ય એવ� �ય��ત ક�ઈ ન કર� શક� એ વ�ત ન� ખ�ટ� સ��બત કરન�ર વ�ર 

ર�મ� ��ત� જેઓ પહ�લવ�ન બ�ય�. એન� જીવન કથ� ગણ� રસપ્રદ છ�. અહ� કહ�વ�ય છ� જે બ�ળક��� શર�ર 

કમજ�ર હ�ય ઉપર��ત ત� ર��ગ�ટ પણ હ�ય. આવ� �ય��ત જીવનમ�� �નર�શ બન� જાય છ� પણ ર�મ� ��ત� 

�નર�શ બ�ય� નહ�. ત�મન� બ� શ�ખ હત� એક પ�રક� ક�જય� જ�વ�ન� અન� બ� ર�મ�યણ-મહ�ભ�રત 

સ��ભળવ�ન�. ર�મ� ��ત�ન� ચ�ર પ�ત્ર� � �બ ગમત� ભ�મ, હ��મ�ન, �ભ�મ અન� લ�મણ. આ ચ�ર પ�ત્ર� 

એન� એટલ� ગમત� હત� ક�મ ક�, ત�ઓ એ સ્ત્ર� સ�મ�નન� સ�ચ���� હ� �� અન� ત�ઓ બળવ�ન હત�. એટલ� 

ર�મ� ��ત� હ�મ�શ� પ�ત� બળવ�ન બન� એ��� એન� મ�ન� કહ�ત� અન� ધ�મ� ધ�મ� એમણ� કસરત કરવ�ન� 

શરૂઆત કર�. કસરત કરત�� કરત�� ખ��સ� બ�ધ ન થ�ય, મન ત�મ��� કસરત કરવ� મ�ટ� તરસ��� પણ શર�ર 

સ�થ ન આપ��� એટલ� અધવ�ચ�થ� જ કસરત કરવ�ન� �વચ�ર છ�ડ� દ�ધ�. પ�ત�ન� �નબ�ળત� ન� જ�ઈ 

ત�મણ� આપઘ�ત કરવ�ન� પણ એકવ�ર �નશ્ચય કય� હત�. પણ અંતર��મ�મ�થ� અવ�જ આ�ય� અન� 

ત�મણ� હ�ર ન �વ�ક�ર�. સવ�ર� વહ�લ� ઉઠ� દ�ડ��� અન� ���ત�ન� નવ� દ�વ શ�ખવ� લ�ગ� ર�ત �દવસ એક 

જ રટણ. શર�ર બળવ�ન ક�મ બન�. અન� થ�ડ�ક જ સમયમ�� શર�રન� ર�ગ બદલ�ઈ ગય�. એન� શર�રન� 
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�નબ�ળત� ચ�લ� ગઈ અન� પછ� ત� એ એટલ� બધ� બળવ�ન બન� ગય� ક�, ત�ઓ ઝ�ડ ન� જ�રથ� ખભ� 

મ�ર� ત� ઉપરથ� ટપ�ટપ બ�-ત્રણ ન�ર�યળ � �ટ� પડ�. 

  એકવ�ર ૧૬ વષ�ન� ઉંમરન� બન�વ છ�. જેમ�� ર�મ� ��ત� બળન� ડ�ક� વ�ગ� ગય� હત�. એક 

વખત ગ�મન� ગટરમ� ઉઘ�ડ� ખ��ડય�મ� એક મ�ટ� જાડ� ભ�સ ભર�ઈ ગઈ. મ�ણસ� એકઠ� થઈન� 

મહ�નત કરવ� લ��ય� પણ ત� બહ�ર ન ન�કળ�. ત� ર�મ���ત� ખબર પડત� �ય�� આ�ય� અન� લ�ક�ન� ��ર 

ત�મણ� ખસ�ડ� ભ�સન� બ� સ�ગડ� પકડ�� અન� એક જ આંચક�મ� ભ�સન� ઉઠ�વ�ન� બહ�ર ક�ઢ� લ�ધ�. 

 'હવ� જ મ�ર� જીવનન� ખર� શરૂઆત હત� �વશ�ળ પ્રય�ન�થ� પ્ર�તબળ મ�ળ���� હ� �� મન� � �છત� 

ક� આ અમ���ષ� શ��તન� ઉપય�ગ શ�? �ય�ર� ��� હત�શ થઈ જત�. આમ છત�� મન� એવ� દ્રડ �વશ્વ�સ હત� 

ક� મ���� ભ��વ ક�ઈક અ� �વ� છ� �નય�ત મ�ર� �વશ�ષ ગ�ત કરશ� જ'. (page 26) 

 ત�ઓ �દવસમ�� એકવ�ર અન� ક્ય�ર�ક બ� વખત છ રતલન� હ�થ� પ�ત�ન� શર�ર પર ઉભ� 

ર�ખત� ઈ.સ.૧૯૫૦ન� મ� મ�હન�મ� પ�ત�ન� શર�ર બળથ� ડ�ક� વગ�ડન�ર ��જીન સ��ડ�, મ�લ��દ્ધ 

મદ્ર�સમ� ખ�લ કરવ� ગય� અન� �ય�� ત�મ��� ન�મ સ��ભળ�ન� ગ�ર� મ�લએ ન� પ�ડ� દ�ધ� અન� સ�મ� 

ચ�લ�ન� હ�ર મ�ળવવ� જે��� જ લ����� એટલ� એણ� ક�ળ� મ�નવ� સ�થ� ��� હર�ફ�ઈ કરત� નથ�. એમ કહ� 

દ���� આ પછ� ત�મણ� મદ્ર�સમ�� ત�મણ� અવનવ� પ્રય�ગ� કય�� હત�. 

 એક�દ વષ� ��ધ� સ�ઉથ ઇ��ડયન એ�લ�ટક એસ��સય�શનન� ન�ચ� એમણ� મદ્ર�સમ�� અંગ બળન� 

ઘણ� પ્રય�ગ� પણ બત��ય� હત�. ત� જ સમય� લ�કમ��ય �ટળક� પણ ર���પ્ર�મ�આ ��વ�ન ન� બ�લ�વ� ન� 

પ્ર��સ�હન પણ આ���� હ� ��. દ�શ-�વદ�શમ�� એમન� સ�મ�ય�ન� જય જયક�ર થવ� લ��ય� અંગ્ર�જ�ન� એમન� 

� �બ ઈષ�� થત� હત� પણ ત�ઓ ક�ઈ કર� શકત� નહ�. �નઝ�મ સરક�ર� સ�ન�ન� ચ��દ પણ આ�ય� હત�. 

   ઈ.સ ૧૯૧૦મ� મલ�ક�મ� એમન� બ�બ�વ�ર સ�મલ(ઝ�ર) આપવ�મ�� આ����. પહ�લ� વ�રમ�� ત� 

બચ� ગય� પણ બ�જી વ�રમ�� બચવ�ન� ક�ઈ આશ� ન હત�. ત�મ છત�� ત�મણ� પ��ચ હજાર દ�ડ કર�ન� ઝ�ર 

પરસ�વ�મ� ક�ઢ� ન�����. પછ� દસ મ�હન� પથ�ર�વશ રહ્ય� હત� અસહ્ય પ�ડ� થત� હ�વ� છત�� ત�ઓએ 

ક્ય�ર�ય હ�ર ન મ�ન�. 

 “ભલ� અહ� મ����  મ�ત થ�ય પણ પ��� નહ� પ��” –(page 36) 
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 અ� �વ� મન�બળથ� એક�ગ્રત� ર�ખ� ન� ૨૫ હ�સ� પ�વરન� ૧૧૨ �કલ�મ�ટરન� ઝડપ� જત� 

મ�ટરન� એકવ�ર નહ� પર�� � ૧૩ વ�ર ર�ક�. ૧૯૦૭મ� દ��તથ� ત્ર�જવ�મ� ��ક�લ� ઘ�ડ�ન� ઉઠ�વવ�ન� 

પ્રય�ન કરત�� ત�મ�� એમન� બ� દ��ત પડ� ગય�. 

 ત�ઓ��� શર�ર �હ�દ વ�સ�ઓ મ�ટ� શર�રન� સવ��ચ જીવ�ત આદશ� બ�ય� હત�. ત�ઓએ 

�ય�ય�મમ�� આપણ� દ�શન� ��ર�ણ� પદ્ધ�તથ� જ શ્ર��ઠ ગણ� હત�. ત�મ��� � ���� ૧૯૩૮ન� ૨૦મ� 

જા���આર�ન� ર�જ થ��� હ� ��. 

 ઇ�છ�શ��ત અન� જ� ખ�ત સ�થ� � �ર� કરવ�મ�� આવ� ત� ઘ��� બ��� મ�ળવ� શક�ય છ�. “મન 

અડ�ખમ હ�ય ત� શર�રન� ક�ઈ મય��દ� આપણન� નડત�  નથ�”. બળન� વ�ત થ�ય �ય�ર� ર�મ���ત���  

ન�મ આ�ય વગર રહ�� � નથ�. જીવન� ���ક�લ કસ�ટ�ઓથ� પ�ર ઉતરન�ર ર�મ���ત� ખર�ખર 

પહ�લવ�ન�ન� આદશ� હ�લ પણ બન� રહ્ય� છ�.  

સ�દભ� :-  

‘અપ�ગન� ઓજસ’. લ�ખક:- ��મ�રપ�ળ દ�સ�ઈ. પ્રક�શક:- આદશ� પ્રક�શન પ્રથમ આ���ત – ૧૯૮૫ 
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સર�જ પ�ઠકન� “સ��રક� �પ�જર�થ�” વ�ત��મ�� મન��વ�લ�ષણવ�દ 

જાડ� સ�નલ ભન�ભ�ઈ1 અન� ડ�. ન��તન વડગ�મ�2 
1Ph.D. (Scholar) અન� 2મ�ગ�દશ�ક, 

��જર�ત� ભ�ષ�-સ��હ�ય ભવન, સ�ર��� ���નવ�સ�ટ�, ર�જક�ટ. 

jadasonal1993@gmail.com 

સર�જ પ�ઠક આ���નક પ્રય�ગશ�લ વ�ત��ઓન� લ��ખક� તર�ક� પ્ર�સદ્ધ છ�, ���ક� વ�ત�� ઉપર��ત 

નવલકથ�ઓ પણ ત�મણ� લખ� છ�, અડધ� ડરજન વ�ત�� સ�ગ્રહ� અન� એટલ� જ નવલકથ�ઓ ત�મન� 

પ્રય�ગશ�લત�ન� શ�ખ� � �ર� છ�. ત� સતત પ્રય�ગશ�લ હત�� અન� એથ�ય જીવ�ત રહ્ય� હત�, ગમ� ત� ક્ષણ� ત� 

ક���ક ન��� કર� બ�સવ�ન� ક્ષમત� ધર�વત� હત�. ત�મન� વ��ચક� એમન� સ��હ�તક પ્ર� ��ત્તઓ ઉપર સતત 

નજર ર�ખત� હત��. સર�જ પ�ઠકન� �વત�ત્ર, �વમ��ન અન� ��મ�ર� ભય�� �ય��ત�વ વ�ળ� સર�જ પ�ઠકન� 

���કમ�� પ�રચય મ�ળવ�એ.  

સર�જ પ�ઠકન� જ�મ ક�છ �જ�લ�ન� જખ� ગ�મમ�� ૦૧/૦૬/૧૯૨૯ન� ર�જ થય� હત�. ત�મણ� 

પ્ર�થ�મક અન� મ��ય�મક �શક્ષણ ���બઈમ�� લ���� હ� ��. ઇ.સ.૧૯૪૭મ�� ત�ઓ મ���કન� પર�ક્ષ�મ�� ઉત�ણ� 

થય� હત�. ઇ.સ.૧૯૬૧મ�� ��જર�ત� �વષય લઈ ��જર�ત ���નવ�સ�ટ�મ�� બ�.એ. ત�મજ ઇ.સ.૧૯૬૪મ�� 

એમ.એ.ન� પદવ� મ�ળવ� હત�. ઇ.સ.૧૯૫૬ થ� '૫૭મ�� આક�શવ�ણ� સ�થ� જ�ડ�ય� અન� એ ઉપર��ત 

ત�ઓ સ��વય�ત ઇ�ફમ�સન સ�વ�સ સ�થ� પણ સ�લ�ન હત�. ઇ.સ.૧૯૬૪ થ� ત�ઓ બ�રડ�લ� ક�લ�જમ�� 

અ�ય�પક તર�ક� ફરજ બજાવ� હત�. ઇ.સ.૧૯૮૯મ�� બ�રડ�લ�મ�� જ ત�મ��� અવસ�ન થ��� હ� ��. 

સર�જ પ�ઠકન� પ�ત રમણલ�લ પ�ઠક� ત�મન� પ્રથમ વ�ત�� લખવ�ન� પ્ર�રણ� આપ� હત�.ત�મન� 

પ્રથમ વ�ત�� “નહ� અંધ����, ન�હ અજવ�ળુ�” જીવન મ���ર� સ�મ��યકમ�� પ્રક��શત થઈ હત�, ત�મન� 

પ્રથમ ���ક� વ�ત�� સ�ગ્રહ “પ્ર�મ ઘટ� ��ક આઈ “૧૯૫૯મ�� ચ�તન પ��લસસ� ��ર� પ્રક��શત થય� હત� અન� 

ત�ન� બ��બ� ર��ય તરફ થ� ઈન�મ મ���� હ� ��.સર�જ પ�ઠકન� શ્ર��ઠ વ�ત��ઓન� સ�ગ્રહમ�� અલગ અલગ 

વ�દ સ�થ� વ�ત��ઑ સ�કળ�ય�લ� છ� એમ�� ��લ ૧૪ વ�ત��ઓ છ� અન� ત�મ�થ� મ�ર� જેન� �વષ� વ�ત કરવ�ન� 

છ� ત� “ સ��રક� �પ�જર�થ�” છ� ત�મ�� મન��વ�લ�ષણવ�દ ઉદભવ� છ�. 

 

82 
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v મન��વ�લ�ષણવ�દ એટલ� ��� ? 

જે ર�ત� અ��ત�વવ�દ��વચ�રધ�ર�એ સ��હ�યક�ર�ન� આક�ય�� હત�� એ ર�ત� જ અ�ય ન�ય 

�વચ�રધ�ર�ઓએ પણ સ��હ�યક�ર�ન� પ્રભ��વત કય�� હત��. મન��વ�લ�ષણવ�દ ઈ.સ.૧૮૫૬મ�� મ�ર�વય� 

જેક��લ�વ�ક�ય�મ� જ�મ�લ� મહ�ન મ�નસશ�સ્ત્ર� એડમ�ડ ��ઈડ મ��નસશ�સ્ત્ર ક્ષ�ત્ર� કર�લ� મ�નવ મન 

�વષ�ન� સ�શ�ધન�એ મ�નવ જાતન� �વચ�ર�દશ� બદલ� ન�ખ� હત�. ફ�ઈડન� �સદ્ધ��ત�એ સ��હ�ય અન� 

�વવ�ચન પર �વશ�ષ પ્રભ�વ પ�ડ�� છ�. ��ઈડન� આ સ�શ�ધન�એ મ�નવ�ન� મ�નવ �વષ�ન� �ય�લ 

બદલ� ન��ય� છ�. ડ��વ�નન� ઉ�ક્ર���તવ�દ� મ�નવન� પ��થ� ��દ� પ�ડ�� હત�. પર�� � ��ઈડન� 

અવચ�તનન� �સદ્ધત્ત� અન� � �ળ� �ત જા�તયત�ન� �સદ્ધ��ત� મ�નવ�ન� ��ન� પ��ન� પ�ગતમ�� બ�સ�ડ� દ�ધ� 

છ�! ડ��વ�ન મ���યન� પ����� શર�ર આ���� �ય�ર� ��ઈડ� મ�નવ�ન� પ��ન� ક�મ� ��ત આપ� છ� એ બ� વ�ચ� 

પ્ર�મ જેવ� ત�વન� સ�� �ણ� છ�દ ઊડ�ળ�દ�ધ� છ� જે છ� ત� મ�ત્ર ક�મ � ��ત છ�, વ�શન� છ�, મ�નવ�ન� તમ�મ 

સબ�ધ� ઔપચ��રક અન� ���ત્રમ છ� મ�ત્ર એક સ્ત્ર� ����ષ વ�ચ�ન� સબ�ધ જ સ�હ�જક અન� સન�તન છ�.(૧) 

v   “સ��રક� �પ�જર�થ�” વ�ત��મ�� મન��વ�લ�ષણવ�દ : 

ભ�રત�ય સમ�જ �યવ�થ�મ�� ન�ર�ન� પર�� �વ�થ� �વ�ત��ય આપવ�મ�� આ���� નથ� ક�ય� જ�મ� 

છ� �ય�રથ� પરણ� �ય�� ��ધ� �પત�ન� ત�બ�મ�� રહ� છ�, પરણ� પછ� પ�તન� ક�� �મ�� રહ� છ�, અન� �વધવ� 

થ�ય ત� ��ત્ર��� આ�ધપ�ય �વ�ક�ર��� પડ� છ�.આમ જ�મથ� � ���� પય�ત આપણ� દ�શન� ����ષપ્રધ�ન 

સમ�જ �યવ�થ�મ�� ન�ર�ન� ����ષ જ આધ�ન રહ�ન� જીવ��� પડ� છ� એન� જીવન પય�ત ક�ઈન� ક�ઈ 

����ષન� બ�ધનમ�� જ જીવ��� પડ� છ�. ન�ર�ન� એ બ�ધન અવ�થ�ન� ત�દ�થ કરત� “સ��રક� �પ�જર�થ�” 

વ�ત��લ��ખક�ન� વ�ત�� લ�ખનન� પ્ર��ર�ભક પ્રય�સ��� પ્ર�ત�ન�ધ�વ કર� છ�. આ પ્ર�ર��ભક રચન�મ�� પણ 

એમન� આ���નક વ�ત��ઓન� ર��તએ પ�ત્રન� ચ�ત�સક સ�ચલન� �નરૂ�પન� ન�ર�ન� પર�ધ�ત� પ્રગટ કર� છ� 

ન�ર�ન� મન�સ�ચલન� ��ર� જ વ�ત���� � ક��� � સજા�ય છ� સ�શ�મરણ� પ્ર�તક ય�જન� તથ� દદ�ન� અધ� 

બ�ભ�ન અવ�થ� અ�ત �ય�થ ઉદગર� રૂપ� વ�ત�� મ�� ન�ઇક�ન� મન��ય�પર���� �ચત્રણ ર�� થ��� છ�. 

શ�ષ�કન� � �ર�� �ર� અથ�મ�� સ�થ�ક કરત� આ વ�ત��ન� ન��યક� “સ��રક� અધ� બ�ભ�ન અવ�થ�મ�� 

ક�ઇન� ત�વ્ર આઘ�તથ� હ���પટલમ�� ખ�ટલ� પડ� છ�, કપ�ળ પર મ�રત� �લ�ટ અન� લ�હ�ન� અ��� ��ત 
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સ�થ� એ અત�ત��� એક સ�શ�મરણ એન� અધ�જા��ત �ચત્તમ�� ઉપશ� આવ� છ� ઘરડ� મ��તર� સ��રક�ન� 

�શ�� સહજ સ�મ��ય સવ�લથ� ���સ� થઈ એન� મ�થ�મ�� �લ�ટ મ�ર� હત�, એ��� કપ�ળ લ�હ� લ�હ� થઈ 

ગ��� હ� ��. એ �મરણ અધ� જા��ત અવ�થ�મ�� એન� પ�ડ� છ� અન� � �ચવ� છ� ક� મ�ટ� ઘરન� દ�કર�ન� 

ભણ�વવ� મ�ટ� ઘરડ� મ��ટર જ હ�ય, અન� રમવ����, ભણવ����, �શ�� સહજ એન� ગમ� એટ�� ભ�ન હ�ય 

ત�ઈ એન� સરવ�ળ�, બ�દબ�ક�, ��ણ�ક�ર ભણવ� જ પડ�. ભદ્ર સમ�જમ�� કથ� પ્ર�ય� આવ� અભદ્ર �યવહ�ર 

એન� બ�ળપણથ� જ શરૂ થઈ જાય છ�. કપ�ળમ�� �લ�ટ વ�ગવ�ન� અ�તતન� �મરણ�ન� ત�� � પછ� તરત 

વત�મ�ન સ�થ� જ�ડ� આપ� છ� નસ�ન� અડધ� પડધ� સ�દ� એન� ક�ન� પડત�� એન� ભ�ન થ�ય છ� ક� હ� આત� 

હ���પટલ છ� ��� ત� મ�ટ� ઘરન� દ�કર�,ન� મ�ટ� ઘરન� વ��,ન� એ પ્ર�ત��ઠત જમ�નદરન� દ�કર�ન� એવ�જ 

ખ�નદ�નન� ���� �બન� નબ�ર� સ�થ� એન� મ�� બ�પ� � �પચ�પ એન� લ�ન કર� ન�ખ�લ�. 

સ��રક� અધ� બ�ભ�ન અવ�થ�મ�� � �તક�ળન� મ�� સ�થ�ન� સ�વ�દ ઉપશ� આવ� છ�, એ સ�વ�દ � �ચવ� 

છ� ક� એન� મરજી �વ��દ્ધ મ�� બ�પ� એન� પરણ�વ� દ�ધ�લ� એન� સ�ઇ�સ લ�ઇન ન�ત� લ�વ� પણ એન� 

સ�ઇ�સ લ�ઇનમ�� પર�ણ� ધક�લવ�મ�� આવ�લ�, પછ� એ ડ��ટર થવ� ઇ�છત� હત� �ય�ર� ત�વ� ભણતર 

છ�ડ�વ�ન� ખ�નદ�ન� ઘરન� નબ�ર� સ�થ� જબદ�ત�થ� પર�ણ�વ� દ�વ�મ�� આવ� હત�. એ બ�� ય�દ 

આવત� સ��રક�ન� મન�પટ્ટ ઉપર ભણ�લ� ��ર�પ�યન જેવ� ��રત�ય�ન� �સગ�ર�ટન� ��મડ�ન� ��ચડ� 

એન� આ��  બ���  �વટળ�ય વળ�  છ�... ન� ફર� વત�મ�ન સ�થ� અ��સ�ધ�ન એ��� �ચત્ત થ��� � પ�મ� છ� એન� 

આ��બ���ન� એન� ખબર લ�વ� આવ�લ� સગ� �હ�લ�ન� એ લવ�ર� ચડ�લ� જણ�ય છ�.  

 પર�ય� પછ� એન� મરજી �વ���ધ ન�ચત� �સખ��� પડ���� પ�તન� મ�ભ� મ�ટ� પ�ટ�ઓ ન� 

�લ�બ�મ�� જ��� પડ���� ન�ચન� ત�લ�મ પણ લ�વ� પહ�લ�... એ ય�દ આવત� મદ�ર�ન� ��ગ��ગ� અન� 

ભગ�ભ�ઈ રતનબ�ઈન�, ન�ચત� �� ��ત એન� મ�નસપટ્ટ પર ઝળક� રહ� છ� અન� પછ� ટ�મ� ��તર�ન� 

વ�ત આવત� મ�થ�ર�નન� હ�ટ�લમ�� મ�ળ� ર�ત્ર� પ�ત�ન� પ�તન� �મસ�સ ત�ર���ર વ�ળ�ન� 

સ�નગપ�તય�ન� એમન� બર�બર પકડવ�ન� વ�ત એનમ�� મ�નસપટ્ટ પર �ચતર�ય છ�, બ�જી સ્ત્ર� સ�થ� 

છૂટ લ�ન�ર પ�ત પ�ન�ન� બ�જા ����ષ સ�થ� છૂટ આપવ� મ��ગત� હત� એ �મરણ ત��� � થ���.  

સ��રક�ન� “મ��” થવ�ન� ઝ�ખન� હત�, પર�� � એન� ન�સ�ગ�ક ��ખથ� પણ એન� વ��ચત ર�ખવ�મ� 

આવ� અન� ખ�ળ�મ�� એક ��ર���ર��� � �ક� દ�વય����. �હ�લ કરવ� મ�ટ� ફ� લ�ઈફ , �લબ લ�ઈફ, �ડનર, હર��� 
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ફર��� ન� એ બધ� મ�ટ� એન� મ�� થવ���� ��ખ ફર�જય�ત જ��� કર��� પડ���� અન� અંત� સફ�દ સ�ડ�મ�� ક�ઈ પણ 

સ�ણગ�ર વગર સ��રક� સ���થ� ��ર ��ટ���� વ�ળ� બ�થ�લ� હ�ય છ�, એન� લ�નમ�� ધમ�લ ન�ત� થઈ ત�મ 

મરણન�ય અહ� ધમ�લ ન હત� પ�તન� � ����ન� સ��રક� સ���� મ�ન� સકત� ન� હત� સગ� સબ�ધ�ઑ, 

ડ��ટર, નસ� વગ�ર�ન� ઘસ�ર�મ�� ક�ઈએ સ��રક�ન� મન���થ�ત પ્રમ��ણ� નહ�. અંત� એ બ�ભ�ન થઈ ઢળ� 

પડ�. �લડ પ્ર�સર, �હ�ટ��રય�, ગ��ડપણ, સન�પ�ત, લવ�ર�…. ન� અંત� એન� પલ�ગન� ચ�ર� બ���  ડ�ગ 

મચ�વત� દદ�  ઉપર “પલ�ગ ક� પ�જર�” ન�ખ� દ�વ�ય એન� ચ�ર� બ���  પ�જ�� પડ� ગ��� સમગ્ર વ�ત�� મ�� 

“સ��રક� �પ�જર�થ�” સ�થ�ક જ�વ� મળ�  છ�. 

સ��રક� આ વ�ત��મ�� એક �વચક્ષણ પ�ત્ર છ� અન� ત� ભદ્ર સમ�જન� પર�ધ�ન ન�ર���� પ્ર�ત�ન�ધ�વ 

કર� છ�, પ્ર���ત સ�થ�ન� �શ��ન� પ્ર�મ ન�સ�ગ�ક સબ�ધ ત�ડ�ન� જબરજ�ત�થ� એન� ગ�ણત ભણ��� પડ� છ� 

�ય��થ� વ�ત��ન� આર�ભ થ�ય છ� ��મ�ડ�ન� ��ચડ�, ચ�મ�ન� ક�ચ, � ��યન� ત�લ�મ, મદ�ર�, ��તર� ટ�પ� 

ટ�ઈગર, ��ર���ર���, પ�ત ����ષ, બ�ળક મ�ક� વગ�ર� પ�ઈ�ટ આ બ�� પ્રત�કન� ગરજ સ�ર� છ� ન� 

ચલ�ચત્રન� જેમ ભ�વક� સમક્ષ સ��રક�ન� ક્રમશ� પર�ક��ઠ�એ પહ�ચત� ચ�ત�સક ગ�ત�વ�ધન� �ય��જત 

કર� છ�. 

વ�ત��મ�� મ�ત્ર એક જ પ્રસ�ગ ક��દ્રમ�� છ� ન��યક�ન� ચ�ત�સક સ�ચલન�, સ�શ�મરણ� રૂપ� અંધ�ર� 

અજવ�ડ�ન� ર��તએ � �ત વત�મ�નન� સહ�ઉપ��થ�ત ��ર� �ત્રવત�થ� �ય�ત થય� છ�. �વ�શ�ટ 

મન�વ�જ્ઞ��નક અ�ભગમથ� થય�લ� ન��યક�ન� મન�સ�ચલન�ન� યથ�થ� ર��આત અન� પ્રત�ક�ન� 

ન��યક�ન� મ�ન�સક સ�દભ�મ�� �વ�શ�ટ �વ�નય�ગ આ વ�ત��ન� આ���નક વ�ત��કલ� સ�થ� આ���સ�ધ�ન 

આપ� છ� જ�ક� “પલ�ગ ક� પ�જર�” દ�લદ� અન� અંત� પ��જર� મ�� સ��રક���� શર�ર અન� પ્ર�ણ ફફળ� રહ્ય� 

એમ કહ�ન� લ��ખક�એ અંત ભ�ગમ�� પ��જર�ન� પ્રત�કન� �� �ળ �વ�નય�ગ ન કય� હ�ત ત� ચ�લત. પ�જ�� 

સમગ્ર વ�ત��મ�� ન��યક�ન� �ન�સહ�યત� અન� લ�ચ�ર���� પ્રત�ક બન� ર��� છ� પછ� �થળ, પ�જ��, વ�ત��ન� 

અંત� ન ��ક���� હ�ત ત�? પર�� � “આ�વ�દન”ન� �વવ�ચક કહ� છ� ક�, જીવનભર  �મ�ય� સ�મ��જક ઢ��ચ�ન� 

પ�જર�મ�� ��ર�ઈન� અસહ�ઈ તરફળત� રહત� સ��રક� મ�ટ� બ�હ�શ અવ�થ�મ�� એ �� �ળ પ�જ�� એ ક�ટલ� 

���છ પ�ળ� છ� ! આમ મહ�ત મ�ટ� �� �ળ ���છ��� પ્રત�ક વ�પર� લ��ખક�એ કળ� ��ર� મહતમ �નશ�ન 

વ����� છ� અન� એ જ આ ક્રુ�તન� �ચર�જી�વત����  એક ક�રણ છ�. 
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સ��રક� સમગ્ર ભ�રત�ય સમ�જ��� પ્ર�ત�ન�ધ�વ કર� �� પ�ત્ર છ�, ભ�રતમ�� ����ષ પ્રધ�ન સમ�જ 

રચન� છ� સ્ત્ર�ન� જ�મથ� � ���� પ�રય��ત આપણ� સમ�જમ�� �પત�ન�, પ�તન�, ��ત્ર�ન� એમ ક�ઈન� ક�ઈ  

����ષન� સબ�ધન� આધ�ન રહ�ન� જ જીવ��� પડ� છ� સ્ત્ર� �વત�ત્રત�થ� પ�ત�ન� �ય�ક�વન� �વક�સ સ�ધ� 

સકત� નથ� એન� પ�ત�ન� રસ ���ચ ગમ�-અણગમ�� પ�ત�ન� આદશ� �વચ�ર� ��જબ��� જ પ�ત���� જીવન 

ઘડવ���� જીવવ���� અ�ધક�ર સમ��જે આ�ય� નથ�. સ્ત્ર�ન� આવ� બ�ધનમઇ પરવશ લ�ચ�ર જીવનન� 

કરૂણ કથ�ન� આ વ�ત��મ�� સ��રક�ન� પ�ત્ર ��ર� �નરૂપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�. 

v સ�દભ� : 

(૧) “આ���નકત� એક સ���લ સપ્ર�યય", લ�ખક - �બ�પન આસર. 

(૨) “સર�જ પ�ઠકન� શ્ર��ઠ વ�ત��ઓ” સ�પ�દન-આ�વ�દ, ડ�. �દલ�વર�સ�હ જાડ�જા : રમણ પ�ઠક 
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ભ�રતમ�� સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણ��� મહ�વ 

ચ�દન એન.સ�લ�ક� 

આસ��ટ�ટ પ્ર�ફ�સર, 

સર�વત� બ�.એડ. ક�લ�જ, ��તવડ, ધ�ર�જી. 

સ�ર��શ 

           સ્ત્ર� સશ�ત�કરણ એટલ� �ય��તન� એવ� �વક�સ ક� જે ��રૂષ� ક� સમ�જન� અવલ�બન �વન� એ��� 

સ�મ�ય� અન� શ��ત ક�ળવ� ક� જેન� ��ર� સમ�જમ� પ�ત���� �વ�ત�ત્ર �ય��ત�વ અન� પ�ત�ન� ��રૂષ સમ�ન 

દર�જ� �થ��પત કર� શક�. 

           ભ�રતન� પર�પર�ગત સમ�જમ�� સ્ત્ર� અન� ��રૂષ વ�ચ� ભ�ર� અસમ�નત� પ્રવત�ત� હત�. સ્ત્ર���� 

�થ�ન અ�ય�ત ન���� મન�� �� સમ�જજીવનમ�� ત�ન� ઓછ� અ�ધક�ર� મ�ય� હત�. પર�� �� �બ્ર�ટશ ��ગ દર�મય�ન 

શ�ક્ષ�ણક �વક�સ, આ���નકરણ, ક���ન�કરણ વગ�ર�.પ�રબળ�ન� અસર ન�ચ� સ્ત્ર�ન� પર�પર�ગત �થ�નમ�� 

પ�રવત�ન આ����, �વત�ત્ર ભ�રતમ� સ્ત્ર�-�શક્ષણમ�� વધ�ર� થય� છ�, બ�ધ�રણ� સ્ત્ર�-��રૂષ સમ�નત�ન� આદશ� 

�વ�ક�ય� છ� તથ� સ્ત્ર�ઓન� સ�મ�જીક ,આ�થ�ક,ર�જક�ય જીવનમ�� �વ�વધ અ�ધક�ર� આપત� ક�યદ� બ�ય� છ�. 

આ બધ�ન� પ�રણ�મ� �વત�ત્ર ભ�રતમ� સ્ત્ર�ન� �થ�નમ� ઝડપથ� પ�રવત�ન આવ� ર��� છ�. અહ� આપણ� આવ� 

ક�ટલ�ક મહ�વન� પર�વત�ન� તબક્ક�વ�ર તપ�સ����.   

પ્ર�ત�વન�  

      �બ્રટ�શ��ગથ� શરૂ થય�લ� ન�ર�����તન� પ્ર�ક્રય� ધ�મ� ધ�મ� વ�� ઝડપ� બન� અન� �વત�ત્ર ભ�રતમ�� 

સ્ત્ર� સશ�ત�કરણન� પ્ર�ર�ભ થય� ૨૬ જા���આર� ૧૯૫૦ થ� અમલમ�� આવ�લ� ભ�રત�ય બ�ધ�રણમ�� લ��ગ�ક 

સમ�નત�ન� �સદ્ધ��ત �વ�ક�રવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ� સ્ત્ર� અન� ��રૂષ બ�ન�ન� દર�જ� અન� તકન� સમ�નત�ન� ખ�તર� 

આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.બ�ધ�રણન� આ�ટ�કલ ૧૪ અન� ૧૫ મ�� સમ�નત�ન� અ�ધક�ર લક્ષવ�મ�� આ�ય� છ� અન� 

આ�ટ�કલ ૧૫ મ�� જણ�વવ�મ�� આ���� છ� ક� ર��ય ક�ઈપણ ન�ગ�રક પ્ર�ય� �લ�ગન� પ�ય� પર ભ�દભ�વ નહ� 

ર�ખ�, આમ સ્ત્ર� અન� ��રૂષન� સમ�નત� બક્ષવ�મ�� આવ� છ� ભ�રતન� સ�મ��જક ક� �ન�કરણન� ઈ�તહ�સ આ 

સમ�નત� ��રવ�ર કર� છ�. શ્ર�મત� ત�ય� �ઝ�ક�ન જણ�વ� છ� ક� “ભ�રતમ�� ન�ર�� ���તન� પ્ર�ક્રય� ગ�મડ� ��ધ� 

પ્રસ�રણ પ�મ� છ�. સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણ , સ�મ��જક ક�યદ� અન� આ�જ�વક�ન� તક�એ સ્ત્ર� સશ�ત�કરણમ�� પ�રવત�ન 

લ�વવ�મ�� મહ�વન� ભ�ગ ભજ�ય� છ�.  

83 
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સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણ એ છ�કર�ઓ અન� સ્ત્ર�ઓ મ�ટ� �શક્ષણ(પ્ર�થ�મક �શક્ષણ, મ��ય�મક �શક્ષણ, � ��તય �શક્ષણ 

અન� ખ�સ કર�ન� આર��ય �શક્ષણ) ન� આસપ�સન� ��દ્દ�ઓ અન� ચચ��ઓન� જ�ટલ સ� �હન� એક સ�� �ણ� શ�દ 

છ�.ત�ન� વ�ર�વ�ર ક�ય� �શક્ષણ અથવ� સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણ કહ�વ�મ�� આવ� છ�.ત�મ� �લ�ગ સમ�નત� અન� �શક્ષણ ન� 

પહ�ચન� ક્ષ�ત્ર�ન� સમ�વ�શ થ�ય છ�.ગર�બ� ન�� �દ� મ�ટ� મ�હલ�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓ��� �શક્ષણ મહ�વ� �ણ� 

જ�ડ�ણ છ�.�ય�પક સ�બ��ધત �વષય�મ�� �સ�ગલ-સ��સ એ���ક�શન અન� મ�હલ�ઓ મ�ટ� ધ��મ�ક �શક્ષણન� 

સમ�વ�શ થ�ય છ�, જેમ�� �શક્ષણન� �લ�ગ ર�ખ�મ� �વભ��જત કરવ�મ� આવ� છ�. 

છ�કર�ઓ અન� સ્ત્ર�ઓ મ�ટ� �શક્ષણમ�� અસમ�નત�ઓ જ�ટલ છ�: સ્ત્ર�ઓ અન� છ�કર�ઓ શ�ળ�મ�� 

પ્રવ�શ મ�ટ� �પ�ટ અવર�ધ�ન� સ�મન� કરવ� પડ� છ�, ઉદ�.તર�ક�, સ્ત્ર�ઓ સ�મ� �હ�સ� અથવ� છ�કર�ઓન� 

શ�ળએ જવ� પર પ્ર�તબ�ધ, �ય�ર� અ�ય સમ�ય�ઓ વ��,�યવ��થત અન� ઓછ� �પ�ટ છ�,ઉદ�હરણ તર�ક�, 

�વજ્ઞ�ન,ટ��ન�લ�જી,એ��જ�નયર�ગ અન� મ�થ�મ��ટ�સ (STEM) �શક્ષણન� અસમ�નત�ઓ ��ર�પ અન� ઉત્તર 

અમ��રક�મ�� પણ ઊંડ� � �ળ ધર�વ� છ�. 

1] ક�ટલ�ક પ�શ્વમ� દ�શ�મ��, સ્ત્ર�ઓએ �શક્ષણન� ઘણ� �તર� ����ષ�ન� પ�છળ છ�ડ� �દધ� છ�. ઉદ�હરણ 

તર�ક�,��ન�ઈટ�ડ �ટ��સમ�� ૨૦૦૫/૨૦૦૬ મ��, મ�હલ�ઓએ ૬૨% એસ��સય�ટ �ડગ્ર�, ૫૮% �ન�તકન� �ડગ્ર�, 

૬૦% મ��ટર �ડગ્ર� અન� ૫૦% ડ��ટર�ટ મ�ળવ� હત�. 

2] છ�કર�ઓન� શ�ક્ષ�ણક �તરમ�� ��ધ�ર� કરવ�થ� ��વ� મ�હલ�ઓન� �વ���ય અન� આ�થ�ક ભ��વ 

પર �પ�ટ અસર જ�વ� મળ� છ�,જે બદલ�મ�� ત�મન� સમગ્ર સ��દ�યન� સ�ભ�વન�ઓન� ��ધ�ર� છ�. 

૩] જે બ�ળક�ન� મ�ત�એ પ્ર�થ�મક �શક્ષણ મ�ળ��� હ�ય ત�વ� બ�ળક�ન� �શ�� �����દર એ બ�ળક� 

કરત� અડધ� છ� જેમન� મ�ત�ઓ અભણ છ�. 

4] �વશ્વન� સ�થ� ગર�બ દ�શ�મ��,50% છ�કર�ઓ મ��ય�મક શ�ળ�મ�� ભણત� નથ�.ત�મ છત��, સ�શ�ધન 

દશ��વ� છ� ક� છ�કર�ઓ મ�ટ� શ�ળ�ન� દર�ક વધ�ર�ન� વષ� ત�મન� �જવનક�ળન� આવકમ�� 15% વધ�ર� કર� 

છ�. સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણમ�� ��ધ�ર�, અન� આ ર�ત� મ�હલ�ઓન� કમ�ણ�ન� સ�ભ�વન�, ત�મન� પ�ત�ન� બ�ળક� મ�ટ� 

�જવનધ�રણમ�� ��ધ�ર� કર� છ�, ક�રણ ક� સ્ત્ર�ઓ � ���ષ� કરત� ત�મન� પ�રવ�ર�મ�� આવક��� વ�� ર�ક�ણ કર� છ�.  

5] ત�મ છત�� ,છ�કર�ઓ મ�ટ� �શક્ષણમ�� ઘણ� અવર�ધ� હ�� પણ છ�. ક�ટલ�ક આ��કન દ�શ� મ�� ,જેમ 

ક� ��ક�ન� ફ�સ�, છ�કર�ઓ મ�ટ� ખ�નગ� શ�ચ�લયન� ���વધ�ન� અભ�વ જેવ� � �ળ� �ત ક�રણ�સર છ�કર�ઓ 

શ�ળ�એ જાય ત�વ� શક્યત� નથ�. 
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6] સમ�જ પર સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણન� �ય�પક અસરન� ક�રણ�, સ્ત્ર�ઓમ�ટ� �શક્ષણમ�� અસમ�નત� ��ર કરવ� એ 

ટક�ઉ �વક�સ લ�ય 4 “બધ� મ�ટ� ��ણવત����ત �શક્ષણ” મ�� પ્રક��શત કરવ�મ�� આ���� છ�, અન� ટક�ઉ �વક�સ 

લ�ય 5 “�લ�ગ સમ�નત�” સ�થ� ઊંડ�ણ� �વ�ક જ�ડ�ય���� છ�. ક�ય�ઓ��� �શક્ષણ �વક�શ�સલ દ�શ�મ�� ઝડપ� 

�વક�સ અન� વ�ત� ���દ્ધમ�� ઝડપ� ઘટ�ડ� તરફ દ�ર� જાય છ� , આમ આબ�હવ� પ�રવત�ન શમન જેવ� 

પય��વરણ�ય ��દ્દ�ઓન� સ�બ�ધવ�મ�� મહ�વ� �ણ� � ��મક� ભજવ� છ�. 

v મ�હલ� સશ��તકરણ 

�શક્ષણપ્રણ�લ�ન� વ�હવટ, અ�ય�સક્રમ અન� કમ�ચ�ર�ઓમ�� �ભન્ન હ�ય છ�. પર�� � ત�ઓ જે �વદ્ય�થ�ઓ 

સ�વ� આપ� છ� ત�ન� પર તમ�મન� પ્રભ�વ હ�ય છ�. જેમ જેમ મ�હલ�ઓન� અ�ધક�ર� મ�ય� છ� , ઔપચ�ર�ક 

�શક્ષણ એ પ્રગ�ત��� પ્ર�તક અન� �લ�ગ સમ�નત� તરફ એક પગ��� બન� ગ��� છ�. સ�ચ� �લ�ગ સમ�નત�ન� 

અ��ત�વ મ�ટ�, એક સવ�ગ્ર�હ� અ�ભગમ અપન�વવ�ન� જરૂર છ�. ��ઓ સ�મ�ન� �હ�સ� અન� � ���ષ� પરન� 

આ�થ�ક અવલ�બનન� ��ર કરવ�ન� ઉક�લ� તર�ક� ક�ય� શ��ત અન� સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણન�ચચ�� ક્ય�ર�ક પ્ર� ��વ મ�ળવ� 

શક� છ� અન� સ�દભ� , ઈ�તહ�સ અન� અ�ય પ�રબળ� સ્ત્ર�ઓન� ક�વ� ર�ત� અસર કર� છ� ત� સમજવ�ન� દમનમ�� 

પર�ણમ� છ� 

�શક્ષણ પ્રણ�લ�ઓ અન� શ�ળ�ઓ STEM �વષય� સ�હત �વ�વધ �વષય�મ�� છ�કર�ઓન� રૂચ� નક્ક� 

કરવ�મ�� ક��દ્ર�ય � ��મક� ભજવ� છ�, જે ��ણવત����ત STEM �શક્ષણન� એ�સ�સ અન� લ�ભ મ�ટ� સમ�ન તક� 

� �ર� પ�ડ�ન� મ�હલ� સશ��તકરણમ�� ય�ગદ�ન આપ� શક� છ�. 

v સ�મ��જક – આ�થ�ક �વક�સ પર અસર 
સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણન� સ�મ��જક-આ�થ�ક અસર આંતરર����ય �વક�સમ�� સ�શ�ધન��� એક મહ�વ� �ણ� ક્ષ�ત્ર છ�. 

પ્રદ�શ�મ�� સ્ત્ર� �શક્ષણન� મ�ત્ર�મ�� વધ�ર� �વક�સન� ઉ�ચ �તર સ�થ� સ�બ�ધ ધર�વ� છ�. ક�ટલ�ક અસર� આ�થ�ક 

�વક�સ સ�થ� સ�બ��ધત છ�. મ�હલ� �શક્ષણ મ�હલ�ઓન� આવકમ�� વધ�ર� કર� છ� અન� જીડ�પ�મ�� � ��ધ� તરફ 

દ�ર� જાય છ�. અ�ય અસર� સ�મ��જક �વક�સ સ�થ� સ�બ��ધત છ�. 

છ�કર�ઓન� �શ�ક્ષત કરવ�થ� અન�ક સ�મ��જક લ�ભ થ�ય છ�, જેમ�� ઘણ� મ�હલ� સશ��તકરણ સ�થ� 

સ�કળ�ય�લ� છ�. 
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v પય��વરણ�ય પ્રભ�વ 

�વક�સશ�લ દ�શ�મ�� છ�કર�ઓ��� �શક્ષણ (અન� સ�મ��ય ર�ત� મ�હલ�ઓ��� સશ��તકરણ) �ડપ� 

�વક�સ અન� વ�ત� � ��દ્ધમ�� ઝડપ� ઘટ�ડ� તરફ દ�ર� જાય છ�. ત�ન� આબ�હવ� પ�રવત�ન જેવ� પય��વરણ�ય 

��દ્દ�ઓ પર ત�ન� ન�ધપ�ત્ર અસર પડ� છ�.  

સ�શ�ધન ન�ટવક� ��ડ�ઉનન� અંદ�જ છ� ક� છ�કર�ઓન� �શ�ક્ષત કરવ� એ આબ�હવ� પ�રવત�ન સ�મ� 

છઠ્ઠ� સ�થ� ક�ય�ક્ષમ �ક્રય� છ� (સ�ર ફ�મ� અ��શ��ત વન�કરણ અન� અ�ય ઘણ� �ક્રય�ઓથ� આગળ). 

ઉપસ�હ�ર 

�વત�ત્ર ભ�રતમ�� ક�� �ન�કરણ, સ્ત્ર��શક્ષણ વગ�ર� નવ�� પ�રબળ�ન� �વક�સન� ક�રણ� સ્ત્ર���� �થ�ન વ�� 

ઊં�� આ���� છ�. સ્ત્ર� ��રૂષ સમ�નત�ન�� નવ�� � ��ય� �વકસ� રહ્ય�� છ�. આમ છત�� સ્ત્ર���� �થ�ન સ�દ્ધ���તક ર�ત� 

જેટ��� ઊં��� આ���� છ� ત�ટ��� ક્ય��ક �યવહ�રમ�� જણ�� ��નથ�. હજી ��ત્ર� કરત�� ��ત્ર જ �મ વ�� ઈ�છન�ય 

ગણ�ય છ�. સ્ત્ર��શક્ષણન� બ�બતમ� હજી ક�ટલ�ક સમ�જ�મ�� ઈ�છન�ય વત�ન-પ�રવત�ન� થય�� નથ�. છત��, 

સશ��તકરણ અંગ� સમ�જમ� જા���ત વધ� ત� આશ��પદ �ચહ �ન છ�.  

સ�દભ� ��ચ�  

૧) ર�વલ,એન.વ� ક�ળવણ�ન� ત���વક અન� સમ�જશ�સ્ત્ર�ય આધ�ર�શલ�ઓ, અ નડ� પ્રક�શન 

અમદ�વ�દ. 
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Abstract 

The key objective of any of the business concerns is to earn and get the maximization of 

profit. The various stakeholders such as customers, management, government, owners, 

competitors, investors, suppliers, employees, creditors, and financial institutions are indirectly or 

directly involved to get to know the real profitability of the business. For that reason, the current 

study of the selected power companies of India for the span from 2016-17 to 2020-21 will reveal 

the disparity in the profitability of the selected companies. From the said analysis, it was found 

by the researcher that the performance of finance of Power Grid is found to be very satisfactory 

from the point of view of net worth ratio, return on capital employed as well as EPS, but it was 

found that its net profit ratio was not so resonance. If we consider net profit ratio of the selected 

power companies of India then it is found that NHPC ranks highest among the other companies 

whereas NTPC consists of the lowest performance. The researcher has also used one-way 

ANOVA testing for finding out a significant difference in profitability ratios of selected Indian 

power companies during the period of study.  

Key Words: Profitability, Net profit ratio, Net worth ratio, Return on capital employed ratio, 

EPS 

Abbreviation 

·         EPS = Earning Per Share  

·         EBIT = Earning Before Interest & Tax 

·         NTPC = National Thermal Power Corporation Limited 

·         NHPC = National Hydro Power Corporation  
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Introduction 

 Power Sector companies are progressing companies in India. These companies are the 

ones that are playing a vital role in the national economy in the terms of the contribution to the 

national GDP i.e. Gross Domestic Product and it offers wide employment opportunities.  

 In the area of management, financial management is playing a vital role as finance is 

considered as the backbone of each managerial activity, without finance an organization is not 

able to undertake any of the business activity. Efficient financial management will be helpful in 

the successful running of the business. More than ever, studying the profitability performance of 

the company will be able to bring out the overall efficiency of the business, given that protection 

is the primary objective of any of the business organizations. Consequently, analyzing the 

profitability of selected Indian Power companies will be most useful. 

Literature Review 

Bhatt (2012): studied in his research paper about profitability ratio analysis with specific 

reference to Indian Petroleum Industry including BPCL, HPCL, ONGC, and RIL. It is found that 

ONGC‟s profitability is the highest among other petroleum companies in India. 

Puttanna (2014): studied Performance Analysis of Information Technology Sector in 

India. The main objective of this paper is to understand the EBIT-EPS analysis of 10 BSE 

companies in the IT sector. It also conducts a comparative study of EBIT-EPS analysis and 

security returns of the IT sector. The study on EBIT-EPS analysis reveals that all the companies 

in the IT sector are following different strategies for their earnings and debt funding. 

Research Methodology  

Problem Statement 

 In the expressions of Lord Keynes, “Profit is considered as the engine which drives the 

business enterprise.” Profit mainly consists of two important words i.e. Profit and Ability. On the 

Contrary, profitability can be measured in the requisites of the profit shown as a percentage of 

investments and sales. Profitability is the profit earning capacity contributing to the survival of 

the business. Analysis of profitability shows the efficiency of the operations of the business. 
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Hence in this study, the researcher has attempted to analyze the profitability of the selected 

Indian Power companies.  

Objectives of the study  

To study the profitability analysis of the selected Indian power companies.  

Hypothesis of the study  

H0: There is no significant difference in profitability ratios of selected Indian power companies 

during the period of study.  

H1: There is a significant difference in profitability ratios of selected Indian power companies 

during the period of study.  

Sample of the study 

The universe of the study is all power sector companies in India. Three public sector power 

companies have been selected based on a convenient sampling method. These companies are:  

(1) NTPC 

(2) Power Grid 

(3) NHPC 

Period of the study 

The researcher has undertaken the study is for 05 years from 2016-17 to 2020-21. 

Source of data 

This study mainly depends on the secondary data, the researcher collected the data from Annual 

reports of the companies' websites.  

Tools and techniques 

The following are the tools used to analyze the collected data. 

·         Average  

·         Analysis of Variance (ONE-WAY ANOVA) 
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Data Analysis and Interpretation 

1.      Net Profit Ratio 

 Net Profit Ratio = Net Profit after Interest & Tax * 100 / Net Sales  

(2016-17 to 2020-21)                                                                                                  (Ratio in %) 

Company Name 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Average Rank 
NTPC 11.99 12.39 13.01 10.35 13.87 12.32 3 

Power Grid 29.24 27.69 29.12 29.87 31.68 29.52 2 
NHPC 38.44 39.9 32.23 34.42 38.01 36.60 1 

Average 26.56 26.66 24.79 24.88 27.85     
(Source: Computed from Annual Reports) 

Interpretation:  

The above table shows the percentage of net profit ratio which is based on net sales. The 

higher the ratio, the higher net profitability of the business.  

 Inter-Company Comparison:  

The above table shows that the average net profit ratio of NHPC is the highest which is 

given the first rank among the other selected Indian power companies. Power Grid is at the place 

of second and NTPC is at third place. It indicates that the net profitability of NHPC is higher as 

compared to the other selected Indian power companies. 

ONE-WAY ANOVA TESTING 

H0: There is no significant difference in net profit ratio of selected Indian power companies 

during the period of study. 

     Source of Variation SS     df MS F F crit 
Between Groups   1558.865     2     779.4324    168.947     3.885294 
Within Groups   55.36168    12     4.613473 

  

        Total   1614.226    14 
   

(Source: Calculated)                                                                             (Level of significance = 5%) 

From the above testing, it has cleared that F calculated value is 168.95 which is more 

than the F table value of 3.89, the null hypothesis is rejected and hence it is concluded that there 
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is a significant difference in net profit ratio of selected Indian power companies during the 

period of study. 

2.      Net Worth Ratio 

 Net Worth Ratio = (Net Profit after Interest & Tax - Pref. Dividend) * 100 /Net Worth  

(2016-17 to 2020-21)                                                                                                    (Ratio in %) 

Company Name 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Average Rank 
NTPC 9.75 10.16 10.93 8.90 11.57 10.26 2 

Power Grid 15.09 15.14 16.84 16.77 17.15 16.20 1 
NHPC 10.37 9.76 9 10.02 10.21 9.87 3 

Average 11.74 11.69 12.26 11.90 12.98     
(Source: Computed from Annual Reports) 

Interpretation:  

Net worth ratio shows the percentage of net profit based on net worth of equity 

shareholders.  

 Inter-Company Comparison: 

 The above table reveals that the Average net worth Ratio of the Power Grid is the highest 

which is given the first rank among the other selected Indian power companies. NTPC is given 

the second rank and NHPC is given the third rank. It is concluded that the net profitability with a 

viewpoint of equity shareholders of Power Grid is higher as compared to the other selected 

Indian power companies. 

ONE-WAY ANOVA TESTING 

H0: There is no significant difference in net worth ratio of selected Indian power companies 

during the period of study. 

     Source of Variation SS     df MS F F crit 
Between Groups 125.6775 2 62.83873 79.92681 3.885294 
Within Groups 9.43444 12 0.786203     
        Total 135.1119 14 

   

(Source: Calculated)       (Level of significance = 5%) 
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From the above testing, it has cleared that F calculated value is 79.93 which is more than 

the F table value of 3.89, the null hypothesis is rejected and hence it is concluded that there is a 

significant difference in net worth ratio of selected Indian power companies during the period of 

study. 

3.      Return on Capital Employed Ratio 

 Return on Capital employed = Net Profit before Interest & Tax * 100 /Capital Employed 

(2016-17 to 2020-21)                                                                                                    (Ratio in %) 

Company Name 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Average Rank 
NTPC 8.30 7.57 7.45 7.88 8.04 7.85 2 

Power Grid 9.57 9.86 10.04 10.42 10.77 10.13 1 
NHPC 8.13 7.49 7.09 6.91 7.46 7.42 3 

Average 8.67 8.31 8.19 8.40 8.76     
(Source: Computed from Annual Reports) 

Interpretation:  

This ratio shows the rate of return on capital employed.  

 Inter-Company Comparison:  

The above table indicates that the average return on capital employed of Power Grid is the 

highest which is given the first rank among the other selected Indian power companies. NTPC is 

given the second rank and NHPC is given the third rank among the other selected Indian power 

companies. It is concluded that the net profitability with a viewpoint of capital employed of 

Power Grid is higher as compared to the other selected Indian power companies. 

ONE-WAY ANOVA TESTING 

H0: There is no significant difference in return on capital employed ratio of selected Indian 

power companies during the period of study. 

     Source of Variation SS     df MS F F crit 
Between Groups 21.29989 2 10.64995 56.90898 3.885294 
Within Groups 2.24568 12 0.18714     
        Total 23.54557 14 

   

(Source: Calculated)        (Level of significance = 5%) 
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From the above testing, it has cleared that F calculated value is 56.91 which is more than 

the F table value of 3.89, the null hypothesis is rejected and hence it is concluded that there is a 

significant difference in return on capital employed ratio of selected Indian power companies 

during the period of study. 

4.      Earning Per Share Ratio 

 Earning Per share = (Net PAT - Pref. Dividend) / (Number of Equity Shares)  

(2016-17 to 2020-21)                                                                                         (Ratio in per share) 

Company Name 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 Average Rank 
NTPC 11.38 12.54 11.88 10.22 13.99 12.00 2 

Power Grid 14.37 15.75 19 20.67 22.81 18.52 1 
NHPC 2.53 2.7 2.57 2.65 2.99 2.69 3 

Average 9.43 10.33 11.15 11.18 13.26     
(Source: Computed from Annual Reports) 

 Interpretation:  

This ratio shows earning per share on equity shares. It is useful to know the Profitability 

with a viewpoint of equity share.  

Inter-Company Comparison:  

The above table reveals that the Average EPS of Power Grid is the highest which is given 

the first rank among the other selected Indian power companies. NTPC is at the place of second 

and NHPC is at third place. It indicates that EPS with a viewpoint of equity shareholders of 

Power Grid is higher as compared to the other selected Indian power companies. 

ONE-WAY ANOVA TESTING 

H0: There is no significant difference in earning per share ratio of selected Indian power 

companies during the period of study. 

     Source of Variation SS     df MS F F crit 
Between Groups 633.1452 2 316.5726 67.7125 3.885294 
Within Groups 56.10296 12 4.675247     
        Total 689.2482 14 

   

(Source: Calculated)       (Level of significance = 5%) 
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From the above testing, it has cleared that F calculated value is 67.71 which is more than 

the F table value of 3.89, the null hypothesis is rejected and hence it is concluded that there is a 

significant difference in earning per share ratio of selected Indian power companies during the 

period of study. 

Limitation of the study 

Ø The study period is restricted to 2016-17 to 2020-21 only.  

Ø This study is based on secondary data taken mainly from annual reports and money 

control.  

Ø The present study is mainly based on ratio analysis, which has its limitations.  

Conclusion 

            The study of selected Indian power companies for the period from 2016-17 to 2020-21 

reveals the difference in the profitability of the companies. The financial performance of Power 

Grid is very satisfactory in terms of net worth ratio, return on capital employed ratio, and EPS 

but its net profit ratio is not so sound. If we analyze net profit ratio of the selected power 

companies of India then it is found that NHPC ranks highest among the other companies whereas 

NTPC consists of the lowest performance. If we consider EPS then Power Grid pays the highest 

EPS of Rs. 18.52 and NHPC pays the lowest EPS of Rs. 2.69. From one-way ANOVA testing 

analysis, it is concluded that there is a significant difference in the profitability ratios of selected 

Indian power companies during the period of study.  
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सम�क्षक आ��य� न�दद����� ��जप�य� 
��.भरतभ�ई. क� . ब�व�लय� 

Assistant Professsor (Hindi), 
आर.आर.ल�लन क�ल�ज भ�ज (क�छ). 

स����श ;- 

मन��य एक �ज��स� स�म��जक प्र�ण� ह�न� क�  क�रण नई-नई ब�त� क� ज�नन� क� इ�छ� रखत�  

ह� | स��ह�य क�  क्ष�त्र म� स��ह�यक�र अपन� य� और� क� रचन�ओ� क� म��य��कन करत� ह� �क 

रचन� अ�छ� ह� य� ब�र�,क� �त सम�ज उपय�ग� ह� य� �नरुपय�ग�,द�षय��त ह� य� द�षप�ण� | �कस� 

भ� स��ह��यक क� �त क� ऐस� �व��गप�ण� म��य��कन आल�चन� य� सम�ल�चन� कह� ज�त� ह� | यह 

आल�चन� क� क�य� करन�व�ल� आल�चक कहल�त� ह� | आल�चक अपन� द�ध�द्र��ट स� ध�ल म� पड़� 

ह�ए ह�र� क� भ� पहच�न ल�त� ह� | 

�ह�द� आल�चन� क� �दश� म� आच�य� र�मच�द्र श��ल,र�म�वल�स शम��,हज�र�प्रस�द ,�य�मस��दर 

द�स ज�स� क�तपय म�ध�व� आल�चक� क� य�गद�न रह� ह� | आच�य� न�दद�ल�र� ब�जप�य�भ� �ह�द� 

आल�चन� जगत क� एक बह�च�च�त न�म ह� | सन १९०६ म� उ�न�व म� प�द� ह�न�व�ल� न�दद�ल�र� 

ब�जप�य� क� स��ह��यक प्र�तभ� बड़� ह� उ�जवल रह� ह� | �ह�द� स��ह�य म� उनक� �य��त एक 

सफल आल�चक क�  रूप म� रह� ह� |  

श�दक�� ज� ;- आल�चन�,स��दय�श��त्र,स���वव�द�  

ब�जप�य� १९३० म� छ�य�व�द क�  म��यम स� �ह�द� स��ह�य म� अवत�रत ह�ए | ‘�ह�द� स��ह�य 

ब�सव�� शत��द�’ क�  क�रण उनक� �ह�द� आल�चन� म� पद�प�ण ह�आ थ� | उनक�  करकमल� स� 

�न�म�त सफल आल�चन��मक ग्र�थ इस प्रक�र ह� | 

(१) जयश�कर प्रस�द  

(२)  प्र�मच�द  

(३)  आध��नक स��ह�य  

(४)  नय� स��ह�य,नय� प्र�न 

(५) मह�क�व स�रद�स  

(६) र���भ�ष� क� क� छ सम�य�ए�  

(७) मह�क�व �नर�ल�  
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(८) क�व स��मत्र�न�दन प�त  

(९) रस �स�ध��त  

(१०) क� आध��नक य�ग  

(११) आध��नक स��ह�य जगत और नई सम�क्ष�  

इस प्रक�र आल�चन� क�  क्ष�त्र म� उनक�  य�गद�न क� सर�हन�य द्र��ट स� द�ख� ज�त� ह� | 

          बह�म�ख� प्र�तभ� क�  धन� ब�जप�य�ज� न� अपन� सम�ल�चन� म� �व�भ�न �स�ध��त� क� प�रचय 

करव�य� ह� | अपन� प्रथम क� �त म� उ�ह�न� ज� द्र��टक�ण �य�त �कय� ह� ,वह इस प्रक�र ह� | 

· रचन� म� क�व क� म��लकत�,श��तमत�,और कल��मक स���व क� अ�ययन | 

· श�ल� क� अ�ययन | 

· क�व क� �य��तगत ज�वन� और रचन� पर उसक�  प्रभ�व क� अ�ययन | 

· क��य क�  ज�वन स�ब�ध� स�म�ज�य और स�द�श क� अ�ययन | 

एक ज�गरूक �च�तन क� द्र��ट स� क� �तय� क� ज��च-पड़त�ल उ�ह�न� क� ह� | �शवक� म�र �मश्र न� 

�लख� ह�- 

      “आच�य� ब�जप�य� क� सम�च� सम�क्ष� कम� एक ज�गरूक �च�तक क� म���व� प्र�तभ� तथ� 

प्रग�तश�ल �च�त� क� प्र�तफल ह� | उनक�  �च�तन क� म�लवत� जम�न ब�हत स�म��जक तथ� 

म�नव�य सर�क�र� क� जम�न ह� और इस� जम�न स� उ�ह�न� स��ह�य,क�वत� य� कल� क� 

�वव�चन� क� ह� |” [१ ] 

           ब�जप�य�ज� न� छ�य�व�द� स��ह�य क� प��चम य� ब�गल� क� अन�व�द न म�नकर उस� 

र��तब�ध और �दव�द�य�ग�न स��ह�य क� प्र�त��य� म�न� ह� | इसम� म�ख�रत र����य च�तन� क� 

मह�व �दय� ह� | उनक� सम�क्ष� म� स���वव�द� �वच�रध�र� क� �प�ट प्रभ�व प�रल�क्षत ह�त� ह� | 

उ�ह�न� भ�रत�य अल�क�रश��त्र और प��च��य क��यश��त्र स� बह�त क� छ �लय� ह� और उन द�न� क�  

सम��वत एव� स��म�लत रूप क� ह� अपन�य� ह� | स���वव�द� �वच�रध�र� म� क��य क�  स��दय� 

क� उ�ध�टन प्रम�ख रूप स� �कय� ज�त� ह� |इस� स�दभ� म� उनक� यह कथन स�थ�क ह�- 
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“ आल�चक ज� नह�� ह� उस� रचत� नह�� वरन ज� ह�,उस� यथ�स�भव पकड़त� ह� | उनक� इस द�र�न 

यह स�क�प ह� �क आल�चक क� पहल� और प्रम�ख क�य� ह�-कल� क� अ�ययन और उसक� 

स�दय��न�स�ध�न |” [२]  

     ब�जप�य�ज� क� सम�क्ष� प�ध�त �य��य��मक,�वव�चन��मक और �व�ल��ण��मक रह� ह� | 

उनक�  �वव�चन म� स�यम,गहर�ई और श�ल�नत� ह� | वह �नरप�क्षत� क�  प्रबल समथ�क थ� | कहन� म� 

क�ई द� र�य न ह�ग� �क वह व�दम��त आल�चक थ� | उ�ह�न� �लख� ह�- 

“ व�द प�ध�त पर चलन� क� नत�ज� स��ह�य म� क� �त्रमत� ब��न�,दलब�द� फ� ल�न� और स��ह�य क� 

�नरप�क्ष म�प क� क्ष�त पह��चन� ह� सकत� ह� |” 

व�दम���त क�  �लए न�दद�ल�र� ब�जप�य� न� द� ब�त� पर ज�र �दय� ह�-एक सम�क्षक क� �य��त�व 

सम��नत ह�न� च��हए और द� वह तट�थ ह�न� च��हए | 

        अपन� आल�चन� प�ध�त म� �नख�र ल�न� ह�त� उ�ह�न� त�लन��मक प�ध�त क� प्रय�ग 

�कय� ह� | ज�स� क� स��क� त क� आध��नकत� क�  स�दभ� म� उ�ह�न� क�म�यन�,म�नस क� त�लन� क� 

ह� | उसन� भरत और अर�त� क�  न��तकत� परक �वच�र� क� त�लन� भ� क� ह� | ब�जप�य�ज� न� 

�व�नमत ,स�ध�रज�स� क��य क�  अ�ग� क�  �वव�चन म� स��दय� पर बल �दय� ह� |ज�स�: 

“व�स� ह� ब�जप�य�ज� भ� म�नत� ह� �क कल�क�र क� म�नस स��दय� क� �य�जन� क�  �लए सम��नत 

ह�न� च��हए |” [३]  

 ब�जप�य�ज� क� सम�क्ष� क� प्रम�ख �वश�षत� उनक� सम�वयश�लत� ह� | �ह�द� क�  प्रब��ध इस 

�व�व�न न� रस और �व�छ�दत�व�द क� सम�वय �कय� ह� | उनक� �प�ट म�नन� थ� �क 

आ�म�न�भ��त क� अ�भ�य��त ह� क��य ह� | ब�जप�य�ज� न� �दव�द� य�ग क�  क�वय� और ल�खक� क� 

आर�भ करक�  नई क�वत� तक क�  रचन�क�र� क� सम�क्ष� क� ह� |रचन��मक स��ह�य क�  प्र�त 

उ�ह�न� बल �दय� ह� | इस� �दश� म� �वय� उनक� म�नन� ह� �क- 

“ म�र� �न�प�त यह ह� �क रचन��मक स��ह�य ह� �स�ध��त� क� स���ट क�  �लए उप�द�न बन सकत� 

ह� | इसक�  �वपर�त क�ई �स�ध��त �कस� रचन��मक कल�क� �त क� ओर उसक� �वव�चन� क� 

अन�श��सत नह�� कर सकत� |” [४]  
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 ब�जप�य�ज� क� आल�चन� म� प���त नह�रु ज�स� �वच�रक� क� प्रभ�व रह� ह� | श�यद इस� क�रण 

उनक� सम�क्ष� म� म�नवत�व�द क�  उ�ध�ष ह�आ ह� | ज�स�: 

“स��ह�य क� रचन� और स�व�दन� एक म�न�सक पद�थ� ह� ज� �जतन� ग�भ�र ह�ग�,उतन� ह� 

आ�य���मक कह� ज�य�ग� | इस द्र��ट स� आप म��� ग�भ�र स�व�दन�ओ� क�  प्र�म� कह सकत� ह� |” 

उनक�  रचन�ओ� क�  �वव�चन म� �वतनत�,समत� एव� ब�ध��व क� �वर म�ख�रत ह�आ ह� | 

     �न:स�द�ह न�दद�ल�र� ब�जप�य� �ह�द� आल�चन� जगत क� एक चमकत� ह�आ �चत�र� ह� | 

उ�ह�न� न��तव�द� आग्रह स� स��ह�य क� म��त करत� ह�ए �व�छ�दत�व�द क� प�थ प्रश�त �कय�   

ह� | रस,�व�न,अल�क�र,र�त�,आ�द उनक�  �च�तन क�  �वषय रह� ह� |  

स�दभ� स��� ;- 

(१) आल�चन� क�  प्र�तम�न-�शवक� म�र �मश्र –प���-१४४  

(२) �ह�द� स��ह�य: ब�सव�� शत��द�-न�दद�ल�र� ब�जप�य�-प���-७९  

(३) आल�चक: आच�य� न�दद�ल�र� ब�जप�य�-र�मम��त � �त्रप��� –प���-११  

(४) �ह�द� स��ह�य: ब�सव�� शत��द�-न�दद�ल�र� ब�जप�य�-प���-७९  
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અશ્વમ�ઘ ન�ટકમ�� ��ર�ક�પન�ન� �વ�નય�ગ 

અ�નત�બ�ન ગ�ર�શભ�ઈ પટ�લ 

પ�એચ.ડ�. �વદ્ય�થ�ન�, 

��જર�ત� �વભ�ગ, �ચ��ન ���ન.ગ��ધ�નગર 

� ��મક�   

        �ચ��મ�દ� ��જર�ત�ન� મહ�વન� ન�ટ�ક�ર છ�. એમન� પ�સ�થ� પ�ર��ણક કથ�વ�� �ન� 

સ��ય�બ�ધ ન�ટક� પ્ર��ત થય� છ�. ત�ઓ  પ�ર��ણક કથ�વ�� �ન� ઉપય�ગ કર�ન� ત�મ��થ� નવ� 

આ���નક અથ� પ્રગટ કરવ� મ�ટ� જાણ�ત� છ�. �ચ��મ�દ� પ�સ�થ� ‘અશ્વમ�ઘ’ અન� ‘ન�ષધર�ય’ એમ બ� 

પ�ર��ણક ન�ટક� પ્ર��ત થ�ય છ�. અહ� મ�ર� આ અ�ય�સલ�ખમ�� ‘અશ્વમ�ઘ’ ન�ટકમ�� ય�જાય�લ� 

��ર�ક�પનન� ક��દ્રમ�� ર�ખ�ન� ત�ન� ચચ�� કરવ�ન� ઉપક્રમ સ�વ�ય� છ�.  

         ‘અશ્વમ�ઘ' એક સ્ત્ર�ન� પ��ક�મન� અન� એ અ�તક�મન�ન� કરૂણ પ�રણ�મ��� ન�ટક છ�. 

“અશ્વમ�ઘ' ન�ટકમ�� ��ર�ણ પ્ર�સ�ધ ��ર�ક�પનન� ઉપય�ગ કર�ન� �ચ�� મ�દ�એ એક નવ� 

દ્ર��ટક�ણથ� ત�ન� �વ�નય�ગ કય� છ�. ત�થ�, આ ન�ટક જાત�ય સમ�ય� ઉપર પ્રક�શ ફ�લ�વ� �� �વ�ચત્ર 

અન� પ્રય�ગશ�લ ન�ટક બ���� છ�, અહ� ર�જા �વ�ચત્રમ�નન� મહ�ર�ણ� મ��હન�ન� અશ્વ સ�થ� 

અમ�ગમ મ�ણવ�ન� � �ષ���� �નરૂપણ થ��� છ�. આ સ�દભ� �ચ�� મ�દ� પ્ર�ત�વન�મ�� ન�ધ� છ� ક�, . 

        "જાત�ય� ��� �નય�ત��ત �નયમ ર�હત� �� – એ સ�ય અખળ� અળગ� કરવ� જે��� નથ�... 

અન� એન� �વ�ભ��વક લ��ય� પ��થ, અંત� ત� ત� કરૂણ� જ આવ� �� આ કથ�નકમ�� �પ�ટ ��.” 

(� �.8). 

     'અશ્વમ�ઘ'��� � �ળ કથ�વ�� � ��ર�ણ પ્ર�સ�ધ છ�. વ�દઉપ�નષદ ��ર�ણ વગ�ર�મ�� અશ્વમ�ઘ યજ્ઞન� 

ઉ�લ�ખ� ર�� થય�લ� છ�. ર�મ�યણ અન� મહ�ભ�રત જેવ� મહ� ક��ય�મ�� પણ અશ્વમ�ઘન� ઉ�લ�ખ ર�� 

થય�લ� છ�. પર�� � �ચ�� મ�દ���� આ 'અશ્વમ�ઘ' ન�ટક એક ��દ� જ અ�ભગમથ� લખ�ય���� છ�. ડ�. 

લવ��મ�ર મ. દ�સ�ઇ ન�ટકન� ��રક�પન અંગ� આ પ્રમ�ણ� ન�ધ� છ�. - 
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“અશ્વમ�ઘ ન�ટકન� હ�દ�  સમ� બ�જક અશ્વ સ�થ�ન� ન� ન��યક�ન� � ���ટક્રમ �વ���ધ સ�યક ય�ગન� 

�વ�ધ ન�ટ�ક�ર� સ�દભ�ન� ચ�તર� કર� મનગમત� ર�ત� પ્રય��ય� ��. વ��દક ગ્ર�થ�થ� મ��ડ�ન� 

ર�મ�યણ, મહ�ભ�રત જેવ� મહ�ક��ય�મ�� અશ્વમ�ધ યજ્ઞમ�� બ�લ તર�ક� હ�મ�ન�ર� ‘� �ત’ અશ્વ સ�થ� 

આ પ્રક�રન� �વ�ધ દશ��વ�ય���, જીવ�ત અધ સ�થ� કય��ય નહ�.”(� �.૮૮ ર�ગ� ��મન� ક�નવ�સ� ) 

ત�મ��ન� ક�ટલ�ક સ�દભ� ન�ચ� ��જબ છ�. 

“ક�શ�ય�એ મન મ�� ધમ� ભ�વન� ર�ખ�ન� ��થર �ચતથ� પ�લ� (� �ત) અધ સ�થ� એક સ્ત્ર� ગ�ળ�.” 

(વ�મ��ક ર�મ�યણ, બ�લક��ડ,� �.૧૪-૩૮ ) 

“ક�શ ઉપર તરફ બ��ધ�ન� અન� પછ� છુટ� � �ક�ન� પછ� ડ�બ� હ�થ વડ� દ�બ� સ�થળ થપથપ�વત� 

ર�જાન� પ�ન�ઓ જમણ� હ�થ વડ� પ�ત�ન� વસ્ત્રથ� મર�લ� અશ્વન� પવન વ�ઝ� છ�. �ય�રપછ� 

પટર�ણ�ન� આ મર�લ� (અશ્વ) સ�થ� � �વ� મ�ટ� આદ�શ આપવ�મ�� આવ� છ�.” (અશ્વત�યન શ્ર�ત��તમ, 

અ�ય�ય ૧૦-૮ -૧૦ -૧૧) 

       આપણ� દ�શમ�� ��રૂષ�ન� પ��ઓ સ�થ�ન� જાત�યકમ�ન� �ક�સ� ક્ય�ર�ક પ્રગટ થ�ય છ�. 

��ર�પમ�� પણ સ્ત્ર�ઓન� આવ� પ��સ�ય�ગ મહદ�શ� શ્વ�ન સ�ય�ગન� �ક�સ� જાણવ� મળ� છ�. અહ� 

�પ�ટ છ� ક� ન�ટ�ક�રન� અ�ભગમ મ�નવ�ન� જાત�ય વ�સન�ન� �નરૂપવ�ન� કહ� ક�, મ�નવમનન� 

સ���લત� ક� અકળદશ�ન� �નરૂપવ�ન� છ�. 

       સમગ્ર ન�ટક ત્રણ અંકમ�� ��લ નવ દ્ર�ય�મ�� �વ�તર� છ�. ન�ટ�વ�� �ન� સ�કલન મ�ટ� 

પ્રય�જાય���� ‘કથ�ગ�ત' ગ્ર�કક�રસન� ગરજ સ�ર� છ�. ન�ટક દર�મય�ન ક્ય��ક દ્ર�યન� આર�ભ કરવ� 

મ�ટ� ક� ક્ય��ક પ�ત્ર-પ્રસ�ગ���સ�ર પ્રય�જા�� આ કથ�ગ�ન ન�ટ�ત�� �ન� જ�ડવ� ઉપર��ત મ�નવમનન� 

ભ�દ ઉક�લવ� જાણ� શક્ય જ નથ�' એવ� ભ�વન� � ��ટ�� કર� છ�. અશ્વમ�ઘ' �ચ�� મ�દ���� � �ણ�કક્ષ���� 

ન�ટક છ�. ન�ટકમ�� � �ળ �વ�ન ત� સ્ત્ર�ન� અદ�ય ક�મ��છ�ન� પ્રગટ કર� છ�. �ચ�� મ�દ�એ પણ સ્ત્ર�ન� 

અદ�ય ક�મ��છ�ન� પ્રગટ કરવ� ‘અશ્વમ�ઘ' ન�ટકમ�� ભ�ષ�ન� �ય�જન�ન� �તર� પ્રત�ક��મક એવ� 

ક��યબ�ન�ન� પ્રય�ગ કર� ન��યક� મ��હન�ન� ક�ઇ પ�� પર�વ� નહ�, પર�� � સ્ત્ર� મ�ત્રન� � �ણ� રૂપ 

મ�ટ�ન� ઉ�કટ ઝ�ખન�ન� કલ��મક ર�ત� આલ�ખ� છ�. મ��હન�ન� બ�જક' ન�મન� અશ્વ અથ��ત પ�� 
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પર�વ�ન� �વ��ત અન� અવ�ધ ય�ન સ�બ�ધ બ��ધવ�ન� �� �ળ ઝ�ખન�ન�, પ્રબળ ��રૂષ�વન� સ્ત્ર�ન� 

સન�તન ઝ�ખન�મ�� રૂપ��ત�રત કરવ� મ�ટ� ભ�ષ�ન� �ય�જન�ન� ખપમ�� લ�ધ� છ�. જેન� ક�રણ� 

ન�ટ����ત સ્ત્ર� અન� પ�� વ�ચ�ન� અવ�ધ અન� �વ��ત ય�ન સ�બ�ધન� આલ�ખનમ��થ� ���ત બન�, 

સ્ત્ર�ન� અદ�ય ક�મ��છ���� કલ��મક �નરૂપણ કરત� રસ ���ત બન� શક� છ�. � �ળ કથ�વ�� �ન� આધ�ર 

પ્ર�ચ�ન ભ�રતમ�� પ્રચ�લત અશ્વમ�ઘ યજ્ઞ અન� ત�ન� પ્રચ�લત �વ�ધઓ, મ��યત�ઓ, ર��તઓ અન� 

ક�ટલ�ક પ્રચ�લત દ�તકથ�ઓન� આધર લઇ �ચ�� મ�દ� એ 'અશ્વમ�ઘ' ન�ટ����તન� રચન� કર� છ�. એ 

સ�દભ�આ ���ત પ�ર��ણક કથ�વ�� � આધ��રત છ�. એમ કહ�વ�મ�� ક��� જ અય��ય ત� નથ� જ. આ 

ન�ટકમ�� સ્ત્ર�ન� ક�મ��છ�ન� ત�વ્રત�ન� પ્રગટ કરવ�મ�� ન�ટ�ક�ર સફળ રહ્ય� છ�. 

      ન�ટ����તમ�� �� �ળ ર�ત� ત� એ પ્રત�ત થ�ય છ� ક� ન��યક� મ��હન�ન� અશ્વ સ�થ�ન� મ���ન 

મ�ટ�ન� તલસ�ટ છ�. એવ� અથ� અ�ભધ�ન� �તર� ���ટ થ�ય છ�. પર�� � �ય�જન�ન� �તર� �વચ�રત�� 

ઝ�ખન� ત� પ્રત�પ� પ�રૂષ�વન� જણ�ય છ�. એ ન�ટ�ક�ર� સ�વ�દ ��ર� પ્રગટ કર� છ�. 

મ��હન� : “ત� પછ� ��ભ ��� �ત� કઢ�વ� અશ્વમ�ઘન� આર�ભ કર�... અમન� 

ચક્રવત�ન� હૃદય�શ્વર� થવ�ન� ક�ડ જા�ય� છ�.” (� �.૭૧) 

“ચ�ર ચ�ર મ�સ� બ�જક, ત�ર� પ્ર�તછ�વ ત� જ�વ� મળશ�... આવ� ઉમળક� ત� મ� સ�ળ વષ�ન� વય� 

પણ અ��ભ�ય� નહ�ત�... ઓહ, બ�જક ત� મન� મન� નખશ�ખ આંદ��લત કર� � �ક� છ�.... આ આવ�ગ, 

આ ઉમળક� ખ��ય� પણ ક�મ જાય.” (� �.૮)“એન� પ�ઠ સ�થ�ન� સતત ગ�ત���ત સ�ય�ગન� ક�રણ� ક� 

આથ� પણ અમ� ર�ત ��ખન� અ��ભવ (મ� ઢ��ક� દ� છ�) એ ક્ષણથ�.... એ ક્ષણથ�... (� �.૮૧) 

“બ�જક, �� અશ્વ નથ�. �પ્રય, �� અશ્વ નથ�. � � ત� છ� મ�ર� સ�ળમ� વષ� જ�મ�લ� અન� તરત હ�ય� 

પ�મ�લ� �વ�નન� ��ન� જ�મ.” (� �.૮૭) 

“��� મ���ય છુ. � �� પ�� છ�, એટલ� મ�ર� ભ�ષ�, મ�ર� પ્ર�મન� ભ�ષ� પણ તન� નથ� સમજાત�. એ��� ત� 

ક�ઇ હ�ય.” (� �.૮૮) 
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મ��હન�ન� આ સ�વ�દ� સ્ત્ર�મ�� રહ�લ� છ�. ક�ઇ � �ણ� ��રૂષન� પ�મવ�ન� અદ�ય ઝ�ખન�ન� પ્રગટ કર� છ�. 

બ��� ક�, અશ્વમ�ઘ યજ્ઞ કર� પ�ત�ન� પ�ત-�વ�મ� ચક્રવત� ર�જા બન�, પ�ત� એવ� ચક્રવત� ર�જાન� 

પટર�ણ� બન� એ ત� પ્રથમ દ્ર��ટન� અથ� છ�. પર�� � ગ�ભ�ત અથ� ત� એ છ� ક� અશ્વમ�ઘ યજ્ઞ �ન�મત્ત� 

એ યજ્ઞન� જ એક મ��ય �વ�ધ રૂપ� અશ્વસ�થ� મ���ન કરવ�ન� અન� ત� ર�ત� પ�ત�ન� ઉ�કટ ક�મ��છ� 

સ�ત�ષવ�ન� તક મળ� . ડ� મ��હન� અશ્વર�ત મ�ટ�ન� ઝ�ખન� પ્રગટ નહ�, ગ��પત ર�ખ� છ�. ��ખ�રત 

નહ�, પણ �ય��જત છ�. ચક્રવત�પણ� અંગ� પણ એન� અંદરન� ઝ�ખન� ત� અશ્વ સ�થ�ન� ર�ત ��ખન� 

છ�. 

દ્ર�ય : ૨મ�� મ��હન� અશ્વ ��ખ મ�ટ� તરવર�ટ અ��ભવ� છ�. અન� કહ� છ�. - “ત� ક�ન� અન� શ�ન� વ�ટ 

��ઓ છ� ? અશ્વ બત�વ� અશ્વ જે��� જ�મ � �ણ� ��રૂષથ� પણ �વશ�ષ પ્રમ�ણમ�� હ�ય. લ�વ�... લ�વ�... 

ખર� પછ�ડ�, � ��છ ઉછ�ળ� દ�ડ�... નહ�... નહ� ક�વળ પ�ણ�પ�થ� નહ�, પણ.... � ��ણ�મ�એ ઉછ�ળ� 

લ�ત� સ��દ્રન� મ�જા� જેવ� ��ઘવત�... ગર્જત�, તટ� પડ�લ� ન�ક�ન� �છદ્ર �છદ્રમ�� પ્રવ�શ� ન�ક�ન� 

ઉ�મત કર� સ��દ્રમ�� ખ�ચ� જત�� મ�જા� જેવ� અશ્વ.... ઉ�મત કરત� અશ્વ.”(� �.૧૮ ) 

અહ� ન�ટ�ક�ર� � ��ણ�મ�, સ� �દ્રન� મ�જા અન� ન�ક�ન� પ્રત�ક� અન� ભ�ષ�ન� �ય�જન�ન� ક�મ� લ�ગ�ડ� 

છ�. અશ્વ-પ�� સ�થ�ન� ર�ત ��ખન� ઝ�ખન� ન�હ�, પર�� � સ્ત્ર�ન� � �ણ�રૂપ મ�ટ�ન� ઝ�ખન�ન� �વ�નત કર� 

છ�. એટલ� જ ત� આ �ય��ય�થ� પ્ર�ક્ષક વગ�મ�� અશ્વ��ખ ઝ�ખત� સ્ત્ર� પર�વ� � �ણ� નહ�, પર�� � પ્રત�પ� 

��રૂષન� ઉ�કટ ઇ�છ� ધર�વત� સ્ત્ર� પ્ર�ય�ન� સમભ�વ જ�મ�વ� છ�. અશ્વ બ�જક એ �� �ળ અશ્વ ન 

રહ�ત�� � �ણ� પરૂષ’��� રૂપ બન�ન� પ્રગટ� છ�. અન� ત� ��ર� મ��હન�ન� ક�મ ��ખ મ�ટ�ન� તલસ�ટ � ��ચત 

થ�ય છ�.ભ�વકન� મનમ�� એ પ્રશ્ન થ�ય ક�, સ્ત્ર� અ�ય ��રૂષ તરફ જાત�ય આકષ�ણ અ��ભવ� એ 

મ�નવ સહજ છ�. પર�� � એક પ્ર�ણ�-અશ્વ તરફ જાત�ય આકષ�ણ અ��ભવ� ત� અસહજ છ�, એ પ્રક�રન� 

� ��ત્ત જાત�ય �વ���તમ�� ખપ�. પર�� � ��ર�ણ��ત ઉ��ત ક� મ��યત� અ��સ�ર એવ� ઉ�લ�ખ છ� ક�, - 

“અશ્વમ�ઘ યજ્ઞ કરન�ર� મહ�ર�જાન� પટર�ણ� સ�થ� એક વષ�મ�� પ�રભ્રમણ કર�ન� �વજય� થય�લ� 

ઘ�ડ�ન� સ�થ� મ�� �ન �વ�ધ થઇ જાય પછ� એ અશ્વન� યજ્ઞ�વ�ધમ�� આખ�ન� આખ� હ�મ� દ�વ�મ�� આવ� 

છ�. આ એક બ�હ્ય ઉપચ�ર હ�ઇ શક� જે પ્રત�ક��મક �વ�ધ તર�ક� પ્ર�ત�ઠ� પ��ય� હ�ય.” 

મ��હન� : ખર� પછ�ડ�, ���છ ઉછ�ળ� દ�ડ�... નહ�, નહ� ક�વળ પ�ણ�પ�થ� નહ� પણ 
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� ��ણ�મ�એ ઉછ�ળ� લ�ત� સ��દ્રન� મ�જા જેવ� � �ઘવત�... ગર્જત�... પડ�લ� ન�ક�ન� �છદ્ર �છદ્રમ�� 

પ્રવ�શ�ન� ન�ક�ન� ઉ�મત કરત��, અશ્વ ક�ટલ� છ� વ�ર?, અશ્વપ�લ અશ્વ નથ� ત�ય�ર ?"(� �.૧૩) 

     ર�ણ� મ��હન�ન� મનમ�� ચ�લ� �� અશ્વ��� �ચત્ર અન� ત�ન� ઉછ�ળ� મ�રત� ક�મ��છ� ક�વ �સત���� 

યશશ્ચ�દ્રન� � ���� એક સર�રયલ અ��ભવ’ન� પ્રથમ પ���તથ� આર�ભ�ત� આ સ�વ�દ ��ર� �ચ�� 

મ�દ�એ �વ�ન ચમ����તન� એક ઉત્તમ ન� �ન� � �ર� પ�ડ�� છ�. આ ન�ટકમ�� ગદ્ય-પદ્યન� ��મ�ળ 

સ�ધત� સ�વ�દ ય�જન� છ�. 

       સ�વ�દ ય�જન� અથ�ગ�ભ�ર���ત, સ�વ�દ� સ��ક્ષ�ત, �વ�� �ત અન�  અથ�સભર તથ� પ્રવ�હ� છ�. 

લય-લઢણ, આર�હ-અવર�હ, ઉ�કટ વ�દન�ઓ, મ�ન કથન�દ� યથ�થ�પણ� પ્રકટ થઇ �વ�ભ��વક અન� 

સહજ ર�ત� ���ય કથ� પ્રવ�હમ�� સ�ય��જત થય�લ જ�વ� મળ� છ�. સરળત�ન� સ�થ� સ�થ� 

પ્રય�જનશ�લ, લ�ય�થ����ત ક��યશ્ર�થ� સ����ત ત�સમ  શ�દ�થ�  ��શ��ભત ભ�ર� લ�ગ� છ�. 

     �ચ�� મ�દ�ન� ��ર�ક�પન આધ�ર�ત ‘અશ્વમ�ઘ' ન�ટકમ�� મ��હન�ન� પ�ત્ર ��ર� અસ�ય�ગ� 

સ�બ�ધન� પર�ક��ઠ� �વશ�ષ સ�વ�દપરક � ��તથ� આક��રત થઇ છ�. ત�ન� ઉદ્દઘ�ટ�ત આવ�ગ� ��ર� 

ન��યક�ન� મન���થ�ત અસરક�રક ર�ત� અ�ભ��ખ થઇ છ�. એક સ્ત્ર� સહજ વ�સન� પ�� વ�સન�મ�� 

��ર�ક�પન ��ર� પ્રગટ કર� આપવ�મ�� �ચ�� મ�દ� સફળ થય� છ�. ત�ન� સ�થ� જ ર�જા �વ�ચત્રસ�નન� 

મ�ન�સક અવ�થ� પણ એ સ�થ� જ �વશ�ષકર રૂપ� જાગ્રત થઇ છ�. પ�ર��ણક સમયન� મ�ત્ર આચ�ર� 

ક� �વ�ધ�વધ�ન�ન� ઉપય�ગ કર�ન� ન�ટ�ક�ર� અહ� સ્ત્ર�ન� અ� ��ત ક�મવ�સન�ન�, પ��ક�મન�ન� સરસ 

ર�ત� �ય�ત કર� છ�. આ ર�ત� જ�ઇએ ત�,ન�ટ�ક�ર ��ર�ક�પનન� �વ�નય�ગ કર� આ���નક અથ�ઘટન 

કરવ�મ�� સફળ રહ્ય� છ�. જેથ�, અશ્વમ�ઘ' �ચ�� મ�દ���� �વ�શ�ટન�ટક બન� રહ� છ�. 

                આ���નક ન�ટ�કલ�ન� પ્રય�ગશ�લ સર્જક �ચ�� મ�દ���� ન�ટક અશ્વમ�ઘ' 

��ર�ક�પનન� �વભ�વન�ન� બ� �બ પ્રગટ કર� આપ� છ�. આ���નક સર્જન કલ�ન� આ ��તન �વભ�વન� 

એમન� હ�થ� સરસ ર�ત� ર��આત પ�મ� છ�. ત�ન� સમય, પ�ર��થ�ત, ઘટન� �વધ�ન, ર��આત અન� 

પ�ત્ર�ન� સમય���સ�ર� ર��આત ન�ટકમ�� સ�ર� ર�ત� ઉપસ� રહ� છ�. ત�મ�� પ�ત્ર�ન� ગ�ત�વ�ધ અન� 

એમન� ચ�ત�સક સ�ચલન� ��ર� પ�ર��ણક કથ� વત�મ�ન��ગ�ન હ�વ�ન� પ્રત��ત વ�ચકન� મળ� રહ� 

એવ� જહ�મત કથ�ક�ર� ઉઠ�વ� હ�ય એ��� �પ�ટ જણ�ઇ આવ� છ�.  
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V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFSFZ SG{IF,F, D]GXL 

UMC[, lJHIS]DFZ WGHLEF. 
5LV[RP0LP :SM,Z4 

;F{ZFQ8= I]lGJl;"8L4 ZFHSM8 
;FZF\X  ov  

  V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFSFZ TZLS[  D]GXL U]HZFTL  ;FlCtIDF\ lRZ\HLJL :YFG 5|F%T SZGFZ 

;H"S K[P 5MTFGL V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFDF\  D]GXL H[ ;'lQ8 ZR[ K[ T[GL ;FY[  T[GF lJlJW  TtJM ;];\UT ZLT[ 

UM9JF.  HTF CMI K[P T[DF\  D]GXLGL  GJ,SYFSFZ TZLS[GL  l;lâ ZC[,L K[P D]GXLV[  cU]HZFTGL Vl:DTFcGM 

VFNX" 5|HF ;D1F D]SJFG]\ V[S V{lTCFl;S SFD SI"]\P !) DL  ;NLGF  V\TDF\  VG[ Z_ DL ;NLGF  VFZ\EDF\  

ßIFZ[  VF56F N[XGM .lTCF;  AN,L ZæM CTM tIFZ[  N[XGF H]NF H]NF  5|N[XMDF\ ;H"SMV[  E]TSF/GL  

UF{ZJUFYFVM GLZ]5JFG]\ VG[ 5|FN[lXS  T[DH  ZFHSLI EFJGFG[  ;\SMZJFG]\ SFD  SI"]\ K[P  D]GXLV[ V{lTCFl;S 

GJ,SYFVMDF\ .lTCF;G[ VJU6LG[ SF/jI]tÊDGM NMQF JCMZL ,LWM K[ KTF\ 56 GJ,SYFDF\  T[D6[  

JFTF";\IMHGGL  H[  l;lâ NFBJL K[ T[ VFH ;]WL VläTLI K[P 

5|:TFJGF ov 

  #_ DL 0L;[dAZ !((*GF ZMH E~RDF\ HgD[,F  SG{IF,F, D]GXL HLJGGF\  V[S H O[ZFDF\ 

VG[S SFIM" SZL UIFP D]GXL  ;FlCtISFZ p5ZF\T  .lTCF;SFZ4 5+SFZ4 S[/J6LSFZ4  WFZFXF:+L4 JCLJ8STF"4 

:JFT\œI;[GFGL VG[ ZFHGLlT7 CTF\P T[VM  AC]5|lTEFD]BL  CTF\P  T[DGL  AC]D]BL  5|lTEFGF\ GM\W5F+ 

lGNX"G GF8S4 GJ,SYF4 GJl,SF4 HLJGRlZ+4 5|JF;SYF4 lGA\W JU[Z[ :J~5GL S'lTVM  T[DH  T[DGF\  ,[BM 

VG[ jIFbIFGMDF\  D/[ K[P! U]HZFTGL ;FlCtIZl;S HGTFDF\ D]GXL GJ,SYFSFZ TZLS[ lJX[QF SZLG[ 

V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFVMGF  ;H"S TZLS[  GFDGF D[/JL K[P 

  D]GXLV[  AWL  D/LG[  ;FDFlHS4 V{lTCFl;S VG[ 5F{ZFl6S V[D +6 5|SFZGL  GJ,SYF 

VF5L K[P HMS[ T[DGL V{lTCFl;S  GJ,SYFVM H[8,L S/F5}6" VG[ lRZ\HLJ AGL K[4 T[8,L ;FDFlHS 

GJ,SYFVM GYL AGLP Ë[\R GJ,SYFSFZ V[,[ShFg0Z 0=DFGL  GJ,SYFVMGL  VG[ lJX[QF ccY|L D:S[l8I;"cc VG[ 

ccSFpg8 VMO DMg8[lÊ:8MccGL ;LWL V;Z D]GXLV[ hL,L K[ T[D KTF\ D]GXLGL  GJ,SYFVM S[J/ VG]SZ6FtDS 

AGL GYLP 

87 
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  D]GXLV[ BF; SZLG[  V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFGF\  ~5 VG[ ZLlTGL V[JL 5Z\5ZF ;Ò"4 H[G[  T[DGF\ 

VG[S VG]UFDL  ;H"SM VG];IF"PZ 

V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFSFZ D]GXL o 

  V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFGM ,[BS E}TSF/DF\ AG[,F AGFJMGF  DF/BF 5Z GJ,SYFG]\ lGDF"6  

SZ[ K[P 56 VF S,FlGDF"6DF\  GJ,SYFSFZGM pNŸ[xI S[J/ .lTCF;NX"G S[ E}TSF/GF AGFJMG[ IYFTY ~5DF\  

VF56L ;D1F ZH} SZJFGM GYL CMTMP VF SFD TM  ;DIv:Y/GL  hL6J8EZL DFlCTLGM VeIF;L 

.lTCF;SFZ H JWFZ[ ;FZ]\ SZL XS[P V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFSFZV[  .lTCF;SFZYL lEgG lDHFHGM  DFGJL 

K[PV[GM  VFNX" .lTCF;SFZYL  lEgG CM. K[P .lTCF;SFZG]\ ,1I V[S H .lTCF;NX"GP ßIFZ[ V{lTCFl;S 

GJ,SYFSFZG]\  ,1IlA\N] GJ,SYF CM. K[P .lTCF; V[G]\  ;FWG K[P ;FwI TM GJ,SYF K[P VFYL GJ,SYFGF 

;H"SMG[ .lTCF; ;FY[  K}8 ,[JFGM  S[ T[DF\ O[ZOFZ SZJFGM VlWSFZ VAFlWT ZC[ K[P V[8,]\ H GlC 5Z\T]4 V[D  

SZJFG]\  GJ,SYF DF8[  VlGJFI" 56 AGL  ZC[ K[P V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFSFZ JFTF"G[  Z;DI AGFJJF 

.lTCF;5|l;â 5|;\UM VG[ 5F+MDF\ O[ZOFZ SZL T[DF\ GJF\ 5F+MG[ 5|;\UM S<5GFA/[ pD[ZL4 5MTFGL GJ,SYFG[ 

H JOFNFZ ZC[ T[  :JFEFlJS K[P VF p5ZF\T  JFRS 56  GJ,SYFSFZ 5F;[ .lTCF; GlC4 56  Z;DI  JFTF"GL  

H V5[1FF ZFB[ K[P VFYL V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFSFZ 5MTFG[  VG[  5MTFGF  JFRSMG[  JOFNFZ ZC[JF .lTCF; ;FY[ 

K}8 ,[ K[P# 

  VFD KTF\  VF O[ZOFZMGF  VF{lRtIGM 5|̀ G RRF":5N AgIM K[P HMS[  V[GF SM. lGIDM SZL 

V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFSFZ 5Z :YF5L XSFIF  GYLP V[  O[ZOFZM VF{lRtIGM  5|`G V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFSFZGF 

pN[xI ;FY[  ;\A\lWT  K[P  GJ,SYFSFZGM  VFXI  .lTCF;GF T[ :Y/v;DIG]\ 4 T[DF\  ÒJTF DFGJLVMGL  

DCtJG]\4 T[DGF UF{ZJG]\ NX"G SZFJJFGM H CMI TM  T[6[  .lTCF;GF AGFJMG[  T[GL D]bI 38GFVM4 5F+MGF 

DFG;4 JFTFJZ6 VFlNG[ JOFNFZ ZC[J]\ HM.V[P  56 S[8,F\S GJ,SYFSFZ V[JF CMI K[ H[DGM  pNŸ[xI 

.lTCF;GF AGFJMGM  VFzI ,. V[S Z;5|N ;H"GFtDS  GJ,SYFGL S'lT VF5JFGM CMI K[P V[DGL  GHZ 

;D1F TM V[S DF+ CMI K[P cGJ,SYFcP .lTCF; BFTZV[  cGJ,SYFcGM  EMU VF5JF DFUTF GYL VG[  VFYL 

GJ,SYFGF S,FlJWFGG[ DFG VF5L T[ .lTCF;DF\ lGo;\SMR O[ZOFZ SZ[ K[P D]GXL V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFGF 

,[BS TZLS[  VF ALHF 5|SFZDF\ VFJ[P V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFDF\ GJ,SYF VG[ .lTCF; VG[ .lTCF; A\G[G]\  
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VF{lRtI5}J"SG]\  ;FD\H:I SZGFZF GJ,SYFSFZM TM lJZ, K[P D]GXL V[S ;DY" GJ,SYFSFZ K[ T[D 

.lTCF;ãQ8F 56 K[P$ 

  ;FDFlHS GJ,SYFYL ;FlCtIDF\  5|J[X SZGFZ D]GXLGL  BZL  SFZlSNL" V{lTCFl;S 

GJ,SYFYL X~ YFI K[P V[DGL  5C[,L  V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYF ACFZ 50L tIFZ[ .P;P!)!&GF D[ DF;GF 

cA]lâ5|SFXcDF\  X\SZ5|;FN ZFJ,[ GM\wI]\ o cVF56F ÒHLJ\T JT"DFGSF/ 5F;[ VF56F ÒHLJ\T VG[  pßH/ 

E}TSF/GL 5}HF SZFJTL B]N  U]HZFTGF .lTCF;GL GJ,SYF TM VF  5C[,JC[,L  K[c D]GXLG[ p¿D  

GJ,SYFSFZ TZLS[GL SLlT" 56 VF c5F86GL 5|E]TFc VG[ V[ 5KL  5|U8 YI[,L  cU]HZFTGM GFYc .tIFNL  

V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFV[  H D/L K[P5 

5F86GL 5|E]TF  ov 

  D]GXLGL  5C[,L  V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYF 5F86GL 5|E]TF CTLP  VF GJ,SYFV[  D]GXLG[  

GJ,SYFSFZ TZLS[  U]HZFTL ;FlCtIDF\ DFGEI"] :YFG  V5FjI]\ K[P HMS[  c5F86GL 5|E]TFc  X~VFTGL  CM. 

T[G]\ J:T]U|YG cU]HZFTGM  GFYc GF  D]SFA,[ lXlY, ,FU[4 56 TMI JFRSGF Z;5|JFCDF\  ;TT lGDuG ZFBTL  

5|;\U5Z\5ZF VG[ T[G]\ S,FI]É ;\IMHG U]HZFTL V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFV[ TM c5F86GL 5|E]TFcDF\  5C[,LJFZ 

HMI]\P& 

  5F86GL 5|E]TF  GJ,SYF ;M,\SLI]UGF S6"N[J ;M,\SL VG[ T[GF 5]+ l;âZFHGF  ;DIGF  

AGFJMG[  S[gãDF\ ZFBLG[  ,BFI[,L GJ,SYF K[P D]GXL T[G[  V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYF TZLS[ VM/BFJ[ K[4 TM 56  

c5F86GL 5|E]TFcGL  V{lTCFl;STFGM 5|`G RRF":5N AgIM K[P VF GJ,SYFDF\ D]bI A[ 5|JFCM ;DF\TZ[ JC[ K[¸ 

V[S S6"N[JGF V\T ;DI[  T[ ;DIGF  U]HZFTDF\ RF,TF ZFHSLIvWFlD"S h30FG]\ lR+6¸ ALHM4  DCFZF6L 

DLG, VG[ DCFD\+L D]\HF,GL  5|6ISYFP 

  c5F86GL 5|E]TFc GF p5ZYL  N[BFTF V{lTCFl;S J:T]DF\  S<5GFG]\  56 lDz6 YI]\ K[P 

DLG,vD]\HF,GL  5|6ISYF H[ VF GJ,SYFG]\ 5|WFG V\U K[ T[  D]GXLGL S<5GFG]\  ;H"G U6FJL XSFIP D]\HF, 

H[JM DCFDFtI VG[ U]HZFTGL ,MSl5|I ZF6L 5Z:5Z 5|[D SZ[ V[ V{lTCFl;S ;tIGL lJZ]â CMJF p5ZF\T  

G{lTSTFGL ãlQ8V[  56 RRF":5N D]NŸM AG[ K[P* 
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  c5F86GL 5|E]TFcDF\  DLG, VG[ D]\HF, V{lTCFl;S 5F+M K[ V[  JFT ;FRL 56 V[DGL  

JrR[GF 5|6I .lTCF;l;â CSLST GYLP T[ H 5|DF6[ VFG\N;}ZL 56 SF<5lGS 5F+ H K[P VF p5ZF\T D]\HF,4  

DLG,4 HIl;\C4 pNM JU[Z[ 5F+M lG~5FIF K[ T[ ZLT[  V{lTCFl;S SZTF\ lJX[QF TM SF<5lGS ,FU[ K[ VG[  S[8,F\S 

DCtJGF 5|;\UM 56 SF<5lGS CM. T[JF H K[P( 

U]HZFTGM GFY  ov 

  cU]HZFTGM GFYcGL  5|:TFJGFDF\  D]GXL GM\W[ K[P cVG[S V{lTCFl;S 5|;\UM VG[ SYFVMGL  

;\S<5GF S. VF JFTF" ,BL K[ VG[ V{lTCFl;S  TtJM AgIF\ tIF\ ;]WL T[JF G[ T[JF\ ZFbIF\ K[cP  .lTCF; 5|tI[  

JOFNFZL ATFJJFGM D]GXLGM VFXI VG[ 5|ItG VFDF\ HM. XSFI K[P D]GXL SC[ K[P T[D VF GJ,SYFDF\ 

S[8,LS DCtJGL  V{lTCFl;S 38GFVMG[ D}/ ~5DF\ V[D6[ :JLSFZL K[P BZL DF/JF GZ[XGL 5F86 p5ZGL 

R0F. VG[ T[  ;DI[  XF\T] DC[TFV[  SZ[,L 5F86GL ;FRJ6L4 DLG/N[JLGL HF+F4 ZFcGJ36GL  CFZ4 B[\UFZ[ 

,LW[,L RFZ 5|lT7FVM VG[ T[G]\ 5F,G4 C[DR\ãFRFI"GL NL1FF JU[Z[ 5|;\UM .lTCF;l;â K[P) 

ZFHFlWZFH  ov 

  D]GXLGL V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFDF\  ;M,\SLI]UGL .lTCF;SYF cZFHFlWZFHc DF\ VFU/ JW[ K[P 

5F86 VG[ H}GFU- JrR[G]\ I]â JQFM" ;]WL  RF<IF SI"]\ K[P cU]HZFTGF GFYcDF\ CT]\ V[ H ZHJF0FG]\  JFTFJZ6 VF 

S'lTDF\  56 K[P c5F86GL 5|E]TFc VG[ cU]HZFTGM GFYc GF D]SFA,[ VF SYFDF\ 5|;\UM VMKF K[ VG[ VMKF 

GF8ITtDI K[P!_  

HI ;MDGFY  ov 

  cHI ;MDGFYc D]GXLGL 5|F{- VG[ ;A/ S,D[  ,BFI[,L  V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYF K[P D]GXL VF 

GJ,SYFG[ p5ZMÉT GJ,SYFVMGL  JFTF"DF/FGM D6SM SC[ K[P  TM 56  VF GJ,SYFGF  5C[,FGF ;DIGL  

5KLYL  ,BFI[,L  JFTF" K[P ELDN[JGF  ;DIDF\  DCD}N UhGL  U]HZFT 5Z R0L  VFjIM VG[ T[6[  ;MDGFYGL  

D}lT"G]\ B\0G SI"]\ T[ 5|;\U[  U]HZFTGF ZFH5}TMV[ ;MDGFYGF Z1F6FY"[  H[ XF{I" VG[ :JF5"6 NFBjIF T[GL SYF  

VF,[BF. K[P VF SYFGF  VF,[BG lJX[ D]GXL 5MTFGM pN[ŸxI jIÉT SZTF\ SC[ K[4 cVF  JFTF"DF\  DFZM .ZFNM  

;],TFG DCD}NG]\ VFÊD6 RLTZJFGM GYLP 56 U]HZFT[  SZ[,M 5|lTZMW J6"JJFGM K[cP D]GXLGL  VgI 

V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFVM SZTF\  VFGF ~5Z\U S\.S H]NF[  K[P VF GJ,SYFGL 5|:TFJGFDF\  D]GXL ,B[ K[P  cV[GL  
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S<5GF X{,L4 ZRGF VG[ ,BFJ8DF\ O[Z 50IM K[P H[8,M Z5 JQF"GF  VG[ 5_ JQF"GF DF6;DF\  CMI V[8,M TM 

H~ZPc  5|YDGL GJ,SYFVM 5KL  36F\ ;DI AFN JQFM" AFN VF GJ,SYF ,BF. CTLP T[  NZlDIFG D]GXLGF 

lJRFZM VG[ EFJGFVMDF\ 5lZJT"G VFjI]\ CMI T[  :JFEFlJS K[P!! 

5'yJLJ<,E  ov 

  c5'yJLJ<,Ec 56 V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYF K[ V[G]\ SYFJ:T] c5|A\WlR\TFD6LcGF cD]\HZF;Fc VG[  

cD]\H5|\AWc 5ZYL  ,[JFDF\ VFjI]\ K[P DF,JFGM ZFHF D]\H Zl;S CTMP S,F VG[  SlJTFGM DD"lJN VG[  RFCS 

CTMP  T[,\U6FGF  RF,]SIZFH T{,5G[  T[6[ 5\NZv;M/ JFZ I]âDF\ CZFjIM CTMP ;J\Tv!_5ZDF\ V[6[  OZLYL  

T{,\U6 5Z VFÊD6 SI"]\ tIFZ[  T{,5[  D]\HG[ CZFjIM VG[ S[NDF\ GFbIMP ;M/ lNJ; ;]WL 3[Z3[Z ELB D\UFJL 

V\T[ CFYLGF 5U GLR[ SR0FJL GFbIMP!Z 

  VG[S lJJ[RSMGF  DT 5|DF6[ VF GJ,SYF z[Q9 K[P .P;P!)Z_DF\ 5|U8 YI[,L c5'yJLJ<,Ec 

H[8,L  JBM0F. CTL T[8,L H JBF6F. CTLP  VF GJ,SYFG]\ lJQFIJ:T]  U]HZFTG[  V0LG[ VFJ[,F DF/JFG]\ K[P  

D]GXLGL  GJ,SYFVMDF\  V{lTCFl;S lJS'lTVM   ov 

  D]GXLGL V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFVMDF\  V{lTCFl;S lJS'lT  YIFGM VF1F[5  VG[S lJJ[RSM 

TZOYL  D}SJFDF\  VFjIM K[P T[GF D]bI A[ SFZ6M U6FJL XSFIP V[S V[,[ShFg0Z 0=DFGL  hL,[,L V;Z  VG[ 

ALH]\ VJF"RLG I]UGL  5MTFGL  .:8 V[JL  HLJGEFJGFVMG]\  T[D6[ V{lTCFl;S ;DIÊDG]\  p<,\3G SZLG[ 56 

:JLSFZ[,]\ WMZ6P D]GXLV[ T[ ;DIGF 5|l;â 5F+MDF\ O[ZOFZ SIF" K[ VG[  S[8,F\S 5|WFG  5F+M GJF\  ;ßIF" K[ 

V[D HMJF D?I]\ K[P VFYL  T[DGL  S'lTVMDF\ .lTCF;GL VJU6GF YJF 5FDL  K[P!# 

  D]GXLGF VeIF;LVMGL D]bI OlZIFN V[ K[ S[  T[D6[ V{lTCFl;S SYFVMDF\  .lTCF;GL  

;]5|l;â 38GFVM TYF  jIÂÉVMGF  lG~56DF\ V{lTCFl;S TyIMG[  V[ 5|SFZ[  DZ0L DZ0LG[  ZH] SIF" K[ S[ V[ 

5F+MGF  UF{ZJ VG[ V;,L ,MS5|l;â jIÂÉTtJ B\l0T  YIF\ K[ VG[  T[ SFZ6[  V[ 5F+M TYF T[DGL  

VF;5F;GF  V{lTCFl;S JFTFJZ6G]\  lR+6  lJS'T VG[ lJ;\JFNL AGJF 5FdI]\ K[P!$ 

  ZFD,F, DMNL H[JF  .lTCF;EÉ VeIF;L4 GJ,SYFGF ,[BSG[ V[8,L K}8 TM  VF5[ K[ S[ 

V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFDF\  Sl<5T 5F+M VG[ 5|;\UM T[ IMÒ ZFB[ K[ S[  ,[BS V{lTCFl;S VG[ SF<5lGS 5F+M JrR[  
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5FZ:5lZS  Sl<5T ;\A\WM AF\W[ T[ G RF,[  S[D S[ VFJF ;\A\WMG[ ,.G[  JFRSM  .lTCF; lJX[  E|FDS bIF,M 

WZFJTF Y.  HFI VG[ U[ZZ:T[  NMZJF. HFIP T[VM V[  AFAT[  56 VFU|CL K[ S[4 GJ,SYFDF\ ,[BS[  SM. 

ZFHFGM ;DU|ZFßISF/ VFJZL ,LWM  CMI TM .lTCF;GM V[S 56 VUtIGM  5|;\U SYFDF\YL  AFSFT ZFBL 

XSFI GlCP!5 

  c5F86GL  5|E]TFc VG[ cU]HZFTGM GFYc  GJ,SYFVMV[  ;FlCtIDF\  3}DZLVM  5[NF SZL CTLP 

V[DGL  5|6Fl,SFE\HSJ'l¿v5|J'l¿YL ;DFHGM R}:T JU" TM RM\S[,M CTM HP tIFZAFN D]GXLGL V{lTCFl;S 

GJ,SYFDF\  .lTCF; ;FY[  V638TL  K}8  ,[JF DF8[  ;F1FZMGM  56 V[S  JU"  T[DGF\ 5Z  BOF YIMP  

.\u,[g0DF\ JM<8Z :SM8 ßIFZYL  V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFG]\ 1F[+ B[0JF DF\0I]\ tIFZYL  .lTCF; VG[ GJ,SYF 

JrR[GF ;\A\WGL  RRF"VM  tIF\ HFUJF DF\0L CTLP JFTF"SFZ[  V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYF G H ,BJL V[JL 56  V[S 

VFU|CEZL J'l¿ V[ ;DI[  tIF\ CTLP V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFDF\  .lTCF; VG[ GJ,SYF A\G[ AU0[ K[ V[JM  V[  

JU"GM ã- VlE5|FI CTMP!& 

  D]GXLV[ V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYF lJX[GF  5MTFGF D\TjIMcV{lTCFl;S 5F+M VG[ T[G]\  lG~56c 

GFDGF\  jIFbIFG äFZF 5|U8 SIF" K[P D]GXLGL ãlQ8V[ cGJ,SYFSFZGL S<5GF VG[ ;H"STFG[ :JFEFlJSTFGF  H 

A\WGM CM. K[P V[8,[ S[ DFGJ:JEFJGL  XSITF VXSITFGL H[ DIF"NFG[  H DF+ V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFSFZGL  

DIF"NFPc!*  

p5;\CFZ   ov 

   D]GXLGL  V{lTCFl;S GJ,SYFVMDF\ :JN[X5|[D VG[ U]HZFTGL Vl:DTFGM D]bI HLJG;\N[X 

503FI K[P SLlT"N[J4 D]\HF,4 VFG\N;}ZL JU[Z[DF\ lJlJWS1FFGL  éK/TL  N[XEÂÉG]\ NX"G YFI K[P D]GXLGL  

S'lTVMDF\YL  5|F%T  YTF\ HLJG;\N[X V\U[  ZlJX\SZ DP HMXL ,B[ K[ o cD]GXLV[ SFI" SZJFGM D\+vÒHLJGDF\ 

R[TG 5|U8FJJFGM D\+ U]HZFTDF\ O}\SIM K[cP UF\WLÒV[ U]HZFTDF\ R[TGGM  T6BM V[S lNXFV[YL D}SIM TM  

D]GXLV[  VgI lNXFV[YL D}SIMP 

;\NE";}lR  ov 
 1. N[;F.4 DC[A]A sZ_!*f .lTCF; lJZF;T4 VDNFJFN o U}H"Z ;FlCtI 5|SFXG4 5'Q9o55 
 2. GFIS ZlT,F, VG[ 58[, ;MDFEF.sZ__)f SG{IF,F, D]GXLs;H"Sv5|lTEF z[6L4  
  VDNFJFN o VFNX" 5|SXG4 5'Q9 o #( 
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 3. V[\HG 5'Q9 o *$ 
 4. V[\HG 5'Q9 o *$ 
 5. V[\HG 5'Q9 o *5 
 6. NFJ,5]ZF AFA] sZ__*f SG{IF,F, D]GXL o jIÂÉTtJ VG[  JFùDI4 VDNFJFN4 5F`J"  
  5la,S[XG4  5'Q9 o !(Z 
 7. p5ZMST GFIS ZlT,F, 5'Q9 o *! 
 8. hJ[ZL DG;]B,F,s!)(#f4 U]HZFTL U|\YSFZ z[6Lv!$ o SG{IF,F, D]GXL4 VDNFJFN 
  S]DS]D 5|SFXG4 5'Q9 o Z& 
 9. p5ZMÉ GFIS ZlT,F, 5'Q9 o *# 
 10. p5ZMÉ hJ[ZL DG;]B,F, 5'Q9 o #! 
 11. p5ZMÉ GFIS ZlT,F, 5'Q9 o )$ 
 12. D]GXL SG{IF,F, DF6[S,F,s5]GoD]ã6 o Z__$f4 5'yJLJ<,E4 VDNFJFN4 EFZTLI   
  lJnFEJG JTL4 U}H"Z 5|SFXG  
 13. p5ZMÉ GFIS ZlT,F, 5'Q9 o 5# 
 14. p5ZMÉ NFJ,5]ZF AFA]4 5'Q9 o !!! 
 15. DF:TZ WD"[gã4 5|XF\T VG[ 5\0IF p5[gãs;\5FNSMf4s!)((f4 SG{IF,F, DF6[S,F, D]GXL o 
  HgDXTFaNL VwIIG U|\Y4 E~R o S],5TL SPDFPD]GXL HgDXTFaNL ;lDlT 5'P Z!* 
 16. 5FZ[B DW];}NGs!)&*f4 SG{IF,F, DFP D]GXL ;FlCtI ÒJG VG[ 5|lTEF4 D]\A. o  

;]P ZFDS'Q6G SFI"JFCS  D\+L  EFZTLI lJnFEJG RM5F8L4 5'Q9 &! 
 17. V[\HG 5'Q9 o &Z 
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ABSTRACT 

This study is being conducted during the time of COVID-19. This paper examines the impact of 

COVID-19 on the Indian stock market, which includes BSE (Bombay Stock Exchange) and NSE 

(National Stock Exchange). We have witnessed the major fluctuations on NIFTY and SENSEX in 

the stock market over the period from January 2020 to December 2021. The curiosity is to examine 

the behaviour of the people of Ahmedabad in the state of Gujarat how they invested in the stock 

market during the time of COVID-19. Based on different demographic factors such as age, gender, 

income and occupation, the research focuses on the occupation factor as an independent variable 

and examines the behavioural aspect of stock market investment decisions during COVID -19 of 

the people of Ahmedabad. During COVID-19, many businesses are affected and eventually closed 

down, people have not been able to get stable income, and many people have lost their jobs or 

suffered wage cuts. The present study uses the chi-square test of independence. It is observed that 

the profession is directly related to the frequency of investment, the purpose of the investment, the 

ability to take risks, expect higher returns and invest in the stock market with the right knowledge. 

It is not affected by past savings. 

KEY WORDS: Behavioural Finance, COVID-19, SENSEX, NIFTY, Age, Occupation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The psychological factors that are relevant at the time of investment decision and to analyse how 

that behaviour affect the market is called as behavioural finance. Stock market is the sum of buyers 

and sellers of stocks, which represent ownership of business, which includes public as well as 

private companies which are sold to investors through equity crowed funding platforms. In stock 

market in India include SENSEX and NIFTY. SENSEX is top 30 companies which is listed on 

Bombay stock exchange (BSE) where NIFTY is top 50 companies which is listed on National 

stock exchange (NSE).  

88 
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The outbreak of the highly infectious COVID-19 (corona virus) has affected human life and is 

slowing down the global economy. COVID-19 is a virus that cause illness from common cold to 

more several diseases. COVID-19 was declared a global health emergency by the world health 

organization (WHO) on 30 January 2020. During this period all over the world has gone for 

lockdown and millions of jobs were lost. In India, the government announced the lock down in 

phases, the first phase was announced from 25th March, 2020 to 14th April, 2020 which lasted of 

21 days. Immediately the second phase of lock down was announced from 15th April 2020 to 3rd 

May 2020 (19 days), the third phase of lock down was announced from 4th May 2020 to 17th May 

2020 (14 days) and the fourth phase of lock down was from 18th May 2020 to 31st May 2020. The 

unlock process was also systematically announced by the Government. COVID 19 Vaccination 

includes Vaccination of frontline workers, Citizens more than 60 years of age and more than 18 

years of age. COVID 19 Vaccination started from 16th January 2021. In the first phase COVID 

Vaccinated front line workers. In the second phase of for senior Citizens (above the age of 60 

years). In the third phase the age of above 45 years started from 1st may 2021. The present study 

is to know the behaviour of the people of the people of Ahmedabad in the state of Gujarat on stock 

market investment during the period of COVID-19. 

I. A REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Sohail, Hussain, & dr. Qamar, (2020) studied the investors psychosomatic, experience and market 

factors affect that the individual investor behaviour during COVID-19 in the PSX [Pakistan Stock 

Exchange]. For data collection semi-structured interviews and google docs are used. The findings 

of study in the market and personal factors are most important factors that influence the individual 

decisions. Investors are careful in investing by relying on their own experience and broker advices. 

Vijayakumar, (2020) the objective of the paper is to understand long term and short-term dynamic 

effects of US and leading Asian markets on Indian stock market. This study investigated the co-

integration and relationship between the US, Asian and Indian stock markets namely Dow Jones 

Industrial Average (DJIA), Hang Seng (Hong Kong), Shanghai Composite and NIFTY indices. 

Positive momentum at Hong Kong and China leads to positive impact on NIFTY, whereas, the 

US- DJIA has negative impact of NIFTY in the short run based on secondary data used in this 

study. 
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Alzyadat & Asfoura, (2021) study contributes to investigate the impact of COVID-19 pandemic 

on stock market in Saudi Arabia during the period from March 15, 2020 to August 10, 2020. The 

paper used Vector Auto- Regressive (VAR) model and Autoregressive conditional 

Heteroscedasticity ARCH models. The study concluded that the stock market in USA responded 

negatively and strong during early periods of COVID 19 pandemic, then the response began to 

decline. However, the Saudi government's response time and size of the stimulus package have 

played an important role in the impacts of COVID 19 on the stock market. 

Gupta, Chaudhary, & Gupta, (2021) The paper has focused on studying the impact of COVID-19 

on stock markets in different countries like China, Japan, Hong Kong, the United Kingdom, 

Germany, United states and India. The paper uses T – test and non-parametric test of mann- 

Whitney test. This study indicates fast recovery of markets after an initial setback for a transient 

period. In this study findings indicate the economic impact of this pandemic on stock markets 

across the globe, by studying across major Economics. 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

1. To study the trend of NIFTY and SENSEX during the period of January 2020 to December 

2021.  

2. To examine the behaviour of Stock market investment [short term] based on Occupation during 

Covid-19 of the people of Ahmedabad in the state of Gujarat. 

RESEARCH DESIGN  

The study uses descriptive research design and is quantitative in nature. 

SCOPE OT THE STUDY  

The scope of the study is limited to Ahmedabad city of Gujarat State.  

SOURCES OF DATA  

There are two types of data collection techniques, primary as well as secondary sources.  
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Primary data: To evaluate the behaviour for stock market investment decisions the study uses 

primary data and it is collected with the help of questionnaire which administered 165 respondents 

from the city of Ahmedabad of Gujarat state.  

Secondary data: For evaluation of the influence of the stock market, the data is collected from the 

website of BSE and NSE.  Various books, journals, research papers and magazines are used to 

collect secondary information on stock market.  

SAMPLING  

The sample size for the purpose of study is 165 respondents and the sampling method is convenient 

sampling.   

TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES  

For the purpose of addressing the objectives under study, various statistical tools are used such as 

Trend analysis, Descriptive statistics, graphical representation and Chi square test of 

independence. 

HYPOTHESIS 

TABLE NO 1: Hypothesis 

NO. HYPOTHESIS RESULT 
1. H0: There is no significance association between occupation and frequency of 

investment of the people investing in stock market. 
Reject 

 H1: There is significance association between occupation and frequency of 
investment of the people investing in stock market.  

 

2. H0: There is no significance association between occupation and when 
investment started of the people investing in stock market. 

Reject 

 H1: There is significance association between occupation and when investment 
started of the people investing in stock market. 

 

3. H0: There is no significance association between occupation and purpose for 
investing of the people investing in stock market. 

Fail to 
reject 

 H1: There is significance association between occupation and purpose for 
investing of the people investing in stock market. 

 

4. H0: There is no significance association between occupation and investment 
skills during COVID 19 of the people investing in stock market. 

Fail to 
reject 

 H1: There is significance association between occupation and investment skills 
during COVID 19 of the people investing in stock market. 

 

5. H0: There is no significance association between occupation and influence in 
decision making of the people investing in stock market. 

Reject 
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 H1: There is significance association between occupation and influence in 
decision making of the people investing in stock market. 

 

6. H0: There is no significance association between occupation and risk-taking 
behaviour of the people investing in stock market. 

Fail to 
reject 

 H1: There is significance association between occupation and risk-taking 
behaviour of the people investing in stock market. 

 

7. H0: There is no significance association between occupation and return from 
stock market of the people investing in stock market. 

Fail to 
reject 

 H1: There is significance association between occupation and return from stock 
market of the people investing in stock market. 

 

8. H0: There is no significance association between occupation and encouraging 
behaviour of the people investing in stock market. 

Reject 

 H1: There is significance association between occupation and encouraging 
behaviour of the people investing in stock market. 

 

9. H0: There is no significance association between occupation and past savings 
of the people investing in stock market. 

Reject 

 H1: There is significance association between occupation and past savings of 
the people investing in stock market. 

 

I. DATA ANALYSIS 

SECONDARY DATA 

The price of SENSEX and NIFTY is being computed for the period January 2020 to December 

2021 quarterly. 

TABLE NO.2: SENSEX 

Month  Price Percentage Change 
JAN - MAR 2020(Base Year) 36163.1  
APR - JUN 2020 33685.8 -6.85% 
JUL - SEP 2020 38101 5.36% 
OCT - DEC 2020 43838.4 21.22% 
JAN - MAR 2021 48298.3 33.55% 
APR - JUN 2021 51067.5 41.21% 
JUL - SEP 2021 58755.2 62.47% 
OCT - DEC 2021 58208.5 60.96% 

Source: https://www.bseindia.com/Indices/IndexArchiveData.html 
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Chart No. 1 Sensex 

 

The Chart no.1 shows the linear trend of Sensex. The first Quarter of 2020 is taken as base year (Jan-

Mar) and the trend is computed for the following months till the period of December 2021. In the 

second quarter, trend line decline to -6.85% after that Sensex trend line shows increasing trend which 

has risen from – 6.85% to 5.36%.  Since the third quarter of 2020 to till the third quarter of 2021 Sensex 

trend started to increase respectively which was 21.22%, 33.55%, 41.21% and 62.47%. But in the last 

quarter of 2021 was observed slightly decreased compared to third quarter of that year which 60.96% 

is. 

TABLE NO.3: NIFTY 

Month  Price Percentage Change 
JAN - MAR 2020(Base Year) 10210.15  
APR - JUN 2020 9914.1 -2.90% 
JUL - SEP 2020 11236.17 10.04% 
OCT - DEC 2020 12864.37 26% 
JAN - MAR 2021 14284.81 39.91% 
APR - JUN 2021 15311.8 49.97% 
JUL - SEP 2021 16837.8 66.85% 
OCT - DEC 2021 17336.3 69.79% 

Source: https://in.investing.com/indices/s-p-cnx-nifty-historical-data?interval_sec=monthly 

The Chart no.2 shows the linear trend of Nifty. The first Quarter of 2020 is taken as base year (Jan-

Mar) and the trend is computed for the following months till the period of December 2021. In the 

second quarter, trend line decline to -2.90% after that Nifty trend line shows increasing trend which 

has risen from – 2.90% to 10.04%.  And from the third quarter of 2020 till the last quarter of 2021 

Nifty has started to increase respectively which was 10.04%, 26%, 39.91%, 49.97%, 66.85% and 

69.79%. 

Jan-
Mar 20

Apr-
Jun20

Jul-Sep
20

Oct-
Dec 20

Jan-
Mar 21

Apr-
Jun 21

Jul-Sep
21

Oct-
Dec 21

Percentage change 0 -6.85% 5.36% 21.22% 33.55% 41.21% 62.47% 60.96%

0
-6.85%

5.36%

21.22%
33.55%

41.21%

62.47%
60.96%

-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

SENSEX 
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CHART NO. 2 NIFTY 

 

Here, we can see that SENSEX and NIFTY chart. 1st quarter of 2020 has risen. In the second 

quarter of 2020, the stock market goes down because Banking sector and pharma companies were 

down 4-7 Percent each. The FMCG and healthcare industry were down 3-6 percent each, while IT 

was down by 1.7 percent. In the third quarter of 2020 the stock market goes up because IT index 

was the star of July 2020 with 22.49% returns largely by positive guidance from Infosys, TCS, 

HCL tech and Wipro. In the fourth quarter of 2020, the Nifty returned a 7.81% in the month of 

December. December 2020 was a repeat of November 2020 it means all major sectors generated 

positive returns. Pharma and metals did good performance in December. India accounts for 60% 

of vaccine manufactured in the world and 70% of   WHO purchase the vaccine. Private banks had 

a 22% rally in November and December. In the first quarter of 2021, was the best year for BSE 

and NSE. In SENSEX moved by around 10,000 points in a single year. The SENSEX has gained 

9,910 points between January 1, 2021 to December 29, 2021. This is the highest year and even in 

percentage, 2021 was the best year in last four years. Sensex imply 10 major worlds across 9 

countries that it has shown the best performance among major Asian Economics. In the second 

and third quarters of 2021, SENSEX and NIFTY goes up which was respectively 41.21% and 

62.47%. In the fourth quarter of 2021 the NIFTY has risen which was 69.79%. And SENSEX has 

slight down which is 60.96% 

 

 

 

 

Jan-
Mar20

Apr-
Jun20

Jul-Sep
20

Oct-Dec
20

Jan-
Mar21

Apr-Jun
21

Jul-Sep
21

Oct-Dec
21

Percentage Change 0 -2.90% 10.04% 26% 39.91% 49.97% 66.85% 69.79%

0
-2.90%

10.04%
26%

39.91%
49.97%

66.85% 69.79%

-0.2
0

0.2
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PRIMARY DATA 

TABLE NO.4: FREQUENCY TABLE 

PARTICULAR FRQUENCY INVESTING IN STOCK 
MARKET 

GENDER   
MALE  101 79 
FEMALE  67 21 
TOTAL 168 100 
AGE   
Less than 25 years 68 30 
25-40 years 40 29 
40-60 years 50 33 
More than 60 years 10 8 
TOTAL 168 100 
OCCUPATION   
Private job 55 36 
Business/Profession 47 37 
Government job 5 3 
Housewife 13 2 
Retried  6 5 
Student 42 17 
TOTAL 168 100 
INCOME   
Less than RS. 5,00,000 143 82 
RS. 500,001- RS. 10,00,000 20 14 
RS. 10,00,001 - RS.25,00,000 3 3 
More than RS. 25,00,000 2 1 
TOTAL 168 100 

Source: Primary data 

Out of 168 respondents, 100 respondents are investing in stock market. Out of 100 responded, 79 

are male and 21 are female. So, the males are invested more in stock markets. out of 100 

respondents 62 respondents are from the age group of 25-60 years age group that are investing in 

stock market. from the Less than 25 years age group 30 respondents are investing in stock markets. 

From the age group of More than 60 years age group 8 respondents investing in stock market. 

Business/profession and private job 37 and 36 respondents are interested to invest in stock market. 

Government employees out of 5 respondents only 3 respondents are interested in invest in stock 

market. Out of 13 respondents only 2 housewives are investing in stock market. From 6 retired 

respondents 5 respondents are invested in stock market. Out of 42 students 17 students are invest 
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in stock market. Less than 5,00,000 RS. out of 143 respondents 82 respondents interested to invest 

in stock market. from the income group of less than RS.5,00,000. From 5,00,001- 10,00,000 

income group out of 20 respondents 14 respondents are invested in stock market. From 10,00,001-

25,00,000 income group 3 respondents are investing in stock market. More than 25,00,000 out of 

2 respondents only 1 respondent are investing in stock market. 

TABLE NO.5: OCCUPATION AND FREQUENCY OF INVESTMENT 

Occupation Investment started Total 
 Before Covid-19 During Covid-19 
Private Job 24 12 36 
Business/ 
Profession 

29 8 37 

Government 
Job 

0 3 3 

House Wife 1 1 2 
Retired 3 2 5 
Student 8 9 17 
Total 65 35 100 

TABLE NO.6: CHI-SQUARETEST 

Particulars Value Dif Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 20.215 5 .001 
Likelihood Ratio 22.847 5 .000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 1.876 1 .171 
N of Valid Cases 100   

From the table no.5, Private Job and Business/ Profession category were investing occasionally in 

the stock market are 49.20 % and 30.16% respectively, Whereas Government employees and 

Housewife were investing occasionally in the stock market are only 1.59%. On the other side, the 

only category who is investing in the stock market daily with 48.65% is the Business /Profession 

category.  

The Chi- Square statistic for these responses is 20.215 and the significance value is 0.001 which 

is lower than 0.05. Hence, we fail to accept null hypothesis. Therefore, there is significant 

association between occupation and frequency of investing in the stock market.  
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TABLE NO.7: OCCUPATION AND WHEN INVESTMENT STARTED 

Occupation Frequency of Investment Total 
Daily Occasionally 

Private Job 5 31 36 
Business/ Profession 18 19 37 
Government Job 2 1 3 
House Wife 1 1 2 
Retired 5 0 5 
Student 6 11 17 
Total 37 63 100 

TABLE NO.8: CHI-SQUARE TEST 

Particulars Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 11.184 5 .048 
Likelihood Ratio 12.016 5 .035 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

4.849 1 .028 

N of Valid Cases 100    

From the table no.7, Private Job and Business/Profession category were investing in the stock 

market before Covid-19 are 36.92% and 44.62% respectively. Whereas Housewife were investing 

in the stock market before Covid-19 are 1.54%. On the other side, During Covid -19 Private 

employees and Business/ Profession category were started their investing are 34.28% and 22.85% 

respectively.  

The Chi-square statistic for these responses is 11.184 and the significance value is 0.048 which is 

lower than 0.05. Hence, we fail to accept null hypothesis. Therefore, there is significant association 

between occupation and starting of the investment. 

TABLE NO.9: OCCUPATION AND PURPOSE FOR INVESTING 
Occupation Purpose Total  

For Extra 
Knowledge  

For 
savings  

To fulfil 
daily needs  

To get Extra 
income  

Private Job 0 14 3 19 36 
Business/ 
Profession 

0 8 3 26 37 

Government Job 0 2 0 1 3 
House Wife 0 0 0 2 2 
Retired 0 1 0 4 5 
Student 1 3 2 11 17 
Total 1 28 8 63 100 
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TABLE NO.10: CHI-SQUARE TEST 

Particulars Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 7.376 10 .689 
Likelihood Ratio 8.326 10 .597 
Linear-by-Linear Association .107 1 .744 
N of Valid Cases 100   

From the table no.9, Private Job employees were investing in the stock mainly   for saving and to 

earn extra income with 39% and 52.77 % respectively. Same as Business/ Profession category 

were also investing in the stock market for saving and to earn extra income with 21.62% and 

70.27% respectively.  Whereas Only 3.57% % retired employee who were investing for the saving 

purpose.  

The Chi-square statistic for these responses is 7.376 and the significance value is 0.689 which is 

higher than 0.05. Hence, we fail to reject null hypothesis. Therefore, there is no significant 

association between occupation and purpose of investing. 

TABLE NO.11: OCCUPATION AND INVESTMENT SKILLS 

Occupation Investment skills Total 
Excellent Good Moderate 

Private Job 6 19 8 36 
Business/ Profession 22 10 4 37 
Government Job 1 2 0 3 
House Wife 1 1 0 2 
Retired 3 1 0 5 
Student 3 8 4 17 
Total 36 41 16 100 

TABLE NO.12: CHI-SQUARE TEST 
Particulars Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 22.963 15 .085 

Likelihood Ratio 25.023 15 .050 

Linear-by-Linear Association 2.387 1 .122 

N of Valid Cases 100   

From the table no.11, Private Job employees are having Moderate and excellent investment skills 

with 22.22% and 52.77% respectively. Whereas Business/Profession category are having excellent 
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and good investment skills with 59.45% and 27% respectively. On the other side Government Job 

employees and Housewife are having excellent investment skills with only 2.77%. 

 The Chi-square statistic for these responses is 22.963 and the significance value is 0.085 which is 

higher than 0.05. Hence, we fail to reject null hypothesis. Therefore, there is no significant 

association between occupation and investment skills.  

TABLE NO.13: OCCUPATION AND INFLUENCE 

Occupation Influence Total 
Always 

influenced 
Never 

influenced 
Often 

influenced 
Rarely 

influenced 
Sometimes 
influenced 

Private Job 3 16 2 1 14 36 
Business/ 
Profession 

3 22 2 1 9 37 

Government 
Job 

1 1 0 1 0 3 

House Wife 0 1 0 0 1 2 
Retired 2 3 0 0 0 5 
Student 4 1 3 4 5 17 
Total 13 44 7 7 29 100 

TABLE NO.14: CHI-SQUARE TEST 

Particulars Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 34.565 20 .023 
Likelihood Ratio 35.671 20 .017 
Linear-by-Linear Association 3.602 1 .058 
N of Valid Cases 100   

From the table no.13, never influenced respondents are from the Private Job and 

Business/Profession category with 36.36% and 50% respectively. Similarly, Sometimes 

Influenced respondents are also from the Private Job and Business/Profession category with 

48.27% and 31.03% respectively.  

The Chi-square statistic for these responses is 34.565 and the significance value is 0.023 which is 

lower than 0.05. Hence, we fail to accept null hypothesis. Therefore, there is significant association 

between occupation and influencing through factors.  
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TABLE NO.15: OCCUPATION AND RISK-TAKING BEHAVIOUR 

Occupation Risk taking behaviour Total 
Careful Risk averse Risk taker 

Private job 27 4 5 36 
Business/Profession 30 1 6 37 
Government job 2 0 1 3 
House wife  2 0 0 2 
Retired 3 0 2 5 
Student 12 0 5 17 
Total 76 5 19 100 

TABLE NO.16: CHI-SQUARE TEST 
Particular Value df Asymp. Sig. (2 -sided) 
Pearson Chi- square 8.460 10 .584 
Likelihood Ratio 9.145 10 .518 
Linear-by-Linear Association 2.420 1 .120 
N of Valid Cases  100   

From the table no.15, 35.53% respondents were doing careful investment in stock market in the 

category of private job. whereas 39.47% were doing careful investment in the category of 

business/profession. On the other hand, Government employees and house wife were doing careful 

investment in stock market is only 2.63%. Only 26.32% student having risk taking ability in stock 

market.  

The Chi-square statistic for these responses is 8.460 and the significance value is 0.584 which is 

higher than 0.05. Hence, we fail to reject null hypothesis. Therefore, there is no significant 

association between occupation and risk-taking behaviour. 

TABLE NO.17: OCCUPATION AND RETURN FROM STOCK MARKET 

Occupation RETURN FROM STOCK MARKE Total 

Yes No 
Private job 28 8 36 
Business/Profession 33 4 37 
Government job 3 0 3 
House wife 2 0 2 
Retired 4 1 5 
Student 10 7 17 
Total 80 20 100 
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TABLE NO.18: CHI-SQUARE TEST 

Particular Value df Asymp. Sig. (2 -sided) 
Pearson Chi- square 8.079 5 .152 
Likelihood Ratio 8.555 5 .128 
Linear-by-Linear Association 2.405 1 .121 
N of Valid Cases  100   

From the table no.17, private job and Business/profession were earned return from stock market 

are 35% and 41.25% respectively. Whereas housewife and Government employees earned return 

from stock market are only 2.5% and 3.75%. On the other hand, student category was earned return 

from stock market are 12.5%. 

The Chi-square statistic for these responses is 8.079 and the significance value is 0.152 which is 

higher than 0.05. Hence, we fail to reject null hypothesis. Therefore, there is no significant 

association between occupation and return from stock market. 

TABLE NO.19: OCCUPATION AND ENCOURAGING BUYING BEHAVIOUR 

Occupation Encouraging buying behavior Total 
Yes No 

Private job 25 11 36 
Business/Profession 34 3 37 
Government job 1 2 3 
House wife 2 0 2 
Retired 5 0 5 
Student 9 8 17 
Total 76 24 100 

TABLE NO.20: CHI-SQUARE TEST 

Particular Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2 -sided) 

Pearson Chi- square 16.132 5 .006 
Likelihood Ratio 17.749 5 .003 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

2.090 1 .148 

N of Valid Cases  100   

From the table no.19, private job and Business/profession were encouraging behaviour in stock 

market are 32.89% and 44.74% respectively. Whereas only 1.32% government employees were 
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encouraged behaviour in stock market. On the other hand, retired employees and house wife was 

not encouraged in stock market.  

The chi square statistic for these responses is 16.132 and the significance value is 0.006 which is 

lower than 0.05. Hence, we fail to accept null hypothesis. Therefore, there is significant association 

between occupation and encouraging behaviour. 

TABLE NO.21: OCCUPATION AND PAST RETURN 

Occupation Past savings Total 
Yes No 

Private job 26 10 36 
Business/profession 33 4 37 
Government job 2 1 3 
House wife 2 0 2 
Retired 5 0 5 
Student 7 10 17 
Total 75 25 100 

TABLE NO.22: CHI-SQUARE TEST 

Particular Value df Asymp. Sig. (2 -sided) 
Pearson Chi- square 16.938 5 .005 
Likelihood Ratio 17.724 5 .003 
Linear-by-Linear Association 2.922 1 .087 
N of Valid Cases  100   

From the table no.21, Private job and Business/profession were earned good amount of return in 

past in stock market are 34.67% and 44% respectively. Whereas Government employees and house 

wife were earned return in past only 2.67%. On the other hand, student was earned return in past 

is 9.33%.  

The Chi-square statistic for these responses is 16.938 and the significance value is 0.005 which is 

lower than 0.05. Hence, we fail to accept null hypothesis. Therefore, there is significant association 

between occupation and return in past. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The objective of this study is to know the relevance of the individual investor participating in the 

stock market of Ahmedabad city is rational or not. The research paper focuses on the main factor 

affecting the investors in the decision making is his occupation. 

The present study concludes that there is significant association between occupation and frequency 

of investments where respondents are mostly investing occasionally from the Private Job and 

Business/ Profession category. There is significant association between occupation and the period 

at which they started to invest in stock market because the respondents are invested in stock market 

before COVID-19. There is no significant association between occupation and purpose of 

investing in stock market where respondents most preferred investing in the stock market for 

savings and extra income. There is no significant association between occupation and investment 

skills as respondents from the all the occupation category are having good and excellent investment 

skills. There is significant association between occupation and influence in the decision-making 

of the people investing in the stock market. There is no significant association between occupation 

and risk-taking behaviour of the people because respondents have shown careful risk behaviour 

from the all-occupation category. There is no significant association between occupation and 

return from stock market because most of the respondents are getting return from stock market. 

There is significant association between occupation and encouraging behaviour. There is 

significant association between occupation and return in past.  

Thus, Occupation plays major role during COVID-19 and investment in stock market for the 

people of Ahmedabad in the state of Gujarat. 

VI. LIMITATION 

1. In the present study number of respondents are limited to Ahmedabad city. 

2. The study is only conducted in Ahmedabad city in Gujarat state. 
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Abstract 

“An Analytical study of Capital Structure and its impact on profitability of selected Petroleum 

companies in India” is attempt to establish the hypothesized relationship as to how far the capital 

structure variable affect the business revenue of companies and what the interrelationship is 

between capital structure and profitability for that researcher has randomly selected five petroleum 

companies with the help of secondary data for the year 2015 to 2019. The research report is based 

on Secondary method. The researcher has collected data from Annual reports of the companies, 

Websites of BSE and NSE. To check relation between capital structure and profitability researcher 

has used two way annova. The ratio taken for capital structure and profitability is debt equity ratio, 

interest coverage ratio, fixed asset turnover ratio, gross profit ratio, net profit ratio, operating 

margin ratio, return on long term fund ratio and return on capital employed. 

Introduction 

India is one of the fastest growing major economies in the world and the third largest consumer of 

petroleum products, after US and CHINA. The adoption of significant policy of liberalization and 

privatization in July 1991 gave a boost to the petroleum India. Through adoption of liberalization 

and privatization the overall economy of India grew also. the demand for petroleum products 

increased at an annual rate of about 5.5 percent so there is great potential for investors to invest in 

the sector and gain the increasing demands for the for the petroleum products, not only this but 

LPG reforms have also given a push to foreign direct investment in the sector. The first oil deposits 

in the country were discovered near the town of Digboi in the state of Assam. The natural gas 

industry in India began in the 1960s with the discovery of gas fields in Assam and Gujarat. As on 

31 March 2018 India had estimated crude oil reserves of 594.49 million tons and natural gas 

reserve of 1339.57 billion cubic meters. India imports 82% of its oil needs and aims to bring that 

down to 67% by 2022 by replacing it with local exploration. Demand for crude oil is wide 

89 
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application is house-hold and industrial activities, it is apparent that there will be major 

investments in this industry in future. 

In financial management, finance manager has to take three important decision such as Acquisition 

of fund, Allocation of fund and Appropriation of profit i.e. financing decision, investment decision, 

dividend decision it is call 3 A’ of financial management. For optimum capital structure financial 

manager has to consider financing decision. Capital structure consist of long term source of funds 

such as debenture, long term debt, preference share capital, equity share capital and retained 

earnings. Finance manager has to take a rational decision about capital structure i.e. which 

combination of finance instrument will increase value of the firm and decrease the cost of capital 

because company want to achieve the goal of wealth maximization, long term survival and proper 

utilization of fund. 

Review of Literature 

Neeti,M.(2017) have analysed impact of capital structure on profitability ; with reference to 

selected companies from oil and natural gas industry of India. In this research paper, researcher 

has an object to investigate impact of capital structure on profitability of firms. A sample of seven 

firms listed in NSE and BSE were selected and the financial data of these companies during the 

period 2005 to 2015 is used for this study. The judgement sampling which is non random sampling 

technique is chosen for sample selection in this study. The correlation and regression analyse were 

used. The corporate financial performance, which is represented by dependent variables return on 

asset and net profit ratio is taken into consideration and the effect of independent variables which 

are sales of a firm, total asset of a firm, debt service capacity, dividend pay outs and leverage ratio 

are used. Impact of optimum capital structure on profitability of firm is dependent field of financial 

management. 

Anshu,H. And Kapil,S.(2014) have identifies the most important determinant of capital structure 

of 870 listed Indian firms comprising both private sector and government companies for period 

2001-2010. Ten independent variables and three dependent variables have been tested using 

regression analysis. It has been concluded that factors such as profitability, growth, asset 

tangibility, size, cost of debt tax rate, and debt serving capacity have significant impact on the 

leverage structure chosen by firm in the Indian context.  
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Sichizya,S.(2015) has analysed the effect of “capital  structure  on  profitability  of  listed 

manufacturing company in Tanzania” using panel data of six companies listed in the Dares salaam 

stock exchange during a 5 year period. The period was from 2009 to 2013 in which 30 observation 

were obtained. Panel data for the selected companies were analysed using fixed effect regression 

statistical technique. Researcher has used ratio of return on asset, return on equity, short term debt 

to asset, long term debt to asset. There is negative relationship revealed between debt to equity 

ratio and return on equity. 

Touseef,A. (2014)“impact of capital structure on profitability of trading companies in Colombo 

stock exchange in Shrilanka”. The purpose of this paper is to empirically examine the impact of 

capital structure on profitability and suggest the trading companies in order to increase their 

profitability through adapting a better strategic frame work of capital structure. the researcher has 

collected sample of 8 trading companies were collected through secondary data for the period of 

2008-2012 and analyze the data by using correlation analyses and regression analyses to find out 

the association between the variable.  

Goyal,A. (2013) has study the “impact of capital structure on performance of listed public sector 

bank in India”. Researcher has an object to measure the impact of capital structure on banking 

performance to provide empirical evidence regarding listed public sector banks in India. The 

researcher has collected all public sector banks operating in India are the population of the study. 

Sample of the study include banks, which are listed on national stock exchange from 2008 to 

2012.in this research, researcher have analyzed the data by using regression analysis has been used 

for establishing relationship between return on asset, return on equity and earnings per share with 

capital structure. The findings reveal positive relationship of short term debt with profitability. 

Objective of Study 

· To identify the different ratio of capital structure and profitability. 

· To check the difference in different capital structure ratio and profitability ratio. 

· To identify the impact of independent variable (Debt equity ratio, Interest coverage ratio, 

Fixed asset turnover ratio) on dependent variable (Gross profit ratio, Net profit ratio, Return 

on capital employed, Return on long term fund). 
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Hypothesis of Study 

HO1 = there is no significant difference in capital structure ratio. 

HO2 = there is no significant difference in profitability ratio. 

Data Collection 

 This research is based on secondary data, data is has been collected from various official 

website, annual report, magazine and research papers. 

Table – 1 A table showing Net profit ratio of selected companies 

 

During the last five years the Net profit of reliance is high that is 12.98 in the year 2017 and low 

that is 6.90 of the year 2015.The average is 10.54 of last five years. The Standard Deviation of  the 

data is 2.39 that indicate the variability of the performance during these five years. The Covariance 

of the data is 22.71 that indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage. On the other 

hand the performance of Oil is high that is 25.75 in the year 2015 and low that is 16.28 in the year 

2017. The average is 21.90 of last five years. The  Standard Deviation of the data is 4.13. The 

Covariance of the data is 18.87.While performance of Hpcl is high that is 3.31 in the year 2017 

and low that is 1.32 in the year 2015. The average is  2.37 of last five years. The Standard Deviation 

of the data is 0.76.The Covariance of the data is 32.23. The researcher has also indicate the 

performance of Ioc that is 5.30 highest in the year 2018 and low that is 1.20 in the year 2015. The 

average is 3.59 of last five years. The Standard Deviation  of the data is 1.66 that indicates the 

 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 Total Mean S.D. C.V. 

Reliance 9.47 11.58 12.98 11.75 6.90 52.68 10.54 2.39 22.71 

OIL 18.85 25.03 16.28 23.57 25.75 109.48 21.90 4.13 18.87 

HPCL 2.19 2.89 3.31 2.15 1.32 11.86 2.37 0.76 32.23 

IOC 3.20 5.03 5.30 3.23 1.20 17.96 3.59 1.66 46.15 

BPCL 2.39 3.37 3.97 3.92 2.13 15.78 3.16 0.86 27.13 

Total 36.10 47.90 41.84 44.62 37.30     

Mean 7.22 9.58 8.37 8.92 7.46     

S.D. 7.16 9.31 5.88 9.03 10.49     

C.V. 99.18 97.18 70.25 101.14 140.61     
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variability of the performance during these five years. The Covariance of the data is 46.15 that 

indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage. During the last ten years the 

performance of Bpcl is high that is 3.97 in the year 2017 and low that is 2.13 in the year 2015. The 

average is 3.59 of last five years. The Standard Deviation of the data is 0.86 that indicate the 

variability of the performance during these ten years. The Covariance of the data is 27.13 that 

indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage. 

Table – 2 A table showing calculation of variance 

Source of 
Variation 

SS D.f MS Fcal. F tab Status of Null 
HypothisisH0 

Years 0.146769 4 0.036692 307.9097 3.006917 Not accepted 

Company 0.002883 4 0.000721 6.048151 3.006917 Not accepted 

Error 0.001907 16 0.000119    

The researcher has performed two-way analysis of variances to test the hypothesis, mentioned as 

above, at 5% level of significance. The calculated value of F test – ANOVA for years is 307.90 

while tabulated value of F test-ANOVA is 3.00.so, the researcher may state that the null hypothesis 

for the years is rejected. The researcher has found significant difference in net profit ratio of 

selected petrochemical industry during the period of study. 

While comparison of industry for the performance of net profit ratio, the researcher has found that 

the calculated value of F is 6.04 and table value is 3.00.again in case of industry, the calculated 

value is greater than tabulated value. So, the null hypothesis is rejected for industry. So, the 

researcher has concluded that the net profit ratio of selected petrochemical industry is significant 

different. 

Table – 3 A table showing Operating profit ratio of petrochemical companies 

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total Mean S.D C.V 
Reliance 9.6 17.21 17.87 17.83 15.7 78.21 15.64 3.49 22.31 
Oil 36.21 36.74 32.64 36.7 39.92 182.21 36.44 2.59 7.10 
HPCL 2.74 4.4 5.68 4.86 4.15 21.83 4.37 1.08 24.73 
IOC 2.32 6.06 8.83 9.35 6.41 32.97 6.59 2.79 42.34 
BPCL 3.49 5.84 5.35 5.01 4.02 23.71 4.74 0.97 20.38 
Total 54.36 70.25 70.37 73.75 70.2     
Average 10.87 14.05 14.07 14.75 14.04     
S.D 14.47 13.69 11.55 13.35 15.24     
C.V 133.08 97.41 82.03 90.52 108.54     
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During the last five year Operating profit of reliance is high that is 17.87 in the year 2017 and  low 

that is 9.6 of the year 2015.The average is 15.64 of last five  years. The Standard Deviation  of the 

data is 3.48 that indicate the variability of the performance during these five years. The Covariance 

of the data is 22.31 that indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage. On the other 

hand the performance of Oil is high that is 36.92 in the year 2019 and low that is 32.64 in the year 

2017. The average is 36.44 of last five years. The  Standard Deviation of the data is 2.58. The 

Covariance of the data is 7.09.While performance of Hpcl is high that is 5.68 in the year 2017 and 

low that is 4.4 in the year 2016. The average is 04.36 of  last five years. The Standard Deviation 

of the data is 1.07.The Covariance of the data is 24.72. The researcher has also indicate the 

performance of Ioc that is 9.35 highest in the year 2018 and low that is 2.32 in the year 2015. The 

average is 6.59 of last five years. The Standard Deviation  of the data is 2.79 that indicates the 

variability of the performance during these five years. The Covariance of the data is 42.34 that 

indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage. During the last ten years the 

performance of Bpcl is high that is 5.84 in the year 2016 and low that is 4.02 in the year 2019. The 

average is 4.74 of last five years. The Standard Deviation of the data is 0.96 that indicate the 

variability of the performance during these ten years. The Covariance of the data is 20.38 that 

indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage. 

Table – 4 A table showing calculation of variances 

Source of 
Variation 

SS Df MS Fcal. F tab. status of Null 
Hypothesis 

Year 3693.66 4 923.416 216.704 3.00692 Not accepted 
Company 46.8805 4 11.7201 2.75044 3.00692 Accepted 
Error 68.179 16 4.26119    

The researcher has performed two-way analysis of variances to test the hypothesis, mentioned as 

above, at 5% level of significance. The calculated value of F test – ANOVA for years is 216.704 

while tabulated value of F test-ANOVA is 3.00.so, the researcher may state that the null hypothesis 

for the years is rejected. The researcher has found significant difference in Operating profit ratio 

of selected petrochemical industry during the period of study. 

While comparison of industry for the performance of Operating profit ratio, the researcher has 

found that the calculated value of F is 2.75 and table value is 3.00.again in case of industry, the 

calculated value is less than tabulated value. So, the null hypothesis is accepted for industry. So, 
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the researcher has concluded that the Operating profit of selected petrochemical industry is not 

significant different. 

Table – 5 A Table Showing Return on capital employed of Selected Petroleum Companies 

 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 Total Mean S.D. C.V. 
Reliance 9.95 11.80 11.04 8.24 7.41 48.44 9.69 1.85 19.06 
OIL 9.33 9.55 9.28 10.09 11.66 49.91 9.98 0.99 9.93 
HPCL 21.48 24.77 29.21 8.84 6.23 90.53 18.11 10.07 55.64 
IOC 18.14 24.86 22.73 8.00 4.28 78.01 15.60 9.07 58.12 
BPCL 17.19 21.87 23.89 16.77 13.70 93.42 18.68 4.12 22.07 
Total 76.09 92.85 96.15 51.94 43.28     
Mean 15.22 18.57 19.23 10.39 8.66     
S.D. 5.34 7.35 8.66 3.66 3.91     
C.V. 35.09 39.58 45.01 35.22 45.13     

During the last five years Return on capital employed of reliance is high that is 11.80 in the year 

2018 and low that is 7.41 of the year 2015.The average is 9.69 of last five years. The Standard 

Deviation of the data is 1.85 that indicates the variability of the performance during these five 

years. The Covariance of the data is 19.06 that indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in 

percentage. On the other hand the performance of Oil is high that is 11.66 in the year 2015 and 

low that is 9.33 in the year 2019. The average is 9.98 of last five years. The Standard Deviation  

of the data is 0.99. The Covariance of the data is 9.93.While performance of Hpcl is high that is 

29.21 in the year 2017 and low that is 6.23 in the year 2015. The average is 18.11 of last five years. 

The Standard Deviation of the data is 10.07.The Covariance of the data is 55.64. The researcher 

has also indicate the performance of Ioc that is 24.86 highest in the year 2018 and low that is 8.00 

in the year 2016. The average is 15.60 of last five years. The Standard Deviation of the data is 9.07 

that indicate the variability of the performance during these five years. The Covariance of the data 

is 58.12 that indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage. During the last ten 

years the performance of Bpcl is high that is 23.89 in the year 2017 and low that is 13.70 in the 

year 2015. The average is 18.68 of last five years. The Standard Deviation of the data is 4.12 that 

indicate the variability of the performance during these ten years. The Covariance of the data is 

22.07 that indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage. 
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Table – 6 A table showing calculation of variance 

Source of Variation SS Df MS Fcal F tab Status of Null 
Hypothesis H0 

Years 0.031395 4 0.007849 4.284956 3.006917 Not accepted 

Company 0.056702 4 0.014175 7.738963 3.006917 Not accepted 

Error 0.029307 16 0.001832    

The researcher has performed two-way analysis of variances to test the hypothesis, mentioned as 

above, at 5% level of significance. The calculated value of F test – ANOVA for years is 4.28 while 

tabulated value of F test-ANOVA is 3.00.so, the researcher may state that the null hypothesis for 

the years is rejected. The researcher has found significant difference in return on capital employed 

ratio of selected petrochemical industry during the period of study. 

While comparison of industry for the performance of return on capital employed ratio, the 

researcher has found that the calculated value of F is 7.73 and table value is 3.00.again in case of 

industry, the calculated value is greater than tabulated value. So, the null hypothesis is rejected for 

industry. So, the researcher has concluded that the return on capital employed of selected 

petrochemical industry is significant different. 

Table – 7 A Table Showing Return on long term funds of Selected Petroleum Companies 

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total Mean S.D C.V 
Reliance 10.88 11.99 11.85 12.71 10.91 58.34 11.67 0.78 6.66 
OIL 13.63 11.86 9.71 11.69 15.48 62.37 12.47 2.18 17.47 
HPCL 15.72 22.02 35.89 29.8 25.48 128.91 25.78 7.65 29.65 
IOC 9.7 16.4 24.79 27.94 20.53 99.36 19.87 7.16 36.05 
BPCL 23.38 27.45 26.55 24.78 19.47 121.63 24.33 3.14 12.90 
Total 73.31 89.72 108.79 106.92 91.87     
Average 14.66 17.94 21.76 21.38 18.37     
S.D 5.41 6.74 10.90 8.58 5.49     
C.V 36.90 37.57 50.09 40.13 29.86     

During the last five year Return on long term funds of reliance is high that is 12.71 in the year 

2018 and low that is 10.91 of the year 2015.The average is 11.66 of last five years. The Standard 

Deviation of the data is 0.77 that indicate the variability of the performance during these five years. 

The Covariance of the data is 6.66 that indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in 

percentage. On the other hand the performance of Oil is high that is 15.48 in the year 2019 and 
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low that is 9.71 in the year 2017. The average is 12.47 of last five years. The Standard Deviation 

of the data is 2.17. The Covariance of the data is 17.47.While performance of Hpcl is high that is 

35.89 in the year 2017 and low that is 22.02 in the year 2016. The average is 25.78 of last five 

years. The Standard Deviation of the data is 7.64.The Covariance of the data is 29.65. The 

researcher has also indicate the performance of Ioc that is 27.94 highest in the year 2018 and low 

that is 9.7 in the year 2015. The average is 19.87 of last five years. The Standard Deviation of the 

data is 7.16 that indicates the variability of the performance during these five years. The 

Covariance of the data is 36.04 that indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage. 

During the last ten years the performance of Bpcl is high that is 27.45 in the year 2016 and low 

that is 19.47 in the year 2019. The average is 24.32 of last five years. The Standard Deviation of 

the data is 3.13 that indicate the variability of the performance during these ten years. The 

Covariance of the data is 12.89 that indicate the ratio of standard deviation to mean in percentage. 

Table – 8 A table showing calculation of variances 

Source of 
Variation 

SS Df MS Fcal. F tab status of Null Hypothesis 

Year 856.575 4 214.144 10.3033 3.00692 Not accepted 

Company 167.305 4 41.8264 2.01243 3.00692 Accepted 

Error 332.544 16 20.784    

The researcher has performed two-way analysis of variances to test the hypothesis, mentioned as 

above, at 5% level of significance. The calculated value of F test – ANOVA for years is 10.30 

while tabulated value of F test-ANOVA is 3.00.so, the researcher may state that the null hypothesis 

for the years is rejected. The researcher has found significant difference in return on long term 

funds of selected petrochemical industry during the period of study. 

While comparison of industry for the performance of return on long term funds ratio, the researcher 

has found that the calculated value of F is 2.01 and table value is 3.00.again in case of industry, 

the calculated value is less than tabulated value. So, the null hypothesis is accepted for industry. 

So, the researcher has concluded that the return on long term funds of selected petrochemical 

industry is not significant different. 
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Findings 

So, researcher has found significant difference in Net profit ratio and Return on Capital Employed 

but there is no significant difference in Operating Profit and Return on Long term fund ratio of 

selected petroleum companies. 
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ABSTRACT 

A cryptocurrency is a type of digital money that does not have a central issuing or regulatory body. 

A decentralized system uses blockchain technology to record and manage transactions in order to 

avoid fraudulent activities. Blockchain technology is a kind of framework used to record 

exchanges, which makes it hard to hack. There has been a tremendous surge in retail investors 

after the Supreme Court overturned the RBI's restriction on crypto transactions. Each square inside 

the chain contains an assortment of exchanges, and each time a substitution exchange happens on 

the blockchain, a record of that exchange is added to every member's record. A hash is an 

unchanging cryptographic mark that is utilized to record blockchain transactions. A hacker would 

need to alter each square in a chain, which is continually developing and expanding the 

framework's security, to destroy the blockchain. The main aim of this study is to know about 

cryptocurrency regulation in India and know the negative and positive aspects of the regulation of 

nations. 

Keywords: Cryptocurrency, Blockchain Technology, Digital Currency, Bitcoin 

I. INTRODUCTION  

From 1998 through 2009, online currencies with encrypted ledgers, such as B-Money and Bit 

Gold, were experimented with but never completely developed. Satoshi Nakamoto, whose true 

identity is unknown, contributed a paper titled Bitcoin - A Peer to Peer Electronic Cash System to 

a discussion on cryptography in 2008. As a result, cryptocurrency, also known as digital or virtual 

currency, has grown in popularity as a means of transaction. According to CoinMarketCap.com, 

there are presently over 2,200 distinct cryptocurrencies traded openly. On June 6, 2019, the overall 

worth of all cryptocurrencies was around $246 billion, while the total value of all bitcoins was 

around $136 billion. 

90 
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Regardless the lawful vagueness on whether digital currency speculation is allowed in India and 

tremendous unpredictability in costs, the nation has the biggest number of crypto proprietors on 

the planet at 10.07 crore, as indicated by agent revelation and correlation stage BrokerChooser. In 

examination, the quantity of stock financial backers (Unique Client Codes) enlisted with the BSE 

in India has ascended from 70 million in June 2021 to 80 million as of now, as per information by 

the trade. As far as the quantity of crypto proprietors as a level of the all-out populace, India 

remained at the fifth spot at 7.30%. 

There has been a tremendous surge in retail investors after the Supreme Court overturned the RBI's 

restriction on crypto transactions. Since June 2020, CoinSwitch Kuber, India's largest 

cryptocurrency platform, has onboarded approximately 8 million members. 

II. GOVERNMENT ACTIONS 

The RBI study on the operation of cryptocurrencies in India was thrown out by the Supreme Court. 

With a new regulation, the Indian government is moving closer to prohibiting cryptocurrency 

transactions, believing that this would pose a danger and pave the way for a new currency within 

the nation. Crypto firms say that prohibiting this new form of technology would put India behind 

the curve, and that "thoughtful rules" would be the best approach. Keeping this in mind, the 

Securities Contracts (Regulations) Act 1959, the Companies Act 2013, and the Prevention of 

Money Laundering Act 2002 will all be altered as a result of the adoption of cryptocurrencies. 

III. CRYPTOCURRENCY IN INDIA 

In recent years, India has seen a significant expansion in the use of technology, particularly 

blockchain, to facilitate financial transactions. Most authorities, such as the Reserve Bank of India, 

have taken notice of this progress. While the current administration has accelerated progress 

toward a computerized or cashless economy, Bitcoin remains an exception. The RBI began 

considering the use of cryptocurrencies in open markets in 2013 and has subsequently advised 

customers, holders, and brokers on the use of "virtual money" while remaining silent on its 

legitimacy, including in 2017. Likewise, various regulators, such as the enforcement directorate 

and the income tax department, have been quick to shut down cryptographic money-related 

businesses by staging strikes under the guise that the use of digital money was infringing on outside 

trade and violating illegal tax avoidance guidelines. 
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IV. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

This document was created by the project's creators in order to shed light on the legality of 

cryptocurrencies in India, as well as its good and negative impacts. Throughout the course of this 

study, we encountered a variety of viewpoints on both sides of the debate. The reader of this study 

paper should anticipate to learn a lot about our country's complete cryptocurrency effort. 

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The authors used secondary data in order to conduct their research. Several papers, magazines, and 

websites, including the RBI's official website and Forbes, compiled the data. For this research, a 

descriptive study was used. The writers used qualitative data to explore and analyze the influence 

of legalizing cryptocurrency in India on its people and economy in order to achieve the goal of this 

research project. A comparison was done with other countries and the consequences they had 

experienced. India is the study's demographic constraint. By analyzing secondary data, the authors 

have attempted to fill in the study gap. 

VI. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

The Working of Bitcoins 

Bitcoin is a sophisticated currency, to put it simply. That is a concept that may be more complicated 

than one realizes: it isn't simply a set amount of money saved in an advanced record, comparable 

to a bank account or a credit line. Bitcoin, unlike coins or paper currencies, does not have any 

physical components. A worldwide distributed system determines the value, confirmation, and 

validation of individual Bitcoins. 

Bitcoins are cryptographic blocks of information that are used as currency. Computer power is 

required to move this information from one person or location to the next and to check the trade, 

such as spending money. Clients known as "diggers" allow the strategy to use their frameworks to 

safely examine individual trades. For their efforts, these users receive fresh Bitcoins. The Bitcoin 

network generates, verifies, and verifies data blocks that are exchanged as private money. 

Cryptocurrency refers to Bitcoin and its many variations/deductions. The system makes use of 

cryptography - a very advanced bookkeeping system known as a blockchain - to create new coins 

and confirm the ones that are sent from one person to the next. The cryptographic arrangements 
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serve a variety of purposes, including making transactions very impossible to replicate, allowing 

banks or wallets of coins to be transported as data, and verifying the Bitcoin system's exchange 

from one person to the next. 

Bitcoins are systems made or mined. A customary money ought to be stepped or printed by an 

economy; the mining perspective is expected to make the system self-supporting: individuals 

eliminate Bitcoins by giving taking care of influence from their structures to the coursed 

association, which creates new squares of data that contain the overall record of taking everything 

into account. The encoding and unraveling measure for these squares needs an enormous 

proportion of taking care of force, and the individual who viably makes the new square (or even 

more exactly, the individual whose system created the randomized number that the PC recognizes 

as the new square) is compensated with a particular number of Bitcoins, or with a particular 

proportion of trade costs. 

The essential necessity for all the additional handling power allocated to the shared system, which 

creates new Bitcoins that may later be used, is increased by the cycle of shifting Bitcoins from one 

client to the next. It's a self-scaling, self-copying architecture that generates cryptographic 

representations of considerable value related to wealth. 

 
(Source: Traxcn) 

Investment in crypto and blockchain businesses in India has surged dramatically in 2021 compared 

to the previous year, according to a media report citing Traxcn statistics. In 2016, India's crypto 
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and blockchain businesses received only $6.3 million in funding. By June 15, 2021, India's crypto 

and blockchain firms have already received $99.7 million in funding. (Khan, 2021) 

VII. POSITIVE ASPECTS IN INDIA 

A. Growth in Job 

The crypto and blockchain markets, according to the job search portal, have seen fast development. 

Jobs connected to blockchain technology, cryptocurrency, and bitcoin have increased by more than 

90% in the United States. Bangalore and Pune, it was also revealed, offer a lot of promise for 

blockchain and crypto career prospects. 

Unemployment has risen dramatically in practically all areas of the economy in recent months. 

Wazir's CEO (Nischal Shetty) believes that cryptocurrencies may assist the country create 

additional job possibilities while also helping to stabilize the country's employment rates (Helms, 

2020). 

B. Wealth Creation 

Initial coin offerings (ICOs) have the potential to become a worldwide platform for entrepreneurs 

to raise funds. This year, ICOs raised over $346 million globally. This may entice international 

investors to invest in Indian firms. (Chandrashekhar, Kar, & Manikandan, 2020) 

With India's present economic situation, it would be a huge mistake to ignore cryptocurrencies. 

Globally, blockchain firms have raised over 5.5 billion dollars, with Indian companies obtaining 

less than 0.2 percent of these funds. Over $744 million was invested in a fintech business in 

Singapore (Gupta, 2020). 

C. Blockchain Technology Helping Traditional Financial Institutions 

In India, cryptocurrency does not have to compete with fiat currency or any of the traditional 

financial institutions. They could be able to coexist in the same space. Traditional financial 

institutions with cryptocurrency and blockchain technology may be complementary. Collaboration 

would bring in additional investors, while blockchain technology would improve bank security 

and transactions, as well as give improved transparency and accountability (Gupta, 2020). 
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D. The Increasing Trend of Digital Payments 

There has been a significant growth in the trend of digital payments, which has considerable future 

potential. The use of cryptocurrencies for domestic transactions would appeal to the general people 

(Martucci, 2020). 

Due to the ease of access of cryptocurrency, which is not tied to a country, investors may be able 

to invest more on the internet. They would be safer and have a lower danger of being robbed if 

they used blockchain technology. Cryptocurrency might be used by international firms for faster 

and easier transfers, as it is hassle-free and has lower transaction cost (Rahman & Dawood, 2019). 

VIII. NEGATIVE ASPECTS IN INDIA 

A. Scalability 

While digital coins are gaining popularity, they are still outnumbering the number of transactions 

processed by payment providers such as Visa. Unless the delivery infrastructure for these 

technologies is dramatically increased. The development of currency is more complicated in this 

case. 

B. Cybersecurity Concerns 

Because this currency and its reliance on the internet are fully reliant on the internet, it will be 

vulnerable to security breaches and might fall into the hands of non-state actors. Mitigating this 

will need ongoing security infrastructure improvements, and keeping track of these persons can be 

a time-consuming operation. 

C. Funding of Non-State Organizations 

The procedures for how these transactions function, knowing that they meet end to end with no 

record of the recipient or sender, would make non-state group financing easier and forgettable. 

D. Regulations 

Indeed, even with the ideal innovation and all issues that can be taken care of it will be an unsafe 

speculation except if legislatures and government associations take on this framework. Which 

would consequently require a tremendous measure of venture from these associations and that will 

be an extremely precarious interaction. 
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E. Devaluation of Currency 

With the presentation of cryptographic forms of money there are chances that there will be a shift 

from monetary standards and that will influence the valuation of the country's now existing cash. 

That may contrarily affect the economy. 

Presently, with regards to the legitimate parts of digital currencies, we need to remember that there 

must be another body that would ignore the working of this cash and they would be accountable 

for shaping the principles and guidelines. With the presentation of this money, numerous different 

revisions should be made in various parts of the constitution. 

IX. REMEMBERING THIS THE AMENDMENTS DEMONSTRATIONS WILL 

REQUIRE CHANGES: 

1. The Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act 1956t: 

Tokens issued by an identified user and backed by the issuer's underlying assets are the only 

securities that come under this category. 

2. Companies Act, 2013: 

This Act's concepts and criteria would apply to all types of tokens. The technique of store by an 

organization would be designated as a store and moreover provide certain exclusions from its 

suitability under the demonstration, when it comes to the acknowledgement of store the acceptance 

of cash. 

3. Payments and Settlements Systems Act 2007: 

If the crypto activity is to be centered on a payment system or another regulated system, the issuer 

will need another payment mechanism that is accepted by the RBI under the PSA and meets 

KYC/AML requirements. 

4. Prevention of Money Laundering Act 2002: 

Under this Act, any pretenses that come under the conceptions and do not follow the regulations 

that this act establishes are punishable by ten years in jail. However, it is unclear whether the 

reporting obligations set forth in Chapter IV of the Prevention of Money Laundering Act of 2002 

apply to wallet operators, third-party bitcoin services, crypto-asset exchanges, and other entities. 
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X. IMPACTS TO BE EXPECTED AFTER INDIA APPROVES CRYPTOCURRENCY 

A. Reduction in Remittance 

A few governments throughout the world, such as India, have used neutralist measures that limit 

settlements made with various countries or the other way around, either by charging excessively 

expensive fees or by establishing new rules. The fear of not being able to transmit money to family 

and friends is leading more people to use computerized Cryptocurrency, the most popular of which 

is Bitcoin. 

B. Control Over Restricted Capital 

Many sovereign monetary forms and their use outside of our own countries are being directed and 

limited, which is fueling interest in Bitcoin. For example, the Chinese government has recently 

made it more difficult for people and organizations to spend the country's money overseas, 

resulting in a liquidity crisis. As a result, options like as Bitcoin have exploded in popularity in 

China. India sees this as an opportunity to profit. 

C. Improving Acceptance 

Customers are using Bitcoins in greater numbers than at any point in recent memory, owing to the 

fact that more legitimate businesses and corporations have begun to accept them as a form of 

payment. Today, internet users and financial professionals use bitcoins on a regular basis, with 1.1 

million bitcoin wallets added and used throughout the world in 2016. This might be a fantastic 

time for India to transition to electronic money. 

D. Crackdown of Corruption 

Advanced cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, can be used as a tool to aid in the fight against 

corruption in India. To make it tougher to give incentives and bring in gathered black cash, India 

recently demonetized its top currency and still-in-use banknotes. This can also act as a driver of 

Bitcoin interest in India, allowing people to send and receive money without having to explain 

themselves to the experts. 
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XI. THE FUTURE OF CRYPTOCURRENCY IN INDIA 

According to a survey done by global consulting company PwC, India might be among the 

frontrunners in the adoption of the blockchain technology that underpins crypto in the next five 

years provided the right level of corporate and government participation is reached. 

"The cryptocurrency sector is scorching hot," said Sharan Nair, CBO of CoinSwitch Kuber. 

Companies looking to obtain exposure to the crypto sector have increased their interest in 2021. 

Given the limitations of doing business in a pandemic environment, several sectors struggled in 

FY21. For the most part, fintech was not one of them." 

It is estimated that 15 million Indians have invested in private cryptocurrency holdings. 

Cryptocurrency investments in the country surged by about 400 percent in a year, from $923 

million in April 2020 to nearly $6.6 billion in May 2021. 

The Finance Ministry indicated that the world is developing swiftly with technological 

innovations, after the introduction of a carefully calibrated policy on bitcoin and digital money 

earlier in May. Recently, there has been talk of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies becoming 

recognised as an asset class in India. The central government, on the other hand, has declared that 

Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies would not be recognised as legal cash in the near future. 

The government has declared that it will "explore the active deployment of crypto's blockchain 

technology to usher in the digital economy." This is wonderful news for the crypto community. 

Rather of outright banning cryptocurrencies, the Indian government may instead implement strict 

rules and restrictions in their place. (Times, 2021) 

XII. CONCLUSION 

Cryptocurrency is an interesting model of payment systems that is both practical and safe, and it 

has the potential to help businesses grow. They also serve as an alternate payment method to 

currency notes, allowing users to quickly engage in financial transactions such as transferring, 

exchanging, purchasing, and selling. The blockchain technology adds to the transaction's security. 

Several variables may contribute to good improvements in the e-commerce, e-business, and e-

payment sectors, but there are also a number of negative elements that harm this kind of 

transaction. To obtain more confidence, cryptocurrency must be effectively regulated and 
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monitored. However, given the huge level of interest in cryptocurrency and blockchain throughout 

the world, prohibiting it in India is not an option, and we will await the RBI's decision on 

cryptocurrency in India. The sooner you start, the better. 
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ABSTRACT 

Any business organization's primary goal is to make money. Without profit, no company can 

survive. Profitability analysis is carried out to shed light on present operating performance and the 

efficiency of a commercial firm. This research, on the other hand, examines the probability 

position of selected automobile companies over a 5-year period, from 2014-15 to 2018-19, in terms 

of several profitability ratios and ANOVA. The purpose of this research is to look at the earning 

performance and profitability of a few automobile firms in India. The research was solely based 

on secondary sources. In the long run, profitability helps to the company's continuous growth, 

hence the Organisation must focus on productivity and resource utilization. The current study 

discovered that leverage, company size, sales growth, asset turnover ratio, industrial index, and 

production are the elements that determine automobile company profitability. 

KEYWORDS: Profitability, Automobile, Mean, Ratio analysis, Growth 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The automobile industry is one of India's most important industries. A well-developed transporting 

system is crucial to the development of the economy, and India is no exception. The automobile 

industry is one of the biggest in the world. The automobile industry plays a significant role in the 

Indian economy. The automobile sector is the manager in the creation and process technologies in 

the developed sector. It has been predictable as one of the drivers of economic growth and the 

domestic automobile industry has been thought to be the present of the economy. Such a belief is 

in line with the international trend since in most mature economies the automobile industry’s act 

has been viewed as a reflection of the economy’s strength. This sector has emerged as the daylight 

sector in the Indian financial system. 
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According to data available by the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP), 

organization of Commerce, the amount of collective Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inflow into 

the auto division from April 2000 to November 2012 was worth US$7,518 million. The Global 

and Indian manufacturer is focusing their hard work to develop original products, technologies, 

and transport chains. India is one of the key markets for Global Manufacturers for fusion and 

electronic vehicles, which is the new growth in the automobile sector. 

The automobiles are divided into four segments - two-wheelers, commercial vehicles, passenger 

vehicles, and three-wheelers. Two-wheelers India is one of the world’s greatest increasing 

passenger car markets it is the second major two-wheelers manufacturer and fifth largest 

commercial vehicle producer. It is also home to the major motorcycle manufacturer. Besides, India 

is the fourth-largest passenger car promote in Asia. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEWS 

Shrabanti Pal, (2015) made a study on “Evaluation of financial performance in terms of financial 

ratios- an empirical study on Indian automobile industry” The objective of the study was to 

categorize the financial ratios which were also used for data reduction purposes and exploring the 

individual variables which affect the profitability of the concerned industry by applying factor 

analysis and multiple regression analysis during the study period. Factor analysis is applied in the 

study on 36 audited financial ratios grouped in 7 categories. The period of study is for 15 years 

from 1999-2000 to 2013-2014. The study revealed that three individual variables which are 

working capital to total assets, inventory turnover ratio and dividend pay-out ratio to cash profit 

have a significant effect on the profitability factor of the concerned industry  

Aryan Chakraborty, (2017) tried to explain that, Performance of a company is evaluated with 

respect to its use of assets, shareholder equity and liability, income, expenses and ratios etc. The 

Objectives of the study is to analyse the financial position of top five leading FMCG Companies 

and to highlight the financial performance and return of the selected companies using various 

Financial Ratios and ANOVA. The period of the study is of 6 years that is from 2011 to 2016. The 

study is based on secondary data. The research revealed that ITC Limited position is better in 

comparison to other FMCG Firms. 
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Rosy Dhingra, Kapil Dev & Madhuri Gupta, (2018) the purpose of the study is to examine and 

make a comparative analysis of performance of selected FMCG companies and to find out 

financial ratios. For this purpose, Wilks’ Lambda and multiple discriminant function analysis 

model is used. The study is based on primary as well as secondary data. The period of the study is 

for 12 years that is from 1 April 2006 to 31 March 2017.  The study revealed that the discriminate 

function analysis help in realizing the significant financial ratios and which have major impact on 

company’s performance in stock market. 

Amandeep Kaur, (2018) Conducted study on “A Study of Financial Resource Management in 

the Selected Indian Telecommunication Companies” the aim of this research paper is to study 

financial performance, profitability and compare the financial performance of selected telecom 

companies. For this purpose, Ratio using the tool of Ratio analysis and trend analysis also applied 

on the data to study the trend in the ratio calculated. The study is based on secondary sources. The 

period of the study is of 9 years that is from 2008 to 2017. The paper revealed that both the 

companies need to focus on improvement of short-term solvency positions. 

3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The primary objective of each and every business is to earn maximum profit. A business needs 

profits not only for it to fulfill day-to-day expenses, but also for survival and expansion of the 

Business. The investors are also attracted towards the industry as there is a high-profit margin with 

high demand in it and hence, there is a need to analyze the profitability of the automobile 

Companies. Profitability analysis also allows companies to maximize their profit after detecting 

loopholes and thus also maximizes the opportunities that businesses can take benefit of in order to 

keep themselves successful and relevant in a very dynamic, highly competitive, and vibrant 

market. Ratio analysis is the common method to analyze the profitability of the company and it is 

easily understood by any stakeholders and common man thus the research study on “A STUDY 

ON PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS OF SELECTED AUTOMOBILE COMPANIES IN INDIA” 

is suitable. 

4. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

· To ascertain the overall profitability performance of selected leading automobile 

Companies in India. 

· To examine and evaluate profitability related to sales of selected automobile companies. 
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· To evaluate the profitability related to the equity share of selected automobile companies 

in India.  

5. JUSTIFICATION AND USE OF THE RESULTS 

The research study shows the result of the profitability analysis of five leading automobile 

companies in India. The result will help the stakeholders to know the efficiency and performance 

of the relevant companies. 

• The study is useful for internal and external stakeholders of the company. 

• The study will guide academicians and research scholars.  

• Provides useful information regarding the soundness of the company. 

6. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

6.1.DATA COLLECTION  

Secondary data have been taken as a basis for profitability analysis for evaluation of empirical 

analysis. The five leading automobile companies of India have been taken for the analysis. The 

necessary data has been collected from different books, journals, magazines, annual reports, and 

various websites of selected automobile companies. For all the calculations Microsoft Excel is 

used. 

6.2. SAMPLING DESIGN: 

Sources List: Sample will be collected from secondary sources. It’s included the financial 

statement of the selected automobile companies, magazines, and other journals, articles, books 

published and unpublished documents, and other various websites that have been considered in 

the research.  

Ø Sample Period: The research will be carried out for the period of 2014-15 to 2018-19. 

Ø Sample Size: The researcher selects the five leading automobile companies of India. 

Ø Sample profiles  
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Particular 
Tata 

Motor 
Ltd. 

Mahindra 
CIE 

Automotiv
e Ltd. 

MARUTI 
Suzuki India 

Ltd. 

HERO 
MOTOC
ORP Ltd. 

Bajaj 
Auto 
Ltd 

YEAR OF 
INCORPORATION 

1945 1945 1981 1984 1945 

HEADQUARTER Mumbai Mumbai New Delhi New Delhi PUNE 
TYPES OF 
COMPANY 

Public Public Public Public Public 

REVENUE (Cr.) 3,01,938 1,05,806 8,86,301 34,658 31,804 

PARENT 
COMPANY 

TATA 
GROUP 

MAHINDR
A 

GROUP 

Suzuki motors 
corporation 

- 
BAJAJ 
Group 

WEBSITE 
www.tata 
motors.co 

m 

www.mahi
ndra. 
com 

www.marutis 
uzuki.com 

www.her
omot 

ocorp.c
om 

www.baj
a 

jauto.co
m 

6.3.TOOLS FOR ANALYSIS 

Ratio analysis is used to analyze the data. Following ratios are used to study the data. Net Profit 

Margin, Return on Net worth / Equity, Return on Capital Employed, Return on Assets, Asset 

Turnover Ratio is used to analyze the data. 

In the present study statistical tools i.e., MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, COEFFICIENT OF 

VARIATION AND ANOVA test have been used to analyze the data during the study period.  

Mean = sum of variable / N 

Standard Deviation = √∑X2/ N - (∑X/N) 

Coefficient of Variation = SD / Mean * 100 

7. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

7.1.PROFITABILITY RATIOS 

NET PROFIT RATIO: Net profit ratio is a useful ratio to measure the overall profitability of the 

company or business. A high Net Profit ratio shows the efficient total quality management of the 

affairs of business also indicates the relationship between Net Profit and Net sales. 

NET PROFIT RATIO = Net Profit / Net Sales  
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Table 1. Net profit margin 

YEAR TATA MAHINDRA MARUTI HERO BAJAJ 
2014-15 -13.05 4.72 7.42 8.64 13.01 
2015-16 -0.14 2.56 9.32 10.95 17.39 
2016-17 -5.48 2.77 10.8 11.84 17.58 
2017-18 -1.75 3.53 9.68 11.47 16.16 
2018-19 2.91 1.4 8.71 10.05 15.45 
MEAN -3.50 3.00 9.19 10.59 15.92 
S.D. 6.14 1.23 1.25 1.28 1.85 
COV -175.43 41 13.6 12.09 11.62 

(Sources: computed by researcher) 

The above Table.1 reveals that BAJAJ Ltd has highest Mean Value with 15.92 while TATA 

Industries ltd has lowest Mean Value -3.50 and other selected Automobile companies are 

maintaining moderate levels in Net profit ratio. The Standard Deviation of TATA is 6.14, the 

highest, which means a higher degree of variability and lowest variability of 1.23 was observed in 

Mahindra Industries ltd. The coefficient of variation of Net margin ratio of MARUTI ltd maximum 

while TATA Ltd the minimum. 

Test of Hypothesis: 

H0: There is no significant relationship between Net profit margin Ratio of selected companies. 

H1: There is significant relationship between Net profit margin Ratio of Selected companies. 

Table 2. ANOVA variance 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 1117.572 4 279.393 30.52728 2.92E-08 2.866081 
Within Groups 183.0448 20 9.15224    
Total 1300.617 24     

(Sources: computed by researcher) 

Conclusion: F-value (30.52728) is more than the table value (2.866081) therefore null hypothesis 

is rejected. Therefore, H1 is accepted. Hence, it is revealed that there is significant relationship 

between Net profit margin Ratio of Selected Automobile companies. 

7.2.RATE OF RETURN RATIOS 

It indicates that the relationship between profit earned by the company and total investments of 

the Company or firm. The important Rate of Return Ratio are as; 

· Return on Equity/Net worth 

· Return on Capital Employed  
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· Return on Assets  

RETURN ON EQUITY: Return on equity (ROE) measures the profitability of owners’ or 

shareholder’s fund. 

Return on equity (ROE) = PAT / Net worth  

Table 3. Return on equity 

YEAR TATA MAHINDRA MARUTI HERO BAJAJ 
2014-15 -31.93 3.36 15.65 36.47 26.31 
2015-16 -0.26 1.31 17.95 39.42 29.62 
2016-17 -11.48 1.43 20.17 33.39 22.46 
2017-18 -5.13 1.98 18.49 31.41 21.29 
2018-19 9.11 1 16.25 26.32 21.46 
MEAN -7.94 1.82 17.70 33.40 24.23 
S.D. 15.38 0.93 1.81 4.99 3.63 
COV -193.7 51.1 10.23 14.94 14.98 

(Sources: computed by researcher) 

The above Table.3 reveals that HERO Ltd has highest Mean Value with 33.40 while TATA has 

lowest Mean Value -7.94 and other selected Automobile companies are maintaining moderate 

levels in Return on equity. The Standard Deviation of TATA is 15.38, the highest, which means a 

higher degree of variability and lowest variability of 0.93 was observed in MAHINDRA ltd. The 

coefficient of variation of Net margin ratio of MAHINDRA ltd maximum while TATA Ltd the 

minimum. 

Test of hypothesis: 

H0: There is no significant relationship between return on equity of selected companies. 

H1: There is significant relationship between return on equity of selected companies. 

Table 4. ANOVA variance 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 5621.776 4 1405.444 25.21458 1.44E-07 2.866081 
Within Groups 1114.787 20 55.73933    
Total 6736.563 24     

(Sources: computed by researcher) 

Conclusion: F-value (25.21458) is more than the table value (2.866081) therefore null hypothesis 

is rejected. Therefore, H1 is accepted. Hence, it is revealed that there is significant relationship 

between Return on Equity of Selected AUTOMOBILE companies. 
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RETURNS ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED: Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) Indicate that 

the relationship between Operating profit and Capital Employed of the Company.  

Table 5. Return on capital employed 

YEAR TATA MAHINDRA MARUTI HERO BAJAJ 
2014-15 -16.02 3.26 15 35.93 25.38 
2015-16 5.31 1.27 17.35 37.77 28.67 
2016-17 -1.19 1.39 26.42 44 30.32 
2017-18 5.04 3.7 25.83 42.35 29.5 
2018-19 11.57 7.17 21.6 37.15 28.28 
MEAN 0.94 3.36 21.24 39.44 28.43 
S.D. 10.50 2.39 5.05 3.52 1.88 
COV 1117.02 71.13 23.78 8.92 6.61 

(Sources: computed by researcher) 

The above Table.5 reveals that HERO Ltd has highest Mean Value with 39.44 while TATA has 

lowest Mean Value 0.94 and other selected AUTOMOBILE companies are maintaining moderate 

levels in Return on equity. The Standard Deviation of TATA is 10.50, the highest, who mean a 

higher degree of variability and lowest variability of 1.88 it, observed in BAJAJ ltd. The coefficient 

of variation of Net margin ratio of TATA ltd maximum while BAJAJ Ltd the minimum. 

Test of Hypothesis: 

H0: There is no significant relationship between return on equity of selected companies. 

H1: There is significant relationship between return on equity of selected companies. 

Table 6. ANOVA variance 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 5409.97 4 1352.493 42.95078 1.51E-09 2.866081 
Within Groups 629.7872 20 31.48936    
Total 6039.757 24     

(Sources: computed by researcher) 

Conclusion: F-value (42.95078) is more than the table value (2.866) therefore null hypothesis is 

rejected. Therefore, H1 is accepted. Hence, it has revealed that there is significant relationship 

between Return on Equity of Selected AUTOMOBILE companies. 

RETURN ON ASSET: Return on Asset Shows that the relationship between Net Profit margin 

and Total Assets of the Company.   
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Table 7. Return on assets 
YEAR TATA MAHINDRA MARUTI HERO BAJAJ 
2014-15 -9.48 2.83 11.06 22.67 18.08 
2015-16 -0.1 1.11 12.79 25.38 23.83 
2016-17 -4.12 1.23 14.34 22.98 18.38 
2017-18 -1.74 1.69 13 22.08 17.07 
2018-19 3.31 0.84 11.91 19.18 17.07 
MEAN -2.43 1.54 12.62 22.46 18.89 
S.D. 4.78 0.78 1.23 2.22 2.83 
COV -196.71 50.65 9.75 9.88 14.98 

(Sources: computed by researcher) 

The above Table 7 reveals that HERO Ltd has highest Mean Value with 22.46 while TATA has 

lowest Mean Value - 2.43 and other selected Automobile companies are maintaining moderate 

levels in Return on equity. The Standard Deviation of TATA is 4.78 the highest, which means a 

higher degree of variability and lowest variability of 0.78 was observed in MAHINDRA ltd. The 

coefficient of variation of Net margin ratio of MAHINDRA ltd maximum while TATA Ltd. the 

minimum. 

Table 8. ANOVA variance 
Source of Variation SS DF MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 2325.547 4 581.3868 76.68679 7.67E-12 2.866081 
Within Groups 151.6263 20 7.581316    
Total 2477.173 24     

(Sources: computed by researcher) 

Conclusion: F-value (76.68679) is more than the table value (2.866) therefore null hypothesis is 

rejected. Therefore, H1 is accepted. Hence, it has revealed that there is significant relationship 

between Return on Equity of Selected automobile companies. 

ASSET TURNOVER RATIO: It is measuring a company’s ability to generate sales from its 

assets by comparing net sales with average total assets. 

Table 9. Assets turnover ratio 
YEAR TATA MAHINDRA MARUTI HERO BAJAJ 
2014-15 72.67 60.05 148.93 262.17 138.87 
2015-16 75.59 43.47 137.19 231.74 137 
2016-17 75.26 44.52 132.74 193.95 104.57 
2017-18 99.35 47.9 134.34 192.54 105.64 
2018-19 113.61 60.39 136.68 190.74 110.48 
MEAN 87.30 51.27 137.98 214.23 119.31 
S.D. 18.26 8.34 6.38 31.77 17.16 
COV 20.92 16.27 4.62 14.83 14.38 

(Sources: computed by researcher) 
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The above Table.9 reveals that HERO Ltd has highest Mean Value with 214.23 while TATA has 

lowest Mean Value 87.30 and other selected AUTOMOBILE companies are maintaining moderate 

levels in Return on equity. The Standard Deviation of HERO is 31.77, the highest, which means a 

higher degree of variability and lowest variability of 6.38, was observed in MAHINDRA ltd. The 

coefficient of variation of Net margin ratio of MAHINDRA ltd maximum while MARUTI Ltd the 

minimum. 

Table 10. ANOVA variance 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F P-value F crit 
Between Groups 74880.64 4 18720.16 53.55901 2.09E-10 2.866081 
Within Groups 6990.48 20 349.524    
Total 81871.12 24     

(Sources: computed by researcher) 

Conclusion: F-value (53.55901) is more than the table value (2.866) therefore null hypothesis is 

rejected. Therefore, H1 is accepted. Hence, it is revealed that there is significant relationship 

between Return on Equity of Selected AUTOMOBILE companies. 

8. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY 

· The study is related to a period of only 5 years that is from 2014-15 to 21018-19, so the 

results of the study are only indicative and not conclusive. 

· The present study is based on selected automobile companies in India only. 

· The Analysis and interpretation are based on ratio analysis and ratio analysis is based on 

the historical cost which is the limitation itself. 

· The present study is based on secondary sources hence it is a Limitation itself. 

9. CONCLUSION 

After analysing the profitability of the selected automobile company, it seems that the profitability 

of any company depends more or less upon the effective utilization of resources, cut-off expense 

and total quality management function in products, customer services, manpower, goodwill and 

market share. The conclusion of the study can be summarised as under: 

The result of analysis discloses that leverage, size of the company, growth in sales, asset turnover 

ratio, index of industrial and production are the factors that determine profitability of automobile 

companies. In India too, automobile companies occupy a considerable position by contributing 

more job openings to the unemployed youth, Thus, in order to maintain for long period of time, 
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automobile companies have to reduce their expenditure to a maximum extent. Further, automobile 

companies have to utilize their fixed assets at most select level (i.e.) fixed assets as if machinery 

should not be kept idle. Further, the result of study also discloses that company fortitude also 

depends on industrial situation that exist in a country. Hence, Government has to provide necessary 

financial and infrastructural endorse for the survival of automobile companies, thereby automobile 

companies may reach new height in the nearby future. 

10.  FUTURE SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

At present the automobile industry highly influence the national economy. The automobile 

Industry in India has changed its strategies and has gone for a more well-planned marketing 

strategy of the products to inter both the rural and urban markets. The study will help to the 

management to take the effective decision and to improve the firm’s profitability performance. 

The study will also help the various stakeholders of the company to understand the strength and 

weakness of the company. The research will be helpful to research scholars also. 
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ABSTRACT 

Share Buyback is a popular tool for corporate restructuring. Buyback is another best 

alternative after the cash dividend. In share Buyback the company distributes its access cash 

among the investors or shareholders by purchasing its own shares from the market on 

premium price. Generally, investors are expecting a good return by participating in share 

buyback offer. This study defines Impact of Tender Offer Buy Back on The Profitability 

Parameters of The Selected Companies in India which are listed in NSE and BSE. Study 

period has been taken of 5 years from 2017 to 2021. This research uses variables which are 

connected with the share price fluctuations, such variables are EPS, ROE, ROA and P/E. 

Study is based on secondary data. Data has been taken from the official websites. To 

determine the effect of tender offer share buyback on EPS, ROE, ROA and P/E paired t- test 

were applied which defines the relationship between the fluctuations before share buyback 

announcement (tender offer) and after share buyback. Result presents that there is no 

relationship or impact of tender offer buyback on EPS, ROE, ROA and P/E. Investors may 

participate in tender offer share buyback for good return within a short period of time because 

in long run buyback doesn't seems profitable but sometime share prices snapped by it. 

(Key words: share buyback, tender offer method, shareholders, India) 

INTRODUCTION 

Shareholders wealth maximization is the ultimate aim of every company. Increasing 

shareholders returns usually implies that companies must first satisfy shareholders like 

customers, employees, suppliers, local communities. Furthermore, a company's worth cannot 

be enhanced if the management board ignores the interest of the company's shareholders. For 

so company returns handsome reward to their shareholders as a cash dividend or buyback its 

own shares from the market. These both methods will tend to attract existing investors to 

92 
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stuck up with their present portfolio. While sometime many of new investors would be ready 

to invest in particular company which has great plans for improve the shareholders wealth.  

Let's understand that what is share buyback. So, when company re-acquired or purchase its 

own shares from the stock market it’s called buyback of shares or stock repurchase. It’s 

nothing but reverse of the process of share issue. In this case company offers to the investors 

to sell of their shares to the company. In stock repurchase company offers number of shares 

for buyback through specific method whether it’s open market method or tender offer 

method. Shareholders who want to sell off their shares should apply within a specified period 

by the company. Number of accepted shares from offer will be credited in investor’s bank 

account which linked with the Demat account within given period. 

THERE ARE BASICALLY FOUR OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO THE COMPANY 

WITH EXCESS CASH 

1. The company can invest in their present business by capital expenditures or other ways. 

2. They can buy a firm or a portion of a company. 

3. They have the option to deliver cash dividends to shareholders. 

4. They can put the money for repurchase their shares, which is known as a share buyback. 

TENDER OFFER METHOD OF SHARE BUYBACK 

A Tender offer is a bid to buy the shares of shareholders in a company. To sell their shares at 

fixed price and within specified time period tender offers are usually made public and invite 

shareholders. Offered price is usually at a premium to the market price and often based on the 

minimum or maximum number of shares sold. The reason for offering the premium is to 

attract a large number of shareholders to sell their shares. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

1. (Asim Mishra,2005) In research He examined " Empirical study on buy back shares 

announcement period price reaction" From the qualitative and quantitative analytical 

study he concluded that in India buybacks have not been very successful in terms of 

yielding any excess returns to the shareholders both from the market and by way of 

balance sheet figures. 

2. (Shaveta Gupta, Neha Kalra, Rajesh Bagg, 2014) In this study of " Do Buybacks Still 

Hold their Signalling Strength? An Empirical Evidence from Indian Capital Market" she 
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concluded that there is no significant impact on the minds of the investors of buyback in 

India. 

3. (Urvashi Varma, Harjit Singh, Alka Munjal,2018) made research on "Corporate 

Restructuring Through Share Buybacks: An Indian Experience" The research revealed 

that undervaluation of company and lack of investment opportunities do not act as a 

driver for buyback. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The main objective of the present study is to analyse the impact of Tender offer share 

buyback on EPS, ROE, ROA, P/E. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

1. Sample Period: The period of study is of five years to examine the share price 

fluctuations because of tender offer buyback announcements' that is from March 2017 to 

March 2021. 

2. Sampling Technique: Random sampling method has been selected to collect data.  

3. Sources of Data: Present study is based on the secondary data and the data was collected 

from the official websites of selected sample companies, NSE, BSE, annual reports, 

research publications, various academic research reports, various finance-related 

textbooks and journals. 

4. Sample Design: 15 companies listed on NSE and BSE were selected randomly to analyse 

stock price changes through tender offer buyback announcement. 

5. Tools for Analysis: Ration Analysis and paired t-test two samples for means were 

selected for the treatment of data. 

HYPOTHESIS 

H0: There is no significant difference between EPS mean before share buyback 

announcement and after share buyback 

H0: There is no significant difference between ROE mean before share buyback 

announcement and after share buyback. 

H0: There is no significant difference between ROA mean before share buyback 

announcement and after share buyback 
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H0: There is no significant difference between P/E mean before share buyback announcement 

and after share buyback 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

Sr.
no. 

Name of company Buy 
back 
price 
(₹) 

Record date Open date Close date 

1 Aarti Drugs Limited 875 January 19, 2018 February 14, 2018 February 28,2018 

2 Bharat Electronics 182.5 February 9, 2018 March 05, 2018 March 16, 2018 

3 Balrampur Chini 
Mills 

150 March 6, 2018 March 12,2018 March 23,2018 

4 Mangalam Organics 230 April 4, 2018 April 23, 2018 May 7, 2018 

5 Jagran Prakashan 
Ltd. 

195 Jun 15,2018 July 10,2018 July 23,2018 

6 TCS 2100 August 18, 2018 September 6, 2018 September 21,2018 

7 HCL Technologies  1100 August 31, 2018 September 18, 2018 October 3, 2018 

8 BHEL  86 November 6, 2018 December 13, 2018 December 21,2018 

9 ONGC  159 January 4, 2019 January 29, 2019 February 11, 2019 

10 NALCO 75 October 26, 2018 November 13,2018 November 28,2018 

11 Wipro 325 June 21,2019 August 14,2019 August 28,2019 

12 BSE  680 July 29, 2019 August 30,2019 September 16,2019 

13 Just Dial Ltd. 700 July 3,2020 August 4,2020 August 17,2020 

14 Triveni Engineering 
& Industries Ltd. 

105 August 28,2020 October 5,2020 October 16,2020 

15 NTPC 115 November 13,2020 December 7,2020 December 18,2020 

(source: investorzone.in) 

IMPACT OF BUY BACK ON EPS 

 (Below stated EPS is diluted EPS excluding extra ordinary items.) 
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Sr.
no 

Name of company Before share 
buyback 

EPS After share 
Buyback 

EPS % change  
(+/ -)  

1 Aarti Drugs Limited March 2017 30.78 March 2018 30.67 -0.35% 

2 Bharat Electronics March 2017 6.64 March 2018 5.70 -14.16% 

3 Balrampur Chini Mills March 2018 9.41 March 2019 24.98 +165.46% 

4 Mangalam Organics March 2018 15.82 March 2019 84.05 +431.29% 

5 Jagran Prakashan Limited March 2018 8.52 March 2019 7.30 -14.32% 

6 TCS March 2018 131.15 March 2019 79.34 -39.50% 

7 HCL Technologies 
Limited 

March 2018 52.50 March 2019 59.66 +13.64% 

8 BHEL  March 2018 1.19 March 2019 2.76 +131.93% 

9 ONGC  March 2018 15.54 March 2019 20.86 +34.23% 

10 NALCO March 2018 6.94 March 2019 9.06 +30.55% 

11 Wipro March 2019 12.67 March 2020 14.84 +17.13% 

12 BSE  March 2019 38.08 March 2020 35.37 -7.12% 

13 Just Dial Limited  March 2020 41.81 March 2021 33.00 -21.07% 

14 Triveni Engineering & 
Industries Limited 

March 2020 13.01 March 2021 11.14 -12.07% 

15 NTPC March 2020 10.22 March 2021 12.18 +19.18% 

(source: moneycontrol.com, computed by researcher) 
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Above table and chart stated the percentage increment or decrement in EPS of particular 

company before buyback and after buyback. This shows the effect of tender offer buyback on 

EPS. In general terms it's one of the reasons of buyback share for increase the per share value 

(EPS), but out of all sample companies seven has negative figure which means that EPS has 

been affected by buyback negatively.  In TCS Maximum decrement noted and it is (-

39.50%). Further remaining eight companies EPS affect positively by buyback and EPS 

increases. Maximum increment noted in Mangalan Organics and it is (+431.29%). As far as 

study concern EPS will increase after tender offer buyback announcement because after 

buyback there were no. of shares decrease which increases the EPS but here almost half of 

the result shows negative effect of buyback on EPS. 

Study of the Hypothesis: 

H0: There is no significant difference between EPS mean before share buyback 

announcement and after share buyback 

t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 
  Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 26.28533 28.72733 
Variance 1065.655 681.9745 
Observations 15 15 
Pearson Correlation 0.703326  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
Df 14  
t Stat -0.40385  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.346213  
t Critical one-tail 1.76131  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.692426  
t Critical two-tail 2.144787   

Interpretation:  

The P value (Two Tail) in the preceding table is 0.692426, which is more than the 

significance value 0.05 (P value 0.05), indicating that the H0 Hypothesis is accepted and that 

there is no significant difference between EPS mean before and after share buyback. 
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IMPACT OF BUY BACK ON ROE 

Sr.
no 

Name of company Before share 
buyback 

ROE After share 
Buyback 

ROE % change  
(+/ -) 

1 Aarti Drugs Limited March 2017 19.50 March 2018 16.94 -13.13% 

2 Bharat Electronics March 2017 20.61 March 2018 18.02 -12.57% 

3 Balrampur Chini Mills March 2018 13.93 March 2019 27.39 +96.63% 

4 Mangalam Organics March 2018 23.61 March 2019 59.87 +153.58% 

5 Jagran Prakashan Limited March 2018 17.59 March 2019 16.52 -6.08% 

6 TCS March 2018 33.27 March 2019 38.10 +14.52% 

7 HCL Technologies 
Limited 

March 2018 26.70 March 2019 26.88 +0.67% 

8 BHEL  March 2018 2.47 March 2019 3.84 +55.47% 

9 ONGC  March 2018 10.31 March 2019 13.16 +27.64% 

10 NALCO March 2018 12.77 March 2019 16.52 +29.37% 

11 Wipro March 2019 15.41 March 2020 18.68 +21.22% 

12 BSE  March 2019 7.65 March 2020 8.02 +4.84% 

13 Just Dial Limited  March 2020 21.15 March 2021 16.94 -19.91% 

14 Triveni Engineering & 
Industries Limited 

March 2020 25.77 March 2021 18.67 -27.55% 

15 NTPC March 2020 8.90 March 2021 11.57 +30% 

(source: moneycontrol.com, computed by researcher) 
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A buyback reduces the company's equity, but it also reduces the number of shareholders who 

have a share of the company. In reality, because buybacks reduce the amount of marketable 

business shares on the market, share prices tend to rise, leaving remaining shareholders with 

share that is more valuable than before. Above table shows the percentage increment and 

decrement of Return on Equity by tender offer buyback. Out of total sample companies five 

has negative figures which indicates that ROE affects negatively. Maximum decrement notes 

in Triveni Engineering & Industries Limited and it is (-27.55%). Remaining ten has positive 

effect by tender offer buyback. Maximum increment noted in Mangalam Organics at 

(+153.58%) as we have seen above that how buyback affects positively to the ROE. This 

helps to the investors while taking decisions regarding buyback participation.  

Study of the Hypothesis: 

H0: There is no significant difference between ROE mean before share buyback 

announcement and after share buyback. 

t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 
  Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 17.30933 20.74133 
Variance 68.11291 184.559 
Observations 15 15 
Pearson Correlation 0.659436  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
Df 14  
t Stat -1.29841  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.107564  
t Critical one-tail 1.76131  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.215128  
t Critical two-tail 2.144787   

Interpretation:  

The P value (Two Tail) in the preceding table is 0.215128, which is more than the 

significance value 0.05 (P value 0.05), indicating that the H0 Hypothesis is accepted and that 

there is no significant difference between ROE mean before and after share buyback. 
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IMPACT OF BUY BACK ON ROA 

Sr.
no 

Name of company 
  

Before 
share 
buyback 

ROA After share 
Buyback 

ROA % change  
(+/ -) 

1 Aarti Drugs Limited March 2017 6.76 March 2018 5.57 -17.60% 

2 Bharat Electronics March 2017 9.02 March 2018 7.55 -16.30% 

3 Balrampur Chini Mills March 2018 6.03 March 2019 12.25 +103.15% 

4 Mangalam Organics March 2018 11.18 March 2019 37.66 +236.85% 

5 Jagran Prakashan Limited March 2018 13.01 March 2019 10.45 -19.68% 

6 TCS March 2018 27.72 March 2019 30.21 +8.98% 

7 HCL Technologies 
Limited 

March 2018 22.43 March 2019 21.85 -2.59% 

8 BHEL  March 2018 1.26 March 2019 1.87 +48.41% 

9 ONGC  March 2018 6.84 March 2019 8.83 +29.09% 

10 NALCO March 2018 9.18 March 2019 11.43 +24.51% 

11 Wipro March 2019 11.36 March 2020 13.29 +16.99% 

12 BSE  March 2019 6.29 March 2020 6.15 -2.23% 

13 Just Dial Limited  March 2020 14.86 March 2021 11.99 -19.31% 

14 Triveni Engineering & 
Industries Limited 

March 2020 8.32 March 2021 7.90 -5.05% 

15 NTPC March 2020 3.08 March 2021 4.01 +30.19% 

(source: moneycontrol.com, computed by researcher) 
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After buyback company's excess cash decrease because it was used as a buyback premium to 

the shareholders and by reduction in cash total assets reduced which leads to the increase in 

ROA. Above table shows the percentage increment and decrement in ROA by tender offer 

buyback. Out of total sample companies seven has been affected negatively and ROA 

decreases after buyback. Maximum decrement noted in Jagran Prakashan Limited (-19.68%) 

& Just Dial Limited (-19.31%) both has about to same change. but remaining eight affected 

positively and it's ROA increases. Maximum increment noted in Mangalam Organics and it is 

(+236.85%).  

Study of the Hypothesis: 

H0: There is no significant difference between ROA mean before share buyback 

announcement and after share buyback 

t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means 
  Variable 1 Variable 2 
Mean 10.48933 12.734 
Variance 48.54076 98.00863 
Observations 15 15 
Pearson Correlation 0.698144  
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0  
Df 14  
t Stat -1.22649  
P(T<=t) one-tail 0.120121  
t Critical one-tail 1.76131  
P(T<=t) two-tail 0.240242  
t Critical two-tail 2.144787   

Interpretation: 

The P value (Two Tail) in the preceding table is 0.240242, which is more than the 

significance value 0.05 (P value 0.05), indicating that the H0 Hypothesis is accepted and that 

there is no significant difference between ROA mean before and after share buyback. 
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IMPACT OF BUY BACK ON P/E 

Sr.
no 

Name of company Before share 
buyback 

P/E After share 
Buyback 

P/E %change  
(+ / -) 

1 Aarti Drugs Limited March 2017 18.21 March 2018 16.29 -10.54% 

2 Bharat Electronics March 2017 22.57 March 2018 24.75 +9.66% 

3 Balrampur Chini Mills March 2018 7.79 March 2019 5.47 -29.78% 

4 Mangalam Organics March 2018 12.56 March 2019 6.48 -48.41% 

5 Jagran Prakashan Limited March 2018 20.08 March 2019 16.67 -16.98% 

6 TCS March 2018 21.60 March 2019 25.00 +15.74% 

7 HCL Technologies 
Limited 

March 2018 18.32 March 2019 18.02 -1.64% 

8 BHEL  March 2018 37.17 March 2019 21.60 -41.89% 

9 ONGC  March 2018 11.44 March 2019 7.52 -34.27% 

10 NALCO March 2018 9.62 March 2019 5.97 -37.94% 

11 Wipro March 2019 20.20 March 2020 12.95 -35.89% 

12 BSE  March 2019 15.75 March 2020 7.69 -51.17% 

13 Just Dial Limited  March 2020 6.99 March 2021 24.94 +256.80% 

14 Triveni Engineering & 
Industries Limited 

March 2020 2.77 March 2021 7.48 +170.04% 

15 NTPC March 2020 8.24 March 2021 7.06 -14.32% 

 (source: moneycontrol.com, computed by researcher) 
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As we discussed above buyback improved the EPS which ultimately improves the P/E Ratio. 

Above table shows the P/E ratio increment and decrement which occurs by buyback. Only 

three companies had improvement in P/E ratio and maximum increment noted in Just Dial 

Limited (256.80%). Remaining has affected negatively and P/E declines. Maximum 

decrement noted in BSE (51.17%).  

Study of the Hypothesis: 

H0: There is no significant difference between P/E mean before share buyback announcement 

and after share buyback 

t-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means  
Variable 1 Variable 2 

Mean 15.554 13.85933 
Variance 72.9637 57.82985 
Observations 15 15 
Pearson Correlation 0.585934 

 

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 
 

df 14 
 

t Stat 0.887663 
 

P(T<=t) one-tail 0.194859 
 

t Critical one-tail 1.76131 
 

P(T<=t) two-tail 0.389718 
 

t Critical two-tail 2.144787 
 

Interpretation: 

The P value (Two Tail) in the preceding table is 0.389718, which is more than the 

significance value 0.05 (P value 0.05), indicating that the H0 Hypothesis is accepted and that 

there is no significant difference between PE mean before and after share buyback. 

SUGGESTIONS 

From the investors point of view, buyback returns handsome amount if any insider news they 

have otherwise there may few chances to earn profit. Buybacks may result in a short-term rise 

in stock price, but there may some insiders who enjoys profit while other investors are 

misled. This price increase may prove to be beneficial at first, but the benefit is usually 

temporary, but when equilibrium returning once, the market understands that the company 

has done nothing to raise its actual value. Those investors who invest after the price rise may 

lose their money. Some shareholders consider the tax benefit and for so they take much of 
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interest in buyback but again here tax provisions also for buyback shares and profit from 

buyback also taxable. 

From organisation's point of view, it might be good to employ excess cash for buyback but if 

for any tax benefit the company announce buyback by taking debt it would have adverse 

effects. While if we see the results there is no effect of buyback on EPS, ROE, ROA and 

P/E of a company, so there is no wealth increment of shareholders while wealth of investors 

increases the wealth of company. So, except the reason to increase the per share price, for 

other reasons company can choose this option to buy back shares.  

CONCLUSION 

Results reveal that there is no impact of tender offer buyback announcement and tender offer 

buyback on EPS, ROE, ROA and P/E of a company. Above stated hypothesis clears that 

there is no significant difference between means of variables before share buyback 

announcement and after buyback. Study concludes that if the company buybacks shares for 

increase the share valuation it may work for short period of time but in long run it wouldn't 

work anymore or negligible changes may occur.  

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

1. The study's primary limitations are related to the study's availability of data, time period 

and the size of the sample examined. 

2. The current analysis is based on financial information gathered from official websites of 

selected sample companies, the NSE, BSE, and annual reports. As a result, the accuracy, 

and superiority of secondary data are directly responsible for the study's excellence. 

3. Due to a lack of resources and data accessibility, the analysis could not be expanded over 

a longer period of time. 

4. Due to limitations such as non-availability of data for certain companies, the number of 

companies chosen for the analysis was limited.   

5. The current study is almost based on ratio analysis, which has its own limitations too.  
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FUTURE SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The present study analyses the impact of tender offer share buyback of selected Indian 

companies on EPS, ROE, ROA and P/E. Further there is a scope to analyse the impact of 

tender offer buyback between different industries or comparing different companies.  
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ABSTRACT 

One of the most important aspects of business management is working capital management. 

The impact of working capital management on the textile industry's profitability is 

investigated in this article. Papers were studied for five years, from 2016 to 2021. This 

research makes use of both dependent and independent variables. Return on Assets (ROA) is 

used to quantify profitability, whereas Average Collection Period (ACP), Inventory 

Conversion Period (ICP), Average Payment Period (APP), and Cash Conversion Cycle 

(CCC) are used as working capital management proxies. Control variables are Debt Ratio, 

Current Ratio, Sales Growth, and Firm Size. To quantify all of these variables, this study 

relies on secondary data collected over a five-year period, from 2016 to 2021. In order to 

determine the impact of these variables on profitability, descriptive statistics, correlation 

analysis, and regression analysis were employed in this study. The result of correlation 

analysis shows that ROA is negatively related with ACP, ICP, CCC and DR while ROA is 

positively related with APP, current Ratio and growth.  

(Key words: Working Capital Management, Profitability, Textile Industry, India) 

                                                         INTRODUCTION 

Corporate Financial Management includes a component called working capital management. 

The link between current assets and current liabilities is known as the current asset-to-current 

liability ratio. Working capital management is critical for a company's day-to-day operations. 

Working capital management's goal is to guarantee that a company's operations run smoothly 

and that it has enough cash on hand to pay down short-term debt and cover upcoming 

operational needs. It primarily entails inventory management, accounts receivables, accounts 

payables, and cash management. The primary topic of working capital management is to 

strike a balance between the three proportions of working capital to offer appropriate support 

93 
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for smooth and effective day-to-day business operations. Liquidity, profitability, and risk are 

the three factors.1 

Textile originally meant a woven or knitted fabric made from yarn. But apart from fibre, yarn 

and fabric or any other product made from these compounds is defined as textile. Fabrics are 

also associated with the production of clothing. Fibre is a raw material for textiles that can be 

natural or man-made. The textile industry is an industry that includes sections such as 

research, design, development, production and distribution of textiles, fabrics and clothing. 

The textile industry has essential labour-intensive nature capabilities, provides job in the 

short term and helps in growth of Indian economy. The sector offers unprecedented 

employment opportunities, especially for people in rural areas. The textile sector in India 

accounts for 10% of the country’s manufacturing production, 5% of India’s goods domestic 

product and 13% of India’s exports earnings. Manufacturing progress is also likely to help 

eliminate regional disparities across the country by supporting rural and semi-urban 

industries and providing unskilled labour employment.4 

Working capital management and profitability are intertwined in some way. There are 

numerous study studies on this relationship in India's various sectors. Working capital 

management is an essential component of any company's operations. As a result, working 

capital management is critical in the textile industry. The primary goal of this article is to 

determine whether "working capital management has any impact on the profitability of 

India's textile sector or not" Also, with reference to the Indian Textile Industry, the goal of 

this study is to add an important part of financial management known as working capital 

management. The remaining study is based on an analysis of literature reviews that are 

relevant to the topic and give information about the theoretical underpinning for the study, 

research technique, and sample size.2 

REVIEW OF LITERACTURE 

1. Zbigniew golas (2020) made a study on “Impact of working capital management on 

business profitability: Evidence from the polish dairy industry”. The analyses found 

that in large companies, an increase in ROA is driven by a reduction in DSIs and 

CCCs. 

2. Ahmed chand, Sadafakram, Hamza Murad and Luqman Karen (2019) made a 

research on “The impact of working capital management on firm profitability: A 

comparison between seasonal and non-seasonal business”. The study concluded that a 
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negative impact of working capital management on firm profitability. Moreover, the 

study resulted no difference between seasonal and non- seasonal businesses in terms 

of WCM and firm profitability.   

3. Dina korent & silvije orsag (2018) made research on “The impact of working capital 

management on profitability of Croatian software companies”. The result show that 

after controlling for characteristics of the company and macroeconomic conditions 

working capital management affects the profitability of Croatian software firms. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

ü To analyse data related to working capital management and profitability of textile 

industry firms in India 

ü To analyse the relationship of working capital management on profitability for the 

entities. 

ü To statistically infer on the relationship between working capital management and 

profitability in the Indian textile industry. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Sample Period: This research will be conducted for the period of 2016-2017to 2020-2021. 

The study was conducted over a period of five years. 

Sample Size: The researcher selects five textile companies randomly that is Arvind Ltd., 

Vardhman textile Ltd., Welspun India Ltd., Raymond Ltd. and Trident Ltd. 

Sources of Data: The basic information about the research were taken from the journals, 

magazines, articles, newspaper and the reference books. The financial data for the study was 

taken from the annual reports of the selected textile companies in India. 

Key Variables: Both dependent and independent variables are used to examine the impact of 

WCM on the profitability of the selected Textile Companies in India. Here the researchers 

have selected the one dependent and six independent variables along with one control 

variable. The following table shows the list of variables taken under the study. 
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                                                   HYPOTHESIS  

H0: There is no significant relationship between Return on Assets and Current Ratio of the 

selected textile companies in India 

H0: There is no significant relationship between Return on Assets and Average Collection 

Period of the selected textile companies in India 

H0: There is no significant relationship between Return on Assets and Inventory Conversion 

Period of the selected textile companies in India 

H0: There is no significant relationship between Return on Assets and Average Payment 

Period of the selected textile companies in India 

H0: There is no significant relationship between Return on Assets and Debt Ratio of the 

selected textile companies in India 

H0: There is no significant relationship between Return on Assets and Cash Conversion 

Period of the selected textile companies in India 

                                                 

NO. Type of Variable Name of the 
Variable 

Measurement Code 

1. Dependent 
Variable 

Return of Assets Net income/Total 
Assets  

ROA 

2. Independent 
Variable 

Average Collection 
Period  

(Account 
Receivable/ Net 
Sales)*365 

ACP 

Inventory 
Conversion Period 

(Inventory/Cost of 
sales)*365 

ICP 

Average Payment 
Period 

(Account 
Payables/Cost of 
Sales)*365 

APP 

Cash Conversion 
Period 

ACP+ICP+APP CCC 

Debt Ratio Total 
Liabilities/Total 
Assets 

DR 

Current Ratio Current 
Assets/Current 
Liabilities  

CR 

3. Control Variable  
Sales Growth  (Salest – Salest-1)/ 

Salest-1 
Growth 
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DATA ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ANALYSIS 

Table below presents descriptive statistics for 5 textile firms of India for a period of five 

years from 2016-2017 to 2020-2021.  

VARIABLE Mean Median SD Minimum Maximum 
ROA 0.81 0.81 0.1192 0.43 0.99 
ACP 53.31 46.29 21.6317 21.63 122.04 
ICP 158.62 149.38 69.1609 44.68 319.32 
APP 75.66 53.91 61.913 25.6 247.15 
CCC 136.31 114.02 83.76853 14.76 351.49 
DR 0.29 0.16 0.32938 0.05 1.31 
CR 6.95 1.08 27.7261 0.9 140 
GROWTH 0.01 0.02 0.1433 -0.45 0.26 

According to the above table, average return on assets for businesses is 8.12 percent of total 

assets, with median of 8.1 percent and standard deviation value of 11.92 percent. It means 

that productivity estimates can vary by 8.12 percent from plan to plan on both sides. Its 

minimum and maximum values are 4.33 percent and 9.9 percent, respectively.  

The Average Collection Period (ACP) is used to assess collection policy. For the sampled 

firms, the ACP average value is 53.31 days. The ACP is interpreted as 53 days on average for 

organisations in the sample to collect cash from credit sales. for the sampled firms, the 

minimum and maximum ACP values are 21.63 and 122.04 days, respectively.   

The inventory conversion period is use as proxy for inventory policy. The average value of 

ICP is 158.62 days. This means, firms in the sample needs on average 158.62 to sell 

inventory. As it is demonstrating in the above table, the standard deviation of inventory 

holding period is 69.16 days. To the sample firms the inventory holding time frame ranges 

between 44.58 and 319.32 days as minimum and maximum values respectively. 

The average payment period is use as proxy for payment policy. The average value of APP is 

75.66 days. The standard deviation of APP for the sample firms is 53.91 days. The period 

range is between 25.6 and 247.15 days respectively.  

Additionally, cash conversion cycle, is 136.31 days on average and the SD is 114.02 days. 

The minimum value is 14.76 days demonstrates that a firm records a large inventory turnover 

from credit sales before making a single payment for credit purchases. It implies that the 
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average collection period/or the ACP of the firm is long. On other hand the time for cash 

conversion period is 351.49 days which is a long period. 

The above table also includes descriptive statistics for control variables used in the study. To 

investigate the firm’s size and its relationship to profitability.  

CORRELATION ANALYSIS 

Pearson’s correlation grid is used to examine the relationship between variables, such as 

working capital management and firm financial performance (profitability measure). 

 ROA ACP ICP APP CCC DR CR GROWT
H 

ROA 1        
ACP -0.63 1       
ICP -0.10 -0.32 1      
APP 0.21 0.06 0.10 1     
CCC -0.41 -0.05 0.66 -0.63 1    
DR -0.16 0.51 -0.65 -0.31 -0.17 1   
CR 0.19 -0.05 -0.09 0.01 -0.10 0.003 1  
GROWTH 0.69 -0.60 -0.16 -0.33 -0.04 0.03 0.21 1 

Above table shows that ROA is negatively related with ACP, ICP, CCC and DR. The 

negative relation between ROA and ACP is consistent with the perspective that the less the 

time taken by clients to pay their bills, the more money is accessible to renew the inventory 

thus leading to more sales which result to an increase in profitability. ROA is positively 

related with APP, current Ratio and growth. 

REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

Regression analysis is used to estimate the causal relationship between profitability and other 

selected dependent variables.  

Relationship between CR and ROA: 

SUMMARY OUTPUT    
     
Regression Statistics    
Multiple R 0.19    
R Square 0.038    
Adjusted R Square -0.002    
Standard Error 0.11    
Observations 25    
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ANOVA     
                  df            SS MS F 
Regression 1 0.013 0.013 0.93 
Residual 23 0.32 0.014  
Total 24 0.34     
     
  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.8 0.024 32.69 8.75 
CR 0.0008 0.0008 0.96 0.34 
     
The CR and ROA have a positive association, as shown in the regression table above. The p 

value in the table above exceeds the 0.05 level of significance. As a result, we will accept the 

null hypothesis while rejecting the alternative. As a result, the correlation between CR and 

ROA is positive and significant. 

Relationship between ACP and ROA: 

SUMMARY OUTPUT    
     
Regression Statistics    
Multiple R 0.63    
R Square 0.4    
Adjusted R Square 0.37    
Standard Error 0.094    
Observations 25    
     
ANOVA     

  
                      
df                        SS           MS         F 

Regression 1 0.13 0.13 15.54 
Residual 23 0.2 0.008  
Total 24 0.34     
     

  
                
Coefficients 

         Standard      
Error t Stat P-value 

Intercept 0.99 0.05 19.6     7.5 
ACP -0.0035 0.0008 -3.94 0.0006 

The above regression table indicates that ACP and ROA have a negative association. The p 

value in the table above is less than the 0.05 significance level. As a result, the null 

hypothesis will be rejected and the alternative hypothesis will be accepted. As a result, ACP 

and ROA have a substantial association.  
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Relationship between ICP and ROA: 

SUMMARY OUTPUT    
     
Regression Statistics    
Multiple R 0.1    
R Square 0.012    
Adjusted R Square -0.03    
Standard Error 0.12    
Observations 25    
     
ANOVA     
  df SS MS F 
Regression 1 0.004 0.004 0.28 
Residual 23 0.33 0.014  
Total 24 0.3414     

     
  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.84 0.061 13.65 1.6 
ICP -0.0001 0.0003 -0.53 0.6 

The ICP and ROA have a positive association, as shown in the regression table above. The p 

value in the table above exceeds the 0.05 level of significance. As a result, we will accept the 

null hypothesis while rejecting the alternative. As a result, the correlation between ICP and 

ROA is positive and significant. 

Relationship between APP and ROA: 

SUMMARY OUTPUT    
     
Regression Statistics    
Multiple R 0.21    
R Square 0.046    
Adjusted R Square 0.004    
Standard Error 0.11    
Observations 25    
     
ANOVA     
  df SS MS F 
Regression 1 0.015 0.015 1.12 
Residual 23 0.32 0.014  
Total 24 0.34     

     
  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.78 0.038 20.51 2.76 
APP 0.0004 0.0003 1.058 0.3 
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The APP and ROA have a positive association, as shown in the regression table above. The p 

value in the table above exceeds the 0.05 level of significance. As a result, we will accept the 

null hypothesis while rejecting the alternative. As a result, the correlation between APP and 

ROA is positive and significant. 

Relationship between CCC and ROA: 

SUMMARY OUTPUT    
     
Regression Statistics    
Multiple R 0.41    
R Square 0.17    
Adjusted R Square 0.13    
Standard Error 0.11    
Observations 25    
     
ANOVA     
  df SS MS F 
Regression 1 0.058 0.058 4.73 
Residual 23 0.28 0.012  
Total 24 0.34     
     
  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.89 0.043 20.74 2.18 
CCC -0.0005 0.0002 -2.17 0.04 

The above regression table indicates that CCC and ROA have a negative association. The p 

value in the table above is less than the 0.05 significance level. As a result, the null 

hypothesis will be rejected and the alternative hypothesis will be accepted. As a result, CCC 

and ROA have a substantial association.  

Relationship between Debt Ratio and ROA: 

SUMMARY OUTPUT    
     
Regression Statistics    
Multiple R 0.16    
R Square 0.02    
Adjusted R Square -0.01    
Standard Error 0.12    
Observations 25    
     
ANOVA     
  df SS MS F 
Regression 1 0.009 0.009 0.64 
Residual 23 0.33 0.014  
Total 24 0.34     
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  Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value 
Intercept 0.82 0.032 25.5 2.27 
DR -0.05 0.074 -0.8 0.43 

The Debt ratio and ROA have a positive association, as shown in the regression table above. 

The p value in the table above exceeds the 0.05 level of significance. As a result, we will 

accept the null hypothesis while rejecting the alternative. As a result, the correlation between 

Debt ratio and ROA is positive and significant. 

CONCLUSION 

According to the findings of this study, maintaining an effective level of working capital is 

critical in all industries, not only the textile industry. Profitability have a considerable 

relationship, according to the study’s findings. ROA has a negative association with ACP, 

ICP, CCC and DR, according to the correlation analysis. Similarly, ROA is positively related 

to APP, CR and sales growth. CCC has a negative association with ROA, implying that a 

greater CCC reduces profitability and vice versa.  

Regression analysis was used to check the significant impact on the profitability. The result 

shows that ROA has positive relationship between ICP, APP, CR and DR and negative 

relationship between ACP and CCC.  

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

This study is based on secondary data taken from published annual reports of leading textile 

companies and hence the secondary source of data is limitation of the study itself. 

This study is only for a period of 5 years from 2016-17 to 2020-21 and therefore, the research 

only shows the results for that period. 

Interpretation based on ratio analysis is based on historical costs which is a limitation in 

itself. 

FUTURE SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The present study aims to find out the impact of working capital on the profitability of the 

selected textile companies in India still there is a scope to examine the impact of working 

capital on the Earning Per Share, liquidity, short term solvency of the firm.   
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ABSTRACT 

With digitalization in India, everything is getting digitalized then why not banks. The landscape 

of banking is experiencing various changes in the last decade with the emergence of new 

competitors out of the development of the Fintech industry and technological developments. The 

disruptions are caused due to innovations in the technology which are impacting the business 

model of banks and its utilization is creating advanced technological bank models. As a result, the 

traditional business model of banks faces disruptions with the development of the Neo bank 

business model. The concept of neo banks does not have physical existence as it offers services in 

an entire digital mode. The concept of neo banking is completely different as customers are 

availing of all services offered by the traditional banks without physical existence like investment, 

money lending, money transfer and more. Various financial transactions occur at the banks, people 

save money and invest in banks. In today’s world, it is significant for businesses to fulfil the needs 

and satisfaction level of customers for their survival but the approach of traditional banking is 

unable to fulfil the gap which is now filled by neo banking. In this paper, descriptive research is 

done using the qualitative method as the data is collected from both primary sources including 

Interviews and secondary sources like existing literature reviews, websites, journals, magazines, 

articles and research papers. In this paper, we found significant differences between traditional 

banks and the Neo banks model. The paper further emphasized significant neo banks of India and 

the services offered by them to customers. In the end, this paper will also put light on the challenges 

and opportunities of neo banking. 

KEYWORDS: Traditional banking, neo banking, digitalization, neo banks, fintech, financial 

transactions.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of technology is the main factor necessitating a change in how institutions 

function. In the banking sector, change is happening similarly quickly. The new banking 

companies are working hard to create services that are clear-cut, reasonably priced, easy to use, 

and practical. In addition to the basic services like receiving deposits and advancing loans, banks 

today provide a wide range of other services as well. Due to the intense competition in the market, 

banks also offer extra services to entice customers. Traditional banks have evolved into digital 

banks. Banks must provide their customers with cutting-edge services for them to increase their 

market share. Earlier, transactions used to take a very long time, but today they happen quickly 

and instantly. The digital payment banks can't keep up with the Neo banks. Neo banks are a subset 

of fintech companies since they are financial institutions that combine traditional and digital 

elements. These banks operate entirely online and don't have any physical locations. These banks 

collaborate with well-known banks because they are not regulated. Neo banking differs 

significantly from traditional banking in several ways. Due to the fact that traditional banking does 

not offer these kinds of capabilities, the services given are likewise unique in practically every 

way. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

· To look at the major Neo banks and their services in India 

· To find out the difference between Neo banking and Traditional banking 

· To study the opportunities and challenges linked to Neo banking 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Descriptive research is done using the qualitative method as the data is collected from both primary 

as well as secondary sources. Interviews were conducted for collecting the primary data with 

professionals working in the banking sector for the collection of information regarding present and 

future predictions regarding changes arising in the banking industry from the launch of neo 

banking. Secondary data is collected from different sources like existing literature reviews, 

websites, journals, magazines, articles and research papers. We used a comparative method for 

analysing traditional and Neo banking in India.  
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Due to the novelty of the concept and the paucity of existing information, studies tend to be 

futuristic. Previous research points to a novel idea. Komarov & Martyukova (2020) conducted a 

study to discover the most important requirements, possibilities, and benefits of neo-banking 

development in the Russian Federation. Retrospective analysis and comparative investigations 

were used by the researcher. Neo banking has been found to be crucial to the current worldwide 

digital transition. Shabu & Vasanthagopal (2022) investigated the prevalence of neo baking in 

India. They also looked at neo banking's prospects and problems from the perspective of the 

customers. Thematic analysis and content analysis are used to examine client responses on Twitter. 

Neo bank clients responded well, and this was discovered. This can be used to advance the goals 

of digitalization. Additionally, they discovered that the banking industry and regulatory 

organisations are actively developing a new product for the neo banking facility. Temelkov (2020) 

observed that neo banks and conventional banks were contrasted, and it was discovered that the 

fintech sector is upending the banking sector. The study also comes to the conclusion that 

conventional banks must employ modern technologies to protect themselves or risk having their 

continued existence threatened. Михайловна, (2020) concluded that neo banking is the key 

element of today's digitalization of banks, according to a poll done by the major Russian neo banks. 

Emily Soreson (2019) compares conventional banks to the brand-new Neo banking system. The 

article classifies neo banks as fintech solutions because of their ability to operate online and 

through applications. According to the report, neo banks are entirely digital in contrast to 

traditional banks, but as a result, they are only gradually gaining customer support. While 

traditional banks are subject to full bank licensure, the services offered by neo banks are 

determined by their licences. Neo banks don't have bank branches because the study distinguishes 

between the aforementioned banks based on their physical locations. Neo banks are more cost-

effective, however, according to a poll, traditional banks provide a wider range of services than 

neo banks. Amruth Raj Nippatlapalli’ (2013) study aims to evaluate the impact and performance 

of neo-banks on a global basis. It carries out research on the development of neo-banks and the 

legal systems of five different countries. The paper shed light on the state of the Indian banking 

sector at the moment and possible repercussions for the fintech sector as neo-banks enter the 

picture. It will enable potential clients to draught appropriate legislation and develop an 

understanding of how neo-banks ought to operate. 
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HOW DO NEO BANKS DIFFER FROM TRADITIONAL BANKS?  

Neo banking process is completely online as transactions are done through web services or mobile 

apps; they have no physical setup for providing services but traditional banks have a physical setup 

(Rajitha & Sivakumar, 2019). Traditional banks take more time for the approval of any process 

like service requests or loan sanctions in comparison with neo banks. Traditional banks have their 

license but presently, neo banks do not have any licenses, they rely on licensed partners for 

providing banking services. In the traditional banking system, dealings are made through physical 

meetings but in neo banking, no face-to-face meetings take place for dealings. Traditional banks 

are costlier than neo banks as they charge some extra amount for the issue of debit cards and 

cheque books and also have some monthly charges but neo banks do not charge any such amount 

for keeping customer’s money in e-wallet. The concept of neo banking is fully based on artificial 

intelligence and information technology which observes the activities of customers which is not 

present in traditional banks. Customers can use the services of neo banks any time without 

interruptions but traditional banks have time limits even while using their digital platforms. The 

concept of digital and neo bank is somehow similar as both are offering online services, the only 

difference between them is that neo banks are based on artificial intelligence and IT whereas digital 

banks are the digitalized format of traditional banks.  

Basis Traditional banking Neo banking 

Time duration of 
customer service 

Service is provided within 
limited time frame 

24*7 availability of service 

Speed Depends on experience and 
qualification of employees 

Immediate service 

Approach Flexible but limited to less 
variety 

Flexible and carried through 
convenience 

Cost of maintenance High cost is involved Cost is low due to availability of 
free services 

Scope  Limited branches Unlimited and beyond geographical 
boundaries 

Operations Employees are key models as 
they maintain the departments 

The software packages and servers 
constitute its significant part 
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NEO BANKS IN INDIA 

At present there are five major Neo banks offering services in India which are: 

· NiYO- It is Neo bank which is significant offers services to salary-based clients. It has tie-

up with a round 3000 corporate sectors and has around 5,00,00 clients (Dokania, 2020). 

The bank launched the “Global Card” which offers ease in foreign transactions to 

customers heading for foreign trips. It offers advice and financial assistance to its 

customers regarding investment strategies and schemes. The bank offers an instant bank 

account opening service, no transaction charge on ATM and up to 7% rate of interest on 

saving account (Dokania, 2020). 

· OPEN- It is a Neo bank launched in the year 2017 and focuses on SMEs. The bank 

partnered with ICICI Bank for offering services to its clients and currently, 11 banks are 

with its partnership (Rajitha & Sivakumar, 2019). Neo banking is an extension for solving 

the challenge of financial inclusion.  

· 811 BY KOTAK- 811 is an initiative by Kotak Mahindra bank to establish a digital 

platform to ease the business of banking (Jeník, Flaming & Salman, 2020). It is a Neo bank 

which offers an online platform to its clients for availing services without the need to visit 

the bank. This neo bank offers a virtual bank account with a 6% rate of interest on a saving 

account and a virtual card facility for fast processing of payment (Jeník, Flaming & 

Salman, 2020). 

· InstantPay- This neo bank service was launched in the year 2020 and also focuses on 

SMEs for easing the transactions in a business including financial needs, payment and 

settlements etc (Shabu & Ramankutty, 2022). This banking solution is addressing the needs 

of SMEs by doing away with the hassles of conventional policies and processes of banking 

and offers a user-friendly and seamless experience.  

· YONO by SBI- This neo bank is the most familiar one. It was launched in the year 2017 

by the State Bank of India to establish digital platforms (Rawat, 2022). It offers banking 

services along with exploring lifestyle including cab services, online shopping etc. YONO 

allows cardless cash withdrawal from the ATM of SBI as it uses the API method which 

provides a reference number when a customer is withdrawing cash (Rawat, 2022).  
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INTERVIEWS 

In this paper, we conducted interviews with two professionals in this field. The first interviewee is 

a Branch Manager of Kotak Mahindra Bank and the second Interviewee is the Head of a 

Department at State Bank of India having expertise in digital payment solutions. Both the 

interviewees have broad expertise in payment solutions and online banking. Both the professionals 

made it clear that there is a need of making changes in traditional banking by keeping up with the 

uprise of neo banks in their interview answers.  

The big legacy system is the issue with traditional banks which is a barrier to digitalisation and 

automating various processes. Both the professionals said that traditional banks do not need to 

worry about the short-term future but they need to begin making changes for being able to compete 

and survive in long term. We asked the professionals if neo-banks need to introduce any changes 

for attracting the customers of traditional banks and if yes then what they should make for 

attracting customers. Both the professionals answered positively that neo banks are required to 

introduce some changes for their profitability. Some neo banks are presently facing losses and they 

are driven by venture capital as they are not generating enough revenue. They need to venture into 

other money-making activities for their long-term survival. Offering loans to customers is a smart 

option as it will help neo banks in earning money, but it comes with risks.  

According to the Departmental Head, probably, there will be a natural shift in neo bank’s customer 

base as the young generation is attracted towards it. The branch manager made a concluding 

comment that he is sure that conventional banks will quickly act after realising that neo-banking 

is an actual threat to their survival. The Departmental Head also point out that customers always 

feel the need for frictionless, fast, simple and easy work along with extra safety mechanism and 

authentication which considers neo banking as a boon in the banking sector.  

CHALLENGES TO NEO BANKING  

Every project has its limitations and flaws. Neo banking is subject to some limitations as any new 

venture since it follows a different paradigm. 

· Security: The largest challenge with neo banks is security and safety owing to the surge in 

cyberfrauds. An ordinary consumer's faith is shattered when they learn about cyberbanking 

crimes. 
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· Cash Payments: The average Indian customer always chooses in-person transactions over 

online ones. Neo banks should be avoided by anyone who frequently makes monetary 

transactions (Agrawal, 2021). 

· No Interaction: Some Indian clients find it challenging to comprehend that Neo banks just 

conduct business online and don't engage in any face-to-face interactions with customers. 

· Limited-Service Offerings: Neo banks have very few services to offer their clients 

because they do not hold an RBI licence. The financial products they provide are hence 

somewhat constrained. Various deposit types may not be accepted by specific institutions. 

· Stolen or fake identities: These banks are regularly the target of scammers. Unscrupulous 

individuals can easily create false identities or open several accounts using ones that have 

been stolen. 

· Internet fraud: Given the persistent rise in online fraud, phishing, account takeovers, and 

mobile Trojans, many consumers continue to assume that using a digital bank to move 

money online is riskier. Neo banks are required to have integrated and meticulously 

maintained digital security and antifraud systems, including secure front-end systems, safe 

back-end systems, compliance, and reporting (Dokania, 2020). For neo banks, this may be 

much more crucial than it is for conventional banks. Neo banks must prove to their 

customers that they have enough efficient safeguards in place to protect their accounts from 

all types of fraud to acquire their trust. 

OPPORTUNITIES TO NEO BANKING 

Although the concept of neo banking is still relatively new, other departments and companies are 

embracing digitalization more rapidly and enthusiastically. All economies have embraced fintech 

and digitization in this decade of advancement and the imminent complete shift to artificial 

intelligence (Shabu & Vasanthagopal, 2022). The high degree of globalisation and involvement in 

international trade is another crucial element in the corporate culture of spontaneous adaptability. 

Here are a few of the main benefits of neo-banking that research papers and banks themselves have 

emphasised. 

· Convenience: As many people visit their banks on a weekly or monthly basis, Neo banks 

will be a godsend for these people as they won't have to waste their precious time travelling 

to and from the bank (Shabu & Ramankutty, 2022). 
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· Multi-Currency Accounts: In contrast to conventional banks, neo banks allow customers 

to open and utilise bank accounts in two or more different currencies. 

· Beneficial for International Travelers: International travellers will find the Neo banks to 

be helpful because they also offer an international debit card, which will appeal to those 

who frequently visit other countries. 

· Simple and convenient account creation process: The customer may easily submit their 

documents online, have them verified, and immediately create their account with 

acknowledgement from any place. 

· Instantaneous transactions: This is now a standard aspect of fintech, but neo banking has 

made it possible for large-scale transactions at the corporate level (Agrawal, 2021). All 

payments and transactions are instantly reflected on both parties' accounts. Through a 

mobile app, it is very simple to find and revoke if necessary. 

· Analytics: To help clients monitor the activity of their accounts, accurate information 

about income and expenses is displayed to them with the use of charts, graphs, etc. 

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH  

This study has some limitations. The snowballing method was not used in the literature review 

which could have led to a wide range of articles. Secondly, the professionals interviewed are 

working with different institutions which means that experience may vary and makes the 

generalization of results harder. An improvement can be interviewing the professionals from a set 

of neo banks. We interviewed only two professionals as the time is limited so the study and the 

perspective received from them are limited and could have impacted the results. We recommend 

that more research should be done regarding Neo banking as it is a new topic. Neo bank is in the 

early adoption stage so it will be interesting to investigate the socio-economic factors’ impact on 

its adoption curve.  

CONCLUSION 

The future of the banking sector includes neo banks. It allows seamless banking services while 

eliminating the gap between customers and traditional banks. The age of digitalization makes it 

necessary for converting traditional banks into neo banks. Neo banks have strengths like the 

capability of swiftly adapting to changes in the preference of the customers, low cost of operations 
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and ability to offer personalised services. Neo banking is offering a user-friendly interface which 

offers hassle-free transactions. SMEs are being targeted by neo banks as it is the suitable option of 

banking for the process of collection, fast payment and tax compliances. Neo banks have the 

potential of overtaking the market of traditional banks but still, they are in the early development 

stage and have to overcome various obstacles. Traditional banks should consider neo banks as a 

serious threat. The study found that the survival of neo bank is dependent upon the ability to keep 

pace with the available opportunities along with technological development and facing the 

challenges to strengthen its position in the financial market.  
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Significance of Educational Psychology for Teachers Education and 

Gujarat Rural Area Development 

Panchal Ekta R. 
Research Scholar, 

Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University, Patan 
Abstract: - 

This research paper explains the importance of educational psychology for teacher education and 

development of rural Gujarat. The first is how well teachers can teach students the subject they 

have learned. It also talks about why educational psychology is so important in education. 

Development of rural area is as necessary as development of urban area. Rural people leave the 

village and move to the city. In such a situation, the village cannot develop. The people in the state 

of Gujarat are rich in economic, political, trade-business, education and other things. People in 

rural areas have access to agriculture and animal husbandry as a source of income. Children from 

6 to 14 years of age are given free education in government schools. Along with education, 

importance is also given to the physical and mental health of the children. The children are given 

meals (which the government calls midday meals) for school meals. Students can get education up 

to Std-8 in the village, while the importance of education is not seen in Antaliyan village. The 

teacher must also be qualified to learn. | He can understand the child's grief along with the subject. 

The teacher should have proper training, psychology, traits. Now, every school needs to have a 

school counsellor. 

Keywords: Education, Psychology, Teachers' Education, Development, Behaviour 

Introduction: - 

Gujarat is a state on the west coast of India. It is the fifth largest state in terms of area and the ninth 

largest in terms of population. Gujarat's economy is the fourth largest in India. Its capital is 

Gandhinagar, while its largest city is Ahmedabad. The Gujarat Board of Secondary and Higher 

Secondary Education (GSHSEB) is in charge of schools run by the Government of Gujarat. The 

Institute of Rural Management Anand (IRMA) is one of the leading regional institutes in rural 

management. IRMA is a unique organization in the sense that it provides vocational education to 

train managers for rural management. Gujarat has 252 talukas, comprising 18,618 villages and 242 

towns. 
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Educational Psychology: - 

Educational psychology is a branch of psychology that deals with the scientific study of human 

learning. The study of learning processes from both cognitive and behavioural perspectives allows 

researchers to understand individual differences in intelligence, cognitive development, impact, 

motivation. The concept of new strategies for learning processes in humans in the field of 

educational psychology involves the study of memory, conceptual processes, and individual 

differences (through cognitive psychology). School psychology began in the early 20th century 

with the concept of intelligence testing leading to provisions for special education students who 

could not adhere to a regular classroom curriculum. Johann Herbert (1776–1841) is considered the 

father of educational psychology. He thought that teachers should take into account existing mental 

groups of students which they already know when presenting new information or materials. Here 

are 5 steps teachers should take: 

1) Review the material already learned by the student. 

2) Prepare the student for new material by giving an overview of what they are learning next. 

3) Introduce new content. 

4) Combine new content with old content that has already been learned. 

5) Demonstrate how students can apply new materials and what they will learn next. 

Johann Pestalozzi (1746–1827), a Swiss educational reformer, emphasizes the child rather than 

school materials. 

Nathaniel Gage (1917-2008) focused on improving teaching in educational psychology and 

understanding the processes involved in teaching. He edited the book Handbook of Research on 

Teaching (1963). 

His opinion is as follows: - 

1) The teaching processes 

2) Teaching materials 

3) Students' abilities and motivation levels 

4) Classroom management 
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Definition of Educational Psychology: 

"Educational psychology is the branch of psychology that deals with teaching and learning and 

also covers the whole range of personality and behaviour related to education." - Skinner 

"While general psychology is pure science, educational psychology is its use in the field of 

education with the aim of socializing the individual and changing his behaviour." – Anderson 

First, the purpose of science itself (for what this knowledge is learned and developed by experts), 

second, the purpose of the course to learn something. The following is an analysis of the ideas 

described by two leading psychologists (Lindgreen and Bernard): a. According to Lindgreen, "The 

purpose of educational psychology is to help teachers develop potential teachers in understanding 

the best educational process". B. According to Bernard, "Basically the purpose of educational 

psychology is to understand how the process of teaching and learning is more effective and 

appropriate to the goal or purpose." Educational psychology can help teachers better understand 

learning principles to create more engaging and effective lesson plans and classroom experiences. 

It can also promote a better understanding of how the learning environment, social factors and 

students 'motivation can influence students' learning. 

Characteristics of Educational Psychology: 

- It combines two fields i.e. education and psychology. 

- It is a scientific study of human behaviour in educational situations. 

- It relates to these factors, principles and techniques that relate to various aspects of the child's 

growth and development. 

- It relates to the learning situation and process by which learning can become more efficient and 

effective. 

Functions of Educational Psychology: 

- To give complete knowledge of the nature of the child 

- To provide an understanding of the nature, aims and objectives of education. 

- To present principles under the measurement and evaluation of mental abilities, aptitudes, 

achievements, interests and personalities of the organization. 
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The teacher uses some appropriate teaching methods, appropriate motivational techniques and 

teaching tools that also contribute to educational psychology. Knowledge of psychology is 

required to study the problem, intelligent or retarded child. The problem of discipline in school 

can be dealt with psychologically. 

Education: -  

Teacher conducts research on classroom management and pedagogy to lay the foundation for 

education programs. Education is very important in our life Education helps in understanding 

various life events and forming opinions about them. Accumulated knowledge thus leads to the 

development of critical thinking. Students learn to develop an understanding of how to find the 

best solution to a problem. Education gives us skills, techniques, information and knowledge to 

know, understand and respect our duties towards our society, family and nation. 

"Let the girls 'education campaign spread in every home, let the lamp of daughters' education be 

lit in every heart, only then the dream of a golden Gujarat will come true." 

                       - Narendra Modi (Kanya Kelavani Mahotsav 2009) 

The Minister of Education of India is Shri Dharmendra Pradhan.  The Minister of Education of 

the State of Gujarat is Shri Jitubhai Savjibhai Waghani who is in charge of Education (Primary, 

Secondary, Adult), Higher and Technical Education, Science and Technology. 

Schemes adopted for enhancing education: - 

- Child Admission. 

- Lunch plans 

- Healthy hair 

- Vidyalakshmi Bonds 

- Vidya Deep Yojana 

- Teacher Training and Distance Teacher Training Program 

Aims for UEE (universalization of primary education) for children aged 6 to 14 years. 

Education Department's 'Sarva Shikshan Abhiyan' (National Program) and other promotional 

schemes are managed by Gujarat Primary Education Council (GCEE). 
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Teacher Training: Educational psychologists can also act as consultants to design and create 

educational materials, classroom programs, and online courses. The government establishes 

teacher training centres and under education reform programs, school development institutions 

receive grants and teacher incentives to obtain advanced education certificates. One of the 

wonderful things about teaching is that teachers have different styles, approaches, personalities 

and backgrounds, and they all have valuable lessons and experiences that they can impart to 

students. 

Schemes adopted for enhancing education: - 

Primary education 

1) Vidyalakshmi Bond Scheme 

2) Vidyadeep Yojana 

3) Poo. CM's The Girl Child Development Program 

4) School-health check-up program 

5) Computer training at primary education level 

There are also other schemes: Department of Secondary and Higher Secondary, Self-employment 

programs for women in technical education, Girls' education. 

2) Review of literature: - 

In general, there are primarily educational psychology survey courses whose primary purpose is 

to cover as many theories as possible and as much information as possible in a short period of 

time. Surprisingly, the relevance of such courses has recently been challenged (Anderson, et al., 

1995; Berliner, 1993; Hoy-Woolfok, 2000; O'Donnell and Levin, 2001; Weinstein and Way, 

2003). In fact, where the importance of such courses was once acknowledged, educational 

psychology is now in a position to defend the inclusion of its content in teacher preparation 

programs (Anderson, et al., 1995; Weinstein & Way, 2003). Proposals for how to make educational 

psychology courses more relevant and useful are many and varied (see, for example, Anderson, et 

al., 1995; Hoy-Wolfock, 2000; Paulo, 2005; Reninger, 1996; Shuel, 1996). ) According to Doyle 

& Carter (1996, p. 25), for example, "it is not enough to argue that educational psychology can be 
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taught more effectively." Doyle and Carter emphasize the need for educational psychology to 

contribute to teachers' "action frames" or methods instruction. Methods can be the role of 

educational psychology in instruction; However, we do not find that this represents the central 

contribution of educational psychology to teacher preparation and professionalization. The type of 

knowledge that Doyle and Carter emphasize, while not unimportant, is largely procedural and 

vague and, therefore, not ideally suited for the development of types of reflective engagement with 

practice that would lead to generalizations and flexible principles. Essential practice for today's 

professional teachers. Instead, there is a need for solid grounding in the knowledge of learners and 

education (development, understanding, motivation, etc.).  

Methods: - 

1) To get facts about learning behaviour rather than opinions. 

2)  Getting good information so that the learner can get guidance. 

Educational psychology as a science of education deals with the problems of teaching and learning 

and helps the teacher in his task of modifying the learners behaviour and bringing about an all-

round development of his personality.  

In knowing the learner, Enabling the teacher to know their self-strengths, limitations and to acquire 

essential teaching skills. Selection and organization of proper learning. Experiences suited to the 

individuality and developmental stages of the learner. Suggesting suitable methods and techniques 

for providing the desired learning experience. In arranging proper learner situation. 

Conclusion: -  

This research paper demonstrates the centrality of knowledge in the psychology of teacher 

education and how the government works in the progress of village development in the state of 

Gujarat. The knowledge    of    educational psychology     can     be     obtained     through websites, 

seminars, libraries, and others. Educated individuals help create more jobs for everyone. This in 

turn helps in solving the problem of unemployment in the country. Early childhood education is 

really important for a child's brain development, and it also helps them to learn important social 

and mental skills early in life. he primary focus of educational psychology is the study of how 

people learn. This includes exploring instructional processes, studying individual differences in 

how people learn, and developing teaching methods to help people learn more effectively. 
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Abstract 

Social media is a rapidly evolving platform for all the people to communicate with each other, 

express their views and share audios, videos and the content of all kinds. Spending time on social 

media has become almost a way of life for most of the people. But is it good for your children to 

have to same habit? The main aim of this research paper is to find out the answer of the above 

question. 400 days is the 10th novel and the third novel in detective Keshav series of Chetan Bhagat 

in which he tries to explain the bad effect of social media on children. This book has a message 

that are our children safe? We will not let our child speak to a stranger in the public place or in 

park. But today every child can be approached by almost anyone through this so called social 

media. In this novel Chetan Bhagat talks about technology, the dangers of social media and mobile 

addiction through the character of Siya, a thirteen years old child who gets kidnapped. 

Key Words- Chetan Bhagat, 400 Days, Social media, Children 

Introduction 

Chetan Bhagat is a young and famous writer whose novels present the problems of current time. 

A.R. Rahman, in time magazine on Chetan inclusion in the time 100 most influential people in the 

world said, "Many writers are successfully at expressing in what's in their heart or articulating a 

particular point of view. Chetan Bhagat's books do both and more." This is the era of social media. 

Everyone has got used to spending all their time on social media. But this habit is not good for 

children. According to a study the children younger than 11 years old who use Instagram and any 

social media app, there may be changed in their daily behavior like - increased irritability, 

increased anxiety, lack of self-esteem. 

Chetan Bhagat in his 400 days discuss about the dangers of social media and the mobile addiction 

to children. In older times, children were kidnapped by giving them lollipops. But this is the age 

of technology. Today the lollipop can be an emoji or a video game. Who is talking to you its very 
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easy to hide behind fake accounts. If your child is on Instagram anybody can DM (direct message) 

this is the idea that  Chetan Bhagat gave in his 10th novel 400 days. 

The book starts with Keshav Rajpurohit who is preparing for IPS. He also runs a detective agency 

along with his best friend Saurabh, who stays with Keshav and his parents in their new apartment 

in a gated community called Icon. One day Keshav is contected by Alia Arora, who lived in the 

same residential complex as him. Alia wants keshav's help in finding Siya, her thirteen years old 

daughter who has kidnapped nine months ago. Alia informed Keshav that her missing daughter's 

case has already been investigated by the police in the past. But despite the police’s efforts, Siya 

is not found. So she comes to Keshav with a renowned sense of hope and asks him for assistance. 

Keshav agrees. 

Keshav and Saurabh start investigated this case. They check siya's phone and got many shocking 

data. They found that she was chatting with someone named Roy on telegram. she also used to 

send him her obscene pictures. They got to know that Siya was very disturbed due to the fight 

between her parents. Siya's father, Manish Arora has an extra merital affair with one of his office 

girl. That's why her mother fights with him. As we can see through the chatting of Siya: 

Siya: I hate my parents. 

Roy: what happened? 

Siya: They fight all the time.  

Roy: and ignore you? 

Siya: Yes it's like I don't exist. Or they don't care if I do. 

Roy: What do they fight about? 

Siya: My grandmother. Oh I think my father has a girlfriend in office. 

Roy: Really. your mother knows. 

Siya : Yes they had a big blowout last night. Gosh I feel like running 

away. 

 

Through the above chatting of Siya with Roy we can see that when parents repeatedly fight with 

each other, some children can become distraught, worried and hopeless. Whatever they want from 

their parents they start looking from someone else. That's what happened with Siya. Siya started 

searching all these care with social media people and when she started getting this care from Roy, 
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she felt that Roy is better than his parents. She liked talking to her. Roy took advantages of this 

and started asking her obscene pictures. 

Roy: Send me a picture of your cute feet. 

Siya: Yor are weird. 

Roy: Just one please!  

Siya: Really my feet? Why? 

Roy: They are beautiful. Like the rest of you. 

  

Roy asked Siya to marry him. But She refused and said that she don’t like this so called marriage. 

She said that she sees her parents, they fight all the time. Therefore, she don’t want to marry. At 

this, Roy said that they would be different if they get married. He said that he will be caring her 

and loving her. But by saying all these he was just making fool of her. He just want her obscene 

pictures. As we can  see through the following chats between them: 

  

Roy: Welcome. I wish you were old. I would marry you. 

Siya: I don’t want to get married. Marriage sucks. Seen my parents. 

Roy: We would be different. Anyway, my pic? 

Siya: Okay. Wait.  

 

After some days of investigation, they learn that Roy is 50 years old man who loves talking to 

teenage girls. He set a rate, five hundreds rupees per pictures, one thousand for a video, ten 

thousand if someone connected him to any girl on social media. They also got to know that Roy is 

not his real name, he use this name only on social media. 

In the end, Keshav is able to find Siya. She was kidnapped by her family priest. The priest on home 

his family trusted so much, he kidnapped her and locked her in a lonely place so far from the city. 

Then married her and also made physical relationship with her.  

Conclusion 

After studying 400 days by Chetan Bhagat two main things came in our mind. The first one is the 

effect of social media on children. This is the age of social media and teens spend a lot of time 
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trying to live up to the unrealistic expectation and falsified pictures. But it is not good for the 

children. Parents should be worried about it. They should continuously check the phone of their 

children and should talk to them about your friends and about their life, if they do not talk to any 

stranger on social media. 

The second most important thing is the effect of parents fighting on children's mental health. A 

home is a child's refugee of love and care. Children need to feel love, secure and comfortable to 

express them fully. If children see parents fighting at home, they started feeling frightened and 

helpless. They become confused. They don't know how to react to the situation. The care that they 

want from them, they start looking from any other. If Siya had got the care and love from her 

parents, she might not have turn to social media. So both the things are very important for the right 

development to social media so we should be careful with all that. 
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Abstract: 

               The first aim of this study was to examine the relationship between the personality 

perspectives and learning approaches. Approaches to learning are the intentions a student has when 

faced with a learning task. Personality Describe a person’s dispositional and distinctive pattern of 

thoughts, feelings, and behavior across various situations. In any given moment, personality traits 

may be poor predictors of behavior, but by comparing reactions over a wide range of contexts, 

consistencies are likely to appear. Personality traits thus serve as indications of likely patterns of 

behavior. Personality traits may thus be expressed in learning styles, which in turn create learning 

strategies and produce a certain learning outcome. The aim of this study is to show the impact of 

personality perspectives related to approaches to learning.     

Key words: personality perspective, learning approaches,  

Introduction:  

          Human beings often make decisions based on personality. We choose to hire live with, work 

with, or even spend the rest of our live with someone based on personality. One could even assert 

that we have become a personality obsessed culture; from the Myers-Briggs (MBTI) assessment, 

there are numerous assessment on the market that help people mine through the complexities of 

their character. These tools tell them everything they may want to know about who they are, what 

they motivations are, and how they make decisions. With such incredible insight on character 

traits, it’s a surprise that the education system hasn’t sooner adopted these principles to understand 

student’s learning styles and capabilities. This oversight becomes even more surrounding the 

influence of personality types on learning outcome. Personality traits are expresses in learning 

style, which are in turn reflected in learning strategies, which eventually produce a certain learning 

outcome. (De Raad @ Schouwenburg, 1996). Personality traits serve as directors or blocks for 

motivation and learning strategies. (Mumford & Gustafson 1988 in bickle, 1996).  
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          Conscientiousness and openness to experience are of special educational interest. (de Fruyt 

& Mervielde, 1996). Conscientiousness is related to work discipline, interest in subject matter, 

concentration and considering studying as quite easy. (Schouwenburg, 1995). Different ways of 

learning in higher education have been describe by Entwistle & Tait (1996). Students using the 

strategic approach are good at Organizing their work, managing their time and work hard in their 

studies. They care about their working conditions and have clear goals for their studies. (Entwistle 

& Tait 1996). They have an intrinsic motivation and positive study attitude (Entwistle, 1988).   

The 4 Major Personality Perspectives: 

          The study of personality is one of the major topics of interest in psychology. Numerous 

personality theories exist and most of the major ones fall into one of four major perspectives. 

Each of these perspectives on personality attempts to describe different patterns form and how 

people differ on an individual level.  

Learn more about the four major perspectives of personality, the theorist associated with each 

theory, and the core ideas that are central to each perspective.  

 

(The 4 major personality Perspective) 

Psychoanalytic Perspective: 

         The psychoanalytic perspective of personality emphasizes the importance of early childhood 

experiences and the unconscious mind. This perspective on personality was created by psychiatrist 
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Sigmund Freud who believed that things hidden in the unconscious could be revealed in a number 

of different ways, including through dreams, free association, and slips of the tongue. 

Neo-Freudian theorists, including Erik Erikson, Carl Jung, Alfred Adler, and Karen Horny, 

believed in the importance of the unconscious but disagree with other aspects of Freud’s theories.   

Major Theorists: 

Below are the most prominent psychoanalytic perspective theorists: 

Sigmund Freud:  

Stressed the importance of early childhood events, the influences of the unconscious, and sexual 

instincts in the development and formation of personality.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Sigmund Freud’s psychoanalytical model: Id, Ego, Super Ego). 

Erik Erikson: 

Emphasized the social elements of personality development, the identity crisis, and how 

personality is shaped over the course of the entire lifespan.  

Carl Jung: 

Focused on concepts such as the collective unconscious, archetypes, and psychological types. 
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Alfred Adler: 

Believed the core motive behind personality involves striving for superiority, or the desire to 

overcome challenges and move closer to achieve superiority stems from underlying feelings of 

inferiority that Adler believed were universal.  

Karen Horney: 

Focused on the need to overcome basic anxiety, the sense of being isolated and alone in the world. 

She emphasized the societal and cultural factors that also play a role in personality, including the 

importance of the parent-child relationship.  

Humanistic Perspective: 

          The humanistic perspective of personality focuses on psychological growth, free will, and 

personal awareness. It takes a more positive outlook on human nature and is centered on how each 

person can achieve their individual potential.  

Major Theorists: 

The following are the most influential humanistic perspective theorists: 

Carl Rogers:   

Believed in the inherent goodness of people and emphasize the importance of free will and 

psychological growth. He suggested that the actualizing tendency is the driving force behind 

human behavior.  

Abraham Maslow: 

Suggested that people are motivated by a hierarchy of needs. The most basic needs are centered 

on things necessary for life such as food and water, but as people move up the hierarchy these 

needs become centered on things such as esteem and self-actualization. 

Trait perspective: 

         The trait perspective of personality is centered on identifying, describing, and measuring the 

specific traits that make up human personality. By understanding these traits, researchers believe 

they can better comprehend the differences between individuals. In psychology, trait theory is an 
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approach to the study of human personality. Trait theorists are primarily interested in the 

measurement of trait, which can be define as habitual patterns of behavior, thought, and emotion. 

According to this perspective, traits are aspects of personality that are relatively stable over time, 

differ across individuals are relatively consistent over situation, and influence behavior. Traits are 

in contrast to states, which are more transitory dispositions.  

Major Theorists: 

Below are the most important trait perspective theorists: 

Hans Eysenck: 

Suggested that there are three dimensions of personality:- 

@ Extroversion-Introversion 

@Emotional stability-Neuroticism 

@Psychoticism 

Raymond Cattell: 

Identified 16 personality traits that he believed could be utilized to understand and measure 

individual difference personality.  

Robert McCare and Paul Costa 

Introduced the big five theory, which identifies five key dimensions of personality: 

@extraversion 

@neuroticism 

@openness to experience 

@conscientiousness 

@agreeableness 

Social Cognitive Perspective 

The social cognitive perspective of personality emphasizes the importance of observational 

learning, self-efficacy, situational influences, and cognitive processes.  
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(Bandura’s social Cognitive Theory Model) 

Major Theorists: 

Albert Bandura:  

          Emphasized the importance of social learning, or learning through observation. His theory 

emphasized the role of conscious thoughts including self- efficacy, or our own beliefs in our 

abilities .Albert Bandura expanded cognitive personality theory by describing processes of 

observational or vicarious learning and the role of belief structures such as self-efficacy. Bandura 

agreed that the people develop and change as a consequences of the direct reward and punishment 

they receive from the environment. These rewards and punishments occur as a consequences of 

their actions (the basis of operant conditioning). However, we also learn by operant observing 

others (models) and noting the consequences that result from their behavior.  The first set of beliefs 

relates to the individual’s locus of control expectancies, but by themselves these belief will not 

determine whether the goal seeking behavior will be performed. The critical factor is the 

individual’s beliefs regarding his or her ability to perform the necessary behavior successfully.  

          Self-efficacy beliefs depend on a number of   factors, including previous direct experience, 

observational learning, social persuasion, and self-assessment and interpretation of current and 

past emotional states. Conditions that lead to the development of healthy self-efficacy include the 

positive factors of family interaction and peer networks (similar models, access to activities, and 

social motivation), as well as negative factors such as competition and stress. Like Locus of 
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control, self-efficacy is largely domain specific (e.g., academic self-efficacy, social self-efficacy, 

and athletic self-efficacy can all differ for a given person).  

         Bandura (1977, 19950 has studied a number of cognitive and personal factors that affect 

learning and personality development, and most recently has focused on the concept of self-

efficacy. Self-efficacy is our level of confidence in our own abilities, developed through our social 

experiences.  

Self-efficacy:  

          Bandura’s (1977, 1995) has studied a number of cognitive and personal factors that affect 

learning and personality development, and most recently has focused on the concept of self-

efficacy. Self-efficacy is our level of confidence in our own abilities, developed through our social 

experiences. Self-efficacy affects how we approach challenges and reach goals. In observational 

learning, self-efficacy is a cognitive factor that affects which behaviors we choose to imitate as 

well as our success in performing those behaviors. 

          People who have high self-efficacy believe that their goals are within reach, have a positive 

view of challenges seeing them as tasks to be mastered, develop a deep interest in and strong 

commitment to the activities in which they are involved, and quickly recover from setbacks. 

Conversely, people with low self-efficacy avoid challenging tasks because they experience 

setbacks. Feelings of self-efficacy can be specific to certain situations. For instance, a student 

might feel confident in her ability in English class but much less so in math class.     

Locus Of  Control: 

          Julian Rotter developed a social learning theory that emphasized the role of the cognitive 

expectancy of reward in determining behavior. The major contribution of this theory to the 

psychology of personality was the proposal of a generalized cognitive expectancy that rotter called 

locus of control. Individuals differ to the extent that they generally believe their own actions are 

related to personal outcomes. Those with an internal locus of control have a strong expectation 

that success or failure will result from their own efforts. Those with an external locus of control 

generally believe that success or failure is determined by fate, chance or the will of others.   
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Cognitive Style: 

          Harman A. Witkin observed that individuals differ in their general models of intellectual 

and perceptual functioning along a number of dimensions. Some of the dimensions that have been 

shown to be useful predictors of individual differences are tolerance for ambiguity, impulsivity 

versus reflectively, field dependence versus field independence, cognitive complexity versus 

simplicity, and the more motivational ”need for cognition”. Tolerance for ambiguity relates to 

open versus close-mindedness and the ability and individual’s willingness to accommodate their 

schemata to new experience. Impulsivity versus reflectivity refers to the extent to which one will 

consider consequence versus independence refers to global as opposed to analytic style of 

perceiving. Field-independent perceptions are more analytical and somewhat independent of the 

complexity versus simplicity refers to the usual number or interrelated schemata that are applied 

to experiences. /need for cognition refers to individual difference in the desire to be challenged to 

think and reflect. It is currently believe that many of these dimensions along which individuals 

differ are generally based or at least congenital and somewhat difficult to modify.  

Learning Approaches:  

In contrast to the psychodynamic approaches of Freud and the Neo- Freudians, which related 

personality to inner (and hidden) processes, the learning approaches focus only on observable 

behavior. This illustrates one significant advantage of the learning approaches over 

psychodynamics: Because learning approaches involve observable, measurable phenomena, they 

can be scientifically tested.  

Learning Approaches to personality: 

          In contrast to the psychodynamic approaches of Freud and the Neo-Freudians, which relate 

personality to inner processes, the learning approaches focus only on observable behavior. This 

illustrates one significant advantage of the learning approaches over psychodynamics: Because 

learning approaches involve observable, measurable phenomena, they can be scientifically tested. 

Many components of psychodynamic theory cannot be quantified and therefore cannot be tested 

empirically.  
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The Behavioral perspective: 

          Behaviorists do not believe personality characteristics are based on genetics or inborn 

predispositions. Instead, they view personality as shaped by the reinforcements and consequence 

outside of the organism. In other words, people behave in a consistent manner based on prior 

learning B.F. Skinner, a strict behaviorist, believed that environment was solely responsible for all 

behavior, including the enduring, consistent behavior that they could perfectly control a person 

environment, then they could impart any type of personality on any individual they choose. 

Behaviorists also did not think it was necessary to understand anything that was happening in a 

person head, since thoughts and feelings could not be perfectly objectively quantified.  

          As you may recall from your study on the psychology of learning, skinner proposed that we 

demonstrate consistent behavior patterns because we have developed certain response tendencies 

(Skinner1953). In other words, we learn to behave in particular ways. We increase the behaviors 

That lead to negative consequences, Skinner disagreed with Freud’s idea that personality is fixed 

in childhood. He argued that personality develops over our entire life, not only in the first few 

years. Our responses can change as we come across new situations; therefore, we can expect more 

variability own time in personality than Freud would anticipate. For example, consider a young 

woman, Greta, a risk taker. She drives fast and participates in dangerous sports such as hand 

gliding and kiteboarding. But after she gets married and has children, the system of reinforcements 

and punishments in her environment changes.  

Reciprocal Determinism:    

         In contrast to skinner’s idea that the environment alone determines behavior, Bandura (1990) 

proposed the concept of reciprocal determinism, in which cognitive processes, behavior, and 

context all interact, each factor influencing and being influenced by the others simultaneously. 

Cognitive processes refer to all characteristic previously learned, including beliefs, expectations, 

and personality characteristics. Behavior refers to anything that we do that may be rewarded of 

punished. Finally, the context in which the behavior occurs refers to the environment or situation, 

which includes rewarding/punishing stimuli.  

          Your behavior can also impact both the cognitive and situational factors. If you choose not 

to bungee jump it may cause you to change how you think about risk taking, to justify your choose, 
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and many change the feeling of the situation by causing others to back out as well. Again, the 

important insights is that all three interact components interact reciprocally to determine 

personality characteristics.  

Observational Learning: 

       Bandura’s key contribution to learning theory was the idea that much learning is vicarious. 

We learn by observing someone else’s behavior and its consequences, which Bandura called 

observational learning. He felt that this type of learning also plays a part in the development of our 

new behavior patterns when we see them performed by other people or models. Drawing on the 

behaviorists’ idea about reinforcement, Bandura suggested that whether we choose to imitate a 

model’s behavior depends on whether we see the model reinforced or punished. Though 

observational learning, we come to learn to what behaviors are acceptable and rewarded in our 

culture, and we also learn to inhibit deviant or socially unacceptable behaviors by seeing what 

behaviors are punished.     

Summary 

Behavioral theorists view personality as significantly shaped and impacted by the reinforcements 

and consequences outside of the organism. People behave in consequences outside of the 

organism.  People behave in a consistent manner based on prior learning. B. F. skinner, a prominent 

behaviorist, said that we demonstrate consistent behavior patterns, because we have developed 

certain response tendencies. Albert Bandura said that one’s environment can determine behavior, 

but at the same time, people can influence the environment with both their thoughts and behaviors, 

which is known as reciprocal determinism. 
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